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ABSTRACT
W

The Safety Evaluation Report for the application filed by the Philadelphia
Electric Company, as applicant and owner, for licenses to operate the Limerick
Generating Station Units 1 and 2 (Docket Nos. 50-352 and 50-353), has been pre-
pared by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The facility is located near Pottstown, Pennsylvania. Subject to
favorable resolution of the items dir. cussed in this report, the NRC staff con-
cludes that the facility can be operated by the applicant without endangering
the health and safety of the public.
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1 INTRODUCTION'AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PLANT

1.1 Introduction

This report is a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) on the application for an
operating license (OL) for the Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2. On

February 26, 1970, the Phildelphia Electric Company (hereinafter referred to as
the applicant) filed with the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) an application for
licenses to construct and operate the proposed Limerick facility. The site is
located on the Schuylkill River about 1.7 miles -southeast of the _ limits of the
Borough of Pottstown in Montgomery and Chester Counties. Pennsylvania. The
site is about 21 miles northwest of the Philadelphia city limits.

,

The AEC (now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission)) reported
the results of its construction permit (CP) review in an SER dated November 29,,

1971. Following a public hearing before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board,
Construction Permits Nos. CPPR-106 and CPPR-107 were issued on June 19, 1974.

The applicant filed a Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) as part of the
request for an OL review by letter dated March 17, 1981. The NRC performed a
pre-docketing acceptance review and determined that sufficient information was
-available to initiate detailed environmental and safety reviews. Docketing
occurred on July 27, 1981.

Before _ issuing an OL for a nuclear power plant, the NRC staff is required to
conduct a review of the effects of the plant on public health and safety. The

_

staff safety review of Limerick has been based on NUREG-0800, " Standard Review
Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Reactors, LWR
Edition" (SRP). .An audit review of each of the areas listed in the Areas of
Review Section of the SRP was performed according to the guidelines provided in
the Review Procedures portion of the SRP. Exceptions to this practice are
noted in the applicable sections of this report.

Thia'SER summarizes the results of the staff's radiological safety review of
- the Limerick Generating Station and delineates the scope of the technical
details ' considered .in evaluating the radiological safety aspects of its pro-
posed operation. The design of the station was reviewed against the Federal
regulations, CP criteria, and the SRP, except where noted otherwise. The SRP
covers a variety of site conditions and plant designs. Each section is written
to provide the complete procedure and all acceptance criteria for all of the
areas of review pertinent to the section. However, for any given application,
the staff may select and emphasize particular aspects of each SRP section as
appropriate for the application. In some cases, the major portion of the review

.of a plant feature may be done on a generic basis, with the design of that fea-
ture rather than in the context of reviews of particular applications from
utilities. In other cases, a plant feature may be sufficiently similar to that
of'a previous plant so that a de novo review of the feature is not needed.

During the course of its review, the staff held a number of meetings with repre-
sentatives of the applicant to discuss the design, construction, and proposed

Limerick SER 1-1
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operation of the plant. The staff requested additional information, which the
applicant provided in amendments to the FSAR. This information is available to
the public for review at the NRC Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. and at the Local Public Document Room at the Pottstown Public-
Library, 500 High Street, Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464.

Following the TMI-2 accident, the Commission paused in its licensing activities
to assess the impact of the accident. During this pause, the recommendations
of several groups established to investigate the lessons learned from TMI-2
'became available. All available recommendations were correlated and assimilated
ino a "TMI Action Plan,"'now published as NUREG-0600, entitled "NRC Action Plan
Develped as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident." Additional guidance relating to
implementation of the Action Plan is in NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action
Plan Requirements," and in. Supplement I to NUREG-0737. Licensing requirements
based on the lessons learned from the TMI-2 accident have been established to
provide additional safety margins. -These have been is.;orporated into the design
and operation of the Limerick facility. Table 1.1 provides a cross-reference
relating the TMI items to the sections in this report where they are discussed.

Sections 2 through 22 of this report contain the NRC review and evaluation of
both the non-TMI- and TMI-related issues. Section 23 pre,sents the staff'sconclusions.

Appendix A is a chronology of NRC's principal actions related to the safety (or
radiological) review of the application. Appendix B is a bibliography of the
references used during the course of the review. Availability of all material
cited in'this report is described on the inside front cover of this report.
Sections of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) (including,

'

the General Design Criteria (GDC) in Appendix A'to Part 50), NRC Regulatory
Guides (RGs), and sections of the SRP, including Branch Technical Positions
(BTPs) will he identified as appropriate. They are not included in Appendix B.

! Appendix C is a discussion of how various unresolved safety issues (USIs)
! relate to the application. Appendix D is a list of acronyms used in this

,! report. Appendix'E is an NRC report on the seismicity of the eastern United
States, particularly Charleston, South Carolina, seismicity (see Section 2.5.1).
Appendix F is a staff sponsored report on the site-specific earthquake response
spectrum for the Limerick site (see Section 2.5.2.3). Appendix G is a staff-
sponsored report on the handling of heavy loads (see Section 9.1). Appendix H

| is a list of principal contributors.
!

As part of its review of the application against the NRC regulations, the staff
asked the applicant to certify that Limerick meets the applicable requirements
of 10 CFR 20, 50, 51, and 100. The applicant-is in the process of responding
to this request. The staff will address its findings in this area in a supple-
ment to this Safety Evaluation Report.

In accordance with the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act|

! (NEPA) of 1969, the first portion of a Draft Environmental Statement (DES) that
sets forth the environmental considerations related to the proposed construc-

! tion and operation of the Limerick facility was prepared by the staf f and issued
as NUREG-0974 (June 1983). The remaining portion of the DES is scheduled to

! be issued in October 1983. The Final Environmental Statement (FES) is scheduled
to be published in March 1984 and will include a consideration of public comments

-on the complete DES.
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. Table 1.1 Cross-reference table for TMI-2' Action Plan items

TMI Item Shortened Title SER Section

I . A.1.1 Shift Technical Advisor- '13.1.2-

I.A.1.2 Shift Supervisor responsibilities 13.5.1

I.A.1.3 Shift staffing 13.1.2.

I.A.2.1. Immediate upgrade of RO and SRO training and
qualification 13.2.1.3

I.A.2.3 ' Administration of training program 13.2.1.3

I.A.3.1 Revised scope and criteria for licensing exams 13.2

I.B.1.2 Independent Safety Engineering Group 13.4

I.C.1 Short-term accident / procedure review 13.5.1

I.C.2 Shift / relief turnover procedures 13.5.1

I.C.3 Shift Supervisor responsibilities 13.5.1

I.C.4 Control room access 13.5.1

I.C.5 Feedback of operating experience 13.5.1'
i

I.C.6 Verification of correct performance of operator
activities 13.5.1

I.C.7 -NSSS vendor review of procedures 13.5.2.3

I.C.8 _ Pilot monitoring of selected engineering
procedures for NTOLs 13.5.2.3

I . D.1' Control room design review 18

I.D.2 Safety parameter display system 18

I.G.1 Training during low power testing 18

II.B.1 Reactor coolant system vents 15.9.1

II.B.2 Plant shielding 12.3.2

II.B.3 Post-accident sampling 9.3.2

II.B.4 Training for mitigating core damage 13.2.1.3

I II.D.1 Relief and safety valve position indication 5.2.2, 5.4.7
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-Table 1.1 (continued) .

TMI' Item. Shortened Title SER Section

II.D.3 Direct indication of' relief /safetyfvalve position. 7.5.2.2

II.E.4.1' . Dedicated 5ydrogen penetrations ~ 6.2.5

.II.E.4.2 Containment: isolation dependability 6.2.4.3,.

II.F.1.1 Noble gas'monitori 11.5

I'I . 'F.1. 2 ' Iodine / particulate' sampling 11.5

II.F.1.3- Containment high-range monitor 12.3.4.
~

II.F.1.4 Containment pre.'ssure 7.5.2.3

II.F.1.5 Containment water level 7.5.2.3

II.F.1.6 Containment hydrogen 7.5.2.3.

'

II.F.2 Instrumentation for detection of inadequate 4.4.7
core cooling

II.K.1.5 Review ESF valves 15.9

II.K.1.10 Operability status 15.9.2

'II.K.1.22 Auxiliary heat removal system procedures 15.9.2.

II.K.1.23 RV level procedures 15.9.2'

II.K.3.3 Reporting SRV failures 15.9.4
;-

II.K.3.13 Separation of HPCI/RCIC systems 15.9.4
'

II.K.3.15 Preclude-spurious isolation of HPCI and RCIC 15.9.4;

II.K.3.16 Reduction of challenges and failures of SRVs 15.9.4

II.K.3.17 Report of ECCS outage 15.9.4
.

II.K.3.18 Modify ADS logic 15.9.4,

l

II.K.3.21 Restart of core spray /LPCI 7.3.2

II.K.3.22 Automatic switch of RCIC system suction 7.4.2

L II.K.3.24 Space cooling HPCI/RCIC 9.4.2

(
|
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eTable 1.1-(continued). - -
1

!

l PTMI Item Shortened Tit 1e. sSER Section-

'

II.K.3.25- 1 Loss of power to-pump. seal; coolers. 15.9.4
,

~

. II . K.~ 3. 27 - - Common-Reference Level 18.1,g

II'K.3.28 : Qualification of ADS Accumulators' '3.10.2.

p
'

II.K.3.30 Revised small-break LOCA 15.9.4
-

II.K.3.31 Plant-specific calculations per 10.CFR 50.46 15.9.4
*

P
'

II.K.3.44 Evaluate transients with single failure 15.9.4-

: . II.K.3.45 Manual depressurization 15.9.4

II.K.3.46 . Response to Michelson's concerns 15.9.4

-III.A.1.2 Upgrade emergency support facilities :13.3 -

III.A.2 Emergency. preparedness- 13.3
:

III.D.1.1 . Integrity of systems.outside containment 15.9.5-
-

{ III.D.3.3. :Inplant radiation monitoring 12.5.2

-III.D.3.4 Control room _ habitability- -6.4
i

The applicant submitted a-probabilistic risk assessment in March 1981. Sub-
-sequently by letter dated - April 21, 1983,1the' applicant submitted a Severe

, - Accident Risk Assessment (SARA) report. The latter~ report' adds to the earlier

report by: including analyses of the contribution of externally initiated events -;
in addition ~to the internally initiated _ events analyzed.in'the-March 1981 report.'.
The second portion of the DES, referred to above, will be based'on-the staff's
- evaluation of the SARA: 'The results~of this safety evaluation report are not
dependent'on the-applicant's SARA. The manner in which the NRC staff will use
information from the SARA for safety-related considerations is discussed in
detail in the NRC staff's Responses to the licensing Board dated April'13,1983,i"

.and May 25, 1983. -The staff's review of the SARA is continuing and, therefore,
- any safety-related findings resulting from the NRC staff's review of the SARA
will be reported in a supplement to_this report.

The review and evaluation of the Limerick plant for an operating. license is
^

only one of-many stages at which the staff reviews the design, construction,-

and operating features.of the facility. The facility design was extensively
reviewed before the applicant was granted a construction permit for the facility.~

Construction-of the facility has been monitored in accordance with'a detailed
monitoring and--. inspection program at the OL stage. The NRC staff has reviewed
the. final design of the facility to determine that the Commission's regulations
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have been met, and that the facility will be subject to the continuing-inspec-<

tion program of the NRC staff.

In addition to the NRC staff review, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS) will review the application and will meet with both the applicant and

-the staff to discuss the final design and proposed operation of the plant. The
Committee's report to the Chairman of the NRC will be included in a' supplement
to this SER.

The NRC Project Manager assigned to the OL application for the Limerick facility
is Mr. Robert E. Martin. Mr. Martin may be contacted by calling (301) 492-7000
or by writing

Mr. Robert E. Martin
'

. Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

1.2 General Plant Description

The Limerick Generating Station uses a BWR 4 boiling water reactor (BWR)
designed and supplied by the General Electric Company (GE) (see facility layout
in Figure 1.1). It is similar to recently reviewed BWRs such as Susquehanna,
Zimmer 1, and Peach Bottom. The reactor consists of a reactor pressure vessel |
that contains a core, control rods, instrumentation, steam separator and dryer
assemblies, jet pumps, and control rod drive mechanisms. The core contains
764 fuel assemblies and 185 movable control rods arranged in an upright circular
cylindrical configuration. Each fuel assembly consists of an 8 x 8 array of
rods, 62 of which contain fuel and 2 of which contain water. Water will serve
as both moderator and coolant. The design power level of the reactor is
3435 megawatts thermal (MWt). The rated power level is 3293 MWt. The design
gross electrical ~ output is 1138 MWe.

Movable, bottam-entry control rods are used for power distribution and reactiv-
ity control. Gadolinia, a burnable poison, is provided in the initir.1 core to,

account for the excess reactivity of the fresh fuel. A standby liquid control
system is also provided that, in conjunction with other systems, is capable of

]shutting down the reactor and maintaining it in a cold shutdown condition at '

any time in core life.

The steam and power conversion system will transfer heat energy from the reactor
to the turbine generator, which will convert it by conventional means to elec-
trical energy. The heat rejected in the main condenser will be removed by a
circulating water system. Limerick will utilize a closed-cycle circulating,

water system with two natural draft hyperbolic cooling towers, one per unit.
'

The primary source of makeup water for the plant's natural draft cooling towers
is the Schuylkill River. The supplemental sources of makeup water are the
Delaware River and Perkiomen Creek. The use of all three sources of water is
restricted by the Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC).

The reactor system is housed in a GE Mark II containment. The containment sys-
tems include a pressure suppression containment structure (primary containment),
the secondary containment structure and supporting systems, the containment

$,'
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heat removal system, the containment isolation system, and the combustible gas
controlfsystem. ;The_ primary containment.is'in the; form of.a truncated cone. j

:over a cylindrical ,section, with the drywell being the upper conical section - I
'

and the suppression _ chamber being the lower cylindrical section. These two
sections comprise a-structually integrated,Lreinforced concrete pressure vessel,
lined with welded steel plate and provided with a steel domed head'for closure
at the top of;the drywell. The 'drywell and suppression chamber are divided
by a horizontal' diaphragm slab of reinforced concrete > structurally connected to
the containment wall. The drywell encloses the reactor vessel, the reactor
recirculation system,' and the associated piping and valves. -The suppression

; chamber (wetwell) consists of an air region and a water region (suppression,

pool)._ The primary and se ondary containment structures and associated systems,

-function _to prevent or control the release of : radioactive material that might
be released into-the containment atmosophere following a-postulated accident.'

I

_The-reactor protection system will initiate a rapid,' automatic reactor shutdown'

.(scram) if selected monitored' system variables exceed preestaalished-limits.7

i This action will be taken in. time to prevent damage to the fuel cladding and
p reactor coolant pressure boundary and to prevent unacceptable radiation releases

following abnormal operational transients.

Four: emergency core cooling systems are' designed to prevent core overheating in
'

the event of a postulated loss-of-coolant accident. These systems include the
1

high pressure 1 coolant injectica system, -automatic depressurization system, low
! pressure core spray system, Land the. low pressure coolant injection system _(an

cperating mode.of-the. residual. heat removal system).

. Offsite ac power for Units 1:and 2'is provided by two' 230-kV transmission lines'

and two 500-kV transmission. lines, with a third 500-kV line to be added. Four
. diesel generators per unit provide. standby onsite ac power to shut down the
h facility safely and to maintain it in a safe shutdown condition upon complete
[ loss of offsite power; The plant dc system will provide power-to vital instru-

[- mentation and controls if normal ac plant power. sources become unavailable.
.

'

The radioactive waste management systems.are designed to provide for the con-
trolled handling and treatment of-liquid, gasecus, and solid wastes. The liquid

.

waste management system collects, processes, monitors, and recylces or disposes
|- .of liquid radioactive wastes frca the operation of Limerick. The gaseous waste
i management system provides holdup' capacity to allow decay of short-lived noble
| gases from the main condenser air ejector and. treatment of ventilation exhausts

through filters, as necessary, to reduce releases of ' radioactive materials.
The solid radioactive waste system provides for solidification (if necessary),
packaging, and storage of radioactive wastes generated during station operation

,

i. before shipment off site to a licensed facility for burial.

f -1.3' Shared' Facilities and Equipment
1

The Limerick facility is designed to share certain facilities between Units 1'

| and 2. These shared safety-related facilities are

|
' (1) control enclosure and support subsystems

(2) ultimate heat sink (spray pond)
(3) spray pond pumphouse and support subsystems
(4) emergency service water system

Limerick SER 1-8
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-(5): residual ~ heat removal service water system
.(6) standby gas treatment system and support' subsystem-

(7) | spent fuel' cask handling facilities
~

The.NRC staff reviewed these. facilities and concludes that sharing is acceptable
Jas proposed.

1.4 Comparison with Similar' Facility Designs-

-Many. features'of.the Limerick design are similar to those previously. evaluated,

and approved by the NRC staff for-other BWR facilities (for example, Peach
Bottom, Susquehanna, and Zimmer 1). To the extent-feasible and appropriate,

'

the staff:has relied on its evaluations of these features in these other facili-
' ties in conducting the, Limerick review. .Where 3his has been done, the appro-
priate sections of this report identify the other facilities. The NRC staff
SERs for these other facilities have been published and'are available for public
inspection at the NRC Public Document Room.

'
~

Comparable principal' parameters.and features of Limerick and several other BWR
facilities of similar design are listed in Table 1.2.

,

1.5 Identification of Agents and Contractors

The Philadelphia Electirc Company'(PECo).is the applicant for the OLs for the
> Limerick Generating Station. As such,.PECo is responsible for the design-'

,

construction, management, and operation of the facility. The applicant has
-retained Bechtel Power Corporation to provide architectural, engineering, con-
struction, and startup services. GE designed, fabricated, and delivered to
the site the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS), the fuel, and the turbine'

. generators. GE will also provide technical' support for the installation and*

i startup of these systems.

The applicant u;.ilizes consultants in specialized areas; for example, Gilbert
Associates.in siting; Dames and Moore in geology, seismology, groundwater
hydrology; Meteorological Evaluation Services in meteorology; Buchart-Horn in
-archeology; and MPR Associates in quality assurance.

; 1.6 Summary of Principal Review Matters *

- The staff technical review and evaluation of the information submitted by the,

' applicant considered, or will consider, the principal matters summarized below.

(1)- The population density and land-use characteristics of the site environs;-

and the physical characteristics of the site (including seismolngy, meteo-4

: rology, and geology, and hydrology) to establish (a) that these character-*

.istics have been determined adequately and have been given appropriate'

: consideration in the plant design, and (b) that the site characteristics
are in accordance with the Commission siting criteria in'10 CFR 100,

L taking into consideration the design of the facility, including the engi-
'

neered safety features provided.

(2) The design, fabrication, construction, and testing criteria, and the
expected performance characteristics of the plant structures, systems, and

; components.'important to safety to determine (a) that they are in accord

Limerick SER 1-9
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Table 1.2 Comparison of Limerick principal design features with
other BWR facilities- j

.

!Limerick Susquehanna Zimmer 1 Peach Bottom
. Design features BWR/4 BWR/4 BWR/5 BWR/4-

'

Containment type Mark II Mark II' Mark II Mark I

Rated thermal power, 3293 3293 2436 3293 .
'

MWt

Gross electrical 1138 1085 830 1151
output, MWe

Main steam flow- 14,156,000 13,480,000 10,477,000 13,381,000
rate, Ib/nr .

Total core flow- 100,000,000 100,500,000 78,500,000 102,500,000
rate, Ib/hr

;.
'

System pressure, 1020 1020 1020 1020
' nominal in steam

dome, psia

Fuel lattice 8x8 8x8 8x8 7x7

Number of fuel 764 764 560 764
assemblies

I Number of fuel rods 62 62 63 49
per fuel assembly

Number of movable 185 185 137 185
control rods

| Reactor vessel inside 251 251 218 251
'

diameter, in.

Reactor vessel inside' 72-1 72-11 69-10 72-11
height, ft-in.

|

| Reactor vessel design 1250 1250 1250 1250
pressure, psig .

Reactor vessel . 6.19 6.19 5.38 6.31
basemetal minimum
. wall thickness, in.

Reactor vessel minimum 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125
cladding thickness, in.

Limerick SER 1-10
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. Table 1.2.(continued)
.

. .
Limerick 'Susquehanna- Zimmer 1 Peach Bottom

. Design features: BWR/4 BWR/4 BWR/S BWR/4
_

Number-of recirculation 2 2 2 2
loops'

- Recirculation loop 28 28 20 28
pipe inside'
diameter, in.

- Recirculation pump 45,200 45,200 32,500 45,200
flowrate, gpm-

~
.

Number of jet' pumps 20 20 20 20

14 umber of high pressure 1 1- 1 1
coolant injection-(core
spray) loops

Number-of low pressure 2 2 1 2-
core spray 1 oops~

. Number of low pressure 4- 2 3 2
coolant injection loops

- Maximum heat. flux, 361,600 361,600 354,255 -425,060
2Btu /ft /hr

Average heat flux, 143,700 143,700 144,032 163,230
2Btu /ft /hr

, Maximum power per fuel 13.4 13.4 13.4 18.35
rod length, kW/ft-

'

. Maximum centerline fuel 3435 3435 3325 4430
temperatureg *F

.

Minimum critical-power 1.22 1.25 1.24 (1)
ratio

Design power peaking 1.96 1.96 1.96 2.10
factor _(maximum rela-
tive assembly power x
axial peaking factor)

'

(1) Value varies depending on the unit considered, fuel cycle variations, and
other factors, as reflected in the Technical-Specifications.

.

f
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with the GDC, quality assurance criteria, RGs, and other appropriate rules,
codes, and standards, and (b) that any departures from these criteria,
codes, and standards have been identified and justified.,

~(3) The expected response of the facility to various anticipated operating
~

transients and to a broad spectrum of postulated accidents. Based on this I

evaluation, the staff determined that the potential calculated consequences
of a few highly unlikely postulated accidents (design-basis accidents)
would exceed those of all other accidents considered. The staff performed
conservative analyses of these design-basis accidents to determine that
the calculated potential offsite radiation doses that might result--in the
very unlikely event of their occurrence--would not exceed the Commission,

| guidelines for site acceptability given in 10 CFR 100.

(4) -The applicant's engineering and construction organization, plans for the
; conduct-of plant operations (including the organizational structure and
| the general qualifications of operating and technical support personnel),
| the plans for industrial security, and the plans for emergency actions
| to be taken in the unlikely event of an accident that might. affect the
'

general public to determine that the applicant is technically qualified
to operate the facility safely.

I

(5) The design of the systems provided for control of radiological effluents
,

! from the facility to determine (a) that these systems are capable of con-

| trolling the release of radioactive wastes from the facility within the
limits of the Commission regulations in 10 CFR 20, and (b) that the.appli-!

cant is capable of operating the equipment provided so that radioactive
releases are reduced to levels that are as low as is reasonably achievable
within the context of the Commission regulations in 10 CFR 50 and to meet

i the dose-design objectives of Apperdix I to Part 50.

(6) The applicant's quality assurance program for the operation of the facili-
ties to ensure (a) that the program complies with the Commission regula-
tions in 10 CFR 50, and (b) that the applicant will have proper controls
over the facility operations so that there is reasonable assurance that
the facility can be operated safely and reliably.

~

1.7 Modifications to the Facility During the Course of the Staff Review

During the review, the staff met (see Appendix A to this report) with the appli-
cant's representatives, contractors, and consultants to discuss various tech-
nical matters related to the facility. Also, the staff made a number of visits

i:

to the site to assess-specific safety matters related to the station.
i
.

The' applicant made a number of changes to the facility design as a result of
the staff. review. The staff reviewed these design changes also. Special

| details concerning these changes are included in FSAR amendments and in appro-
| priate subsections of this report.

1.8 Outstanding Issues

i

; The staff has identified ~certain outside issues in its review that have not
been. resolved with the applicant at the ti.ne of issuance to this report. The!

| staff will complete its review of these items before the operating license is

Limerick SER 1-12
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issued. The staff will discuss the resolution of each of these items in a sup-
~

plement to this report. These items are listed below and are discussed further
in the sections of this report'as indicated.

Issue Section

(1) emergency preparedness 2.3.3, 13.3
(2) tornado missile effects on ultimate heat sink 3.5.2
(3) pipe breaks outside containment information 3.6.1
(4) feedwater isolation check valves 3.6.2
(5) instrument line vibration monitoring program 3.9.2.1
(6) seismic / dynamic and environmental qualification

of equipment 3.10, 3.11
(7) inadequate core cooling 4.4.7, 7.5.2.1
(8) airborne particulate radioactivity monitoring

system 5.2.5
(9 second isolation valve for hydrogen recombiner 6.2.4.2
(10) pressure drop measurement across ESF HEPA filters 6.5
(11) manual initiation of safety systems 7.3.2.5
(12) post-accident monitoring instrumentation 7.5.2.3
(13) multiple control systems failures and high-energy

line breaks and consequential control system
failures 7.7.2.1

. (14) three-hour-fire-rated barriers for structural
steel 9.5.1.4

(15) electrical cable and cable. tray protection 9.5.1.4.5
(16) effects of hydrogen explosion on offgas system 11.3.1
(17) administrative procedures (applicable TMI items) 13.1.2.1, 13.5.1
(18) size of ISEG- 13.4
(19) reclassification of events 15.2.2
(20) ODYN code calculation 15.2.2
(21) ATWS events (Generic Letter 83-28) 15.8
(22) Q list 17
(23) control room design review -18
(24) containment emergency sump reliability (USI A-43) Appendix C

'

1. 9 Confirmatory Issues

At this point in the review there are some items that have essentially been
resolved to the staff's satisfaction, but for which certain confirmatory infor-
mation has not yet been provided by the applicant. In these instances, the
applicant has committed to provide the confirmatory information in the near
future. If staff review of the information provided for an item does not
confirm preliminary conclusions, that item will be treated as open and the NRC
staff will report on its resolution in a supplement to this report.

-Issue Section

(1) FSAR Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2-2 revisions 3.2.2
(2) piping isometrics and pipe whip effects 3.6.2
(3) startup test specification for 80P piping 3.9.2.1
(4) reactor internals analysis documentation 3.9.2.4
(5) loading combinations, design transients, and

stress limits 3.9.3.1

Limerick SER 1-13
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Issue Section ;

(6) inservice testing of pumps and valves 3.9.6, 5.4.6, 5.4.7
(7) fuel rod mechanical fracturing 4.2.1.2, 4.2.3.2
(8) fuel assembly structural damage from external

forces 4.2.1.3, 4.2.3.3
(9) overheating of gadolinia fuel pellets 4.2.3.2
(10) high burnup fission gas release 4.2.3.3(1)
(11) loose parts monitoring systems 4.4.6, 4.4.9
(12) preservice inspection program 5.2.4.3, 6.6.3 |
(13) alternate shutdown cooling flow path 5.4.7
(14) environmental qualification envelope for drywell 6.2.1.3-
(15) bulk-to-local. pool temperature differences 6.2.1.7.3
(16) capping vacuum breaker downcomer 6.2.1.7.3
(17) Anderson-Greenwood vacuum breaker test program 6.2.1.7.3
(18) applicability of Mark III concerns 6.2.1.8
(19) procedures for isolating feedwater bypass lines 6.2.4.1
(20) procedures for hydrogen recombiner operation 6.2.5
(21) procedures for Type A leakage testing for hydrogen

recombiners and combustible gas analyzer 6.2.5
(22) fracture toughness of containment pressure boundary 6.2.7
(23) procedures for response to LOCA 6.3.5
(24) plant-specific LOCA analy.=is 6.3.5, 15.9.4
(25) test results for steam effects on core spray

distribution 6.3.5
-(26) instrumentation setpoints

.

7.2.2.1
(27) failures in reactor vessel level sensing lines 7.2.2.2
(28) isolation of circuits 7.2.2.9

~(29) APRM upscale trips 7.2.2.10
(30) restart of HPCI and RCIC on low water level 7.3.2.4

(31) automatic switchover 2f RCIC 7.4.2.2
(32) rod sequence control system, rod worth minimizer,

and the rod block monitor 7.7.2.3
(33) capability for safe shutdown following loss of

electrical power 7.4.2.1
(34) remote shutdown system 7.4.2.3
(35) fire protection program 9.5.1.1.1
(36) fire hazards analysis 9.5.1.1.2

(37) administrative controls 9.5.1.2
(38) fire. brigade 9.5.1.3
(39) penetration seals 9.5.1.4.1

(40) stairwell fire barriers 9.5.1.4.1
(41) steamtight doors 9.5.1.4.1

(42) metal roof deck construction 9.5.1.4.1

(43) floor drains 9.5.1.4.1

(44) safe shutdown 9.5.1.4.2

(45) alternate shutdown 9.5.1.4.3
(46) storage of flammable gases 9.5.1.4.4

(47) control structure ventilation 9.5.1.4.6
(48) emergency lighting 9.5.1.4.7

(49) fire detention 9.5.1.5.1

(50) fire protection water supply 9.5.1.5.2
(51) valve supervision 9.5.1.5.2
(52) sprinkler and standpipe headers 9.5.1.5.3 /
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Issue Section

-(53) standpipe flow calculation 9.5.1.5.3
(54) seismic _ support of standpipe 9.5.1.5.3
(55) PGCC design 9.5.1.5.5.

; (56) control room complex design 9.5.1.6.2
'

'

(57) cable spreading 9.5.1.6.3
_(58)-diesel generator _ room protection -9.5.1.6.6
(59) cooling towers

_

9.5.1.6.8
| (60) solidification / dewatering of solid waste (procedures) 11.4
| (61) operating and maintenance. procedures 13.5.2.1

|
(62) emergency operating procedures . 13.5.2.3
(63) assurance of proper ESF functioning (II.K.1.5) 15.9.3

,

(64) procedures to ensure operability status (II.K.1.10)- 15.9.3,.

(65) automatic restart of RCIC (II.K.3.13) 15.9.4
(66) preclude spurious isolation of RCIC and HPCI

(II.K.3.15) 15.9.4<

1.10 License Condition Items-

There are certain issQes for which a_ license condition may be desirable to
ensure that staff requrements are met during plant. operation. The_ license
condition may be in-the form of a condition in the body of the operating
licenses, or a limiting condition for operation in the Technical Specifications

,

! appended to the licenses. These currently defined items, with appropriate
references to subsections of this report, are,

4

License Condition Section

(1) turbine system maintenance program 3.5.1.3
- (2) fuel- rod pressure limits

_

4.2.1.1, 4.2.3.1.,

(3) thermal hydraulic stability analysis for operation
,

; beyond Cycle 1 4.4.4
(4) scram system piping (NUREG-0803)' 4.6,

I (5) addition.of automatic. isolation signals to RECW
and CW isolation valves 6.2.4.2

(6) modifications to remote shutdown system 7.1.4.4, 7.4.2.3
(7) compliance with NUREG-0612 (Phase II, heavy loads) 9'.1.5, 15.7.5

,

(8) shared emergency service water systems 9.2.1
(9) shared RHR service water systems- 9.2.2
(10) shared control structure chilled water systems 9.2.8
(11) post-accident ~ sampling procedure (II.B.3) 9.3.2
(12) shared control structure ventilation 1 systems 9.4.1
(13) each' operating shift shall be assigned a person

with commercial BWR experience until 100% power
is attained 13.1.2.2

(14) implementation and maintenance of physical
. security plan 13.6

(15) prohibition of extended cycle operation with
partial feedwater heating 15.2

.

.
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1.11 Unresolved Safety-Issues

Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, reads as
follows:

,

Unresolved Safety Issues Plan

Section 210. The-Commission shall develop a plan for pro-
viding for specification and analysis of unresolved safety
issues relating to nuclear reactors and shall take such
action as may be necessary to implement corrective measures
with respect to such issues. Such plan shall be submitted
to the Congress on or before January 1, 1978 and progress
reports shall be included in the annual report to the
Congress thereafter.

In response to this reporting requirement, the NRC provided a report to the
Congress, NUREG-0410, in January 1978, which describes the generic issues pro-
gram of.the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) that had been implemented
early in 1977. The NRR program described in NUREG-0410 provides for the identi-
fication of generic issues, the assignment of priorities, the development of
detailed task action plans to resolve the issues, the projections of dollar and
personnel costs, continuing high-level management oversight of task progress,
and public dissemination of information related to the tasks as they progress.

~

Since the issuance of NUREG-0410, each annual report has described NRC progress
in resolving these issues.

The staff continually evaluates the safety requirements used in its review
against new information as it becomes available. In some cases, the staff takes
immediate action or interim measures to ensure safety. In most cases, however,
the initial staff assessment indicates that immediate licensing actions or
changes in licensing criteria are not necessary. In any event, further study
may be deemed appropriate to make judgments as to whether existing staff re-
quireme_nts should be modified. These issues being studied are sometimes called
generic. safety' issues because they are related to a particular class or type of ,

nuclear facility. A discussion of these matters and the NRC program for the
resolution of these generic issues is provided in Appendix C to this report.

.

.
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2 : SITE CHARACTERISTICS-
;

12.1 -Geography'and Demography

The July 1981 edition of;the Standard, Review Plan.(SR?) (NUREG-0800). includes
-Chapter 2,cSite Characteristics. Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in accordance
with.SRP:2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3.

2.1.1 Site Location'and Description
,

the Limerick Generating Station Lis located on a 595-acre site in Chester and
Montgomery Counties, Pennsylvania. The site is located on the eastern. bank of
the Schuylkill River.and extends to : include a portion of' the western shore.
The plant is approximately 1.7 miles southeast of the~ limits of the Borough
Pottstown, Pennsylvania, and 21'ailes northwest of the closest boundary of
Philadelphia,; Pennsylvania. Figure 2.'1 shows the general location _offthe '

Limerick site, and Figure 2.2 shows the .immediate site area. The topography,
of the site, varies from ^about 110. feet mean sea level (msl) at:the Schuylkill .

~

River to 280 feet esl at the highest' point on the site. The. coordinates of
the. Limerick Unit 1-are 40* 13'.26.67" - north latitude and 75* 35' 16.'27" west

~

longitude. The universal transverse mercator coordinates are 4,452,582.46
meters' north and 449,984.17 meters east.-

2.1.2' Exclusion Area Control
,

The_ applicant has defined the exclusion area as an area determined by two-
circles each with a 2500-foot radius centered on each reactor unit. The exclu-

'sion area consists of. plant property on both sides .of the Schuylkill' River.f as
well as the river. 'All of~the land, including the mineral rights, is owned by
.the applicant. A small,- low' elevation island. lies within-the exclusion area. |

The river and the island are considered to be public passageways and are not
part of the Limerick-site property. The river |and the island will be controlled !

'-by.the' Pennsylvania State Police in the event of an emergency.

' Arrangements have been made with Conrail-to control rail traffic on the.two !

railroad tracks passing through the exclusion area-on the east' bank of;the
-Schuylkill River.

.There"are no residences within-the exclusion area. The fonner homes inside
of the exclusion area, shown'in Figure 2.3, are not being used as residences.
Fricks Lock Roa'd and Lozark Road pass through the exclusion-area and will be
controlled by the_ Pennsylvania _ State Police during emergencies.

On the basis of.the ownership of the land within the. exclusion area boundary,
-

and because suitable' arrangements have been made to. control traffic on the
roads, rails, and river within the exclusion area, the NRC staff ~ concludes that
the applicant has the authority to control all activities within the exclusion
area, as required by 10 CFR 100.

v. r

\
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2.1.3 Population Distribution-

Table 2.1 shows (1) the applicant's population estimates.for 1980, which agree
with NRC staff estimates, and (2) the NRC staff's population' projections for

'' the year ~2020 covering-the area within 10 miles of the plant.

Table 2.1' Resident population in the Limerick vihinity

Year 0-1 ~ 0-2 0-3- 0-4: 0-5- 0-10'
mi mi mi mi mi mi

1980 477 5984 18238 49933 67749 156354
2020 492. 6172 18776 51377- 69703 162605

~

The app _licant provided population forecasts for the years 1983,' 1990,' 2000,
2010,.and 2020 in the FSAR, but these projections, made_in the mid-1970s, were

~

overestimates; the area has not experienced, nor.is it likely to experience,
the growth anticipated. The NRC' staff also estimates the population within
50 miles _of the plant to be 7,240,129' in the year 2020. This compares with the
applicant's estimate of 11,697,530. The NRC staff forecasts are based on the
Bureau of Economic Analysis population growth factors developed for NRC.

' The major transient population within 5~ miles of the site results from local
industries. The total number of workers within this radius is approximately

'12,000.
~

The only recreational area within' the low population zone (LPZ) is the Country-
side Swim Club, located approximately 1 mile southwest of the site, with a daily
average attendance of 400 persons during the summer months.

Other facilities within 5 miles include _a state mental institution, the Penn-

hurst Center,~with an estimated. population of about 1000 residents, which is
2.5'ailes southeast of the plant, and the Pottstown Medical Center, with approx-
imately 275 beds,'which is 1.8 miles northwest of the station.

The applicant has indi.cated that the nearest densely populate,d center of 25,000
or more persons (as defined in 10 CFR 100) is the Borough of Pottstown, which
had a 1970_ population of 25,355 and a 1980. population of 22,729. -Pottstown,
which is 1.7 miles northwest of the Limerick site, 'is also the largest popula-

~

. tion center within 10 miles of the site. .The applicant has chosen an LPZ dis-
tance of 1.27 miles; thus Pottstown's distance from the' site meets the 10 CFR 100
criterion of 1-1/3 times the LPZ radius.

2.1.4 Conclusion '

On the basis of (1) the 10 CFR 100 definitions of the exclusion area, LPZ,
and population center distance; (2) the NRC staff analysis of'the onsite meteor--
ological data from which the relative concentration factors (X/Q) were calcu-
lated (see Section 2.3); and (3) calculated potential radiological dose con-

'

sequences of design-basis accidents (see Section 15), the NRC staff concludes
that the exclusion area, LPZ, and population center _ distance meet the criteria
of 10 CFR 100 and are acceptable.!

L
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'2.2 Nearby Industrial, Transportation, and Military Facilities

'

Limerick wasfreviewed in-accordance with SRP 2.2.1, 2.'2.2, 2.2.3, 3.5.1.5, and
3.5.1.6.

.

2.2.1 _ Transportation Routes

There is no commercial' traffic on the Schuylkill River in the vicinity of the
site because of the downstream ~ dams. The' nearest through. roads and their
closest locationsEto the site are U.S. Route 422, which is about 1.25 miles
north of the plant, and Pennsylvania Route 724, which runs about 1.1 miles

! southwest of the plant site on the opposite ~ side of the Schuylkill River (see>

Figure P.3).

There are two railroad lines in the vicinity of the Limerick Station. The.

Conrail.Penn Central Line is 2600 feet west of the reactor. structures on the,

opposite .back of _the Schuylkill River. The nearest railroad is.the two-track*

Conrail Reading Line,-which passes through the exclusion area approximately
-650 feet from;the diesel generator buildings (see Figu'res 2.3 and 2.4). Ship-
ments handled by_this rail line include both toxic and explosive materials.
The' applicant has evaluated the frequency and quantity of high explosive ship-
ments on this line. -The maximum shipment was determined by the applicant 1to

'be 56 tons of-TNT. Calculations by the applicant indicate that a postulated
*

detonation.of this quantity of explosive material would produce a_ peak positive
incident pressure of 5.1 psi and a peak reflected overpressure of 14.5 psi at
the closest safety-related structure. The NRC staff's independent calculations

'

substantiate these. values. 'The applicant has indicated that the safety-related
structures have been designed to withstand the effects of the design-basis rail-
road explosion with no damage. Details of the~NRC staff evaluation of blast-
overpressure'on structures are in Section 3.8.1 of this' report.

-In addition to the transport of high. explosives, the applicant has evaluated
the potential effects of shipping railroad' tank cars of propane past the
Limerick ~ ~si te. At the' request of the NRC staff, the applicant-has provided

i~ 'an' analysis in which it'is' calculated that the delayed ignition'of the heavier-
~than-air propane cloud from a railroad tank _ca'r' leak near the plant would pro-

.

~ duce _a peak reflected overpressure of approximately 10 psi on the upper two-
thirds of the reactor containment buildings. The lower portion af these.struc-

'tures would be shielded from the blast by the topography between the river and
the reactor buildings. JThe NRC staff's independent analysis confirms the peak
reflected overpressure calculated by the applicant. Because the peak reflected
overpressure from the postulated explosives shipment exceeds that produce,d by

~

the delayed ignition of a' propane cloud,'the former is the design-basis event
for this facility.

The applicant indicates that the. steep (80-foot-high) ge#Naankment adjacent to
Jthe. railroad tracks will protect the plant from large tank car missiles gener-
ated by an explosion on the rail line. FSAR Section 3.5-indicates that the
plant is designed against the impact of smaller missiles generated from a rail-
way accident. The NRC staff concurs in these findings.

The applicant has provided a list of approximately 20 toxic chemicals that were~

-identified by Conrail as being transported on the rail lines near the site. The

Limerick SER 2-6
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reactor control room.is designed to isolate (see Section 6.4 of this report) if
~

i -
chlorine or the other.-identified toxic gases from offsite sources are present. ,

!

,
. )'

. There are: four public-use airports within 5 miles of the Limerick ~ site (see i. Figure 2.5). The closest-is'the Pottstown Landing Field, approximately 2 miles
east of the reactor site on-property owned by the applicant and leased to the
airport operators. The lease limits fixed-wing aircraft to a maximum weight of

- 13,500 lbs. .This airport has a hard-surfaced runway ~that is'3500 feet,long,
- 'which precludes its use by any-heavier aircraft. Currently there are a total
of about 30,000 aircraft movements annually. There are about 60 aircraft based,

i - at the airport, of which 40 are single-engine craft,' 11 are twin-engine craft,
i and .9 are rotary-wing craft.

The Pottstown Municipal Airport is ~about 5 miles northwest of the site. This
is the only municipal-airport within a 5-mile radius of the plant site. This
facility has a 2700-foot-long,.hard-surfaced runway and is used for about

L 14,000 movements annually. The New Hanover Airport and the Sunset Landing
! Strip have sod runways, and each is used for a total of about 30 flights per
|- day.- The Perkiomen Valley Airport.has a 3000-foot-1ong, hard-surfaced landing"

strip and is.used by a charter service, by a. flying school, and by-private air-
craft. -Movements are-estimated to be 7000 annually. The Limerick reactor.

'
. structure is designed to withstand the impact of the largest aircraft (a Lear
jet) that is capable of operating out of the nearby airports..

The annual. traffic estimates for Federal airways near the Limerick site include
20,440 flights using the Pottstown VOR, no flights along V143, and 8395 flights

; along V29/V147. At the request of the NRC staff, the applicant examined traffic
along these routes and performed an analysis of the probability of an aircraft

. impacting the. plant.' As a result of this analysis, the applicant concluded
that,the probability of an aircraft crash causing radiological consequences in
excess of the guideline values in 10 CFR 100 is within the criteria of SRP 2.2.3

- and is acceptable. After reviewing this analysis, the NRC staff concurs with
this conclusion.*

!

2.2.2 Nearby Facilities-

The only significant nearby industrial facilities are the Hooker Chemical
Company, located across the Schuylkill River, approximately 1-1/2 miles west,'

_ and'the Pottstown Trap Rock Quarries, Inc.,_ adjacent to the northern boundary
of the Limerick property.

,

The largest quantity'of hazardous material stored at this Hooker Chemical Company
facility-is 3 million pounds of vir.y1 chloride, which presents a potential

. explosion hazard and is a source of phosgene gas when heated. The distance4

from.the source to the plant (1-1/2 miles) is sufficient to protect the plant
against blast overpressure if this material were to detonate. The control room
air monitoring system is' designed.to detect an onsite chlorine release or an
offsite toxic gas release (see Section 6.4 of this report) and isolate.p

} The Pottstown Trap Rock Quarry uses a maximum of 11,700 pounds of explosive,'

detonated in a series of 20 explosions, to fracture rockwalls. This material
is delivered by truck when it is needed. The maximum truck load is 33,000
pounds of explosives. Even if an entire truckload of explosives were detonated
at the closest distance from the quarry to reactor structures (2800 feet), the

~
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NRC: staff calculations-indicate.that the peak reflected blast overpressure
would be less than 1 psi and would not affect the safety of the nuclear-plant.

There1are a number of pipelines that cross or pass near the Limerick site (see
Figure-2.6). ;The largest natural. gas pipelines that pass near the site are '

'20-inch and 14-inch lines located approximately 3500 feet east of the Limerick
reactors. This. distance provides' adequate' protection to the plant from a gas~

line break that could produce a local fire and short range pipe or' dirt fragment-
type missiles. _ Independent NRC staff calculations indicate that a-burning cloud

| of natural. gas at'this distance will not produce thermal: radiation (heat flux)'

on reactor structures in excess of that produced by solar radiation.
~

An:8-inch Atlantic Richfield Company.(ARCO) pipeline extends through the plant
. property (see Figure 2.7). This line is'used to transport gasoline and other
refined hydrocarbons at a flow rate of 700 gpm. The applicant has anzagreement
with ARCO that prohibits'the shipment-of_ propane gas through this line. This
agreement precludes the possibility of releasing propane (a heavier than air
gas)-and_thus-eliminates the potential for the delayed ignition of a flammable

' cloud that could reach the plant. At its closest' distances to safety-related
structures,.this pipeline passes within 1625 feet of.the Unit 2 reactor building
and within 1675 feet of the Unit 2 diesel generator building. The applicant
has evaluated _the .results of a postulated release of gasoline leading to an
explosion:in the Possum Hollow Creek Bed. The applicant has concluded that
(1) th'e blast overpressure on' critical reactor structures' is less than 1.0 psi
and (2)'this overpressure will not' affect the safety of the nuclear facility.

~

Based onithe results of an independent calculation', the NRC staff concurs with
the applicant's analysis. The a'pplicant has" determined that the thermal radia-

!. . tion (heat flux) on the containment building from a gasoline vapor cloud defla-
.gration will.be equivalent to that produced by natural heating. Based on its-
-independent calculations, the NRC staff concurs with these findings.

In addition to the evaluations presented in the above paragraphs for the Limerick
facility _as a whole, the NRC staff has also evaluated the potential for siphon- e
.ing of petroleum products-from a ruptured pipeline and_the potential effects of

L deflagration of gas _orLpetroleum products resulting from pipeline rupture on
.

'

the diesel generators and their associated die.sel fuel storage facilities.

In FSAR Section 2.2.3.1.4 the applicant indicates that a rupture of the 8-inch
ARCO pipeline at Possum Hollow Run could_ release approximately 5000 gallons

; of refined oil products. This is based on~an assumed drainage of the contents
~

F of an 8-inch-diameter pipe, approximately 0.4 miles long, the length corres-
.ponding to the~ maximum distance between any break and a high point in the pipe-

. line. The distance from the break to the northernmost isolation valve is about| :8 miles. The quantity of liquid-in this complete section of pipeline is about
109,000 gallons. Normally, a pipe rupture would result in automatic closure of
the isolation valve at 8 miles from the break. This would prevent the liquid

'at~the break from siphoning because, for siphoning to occur,.both ends of a
pipel.ine must be open to atmospheric pressure. As long as no air enters the
~ pipeline at the isolation valve location, the pipeline will not drain by siphon-
ing. The combined probability of a pipe rupture and a failure to isolate is
expected to be relatively low. Nevertheless,.the NRC staff has considered this
possibility. The NRC staff's calculations indicate that even if the line did'

.not drain completely and gasoline burned in Possum Hollow, the radiant heat
flux.would not endanger the diesel generaturs as discussed below. In view of 7

the above considerations, the staff considers that the. potential fire effects

._ Limerick SER 2-10
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from a postulated rupture of the 8-inch ARCO pipeline 'do not present a signifi- *

. cant hazard to the diesel generators.

The 20-inch and 14-inch Columbia Gas pipelines are located about 0.65 mile
eastr of the Unit 2 diesel generator. building (see.FSAR Figure 2.2-4). -The
' diesel generators are. located in tornado-resistant, seismically designed, rein-

: . forced concrete buildings (see FSAR. Figure.l.2-36, Section A-A). The diesel
oil, storage tanks are located underground (shown in FSAR Figure 1.2-1),. south
of the Unit 1 diesel generator building. Because of the location of both the

L . diesel generators and the storage tanks, radiant heat from the postulated defla-
gration of combustible vapor.would not pose a hazard because these engineered
safety components are shielded from direct thermal radiation. The most likely.

: source.of'a deflagration would be the natural gas. transmission lines . located '
', about 3400 feet from the Unit 2 diesel generator building. Because natural gas

is-lighter than air, it would rise almost vertically near the point of release.'

Accident experience (National Tr'ansportation Safety Board, NTSB-PAR-75-2 and
NTSB-PAR-75-3) with previously ruptured 12- and 30-inch natural gas-transmis-
sion lines indicates that even with delayed ignition of an air gas mixture, the
radiant heat did not ignite vegetation and trees beyond a 700-foot radius. The
flames heights, however, extended several hundred feet above the pipelines.
The heat flux at the outer wall surface of the Unit 2 diesel generator building

2 at 3400 feet from a; has been calculated by the staff to be_about 530 watts /m
natural gas fire. This is based on a postulated _. double-ended pipeline rupturec
and an assumed 300-foot-diameter natural gas cloud column. For comparison,-
the average solar radiation.on a horizontal surface in Washington, D.C., is -

'170 watts /m , and the peak solar flux in Albuquerque, New Mexico, has been2

measured in the range of 1000-1250 watts /m2 (NUREG/CR-1748). The staff con-
.cludes that this radiant heat. flux will not affect the safe operation of the
Limerick ^ diesel generators.

The 8-inch ARCO petroleum pipeline passes through the plant's exclusion area
near the eastern side of the information center parking lot (see FSAR

i Figure 2.2-4), approximately 1760 feet from the Unit 2. diesel generator build-
~ing. If.an ARCO pipeline should rupture within the exclusion area, the. oil
-product would flow by gravity (because of the natural topographical features)
into either' Possum Hollow Run or the Brooke' Evans Creek watershed. (See U.S.;

Geological Survey (USGS) topographical map of the Phoenixville, Pennsylvania4

quadrangle). Ignition of oil products would create local fires in either of4

thdse two water drainage systems. Possum Hollow Run is the closest to the >

> Unit ~2 diesel generator building, located approximately 1180 feet to the east.
,

The Limerick FSAR _ indicates that the grade elevation of the diesel generator-
[ buildings is approximately:217. feet as1. USGS topographical maps of the area

show.that Possum Hollow Run has an elevation of about 130 feet asl due east of'

the plant. This drops to an elevation of-about 110 feet asl where Possum Hollow
Run flows into the Schuylkill River. Because of the thermal shielding provided
by the height of the steep bluffs between Possum Hollow Run and the diesel
generator building,.and an intervening horizontal distance of 1180 feet, the
staff concludes that the radiant heat from a fire along the Possum Hollow Run
would not endanger the emergency generators.

To determine further the effect of burning gasoline in the Possum Hollow Run
Creek Bed, the-staff assumed-that a pool of gasoline 100 feet in diameter would
yield flames extending over 100 feet into the air above the creek bed so that

~the. thermal. flux would produce a direct " shine" on the diesel building. Thea~
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NRC' staff estimates that this postulated event could produce a thermal . flux of
approximately 500 watts /m2 on the outer surfaces of.the diesel building. This
would not affect the safe operation of the diesel. generators, even if the fire
burned until the complete volume of gasoline in the 8-mile section of pipeline
was consumed. These calculations assume that no. smoke would be produced during
combustion.'

'

In actuality, smoke from combustible vegetation could attenuate the
-thermal heat flux and further reduce the heating rate of the outer surfaces of
the diesal generator building (U.'S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1962 (Section 7)).

The NRC staff has independently performed an analysis.and_ calculations and con-
=cludes that the potential. thermal effects from accidental fires involving th.e-
adjacent natural gas' pipelines and the. ARCO oil product pipelines will not
affect the safety of the . Limerick Generating Stations's diesel ' generators.

2.2.3 Conclusion
,

The NRC staff review has been based on the criteria in GDC 4 and SRP 2.2.3.
.

The NRC' staff concludes that the plant.is adequately protected and can bet.
'

operated with an-acceptable degree of safety with respect to activities at
nearby transportation and industrial facilities.

L 2.3 Meteorology

Evaluation of regional and. local climatological information, including extremes,

| of climate and severe weather occurrences that may affect the design and siting
of a nuclear plant, is required to ensure that the plant can be designed andL

'

operated within the requirements of' Commission regulations. -Information con-
cerning atmospheric diffusion characteristics 'of'a nuclear power plant site is
required for a determination that-radioactive effluents from postulated acci-
dental releases, as well as routine operational releases, are within Commission
guidelines. , Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.5 have been prepared in accordance with
the review procedures described in the SRP (NUREG-0800), utilizing information
presented in FSAR Section 2.3, applicant responses to NRC staff requests-for
additional information, and generally available reference materials as described
in the appropriate. sections of the SRP.

2.3.1 Regional Climatology

The plant is in southeast Pennsylvania in an area of rolling terrain between
the-Appalachian Mountains and the coastal plain. Cold air moving southeastward
into the area is modified somewhat by crossing the mountains. The Atlantic

| 0cean to the east also.has a moderating effect on climate. Continental air
masses dominate the region in winter, and alternate with maritime tropical' air,

! masses in summer. The mean annual temperature in the area is about 12.2*C
~

-(54*F), ranging _from about O'C (32*F) in January to about 24.4*C (76*F) in July.
Annual ~ precipitation in the area is about 1070 mm (42 inches).

-The site lies near'a principal-track of storms that move northeast along the
Atlantic coast and result in a variety of severe weather phenomena that affect
the site area. About 35 thunderstorms can be expected on about 28 days each
year. About 85% of these thunderstorms occur between the months of May and
August. Considering the frequency of thunderstorms, the applicant has estimated
the number of lightning strikes to the ground per year in the square mile con-
taining the Limerick site to be 26. Hail often accompanies severe thunderstorms. ,

1
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During the period 1955-1967, six occurrences of hail with diameters 19 mm
(3/4 inch) or greaterLwere reported in the one-degree latitude-longitude square

~

containing the site.

> Tornadoes 1are not uncommon in the region. For the one-degree latitude-longitude
" square" (3,619 mi2) containing the site, an average of,about 1.25 tornadoes
per year were' reported for the: period 1954-1981. Based on a calculated expected
mean-tornado path area of 0.41 mi2, the computed probability of occurrence for
a tornado at the' plant site is about'1.4.x 10 4 per year.' Thesapplicant has-

computed a lower probability of occurrence (about 1.1 x 10 4 per year) based on~

'

a smaller tornado path ~ area (0.34 mi2) and a comparable annual-frequency (1.16~

tornadoes per' year). The characteristics of the design-basis tornado. considered
by the applicant for the Limerick plant ~are different from the recommendations
-of RG 1.76, " Design Basis. Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants," for this region of+
the country. -The applicant's design-basis tornado has'a 300-mph rotational
velocity, with a translational~ velocity of 60 mph,'a total pressure drop of
3 psi, and a' rate'of pressure drop of 1 psi per second. The recommended values

-in RG 1.76 are a 290-mph rotational velocity, a 70-mph translational velocity,
La total ~ pressure drop of 3 psi,'and a rate;of pressure drop of 2 psi per second.
In a letter from E. J. Bradley, to A. Schwencer, dated July 15, 1903, the appli-
cant provided a comprehensive analysis of tornado parameters based on local

' tornado data. The results of this analysis show that'the applicant's design-
basis tornado parameters meet the RG 1.76 and WASH 1300 criterion of probability
of occurrence of 10 7 per year or less. This analysis has also been confirmed
by an independent NRC staff analysis. .Therefore,-the NRC staff concludes'that

-adequate-tornado parameters have been considered in plant-design.

Hurricanes occasionally track northward along the Atlantic Coast. In the period

1871-1981, about 15 tropical depressions, tropical storms, and hurricanes have
passed within about 50 miles of the plant. Wind speeds associated with these
: storm systems are usually highest along the coast, with wind speeds diminishing
inland.

JHigh~ wind speed occurrences in the area are associated with severe thunderstorms,
extratropical cyclones, tropical storms, and hurricanes. The highest " fastest'
mile" wind speed reported at Philadelphia was 88 mph in July 1931. For plant

design, the applicant has selected.an operating basis wind speed (defined as
the'" fastest mile" wind speed at a height of 30 feet with a' return period of
100 years) to be 82 mph.

The applicant examined ~34 years '(January 1941 to December 1974) of meteorologi-
cal data from Philadelphia to determine the meteorological design conditions of
the ultimate heat sink (UHS). The meteorological conditions selected by the

. applicant to determine maximum water loss and minimum heat transfer for the
design of the UHS appear sufficiently conservative. This examination is con ~
sistent with RG 1.27, " Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants," shich
recommends a recent 30-year period of meteorological data for evaluation.

Heavy snowfallsis not uncommon in the region, and roof loads may accumulate as
Thea result of a wintertime precipitation mixture of snow, ice, and rain.

maximum' monthly snowfall observed at Philadelphia was;787 mm (31.5 inches) in
- February 1899, and the maximum snowfall in a 24-hour period at Philadelphia -
was.533 mm (21 inches) in December 1909. Ice storms, which can plug drains

Theand scuppers as well as disrupt offsite power, are relatively frequent.

'
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applicant estimates-that' ice or freezing rain may occur-about four times a year
in:the Limerick region, with a glaze accumulation =of 0.25 inches or greater
expected.about once a year. The applicant has. estimated the weight on the
ground of the 100 year return period snowpack to be.25 psf. To determine the
probable maximum snowload for consideration in the. design of safety-realted
structures, the app'licant has.added the weight.of the.48-hour probable maximum
winter precipitation (equivalent-to 78 psf) to the weight of the-100 year _ return :

'

snowpack for a total weight of 103 psf.

Large-scale episodes of atmospheric ' stagnation occur 'in the region.. About 35
.

atmospheric stagnation. cases totaling.about.150 days were reported in the areain the period 1936 to 1970. About four of these cases lasted 7 days or more.
t

As discussed above, the NRC staff has reviewed available.information relative!

.to the regional meteorological conditions of importance to the safe design and
siting of'this plant, in accordance with SRPz 2.3.1. Based on this review, the
NRC staff concludes that-the-applicant has-identified appropriate regional;

'

meteorological conditions for consideration-in the-design and siting of:this
-

plant and has met the requirements of 10 CFR 100.10 and GDC 2 and 4.

2.3.2 Local Meteorology-

Climatological data from Philadelphia; limited data from Graterford,-Reading,
and Phoenixville', Pennsylvania; and available onsite data have.been used to

; ' assess 11ocal meteorological characteristics of the plant site.
I

Extreme temperatures of -23.9*C. (-11*F) and 41.1*C (106*F) have been reportedL
~

t at' Philadelphia;
_

The applicant has considered maximum outdoor temperatures of
35*C (95*F) in the' design of safety-related equipment consistent with-American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air ~ Conditioning Engineering (ASHRAE)-
Fundamentals, Volume-1, Chapter 23 (1977). ASHRAE Fundamentals show a design
dry bulb temperature of 34.4*C (94*F), which is exceeded 1% of the time during
the summer months. . Regional analyses in NUREG/CR-1390, " Probability Estimates
of Temperature . Extremes for the' Contiguous Urif ted States," show that an ambient
temperature of 36.1*C (97*F):will.be exceeded for at.least I hour every 2 years, '

on the average,' and that an ambient temperature of about 42.2*C (108*F) will
be exceeded at least I hour every 100 years, on the. average. The NRC staff
evaluation of qualification of safety-related equipment-is based on an ambient

-

temperature of 41.1*C (106*F) of.s'ufficient duration to have a mean recurrence {
interva 1 of more than 100 years. 1

I

Precipitation is well distributed throughout the year, ranging from about 71 mm,

l'
(2.8 inches) in February and October to just over 100 mm (4-inches) in July.

-

Maximum and minimum monthly amounts of precipitation observed at Philadelphia
have been 307 mm (12.1 inches) in August 1911 and 2 mm (0.09 inches) in October
1963, respectively. The maximum amount of precipitation in a 24-hour period at

!
'

Philadelphia was 150 mm (5.89 inches), in August-1898.

| Although annual precipitation in the area (Philadelphia, Reading, C aterford,
, and.Phoenixville) ranges from about 1015 mm (40 inches) to about 1090 mm
!

(43 inches), onsite precipitation measurements.for the 5 year period 1972 to
i. 1976 indicated annual precipitation of about 1510 mm (59.5 inches). These1
! differences can be attributed to the different periods of record, location.of !
j; measurements, and methods used by the applicant to compensate for.onsite data

recovery.
,

.
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iL ; Wind data taken from the 9.1-m level of the onsite meteorolog cal tower identi-,. . . .

! !fied as. Weather. Station'_No. 1 for a15 year, period (January 1972 to December-
.

1976)Lindicate prevailing. winds from.the west-northwest-(13.8%).and northweste

(9.6%). . Winds from the north-northeast and northeast.for this period occurred
least frequently, less than 3% of .the time. The mean. annual. wind speed observed
at1the 9.1-m level of. Weather Station No.' 1 for the period _1972 to 1976 wasi

L Labout 2.2 m/sec (5 aph),' with cale conditions (defined.as wind speeds less than~

.the starting threshold of the' anemometer)~ occurring almost 18% of the time. ,

,

Several different' indicators have been used to determine atmospheric stability
,

: conditions'at the Limerick site. The applicant prefers and has used a stability
~ classification scheme based on short-term fluctuations of horizontal wind direc-
,

tion at the 82.3-m level.'of Weather Station No. 1 and classified into categories
based on meas'urements made at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Based on this
' stability classification scheme, unstable conditions occurred mo're than 55% of
the. time during'the period January 1972 to December 1976. Similarly, for the

same period'of record, neutral'conuitions occurred about 2.6% of the time,'and
stable conditions occurred ab'out 29% of th'e time. The NRC staff has classified

. atmospheric stability using the vertical ~ temperature. gradient measured between. ^

the 52.2-m and 7.9-m levels-~of Weather Station No. 1. Based on this stability

classification scheme, unstable conditions (Pasquill types A, B, and C) occurred
about 19% of the time,for the period January 1972 to December 1976. Similarly, ,

.for the'same period of record, neutral (Pasquill type D) conditions occurred
about 31%-of the time, and stable'(Pasquill type E, F, and G). conditions occurred
about 50% of the time. Of the stable conditions, slightly stable (E) conditions
occurred about 32.0% of the time, moderately stable (F) conditions occurred
~ bout 11.7% of the time, and extremely stable (G) conditio.ns occuired about 6.4%a
of the time. The.NRC staff; prefers to stratify stable conditions using the
vertical temperature gradient method because these conditions tend to produce
the highest downwind air concentrations of._ effluent material from ground-level
releases such as those assumed for design-basis accident considerations. ~

As discussed above, the NRC staff-has reviewed available information relative
'

to' local. meteorological conditions of.importance to the. safe design and siting
of this. plant in accordance with SRP'2.3.2. The NRC staff. concludes that the
applicant, with the exception of the design-basis' temperature for auxiliary
systems and components, has identified and considered. appropriate local meteoro-

'

logical conditions in design and siting and, therefore, meets the requirements
of 10 CFR 100.10 and GDC 2. With respect to the design-basis temperature for
auxiliary systems and. components, the NRC-staff has identified a design-basis~

temperature of 41.1*C (106'F), with a mean recurrence interval of more than
~

100 years, which is, acceptable for use._in evaluating auxiliary systems and com-
ponents. The use of different atmospheric stability indicators by the appli-
cant and the NRC staff results in different estimates of atmospheric dispersion
for dose consequence assessments.- However,~the NRC staff performs independent
evaluations of dose consequence assessments, and the bases for the atmospheric

. dispersion estimates are presented in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5.
t

.2.3.3 Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program

An onsitelmeteorological' measurements program was initiated at the Limerick
' site in December 1970. At that time, wind speed and direction measurements
were made atop a temporary 9.1-m tower for 1 year. .In December 1971, the
program was . expanded with installation of Weather Station No.1, which included

' Limerick SER : 2-17
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a main tower (Tower No.1) extending 85.7 m (281 feet) above grade and located
about 915 m northwest of the reactor structures ' locations' and about 610 m north-northwest of the Unit-1 natural draft cooling tower location. The following
meteorological measurements were made on. Tower No. 1: wind' speed and direction

.

at the 9.1-m, 53-m, and 82-m levels; horizontal.and vertical wind fluctuations .

'

at the the 46-m' level; vertical temperature gradient between the 52.2 m and;

7.9-m levels and between the 81.1-m and 7.9-m levels; and dry bulb temperatureg
! at the 1.5-m, 1.8 a, and 7.9-m levels.' Relative humidity and precipitation ire-

measured at an elevation'1.5-m above grade near the tower.

A second tower (Weather Station No.~ 2) was installed in: late. December 1971,
primarily to provide additional information on temperature profiles in thej

Schuylkill River valley. This tower, extending 95.7 m above grade, was located
across the Schuylkill river from Tower No. 3 about'640 m west of the reactor
structures locations and about 6.00 m west-southwest of the Unit 1 cooling tower

,

! location. The following meteorological measurements were made on Tower No. 2:
wind speed and direction at the 9.1-m, 48.5-m, and 93-m levels; vertical temper-,

'

ature gradient between the 46.6-m and 7.9-m levels and between the'91.4-m and
7.9-m levels; and dry bulb temperature at 1.5-m and 7.9-m levels.

A third tower, Satellite No.1, was installed in November 1974 to provide addi-
tional information on airflow patterns within the river valley. This tower is

;

; about 120 m south of the reactor structures location. Wind speed and direction
j measurements are made at the 9.8-m level of this tower.

-

Analog strip charts have been used to record meteorological data. The measure-
ments system was inspected weekly, and the entire system was calibrated semi-
annually during the data collection' period. However, even with these ~ inspection
and calibration schedules, data' recovery does not meet NRC criteria.~ The. joint
data recovery for wind speed and wind direction at the 9.1-m level and atmo-
spheric stability (defined by the vertical temperature gradient between the
52.2 and 7.9-m levels) for the 5 year period January 1972 to December 1976 was,

84%,- with yearly data recovery ranging from 71 to 961 In accordance with Sec-
tion 2.3.3 of RG 1.70 (Revision 3), the applicant provided onsite meteorologi-
cal data from a recent year (1980) with data recovery of SSL For rigorous
calculations of relative concentration (X/Q) and deposition (0/Q) at specific
receptor locations (Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5), the NRC staff utilized 1 year

_

(1974) of data because those data pr'duced conservative assessments.and the.;

. data recovery was 92L For general spatially averaged X/Q and D/Q computations
-

'

(Section 2.3.5), the NRC staff utilized the 5 year record of meteorological-
data. Although.the period of record for the data used in the specific receptor
analyses and the data recovery for the data used in spatially averaged analysis|

! may'not meet current NRC criteria, the exaggerated high frequency of low wind
speed conditions (cales) produced by the current anemometers, as discussed
below, is expected to produce conservative assessments. Therefore, the NRC
staff believes that dose consequence assessments based on available_onsite-
meteorological data from Limerick are reasonably conservative. Extreme _meteoro-t

logical conditions for the design of safety-related structures, systems, and
components (discussed in Section 2.3.1) were based on long-term (30 years or
more) climatological data from the nearest National Weather Service stations,
and not directly on the 5 years of onsite data. However, the representativeness

i of long-term offsite data was determined by comparisons of concurrent offsite
data with available onsite data.
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Although'the applicant claimed that lhe entire onsite; meteorological measure-
ments. system complies with the. accuracy specifications in RG 1.23, "Onsite-
Meteorological Programs," the NRC . staff identified. a concern about'the start-:
ing threshold of the anemometers and the characterization of the distribution
of low wind speeds. . The anemometers installed on Tower No. 1 have starting
speeds.of 0.8 m/sec (1.8 mph) compared with the starting speed of 0.45 m/sec;
L(1.0 mph) recommended in RG'1.23. -As stated.in Section.2.3.2, almost 18% of
the wind speeds at Limerick are below 0.8-m/sec, and, therefore, classified

j as calm. Because _the actual wind speed.and direction for calm conditions are
! unknown,. wind-speed and: direction must be. inferred when used in assessments

-of. atmospheric dispersion characteristics. ,The applicant. argues that the
stopping speed of1the anemometer-(about-0.3 m/sec) permits determination of-i

an: average wind speed less than 0.45 m/sec.

The meteorological measurements program.during plant operation .is planned to
include . Tower No.1, a backup tower about 120 m away, and the satellite tower.
The applicant plans to continue existing measurements and instrumentation ,

during plant operation with the exceptions of (1) a change in wind sensors-
(anemometers), which will. meet the criteria of RG 1.23 and (2) a change from
measurement of relative humidity to a measurement of dew point temperature at.

1 eteorological information is. planned to be displayed,

MWeather Station No. 1..

on strip charts in the control room. .All parameters measured at the various~

' meteorological; towers included as part of. the operational program are planned
to be available on strip charts in the control' room. Meteorological data will
also be included as part of the radiation and meteorological monitoring system

,

(RMMS) in the technical support center (TSC). Data from this system will be

displayed on a cathode ray tube in the control room and emergency operations-
i

facility'(EOF).

During plant' operation, the proximity of the coeling towers to Tower No. 1
could cause some distortion of airflow and affect measurements of wind speed
and direction _at Tower.No. when the wind is blcwing from the cooling towers ,

toward the meteorological tower (winds from the southeast and south-southeast).~-

~ The turbulent wake of the' cooling _ towers will probably'not extend far enough to
affect meteorological measurements during low wind speed conditions (less than
2 m/sec). Meteorological measurements at Tower No. I will probably be affected
by the cooling-towers less than 1G0 0f the time. -Measured wind. speeds could be
reduced somewhat, and measured wind direction could be more variable. Use of a

4

stability indicator dependent on wind direction fluctuations _could indicate ,

I* .more unstable conditions than would otherwise.be estimated. However, the.NRC
staff believes. that the frequency'of possible cooling tower wake effects is
sufficiently;small and that the potential for significant distortions of wind

'

speed and direction measurements.is also-small;_therefore, the location of
Tower No. 1 is satisfactory. Because of the potential for misrepresenting
atmospheric stability conditions, the NRC-staff will consider this possibility

P in.its review of the proposed atmospheric stability indicator for emergency, .

response actions. The NRC staff will include this subject in its review of
i. ' emergency preparedness, which is also addressed in Section 13.3 of this report.

The operational meteorological program described above appears to meet the cri-'

teria for upgraded meteorological measurements as part of the emergency response
capability. -The upgrading must be completed in accordance with the_ schedule of
Item III.A.2 of NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," and
NUREG-0737 Supplement 1, and the NRC staff will conduct a post-implementation

F
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review. The incorporation of current meteorological information into a real-
time atmospheric dispersion model for dose assessments will also be considered
as part of the upgraded capability.

{

The details of the display of meteorological information in the control room,
TSC, and EOF have not yet been submitted. The applicant has not indicated that
any onsite meteorological data will be made available through remote interroga-tion. Furthermore, the applicant will-have to_ demonstrate a capability to main-
tain adequate (i.e., greater than 90%) data recovery during plant operation.
To demonstrate the capability to maintain adequate data recovery, the applicant
has committed, in a letter from E. 'J. Bradley to A. Schwencer, dated June 13,
1983, to have the upgraded operational meteorological program'in operation by
October 15, 1983, so that 1 year of. data can be submitted to the NRC staff for
review before fuel load. The review of these subjects related to III.A.2 will
be an integral part of the emergency planning review.

The NRC staff has reviewed the onsite meteorological measurements system in
accordance with SRP 2.3.3 and concludes that the current meteorological mea-
surements program has provided data to represent onsite meteorological condi-

.tions as required in 10 CFR 100.10. However, the NRC staff is continuing its
evaluation of the adequacy of the' proposed upgrades to the program in res7onse-
to Item III.A.2. The NRC staff concludes that the historical site data provide
a reasonable basis for making conservative estimates of atmospheric dispersion
conditions for estimating consequences of design-basis accident and routine
releases from the plant because the anemometers usually underestimate the wind
speed during light wind conditions, thereby overpredicting relative air
concentrations.

2.3.4 Short-Term (Accident) Diffusion Estimates

! To audit the applicant's estimales, the NRC staff har performed an independent
assessment of short-term (less than 30-day) accidental releases from buildings

| and vents using the direction-cependent atmospheric dispersion model described
| in RG 1.145, " Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence

Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants," with consideration of increased lateral!

! dispersion during stable conditions accompanied by low wind speeds. One year
I (January through December 1974) of onsite data, which had 92% data recovery,

was used for this evaluation. Wind speed and wind direction data were based on
I measurements at~the 9.1-m level, and atmospheric stability was defined by the
, vertical temperature gradient measured between the 52.2-m and 7.9-m levels. A
I ground-level release with a building wake factor, cA, of 1200 m2 was assumed.

The relative concentration (X/Q) for the O to 2 hour time period was determined
to be 6.4 x 10 4 sec/m3 at an exclusion area boundary distance of 740 m in the

| east-southeast sector. The X/Q values for appropriate time periods at the outer
i boundary of the low population zone (LPZ) (2043 m) are

Time Period x/Q (sec/m )3

* 0-8 hours 1.4 x 10 4
8-24 hours 1.1 x 10 4

! 1-4 days 5.8 x 10 5
| - 4-30 days 2.4 x 10.s
|
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' The; applicant-has_ calculated a lower;(about'50%) X/Q value for the 0 to 2 hour
time period:at~the exclusion area. boundary-than that calculated by the NRC staff. .

The X/Q . values calculated by the ' applicant for the various . time periods at the4

LPZ distance are 30 to 60% lower than those' calculated by the NRC staff. These: '

f ' differences may be attributed to-a different. treatment.of calm winds by th'e
applicant and to a'. larger, building wake considered.by.the-applicant.

Based on the above evaluation performed in accordance with SRP 2.3.4,.the NRC
: staff concludes-that the applicant has underestimated atmospheric dispersion
conditions'(subject to the concerns about meteorological data identified in1

-

-

Section~2.3.3) for assessments of the consequences of-radioactive releases for
c
F design-basis accidents in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR.100.11.s

"The NRC-staff atmospheric dispersion estimates provided above have been used by
..

the NRC staff in an independent assessment of the consequences of radioactive
releases ~for design-basis accidents.

2.3.5 Long-Term (Routine) Diffusion Estimates

To audit the applicant'.s estimates, the NRC staff has performed an independent
calculation of annual average relative concentration and relative deposition
values.

Annual average relative concentration (x/Q) and relative deposition (D/Q)_ values
at' specific receptor-points were calculated:using the variable trajectory plume
segment model described in NUREG/CR-0523. 'This model includes spatial and

.

temporal variations in airflow. Releases through'the turbine enclosure vent
_(north stack) and the reactor _ enclosure vent (south wtack) have been considered
to be partially elevated, based on the ' criteria in RG .1.111, for all transport
directions except northwest.through north.through northeast. Because of airflow

.

.around the cooling towers, the concentration and deposition values in these
northerly. directions were deemed to be represented best by.the assumption that
the vent releases were at ground level, with mixing allowed for the. turbulence
in the wake of these structures.. A 1 year period of record of onsite meteoro-
logical data (1974) was used in-this evaluation.

~

Annual average X/Q-and D/Q value arrays to 80 km.(50 miles) for use in popula-
tion dose assessment were based on the straight-line gaussian atmospheric-dis-

-.persion model described in RG 1.111, modified to reflect potential spatial and
temporal variations in. airflow using the conservative correction factors in
NUREG/CR-2919. Releases through the turbine enclosure and.the reactor enclosure
vents have been considered to be partially elevated,-based-on the criteria in
RG 1.111,.for all transport directions except north-northwest,. north, and north-

*

northeast. Because of airflow around-the cooling towers, releases from these
wants were assumed to be at ground. level., with mixing.. allowed for the turbulent

~ wake of reactor struct res for the transport directions.of north-northwest,-
north, and north-northeast. 'A 5 year period of record (January 1972 through
December 1976) of onsite meteorological data was used for this evaluation. .

In both these evaluations, wind speed and direction data were based on measure-
ments at the 9.1-m level, and atmospheric-stability was defined by the vertical
temperature gradient measured between the 52.2-m and 7.9-m levels.

The applicant has. calculated. lower X/Q-and D/Q values.than those calculated.by
the NRC staff by factors ranging from about 2 to 30 at the site boundary and -"
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about-2|to 4 atla distance'of 80 km. These_differencas may'be attributed.pri-
~

-marily to a different treatment of calm winds,.a different atmospheric stability;

' classification. scheme, and.the fact'that the applicant did not consider cooling.
tower effects'on diffusion.

Based on.the above evaluation performed in accordance with'SRP 2.3.5, the NRC !

staff, concludes _that the applicant has not considered representative atmospheric
~

1

dispersion-estimates for demonstrating compliance with the numerical guides for4

doses in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I. Therefore,' the atmospheric dispersion estimates
1 developed by the NRC staff.have been used in its-assessment of compliance with
Appendix I, which appears in Section 11.3 of this report. .They have also been~

4 - .used in the preparation ~of.the NRC staff's Draft-Environmental Statement and are
)included in the assessment of the radiological impact _to1 humans 1from routine

! releases to.the atmosphere that appears in the Limerick Environmental Statement.

p 2.4 Hydrologic Engineering
.

'

The NRC staff has reviewed the hydrologic engineering aspects of.the applicant's
design, design criteria, and design basis of safety-related facilities ~for ,

Limerick Units 1 and 2 according to SRP 2.4.1 through 2.-4.14. The acceptance
criteria include the applicable GDC, reactor site' criteria (10 CFR 100),'andt

| standards 1for protection against radiation _(10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II)..

'
-Guidelines for-implementation of-the requirements of'the acceptance criteria;-
are in RGs, standards;of the American National; Standards Institute (ANSI),.and

; branch technical positions (BTPs) identified in SRP 2.4.1 through 2.4.14. Con- 1

formance to the _ acceptance' criteria provides the basis for concluding that the
''

: . sfte and facilities meet _the requirements of 10 CFR 20, 50,_and 100 with respect
to hydrologic engineering.

i

'
2.4.1: Hydrologic Description

'

Limerick is located on the east bank of -the Schuylkill River.approximately
5.5 river miles
elevations on s downstream from Pottstown, Pennsylvania. The natural ground

ite vary from 110 feet ~ msl at' the Schuylkill River to 280 feet,
.

| ms1 at the highest site elevation.- The elevation of the lowest grade level
I entrance to a safety-related structure is 217 feet asl, which is plant grade

in the power block area. A. layout of the site is shown in Figure 12.3.

LThe primary source of makeup water for the plant's natural draft cooling towersC

-is the Schuylkill-River. The supplemental sources of make up water are ther 1

L : Delaware River and Perkiomen Creek. The use_of all three sources of water is I

restricted by the Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC).

Emergency cooling _ water for the plant is supplied by a spray' pond that is com-
mon to both Units 1 and 2. The surface area of the pond is approximately
=9.6 acres._ Associated with'the spray pond are an uncontrolled emergency spill--

'

way and_the pump structure complex.

1The only significant groundwater ~ aquifer at the plant site is the Brunswick
~11thofacies, which is composed of red shale, sandstone, and siltstone. The top

'

of the Brunswick lithofacies:is about 10 feet below the ground surface, and thet

depth to the groundwater table varies from 15 to 95 feet. The permeability of
theJaquifer isslow to moderate, consisting primarily of fractures along the

. vertical. joint planes.
.

.
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AX There ar6 three major,dass(eitherL constructed _or au_thorized upstream of the
site: :Ontelaunee Dam /on Maiden Creek, Blue Marsh Dam on.Tulpehocken Creek,-

y
. fand Maiden Creek Dam wdich is authorizedt to be built on Maiden Creek above'

u

4 4 % Ontelaunee Dam._ Blue?Marsii and Maide pCreek-are U.S. Army Corps of-Engineers ,

~

projects and(have sp,ilNays designed to pastthe probable maximum flood (PMF).W /

M The spillway for_ OatelaunfeyDam, !which is?wned by the City of Reading,-is not-

"'p|7| Ddesigned to pass the PMf'. > <r

d - <e .- ,

.hb 2.4.2- Floods. / [ ' )..

.r u . i.

O
~

=5|4.2.1.FloodPotential
1 i /'j y,~ys. , ,

s.,

tTde' applicant has investigat'ed'the following pbtehtid1'so'u'rdes of flooding of,
the Limerick site: .'a PMF on the Scnuylkill River: coupled _ with the PMF-induced -

) failure of Ontelaunee Dam; seismicallyiinduced failures of Ontelaunee, Blue,

,G L Marsh, and Maiden Creek Dams coupled with a. standard project flood (SPF) on the
Schuylkill River; and a lo' cal probabig1 maximum precipitt. tion (PMP) on the-plant' u] ~ The NRC staff has reviewed the material in the FSAR, using proceduressite.

.

des'cribed in the -SRP ' add agrees that these' are the only/ credible potential,

n-

flodd sourcesifor thfd' site. / <

,>y -] | r < >

n %- - / Further,,as discussen be'iow, using,the' procedures dis' cussed.in SRP 2.4.2 through
2.4 r7, the NRC staff /has been ableJto concludi that; the' plant meets the guide-
lines' of RGs 1.59 and 1.102 and, _therefore, meeththe ' requirements of GDC 2'

"

% with respect to flooding. J
'

)-

. 9n
.

, ,. ,

-

'
- .2.2,. Intense. Local Frecipitation i) (j

2 .x .
,

, The. applicant investigated the effects:of flooding / safe'.y-related structures.as a. result of local PMP on
e,

the"ptant site drainage-system a_nd on the roofs:or
tf Th( applicant used-a'6-hour,PMP depth of.26.8:in,cnes (from.Hydromet-Report 51)
.

,% and divided-it into short timeLintervals (down'to 5 minutes),.using rainfall
! a distribution methods developed by the U.S. Army Corps |of_ Engineers.and the'
n -National Weather Service. - The NRC staff has reviewed the PMP-distribution and

. agrees with the values. 'The applicant then used the/PMP, distribution along with-E /

Y. f
tne rational formula to estimate peak runoff fron,.the:various subareas into which '

f ,,the plant site was divided.- ;b 3
~

:
f ,

;.p/.. h .t- .

-
. - ,

,
~ 't' 'The 'appilcant-determined water surface elevations adjacent to safety-related
W structures using rating curves' derived from the. geometrical properties of the#

- cross: Sections. . In the analysis,- the_ applicant /cenvirvdtively assumed all
'$ orenin'gs0to'thesubsurfacedrainahorsystemtobebl'ocked.- The water surface
( elevations in the p wer block area were" calculated'to be about 0.5 feet below
& the' lowest entrances. ? The water leveY around theispray pond pump structure was

calculated to_-be about'16Jfeet.beloi the accessLdoors to:the outside.iE,
.

~% ,\ i :? f
'

. 'l
'

g | ,
,

eThe applicant also investigated the. possibility of a FMF on Possum Hollow Run,''

:q}' Ga'small stream with a drainage a.reacof 1.3 mi2,
s

which runs just south of the

; plant. mTo determine the PHP ori Possum Hollow Run, the applicant used the same
11ocal PMP and a' triangular unit hNfrograph. y An SPF3 in the Schuylkill River was

' '' assumed to coincide with PMP. on- the plant' site. , The water- level resulting fromE'

?a lPMF on Possui Hollos fduli was determined .to be elevtticar159 ' feet ms1, approx-
' f

f'

imately 58 feet be16w'the floor level ef the poder bidck'. An SPF on the1/
n_ 9 y, .

a.

> ' }|. ..( | $' '

a
-, ,

4

I| '
e t, 'f
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.Schuylkill. River,. which results in a. water surface elevation of 152 feet asl, |
r

-would not;significantly increase.the Possum Hollow Run PMF water level. js

Using the -procedures describe'diin SRP '2.4.2, the:NRC staff reviewed the appli- |

| - cant's-analysis of local PMP-on the plant site area. ~The NRC. staff concurs
'

that conservative procedures have been used and-that runoff from intense local-
precipitation ~ does -not pose a flood threat to the| site.

[: ~
The highest" parapet;on the roof of:a safety-related building is 4. feet 3 inches.
In'accordance with Position 3.b(2) of RG 1.102, the applicant estimated the

~

greatest: depth to which water can pond with all drains plugged to be 4.75 feet.,

[ Thelapplicant determined that. the roof load resulting from this depth of water
j would be 296 lb/ft2 'The applicant states in the FSAR that the roofs of safety -
| 'related' structures:are designed 1to-accommodate this. load. ,

L' tThe NRC staff has reviewed the. applicant's-analysis of PMP on roofs of safety -
'

Lrelated structures using the procedures in SRP 2.4.2 and concludes that the
.

loading calculated by the applicant.is an appropriate design basis.'The.NRC
staff therefore concludes that-the plant meets'GDC 2 with respect to flooding;
from the effects of local' intense precipitation.

,.

: 2.4.3 Probable Maximum Flood on~ Streams and Rivers

The applicant determined the PMF peak discharge on the Schuylkill River atithe
o

"

. Limerick Site using'the simplified-methods presented in Appendix B,of_RG.1.59.
. .The PMF peak disc' arge determined by the. applicant for a drainage area of
! 1170 mi2 -is 500,0L0 cfs. ..The applicant constructed a ' stage discharge rating

curve at the' site using points.obtained-frem backwater computations and. extended
the' curve using Manning's' equation and a conservative value for friction slope.
TheLwater level obtained for a discharge of.500,000 'cfs at. the . site is 174 feet
as1',.which is 43 feet below plant grade.

One of the possible effects of the PMF would be 'the overtopping and resulting-
failure of Ontelaunee Dam on Maiden | Creek, approximately-37 miles upstream of
Limerick. The| applicant investigated the failure of Ontelaunee. Dam usir.g the

-dimencionless graphs developed by John Sakkas for-the U.S. Army Hydrologic Engi-
neering' Center (Sakkas, 1974). 'Using this' method, the applicant. determined

~

that the failure of Ontelaunee Dam would add no more than 7 feet to the-PMF
water level, resulting in a maximum still water level of 181 feet asi. The
applicant did notDcompute wind / wave runup and superimpose it on this water -level
(37 feet ~below plant' grade) because no credible concurrent wave event could run;

| 'up to theLplant; Additionally,'it was determined that the PMr'was not the con-
| trolling case for the design-basis flood on the Schuylkill River.
l
!

L The NRC staff has: reviewed'the applicant's estimate and has made independent
'

calculations and analyses in accordance with the procedures described in SRP -

f2.4.3.and'2.4.4. The NRCLstaff Jconcludes that the applicant's analysis of water
level is reasonable and conservative and that the plant is not threatened by

.any credible precipitation-induced flooding on the Schuylkill River. The NRC
staff further concludes that the plant meets the requirements of GDC 2 with
respect to precipitation-induced flooding-on the Schuylkill' River.

l

]..
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2.4.4 Potential Dam Failures

The other-potential condition for the design-basis. flood investigated by the..

applicant was the seismically induced failure of Ontelaunee, Blue Marsh, and
Maiden Creek Dams concurrent with one-half of the PMF on the Schuylkill River.
The applicant conservatively assumed that the total storage in these three dams
was concentrated at one location downstream of all three dams. The applicant
then used the Sakkas method (Sakkas,1974) to determine the water level at the
plant site. The flow in.the river at the time of failure was assumed to be
250,000 cfs, which is'one-half of the PMF peak discharge determined from Appen-

L dix B of RG 1.59, as discussed above. The water level at the plant site result-

i ing from the. combination of the seismically induced upstream dam failures and
one-half the PMF was determined by the applicant to be 201 feet msl. Because
this is the controlling water level for the design-basis flood on the .Schuylkill
River, the applicant also calculated coincident wind / wave activity resulting
from a 40 mph wind blowing from the. critical direction and superimposed these
waves on the maximum stillwater level. The maximum (1%) waves resulted in a
runup of 6.4 feet, making the design-basis flood level on the Schuylkill River
207 feet msl, which is 10 feet below the lowest entrance to a safety-related
structure. Present criteria require the use of the 2 year recurrent fastest
mile windspeed, which for Limerick is 50 mph (ANSI N.70-1976). The design-basis
flood level calculated by the NRC staff, including wind / wave runup resulting
from the 50 mph wind, is approximately 210 feet, which is still 7 feet below
the entrance to safety-related structures.

i

Using the procedures described in SRP 2.4.4, the NRC staff has reviewed-the
applicant's analysis of the flooding effects of potential dam failures and has
made independent calculations. The NRC staff concurs that conservative proce-

dures have been used and that potential dam failures pose no flooding threat to
safety-related structures or systems. The NRC staff therefore concludes that
the plant meets the requirements of GDC 2 and Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 with
respect -to dam failure floods on the Schuylkill River.

2.4.5 Probable Maximum Surge and Seiche Flooding

- This SRP section is not applicable to Limerick because Limerick is not sited
near a large body of water susceptible to surge or seiche flooding (such as a
great lake or ocean).

2.4.6 Probable Maximum Tsunami Flooding

-This SRP section is not applicable to Limerick because Limerick is not. sited
near a large body of water susceptible to tsunami floading.

~2.4.7 Ice Flooding

The requirements of this SRP section are met on the basis that there are no
adjacent bodies of water or waterways at comparable elevations to the site
sufficient to pose'a hazard due to ice flooding. The potential effects of ice
on the ultimate heat sink are discussed iri Sections 2.4.11.2 and 9.2.5 of this
. report.
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2.4.8 Cooling Water Canals and Reservoirs.

1The requirements of'this SRP section'are met on-the basis that the canals and
,

reservoir associated with Limerick, with the' exception of the ultimate heat
sink, areLnot: required for the safe operation of the plant, and their failure,

would pose no safety-related hazard to the-safe operation-of the plant. The
-ultimate heat 1 sink:is addressed in Section 2.4.11.2 of this report.

2.4.9 Channel: Diversion

1The requirement of this SRP section are met-on the basis that the plant has an*

' ultimate heat sink independent of-any streams or channels (see Section 2.4.11.2).
, ,

2.4.10 ' Flooding ProtectiontRequirements

As discussed above, safety-related structures, systems, and components'are
protected from the effects of flooding. The NRC staff concludes that the
site can be considered a dry site, as defined in RG 1.102, and that flood pro-

-tection measures are not required to' meet GDC 2 with respect to flooding for'

the Limerick site. ~

r

2.4.11 Cooling Water Supply .

2.4.11.1 Normal Cooling Water Supply-
4

-Limerick will withdraw makeup water for its natural-draft cooling towers.from'

'three independent sources (the Schuylkill River, the Delaware River,~and
Perkiomen Creek) because temperature and flow restrictions on-consumptive water -
withdrawal imposed by the DRBC make it impractical to supply the plant full,

; time with water from any one.of the water sources.

| The primary source of makeup water is the Schuylkill- River, which:is expected
to supply about 70% of the water withdrawn during a normal year. The Delaware

~

River and Perkiomen Creek combined will supply the other 30%. The_ planned
Delaware River regulation procedures and storage augmentation that-are expected

1to be in existance by the time the plant goes into operation should make shut-
1& owns because of water unavailability extremely unlikely.

The floor levels of all proposed intake structures are above the 100 year flood
. levels on their respective streams. Hence, the likelihood of normal water sup-
ply being lost because~of, flooding is remote.

.

The-NRC staff concludes that.the plant's normal water supply is sufficiently
reliable to meet- the requirements of GDC 44.

2.4.11.2--Emergency Cooling Water Supply

The emergency cooling water supply consists of a spray pond designed to provide.

sufficient cooling waterito the-emergency service water (ESW) and residual heat
removal:(RHR) systems to dissipate heat resulting from an accident in one unit
and:the concurrent safe shutdown and cooldown of the other unit.

f The. spray pond is 1000 feet long and 400 feet wide at the bottom and 9 feet
-

' deep at normal water level, and has a surface area of 9.6 acres. The storage j
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volume of the pond is 26.42 x los gallons. Of this volume, 10.77 million gal-
lons are considered necessary for evaporative ~ dissipation of plant heat load
over a 30-day period of adverse meteorological conditions.

The; remainder of the volume is allocated for natural evaporation, drift, and
-seepage losses (even though the pond is lined with a soil-bentonite liner),
sedimentation, adverse water quality, and a substantial reserve for minimum

i water level and additional water losses.

The spray system consists of four networks of spray nozzles: two redundant
networks for each ESW/RHR service water (SW) combined return loop. Each network' *

consists of 240 spray nozzles, with each spray nozzle having a capacity of 51.0
to 64.6 gpm. All nozzles are_ located at elevation 257 feet, which is 7 feet.

.above the normal pond water ' level, allowing for proper droplet formation and
flight time. A winter bypass-line is provided for each ESW/RHRSW combined re-
' turn line to allori bypassing the. spray-networks and returning the heated water
directly to the pond volume.

The applicant calculated water loss as a result of evaporation by assuming that
all heat load would be dissipated because of_ evaporative cooling. The 30-day
water loss calculated using this assumption is 10.77 x 10e gallons. Natural
evaporative loss was calculated by the applicant to be 0.95 x 10s gallons in
30 days,'which corresponds to 3.6 inches over the pond surface. The applicant
calculated drift loss by simulating a 34 year meteorological record (1941 to
1974) and determining the worst 30-day drift loss. This was determined to be
1.61 x.108 gallons.for the period February 4,.1947 to March 5, 1947, a period
of high wind speed.

The applicant also evaluated the thermal performance of the spray pond over the
; . 34 year period. The applicant calculated a thermal performance coefficient for

# each day, using daily average-meteorological data and assumed windspeed to be
zero for. conservatism. The applicant-used these thermal performance coeffi-
cients to determine the worst day--(June 3C, 1945) and.the worst 30 days (begin-
ning August 12,-1959). Assuming a starting pond temperature of 88*F (determined
from extreme monthly average. meteorological conditions), the highest water.re-
turn temperature for a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in one unit and emergency
shutdown _in the other unit is 94.3*F. The design limit for cooling water return
temperature is 95*F.

The NRC staff has performed an-independent analysis of the thermal and hydro-
. logic performance of the Limerick spray pond using the models and procedures
described in NUREG-0733. The NRC staff concluded that maximum' pond temperature
under meteorclogical conditions of the severity described in RG 1.27 will be
about 90*F, which is 5*F below the design limit. The NRC staff also concluded

- that the maximum 30-day water loss because of evaporation and drift would be
12.6 million gallons, which is slightly less than the water loss calculated by

- the applicant.

The NRC staff concludes that the plant meets the requirements of GDC 44 with
respect to emergency cooling water availability ano heat dissipation.
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2.4.12'~ Groundwater,

J 2.'4.12.1 Description:

Groundwater in the site area occurs in sedimentary rocks of:TEiassic age. The
aquifer underlyingLthe plant is the Brunswick lithofacies, which yields small- |
to-moderate quantities of water to wells. The -water supply for plant ~ operation '

will'be obtained fromLsurface water,-and no groundwater use is planned.
!

~

The. plant region is' underlain by the Newark group of Triassic age, which' includes,

i- the Stockton Formation and the: overlying Lockatong,-Hammer' Creek, and Brunswick I

: lithofacies. 'These~ strata are intruded by diabase dikes and sills. Althoughc
the other units provide some groundwater in the region, the Brunswick lithofacies,

is the only aquifer of significance at the plant site.

-The Brunswick strata is composed of red shale, sandstone, and siltstone. Most
[- of' the groundwater ' movement'follows secondary openings ~ that developed following
| the deposition of the beds. The-most important openings are nearly vertical
I. Joint planes that cross each other at various angles throughout the beds. These
L . joints provide an interconnected series of channels through which groundwater

can flow', giving the material a' low-to-moderate permeability.,

Recharge to the1 Brunswick aquifer occurs through.the soil cover as precipitation
percolates down to the water table. ' The water table generally follows' the sur-
face of the land, and groundwater flows from high to low topographic areas.
Most groundwater movement is prevalent only-in the upper portion of the aquifer.

where the fracture density is greatest.

2.4.12.2 Design-Basis Groundwater Level

Hydrographs of wells at the plant site monitored by the applicant indicate that
~

water levels fluctuate seasonally, with the lowest levels occurring in. fall and
early winter, and the highest levels occurring ~in spring. Those wells that are
adjacent to open' trenches or excavations'backff.lled with relatively permeable

~

materials ~show wider fluctuations as a result of daily-precipitation than do
those in the more-impermeable area of the spray pond. 'The applicant. determined

'a design-basis groundwater level for' hydrostatic loading by adding 15 feet to
-

the piezometric surface that existed on May 25, 1979. This results in a design--
basis water level lof 205 feet ms1 at the northeast corner of the turbine enclo-
sure, 195 feet msl at the northeast corner of the reactor-enclosure, and
180? feet ms1 at the northeast corner of the radwaste enclosure.t

The NRC staff has reviewed these water levels and considers them to be adequate
for th'e following reasons:

(1): Over a 36-month period of monitoring (June 1974 to August 1975 and November
1978 to August 1979), the May 1979 level was at or near the highest recorded

-level in most of the wells.

-(2) - The-total fluctuation in most of the wells was less than 12 feet, with the
greatest fluctuations in wells adjacent to open or backfilled excavations.

(3). Upon completion of the project, open trenches will be filled and an asphalt j

or other relatively impermeable surface will be placed over backfilled
.
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' areas. LConsequently, infiltration of precipitation in those areas will be
nearly eliminated and water table fluctuations ~ will be reduced.

;
rThe NRC staff has reviewed the materialfin the FSAR using the procedures in SRP

; 2.4.12 and concludes that the plant meets the requirements of GDC 2 with respect
to.the. design-basis groundwater level for hydrostatic- loading.*

L2.4.13 Accidental Releases _of-Liquid Effluents'in Groundwater and Surface,

" Water.

An inventory of groundwater users in the site vicinity conducted by the appli--
cant showed that water wells in the site vicinity are either not in the same
groundwater basin as the plant (hydrologically separate) or are hydraulically
upgradient of.the plant. Hence, the only pathway to water users is through the

. ground--to -the Schuylkill River.

The applicant-performed an analysis of this= pathway using the following hydro-- ;

j - geologic parameters:

i- permeability 390 feet per year
porosity .0.05<

< gradient 0.031
distance to river 800 feet

~

The applicant also determined retardation factors for strontium and cesium from-
- the ion exchange characteristics of the bedrock. The applicant-determined that

,

.

radionuclide concentrations in the Schuylkill River because of_ an accidental
release of radionuclides from the radwaste enclosure would be at least 1000'

-times less than the maximum permissible concentrations ds listed in Table II
'- of Appendix B of 10 CFR 20. -

| The NRC' staff performed an independent analysis of the postulated failure ~of;the
evaporative concentrate _ storage tank, the tank considered most likely to result
in unacceptable concentrations offsite (see Section 15). The NRC staff deter-

~'

! mined that'in the unlikely event of'a tank failure and radionuclides escaping
-through the floor of radwaste enclosure, the only pathway for migration wouldy

- be in a very narrow fracture zone running underneath the power block. Based
!-on the relatively low volume of transport through this zone, the NRC staff

determined that, even without ion exchange, the-radionculides would be diluted
[ to significantly below the maximum permissible concentrations in the Schuylkill
L River, as listed.in< Table II of Appendix B of 10 CFR'20.

-The NRC staff concludes-that the site meets the requirements of 10 CFR 100 with
respect to its ability to dilute and delay potential accidental releases of
radioactive effluents.

! 2.4.14 Technical Specifications and Emergency Operation Requirements

!- At-this time, the NRC staff has found no ruason to require any Technical Speci-
L fications or Emergency Operation Requirements in this area.

i-

.
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2.4.15 ConclusionsLi

.On-the basis'of its review,ithe NRC staff concludes that the. flood analysis for
the plant is in conformance'with the procedures in RGs 1.59, " Design Basis' Floods
for Nuclear Power Plants,". and 1.102, " Flood. Protection- for Nuclear Power Plants."
.The NRC staff concludes.that flooding.does not present a-credible threat to the l'

7'". site and that the plant, therefore, meets.the requirements of GDC 2 with respect !
;- to potential flood hazards. '

c

" |The NRC-staff conclu' des that the plant meets.the requirements'of GDC 44 with-
respect to the availability of. emergency cooling water. The NRC-staff concludes

i- that the design-basis groundwater levels chosen for evaluation of hydrostatic .i
loading meet the requirements of'GDC 2.

[ -The NRC staff has performed an independent analysis-of radionuclide transport
t following a' postulated liquid radwaste tank failure and concludes that the

.

( plant meets the requirements of 10 CFR 100 with respect to potential accidental
( releases;of radioactive liquid effluents.

c 2.5 . Geology and Seismolony

; 2.5.1 Basic Geologic and Seismic Information

. The geology and seismology of.the Limerick site were reviewed in the.early 1970s
' - during the CP evaluation. -As a, result of'that review, the'AEC, with advice from

its' geological:and seismological advisors (the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and-
L -the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA)),: concluded that the
i faults-in the site vicinity were at least 140 million years old and that the
L safe shutdown. earthquake (SSE) of 0.15 g and operating basis earthquake (OBE)

of 0.075 g were adequate.

-In:1974, during excavation for the plant structures, minor faults were dis -
covered inLthe site bedrock. The applicant, conducted an extensive investgation

~

'of those' faults.and the geologic structure of the site' area. The results of
these studies are presented in the report by Dames and Moore, Inc., " Geologic.-
Report Limerick Generating. Station, Limerick, Pennsylvania," dated July 22,
1974. The appl.icant determined the structural history of the. site and adjacent
regions and .the pedologic history of.the site area, especially of soils over-
lying faults; conducted in situ stress 1 tests at the site; and determined the
crystallization historv of' undeformed minerals found within the ~ faults; The
applicant assembled a' panel of three experts in Appalachian geology to review, ,

' the investigations and conclusions. -The pane 1' concluded that the faults are
.likely 150.million years.old'to'200 million years old, and that a strong geo-
morphic case has been made precluding any displacements in the last half million

! years. . | After' reviewing these data, 'the NRC staff concluded that- the faults are
"

=not capable, as defined by Appendix A.to 10 CFR 100.

'In 1979.and 1980, the NRC staff and its advisor (USGS) assessed the effects of
i blasting 'at a nearby. quarry on the foundation rock at the Limerick plant. The
' USGS concluded that the ground motions _(maximum particle velocity) from the

- blasts are one-fifth of that allowed by the Pennsylvania State Blasting Code
Criteria for safe ground motion (USGS, 1980). Additionally the site bedrock,

| is'stratigraphically lower than the rock and is thus on different material than
'

is in the quarry. After reviewing the' data and the USGS analysis, and making
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several site' inspections, the NRC staff concluded that the blasting.at the quar-
'

: ries would not cause damage to any Category I structures at Limerick nor to the;
' bedrock on which the structures were founded.

,

:During the current' review, the NRC' staff identified the following issues:

(1) .the. significance of'new geological and seismological information determined
since the'CP review

(2) the significance of minor faults mapped in the spray pond excavation

- (3) the-ade pacy of seismic design. response spectra
,

Much.of the new geologic and seismic data has been developed from research in
the southeastern United States, particularly in the Charleston, South Carolina
area. One of the working hypotheses that has been developed from this research
over the past decade is that eastern seismicity may be related to the reactiva-
tion of Mesozoic high-angle faults in the Piedmont and Coastal Plain (Wentworth
and Mergner-Keefer, 1982). . The hypoth'esis, if true, could be significant to
Limerick because'many high-angle faults are in the site vicinity. The NRC. staff
has formulated an. interim position concerning eastern seismicity in general and,

Charleston seismicity.in particular (see Appendix E). As part of future re-
search efforts described in that position, the NRC staff is addressing the un-
certainties about eastern seismicity, including the high-angle fault hypothesis,

| by.probabilistic. studies funded by NRC and conducted by Lawrence Livermore
2: National Laboratory. At the conclusion of these studies, the NRC staff will

assess the need_for a modified position with respect to specific sites. In the4

interim, considering the speculative nature of most of the eastern seismicity
j hypotheses, the low probability of large earthquakes in the eastern U.S. and

~

present knowledge of the geology and seismology of the region, the NRC staff
considers the Limerick design basis appropriate, with the qualifications that.

are discussed below.
|

In licensing decisions since about 1976 reg'arding the seismic design basis of*

: nuclear power plants located in the Precambrian-Paleozoic crystalline section
| . of the Appalachian Orogen,-particularly in New England and the northernmost

Piedmont, the NRC staff has recognized a New England-Piedmont Tectonic Province.
Because the maximum historic earthquake in different parts of this province was
a Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) VII, magnitude -Lout 5.0, it has not been
'important to recognize subprovinces. However, on January 9, 196J a magnitude

;

| (mblg) 5.7 to 5.8 MMI VI earthquake occurred in south central New Jrunswick,
| Canada, in' geologic terrain that is similar to that which characterizes the New
| England-Piedmont Tectonic Province. Extensive research is under way regarding
L that earthquake by Canadian scientists, the USGS, universities, consulting firms,

and the New England utility companies. The NRC staff is monitoring the results
of.these studies and assessing them with respect to nuclear power plant sites
in the region. The deterministic and probabilistic studies concerning seismic-
ity of the eastern seaboard and New Brunswick that are described in the NRC

| Charleston position paper (Appendix E) will be evaluated by the NRC staff ar.
the results become available. Based on the available information (see Sec-
tions 2.5.1.3, 2.5.2.1.2, and 2.5.2.2), the NRC staff has assessed a New
Brunswick-sized (magnitude 5.7 to 5.8) earthquake for the Limerick station.

t The results of the NRC ' staff's assessment are in Section 2.5.2.3.
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- The NRC staff considers the-deterministic investigations performed by the appli-
cant at the-Limerick site adequate,'and, based on present knowledge,:the NRC,

. staff concludes that' the local faults do not present a surface displacement
hazard to the. site, nor do they have the potential to localize. earthquakes.in+

-

'the site vicinity.-

- With the qualifications stated below and'in Section 2.5.2.3,.the NRC staff con-
cludes that the applicant has satisfied the requirements of Appendix A to 10
CFR 100. The NRC staff also finds that the FSAR conforms to the applicable

4 - sections of the SRP and RGs 1.70, Revision 2, and 1.60 Revision 1.

Based on its review of the FSAR and pertinent documents from the published
scientific literature,.the NRC staff concludes-

(1) The applicant has conducted an adequate investigation of the site and
region around the site, and there are no geologic conditions that pose a
hazard to the site.

(2) The applicant's overall seismic design criteria are acceptable. However,
the possibility of a magnitude 5.7 to 5.8 earthquake should be recognized,
as discussed in Section 2.5.2.3. Soil. amplification for seismic Cate-,

gory I structures not founded on competent rock is analyzed and discussed'

in Section 2.5.4.
4

(3) .The OBE of 0.075 g zero period acceleration-(ZPA) is adequate.

(4) :There are no capable faults at the site or in the site region.
,

Sections 2.5.1.1 and 2.5.1.2 below contain a summary of the Limerick geologicale
conditions and the basis for the NRC staff's conclusion concerning the
geological suitability of the site.

. 2.5.1.1 Regional Geology

The Limerick site is in the Triassic Lowland section of the Piedmont physio-
graphic province. The site is located within the Newark-Gettysburg Triassic
basin about 2 miles southeast of Pottstown, Pennsylvania. The portion of the'

Newark-Gettysburg basin in which the site is located is underlain by red sand-
stone, shale, and siltstone of the Triassic Newark group. The strata of these

; rocks are~ gently tilted and warped and cut by diabase dikes and faults, and are
intruded by diabase sills. The age of faulting has been dated as at least.

500,000 years, but'more likely more than 140 million years before present (mybp).
This section of the Piedmont is bounded to the southeast by the Coastal Plain
Province. The Piedmont lies within the much larger Appalachian mountain system.
In addition to the Piedmont, the Appalachian mountain system encompasses, from

| southeast to northwest, the Blue Ridge (which is called the Reading Prong in
Pennsylvania), the. Valley and Ridge, and the Appalachian Plateau physiographic
provinces.

The Piedmont, from the Hudson River in southern New York to the Alabama Coastal
Plain, is nearly 840 miles -long. It varies in width from 20 miles at the nar-
rowest in northern Virginia, to a maximum of 150 miles in the Carolinas. The
Piedmont is ' underlain by metamorphic, volcanic, and sedimentary rocks forming
complex structures truncated by a pre-Triassic (225 mybp) erosion surface. The
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: rocks'are mostly Paleozoic and older (more than 240 mybp) gneisses and schists,
some marble, and quartzite derived from netamorphism of-older sedimentary and -
volcanic rocks. In Pennsylvania and Maryland,~the carbonates form valleys while-
the gneisses,' schists,' quartizites and granitic rocks form uplands.

In addition to th'e igneous and metamorphic rocks, about 5%'of the Piedmont con-
sists of.uneetamorphosed sedimentary rocks of Triassic age (Hunt, 1967). These
. rocks fill down-faulted blocks or basins within the crystalline rocks and are

~

mainly_ sandstones,' conglomerates and siltstones. The site is located within
one-of these' basins, the Newark-Gettysburg basin.

The emerged Coastal Plain Province is from 100 to 200 miles wide, and elevations-
- are generally well below 500 feet. The topography is flat to gently hilly _with
extensive marshlands. 'An additional part of the coastal plain is_' submerged
offshore and-is part of the Continental Shelf. It is about the same width as
the~ emerged portion and extends to depths of 500 to 600-feet._ The Fall Zone,
which is~the boundary between the Piedmont and Coastal Plain, is about 25 miles

~

southeast of the site.

The Coastal Plain is underlain by southeast dippings beds of semiconsolidated
to unconsolidated sand,_ clay,-silt, and gravel ranging in age from Cretaceous
through Tertiary and-Quaternary (135 mybp to present). The Coastal Plain slopes
to'the north in the site region and is completely under water northeast of Cape
Cod. -Valleys in the northern Coastal Plain are drowned, forming the Raritan,
Chesapeake, and Delaware Bays and Long Island Sound. The northeast-southwest
regional-structural trend'that characterizes the' Appalachian Mountains'to the
west is also present in the basement beneath the-Coastal Plain. Superimposed
on this trend is a major. northwest-southeast regional' trend, as reflected by
depressions and highs in the basement surfac'e such as'the Southeast Georgia
Embayment,-the Cape Fear Arch, the Salisbury-Embayment, and the Raritan
Embayment.

. Complex fault blocks similar to.the Triassic-Jurassic basins exposed in the
Piedmont have also been identified beneath the sediments of the Coastal Plain
and Atlantic Continental Shelf (Marine and Siple,1974; Rankin et al. ,1977;
Ballard and Uchupi, 1975; Brown et~al., 1972; and Sheridan, 1974).

The Reading Prong, which is the southwest extension of the New Jersey and Hud-
son HighlandsJis underlain by highly deformed Precambrian (more than 570 mybp)
igneous and metamorphic rocks, similar to the rocks of the Blue Ridge to the

: southwest.in Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia. The nearest
approach'of the Reading Prong is about.8 to 10 miles northwest at the site.

-The Valley and Ridge Province, which is adjacent to the Piedmont and about
20 miles west of the site, is underlain by Paleozoic quartzites, shales, lime-
stones, sandstones, conglomerates, and dolomites. The quartzites form ridges
in'the Piedmont upland and also' occur as outliers in the Reading Prong. The
strata of the Valley and~ Ridge strike to the northeast. During the Paleozoic
Era, northwest-southeast ~ compressional stresses thrust large slabs of rock,
. thousands of feet thick and many tens of miles long from the southeast'to the
northwest. ~At'this time, regional' thrust faults were created that dip south-
easterly 'near gmM surface and then flatten with depth and join a major, rela-
tively horizontal, sole fault at depths ranging from 2.5 to 9.5 miles. These
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features are much morefpronounced in the southern Valley and Ridge than in the
-northern part;of the province.

2.5.1.2 Site Geoiogy

The site area is characterized by rol?;ng broad ridges that reach elevations
of +200 to +300 feet ms1. The ridges are dissected by the Schuylkill River,

and its tributaries. The orientation of the ridges is generally east-west,
controlled by the strike of rock bedding. -The more erosion-resistant rocks--

h diabase, sandstone, and argillite--cap the ridges. Major joint trends control
' the drainage channels. Two prominent trends of vertical joints are present in
t rock at.the site, N 20 to 50* E and N 50* to 60* W.

'

Site bedrock consists primarily of interbedded, interfingered, and gradational
reddish brown siltstone, sandstone, and shale of the late Triassic Brunswick
lithofacies. ' Regionally the Brunswick lithofacies is several thousand feet
thick. Interfingering with the Brunswick'are layers.of bluish gray calcareous
argillite and black carbonaceous shale of the Lockatong lithofacies (Sanatogu
member).

1 A third type of rock mapped at the site is diabase, which has intruded along
i large fractures in the sedimentary rocks. The dikes trend N 20* E to N 30* E.

.

! The most extensive diabase body in the site area is the Downingtown Dike, which
is located about 1300 feet west of the site. The dike occupies much of the
Sanatoga fault zone. The sedimentary rocks adjacent to this dike have been
baked to hornfels.

.

-Site bedrock is overlain by 0 to 40 feet of-soil that grades from a reddish4

brown clay silt at the surface to a highly weathered and fractured rock con-
taining silt and clay near the surface of unweathered rock. Alluvial soil is
found in the flood plains of the Schuylkill River and its tributaries. ' Numerous

fjoints and minor faults were mapped at-the site and site vicinity. These are
,

described in Section 2.5.3.

-2.5.1.3 Tectonics of the New Brunswick Epicentral Area and the Limerick Site

The NRC. staff has compared the geology and. tectonic history of the southern
Appalachians and the Limerick site region with that of the northern Appalachians

,

and the epicentral region of the January 1082 New Brunswick earthquake. On the
. basis of'this comparison, the NRC staff concludes-that the New Brunswick earth-
quake occurred in a region that is characterized by different Paleozoic (570-240
mybp) tectonics than that of the Limerick site.~ The NRC staff further' concludes
there is strong geologic evidence that the New England-Piedmont Tectonic Province
may be-able to be subdivided.

:In reviews performed since about 1976 for nuclear power plants located in New
England and the northermost Piedmont, the NRC. staff has recognized the.New
England-Piedmont Tectonic Province, in which the maximum historical earthquake
has been characterized by a maximum Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) of VII,

f about 5.3. As mentioned above, on January 9,or a body-wave magnitude (mbig)
1982, a magnitude 5.7 to 5.8 earthquake occurred in central New Brunswick in geo-
logic terrain that is similar'to that which composes the New England-Piedmont

~ Tectonic Province. The question arises as to whether the New England-Piedmont
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Tectonic Province encompasses the Limerick site, and, within the meaning of x
,

. Appendix A to 10 CFR 100, whether a magnitude 5.7 =to 5.8 earthquake should be

. considered the maximum historical earthquake.*

F Because the. northern and southern Appalachians differ significantly in Paleozoic
structural style and Paleozoic tectonic history,-the NRC staff considers that

;the northern Appalachians (north of about 41*: latitude) may have been subject to
.different Paleozoic tectonics. Although the tectonic evolution of the northern-<

; and southern Appalachians was similar through the Taconic Orogeny of the Ordo-
vician Period, (500-430 mybp), subsequent Paleozoic deformation has been' quite

' - different (Rodgers, 1970; Bird and Dewey, 1970). The Devonian (410-360 mybp).
t Acadian Orogeny affected mostly the northern Appaiachians and was the major

tectonic event,in the Maritime Provinces. ,The Late Paleozoic'(300-240 mybp)'

A11eghenian Orogeny, which probably represents the final closure of the proto-
| Atlantic Ocean by the collision of North America and Africa, greatly affected

the southern Appalachians, resulting in very large amounts of horizontal trans-,

port of crystalline thrust sheets; the Blue Ridge, the Inner Piedmont.and the,

Carolina-slate belt all appear-to have been thrust westward over Precambrian
'(1 billion ybp) Grenville basement rock (Cook, et al. ,1979). Recent deep-
sounding seismic reflection profiles suggest that horizontal transport of
allochthonous rocks may have been more Ifmited in the northern Appalachians*

than in the. southern Appalachians (Ando, et al. in press). The Limerick site
lies to-the north and west of the allocthonous (transported) terranes of the
Piedmont, and probably also lies to the west of the edge of the North American
continent that existed prior to-the continent / island-arc collision in the
Orodovician that resulted in the Taconic Orogeny (Rodgers, 1968). In contrast,,

I
~

most of. New England and central New Brunswick lie to the east of this boundary.

} LThe different Paleozoic tectonic histories of the northern and southern
' Appalachians have resulted in major differences in their respective crustal
seismic velocity structures (Taylor and Toksoz,1982). The northern Appalachians
are' characterized by a relatively thick (25 miles) crust with two well-defined

) layers. The upper 9.3-mile-thick layer probably corresponds to rocks that were
subjected to a high degree of compression and crustal shortening during.the

4 -Taconic and Acadian Orogenies. -The lower. layer is characterized by relatively
j high seismic velocities,'perhaps indicative of the involvement of oceanic crust

during the collision episodes. In contrast, the southern Appalachians exhibit
a relatively homogeneo~us, low-velocity crust that is more'like the (pre-

. Appalachian) Grenvi.11e crust than that of the northern Appalachians. The simi-'

larity of the southern-Appalachian and Grenville crustal velocities is consis-,
; tent with the interpretation that much of the Piedmont is allocthonous and
|- actuallyf overlies Grenville basement.
;-

A comparison of the geology of the New Brunswick epicentral region with that*

of the Limerick site region reflects the differences that exist between the-
'

northern and southern Appalachians. The New Brunswick epicenter and aftershock8

zone is' located within the North Pole Pluton, which was emplaced in the Devonian,
during the Acadian Orogeny. This pluton has been discordantly intruded by small-

' aer, Late Devonian plutons. The rocks are predominantly granite, granodiorte,
:and adamellite. ~The Limerick site, on the other hand, is located in the Newark

~

Triassic Basin on Triassic clastic sedimentary rocks that include red sandstones,
-siltstones,'and shales that have been intruded by diabase dike and sills. These
rocks are several thousand feet thick beneath the site.

_
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; The New Brunswick epicentral area is:in the northern extension of'the New
'

England fold belt, within the Miramechi anticlinorium. The major deformation
' - there is Acadian, with little evidence of Alleghenian or-Mesozoic deformation.

The Limerick site region is characterized by extensive Mesozoic sedimentation
p and. Triassic}and some post-Triassic deformation. The Paleozoic and Precambrian i
~

. rocks that surround the Newark Basin (and. underlie it) show widespread Alle
'ghenian deformation, but little Acadian.*

The major structures in the New Brunswick' epicentral area trend. northeast-
~

-

: . southwest. tThere are less apparent north-south, east-west, and northwest-
' southeast structural' grains. .At Limerick, the dominant topographic trend is'

'= controlled by the strike of bedding and is east-west. There is also an. east-
west and northeast-southwest structural grain.

4

The major mapped tectonic-structures in the New Brunswick area include the
; Catamaran fault, which trends north-south up to several tens of miles south of
1 the North Pole Pluton and then swings to an east-west strike, and a thrust-fault
; system that continues northward along the Catamaran trend, past the point where

the Catamaran veers to the east. The Catamaran fault is believed.to have expe-
rienced 4 to-12 milas of right-lateral strike-slip movement. Hypocentral loca-

; tions of many aftershocks suggest movement along north-south striking thrust
i- faults that dip both to the east and to the west. A north-south oriented fiesh
i fracture-with several centimeters of vertical movement at the surface of bedrock'

has'been identified and may be related-to'the mainshock. If future investiga-
tions show:this to be the . case,- this . fault would be. considered a capable fault.
It is the NRC staff's current understanding that the Canadian government will
be excavating this fracture in the nearsfuture. The NRC staff will be presentc

to examine ~the excavation also.

The major structures in the vicinity of.the Limerick site include the Chalfont
' fault, 9 miles-to the north. It strikes east-west and has several thousand

feet of vertical (normal) and strike-slip (left-lateral) displacement. .The
~

estimated age of last movement is Late Triassic or ' Jurassic. The east-west7
oriented Huntingdon Valley-Cream Valley fault system-is 15 miles to the southt

in Paleozoic-terrain. These faults are not known to have moved since the Pale-
ozoic. The Martic Line, which separates Early Paleozoic continental shelf
deposits from allocthonous deeper-water facies, lies east of the site. This

; feature.is' cross-cut by continuous'diabase dikes and is therefore not capable.
~These structures and smaller ones in the site subregion and at the site have
been thoroughly' investigated by the applicant and shown to be no younger than .

500,000 years and, more likely, no younger than 140 million years.

On the basis of the above geological information, which suggests that there may
be strong differences in structural style, tectonic history, stratigraphy, and

. local- structure, the NRC -staff concludes 'that the January 1982 New Brunswick
earthquake occurred in a region that may be characterized by different tectonics
than that of the Limerick site;-however, because of the need to consider seis-

-micity within the meaning of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100,'a separate tectonic
province cannot be. defined at the present time. This is discussed further in

-Section 2.5.2.

: 2.5.2. . Vibratory Ground Motion

cThe conclusion reached during the construction permit (CP) review by the AEC
staff's consultants, the USGS and NOAA (SER-CP), was that 0.12 g (SSE) and
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0.06 g (OBE) accelerations were adequate. The Advisory Committee for Reactor
Safeguards suggested in its August 10, 1971 letter to the staff that a more con-
servative value of 0.15 g for the SSE and a value of 0.075~g for the OBE seismic~

design (Appendix B, SER-CP) be adopted. The' applicant and the AEC regulatory
staff concurred in regard to using these values for the plant seismic design.

In the OL review, the NRC staff seismological review has been based on geologic
and seismologic information in the Limerick PSAR and FSAR and other available
literature. The review has concentrated on the following:

(1) A review of the seismicity of the region and examination of the association
of earthquakes to geologic and tectonic features.

-(2) A determination of the vibratory ground motion at the site resulting from
the maximum historical earthquake within the appropriate tectonic provinces.

(3) A comparison of the ground. motion-estimated above with the SSE proposed
for the site.

As documented in the FSAR, the applicant has used a Newmark-type response spec-
trum that was anchored to 0.15 g ZPA for the SSE and to 0.075 g ZPA for the OBE.

2.5.2.1 Seismicity

2.5.2.1.1 General Seismicity

As discussed in the FSAR, the site lies in a region of moderate earthquake
activity. Historic earthquakes within 200 miles of'the site have been reported
as far back as the early 1700s, although the early records can be considered
complete only'for the larger events with MMI greater than or equal to VII.
Within this 200-mile radius, there have been about 130 earthquakes reported or
felt. However, none of these events has exceeded MI = VII. Of the 130 total'

earthquakes, 59 had intensities of-IV to V or greater, with 6 having an inten-
sity of VII. Within 50 miles of the site, only one earthquake had intensity
MI = VII. This was the 1871 Wilmington, Delaware, earthquake, which occurred
about 35 miles south-southeast of the site. The value of MI = VII appears to
be based on a press report'of toppled chimneys (Coffman, Von Hake, 'and Stover,

( -1982); however, this earthquake was felt only within 50 miles of the epicenter
| (FSAR Section 2.5.2.1). Typically an MMI = VII, being roughly equivalent to a

| magnitude (mbig) f 5.3 (Nuttli and Herrmann, 1978), is felt over a much larger
area (Nuttii and Zollweg, 1974, and Street and Lacroix, 1979). Thus it appears'

as if the actual size of the 1871 earthquake (m = 4.0 to 4.2, based on abig
50-mile-radius felt area) is smaller than that which would typically character-

,

! ize an MMI = VII event. The remaining seismicity within 50 miles of the site-
is scattered and is located in the Allentown, Reading, and Philadelphia areas.
None of these events exceeded MMI = VI. Thus, there have been no earthquakes

= 4.5. Otherwithin 50 miles of the site larger than a magnitude of about mbig
|- MMI = VII events between 50 and 200 miles of the site appear to have been felt

over ' larger areas, as compared to the 1871 event. One of these, the 1884 earth-
= 4.9 based on feltquake near New York City, has an estimated magnitude mbig

i area (Kafka, 1980). Thus, within 200 miles of the site, the largest historical
earthquake appears to be about magnitude m = 5.0 to 5.3.

big

I
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~~ Areas of larger earthquakes (PMI = VIII or greater) have been associated 'with
-specific structures;or are located in tectonic provinces far enough from the-
. Limerick site not to have any controlling effect on the seismic evaluation ofc

f the site. 'This. includes, for example,'the St. Lawrence River and the New
!! -Madrid regions, both located:more.than.900 km from the site. Specific NRC

staff comments regarding the Charleston, South Carolina, earthquake of 1886
are in;Section 2.5.1 and Appendix E. Specific comments regarding the 1982,

j New Brunswick-earthquake.are in Section 2.5.2.1.2.

2.5.2.1.2 Seismicity of the'New Brunwick Epicentral Area and the Limerick Site

[ The NRC staff has reviewed the seismicity in the Limerick site area and the~

'

epicentral area of the January 1982 New Brunswick earthquake. On the basis of'

this review, the NRC staff; concludes that the Limerick area appears to have
experienced a somewhat lower level of historical seismicity than central New..

!! ; Brunswick before the January 1982-earthquake, and, therefore, the seismic
hazard is likely.to be less at the Limerick site than that in New Brunswick.

,

: Earthquakes detected and located by~the' Northeastern U.S. Seismic Network
{. (NEUSSN) during the period October 1975 to September 1981 are plotted in
! Figure 3 of NEUSSN Bulletin No. 24:(WES-238-044). That figure shows that, in
- areas of 50-km radius centered around the -Limerick site and the New Brunswick
~

epicenter, the ratio of events detected in New Brunswick to those in the
Limerick area is 50% larger. Because there are no NEUSSN stations in Canada,'

the detection threshold may. be higher in New Brunswick than in the Limerick,

| area; thus, this ratio may be too low.

Barstow,'et al. (1980) have mapped earthquake epicenters in eastern North Amer-
! ica for the period from 1800 tn about.1977. The NRC staff finds from this map
;. that the January 1982 New Brunswick earthquake occurred in an area of greater
; seismic activity than that which characterizes the Limerick site area. Consider-

ing the historically (and still)-low population density of central New Bruns-
wick and the early--settlement of southeastern Pennsylvania, these compilations

| probably underestimate the seismicity of central New Brunswick relative to the
; Limerick site.

i The NRC staff also notes that in a study directed by' TERA Corporation (NUREG/,
! CR-1582), most expert seismologists did not consider the New Brunswick area to-
! be in the same seismic zone as the Limerick site.
i
'

Based on the above discussion, the NRC staff considers that the seismic activity
at the Limerick site is somewhat lower than and different from the New Brunswick
epicenter (before the 1982 earthquake). However, the differences in seismicity
that have been documented do not yet appear strong enough to justify placing
the Limerick site'in a different tectonic province than that of the New Brunswick
earthquake. This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.2.2.

2.5.2.2 Tectonic Province and Maximum Historical' Earthquake

The Limerick site lies within the Piedmont section of the New England-Piedmont
Tectonic Province. 'As documented in Section 2.5.2.1, the largest historical
ea?thquakes in the Piedmont section that have not been associated with specific
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geologic structures are intensity MMI = VII events, corresponding approximately
to magnitude m = 5.3. The largest historical earthquake it, the New Englandgg
section of the province, exclusive of the New Hampshire-Cape Ann seismic zone,
is the m 5.7 to 5.8 New Brunswick earthquake of January 9, 1982 (NUREG-0896).

gg
As discussed in Section 2.5.1.3, there may be differences between the tectonics
of the Limerick site region and that of the New Brunswick epicentral region.
Differences in historical seismicity and ongoing microseismicity also exist
between the two sections, but are not as totally conclusive as the tectonic
differences. Because the NRC staff regards tectonic provinces within the mean-
ing of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 as regions of relatively uniform seismic
potential, the NRC staff cannot, at the present time, subdivide the PiedmontWithinand New England sections of the New England-Piedmont Tectonic Province.
the meaning of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100, the New Brunswick earthquake is, at
the present time, the maximum historical earthquake in the province not associ-
ated with a specific geologic structure; therefore, it must be considered
in the seismic design or qualification of Limerick. However, as discussed in
Section 2.5.2.1.2, tha Limerick area appears to have experier.ced a somewhat
lower level of historical seismicity than had central New Brunswick prior to
the January 1982 earthquake. Because large earthquakes along the Eastern
Seaboard generally have been associated with regions of higher seismic activity,
and because the geology of the Limerick site and that of the New Brunswick
epicentral area are different, in the view of the NRC staff the estimated
likelihood of a New Brunswick-size (magnitude 5.7 to 5.8) earthquake at the
Limerick sita is low and has not increased as a result of that earthquake. The

NRC staff note that Canadian scientists are currently investigating a surface
fault that may have offset related to the New Brunswick earthquake. If this or

other investigations succeed in linking the New Brunswick earthquake to an
identifiable capable structure, it will not be necessary to consider the
earthquake at Limerick.

2.5.2.3 Safe Shutdown Earthquake

The applicant has used a Newmark-type response spectrum anchored to 0.15 g peak
horizontal ground acceleration for the SSE. The NRC staff has ccmpared the
Limerick seismic design spectrum to the site-specific spectra generated from an

= 5.3 earthquake. The m = 5.7 earth-
m = 5.7 to 5.8 earthquake and an mgg gggg
quake corresponds to the January 1982 earthquake, which is the largest historical= 5.3earthquake in the assumed New England-Piedmont Tectonic Province; the mgg
earthquake corresponds approximately to an MMI = VII earthquake, the next largest
earthquake in this tectonic province. In past reviews, the NRC staff has found
that intensity VII ground motion can be conservatively represented by the RG 1.60
response spectrum anchored to a peak horizontal acceleration of 0.13 g, using
the trend of the mean relationship of Trifunac and Brady (1975). The Limerick
seismic design spectrum is found to envelop RG 1.60, 0.13 g above frequencies
of 1.0 Hz.

In recent NRC staff SERs (Catawba, NUREG-0954, and Wolf Creek, NUREG-0881), the
NRC staff has indicated that site-specific spectra obtained from appropriate
suites of earthquake strong motion records are more in accord with the con-
trolling earthquake size, frequency content of response spectrum, and local
site conditions than are standard RG 1.60 spectra. In this method, the use of
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peak acceleration and RG 1.60 spectrum shapes are replaced by spectra obtained
from earthquakes within half a-magnitude of the SSE recorded at a distance less
than about 25 km, with geologic condition's similar to those at the site. It is

'

the NRC staff's position-that spectra obtained by this method are a more
realistic, estimate of:the seismic ground motion.

!

-Tne.NRC staff, through its consultant, the Lawrence.Livermore National Laboratory I

(LLNL), generated a site-specific spectrum for the Limerick site (Appendix F).
The spectrum is based on an appropriate ensemble of records with m = 5.3 -0.5gg
obtained-at rock sites within 20 miles of the source (base case). A few sensi-
tivity runs were made to examine the effect of adding or deleting an earthquake
record. The NRC staff position has been that the 84th percentile spectrum is
appropriate for describing ground motion to be used in evaluating the design
spectra of nuclear power plants. Figure 2 of Appendix F indicates that the
design spectrum for the Limerick site is approximately equal to or larger'than
the 84th percentile of the site specific spectrum'for the base case.

LLNL has suggested that Case 2 from Appendix F, including records from the
Ancona earthquake (Rocca site, referred to in the LLNL report as Rocco) may be
the appropriate spectrum to use, compared to the base case. The NRC staff has
evaluated this information carefully and concludes that the base case is the
more appropriate spectrum to use. First, there is some question whether the
Rocca site is founded in bedrock or not. LLNL states that although Rocca looks
more like a rock station than a shallow soil station, it is not a clear cut-
case. In addition, Crouse et al. (1980) describes the Rocca site condition as
stiff clays, soft rock shales and soft sandstone. Thus, there is a serious
question as to the actual site conditions at the Rocca site. In comparing
Figures 12 and'13 in Appendix F, the Rocca response spectrum appears'to be
significantly different from many rock recordings, particularly in the level
cf high frequency ground motion. The actual high frequency (greater th.an 10 Hz)
level of the Rocca' recordings is 2 to 3 standard devie ions above the mean of
the collected data.

Inclusion or exclusion of specific data in the development of a site-specific
spectrum requires care and judgment, particularly when the data have a signifi-
cant effect on the spectrum, as the Rocca recordings do. Thus, based upon care-
ful review and the uncertainties in the Rocca site conditions noted above, the
NRC staff concludes that the Rocca site record is an outlier, and it should not
be used in the Limerick site-specific spectra development.

For the New Brunswick earthquake, which is considered at the present time to
be the controlling earthquake, two m = 5.7 to 5.8 site-specific spectra are

~

gg
available and were compared to the Limerick SSE spectrum. The first was deve-
loped as part of the Sequoyah review (NUREG-0011), while the second was deve-
loped by LLNL (NUREG/CR-1582, Vol 4). The 84th percentile of these data sets
exceeds the Limerick SSE response spectrum by about 10 to 40% for frequencies
-above about 2 Hz. However, the NRC staff notes that the Limerick SSE respcnse
spectrum is generally closer to the 84th percentile for frequencies above 2 Hz
than it is to the 50th percentile. It is the NRC staff's practice to accept
the 84th percentile spectrum and the above exceedances have been noted. The NRC,

staff finds, as discussed in Section 2.5.2.2, that the use of an m = 5.7 togg
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5.8 earthquake as the SSE is highly equivocal and may result in an excessively
conservative SSE response spectrum for Limerick. The NRC staff,_therefore,

concludes, based upon judgments related to the regional tectonics and seismic
activity, that the 0.15 g Newmark SSE_ spectrum, which is less than but close to
the 84th percentile, is an adequate representation in this case of the ground

- motion for the site. Because the 84 percentile site-specific spectrum for the
5.7 to 5.8 earthquake does exceed the original design basis for frequencies
above about 2 Hz, the NRC staff concludes that the significance of these exceed-

. ances should be included as part of the generic seismic margin study program.

VerL!ral Component Design Spectra

The vertical component design response spectra for Limerick deviate from the
recommendation of RG 1.60 for frequencies between 1 and 33 Hz. RG 1.60 recom-
mends that for these frequencies the vertical and horizontal design response
spectra be set equal to the design peak horizontal ground acceleration (0.15 g
for Limerick). Studies of western U.S. earthquakes (NUREG/CR-1175) have shown
that the assumption that vertical ground motion levels are two-thirds those of
horizontal motion is generally conservative. Consequently, the NRC staff has-
accepted that design response spectra for vertical motion can usually be taken
as two-thirds the horizontal response spectrum over the entire frequency range
of interest for sites in the western U. S. (Sihweil,1976). The applicant's
vertical component design spectra are equal to two-thirds of the horizontal.
A comparison with the RG 1.60 vertical spectra is discussed in Section 3.7.

2.5.2.4 Operating Basis Earthquake

The applicant has proposed 0.075 g for the acceleration level corre pondiny +9

the operating basis earthquake. This represents half of the SSE ac:eleration
(0.15 g), is consistent with Appendix A to 10 CFR 100, and, thus, is acceptable
to the NRC staff.

2.5.3 Surface Faulting

Many major faults have been mapped in the region around the Limerick site.
Based on the available evidence, these faults are not capable according to the
criteria of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100. The interpretation of the Consortium for
Continental Reflection. Profiling (C0 CORP) seismic reflection lines across the
southeastern United States is that a major detachment surface exists at depths
of 2.5_to 9 miles beneath the Valley and Ridge, Blue Ridge, and at least part;
of the Piedmont Provinces (Albaugh et al., 1980; Iverson and Smithson, 1982).'

If this interpretation is correct, the detachment would probably outcrop some-
where in the Valley and Ridge Provinces. The major thrust faults that are mapped
in that province that were crossed by the C0 CORP line are shown in the data to
be listric.to the seismic reflection feature that has been interpreted to be the

( detachment. In New England, interpretation of a C0 CORP line also suggests the
presence of a detachment zone along which Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks have
been thrust to the northwest. However, the NRC staff finds that this detachment
and associated faults in the southern Appalachians are not active because

|
(1) Extensive field research has been carried out in the region with the intent

| of finding evidence for recent displacement along these faults to explain
current seismicity, and none has been found.'
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'(2)CTriass'ic dikes mapped in Virginia penetrate Valley and Ridge' structures
g ~_without being offset (Dennison.and Johnson, 1971);

[ (_ 3) In Alabama, where Coastal: Plain-deposits overlie the southern part of the
<

;
, Valley and. Ridge structures, there is no evidence. of-offset. (Butts,1926).! :.

'

(4)'=Where subsidiary faults of the major thrustifaults have-been mappedlin. - i

relation'.to overlying ancient terraces deposits, those terrraces have not.
b

,

been offset (ile...the Phippt Gend and Watts'Bar site fault investigation)
(TVA, 1974-1975).

;

- (5) Radiometric age dating of gouge taken from low-angle thrust faults'related
to the-detachment zone indicate an' age.of.at least 280 mybp (TVA, 1975 and

~

' Project ManagementfCorporation, 1981).,

{ .
- -

.A major,-deep-seated east-west wrench fault, the Cornwall-Kelvin fault,'was
!

postulated by Drake and Woodward (1963) to explain,the curvature of the Appa-I. lachian system in southeastern Pennsylvania and the Kelvin seamunt trend in
the Atlantic Ocean. The trend of this postulated fault would project beneath-
the Coastal Plain and pass in the site vicinity. The fault, if it exists, is
pre-Mississippian in age (345 mi.111on years),- most probably late Devonian (Drake
and Woodward, 1973). The Appalachian curvatures have also been postulated.to

E 'have been caused by early Paleozoic' rift. structures:(Rankin, 1976). Subsequent
. investigations have been unable'to confirm or disprove the existence of the
Cornwall-Kelvin fault or the rift structure. If such features are present,
they are.very ancient'and, therefore, not. capable.,

(- - Another' major postulated faultisystem is the Martic Line of thrust-faulting.
L -

' The FSAR quotes. Wise's (1970) description of the' Martic Line as " complex poly-
L genetic feature made up'of-distinct segments...." ' Wise indicates that thel
L Martic Line is a Paleozoic feature, which may be largely a facies boundary ~ mark-

ing the edge of a~ deeply subsided basin to the southeast. Along this~ basin
margin there has been imbricate thrusting,_ regional metamorphism, brittle move-
ment-of11arge' basement blocks, widespread. development of kink bands and joints,
and local intense folding. ' Wise states: "The-final event was the injection of

. basaltic-dikes of probable Triassic age with north to northeast trend across
the region." Because Mesozoic dikes cut across the features comprising the
Martic Line, it is'not capable. ''

The .Huntingdon . Valley-Cream Valley fault is ~ a major fault system 'that extends
inortheast from West:Chester, Pennsylvania to Trenton, New Jersey. 'It is within
the Piedmont Uplands and is about 15 miles south of the' site at its closest
approach. ~.The fault system is. mapped within the Wissachickon formation and~

crystalline ~ rocks, and is considered to be of Paleozoic age (570 million years<

L 'before present (mybp) to 225 mybp). -The fault system does not offset Cretaceous
material where it intersects the Coastal Plain.' It is, therefore, not capable.-

Severa1Haajor structures are west of 'the site in = the -Piedmont' Uplands. Theyr
[ are the Wine' Ridge' anticline, Brandywine Manor fault, the Welch Mountain anti-

' cline,;and the Elverson thrust' fault. The nearest of these to the site is the
"

, .Brandywine Manor fault, _ which 'is-9 miles to the southwest. These features are

i

, -
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truncated by. the Triassic border fault and are, therefore, at least 140 million
years old.

The Newark Triassic basin of New Jersey and New York is a half graben, bounded
-on the northwest side by a northeast-trending, high-angle: fault (Sanders,1963).
Ratcliffe (1971) describes this and related faults, which he collectively terms-

-the Ramapo fault system as follows:

In. northern New Jersey and southeastern New York State, the border
fault system is expressed by a fairly straight fault trace marked
by the topographic escarpment of the Ramapo Mountains for which the
fault is named. The Ramapo fault proper extends from Stoney Point,

~

New York, on the Hudson River, southwest approximately 50 mil.s to
Peapack, New Jersey. North of about Rockland, New York, the fault
becomes more diffuse into several splays and extends into the Hudson
Highlands.

Southeast, in the vicinity of Morristown, New Jersey, the Ramapo' splays, with
the main trace continuing south to about Peapack, New Jersey, and apparently
joins the Hopewell fault south of Peapack. Another splay appears to continue
as the Triassic border fault to the south. A. third large splay continues to
the southeast and may join the Flemington fault. The Ramapo fault system has
been mapped extensively.and no_ evidence of capability has been found. However,
a zone of seismicity approximately 20 miles wide cent,ered on the Ramapo fault
is recognized based on data from the Lamont Doherty Geological Observatory,
Consolidated Edison, and New England seismic networks (Aggarwal and Sykes,1978;
Ratcliffe, 1980; and Yang and Aggarwal, 1981). The NRC staff, in its findings
regarding the Indian Point nuclear site,. concluded that, based on extensive
investigations, the Ramapo fault system is not capable within the meaning of
Appendix A to 10 CFR 100, but it is likely that faults of the~Ramapo_ system,
along with the numerous other faults in the Hudson Highlands, may be localizing
minor seismicity. The Ramapo fault system is more than 100 miles northeast of
the: site.

The Hopewell and Flemington faults cross the Delaware River within a few miles
of each other near Lambertville, New Jersey. .The Flemington fault continues to
-the north and northwest through central New Jersey to'the edge of the Newark-
basin, while the'Hopewell fault extends northeast to near the south branch of

-the Raritan River. It is possible that these faults join those of the Ramapo
fault system to the north. To the west, the two faults join south of Doylestown,
Pennsylvania, where they become the Furlong and the Chalfont fault. Several
thousand feet of vertical displacement have been mapped on the faults, and sev-
eral miles of right-lateral movement have been measured on the Hopewell fault '
(Sanders, 1963). These faults displace Triassic rocks; therefore the latest
movements are interpreted to have occurred during late Triassic or early Juras .
sic (200 mybp-to 170 mybp). There is no evidence that indicates they have moved
since that time; therefore, they are considered to be noncapable. The nearest
approach of this fault system, the Chalfont fault, is 9 miles northeast of th9
site.

During the past decade, much evidence for post-Mesozoic (younger than 65 mybp)
deformation has been found (Jacobeen, 1972; Spoljaric, 1973; York and Oliver,

s- 1976; Mixon and Newell, 1976; Prowell et al., 1975; and Behrendt et al., 1981).
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The NRC: staff hasEevaluatedithis information during the reviews of other&

nuclear ~ power plant sites in the Piedmont and Coastal: Plain as well as:during
the Limerick review. *Available evidence indicates that none of.the post-'

' Mesozoic faults ~ have' undergone movement younger. than 1| mybp.
4

t . A small part of'the NRC-funded New England seismotectonic study is the.inves-
.tigation-of the ' northern Fall Line zone of central and northern New Jersey'

(Thompson,-1980). 'In this study Thompson identified narrow linear zones of
-

,
.

'

seismic activity that he believes may repre'sent fracture and fault zones. Some
[ of these alignments coincide with-topographic linears and others-with geophysi--t ical (aeromagnetic and air gravity)-anomalies. .Several are characterized by-,

both. Some suggestion of faulting inithe' basement rocks has been found along
! three of the linears... The most direct evidence for faulting was found in bor-
j; Lings in: basement rock along a-north trending linear in northern. Delaware; how-
J ,

ever, it is not one of the five seismic linears. The meaning.of these data is
[ not clear, but the NRC staff concludes that they do not represent'a hazard to
'

the site because: (1) the seismic linears may not be real because too:few earth-
quakes are involved and there is likely a large band of error in epicentralo

i locations; (2) the closest of these postulated linears'is about 22 miles ~ south-
L west of the site; (3) all lines' of evidence (LANDSAT imagery, aeromagnetic, air

gravity, and geologic evidence for faults) do not consistently apply to all
11 nears; and (4) no evidence has been found for faults that cut Coastal Plain,=

; strata younger than Miocene. -The NRC staff concludes that: if these features do
indeed represent faults, they are not capable.

F
' Faults have-been mapped in the site vicinity and in excavations for Limerick.

All o.f-these faults, which are described below, have been investigated by 'theg

applicant. :They.have been shown to.have formed in ancient geologic time,'and
i all? movement, ceased during that time. Many of these faults were analyzed by
[i radiometric age dating, fluid-inclusion analysis of unsheared quartz crystals

in;the fault zones, paleosol and'geomorphic studies of high terraces, and analy-
-sis of undisturbed soil overlying the Downington dike complex. -They were shown
to have experienced'their last displacement more,than 500,000 years ago,.but
more likely more tha.n 150 million years ago (Dames and Moore, 1974). Those
individual faults that could not be dated in an absolute manner-were shown to
be genetically related to:those faults that-could, and therefore were shown'to
be the'same age. A panel comprised of three experts'in Appalachian geology--
Dr. Donald U. Wise, Dr.- Carlyle Gray,:and Dr. Paul .B. Meyers--concurred with -
the conclusion. The NRC staff reviewed the' findings of the applicant and the

~

panel and agreed that no novement had occurred in at least 500,000 years. These
.. faults are~briefly described in'the'following' paragraphs.
/
L Three faults have been mapped and investigated within 2 miles of the site. The
{ closest'one is the'Sanatoga fault, which is located about 1300 feet west of the
| s i te.~ It'is vertical, strikes N.20*.to 30' E, and has 290-foot down-to-the east
i displacement. It has.been intruded by diabase called the Downingtown Dike. The
Il _ Brooke Evans fault is located 2800 feet south of the plant. It strikes N 50* E'~

gnd has a measured 350-foot vertical ~ displacement with the south-side down.
-The Linfield fault is a zone that, in the area ~ investigated, is comprised of
five near-vertical faults about 2 miles snutheast of the site. Strikes range-
from N 40* to 55' E. Offsets range from 1 foot to 20 feet.,

I'
'Three-zones.of fracturing were mapped in the plant excavations. The first,

4designated as Zone A, extends from the south edge of the Unit 1 excavation'
,
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toward'the northwest, where it consists of a broad zone with fractures 20_ feet
apart,-separating blocks of hard, unfractured rock. These fractures converge.
to form a zone from 2 to 7 feet wide, which continues on through the control-
structure and turbine building. No offset was found. Zone B begins in'the~

southeast corner of Unit 2. excavation and strikes N 30 E. It is vertical,

about 1 inch wide,-and has 8 to 10 inches of vertical offset with the southeast
side down. : Zone C was mapped in the Unit 2 turbine building with an apparent
vertical offset of up to 2 feet. The fault is 0.25 inch to 4 inches thick and
filled with clay. .Two clay seams were mapped in the plant's excavation. They
strike northeast-southwest and dip 10* to 18* northwest, parallel to bedding.
The upper seam is 1 inch to 10 inches thick and exhibits minor shearing. The
lower seam is 0.25-to 0.50 inch thick. No offsets were observed along those

seams.

Geologically old offsets.were identified on several near-vertical joints and
branches in the spray pond excavation. The maximum offset found on these
branches is 3 inches. They appear to be consistent with and therefore genet-~

'

ically related to similar structures in the area which have been dated as Late
' Triassic or Early Jurassic. One of these faults extends from the west end of
the pond in a N 20* E direction. It is at least 100 feet long and shows.a

1 inch offset, east side down. An east-west striking zone begins on the west
slope in the south portion of the pond and extends 600 feet. Maximum offset is
2 inches, with the south side down. On the eastern end slope of the pond, an
east-west fault was mapped with.2 to 3 inches of apparent lef t lateral offset.
It extended downward only a few feet where it was truncated by a bedding' plane.

The minor faulting and shearing found in excavations at the site have the same
geometry and mineralization as the larger faults in the site area. The NRC
staff, therefore, concludes that they are genetically related to the larger
faults and thus are not capable within the meaning of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100.

Based on the NRC 4taff's review of the geologic literature, on the results of
the applicant's investigation of the structural geology at the site and region
around the site, and on several site reconnaissances by staff geologists, the-
NRC staff concludes that there are no capable faults in the site area.

2.5.4 Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations

2.5.4.1 Geologic Features

2.5.4.1.1 General Plant Description

Topography of the Limerick site area consists of gently rolling ridges dissected
by the courses of the Schuylkill River and its tributaries. Elevations in the
area range from 300 to 300 feet above sea level on the ridges to a low of approx-
imately 100 feet along the river. The main plant facilities are on a broad
ridge approximately 100 feet above the river. The plait site is divided into
three mein subareas: (1) the turbine / reactor area at elevation 217 feet msi;
(2) the cooling-tower area at elevation 257 to 265 feet msl, and (3) the spray
pond area with bottom of pond at elevation 241 feet ms1 and a normal still pond
level-of 251 feet. ~ Groundwater level in the general site are,a is at an approxi-
mate elevation of 250 feet msi northeast of the spray pond area and decreases

.

throughout the plant area to an elevation of less than 120 feet msl southwest of
P the turbine / reactor area.

.
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The~ bedrock in the area'is classified as sedimentary basin deposits tnat are
gently tilted and cut by diabase dikes and ills. The bedrock consists of
interbedded red sandstones, siltstones, and shales of Triassic age. indurated to j

a depth of several thousand feet, which are moderately to closely jointed. In
the immediate plant-area, the bedrock dips 8 to 20 degrees to the north. The
soils at the site consist of red sandy and clayey silts, with varying quantities
of rock fragments derived from the underlying bedrock. Soil thickness ranges
from 0 to 40 feet, averaging 10 to 15 feet. For the most part, soils below a
depth of 10 feet consist'of highly weathered and fractured rock with intermixed
silts and clays.

,

1

The main seismic Category I plant facilities--including the reactor enclosure,
control structure, diesel generator enclosure, spray pond pump-house, spray
networks, turbine enclosure, and radwaste enclosure--are founded on competent,
unweathered bedrock. Seismic Category I facilities not founded completely on
competent bedrock include the diesei oil tanks, underground piping, valve pits,
electrical ducts, and the northwestern portion of the spray pond. These facili-
ties have been founded totally or in part on natural soil or on man-made fill,
according to the FSAR. Table 2.2 lists the major seismic Category I structures
and the approximate foundation dimensions, the approximate bearing elevation,
and the approximate bearing pressure of each foundation.

,

Table 2.2 Foundation data for main seismic Category I structures

Approximate Maximum
Approximate bearing bearing
foundation elevation, pressure,

Structure dimension, ft feet ms1 ksf

Containment structure 100.33 OD* 174 8.3
Reactor building 326 x 137 174 31.4
Control structure 132 x 62 178 31.4

'

!

i Spray pond pumphouse
|
; Upper 83 x 22.75 257.5 14.1

Lower 151 x 22.75 235

Diesel generator building 273 x 86 190 22.1
| Valve pit 7x 8 198 2.7
|

| *0D = Outside diameter
|

2.5.4.2 Site Investigations

| Site exploration investigations began i September 1969 and were completed with
the excavation of 13 spray pond test pits.in March 1977. The applicant has
reported that a total of 380 borings, 17 test pits, and 10 seismic refraction
traverse lines, totaling 5180 lineal feet, were completed in the site area.
Additional in situ testing accomplished in the site vicinity included a surface !
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shear-wave velocity survey, a seismic uphole' survey, inhole permeability testing,
plate bearing testing, micromotion measurement testing, and in situ-bedrock

'g' ' stress testing (FSAR;. Dames and Moore,.1970 and 1974; Geotechnical Engineers,
- 1974; PSAR).

- .

3

- Core borings were drilled to establish-the continuity of .the bedrock strata ~
!. across the site, to obtain rock and soil samples for laboratory testing studies,

and to' investigate conditions associated with areas.of' observed faulting. Core

borings were also drilled to investigate specific foundation conditions in areas
,

,

> ' selected for major. plant structures.

The Tseismic. refraction survey . involved an array of eight lines ranging in length
from 275 feet-to 700 feet, trending in a north-south direction, and two addi-.

' tional -lines of 550 feet each, performed perpendicular to the general trend of
the_ survey. -Geophone spacings of 25 and 50 feet were used. -Two shear wave

- velocity lines were run in the site area using two Springnether, three-component
seismographs, spaced at distances of between 500 and 1000 feet from the shot
-points. 'One line of-1000 feet.was run perpendicular to the rock strike, and
the other line of 870 feet was run parallel to the approximate east-west: strike
of the bedding plane (Dames and Moore, 1970; PSAR).

,

In situ rock stress measurements were performed using the overcoring procedures
of Hooker and Beckel (1974) in boreholes drilled adjacent to the site. A total

of'15_ tests were performed. The modulus of elasticity of the rock was measured
by testing overcored annular cylinders of rock removed from-the test holes and

- by testing a representative series of NX core samples obtained from boreholes.
3 feet from.the test holes. Using the determined rock modulus and the_ observed
borehole diameter changes measured by in situ gages, the magnitude and direction
of the major _ and minor principal bedrock stresses were determined (Dames and-
Moore,-1974).

Other site investigations included a comprehensive office review of published
-reports and geologic maps, an aerial photo interpretation of 42 photos'of the
site area, 'and' inspections and mapping of foundation and cut slope bedrock
during excavation (FSAR; Dames and Moore, 1974).

Based.on the information presented in the FSAR,'PSAR, and supporting documen-
tation (Dames and Moore 1970 and 1974;.Geotech, 1974), the NRC staff finds that

~

the applicant's site.in'vestigation efforts provide coverage of the site area in
sufficient detail to provide a high level of confidence that significant sub-
surface conditions have been adequately defined. The.NRC staff review of avail-
able~ site data found no evidence of zones of solutioning, caverns, or highly
weathered areas in the foundation bedrocks-that would allow significant sub-
sidence 'under the imposed foundation loadings.

-2.5.4.3 Properties.of. Foundation Bedrock

The applicant has conducted. investigative programs to determine the engineering
properties of foundation bedrock materials at the site. The programs included
both laboratory and field in situ testing efforts. The reported properties
were derived in conformance with the following procedures:-
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-o ; rock quality-designation (RQD) (Stagg'and-Zienkiewicz,.1968)
rock density < testing (ASTM D-2845)-o.

, unconfined compression (ASTM D-2938)-o
o' ' Young's modulus (ASTM D-3148)

Poteson'_s ratio '(ASTM D-3148) j~o

'in situ rock stress-(Dames and Moore,=1974)o-
. ol plate bearing test (PSAR)'

i. 1o . rock permeability-(PSAR)

Properties of bedrock' material are reported in FSAR Table'2.5-3.
'

2.5.4;3;l Static Properties
.

Based on the applicant's reported results of the laboratory testing' for Young's
t
i-

modulus values, Poisson's ratio, and rock density testing,-the NRC staff has
L calculated average static Young's modulus and shear modulus values of intact ~
} . rock specimens of 4.1 x 10s psi and 1.6 x 108 psi, respectively. Considering

'the effect of.in situ geologic discontinuity existing at~the site as evidenced
-by the reported range of RQD values'of 26 to 83% (56% average) for coreholes in:'

i

thejpowerblock area and the reported results of inplace' plate bearing tests at
p

b the plant site, the NRC staff considers a reduction.of laboratory modulus values
of intact rock necessary to-establish suitably. appropriate static properties-
for the in situ rock mass. Based on the recommendation'in Stagg and Zienkiewicz-,

~(1968), a factor of 0.2 has been used by the NRC staff to estimate representa-j-

'tive static in situ rock mass: Young's modulus and shear modulus values of
!

8 x 105 and 3-x 105, respectively,
i

[ ;2.5.4.3.'2 Dynamic Properties.
.

'A~ surface seismic refraction; survey, a surface shear wave velocity survey, and
t

h
a seismic uphole velocity survey were performed by the applicant in representa -'

-tive' areas of'the site to determine in situ dynamic rock properties. Reportedi results of surface refraction testing indicate'P-wave velocities range:from'

5500 to 20,000: fps, with:an average of 12,370 fps-(PSAR)
~

Shear wave velocityi
in a line perpendicular to the bedding was reported as 6100 fps and 5800 fps-F -in a line approximately parallel to the strike of the bedding. P-wave velocityL
seas' red in the.uphole test Was reported as ranging between 7700 and 12,600 fps.u

Based on~ these survey results, the applicant has computed the -dynamic Young's
~ ,

Modulus'and-shear modulus.to be 3.0 x 108
~

psi and'1.2 x 108 psi, respectively.
-

Because earthquake loading differs in duration and stress level from geophysical '

test' methods, the NRC staff considers a reduction of moduli calculisted from geo-
-

physical test results appropriate when establishing dynamic design rock pro-'
perties (Stagg and Zienkiewicz, 1968). The NRC staff has considered the results-

;

| of laboratory . sonic and field uphole seismic velocity testing of the softer
rock materials at.the' site and, based on the data-presented by the applicant,|-

'

finds a P-wa've field to laboratory test result ratio of 0.84 for the site
-

material. :Using~the prncedure in Stagg and Zienkiewicz, the NRC staff estimated
-

that the . design dynamic Young's and shear moduli for the rock materials can -
-

range to values of 1.5 x.10s and 6 x 105 psi, respectively. Model analysis
performed by the ' applicant demonstrated that varying rock moduli values by up
to 50W to include Young's and shear moduli values as low'as 1.5 x 108 and

.6 x 105
. i, respectively, did not produce significant effects on structuralps-
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The NRC staff, therefore, finds that the applicant's use of valuesresponse.
of dynamic Young's and shear moduli of 3.0 x 108 psi and 1.2 x 108 psi, respec-
tively, is acceptable for the foundation rock at the Limerick site.

2.5.4.4 Properties of In Situ Soils

The applicant has subdivided the in situ foundation soils into two categories
related to their location within the general site area: (1) spray pond site
soils and (2) other site soils.

Properties of the spray pond site soils were determined by laboratory testing
of representative samples obtained during the site exploration effort and are
reported in FSAR Table 2.5-4. A total of 34 3-inch-diameter thin-wall samples

and 6 block samples taken from test pits were tested. The testing program

included 16 stress controlled cyclic triaxial tests (Dames and Moore, 1970),
14 consolidated undrained triaxial tests (ibid.), 44 grain size analyses (ASTM
D-422), 27 hydrometer tests (ASTM D-422), 57 Atterberg limit tests (ASTM D-423
and D-424), and 16 specific gravity tests (ASTM D-854). Pormeablity tests and
inplace unit weight tests were also done. An analysis of liquefaction potential
for applicable spray pond soils also was performed. Results of th.e laboratory

testing program are presented in FSAR Table 2.5.5 and in Geotech, 1974. The

applicant has reported that the spray pond soils are yellow brown to purple
brown clayey silt residual soils, derived from weathered siltstone, sandstone,
and shale. The predominent soil type has been classified as ML and/or CL.
The in situ moisture content averages 21.7%. The soils tested have an average

specific gravity of 2.76; a mean grain size of 0.32 mm, with an average of 72%
passing the No. 200 sieve; a liquid limit range of 27-51; and a plasticity
index range of 2 to 27. The average plasticity index was 15. The average in

3situ total unit weight for the spray pond soils was reported as 122.0 lb/ft .

Properties of site soils outside the spray. pond area were established based
upon the results of laboratory testing of representative samples obtained
throughout the site area; they are reported in FSAR Table 2.5-4. The applicant
has reported that the tested soils were classified as ML. The in situ noisture
content ranged from 8.3 to 21.3%, with an average of 13.4%. The average grain
size distribution was reported to be 14% gravel, 27% sand, and 59% silt and
clay. Results of Atterberg limit testing were reported as a liquid limit range
of 18 to 37% with an average of 25% and a plasticity index range of 3 to 17%
with an average of 8%. Standard Penetration Testing (SPT) of these soils was
accomplished during the site exploration, boring, and sampling program. SPT

results were reported as a range of 2 to 98 blows per foot, with an average of
42 blows per foot throughout the site.

2.5.4.5 Excavation and Backfill

2.5.4.5.1 Excavation

Excavation in residual soils and in rock was required at the site to establish
the foundation grade for seismic Category I plant structures. The location and
limits of excavation assoicated with seismic Category I facilities are in FSAR
Figures 2.5-37 and 3.8-55. Rock was excavated by ripping of weathered rock
materials and, where required, line blasting and presplitting. Rock slopes in
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sound unweathered ' rock in -the main power. block area were cut essentially _ verti-
' cal with. no special protective measures. required throughout the construction

,

"

iactivities. Slopes in sound rock inL the spray pond area were excavated at'l hor-
,1zontal_to 1 vertical, while slopes in:the. weathered transition zone.between

!

"'

sound rock and residual soil were excavated on.a~2 horizontal toL1 vertical-
:

slope. , Soil _ slopes in the spray-pond area were excavated'on a 4 horizontal to-l ' vertical . slope.:
After excavation, bedrock foundation _ surfaces were_ cleaned .

of _ loose debris, jetted with water.or air,. and , inspected and mapped.
'

.

A geologic
map of the power block excavation area and supplemental photographs are' in' FSAR-Figure 2.5-13.

Areas of' rock overbreak or of overexcavation to' remove weatheredrock materials below grade were backfilled with mass concrete' fill.
1

2.5.4.5.2 Backfill.

The applicant has reported that all fills associated with seismic Category.I
.

/

structures 'wers.. classified as either mass concrete (fil, cementitious ' backfill,
-

select granular backfill, or random fill. The locations and typical details of-
~the placement of backfi,11 materials.are in FSAR Figure 2.5-37.

i The fills are> described in detail in the paragraphs below. -> a

(1) ' Mass Concrete Fill
!_ -

!
This backfill.naterial consists of portland',

cement concrete that was batched,
| mixed , delivered, placed, consolidated, and cured in accordance-with the
recommendations of American Concrete Institute (ACI) standards to attain a

t ' _

[ maximum 28-day compressive strength'of 2000 psi' ' Concrete fill was placed-;

underneath foundations to fill rock 'overbreak areas and between rock ~ xca-
.

; e
vation walls and structure walls -telow the bedrock surface elevation.i Control of concrete and concrete materials was accomplished in accordance!

'

with_RG 1.94 and applicable-ACI standards.

[ (2) Cementitious Backfill
i

Ce'mentitious backfill batched to develop a 28-day compressive strength of
80 psi was placed beneath valve pits and electrical manholes to allow con-~

tinuous bearing on rock, and between rock excavation walls and. valve pit-
-or manhole walls, and to provide'embedment for. piping runs. This backfill-
material-was tested in accordance with American' Society. for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) standards C-31, C-39, and C-109.

(3). Select Granular Backfill

This backfill material consists of 3/4-inch maximum size aggregate withj. less than 10% by weight passing a No'. 200 sieve. It was placed to provide
|. embedment for piping in lifts of 6-inch maximum thickness and compacted to

95% of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Offi-
i-

cials (AASHTO) T-180 maximum dry density or to 90% ASTM D-2049 relative
density. The:inplace density'of the material was determined using the
sand cone method of AASHTO T-191.

(4)- Random Fills '

Two types of random fill, identified by the applicant as Type I and Type II,
were used for general site grading. Type I fill was placed in areas
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adjacent to seismic Cate' gory 1 ktf uctures and over portions of the RHR and/
,

ESW piping. This fill material consisted of 8-inch maximum size broken
rock graded coarse to finel 'It was.obtained from the site excavation and

,

| placed in 12-inch maximam lifts. Compaction was controlled to achieve
,

90%;or greater AASHT0;T,-180 maximum dry density. Type II fill was placed#

in nonsafety-related areas,f,or finished grading and as backfill over a'

.,

: portion of a concrete encased > electrical duct run. This fill material

consisted of broken rocks andifines from site excavations. It was com-r s

pacted by the same equipment used for Type I fill; however, compaction
testing was not required by the applicant.

,

/

2.5.4.6 Groundwater Conditions

Groundwater levels vary throughout the site because of topographic features and
the elevation of the top of compete.,t bedrock. At the plant site, groundwater
moves from the topographic high northeast of the plant structures down gradient
to the southwest where it discharges into the Schuylkill River and Possum Hol-
low Run. Because ofLthe relatively steep gradient of the water table (which<

drops uniformly more than 50 feet across the site), a single groundwater level
is not applicable to all structures or even to a single structure that is large
in area. For the subsurface hydrostatic loading design bases, two maximum
expected water levels have been conservatively established (FSAR) for the
largest principle structures, while for smaller structures groundwater levels
were assigned based upon the specific location of the structure relative to the
established site groundwater gradient. Table 2.3 below presents design-basis
maximum expected water table elevations for selected major plant structures.

Table 2.3 Design basis maximum expected water
table elevations, feet

,

Maximum water table elevations

Plant Northeast Southwest
structure corner corner

_

Turbine enclosure 205 175

Reactor enclosure 195 175

Radwaste enclosure 180 360

The applicant has reported that dewatering during construction excavation was
not a significant problem because of the relatively low permeability of the
bedrock materials. A permanent plant site dewatering system is not required.

2.5.4.7 ' Earthquake Design Basis

The applicant has analyz'd the stability of foundations under earthquake loadinge

conditions. A safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) peak horizontal acceleration of
0.15 g has been selected as the high frequency asymptote of the site design
response spectra. The derivation of the design response spectra for this site
is discussed in FSAR Sections 2.5.2.6 and 3.7.1. The NRC staff's evaluation of
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.the applicant's selected earthquake design basis is discussed in Section 2.5.2
above.

2.5.4.8 Fovadation Stability

2.5.4.8.1 Bearing Capacity and Settlement

.The major seismic Category I structures founded on bedrock include the reactor
enclosures, control. structure,. diesel generator enclosure, spray pond pump-house,
spray networks, turbine enclosure, and the radwaste enclosure. Information
presented by the applicant (Dames and Moore, 1970) indicates that the reactor
building footing, with a maximum bearing pressure estimated to be approximately
31.4 ksf under static loading conditions, represents the most severe loading
condition in bearing. The NRC staff has estimated the bearing capacity of the
foundation rock using the procedures of Bowles (1979) and has conservatively
determined that the foundation rock provides a factor of safety of greater than
14 for all proposed static loading cond.itions.

The applicant has estimated a maximum settlement of the reactor building, the
heaviest structure at the site, to be on the order of 0.25 inch or less, with
settlements occuring as psuedo-elastic compression of the rock upon application
of the loading (Dames and Moore, 1970). The staff has independently verified
these findings using the procedures in Stagg and Zienkiewicz (1968) and con-
cludes that an adequate margin of safety exists for plant structures founded
on competent bedrock.

The applicant has identified the most severe static bearing conditions for loads
supported on weathered rock, natural residual soil, or compacted backfill mate-
rials to be associated with the foundation for the piping valve pit with a maxi-
mum bearing pressure of less than 3 ksf. The NRC staff has independently esti-
mated the bearing capacity of the foundation material when subjected to the
estimated maximum structural loading using the procedures of Bowles (1979).
NRC staff results indicate that the foundation material can be expected to
safely support tha imposed loading with a factor of safety of greater than 5
and with a settlement of less than 1 inch. The NRC staff concludes that such
a margin of safety is acceptable.for hearing.

2.5.4.8.2 Lateral Loading

For static loading conditions, the applicant has designed the seismic Category I
structure subsurface walls to resist at-rest earth pressures determined using
Rankine's theory (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967), pressure because of surcharge load-<

ing, and full static ground water pressure at all levels below maximum ground-
water elevation appropriate for the structure location. An at-rest lateral
earth pressure coefficient of 0.7 and a saturated backfill unit weight of
140 pcf were selected for design.

For dynamic loading conditions, the applicant has considered the maximum dynamic
pressure to be equal to the sum of the static at-rest soil pressure, the hydro-
static pressure, the static pressure because of surcharge loading, the dynamic
component of surcharge pressure, and a dynamic pressure increment due to earth-
quake effects on the backfill. An equivalent dynamic coefficient of 0.25, which

.:
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considers the influence of both the horizontal and vertical acceleration compo-
nents induced in the soil by the SSE, was used by the applicant in estimating
seismic forces on vertical walls.

The'NRC staff has evaluated the. conservatism of the applicant'.s estimate using
' the procedures in Terzaghi and Peck (1967) and Seed and Whitman (1970) and con-
cludes that-the applicant's methods of estimating lateral earth pressures are
sufficiently conservative to constitute compliance with the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix A and 10 CFR 100. Appendix A.

2.5.4.8.3 Response of In Situ Soil and Backfill Materiais to Dynamic Loading

1 - For the seismic analyses of all structures founded on rock except the contain-
'

ment and reactor. enclosure structures, the applicant treated the rock as a fixed
boundary. Because the mathematical models used in these seismic analyses were
fixed against translation and rotation at their bases, dynamic rock properties
were not required in these analyses. Dynamic rock properties appropriate for
use in other seismic analysis models that consider the flexibility of the sup-
porting medium are. discussed in Section 2.5.4.3.2 above.

Information regarding representative strain-dependent shear moduli values for
in situ soil foundation material and for Type I structural backfill and embed-
ment materials used in analyses that consider the flexibility of the supporting
media is in FSAR Sections 2.5.4.2 and 2.5.4.5. The applicant has also pre-
sented curves in FSAR Figures 2.5-39 and 2.5-40 that report the basis for
evaluating the relationship between shear modulus, damping ratio, and. strain
for the Type I backfill material used at the site._ The functional relationship

_

used by the applicant to express the variation of shear modulus with effective
confining pressure is in FSAR Section 2.5.4.2. The NRC staff finds that the
relationships presented are consistent with data available in the published
literature (Seed and Idriss, 1970 and Murphy, 1978) and are appropriate to

-

charactcrize the in situ soil and backfill material at the site.

Soil response studies were perforned by the applicant to estimate ground motion
induced by an SSE in backfill materials surrounding buried seismic Category I
piping systems. The studies were performed using the computer program " SHAKE."
Earthquake motion was specified at the level of the top of roc.k, and resulting
peak particle velocity.and peak acceleration were computed at the level of the
pipe. Soil profile data and soil properties used in the analysis are in FSAR
Section 2.5.4.7. _ The rock shear modulus value used in the analysis is reported
in FSAR Table 2.5.3A. Based on the_information presented in the FSAR, the NRC
staff concurs with the position of the applicant that all soil properties used
to estimate soil response in the dynamic analyses were sufficiently represent-
ative of inplace soil and rock materials.

2.5.4.9 Liquefaction Potential

Seismic Category I structures not founded on unweathered bedrock include part
of the spray pond, portions of underground piping and electrical duct runs,
below ground diesel oil tanks, and one piping valve pit. Portions of these
facilities are founded on natural residual soils (including weathered rock) or
fill materials.

,
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The applicant' has evaluated the liquefaction. potential of natural soils at the
site using conventional methods (Seed and Idriss, 1971). Representative undis-
turbed thin wall tube and test ~ pit block samples obtained from the spray pond
area were subjected to laboratory cyclic triaxial testing to determine average
shear strength characteristics of the soils. The results of this analysis indi-
cate that there is a minimum factor of safety of 1.9 against potential liquefac-
tion of the soil in the spray pond area based on assumed complete saturation of

i - the 1so11 and a peak SSE horizontal ground acceleration of 0.15 g. The NRC staff
has independently analyzed the liquefaction potential of these soils and concurs
in the findino of the applicant. Because of the relatively dense nature of the
average SPT resistance of 46 blows per foot), the cohesive characteristic of
the soils (as evidenced by.an average plasticity index of 8), and the low poten-
tial for saturation of the natural soil because of the water table gradient in
the site area, the NRC staff considers the potential for liquefaction of the4

soils outside the spray pond area under SSE loadings neglible also.

Fill materials placed under and around structures are as described in Section
2.5.4.5.2. The NRC staff considers backfill compacted to 90% maximum ASTM or
AASHTO density or greater to have a low potential for liquefaction. The NRC
staff, therefore, concludes that the select gravel and the gravelly Type I back-
fill materials are not significantly susceptible to liquefaction when exposed
to the postulated SSE.

2.5.4.10 Conclusion

Based on the applicant's reported results of investigations, laboratory and
field tests, and analyses, the NRC staff concurs with the position of the appli-
cant that the site and plant foundation materials are adequate to safely support
the L:merick plant facilities during the planned life of the plast. The NRC
staff' concludes that the geotechnical engineering-related site and plant founda-

~

tion' efforts of the applicant meet the requirements of the applicable rules and
basic acceptance criteria of the Commission in 10 CFR 50 and 100 and the guide-
lines in the RGs pertinent to SRP 2.5.4 (NUREG-0800) and are, therefore,

' acceptable.

2.5.5 Stability of Slopes

There are no offsite natural or man-made slopes whose failure would adversely
affect the safety of the plant. The slopes of the ultimate heat sink spray
pond, which was constructed by excavation, are the only permanent seismic Cate-
gory I slopes at t'he site. These slopes were excavated partly in' soil and
partly in rock. The applicant has designed the spray pond slopes using protec-
tive riprap stone materials with stone size, layer thickness, and slope geonetry
governed by the enticipated wave conditions expected during the PMF. Details
of the wave protection design of the slopes are described in FSAR Sections 2.4.8
and 2.5.5. In addition, the applicant has analyzed the stability of the spray

- pond slopes and has presented information in FSAR Section 2.5.5 to demonstrate
the static and dynamic stability of these slopes under plant design-basis
conditions.

2.5.5.1 Exploration

Site exploration for the ultimate heat sink spray pond was performed from May
1973 to March 1977. Field exploration efforts consisted of drilling 30 borings
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and 43 auger holes, and digging 17 test pits in and around the spray pond area.
The locations of the borings and test pits are reported in FSAR Figures 2.5-20,
2.5-26, and 2.5-30. Graphic boring logs for these efforts are in FSAR Figure
2.5-22. Representative cored rock samples, disturbed soil samples obtained by
standard split spoon samplers, undisturbed soil samples obtained by Shelby or
Denison tube samplers, and block soil samples were laboratory tesced to obtain
representative index properties and strength parameters of the in situ slope
materials (Geotech, 1974). Exposed rock slopes were. field inspected by a geo-
logist, and mapped to identify significant features affecting stability.

Based'on a review of the information presented by the applicant, the NRC staff
concludes that the scope of field and laboratory effort w?s adequate to define
the bedrock and foundation conditions at the spray pond site and to establish
design-basis strength parameters of the slope material.

2.5.2.2 Slope Characteristics
,

The bottom of the spray pond was excavated to elevation 239 feet and fs composed
of a 600 by 400-foot rectangle with a 200-foot radius semicircle on each end
of the longer side. Natural ground elevation at the site ranged from approxi-
mately 250 feet to 270 feet. Excavation in soil was cut on a 4 horizontal to
1 vertical slope. Where rock was encountered in the excavation, a 2-foot mini-
mum width horizontal bench at the top of rock was used. The slope of the rock
excavation was 1 horizontal to 1. vertical in highly competent rock and 2 hori-
zontal to 1 vertical in partly weathered rock. The maximum rock slope height
is about 20 feet. Excavation in highly weathered bedrock was done on the same
slope as the soil. The entire bottom of the spray pond, whether underlain by
soil or rock, and the soil slopes below an elevation of 250.5 feet are covered
with a 12-inch-thick bentonite liner. On soil slopes, the liner was covered by
a 12-inch-thick protective soil blanket, a 12-inch-thick riprap bedding layer
of graded 2-inch maximum size gravel, and an 18-inch riprap layer composed of
graded stones weighing up to 500 lbs. All exposed rock slope surfaces were
covered by a 4-inch minimum thickness of shotcrete extending from bottom of
the pond to the top of the rock. Rock bolts were installed as required to

stabilize bedding planes and large blocks of rock identified by field inspec-
tion and mapping. The bentonite liner was emplaced to overlap the shotcrete by
a minimum of 2 feet at all interfaces. Generalized typical sections of the

spray pond slopes are in FSAR Figures 2.5-24, 2.5-31, and 2.5-318.

2.5.5.3 Stability of Rock Slopes

The applicant has analyzed the static and dynamic stability of typical sections
of the spray pond rock slopes using a wedge analysis procedure. The slopes
were assumed to be saturated to an elevation of 251 feet (water table equal to
full pond level). The applicant assigned internal friction angles of 20 degrees
to the 2-mm-thick undulating kaolinitic clay bedding plane materials and 8 de-
grees to the smectite bedding plane materials; in the analysis, the applicant
assumed these materials to be cohesionless. A maximum sliding rock mass weight
wr calculated by assuming failure through the toe of the excavated slope 2 feet
below the bottom of finished pond. The applicant also considered the effect of
the emplaced rock bolts in the calculations and assigned a 100 psi bonding
strength to rock for the emplaced shotcrete materials. The applicant has re-
ported computed minimum factors of safety for the least stable slopes of 3.7
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under static rapid drawdown conditions and 3.3 for seismic (pseudo-static) SSE
loading conditions.

The NRC staff and its consultant, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, have inde-
3pendently analyzed the stability of rock slopes at the site using the wedge

analysis method (U.S. Army, 1970). The analysis was accomplished using the,
'

Waterway Experiment Station " Wedge 80" computer program, which solves the force
equilibrium wedge problem by the method of slices. The analysis considered
spray pond rock slope profiles as presented.in FSAR Figure 2.5-31B and in plant
"as constructed" drawings (Bechtel, 1982). The evaluation of the 1 horizontali

I to 1 vertical rock slopes considered (1) a. bedding plane dip Of 11 degrees and
( (2) because no clayey or shaley interbedding materials were evident in the
! excavation of 1 to 1 slopes, a bedding plane friction angle (0) of 25 degrees.

The results of the evaluation indicate safety factors of 2.18 for static load-
ing and 1.20 for a seismic coefficient of 0.15.

| The evaluation of the 2 horizontal to-1 vertical rock slopes considered a bed-
ding plane dip of 11 degrees and slope profiles with and without clay inter-
bedding materials. Evaluation results indicate that the 2 to 1 rock slopes
without teams of clayey interbedding materials possess factors of safety against

; failure of 2.0 and 1.0 for the static and seismic loading cases, respectively.
| Results of the evaluation of the 2 to 1 rock slopes with clay interbedding
'

materials indicate that, considering the additional support afforded by the
rock bolts and the shotcrete, safety factors of greater than 1.5 and 1.0 for
the static and seismic loadings cases, respectively, are appropriate.

| The NRC staff has also considered the effect of a hypothetical failure of 2 to
1 rock slopes because of a loss of shotcrete and rock bolt support. Considering
the geometry of the excavated spray pond, the NRC staff concludes that such a
failure would not result in a loss of cooling water or adversely impact the
nearest spray pond seismic Category I systems because they are approximately
100 feet from the toe of these slopes. Based on-the criteria in U.S. Army
(1970), the NRC staff finds the rock slope stability acceptable.

2.5.5.4- Stability of Soil Slopes

The applicant has reported that the stability'of the soil slopes was analyzed
by the Simplified Bishop method using the computer program " Slope" (McDonnel
Douglas) and by the wedge method as described in U.S. Army 1970. Slope sta-
bility was assessed under both static and. seismic (pseudostatic) loading condi-
tions. The wedge method was employed to determine the factor of safety against
sliding'of slope protection materials along the bentonite liner placed over
soil slopes. The Simplified Bishop method was used to determine the factor of
safety against slope failure along a critical arc within the natural in' situ
soil. Typical sections selected for analysis representing the most critical

~ slope geometry and soil conditions encountered at the site are in FSAR Figures
2.5-24 and 2.5-31. Design parameters for the in situ soils, ttie 12-inch thick;

! compacted soil bentonite liner, the 12-inch-thick soil. liner protection layer,
the 12-inch-thick riprap bedding layer, and the 18-inch-thick riprap surface

i layer that were used in the applicant's analysis are summarized in FSAR Table
'

2.5-5. Results of the applicant's analysis indicate a minimum factor of safety
.of 1.7 against failure under static rapid drawdown conditions and a minimum,

| factor of safety of 1.1 against failure under seismic loading.' The results of
'

the applicant's analysis are summarized in FSAR Figure 2.5-31. f
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The NRC staff and its consultant have independently performed an analysis of
the stability of the spray pond soil. slopes using the wedge method presented
in U.S. Army,_1974. The analysis considered a typical spray pond soil slope
identified as Section G in Bechtel, 1982. The effective strength parameters
used in the analysis are as follows:

riprap stone cohesion = 0 ; O = 45.0
riprap bedding cohesion = 0 ; O = 40.0*
compacted soil cohesion = 0 : 0 = 33.5*
soil bentonite liner cohesion = 0 , 0 = ?9.0*
natural in situ soil cohe,sion = 0 ; 5 = 33.5*

Results indicate that the factors of safety for the spray pond soil slopes
under static and potential seismic (psuedostatic) SSE loading conditions can be
expected to exceed 2.3 and 1.1,'respectively. Based on the criteria presented
in the U.S. Army, 1970 and Terzag5i and Peck, the NRC staff finds the stability
of the slopes acceptable.

2.5.5.5 Conclusion

The NRC staff finds that the methods and procedures used by the applicant to
analyze the stability of the spray pond slopes under static and seismic (psuedo-
static) conditions are acceptable. Based on the analyses presented by the appli-
cant and the results of independent analyses performed by the NRC staff and its
consultant, the NRC staff also finds that the spray pond slopes have an adequate

,

margin of safety against failure during required plant operating conditions.
Furthermore, the_NRC staff has noted that in FSAR Section 1.8 the applicant has
committed to an appropriate inservice surveillance of the spray pond slopes
under RG 1.127, " Inspection of Water Control Structures Associated with Nuclear
Power Plants." This surveillance will further ensure the safe functioning of
the slopes during the life of the plant.

The NRC staff therefore concludes that the geotechnical engineering efforts of
the applicant related to slope stability meet the requirements of the applicable
rules and acceptance criteria in 10 CFR 50 and 100 and in the guidance in the
RGs and SRP 2.5.5 (NUREG-0800). They, are, therefore acceptable.

s

\
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3 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND CONPONENTS

3.1 General
.

In FSAR Section 3.1 the applicant presents a discussion of co.-dormance to the-

NRC general design criteria (GDC) for nuclear power plants specified in Appen-,

i Ldix Alto 10 CFR 50. The staff has reviewed the final design and the design
criteria using this information to verify that the plant h6s been designed to
meet the requirements of the GDC.:

The staff review of structures, systems, and components relies extensively on
the app)ication of industry codes anti standards that have been used as accepted
industry practice.' These codes and standards are cited in this report and in,

the attached bibliography'(Appendix B) and have been previously reviewed by
the staff, found acceptable, and incorporated into the SRP (NUREG-0800).,

3.2 Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components

3.2.1 Seismic Classification

GDC 2 requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components
(SSC) important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of earthquakes
without loss of capability to perform their safety function. These plant fea -
tures are those necessary to ensure: (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB); (2) the capability to shut down the reactor and rain- '

1

tain it'in a safe condition; or (3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the
~

consequences of' accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures
comparable to those of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines. The-earthquake for which

; these plant features are designed is defined as the safe shutdown earthquake
(SSE).in 10 CFR_100, Appendix A. The SSE is based on an evaluation of the
maximum potential earthquake and is that earthquake that produces the maximum
vibratory ground motion for which SSC important.to safety are designed to re-
main functional. .Those plant features that are designed to remain functional
if.an SSE occurs are designated seismic Category I in RG 1.29, " Seismic Design
Classification." RG 1.29 -is the principal document used in the NRC staff's-
review- for identifying those plant features important to safety that, as a

. minimum, should be. designed to seismic Category I requirements. Limerick was
reviewed -in accordance with SRP 3.2.1 (NUREG-0800).

The Limerick SSC and equipment that are important .to safety and safety related
that are required to be designed to withstand the effects of an SSE and remain
functional.have been identified in an acceptable manner in FSAR Table 3.2-1.
This table, in'part, identifies major components in fluid systems, mechanical
systems, and associated structures' designated as seismic Category I. In addi-
tion, piping and instrumentation diagrams in the FSAR identify the interconnect-
ing piping and' valves and the boundary limits of each system classified as-
seismic Category I. The NRC staff has reviewed Table 3.2-1 and the fluid system
piping and instrumentation diagrams, and concludes that the SSC important-to
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' safety- and safety. related have been properly classified as seismic Category I
itemsnin.conformance with RG 1.29, Revision 3, except four items identified

4

by thefapplicant;as clarifications or alternatives to RG 1.29 positions.
These are discussed in the following paragraphs.

,

.

'

' Position C.1.b of RG 1.29Jidentifies "the reactor core and reactor vessel
internals" as seismic Category I. The applicant'.s application of this position
is limited to the. reactor core and reactor vessel internals with safety-related.-

- -functions. Failure of other reactor. internals (such as dryers, separators,
etcJ) that-are not. designed to seismic Category I requirements will have no

'

+

impact. cn the~ rcactor core and reactor vessel ' internals-with' safety-related;.

functions.(seismic Category I. items) because.these' components are constructed
j :so that their'fsilure would not adversely affect the functicning of the seismic

-Category I-components within the reactor vessel. The NRC staff finds this<

applicat. ion acceptable.
.

!ositions C.1 d.and C.1.g of RG 1.29 identify as seismic Catege.y I items
" cooling the-spent fuel storage pool" and "the cooling water sy:, tem" that

'

"

provides cooling .to the secondary. side of the fuel pool heat. exchanger. The
applicant's cooling loop for the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system and the

i secondary supply ccoring to the heat exchanger are designed to nonseismic
; Category I requirements. To meet the makeup guidelines-of RG 1.13. " Spent Fuel-
'

Storage: Facility Design Basis," two alternate seismic Category I sources of
.

M -water are'available, one from the emergency service water system and the.other..
; from the residual heat removal' system. The nonseismic Category I classifica-

.

. tion of the cooling loop of the fuel pool; cooling and cleanup system is accept-
| able because the fuel-handling area is ventilated by the seismic Category I

~

'

standby gas treatment system, which has engineered safety-feature filters that

!..
meet the recommendations of RG 1.52, " Design, Maintenance,.and Testing Criteria ~
for Atmosphere Cleanup System Air F.iltration and Adsorption Unit of Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power-Plants." (The evaluation of the standby gas treatment

'
. ' systems'and the filtering systems isiin Sections 6.5'and 9.4.2 of this report.)-

E 'The dose rates resulting from pool boiling as a result.of' loss of the cooling
| systems are below'the guideline ~ values,of both 10 CFR 100 aid RG 1.29. Makeup ~

water from either' the seismii: Category I emergency service water system or the-'

residual heat removal system would keep the fuel covered during loss-of-fuel-
pool cooling ~ accidents. The NRC_ staff finds this alternate position acceptable.

Position C.1.e of RG 1.29. identifies as seismic Category I "those portions of
'the main steam system extending from the outermost containment' isolation valve.
up to but not= including the turbine stop. valves and connected piping 2h inches
'in' diameter and larger up to and including the first valve that is either nor-
mally closed or capable of automatic closure during all. modes of normal reactor
operation." In three-main steam branch lines downstream of the main steam

~ isolation valves (MSIVs), the applicant has terminated the seismic Category I^'
i

h -boundary at remote manual valves rather than normally closed or automatic
valves. These remote manual valves ~are classified seismic Category I and are

~

1 Class 1E powered.:with the controls installed on seismic Cagetory I panels
located in the control room. During plant. operation, in the event of a pipe-

| - break downstream of any one of the remotely operated manual valves, radiation-

L monitors in.the-turbine enclosure. area wil1~.' detect radiation and. alert an
operator.in the control room. In addition,. temperature detection instruments

-will' alert the. operator to an increase in temperature.

i
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.In.the event of a large pipe break in a' main steamline'.the MSIVs.are auto -,

matically closed and the event is annunciated in the control room.' There an
Loperator can manually initiate the MSIV leakage control system (LCS) and also
close'.the three manual valves. The time required to take-these actions is

~

consistent with.the loading requirements of the Class 1E electrical buses. .In
the event of a' pipe break downstream of any one of the remotely' operated manual
. valves coincident with a.LOCA before MSIVLCS actuation, the radiation doses.are ;,

below the guideline values of 10 CFR 100, because-the activity levels in the.

steam would~be comparable to normal operation. The NRC staff-finds this~ alter-
aate position' acceptable.

:
. .

~

*

Position C.3.of RG 1.29' calls for the saismic Category I design requirements to
be extended to the first teismic restraint beyond the defined boundaries. In4

addition, Position C 4 would apply the pertinent quality assurance requiremtnts
of. Appendix B to 10 CFR 50_to the safety requirements of .such items. To meet

L, this position, the applicant has extended the seismic Category I design require-
ments to the first point in-the system that can be treated as an anchor to the
-plant structure. In addition, design, design control, and field audits'are
carried out.in the same manner as.for other portions of systems with safety-
-related-functions. The NRC staff' finds this position acceptable. .-The.appli-
cability of Appendix B to these plant features is discussed in Section 17 of
.this report.

Intits review of FSAR Section~3.9, the NRC staff confirmed that acceptable
design interfaces exist between~the seismic Category I and.the nonseismic por-

~

tions of piping systems- All other'SSC that may be required for operation'of-.

the facility are not required.to be designed to seismic Category I requirements.
These SSC include portions of Category I systems such as vent lines, fill lines,
drain lines,.and test lines on the downstream-side of isolation valves and

-

.

. portions of these systems that are not required to perform a safety function ~.

With the NRC staff: reviewed and approved exceptions identified above, the NRC
-staff concludes th'at th'e. structures, systems, and components that are important
:to . safety and safety related are properly. classified as ' seismic Category I
items in~accordance with RG 1.29.- This constitutes'an acceptable basis for
satisfying, in part, the requirements of GDC 2 and is, therefore, acceptable.

3.2.2 System Quality. Group' Classification
'GDC 1 requires that nuclear. power plant systems:and components important to

safety be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards com- .s
mensurate with the importance of'the safety function to be performed. The ''

: pressure-retaining components of. fluid systems are part of the reactor. coolant-
pressure boundary.(RCPB) and other-fluid systems important to safety when
reliance is placed on those-systems (1) to prevent or mitigate the consequences
of accidents and malfunctions originating within the RCPB, (2) to permit shut-
.down of the reactor'and maintain ~it in a safe shutdown condition, and (3) to'
' retain radioactive materials. RG 1.26 is the principal document used in the
NRC staff review for identifying on a" functional basis the components of those

'

systems important to safety as: Quality Group A, B, C, or D. 10 CFR 50.55a
. identifies those ASME Code,'Section III, Class 1 components that are part of
the RCPB.

c
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Conformance of these RCPB components with 10.CFR 50.55a is. discussed in Sec-
' ; tion ~5.2.1 of_this report. These.RCPB components are designated in RG 1.26 as:

. Quality Group A. Certain'.other RCPB components that meet the_ exclusion require- ).

; ; ment of-footnote 2 of 10 CFR 50.55a are; classified. Quality Group B in accordance
; with~ RG -1.26. Limerick Units 1 and-2 were reviewed in accordance with SRP 3.2.2 ,

t (NUREG-0800). |

The systems and' components important to aafety that are constructed in accord-
ance with RG 1.26 Quality Groups A, B, C, or D have.been' identified in an
acceptable manner in FSAR Table 3.2-1. As noted above, this table, in part,,

I identifies' major components in fluid systems such as pressure vessels, heat
exchangers, storage tanks, pumps, piping, and valves, and mechanical cystems; >

'

such as cranes, refueling platforms, and other. miscellaneous handling. equipment. |

;
- .In addition, piping and, instrumentation diagrams in the FSAR identify the ;

classification. boundaries of interconnecting piping and valves. The NRC staffI
i

'has reviewed FSAR Table 3.2-1* and the fluid system piping and instrumentation
' - ' diagrams.and. concludes that pressure-retaining components in the table have

.

been proparly classified in conformance with RG 1.26,1 Revision 3, except for
the items discussed below that require clarification or are alternates to

'

| RG 1.26.

. Position C.1._b of RG 1.26 states that Quality Group B standards should be ap- *

[ plied to '| systems or portions of systems that are designed for reactor shutdown."
.

~

The control rod drive (CRD) hydraulic-control. units _(HCU) are classified by.

the applicant as "special-equipment" because the codes and' standards of-Quality'_.

| JGrou'p B are.not' strictly applicable to these HCUs. These units have been designed
and factory. assembled by GE si.nce their introduction on BWRs, and_they utilize
special valve designs, materials,-and other components that are not in con-

E formance with Section III of the ASME Code. The construction of the HCus does
i: -invoke applicable codes and standards to individual parts; this is-supplemented

byfadditional requirements such as nondestructive examination and a quality
~

assurance program-that is in~conformance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Thus, the
NRC staff finds the classfication of the HCUs acceptable.

;

Position-C.1.c of RG 1.26 states that Quality Group B standards should be ap-
plied to "those-portions of_the' steam systems of boiling water reactors extend--

:ing from the outermost containment isolation valve up to but not including the
' turbine stop'and bypass valves-and connected piping up to and including the
first valve that -is either normally closed or capable of automatic closure dur-

c .ing all. modes _of normal-reactor operation." In three main steam branch lines
'

.

' downstream of.the main steam isolation valves, the' applicant has terminated the
Quality Group B classification at remote manual-valves rather than normally
closed or automatic. valves. -As stated in Section 3.2.1 above, the NRC staff
finds this alternate position acceptable.,

Current-NRC staff practice as documented in SRP 9.5.4 through 9.5.8 requires-

L - -that the emergency diesel fuel oil ' storage and transfer system and the emergency
diesel-. engine ancillary systems (such as the cooling water system, starting
system, lubrication system, and the combustion air intake and exhaust system)~

.

.be classified Quality Group C;.that is, system components should be constructed'

to ASME Code, Section III, Class 3 requirements. Because the emergency diesel
~

,

|
.

|| * Staff. acceptance is-contingent upon the applicant revising Table 3.2-1.
i
!L
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'

. generators.were procured before NRC staff implementation of these requirements,
the applicant has_(1) supplied system components in accordance with ASME Code,
Section III, Class 3, to.the extent practicable, or (2) has supplemented prior
codes and standards as necessary with additional requirements to provide an
equivalent level of quality. The NRC staff finds this acceptable.

The interconnecting piping between.the_ containment isolation valves, which forms.
a part of the primary containment boundary and is part of the drywell cooling
system, was, constructed to ANSI B31.1, whereas later standards required ASME
Code. Section.III. Class 2. .To provide a level of quality that:is equivalent
to ASME Code, Section III, Class 2, the applicant has provided supplemental
design, fabrication, and testing requirements.. The NRC staff. finds this
upgrading.of ANSI B31.1 containment boundary piping acceptable.

The condrol structure chilled water system piping, valves, cooling coils,
chillers, and pumps were constructed to ANSI B31.1, ASME Code Section VIII, and
manufacturers standards. -These items should have been constructed to ASME
Coria, Section III, Class 3. To provide a level of quality that'is equivalent.
to ASME Code, Section III, Class 3, the applicant has providea supplemental-
design,-fabrication,:and testing requirements. The NRC staff finds this
upgrading of.the codes and standards identified above for the piping, valves,
cooling coils, chillers, and pumps of the control structure chilled water
system acceptable.

Containment cooling under post-accident conditions is provided by the spray
: cooling mode of the residual heat removal (RHR) system, which is used to
condense the steam released to the containment following a small steamline-:

- brekk that will not clear the vent pipes (suppression pool steam bypass) and,-
.in turn, reduce the pressure and temperature within the containment. This
- containment cooling' portion of the'RHR system consists of spray ring headers
and interconnecting piping located in the drywell and suppression pool vapor
spaces and was classified as Quality Group C (that is, constructed to ASME Code

.

Section III.- Class 3).

Position C.1.a states that Quality Group B standards should be applied to
" systems or portions of systems that are designed for postaccident containment
heat removal." To ensure compliance with' Position C.1.a the. applicant has
reclassifed the spray ring headers and interconnecting piping'as Quality Group
B and provided nondestructive examination equivalent to ASME Code, Section III,
Class 2. The' applicant will also perform visual examination of these Quality
Group B components in accordance with the plant inservice inspection program.

- Quality Group A components of the RCPB are constructed * in accordance with ASME
. Code, Section III, Division 1, Class 1 (or to prior applicable codes and stan-
dards). Components in fluid systems important to safety that are classified

' Quality Group B are constructed in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III,
- Division 1,. Class 2 (or to prior applicable codes and standards). . Components
in fluid systems important to safety that are classified as Quality Group C

* Constructed, as used herein, is an all-inclusive term comprising materials
certification, design, fabrication, examination, testing, inspection, and
certification required in.the manufacture and installation of components.

'
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are constructed in accordance with the ASME Code,.Section III, Division 1, |;
-

Class 3 (or to prior applicable codes and standards). Components in fluid-

systems that are classified Quality Group D are constructed to the following
codes as appropriate: ASME Code, Section VIII,. Division 1; ANSI B31.1.0,r

-

.

Power Piping; and storage tank codes -such as American Waterworks Association -n

- (AWA) D100,. ANSI B96.1, American Petroleum Institute (API)-620, and API-650.
I The codes and standards used in the construction of Quality Group A, B, C,
3 -or D components are identified in FSAR Table' 3.2-2.* The NRC staff finds this
. summary list of codes and standards' used in the construction of components
!. . acceptable.

|

|- The NRC staff concludes' that construction of components in the Lfluid sys,te:as
j. listed in FSAR Table 3.2-1 important to safety is in conformance with the ASME
; Code and industry standards, the Commission's regulations, and the guidance

provided in RG 1.26, providing assurance that component quality is' commensurate
with the importance of the safety function of these systems and constituting
an. acceptable basis for satisfying the requirements of GDC 1. It is, therefore,

3: acceptable.

; 3.3 Wind ~and Tornado Loadings

3.3.1 Wind Loadings

; All seismic Category.I structures exposed to wind forces are designed to with-
[ stand the effect of the design-basis wind. The design wind specified has a

velocity of 90 mph at 30 feet above plant grade with a recurrence interval of!

100 years. A gust factor of 1.1 was used in conjunc', son with.this basic wind
velocity. The acceptability of-these design basis wind parameters is discussed-
in Section 2.3 of the SER.

iThe NRC' staff concludes t. hat-the plant design is acceptable and meets the'

requirements of.GDC 2 and the recommendations of SRP 3.3.1 with respect to the
cabability of=the structures to withstand design wind loading so that their

, design reflects the following:
' (1) appropriate consideration for the most' severe wind recorded for the site

-with an appropriate margin

!

~ (2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and. accident conditions,

;with the effects of the natural phenomena

(3) the'importance of the-sa'fety function to be performed

The applicant has met these requirements.by using ANSI A58.1 and American
| Society _or-Civil Engineers (ASCE) paper No. 3269, which the NRC staff has
-reviewed and'found acceptable, to transform the wind velocity into an effective

~

. pressure on structures and for selecting pressure coefficients corresponding to
the structure's geometry-and physical configuration.

* Staff' acceptance is contingent upon the applicant revising FSAR Table 3.2-2.
-
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1The applicant hAs designed the_ plant structures'with sufficient margin to
prevent structural damage during the most-severe wind loadings that have.been

~

tdetermined appropriate for the site so that the requirements of item 1 above-
are met. -In~ addition, the design of scismic Category I structures, as required
by item 2, has included in an acceptable' manner load combinations that occur as
a result of the most severe wind load and the-loads -resulting .from normal and
accident = conditions.

The procedures used to determine the loadings,on structures induced by the-

Gesign wind specified for the_ plant are acceptable because these procedures-
.have been used in;the design of conventional structures and proven to provide a
conservative basis that, together with other engineerir.g design considerations,
ensures that:the structures will withstand sk;h envir-onmental forces. The use '

of_these procedures provides reasonable assurance that.in the event of design-
'

basis wind, the structural-integrity of the plant structures that have to be
-

designed .for the design wired will not be impaired. Hence, safety-related systems
and components located within these structures are adequately protected and
will' perform their intended safety functions if needed, thus satisfying the
requirement of item 3 above.

3.3.2 . Tornado Loadings

-AllLseismic Category I structures exposed to tornadoes and needed for the safe
shutdown of the plant in the' event of a tornado are designed to resist a
tornado of a.300-sph tangential wind velocity and a 60-mph hour translational
wind velocity with a simultaneous atmospheric pressure drop of 3 psi in 3
seconds. The acceptability of these parameters is discussed.in Section 2.3 of
this report.

The NRC. staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets the
requirements of GDC 2 and the recommendations of SRP 3.3.2 with respect to-the
capability of structures to-withstand design tornado wind loading and tornado
missiles so that their design reflects

(1). appropriate consideration for the most severe tornado recorded for the
site with an appropriate margin

(2) ' appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions
with the effects of the natural phenomena

-(3)~ the importance of the safety 1 function to be performed

'The applicant.has met these requirements by using ANSI A58.1 and ASCE paper
No. 3269, which the NRC' staff has reviewed and found acceptable, to transform
;the wind velocity generated by the tornado.into an effective pressure on
-structures and for selecting pressure coefficients corresponding to structures
geometry and physical _ configuration.

TheLapplicant has designed-the plant structures with sufficient margin to
prevent structural damage during the most severe tornado loadings that have

- been determined appropriate for the site so that the requirements of item 1-
.above are met. In addition,- the design of seismic Category I structures, as

.

required by. item:2 above, has included in an acceptable manner, load combinations

' Limerick SER 3-7
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that occur as a result of the most severe tornado wind load and the loads
resulting from normal and accident conditions.

The procedures utilized to determine the loadings on structures induced by the
design-basis tornado specified for the plant are acceptable because these
procedures have been used in.the design of conventional structures and have
proven to provide a conservative basis that, together with other engineering
design considerations, ensures that the structures withstand such environmental
forces.

The use.of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that in the event of
a design-bacis tornado, the structural integrity of the plant structures that
havo to be designed for tornadoes'will not be impaired. Hence, safety-related
systems and components located within these structures wil,1 be adequately pec-
tected and may be cxpected to perform necessary safety functions as required,
thus satisfying the requirements of item 3 above.~

;, 3.4 Water Level (Flood) Design

3.4.1 Flood Protection

The design of the facility for flood protection was reviewed in accordance with
SRP 3.4.1 (NUREG-0800). Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the
basis for the NRC staff evaluation of the design of the facility for flood
protection with respect to the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

To ensure conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, the NRC staff review of
the overall plant flood protection design included all systems and components

! whose failure as a result of flooding could prevent safe shutdown of the. plant
! or result in uncontrolled release of. significant radioactivity.

The elevation of the lowest grade level entrance to a safety-related structure
is 217' feet ms1. Grade level is no lower than elevation 215 feet msl at any of

i the safety-related structures.

The plant is on a hill along the Schuylkill River approximately 105 feet above
the mean river elevation (110 feet msl) the site is a " dry site," as defined in
RG 1.102, " Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants." The only significant

|. water control structures upstream of the site that exist or are in the planning
| process are the Ontelaunee, Blue Marsh, and Maiden Creek Dams. The design-basis

flood was determined on the basis of the seismic failure of all three of these
dams coincident with high water level in the river. The design-basis flood
level for all structures, except the spray pond, is 207 feet msl, including

| wave activity (see also Section 2.4 above). This design-basis flood level of
' 253.9 feet ms1 at the spray pond pumphouse.is based on the spray pond flood

water-level and not on the seismic failure of the three dams concurrent with
a high w&ter level, because the case of failure of all three dams does not
affect the spray pond pumphouse. Because of the topography of the site, any
overflow from the spray pond would not be expected to reach any safety-related
power block structures. The flood protection for Limerick conforms with Posi-
tions C.1 and C.2 of RG 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants,"
with respect to the conditions utilized for the design of the structures,-,

i systems, and components important to safety and with respect to alternatives
.
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to the. hardened protection of the structures, systems, and components important
'to safety.

The applicant has stated'that flooding because of PMP is not credible because
, 'the' plant grade at safety-related structures is higher than the surrounding

terrain. (The plant grade at the| plant is 215 feet asl, while the river eleva-
tion is 110 feet asi). All safety-related building construction joints below->

-grade have watertight seals, and all penetrations below the maximum anticipated
groundwater level are watertight.

-Therefore, any groundwater is expected to flow away from the plant and to the .

Schuylkill River. Within the structures containing safety-related equipment,
protection against flooding from failures in fluid systems is provided by the
placement of- critical equipment in watertight cubicles according to the guide-
lines of Branch. Technical Position ASB 3-1,:" Protection Against Postulated

- Piping Failures. in Fluid Systems Outside of. Containment." This feature is
discussed in more detail in Section 9.3.3 of this SER. The five RHR-and ESW
valve pits, the. eight diesel oil storage tank valve pits, .and the.burie:J
electrical conduits are the only safety-related systems and components .t. hat-
would be subject to flooding or wetting from (1) groundwater, (2) design-basis
flood,- (3) design-basis precipitation, (4) failure of an outdoor tank or tank-
truck, or.(5) failures'in fluid piping systems. .The valve pits are reinforce'd
concrete boxes with gasketed manhole covers. .The tops of-these pits are 3,to
12, inches above grade, and each is equipped with drain lines to direct seepage
water to the normal wast'e drainage system. The electrical cables.have beenz
designed to operate under water, and this has been verified by-the applicant.
Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 2, as it relates
to protection from flooding, have been met.

Based on~the above, the NRC staff concludes that the plant design meets-the-
requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RGs 1.102, Position C.1, and 1.59,
Positions C.1 and C.2, and BTP ASB 3-1 and-is,-.therefore, acceptable. The
design of-the facility for providing protection from flooding meets-the accept-
ance criteria of-SRP 3.4.1.

3.4.2.. Water Level (Flood) Design Procedures

.The design-basis flood level of the _Schuylkill River at the plant site is
~

207 feet, including wave activity. The minimum plant-finished' grade elevation
is 215 feet, and none of the safety-related structures have exterior openings
below elevation 217 feet. Therefore, the safety-related structures are secure
from flo'oding. This method of flood protection-is acceptable to the staff.

:As discussed in-Section 2.4 of this SER,.the groundwater table in the plant
area varies from elevation 205 feet at the northeast ~ corner of the. turbine
building to elevation'160 feet at the southwest corner of the radwaste

' building.- -Accordingly,.all seismic Category I structures and nonseismic
. Category I structures located adjacent to seismic' Category I structures are
designed against full hydrostatic loads and buoyancy as a result.of design-
basis groundwater. The lateral hydrostatic loads and the buoyant forces are
considered in all of the load combinations specified for seismic Category I
structures and are,- therefore, acceptable to NRC staff.
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The NRC staff concludes thatLthe plant design'is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 2.and the recommendations of SRP 3.4.2 with respect to 'the struc-

,

tures' capability to withst7nd the effects'of the flood or highest groundwater
leveliso that their design reflects

(1)L appropriate consideration'for the most. severe flood recorded for the site )
with an' appropriate margin- 1

1

(2) -appropriate consideration of.the effects of normal and accident conditions ~I
_with the effect.of the natural phenomena

|
-

. . 1

(3) :the.importance of the safety functions to be performed )

The applicant has met these requirements by use of the U.S. Army Coastal Engi-,

. neering Research Center " Shore -Protection Manual," which provides guidance and*

'' . techniques used in-design for hydraulic and hydrodynamic loads.

The applicant has-designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to pre-
vent structural damage during the most severe flood or groundwater conditions
and the associated dynamic effects that:have been determined appropriate for'

the site.so that the requirements of' item-1 above are_ met. In addition,_the-

design of ~ seismic Category I. structures, as required by item 2, has included
_

in an acceptable manner load combinations that occur as a result of the most
.

severe flood- or groundwater-related loads and the loads resulting from normal :

and accident conditions. ~l

i

:The' procedures utilized to determine the. loadings on seismic Category I struc--
tures . induced by the . design flood or-highest groundwater level specified for
the plant'are acceptable because these procedures have been used in'the design

Kof conventional structures and have proven;to provide a conservative basis that,
'together with'other engineerino design considerations, ensures that the

structures will withstand sue!. unvironmental forces.

The use of:these procedures provides re.asonable assurance that in the event of
floods or high groundwater, the. structural integrity of the plant ::cismic

_

Category I structures will not be . impaired. Hence, seismic Category I systems
and. components located within these structures will be adequately protected and

,

.

may:be expected to perform necessary safety functions, as required, thus. sat-
* isfying requirement of item 3 above.

'3.'5- Missile Protection

3.5.1|' Missile Selection and Description 1

-3.'5.1.1- Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)

The design of the facility for providing protection from internally generated'

missiles outside' containment was reviewed-in accordance with SRP 3.5.1.1.
.Conformance with the acceptance' criteria formed the basis for the NRC staff
evaluation of'the. design of the facility for providing protection from inter-
nally generated missiles:outside containment with respect to the--applicable

. regulations of 10 CFR 50.

1

!-
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The acceptance criteria for the design of the facility for providing missile
protection include meeting RG 1.115. The NRC staff review of turbine missiles
is discussed separately in Section 3.5.1.3.

GDC 4 requires protection of plant structures, systems, and components whose
failure could lead to offsite radiological consequences or that are required
for safe plant shutdown against postulated missiles' associated with plant
operation. The missiles considered in this evaluation include those missiles
generated by rotating'or pressurized (high-energy fluid system) equipment,
which includes pumps and fans. The applicant-has provided the results of an
analysis that indicates that if internally generated missiles were generated,
they would not penetrate the casings or that redundant equipment would be
protected. Protection is provided by any one or a cortbination of: equipr:ent
orientation, barriers, separation, or compartmentalization. The primary means
of providing protection to safety-related equipment from damage resulting from
internally generated missiles is through the use of the plant physical arrange-
ment. Safety-related systems are physically separated from nonsafety-related
systems, and components cf safety-related systems are physically separated fron
their redundant components. Stored spent fuel in the reactor building is
protected from damage by internal missiles that could result in radioactive
release by the fuel pool walls and by not locating any high energy piping
system or rotating machinery in the vicinity of the spent fuel pool.

The applicant provided an analysis of potential missile sources on the basis
that a single failure could result in their becoming potential missiles. The
potential missiles resulting from this analysis are valve bonnets and stems,
nuts and bolts, resistance temperature detectors, accumulators, and high
pressure-gas bottles in.high-energy systems. The analysis indicated that-these
items are not credible missiles because they do not have sufficient stored
energy or their formation would require either the single failure or the com-
plete-failure of a circumferential weld. The NRC staff concurs with the appli-
cant's assumptions and evaluation for potential missiles-outside containment.

The NRC staff has reviewed the adequacy of the applicant's design to maintain
the capability for a safe plant shutdown and prevent unacceptable radiological
releases in the event of internally generated missiles outside containment.

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the design is in conformance
with the requirements of GDC 4 as it relates to protection against internally
generated missiles and is, therefore, acceptable The design of the facility
for providing protection from internally generated missiles meets the applicable
acceptance criteria of SRP 3.5.1.1.

3.5.1.2 Internally Generated Missiles (Inside Containment)

The design of the facility for providing prctection from internally generated
missiles inside containment was reviewed in accordance with SRP 3.5.1.2.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the NRC staff
evaluation of the design of the facility for providing protection from inter-
nally generated missiles with respect to the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

All plant structures, systems, and components inside containment whose failt,e
could lead to offsite radiological consequences or that are required for safe

f Limerick SER 3-11
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. plant shutdown must be protected against the effects of internally generated
missiles in accordance with the. requirements of GDC 4._ Potential missile
sources inside' containment arise from: failures of rotating components, pres-
surized component (high-energy fluid system) failures, and gravitational-
ef'i ects.

'

-The applicant has provided an analysis of' rotating equipment-(pump impellers,.z

compressors,-fan blades, motors, and couplings), that indicates that the equip-
'

- ment design _would prevent such components from becoming missiles, or, if mis- i

siles were generated, that redundant safety-related equipment would be pro- :
,tected by means of separation, barriers, or. compartmentalization. Safe shut- |

>

down can be achieved with the postulated missile and a single active failure. '

The generation'of missiles from overspeed of both the motor and impeller of
( the reactor recirculation pump following a postulated full double-ended pipe
|: break.in either the st.ction or discharge line of the pump was evaluated by the
L: applicant. The applicant's analysis of missiles created by shaft and coupling

failures concluded that missiles generated by overspeed of the motor would not
result in damage to.the containment or safety-related equipment. Additionally,

7'~
missiles generated by failure of the pump impeller would not penetrate the-
pump case.

The applicant considered the following for potential missiles from pressurized
high-energy fluid systems: valve bonnets, valve stems, temperature detectors,
nuts, and bolts, pressurized-gas bottles and accumulators. The applicant per-
formed analyses that demonstrate that.(1) the design of the above components,

either prevents the generation of missiles or (2) if. missiles are generated,
~

-they.do not have enough energy to cause unacceptable damage. Where missile*

generation.could not be precluded, adequate compartmentalization, separation,
or barriers are provided for protection of safety-related equipment. Missilei-

; ' characteristics, trajectory, and impact area were included in this analysis,
i as applicable. .The applicant's analysis considered the potential for second-

_

ary missiles to be generated by those primary missiles determined above. The
; . results of the analysis indicated that no secondary missiles would be generated.
|'

In addition, the applicant evaluated the potential for gravitational missiles
inside containment. -All nonsafety-related components'are supported to prevent
their. collapse in an SSE, or they will be removed from safety-related areas
when they are not in_use to prevent their becoming gravitational missiles.

The NRC staff reviewed the adequacy of the applicant's design to maintain the
capability for.a safe plant shutdown and prevent unacceptable radiological

|- release in the event of internally generated missiles inside containment.

| Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the design. conforms with
l- GDC 4 as it_ relates to protection-against internally generated missiles and

is, therefore, acceptable. The design of the facility for providing protection
from internally generated missiles meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 3.5.1.2.-

3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles-

L . . . .

i 3.5.1.3.1 Discussion

During the.past.several years, the results of_ turbine inspections at operating
nuclear facilities ~ indicate that cracking to various degrees has occurred at

.

{-
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the inner radius of turbine disks, particularly those of Westinghouse design.
Within this time period, there has actually been a Westinghouse turbine disk
failure at one facility owned by the Yankee Atomic Electric Company. Further-
more, recent inspections of GE turbines have also resulted in the discovery of

' disk keyway cracks. Stress corrosion has been identified by both manufacturers

as the operative cracking mechanism.

The NRC staff has followed these developments closely. The.NRC staff's primary
safety objective is the prevention of unacceptable doses to the public from
releases of radioactive contaminants that could be caused by damage to plant
safety-related SSC as a result of. missile generating turbine failures. Based
on previous NRC staff reviews and various estimates by others (Eush, 1973 and
Twisdale, Dunn, and Frank,1982) for a variety of plant layouts, the NRC staff
concludes that if a turbine missile is generated, the probability of unaccept-,

.

able das ge to safety-related SSC is in the neighborhood of 10 3 or 10 2 per
year, depending on whether tha turbine orientation is favorable or unfavorable.
In view of this and operating experience, the NRC staff has shifted'its review
emphasis to the prevention of-missile generating turbine failures. In keeping
with this shift of emphasis, the NRC staff has recently set turbine missile
generation probability guidelines for determining turbine disk ultrasonic
inservice inspection frequencies and turbine control and overspeed protection
systems' maintenance and testing schedules. It should be noted that (1) no
change in safety criteria is associated with this change in review emphasis and
(2) the major domestic turbine manufacturers are already establishing models
and methods for calculating turbine missile generation probabilities for their
. respective turbine generator systems.

This shift of emphasis helps improve turbine generator system reliability by
focusing on review and evaluation of the probability of missile generating
turbine failure and, in the process, provides a logically consistent method for
establishing inservice inspectio'n and testing schedules. Furthermore, it

reduces considerably the analytical-burden placed on applicants by eliminating
the need for elaborate and ambiguous analyses of strike and damage probabilities,
and at the same time better ensures the protection of public health and safety
by better maintaining turbine system integrity.

According to GDC 4, nuclear power plant SSC important to safety shall be appro-
priately protected against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles.
Failures of large steam turbines of the main turbine generator have the poten-
tial for ejecting large high-energy missiles that can damage SSC. The overall
safety objective of the staff is to ensure that SSC important to safety are
adequately protected from potential turbine missiles. Of those systems
important to safety, this topic is primarily concerned with safety-related
systems, i.e., those SSC necessary to perform required safety functions and to
ensure-

(1) the integrity of the RCPB

(2) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, or

(3) the capability to prevent accidents that could result in potential offsite
exposures that are a significarit fraction of the guideline exposures of
10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria

.
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Typical safety-related systems are listed in RG 1.117.

The probability.'of: unacceptable damage as a result of' turbine missiles (P ):is4generally. expressed as the product-ofs(1) the probability of turbine failure
resulting.i.n the' ejection of turbine _ disk.(or. internal structure) fragments- i

through the: turbine casing'(P ), (2).the probability of ejected missiles
perforating intervening barriers and~ striking; safety-related SSC (P ), and (3) ;|

3 .

2
;the probability of struck SSC failing to perform their safety function (P ).3

. .According.to SRP 2.2.3 (NUREG-0800) and-RG 1.115, the probability'of unaccept-
~

!

s able damage ;from: turbine missiles should be less3 than or equal to about. one
chance in 10 million per" year for an individual plant (P. g 10 7 per year). -!,

|In the pa'st, analyses for construction permit'and operating license reviews -
.

assumed the probability.of missile genration (P ) to be approximately 10 4 perr
3|- . turbine year, ' based on the historical failure -rate (Bush, ,1973). The strike

, probability .(P ) +as estimated (SRP. 3.5.1.3) based on postulated missile sizes,2,

shapes, and energies, and on available plant-specific. information such as,

turbine placement and. orientation, number and type of intervening barriers,
target. geometry, and potential missile trajectories. The' damage probability
(P ).was generally assumed to be 1.0. The overall probability of' unacceptable3
damage to safety-related systems (P ), which is the sum over all targets of.the

~ 4
. product of' these probabilities, was then evaluated. for compliance with the NRC '

safety objective. This logic places the regulatory emphasis on the strike
~

~ probability. :That is, having established an individual plant safety objective
of about 10 7 per year, or less, for the probability < of. unacceptable damage to
-safety-related systems;as a result of turbine missiles, this procedure requires:*' that P be11ess than or equal to 10 8<

2
.

It is well known that nuclear turbir)e disks crack (NUREG/CR-1884,-and Northern
Estates-Powe'r, 1981); that turbine stop-and control valves fail (Burns, 1979,

.

(and Southern California Edison, 1982); and that disk ruptures can result in the
: generation of-high energyJaissiles (Kalderon, 1972). Furthermore, analyses,

(Burns,.1977, and Clark, Seth, and Shaffer, 1981) clearly demonstrate the large
effects'of inservice testing and inspection frequencies on missile generation
probabilities (P ). It is the view of the NRC staff that turbine testing and2

inspection'that is-sufficiently frequent is the best means of ensuring that-the-

above criteria on the probability of unacceptable damage to safety-related
structures, sy.ctems, and components P are met. Therefore,-it is prudent for4
turbine manufacturers to perform, and for the NRC to. review, analyses of tur-

'bine reliability that include-known and likely failure mechanisms, expressed
as a1 function of time (i.e.. inservice inspection or test intervals).

.

Although the calculation of- strike probability is not difficult in principle,
ifor the most part. reducing it to a straightforward ballistics analysis presents
.a problem in~ practice._ The problem stems from the fact that numerous modeling

jL approximations and' simplifying assumptions are required.to make tractable the
[ incorporation' into acceptable models.of available data on the (1) properties of
L missiles,' (2)_ interactior.s of-missiles with barriers. and obstacles, (3) tra-
|- ' jectories: of missiles as they interact with and perforate (or are deflected. by)

~

. barriers,'and (4).' identification and location of safety-related targets. The
- particular approximations and assumptions made tend to have a large effect on

the resulting value of P . -Similarily, a reasonably accurate specification ofi. 2
,
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the damage probability (P ) is not a simple matter because of the difficulty of3
defining the missile impact caergy required to make given safety-related
systems unavailable.to perform their safety function, and the difficulty of
postulating sequences of events that would follow a missile producing turbine
failure.

New Procedures for' Demonstrating Compliance with Regulations
,

'

The new approach for ' demonstrating compliance with . regulations makes the appli-
cant responsible for demonstrating and maintaining an NRC-specified turbine
reliability by appropriate inservice inspection and testing throughout plant-
life. This shift of emphasis necessitates that the applicant show capability
to have volumetric (ultrasonic) examinations performed that are suitable fer
inservice inspection of turbine disks and shaft, and to provide reports for NRC
review and approval that describe the applicant's methods for determining
turbine-missile generation probabilities.

On behalf of" applicants they supply, Westinghouse and GE are preparing reports
for NRC review and approval that. describe methods for determining turbine-
missile generation probabilities for their respective turbines. The design-

' speed missile generation probability is to be related to disk design parameters,
material properties, and the inservice volumetric (ultrasonic) disk inspection
interval (see Clark, Seth, and Shaffer, 1981). The destructive overspeed-

missila generation probability is to be related to the turbine governor and
overspeed protection system's speed-sensing and tripping characteristics, the
design and arrangement of main steam control and stop valves and the reheat
steam intercept and stop valves, and the inservice testing and inspection
intervals for systems components and valves (Burns, 1977). After such reports

are submitted for NRC review and approval, the manufacturers will provide
applicants and licensees with tables of missile generation probabilities versus

- time (inservice volumetric disk-inspection interval for design speed failure,
and ' inservice valve testing interval for destructive overspeed failure) for
their particular turbines,-which are then to be used to establish inspection
and test schedules that meet NRC safety objectives.

~

(see above), the NRCBecause of the uncertainties involved in calculating P2
analyses are " ball park" or " order of magnitude" typestaff concludes that P2

calculations only. Based on simple estimates for a variety of plant layouts
'(Bush, 1973, and Twisdale, Dunn, and Frank, 1982), the NRC. staff further con-
cludes that the strike and damage probability product can be reasonably taken
to fall in a characteristic narrow range _that is dependent on the gross fea-
tures of turbine generator orientation because (1) for favorably oriented

P tend to lie in the range-10 4 to 10 3, and (2) forturbine generators, P2 3
unfavorably oriented turbine-generators, P P tend to lie in the range2 3

10 8 to 10 2 For these reasons (and because of weak data,- controversial
assumptions, and modeling difficulties), in the evaluation of P , the NRC staff4

gives credit for the product of the strike and damage probabilities of 10 3 for

a favorably oriented turbine and 10 2 for an unfavorably oriented turbine, and
does not encourage calculations of them. In the opinion of the NRC staff,

P lie, based on calculations done by the NRCthese values represent where P2 3

staff and others.
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It is the_ view of the NRC staff that-the NRC safety objective with regard to
i

"

turbine missiles-is best expressed in terms'of two sets of criteria applied to
the' missile generation probability (see: Table'3.1). One set of criteria'is to.
be applied to. favorably oriented turbines, and the other is to be applied to
unfavorably oriented turbines. Applicants'and: licensees with turbines from
manufacturers whose reports describing their methods and procedures for calcu-

_lating' turbine missile peneration-probabilities have been reviewed and accepted
iby the NRC_are| expected to meet the set _of criteria. appropriate to their tur -
bfne orientation,-as shown in Table 3.1.

. Alternative Procedure for Demonstrating Compliance with Regulations

App,1icants and_ licensees ~with turbines from manufacturers who'have not yet
tubmitted-reports to the NRC describing their methods and procedures for

: calculating turbine missile generation probabilities 'or who -have submitted
reports that are still being reviewed by the NRC staff, are expected to meet'

the following alternative crite'ria,.regardless of turbine orientation:

(1) The inservice inspection program employed.for the steam turbine rotor. '

assembly is to_ provide assurance that disk flaws:that might lead toF
brittle failure of a disc at speeds up to design speed will be detected.
The turbine rotor design should facilitate inservice inspection of all-
high stress regions, including disk bores and keyways, without the need-
for removing the' disks from the shaft. The volumetric inservice inspec-
tion interval for the steam-turbine rotor assembly is to be established,

according to the following guidelines:

(a) The initial inspection of a new rotor or disk ~should be performed
before any postulated crack is. calculated to grow to more than
one-half the critical crack depth. If the calculated inspection--

interval-is less than the scheduled first fuel cycle, the licensee
E should seek the manufacturer's guidance on delaying the' inspection

until the refueling. outage. If the calculated inspection interval is
longer than the first fuel cycle, the licensee should seek the
manufacturer's guidance for scheduling the first inspection at a
later refueling outage.

(b) Disks that have been previously inspected and found to be free of
cracks or that have been repaired to eliminate all indications shouldt
be reinspected using the same criterion as for new discs, as de---
scribed in (a), calculating crack growth from the tiac of the last
inspection.

.(c) Disks operating with known and measured cracks should be reinspected
before one-half the time calculated for any crack to grow to one-half
the critical crack depth. The guidance described in'(a) should be-
used.to set the inspection date based on the calculated inspection

' interval.
I:

..(d)_ Under no circumstances is the volumetric inservice inspection!

interval for low pressure -(LP) disks to exceed approximately 3 years
or two fuel cycles.
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Table 3.1 Reliability criteria

Probability, yr 1

Favorably Unfavorably
Oriented Oriented Required Licensee Action

P <10 4 P <10 5 .This is the general, minimum reliability require-
t i

ment for loading the turbine and bringing the
system on line.

10 4<Ps<10 8 10 5<P <10 4 If during operation this condition is reached,1
the turbine may be kept in service until the
next scheduled outage,-at which time the
licensee is to take action to reduce P to meet1

the appropriate criterion 1 before returning
the turbine to service. Exemptions may be
granted for valid technical reasons or severe-
economic hardship.

10 8<P 10 2 10 4<P <10 8 If during operation this condition is reached,2 i

the turbine is to be isolated from the steam
supply within 60 days, at which time the
licensee is to take action to reduce P to meett

the appropriate criterion 1 before returning
the turbine to service.

10 2<P 10 a<P If at any time during operation this conditio'n1 3
is reached, the turbine is to be isolated from
the steam supply within 6 days, at which time the
licensee is to take action to reduce P to meet'

1

the appropriate criterion.1 before returning
the turbine to service.

Inspections during these refueling or maintenance shutdowns should consist
of visual, surface, and volumetric examinations, according to the manufac-
turer's procedures, of_ all normally inaccessible parts such as couplings,
coupling bolts, LP turbine shafts, blades, and disks, and high pressure
rotors. Shafts and disks with cracks of depth near to or greater than
one-half the critical crack depth are to be repaired or replaced. All

cracked couplings and coupling bolts should be replaced.

(2) The inservice inspection and test program employed for the governor and
overspeed protection system should provide assurance that flaws or compo-
nent-failures in the overspeed sensing and tripping subsystems, in the
main steam control and stop valves, reheat steam intercept and stop
valves, or extraction steam nonreturn valves that might lead to an
overspeed condition above the design overspeed will be-detected. The
inservice inspection program for governor and overspeed protection systems
operability should include, as a minimum, the following provisions:
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(a)1|For: typical-turbine governor _and overspeed protection systems, at:
approximately 3 year. intervals, during' refueling or maintenance-

,

shutdowns, at least one main steam control valve, one main steam stop '

*

. valve, one reheat intercept valve and one reheat stop__ valve
~

and oner
-ofmeach type of steam extraction valves'are to be dismantled and-

*

visual and surface examinations conducted of valve seats,' disks, and -l
i- stems. Valve bushings should be inspected and cleaned, and bore

diameters'should be checked for proper clearance. If any valve is
. shown to have hazardous flaws,' excessive corrosion, or improper

. clearances, the valve is to be repaired or replaced and all.other
j. : valves of that-type dismantled and inspected.'

.(b) -Main steam control and stop valves,' reheat intercept and stop valves,. .
" ' and steam ~ extraction nonreturn valves are to be exercised at least- ,

.once a week ~during.normalfoperation by closing each valve and
i; , -observing |directly the valve motion as it moves smoothly to a fully

. closed position. -

(c) At .least:once a month during _ normal operation, each . compartment of
; the electrohydraulic governor system (which modulates _ control and
i intercept valves) and_the mechanical:overspeed trip' mechanism and

backup electrical _overspeed trip (both of which trip the main steam
? control and stop valves, and reheat intercept and stop valves) are to

be tested. '

l

Online test failures of any one of these subsystems require repair or replace-
ment of failed components within 72 hours or isolation of the turbine from the1

1 steam supply-until_ repairs are completed.

I3.5.1.3.2~-Evaluation;

|

r For Limerick Units-1 and 2, the steam and power conversion system generates
[ steam in a' direct cycle BWR and converts-it to' electric power in a turbine

generator?manufa'ctured by GE. The placement and orientation of the turbine
~

_ generator is unfavorable with. respect ~to the' station reactor buildings; that
is, there are safety-related -targets. inside the low trajectory missile strikeE

zone. The turbine unit consists of one double-flow high pressure turbine and
_

. three double-flow low pressure turbines,. with a rated rotational speed of -
P .1800' rpm.

N turbine fai, lure resulting in the rupture of the turbine casing is approxi-
|; mately equivalent to'a main steamline-failure outside containment. For_a BWR,

such.a? failure releases reactor coolant steam and radioactivity to the environ-'

ment. Hence, regardless of the probability of turbine missiles striking safety-
related.SSC, the criteria of SRP 15.6.4 must be satisfied to demonstrate

i compliance with the criteria set forth above.
;

Destructive Overspeed Failure Prevention

I The turbine generator has a _ turbine control and overspeed protection system'

' that is designed to control ~ turbine' action under all normal or abnormal'condi-
p_ _tions~and to ensure-that a turbine trip from full load will not cause the
! ' turbine to,overspeed beyond acceptable limits to minimize the probability of

IL
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generating turbine missiles, in accordance with the requirements of.GDC 4. The
turbine control and overspeed protection system is, therefore, essential to the
overall safe operation of the plant.

Turbine control,is accomplished with an electrohydraulic control (EHC) system.
.The EHC system consists of an electronic governor using solid-state control
techniques in combination with a high pressure hydraulic actuating system. The
system includes electrical control circuits for steam pressure control, speed,

control, load control, and steam control valve positioning.

There are three methods of turbine overspeed control protection: the normal
speed governor (EHC), the mechanical overspeed trip mechanism, and the elec-
trical overspeed trip. The EHC modulates the turbine. control valves to main-
tain desired. speed load characteristics. At 103% of rated speed, the EHC will
close the goverrior and intercept valves. The mechanical overspeed sensor trips
the turbine stop, control, and combined intermediate valves by de-energizing

,

the hydraulic fluid system when 110.0% of rated speed is reached. The elec-

'trical backup overspeed sensor trips these same valves when 112.0% of rated
speed is reached by independently de-energizing the hydraulic fluid system.
These overspeed trip systems can be tested while the unit is on line.

The NRC staff has reviewed these. systems and has concluded.that the turbine
generator overspeed protection system meets the guidelines of SRP 10.2 and can
perform its design safety function.

According to the applicant's' inservice inspection and testing program, each
compartment of the mechanical and electrical overspeed protection systems will
be tested during normal operation, on a weekly basis, by the following tests:

(1) a mechanical overspeed trip test at the EHC panel to test for operation of
the overspeed trip device and mechanical trip valve

(2) a mechanical trip piston test at the EHC panel to test for electrical
activation of the trip mechanism

(1) an electrical trip test at the EHC panel to test for operation of the
electrical trip valve

(4) a backup overspeed trip test at the EHC panel to test the two-out-of-three
~

logic circuits.

In addition, inservice inspection of main steam and reheat valves will include
the following:

(1)- Dismantle at least one main steam stop valve, one main steam control
valve, one reheat intercept valve, at approximately 3-1/3 year intervals
during refueling or maintenance shutdowns coinciding with the inserive
inspection schedule required by ASME Code Section XI, and conduct a visual
and surface examination of valve seats, disks, and stems. If unacceptable
flaws or excessive corrosion are found in a valve, all valves of that type

-.will be inspected. Valve bushings will be inspected and cleaned, and bore
diameters will be checked for proper clearance.
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(2) ' Main steam stop and control, reheat stop'and intercept valves, and the
turbine overspeed trip mechanism will be exercised at least _once a week by-

.

closing each valve or performing the,overspeed trip test and observing, by !
the valve position indicator, that the valves move smoothly to a fully '

. closed position. This observation will be made in accordance with.
'

1

Technical Specification requirements'by actually watching valve motion.

.GE has not yet completed an analysis of turbine-missile generation probabilities

.at destructive overspeed.that can serve as a basis _for evaluating the adequacy
'

~

of the applicant's overspeed protection system inspection and testing program.,

; When GE's reports are completed and submitted to the NRC, the NRC staff will
lreview and evaluate them. Until then, the NRC staff's alternate criteria,
|

,.

described ~above,. apply to Limerick Units 1 and 2.
i

Desian Speed Failure Prevention

; Failures of_ turbine disks at or below the design speed (nominally 120% of {
normal operating speed).are caused by a nonductile material failure at nominal
stresses lower than the yield stress of the material. Since 1982,-the NRC

| staff has known of the stress corrosion cracking problems in low pressure rotor
disks-of GE turbines. 'GE has developed and implemented procedures for
inservice volumetric inspection of .the bore and keyway areas' of low pressure--

turbine: disks. GE has not yet prepared and submitted reports for NRC staff
review that describe GE's methods for determining turbine disk inspection '

intervals and relating them to missile generation probabilities because'of. I

stress corrosion cracking. When the GE reports are completed and submitted to
^

the NRC, the NRC staff will review and evaluate them. Until then, the NRC
alternate criteria described above apply to Limerick Units 1~and 2.4

.

3.5.1.3.3 Summary and Conclusions

The NRC staff has' reviewed the Limerick facility with regard to the turbine'

j- missile issue'~and concludes that the probability of unacceptable damage to
~

safety-related-SSC as a result of' turbine missiles is acceptably low (i.e.,
~

less than 10 7 per. year) provided that the total turbine missile generation
probability is such that conformance with the criteria presented in Table 3.1
is maintained throughout the life of the plant by acceptable in.spection and
test programs. In reaching this conclusion, the NRC staff has considered the
unfavorable orientation of the turbine generators.- The NRC staff requires that
relevant GE analyses be submitted to the NRC staff for review and acceptance to

'

verify the adequacy of the applicant's turbine maintenance program in terms of
! the probability of generating turbine missiles. GE intends to submit its

~

! analyses to the NRC staff for review.
I

Within 3 years-of s'tartup, no cracks have been observed in a GE turbine wheel
g with depths ' greater than one-half the critical crack depth calculated for that
' wheel. For-these-reasons, the.NRC staff is allowing the applicant up to 3

years from initiation of power output to propose a revised turbine maintenance
program (that establishes, with NRC-approved methods, inspection and testing
proceduras and schedules) and to obtain NRC approval of the applicant's
program. In a letter dated June 15, 1983-(E. Bradley to A. Schwencer), the

L applicant agreed to perform the following actions:

L
|
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(1) submit for NRC approval, within 3 years of obtaining an operating license,
a turbine system maintenance program based on the manufacturer's calcula-
tions of missile generation probabilities, or

(2) volumetrically inspect all low pressure turbine rotors at the second
refueling outage as stated above and every other (alternate) refueling
outage thereafter until some other maintenance program is approved by the
staff, and

(3) conduct turbine steam valve maintenance (following initiation of power
output) in accordance with Section 10.2.3.6 of the Limerick FSAR

On the basis of the NRC staff's evaluation discussed above and in light of the
applicant's agreement stated above, the NRC staff concludes that the risk of
turbine missile damage at Limerick will be acceptable and meets the requirements
of GDC 4. Accordingly, this issue is sufficiently resolved for issuing an-
operating license for Limerick. The license will be conditioned to require
the applicant to submit the turbine system maintenance program within 3 years
of licensing. Until the maintenance program is approved by the NRC staff, the
applicant will be required to conduct the turbine system inspection and main-
tenance as stated in Section 3.5.1.3.1(2) of this report as an interim procedure
for demonstrating compliance with NRC regulations.

3.5.1.4 Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena

The tornado missile spectrum was reviewed in accordance with SRP 3.5.1.4.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the. basis for the NRC staff
evaluation of the tornado-missile spectrum with respect to the applicable
regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The portions of the SRP review procedures concerning the probability per year
of damage to safety-related systems because of missiles were not used in the NRC
staff review. ~The review for this SRP section is concerned with establishing
the missile spectrum, not with calculating the probability of damage. GDC 2

requires that structures, systems, and components essential to safety be designed
to withstand the effects of natural phenosana, and GDC 4 requires that these
same plant features be protected against missiles. The missiles generated by
natural phenomena that are of concern are those resulting from tornadoes. The

applicant has provided a complete spectrum of missiles from which the plant is
protected for a tornado Region 1 site, as identified in RG 1.76 and SRP 3.5.L4.
A discussion of the protection afforded safety-related equipment from the
identified tornado missiles, including compliance with the guidelines of
RG 1.117, Positions C.1 through C.3, is in Section 3.5.2 of this report. A

discussion of the adequacy of barriers and~ structures designed to withstand
the effects of the identified tornado missiles is in Section 3.5.3 of this
report.

Based on its review of the tornado-missile spectrum, the NRC staff concludes
that the spectrum was properly selected and meets the requirements of GDC 2 and
4 with respect to protection against natural phenomena and missiles and the
guidelines of RGs 1.76 and 1.117 with respect to identification of missiles
generated by natural phenomena. Therefore, it is acceptable. The tornado-
missile spectrum meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 3.5.1.4.

g
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, '3.5.1.5.-Site' Proximity Missiles.(Except Aircraft).'

'

, This. topic is discussed in Section 3.5.1.6-of this. report._.

3.5.1.6s Aircraft Hazards. '*

r7 _
The results. of the staffireviews for SRP 3.5.1.5 and 3.5.1.6 are incorporatedg

#

einto the evaluation of nearby industrial,' transportation, and military,-

facilities in-Section 2.2 of this SER.~

+s. -
,.

<3f5.2. Structures, Systems,Jand Coaponents To Be Protect'ed from Externally !W f ' Generated Missiles ', .
1a

'The[ design}ofthefacilit
!-

. .mhis'iles was reviewed,in acc(or providing protection ,from tornado generated .
'

_

ordance with SRP 3.5.2.'-Conformance with the-ac-
Ioceptance criteria formed the basis forf the NRC staf_f evaluation of.the design .

-

of the facility for providing protection from tornado generated missiles with
respect to the applicable regulation in 10 CFR 50.

GDC;2"requiresthat'allstruct$res,. systems,andcomponentsimportanttothe
safety of tho plant'be protected from the effects of, natural phenomena, and

'GDC'4' requires that all structures, systems, and components important to the
safety of the plant be proLected from the effects of. externally generated4

D missiles. As noted above; the' site' is in tornado Region 1 (RG -1.76). The
tornado missile spectrum is discussed in Section 3.5.1.4 of this' report.

*,.

Except for.the ultimate heatisink, the applicant has identifled all safety-
related structures,~ systems, and components requiring protection from exter -
nally generated missiles in the FSAR.and has demonstrated the adequacy of the

*

; design of structures and barriers to withstand postulated tornado generated'
missiles without damage to safety-related equipment. Safety-related piping-
and cables outside of safety-related= structures, except for the safety-related
cables under manhole' covers, are buried a minimum of,4 feet below grade and,#

ithus,' are provided adequate protection from tornado missiles. The ultimate
heat sink spray po~n( has no protection against tornadoes and tornado missiles. '

Thus', the NRC staff concludes that the-requirements of-GDC 2 and 4 with re-s

S (2spect to missile prote'ction and- theiguidelines. of RGs 1.27, Positions C.2 'and''

Cf3, and 1.117, Positfor:s C.1 through C.3, concerning tornado-missile protec-
-tion for safety-related structures, systems.cand components, including the ulti-
,mata heat sink,Jare not met. The stored fuel is located within the tornado--.',

, fmissile protected reactor building and is thus protected, except from missiles
'I - ~ entering from the refueling floor.' The depth of water from the pool surface

'

V ' -to the top of the stored fuel provides adequate protection from tornado generated
missiles.: Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the design conforms

2 , ith the guidelines of RG 1.13, Position C.2, as it relates to protection of- w

' stored fuel from tornado missilas. Protection from low-trcjectory turbine
: missiles, including compliance with RG 1.115,~ is discussed in'Section 3.5.1.3

,. 4 _
of this report.

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant's list of,

n safety-related structures, systems, and components to be protected from
;

, ; externally generated missiles and the provisions in the plant design providing- s.
*

1

>
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this protection are in accordance with RG 1.13, Position C.2, concerning pro-
tection of stored fuel from tornado missiles and are, therefore, acceptable. '
The design of the facility for providing protection from tornado generated
missiles does not meet the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP 3.5.2 and the
requirements of GDC.2 and 4 with respect to missile and environmental effects-

and the guidelines of RGs 1.27, Positions C.2 and C.3, and 1.117, Positions C.1
through C.3, concerning protection of safety-related features, including the
ultimate heat sink, from tornado missiles. The NRC staff will address the
resolution of these items in a supplement to this report.

.

- 3.5.3 Barrier Design Procedures

The plant's seismic Category I structures, systems, and components are to be
shielded from, or designed for, various postulated missiles. Missiles con-
sidered in the design of structures will include tornado generated missiles,
rotating-component-failure missiles, and site proximity missiles.

The procedures to be used in the design of the structures, shields, and~

barriers to resist the effect of the missiles were reviewed and found to be
adequate. The analysis of structures, shields, and barriers to determine the
effects of missile impact has been. accomplished in two steps. In the first

step, the potential damage that could be done by the missile in the immediate
vicinity of impact was investigated. This was accomplished by estimating the
depth of penetration of the missile into the impacted structure. Furthermore,

secondary missiles were prevented by fixing the target thickness well above
that determined for penetration. In the second stip of the analysis, the
overall structural response of the target when it is impacted by a missile was
determined using established methods of impactive analysis. The equivalent
loads of missile impact, whether the missile is environmentally' generated or
accidentally generated within the plant, was combined with other applicable
loads, as discussed in Section 3.8 of this report.

The NRC staff concludes that the barrier. design is acceptable and meets the
requirements of GDC 2 and 4 as well as the recommendations of SRP 3.5.3 with'

respect to the capabilities of the structures, shields, and barriers to provide
sufficient protection to equipment that must withstand the effects of natural
phenomena (tornado missiles) and environmental effects, including the effects
of missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids.

The. procedures utilized to determine the effects and loadings on seismic
Category I structures and missile shields and barriers induced by design-basis
missises selected for the plant are acceptable because they provide a conser-
vative basis for engineering design to ensure that the' structures or barriers
are adequately resistant to and will withstand the effects of such forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that if design-basis.

missiles s^rike seismic-Category I structures or other missile shields and
barriers, the structural integrity of the structures, shields, and barriers
will not be impaired or degraded to an extent that'will result in a loss of
required protection. Seismic Category I systems and components protected by
these. structures are, therefore, adequately protected against the effects of
missiles'and will perform their intended safety function if needed, Conformance

with these procedures is an acceptable basis for satisfying in part the require-
) ments of GDC 2 and 4.
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-3.6:' Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture'
,

,

'of Piping *

3.6.1 Plant Design for Protection Against Postulated Piping ~ Failures in Fluid
+

|
| Systems-Outside' Containment ~*

The design'of the' facility for providing protection against postulated piping-t-

. failures outside containment was reviewed in accordance with SRP 3.6.'1
~

(NUREG-0800). ' Conformance with the acceptance criteria fomed the basis:for.
-

the NRC staff evaluation of the design of 'the facility for providing protection
.against postulated. piping failures outside' containment with respect to'the;:

applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.s

;

The NRC staff's guidelines for meeting.the requirements of GDC 4 concerning*

protection'against postulated piping failures in high- and moderate energy
fluid systems outside containment are in BTP ASB 3-1, " Protection Against

F Postulated Failures in Fluid Systems Outside Containment." The applicant-has'

' identified.all'high- and moderate-energy piping' systems in.accordance'with*

.these guidelines and also has identified those systems' requiring protection '

from postulated piping failures. Thus, the.NRC t,taff concludes.that GDC 4 as
it relates to the plant design accommodates.the effects of postulated pipe-
breaks =in high-energy fluid piping' systems _.outside. containment with respect'to

-

'

pipe whip," jet impingement, resulting reactive forces, and env'ironmental
effects, and the effects of postulated cracks in. moderate-energy fluid systemsr

outside containment with respect to jet impingement, flooding, and other en-
vironmental-effects. The means:used to' protect safety-related systems and.

components throughout the plant'are physical separation and enclosure in suit-'
j. . ably designed' structures or compartments.

The applicant has used the guidance in SRP;3.6.1 and BTP ASB 3-1 in' evaluating;- ~

| the effects of high- and moderate energy pipe breaks. However, the applicant
has not provided a complete set of drawings showing pipe break. locations, jet
impingement. barriers, wall penetrations', and pipe anchors. The applicant has!

;

stated that the missing tables and figures referenced-in the FSAR will'be
supplied later. The NRC staff cannot' complete its. review of this subject until.

this information is provided.!

Pending' receipt and approval of this information, the NRC staff finds that th'e
~

applicant has adequately designed and protected areas and sytems required-for
safe plant shutdown following postulated' events, including the combination of
' pipe failure and' single active failure. The NRC staff concludes that the plant

L design ~ meets the-requirements'of CDC 4 and the criteria in BTP ASB 3-1 with
regard to the protection of safety-related systems and components from a pos-~

tulated high-energy line break and with regard to the protection of safety-
related systems and components from a postulated moderate-energy line failure.
The NRC: staff concludes that'the' design of the facility for providing protection
from~high-and moderate-energy pipe. failures and effects meets the applicable
acceptance criteria-of SRP 3.6.1. These conclusions are subject to_the review

'and approval by the staff of the missing information identified above. 'This is
an'open. item. The NRC staff will report the results of its review of this
information:in a supplement to this report.

I
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~.'3. 6. 2 Determination of.RuptureiLocations and Dynamic Effects Associated
with the Postulated Rupture of Piping

IGDC 4 requires that_struc'ures, systems, and components:(SSC)'important tot

.
- safety be designed'to be compatible with-and to accommodate the effects of the
environmental conditions resulting from-normal operations, maintenance, test-;-
ing,.and postulated. accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs).; :s

These'SSC shall-be adequately protected against dynamic effects--including the'
-

effects of missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids--that may result
from equipment' failures ~and from events and conditions outside the nucleari

' power plant.:

The NRC staff review was conducted in accordance with SRP 3.6.2 to evaluate the
effect that breaks in high-energy fluid systems would have on adjacent' safety '' ,

;- :related SSC with respect-to jet impingement and pipe whip. The NRC staff also
~

reviewed the location, s._e, and orientation of postulated failures and the-
.

methodology used to calculate the resultant pipe whip andfjet impingement 1 loads
that;might affect nearby safety-related structures, systems,<or components.

1
~ Pipe whip need only.be considered in those high-energy piping systems having

__

fluid reservoirs with -sufficient capacity to develop a jet stream. The criteria
for determining high- and moderate-energy lines are in.BTP ASB 3-1.(SRP 3.'6.1).

~ These criteria have been used correctly by the applicant. A list of all high--
energy systems is included in the FSAR.-.

-For high-energy piping within the containment penetration-area where breaks
are not postulated, SRP 3.6.2-sets'forth certain critaria for the analysis

cand subsequent augmented' inservice inspection. The applicant has not po'stulated
breaks in'those portions of piping within the containment penetration region
that meet the requirements of the ASME Code, as outlined in BTP MEB 3-1
(SRP 3.6.-2). Augmentediinservice inspection is required for those portions of

,

piping within the break exclusion region. The applicant has committed to-'~

augment the inservice. inspection. requirements of_ASME Code, Section XI, for
!- .this piping,'as required by SRP 3.6.2.

,

The applicant meets the, design requirements in BTP MEB 3-1 with the exception-t

| of maximum. stress range criteria. For Limerick, breaks are not postulated
where-the maximum stress range for any two load sets is less than 3.0 Se, as
' calculated by Equation (10) in Paragraph'NB-3653 of the ASME Code, Section 'III.:

'BTP MEB 3-1 requires that breaks be postulated whenever the maximum stress"

j .- range exceeds 2.4 Sm. In evaluating equation (10) stresses, the applicant has
included the ATr term (change in' temperature), which was deleted by the 1979-!

Summer Addenda of the ASME Code. - The NRC staff concludes that because the
additional term was included in the evaluation of equation'(10) and because t

this more conservative calculation was~used in conjunction with the previous
SRP guidelines, the applicant's methodology provides'a level of safety'equiv-
alent to that provided in the current SRP. The applicant has committed to a
comparison of as-built analyses to-BTP MEB 3-1 criteria.

The applicant has indicated that.there are four instances of unrestrained
whipping pipe-inside containment. The applicant states that each of these
lines will be evaluated, using the guidance of RG 1.46 to verify that, in the

{
. event'of a pipe break, damage to SSC needed for safe shutdown will not occur.
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If theiresults of this eval'uation 'are satisfactory, the NRC1 staff- can conclude-
that the four instances of unrestrained whipping pipe'inside containment are
acceptable.

'The applicant has-taken credit.for employing | isolation check valves in the
|

.

'feedwater lines. .The'NRC staff has reviewed the design specifications of these '

. _ valves, and it.is the NRC staff's position that there is not sufficient basis
'' ifor ensuring their operability following a postulated break of the feedwater
! line outside containment.' Specifically, the NRC-staff is concerned that the

feedwater check valves have not been analyzed or tested to ascertain whether
-

Ethe valve disk and ' seat could survive the instantaneous slamming shut without: j

damage 'following a feedwater line break .outside containment. The NRC staff '

will report on th- eesolution of this issue in a supplement to this report.,

SRP 3.6.2 stipulates that initial conditions -for' evaluation of postulated breaks!

i . 'tHe the greater of the contained energy at hot standby or at 102% power. ' The -
; applicant has assumed 100% power before postulated breaks and justifies this

assumption by the presence of conservative ~ steps'in the calculation of break
j .. opening times, material properties, and piping restraint structural stability

characteristics. After review of this information, the NRC staff has concluded
that;an equivalent level of conservatism has been achieved.

,

.

"The ' applicant has yet to submit piping isometrics showing break locations and
break exclusion areas for NRC' staff review. The NRC staff will report the

.

results of that review in a supplement-to this report.

Pending resolution of the above open and confirmatory-items, the NRC staff-

; concludes that the_ pipe" rupture postulation and the associated effects are
; adequately considered in the plant design, meet the requirements of GDC 4 and-

| are, therefore, acceptable. -This conclusion' is based on the following:
* ~

(1) ,The proposed pipe rupture. locations have been adequately assumed, and the
design of piping restraints and measures-to deal with the subsequent

~

dynamic effects of pipe whip:and jet impingement provide adequate protec-
tion to the. structural integrity of safety-related structures, systems,
and components.

(2)- The provision for protection against dynamic effects associated-with pipe
ruptures of the RCPB inside containment and the resulting discharging-
fluid' provide adequate assurance that design-basis LOCAs will not.be

" aggravated by sequential failures of safety-related piping, and emergency
core cooling-system' performance will not be degraded by these dynamic
effects.'

'(3) .The proposed piping and restraint arrangement and applicable design
considerations for high- and moderate-energy flui.d systems'inside and
outside of' containment, including the RCPB, will provide adequate assurance
that the'SSC important to safety that are in~close proximity to the
postulated pipe rupture will be protected. The design will be of a

. nature to mitigate the consequences of pipe ruptures so that the reactor
p can be safely shut down and maintained in a safe shutdown condition in the
L ' event of a postulated rupture of a high- or moderate-energy piping system

inside or outside of containment.
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3.7 LSeismic<Desian
'

.
.

,

. 3.7.1 SeismiciDesign' Parameters-

In'the: design'offplant' structures, systems and components,.an' operating basis
earthquake'(OBE) of 0.075 g horizontal and a safe-shutdown earthquake-(SSE) of

:0.15 g horizontal were used. The valuesLfor the. vertical component of,the
| design.responseLspectra are two-thirds _of.the' horizontal values described*

above. ~The responselspectra are based'on data developed from records of.
previous; earthquake activity at-the site, as discussed in Section 2.5'of thisE

report.
'

.
._

.. _. -

.

The synthetic time history used for seismic' design of seismic. Category'I~ plant
' structures', systems, and components is. mathematically adjusted in amplitude.and
frequency content to obtain response spectra that envelop the response spectra.

specific for the site.F
~

1 The critical damping values listed in the FSAR agree with the values in RG'1.61,.
with the exception of the SSE value for welded-steel structures. The FSAR'gives
a' critical damping value of 5% for welded steel structures under the SSE condi-

i - tion, whereas RG 1.61 recommends a value of 4%. The damping value of 5% (PSAR
: Table C.2.1) has been -us'ed with appropriate design margins because the stress
levels'for'SSE conditions are allowed to approach the yield point. This is
acceptable to the NRC staff. -The specific percentage of critical damping-'

; values used'in the seismic analysis is taken,from Newmark (1967).!
:

J

~In'the1 analysis and design of certain bolted electrical raceway supports, the
applicant used a value of 10% for-the|SSE condition, which-is higher than thee

~ :7% allowed.in RG 1.61. |The staff has reviewed the Cable Tray and Conduit
Raceway'SeismicLTest Program (reference 7.1-11.in the' LGS Design Assessment

,

Report)'as well as corrpspondence on this issue from the applicant to the staff
. dated July.7 and| July 27,: 1983.. The staff review. bas' concluded that the 10%
F damping value foribolted electrical raceway systems at Limerick are acceptable

since ,the 'use' of ~ fireproofing andiraceway configuration at Limerick are '
. consist'ent with test conditio,ns described in reference 7.1-11.

t

All seismic = Category I structures are supported. on sound -rock or concrete ,4

. backfill bearing on sound rock, except for some| yard facilities such'as-valve-
: pits,/ electrical duct banks, and underground piping'that are supported'on

'For the 'ynamic analysis of the;rockffounded structures,!- natural' soil or fill. d
soil / structure interaction-(SSI) was considered negligible.because of the high

,

stiffness.of the rock. However, the . floor response spectra. developed forz the
reactor enclosure and containment buildings are based on'models that considered
the flexibility of the" supporting medium. In the FSAR, the, modulus of elasti-'l

city, the shear wave-velocity,-and the density of the supporting medium used-
fin the analysis-ar'e 3.0 x 108 psi, 6000 fps, and 150 lbs/ft8, respectively.
:The acceptability.of the properties of the supporting medium is discussed-in
Section 2.5'above.- ,

The NRC staff concludes that the seismic design parameters used in the plant~

: structural design'are acceptable and meet the, requirements of GDC'2 and ;

' Appendix A to 10 CFR 100.

b~

'
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- .The applicant has met the relevant requirements of_ GOC 2 and Appendix A to
10'CFR 100'and the recommendations of.SRP-3.7.1 by-appropriately considering

p -the most severe earthquake recorded for the site with an appropriate margin and.
_ appropriately considering two levels of. earthquakes--the SSE and OBE. i<

.The site-dependent analysis has developed' the seismic design response spectra
' from: site related information. This approach,.used-in lieu of the response'
spectra.specified;in:RG 1.60,Lissacceptable.because (1) the free field response,

spectrafat finished grade-level.or:at'the structural foundation' level include-.

! ' consideration of-amplification factors based upon an' acceptable set of site
fearthquake records.and_(2)-the analysis has taken into account actual soil
properties-at the. site and includes considerationfof damping values correspond-

_

,
,

'

ing.to'the soil strain _ levels ~ -The specific percentages of-critical damping.

t values' used in the seismic analysis of Category ~I: structures, systems, and
g components are generally in conformance with-RG 1.61,'and justifications are

-provided for_ higher-damping values used.

1 -The use of the site-dependent analysis and damping values of RG'1.61 ensures-
| that the seismic design parameters of Catego,ry I' structures, systems, and
1- . components are defined adequately to form a conservative basis.for the design

of_such structures, systems, and components to withstand seismic. loadings.
'

3.7.2 Seismic System Analysis

F -This topic is. addressed in Section 3.7.3.

3.7.3 Seismic Subsystem Analysis
,

; A time-history analysis was used to develop.instructure response data, and a
modal response spectra-analysis was used to develop stress distributions within

L .the.various. structures. - The mathematical models used;for these analyses were-
i- lumped-mass stick models. 'For all modes, the masses were. located at elevations-
; of mass concentration,'such'as. floors and. roofs.' InLthe case of the contain--
i ment,;however, masses were lumped at approximately 15-foot intervals along the

containment shell.and. reactor pedestal. ,

All seismic Category I structures are founded on rock. With.the exception of
the containment and reactor / control buildings, the rock-based structures were
analyzed'using a fixed base stick model. The soil structure ~ interactions for
these structures'were considered to be negligible because of the high stiffness
of the rock, which has a modulus .of elasticity of 3.0 x 108 psi. The contain-

-ment'and reactor / control buildings, however, were analyzed using flexible base
models.

Independent analyses were performed for the vertical and two horizontal (east-
west and north-south) directions. 'For design purposes,.the response value used
is the' maximum value obtained by adding the response resulting from th> vertical
earthquake'with the' larger value of the response resulting from one of-the
horizontal' earthquakes by-the absolute' sum method. This approach deviates

.from RG 1.92 and SRP 3.7.2, which-provides for taking the square root of the
' sum ofsthefsquares (SRSS).of each of the three components of earthquake motion-
at a particular point of the structure. 'The applicant was asked to explain'and

. justify the approach used in the Limerick analysis.
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In_the applicant's response, an evaluation and comparison of the two-component
absolute sum (ABS) method and the three-component SRSS method was performed for
selected critical _ structural elements within the reactor enclosure, control

building, and the_ containment exterior shell. The results of this evaluation
indicated that the two-component ABS method and the three-component SRSS method
produced comparable results. However, for certain structural elements, the
three-component SRSS method produced axial and bending seismic stresses that
were as much'as 15% higher than the stress produced by the two-component ABS
method. When -for design purposes, these. higher stresses were combined with
stresses due to other loads, the structural element remained within all allow-

able stress limits for all load combinations. As a result of the aforementioned
_ comparison of -the two methods, the NRC staff concludes that for Limerick the.
two-component ~ ABS method is acceptable.

The modal responses (i.e. , shears, moments, deflections, accelerations, and
inertia forces) were combined by either the sum of the absolute values method,
or by the SRSS method with consideration of closely spaced modes. When the
SRSS method was used'to combine modal responses the guidelines of RG 1.92 were
used. e

The turbine enclosure is the only non-Category I structure close to seismic
Category I structures. It was designed to withstand an SSE without the
structural elements exceeding the yield strength. Dynamic analysis of this
structure was done by the response spectrum method.

The remaining non-Category I structures were designed for seismic loads accord-
in'g to the Uniform Building Code (UBC). The non-Category I structures were
analytically checked to ensure that they will not collapse on, or otherwise
impair the integrity of, adjacent seismic Category I structures when subjected
to the design. seismic loads.

A dynamic analysis was. performed to account for torsional effects on the reactor
enclosure, diesel generator enclosure, spray pond pumphouse, and radwaste en-
closure. The NRC staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets
the requirements of GDC 2 and Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 and the recommendation
of SRP 3.7.2 with respect to the capability of the structures to withstand the
effects of the earthquakes so that their design reflects the following:

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe earthquake recorded for the
site with an appropriate margin (GDC 2) and consideration of two levels of
earthquakes (Appendix A,.10 CFR 100)

(2) appropriate combination of the effects of normal and accident conditions
with the effect of the natural phenomena

(3) the importance of the safety functions to be performed (GDC 2) and the use
.of a suitable dynamic analysis or a suitable qualification test to demon-
strate that structures, systems, and components can withstand the seismic
and other concurrent loads (Appendix A, 10 CFR 100)

The applicant has met item 1 by using the acceptable seismic design parameters,
as required by SRP 3.7.1. The combination of earthquake-resultant loads with
those resulting from normal and accident conditions in the design of Category I

.
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structures as'specified in SRP 3.8.1 through 3.8.5 conforms with item 2.above.
'

-The use of the seismic analysis procedures ~and' criteria discussed-in the FSAR' !~'
Jand summarized above. prov~ ides .an acceptable basis for the seismic design and *

g conforms with item (3) listed above.
~

~

3.7.4 s Seismic Instrumentation System

The type; number,. location, and utilization'of strong-motion accelerographs to,

'
record seismic events and'to provide: data on the frequency, amplitude, and phase

~

; relationship of the seismic response'of the seismic Category I structures comply
with RG 1.12. - Supporting instrumentation will be installed on| seismic Category I
structures,-systems,.and components to provide data.for the-verification of the'

>

seismic' responses determined analytically for such seismic Category I items.

..The NRC' staff concludes that the seismic instrumentation system provided for
the plant is acceptable and meets the requirements of'GDC 2, Appendix A to

'10 CFR 100, and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The applicant has met the requirements of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 and the
recommendations of-SRP 3.7.4 by providing instrumentation that is capable of,

measuring the effects of an earthquake, which meets.the requirements of GDC 2.
The applicant =has met'the requirements of.10.CFR 50.55a by.providing an in-
service inspection program that will verify operability by performing channel =,

checks, calibrations, and functional tests at acceptable intervals. In addi-i~ tion, the installation of the'specified seismic instrumentation in the reactor
containment structure and infother Category I structures, systems, and com-
ponents constitutes an. acceptable program to record data on seismic ground,

i motionias well as data on the:irequency and amplitude relationship of the
| -seismic-response-of major structures and' systems. A prompt reMout of pertinent

data at the control room can be. expected to yield sufficient Information to
guide the operator on'a timely ba' sis to evaluate seismic' response in the event
of an earthquake. Data from such installed seismic *nstrumentation will be-

i sufficient to determine that the seismic analysis ' assumptions and the anaF/tical
|. -model used for'the design.of the plant'are adequate and;that allowable' stresses
iW -are not exceeded under conditions where continuity of' operation is intended. *l' Provision of such seismic instrumentation complies with RG'1.12.

3.8- Desion~of Seismic Category I Structures

3. 8.-1 Concrete Containment

The reactor coolant system for each unit is enclosed in a steel-lined reinforced
concrete containment, as described in FSAR Section 3.8.1. The containment was

~

designed'according to ACI 318-71.

1The containment'is designed to resist various combinations of dead loads,
live loads,'and environmental loads, including those resulting from wind'and
tornadoes,'08E and SSE,''and loads' generated by design-basis accidents, includ-
ing pressure and temperature. However,'in' addition to thesetioads traditionally

~ .

associated with design-basis accidents, new suppression pool hydrodynamic loads
were identified that had not been' included explicitlytin'the original Mark II

: containment design basis of Limerick and other plants. using Mark II containments.
-These. additional loads will result from postulated LOCA and safety / relief valve ;
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(SRV)_ operation.~ A detailed evaluation of.the Limerick' Mark II containment-
- system for|these additional 11oads was performed by'the' applicant,-and the

~

,

1 ' details ~of the re-evaluation are~in the applicant's Design Assessment Report'
' (DAR) ~.

The concrete structure components forming the _ boundary of the suppression pool
were checked by the| applicant 1for their capability'to resist-the effects of the-

p . additional ; hydrodynamic loads and were found to have adequate margins ~ of
safety.

In the re-evaluation'a conservative approach was used.'' Seismic and pool. dynamic'

load effects-(SRV and LOCA) were' combined by summing the peak responses of each
load by the' ABS method,'and the effects of' fluid-structure interaction were -

- included. The suppression ~ pool' liner design analysis included a' study of
possible fatigue;underLthe hydrodynamic loads. The NRC staff has reviewed the;

.. design and analysis procedures'and criteria used for.the containment structure.
-

*

They are, in. general,-comparable with those delineated in the ASME Code,-Sec-
' tion III,-Division 2 for such types of containments, with appropriate modifi-
cations to take the effects of hydrodynamic loads into consideration.,

The _NRC staff concludes. that the design of'the concrete containment is accept-p
' able and meets.the relevant requirementsaof 10 CFR 50.55a, and GDC 1, 2, 4,

16, and 50. This conclusion is based on the following:
.-

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
. respect to ~ ensuring that~ the concrete containment is designed, fabricated,
erected, contracted, tested, and inspected to quality standards commen-
.surate with .its intended safety function by meeting the guidelines of-
-applicable RGs and industry' standards.

' (2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the concrete
Lcontainment-to withstand-(1) the most severe earthquake that has been~ ~

established.for the site with sufficient margin and (2) the combinations
~

of-the effects of normal _and acc.ident conditions with the effects of
~

~

environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.

(3)' The applicant has met the requirements of GDC'4 by ensuring that the
design'of'the concrete containment ~is~ capable of withstanding the dynamic
effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping; and discharging fluids.

~ (4)'LThe applicant has met'the requirements of GDC 16 by designing the concrete-
containment so'that it is an essentially leaktight barrier to prevent the
-uncontrolled release of radioactive effluents to the environment.

,

(5) The applicant has met the. requirements of GDC 50 by (1) designing-the
concrete containment to: accommodate,-with sufficient margin, the design,

! leakage rate, and calculated pressure and temperature conditions-resulting
.from accident conditions,.and (2) ensuring _that the design conditions are.
.not. exceeded ~during the full course of the accident condition. In meeting
these design requirements, the' applicant'has used-the recommendations'of
;the' applicable RGs and industry standards. The applicant has also per-
Eformed' appropriate analyses that demonstrate that the' ultimate capacity

; Limerick SERI 3-31
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1of.the containment will not be exceeded and establish the minimum margin
.of: safety f'or the design.

The' criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of the concrete
containment structure to. account for anticipated loadings' and postulated

| conditions that may be imposed upon the-structure during its service lifetime
are in conformance with established criteria, and with codes, standards,
guides,:and specifications acceptable to the NRC staff. These include meeting
the positions of RGs- 1.10, 1.15, 1.18, 1.19, 1.35, 1.55, and 1.94, and the
American Concrete-Institute (AC1) Code ACI 318-71, with appropriate modifica-
tions of: load combinations that are considered extreme.;

lTheuseofthesecritriaas'definedbyapplicable. codes, standards, guides,
"and specifications; the Ioads and loading combinations; the design and analysis
procedures; the. structural' acceptance criteria;-the materials, quality control
programs, and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice

#

surveillance: requirements provide. reasonable assurance that, in the event of
winds; tornadoes, earthquakes and various postulated accidents occurring within
and outside the containment, the structure will withstand the specified design
conditions without impairment of structural integrity or safety function of
limiting the release o'f radioactive material.

I 3.8.2 Steel Containment .

.This SRP section.is not applicable to Limerick. I

-3.8.3 Concrete and Structural Steel Internal Structures-
;.

The containment interior structures consist of the diaphragm slab reactor ped -
estal and shield wall, suppression chamber columns, drywell platforms, and the

|. ' seismic truss. The major code used in the design of concrete-internal struc-
.

~tures'was ACI 318-71, " Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete."
For steel internal structures ~the American Institute of Steel Construction
-(AISC)~ specification, " Specification for the Design,LFabrication and Erection
of Structural Steel for Buildings," was used.

t

The containment concrete and steel internal structures are designed to resist.

various combinations of dead and live loads, accident-induced' loads (including
pressure'and jet loads), and seismic. loads. The design of the containment
internal structures to withstand the effects.of suppression pool hydrodynamic
loads was accomplished in the same way as that for,the containment structure,-

i

as described in Section 3.8.1~ The detailed re-evaluation of the capability of ..

containment internal structures to resist these-newly identified loads is |
described ~in the' applicant's DAR. The NRC staff has reviewed the design and

'

analysis procedures and criteria that were used for the original design and for
the re-evaluation of the-internal structures. The containment internal struc-
tures were designed and proportioned to remain within limits established by
the NRC staff under various load combinations. These limits as well as the

.
. design and analysis procedures are, in. general, based on-ACI 318-71 and on the
AISC specification for concrete and steel structures, respectively, modified as
appropriate for load combinations that are considered as extreme.,

|

-
,

.
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The materials of construction, their fabrication, construction and, installa-
tion, are in accordance with ACI 318-71 and the AISC specification for concrete
and steel structures, respectively.

The NRC staff concludes that the design of the containment internal structures
is acceptable and meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1,
2,'4, 5, and 50, as well as the recommendations.of SRP 3.8.3. This conclusion
is based on the following:

(1) -The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the containment internal structures are designed,
fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality
standards commensurate with its intended safety function by meeting the
guidelines of applicable RGs and industry star.dards.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the contain-
ment internal structures to withstand the most severe earthquake that has
been established for the site with sufficient margin and the combinations
of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of~
environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of containment internal structures is capable of withstanding the
dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging

i fluids.

j (4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that
structures, systems, and component,s are not shared between units or that,
if shar.ed, sharing will not impair their ability to perform their intended
safety function.

(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 50 by (a) designing the
containment internal. structures to' accommodate, with sufficient margin,
the calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from accident
conditions, and (b) ensuring that the design conditions are not exceeded
during the full course of the accident condition. In meeting these design
requirements, the applicant has used the recommendations of applicable RGs
and industry standards. ,

The criteria used in the-analysis, design, and construction of the containment
internal structures to account for anticipated loadings and postulated condi-
tions that may be imposed upon the structure during its service lifetime are in
conformance with established criteria, codes, standards, and guides acceptable
to the NRC staff. These include meeting the positions of RGs 1.10, 1.15, 1.55,
1.94, and 1.142, and ACI 318-71 and the AISC specification for concrete and,

steel. structures, respectively.

The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and guides;
the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis procedures; the
structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control programs, and
special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice surveillance
requirements provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of earthquakes and
various postulated accidents occurring within and outside the containment, the
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structure will-withstand the specific conditions without impairment of struc-
tural integrity-or safety function.

3.8.4 Other Seismic Category I Structures

Reinforced Concrete and Steel Structures
-

.

Seismic Category I structures, systems, and components, other than the contain-
ment and_its interi'or structures, include the reactor / control building, diesel

,

generator building, spray pond pump structure, and the spray pond. All of the j
structures are of concrete and structural steel. -The major code used in the
design of concrete seismic Category I structures is ACI 318-71. For steel
seismic Category I structures, the AISC " Specification for the Design, Fabrica-
tion and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings, Seventh Edition" is used.

,

' The adequa_cy of the ultimate heat sink (spray pond and pump structure) to with-
i. stand the effects of tornado missiles is addressed in Section 3.5.2 of this

report.

Section 2.2 of the applicant's FSAR presents average reflected overpressure on
the diesel generator building resulting from the accidental detonation of a
boxcar of explosives on the Conrail Reading rail line passing through the site
as 12.5 psi. The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's original calculations,
which indicated _that the diesel generator building was designed for a reflected
overpressure that averaged 12.5 psi, with a peak of 14.5 psi. The NRC staff
has accepted the structural analysis and design performed by the applicant for i

the pressures used. The evaluation of the blast overpressure values used in
the design is discussed in Section 2.2.1 of this SER.

The concrete and steel = seismic Category I structures are designed to resist
combinations of dead loads, live loads, and environmental loads including
winds, tornadoes, OBE, SSE, and loads generated by postulated ruptures of
high-energy pipes such as reaction and jet impingement forces, compartment
pressures, and impact effects of whipping pipes.

The design and analysis procedures that are used for these seismic Category I
structures meet the procedures of ACI 318-71 and the AISC specification for
concrete and steel structures, respectively.

The materials of construction and their fabrication, construction, and instal-
lation will meet ACI 318-71 and the AISC specification for concrete and steel
structures, respectively.

The NRC staff concludes that the design of safety-related structures other than
containment or containment interior structures is acceptable and meets the
relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and and GDC 1, 2, 4, and 5, and the
recommendations of SRP.3.8.4. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the safety-related structures other than the
containment are designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and
inspected to quality standards commensurate with their intended safety
function by meeting the guidelines of applicable RGs and industry

*

standards.

.
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(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the safety-
related structures other than containment to withstand (a) the most severe
earthquake that has been established for the site with sufficient margin
and (b) the combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions-
with the effects of environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other
natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of the safety-related structures is capable of withstanding the
dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging
fluids.

(4) The applicant- has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that
structures, systems, and components are not-shared between units or that,
if shared, that sharing will not impair their ability to perform their
intended safety function.

(5) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, because
the plant quality assurance program provides adequate measures for imple-
menting guidelines relating to structural design audits.

The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of all the plant
Category I structures to account for anticipated loadings and postulated condi-.

tions that may be imposed upon each structure during its service lifetime
are in conformance with established criteria, codes, standards, and specifica-
tions acceptable to the NRC staff. These include meeting the positions of
RGs 1.10, 1.15, 1.55, 1.69, 1.91,.1.94, 1.115, and 1.142 and ACI 318-71 and the
AISC' specification for the design, fabrication, and erection of structural
steel for buildings.

The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and
specifications, the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis
procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control,
and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice surveillance
requirements provide reasonable assurance ~that, in the event of winds, tornadoes,
carthquakes, and various postulated accidents occurring within the structures,
the structures will withstand the specified design conditions without impair-
ment of structural integrity or the performance of required safety functions.

Seismic Category I Masonry Walls

The general requirements with respect to materials, testing, analysis, design,
construction, and inspection related to the design and construction of safety-
related masonry walls conform to the requirements of ACI 531-79 as well as to
Uniform Building Code (UBC) UBC-1970. Conformance with these codes is accept-
tble to the NRC staff.

The loads and. load combinations used in the analysis and design of seismic
. Category I masonry walls are in conformance with the NRC staff criteria on
masonry walls and are, therefore, acceptable.

The criteria used in the analysis and design of the seismic Category I masonry
walls to account for anticipated loadings that may be imposed upon the struc-
tures during their service lifetime are in conformance with the NRC staff's
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criteria for masonry walls,~and with codes, standards, and specifications

,

acceptable to'the NRC. staff. The NRC staff concludes that in the event of '

~

earthquakes and various postulated accidents, the seismic Category I masonry
- walls will withstand the specified design conditions without impairment of
'

structural integrity. Conformance with these; criteria constitutes an accept-
ableLbasis f for satisfying, 'in part, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4, as well 'I

. as the recommendations of SRP 3.8.4, Appendix B.

. 3.8.5: Foundations
:<-
,

.. |

Foundations of. seismic Category . I structures are described in FSAR Sec- 1
tion 3.8.5. Primarily,,these foundations are reinforced concrete of the mat j

-

type. The major code used ,in the design of -_these concrete mat foundations is'

;ACI 318-71. 1These concrete foundations are designed to resist ~various combina-
; tions of dead loads; live loads; environmental loads including winds, tornadoes,

0BE,:and SSE; loads generated by postulated ruptures of high-energy pipes;
and, in the case of the containment structure, the hydrodynamic loads result-.

ing from LOCAs and SRV actuation.,

The' design and analysis procedures that were used for these seismic Category I
foundations are the same as those approved on previous license applications,

i and, in general, are in accordance with procedures _ delineated in ACI 318-71.
The consideration of. the suppression pool hydrodynamic loads for the design of
containment structures is as described in Section 3.8.1. The various seismic,

Category I foundations are designed and proportioned to remain within limits,.
generally 1 based on ACI 318-71, modifiedins appropriate for load combinations
that-are considered extreme. The materials of construction and their fabrica-,

'

tion, construction, and installation are,in accordance with ACI 318-71.

:
j. The NRC staff concludes that the design of the seismic Category I foundations
| is acceptable and meets.the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1,
!: 2, 4, and 5, and the recommendations of SRP 3.8.5. This conclusion is based on
I- the_following:

(1) The applicant has met:the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the seismic' Category I foundations are designed,-
fabricated, erected, constrLcted, tested and inspected to quality standards
commensurate with their intended safety function by meeting the guidelines
of applicable RGs and industry standards.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the seismic
Category:I' foundation-to' withstand'(a) the most severe earthquake that has
been established"for the site with sufficient margin _and (b) the combina-
tions of.the effects of normal'and accidentLconditions with the effects of
environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of seismic Category I foundations is capable of withstanding the

. dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging
-fluids.

!

t

|' (4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that
j structure, systems, and components either are not shared between units or

i
t
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that, if shared, that sharing will not impair their ability to perform
their intended safety.. function.

The. criteria used in.the analysis, design, and construction of the' seismic
Category I foundations to account for anticipated loadings and postulated
conditions that.may be imposed on each foundation during its' service: lifetime
are in conformance with established criteria, codes, standards,.and specifi-

-

cations' acceptable to the NRC staff. These include meeting the positions of
the AISC specification for design, fabrication and erectiontof structural
steel for building.

.The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and speci-
fications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis proce-
dures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control, and

'

special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice surveillance
requirements provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of winds, tor-
nadoes, earthquakes, and various postulated events, seismic Category I_founda-
tions will withstand the specified design conditions without impairment'of
structural integrity and stability or the performance of required safety.
functions.

3.9 Mechanical-Systems and Components

The NRC staff review under SRP 3.9.1 through 3.9.6 pertains to the structural
integrity and functional capability of various safety-related mechanical com-
ponents in the plant. The review is not limited to ASME Code components and

. supports, but is' ext' ended to other components such as control rod drive
'

mechanisms, certain reactor-internals, and any safety-related piping designed
to industry standards other than the ASME Code. The NRC staff reviews such
issues as load combinations, allowable stresses, methods of analysis, summary
of results, and preoperational testing. .The review must arrive at the conclu--
sion that there is adequate assurance of'a mechanical component performing its
safety-related function under all postulated combinations of normal operating
condition,' system operating transients, postulated pipe breaks, and seismic
events.

3.9.3 Special Topics for Mechanical Components
_

.The NRC staff has reviewed the design transients and methods of analysis used
for all' seismic Category I components, component supports, core support.struc-
tures,-and reactor internals designated as Class 1 and CS under ASME Code Sec-
tion III, and those not covered by the. Code. The assumptions and procedures

_

used for the inclusion'of transients in the fatigue evaluation of AS."E Code
. Class 1 and CS have been reviewed. The NRC staff review also covered the com-.

puter programs used in the design and analysis of seismic Category I components
and their supports.

The NRC staff contracted with the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to perform
an independent analysis of the Limerick Unit I' main steam relief valve line A.
This analysis verified that the piping system met the applicable ASME Code
requirement. The. detailed results.of this analysis are documented in the
PNL~ report, " Limerick Generating Station Safety Relief Valve Line A Piping

' Analysis," dated March ~1983.
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, _ The applicant _has'provided'a list'of the design transients and the number of
design cycles used for design. -The NRC staff has reviewed the list of tran-
sients and the number of cycles and finds them acceptable. -.In the fatigue
evaluation of NSSS components,-the applicant has used 10 peak OBE cycles. The_

- SRP. recommends five_0BEs,-with a minimum of 10 cycles per earthquake. Justifi- |cation was provided for using 10 peak OBE cycles in a letter from_R.,Artigas,
~

i

[ GE, to'R.-Bosnak, NRC,_" Number of OBE Fatigue Cycles in the NSSS Design," dated-:

j~ - September 17, 1981. In this generic study, GE subjected a typical BWR to_three
'

historically recorded earthquakes (El Centro, Taft', and Golden; Gate) and=

- demonstrated the adequacy of 10 peak'0BE cycles for fatigue evaluation. The
applicant has also shown.that the Limerick design-basis OBEs are bounded by

,

those of the GE generic study. In addition, the contr.ibution of the OBE cycles j4

'

to the fatigue' cumulative usuage factor has been shown to be negligible. Based
on its review of the above information and on'the OBE as currently defined in;;

'the FSAR, the NRC staff ~ concludes that the 10 peak OBE cycles used in the
f. fatigue design of NSSS components provides a level of safety for. Limerick
;- equivalent to that provided in the SRP.

| Computer programs were used in the analysis of many mechanical components. A
list of the' computer programs used in the static and dynamic analyses to
determine the structural-integrity and functional capability of these compo-
nents is included in the FSAR, along with a brief description of each program.'

As stated in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, design control measures.are required to-
- verify the adequacy of the design of safety-related items. Methods of verifi-
cation for all computer programs used in the design of safety-related mechan-' '

ical' items have been included'in'the FSAR. The NRC staff has reviewed the list
j - of computer codes and their methods of verification and finds them acceptable.

The NRC' staff concludes that the_ design _ transients and resulting load and load _
combinations with appropriate specif.ied design and service limits for. mechanicalz

components are acceptable-and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 1, 2, 14,
and 15;'of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A; and 10 CFR 100, Appendix A. These conclusions
are based on the following:

[
_ (1) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 14 and 15 by

demonstrating that the design transients and resulting loads and load
'

combinations with appropriate specified design |and service limits that GE
used for designing Code Class 1 and'CS components and supports and reactor
internals. provide a complete basis for design of the RCPB for'all condi-
tions and events expected over the service lifetime of the plant.

(2) The applicant has met the. relevant requirements of GDC 2 and Appendix A to
10 CFR 100 by including seismic events in design transients that serve as
design bases to withstand the effects of natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
and GDC 1 by having submitted information that-demonstrates the applica-
bility and validity of the design methods and computer programs used for
the design and analysis of seismic Category I ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3 and
CS structures and non-Code structures within the present state-of-the-art

; limits.and by having design control measures that are' acceptable to ensure
( the quality of the computer programs.
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-3.9.2[ Dynamic Testing and Analysis of Systems, Components, and Equipment.
'

~

sThe~NRC staff'has reviewed the methodology, testing procedures, and dynamic
analyses: employed by.the. applicant to ensure the structural-integrity and
functionality of piping . systems, mechanical equipment, and their supports under
vibratory loadings according to SRP.3.9.2. . The reviewlincluded (1) the piping
vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effect testing;-(2) the seismic

~

i .

sy' stem analysis methods;-(3) the dynamic responses of' structural components
~

;within the reactor caused by steady-state and operational flow transient
Econditions for a nonprototype, reactor;'(4) flow-induced vibration testing of
reactor internals to be conducted during the preoperational and startup-test
program;'and:(5) the dynamic analysis methods used to confirm the structural
-design adequacy and functional capability of the reactor internals-and piping
attached to:the reactor vessel when subjected to loads from a LOCA in combina-

_

tion with an SSE.

-3.9.2.1 Piping Preoperational Vibration and Dynamic. Effects Testing

Piping vibration, thermal expansion,,and dynamic-effects testing will be con-
ducted during a preoperational testing program. The purpose of=these tests.is
to ensure that the-piping vibrations are,within acceptable limits and that the
piping system can expand thermally in a manner consistent'with the design-
intent. During the plant's preoperational and startup testing program, the
applicant'will test various piping systems forcabnormal, steady-state, or- tran-
sient vibration and for restraint of thermal growth. -Systems to be monitored-
will include (1) ASME. Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping systems; (2) high-energy'

~

piping systems inside. seismic Category I structures; (3) high-energy portions
of systems whose failure.could reduce the functioning of seismic Category I

_

plant features to an unacceptable safety level; and (4) seismic Category I
portions of~ moderate-energy piping systems located outside containment. The

' piping ~ibration test program willccomply with the ASME Code,;Section.III,v
Paragraphs NB-3622.3, NC-3623.3, and ND-3622;3. ~These paragraphs' require that
the applicant be responsible, by observations during'startup or initial opera-
tions, for ensuring that the vibration of piping systens is within acceptable
levels. .This vibration could result-from plant transients or from steady-state

plant operation. This steady-state vibration, whether flow induced or caused
by nearby vibrating machinery, could cause 10s op los cycles of stress in the
pipe .during ~ its 40 year life. For this reason, the NRC staff requires that the-
stresses associated with steady-state vibration be limited to 50% of the alter-

~~

-nating stress. intensity, Sa, at 10s cycles, as defined-in'the ASME Code,
Appendix I, Figures I-9.1 and I-9.2, or be in accordance with American National
Standard Institute-(ANSI) ANSI /ASME OM3.

For nuclear steam supply' system (NSSS) piping systems, the applicant has used
two levels of stress criteria to evaluate piping vibration. The Level 1 stress*

criterion, 10,000 psi,' establishes the upper limits on vibration movement. If

the' vibration limit is~ exceeded, the test will be put on hold or terminated
until the condition is resolved. Conformance with the Level 2 criterion of .
5000 psi demonstrates that the piping is responding in an acceptable manner.
Exceeding the' Level 2 criterion will require applicants to re-evaluate.the
system on the basis of the' test results.

For balance of plant (BOP) piping systems, vibration stresses will be consist-
- ent'with tta~ limits-of ANSI /ASME OM3. These limits are based on the piping
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-design fatigue curves ~for up'to 108; cycles of vibration given in ASME Code,_
SectionLIII,JAppendix'I. To account for. fatigue with higher cycles, the design

. fatigue-strength of carbon steels.will'be reduced by applying a factor of 0.8
'and employing-.a safety factor _of l'3. :The design fatigue strength reduction

_

.

factor.of austenitic pipe steels will be 0.6; it-is further reduced by employ--

' ing aTsafety factor of 1.3. Piping stress indices and. intensification factors
Eas applicable-to each particular system are also applied in accordance with '

the standard.

The NRC staff has reviewed the'NSSS and BOP limits of vibration and finds that
these procedures: provide an equivalent level of safety to that provided in the

_

'NRC, staff's acceptance criteria.

[' It is'the NRC staff's position that all essential _ safety related instrumenta--
~

L tion lines should be-included in'the vibration monitoring program during pre-
operational or startup testing. The applicant.has committed to monitor<

# . visually or with hand-held instruments those instrument lines accessible during
j testing. . However, for inaccessible lines, only the process lines are scheduled

'to be monitored by-remote' instrumentation. The applicant intends to consider,

the vibration of inaccessibleL instrument lines acceptable- as -long as the pro-
~

cess pipe vibration is acceptable. The NRC staff does not agree with this;
~t~ criterion. It is-possible for a piping system to be excited at-frequencies for
.which. instrument. lines / vibrate much more severely than the process lines to-
which they are attached. _Under such conditions, the monitoring of the process
' pipe alone would not ensure that the vibration of the attached instrument lines

is within acceptable limits.- The NRC staff considers this an.open item. In
addition, the applicant'has yet to submit. interim-test' specifications governing

.the' scope of startup testing of BOP pipings for NRC' staff review. The NRC
staff.will report the''results of this review in a supplement to this report.

Based oniits review of FSAR Section 3.9.2.1 and contingent.upon the satis-
a . factory resolution of the open item identified above, the NRC staff concludes--

; that the applicant has met the' relevant; requirements .of GDC -14 and 15 with
| respect-to'the design and testing of the-RCPB. This provides reasonable
I assurance that there is a low probability of rapidly propagating failure and
; - gross rupture as a result of vibratory loadings. In addition, the design and

~

-

-_ testing ensure that design conditions are not exceeded during normal operation,
including anticipated operational occurrences, by having an acceptable vibra-
tion, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects test program that will be con-

: ducted during startup and initial operation of specified high- and moderate-
U energy piping, including all associated systems, restraints, and supports.

The tests provide adequate assurance that'the piping and piping restraints of
j the system have been designed to withstand vibrational dynamic effects resulting

~

from valve closures, pump trips, and other operating modes associated with.the
. design-basis flow conditions. In addition, the tests provide assurance that
adequate clearances.and free movement of snubbers exist for unrestrained thermal;

' movement of. piping and supports during normal system heatup and cooldown opera-
tions. The planned test will develop loads similar to those experienced during

,

-reactor operations.
,

3.9.2.2 Seismic Subsystem Analysis
,

The NRC staff review under SRP 3.9.2 included FSAR Section 3.7.3. Areas re-
viewed were seismic analyses methods, determination of the number of earthquake

|
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1- cycles,. basis for selection of frequencies, the combination of modal responses
and spatial components of an earthquake, criteria used for damping, torsional"

effects of eccentric masses, interaction of other piping with Category I-piping,
and_ Category I buried piping systems.

_

The review of the applicant's seismic system and subsystem analysis included
the seismic' analysis-methods for all, seismic Category'I piping systems'and
components. The NRC: staff has reviewed the manner in which the dynamic system-
analysis is performed,'the method of-selection of significant modes,'whether-
.the: number of masses or degrees of freedom is adequate, and how considerationT

:is given to maximum relative displacements. The review included design method-
_

ologies and procedures used for.the evaluation of the interaction of nonseismic
Category I piping with seismic Category I piping, and the seismic methods that
consider the-effect of fill settlement and movement at support points, penetra-
tions, and anchors for seismic Category I buried piping systems. In addition,

. the NRC staff reviewed . seismic analysis procedures for recctor internals.

For the dynamic analysis of seismic Category I piping, each piping system'was'
idealized as a mathematical model consisting of lumped masses connected by
elastic members. The stiffness matrix for the piping system was determined
using the elastic properties of.the pipe. This includes the effects'of-
torsional, bending,-shear, and axial deformations as well as changes in stiff-

. ness because of curved members. Next, the mode shapes and the undamped natural
frequencies were obtained. The dynamic response of the system was calculated'
by using the response spectrum method of analysis. For a piping system that
.was supported at points with different dynamic excitations, the response
analysis was performed using an enveloped response spectrum. The NRC staff
finds the applicant's analysis methods acceptable.

The Limerick dynamic system analyses.are performed on an elastic basis. RG 1.61,
'? Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants," contains recom-

'

mended values of damping for the seismic analysis of SSC. The Limerick damping-
values used are less than those specified in RG 1.61 and are acceptable.

Modal response spectrum multi-degree of freedom and time history methods form
the. bases for the analyses of all major Category I-systems, components, and
equipment, and their supports. When the modal response spectrum method is
used, governing response parameters are combined by the square-root-of-the-

_
sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) rule. Howeve' -the absolute sum of the modal
responses is used for modesiwith closely spaced frequencies. .For the NSSS
systems and components, the SRSS of the maximum co-airectional responses is
used in_ accounting for three components of the earthquake motion for both the
time history and response spectrum methods. This is consistent:with the guide-
lines of RG 1.92. For the BOP systems and components, the absolute sum of
the largest horizontal response and the vertical response was used for both the

~ time history and response spectrum methods. In addition, the applicant has~
used' lower values of damping than recommended by RG 1.61. The NRC staff finds
that the applicant's approach provides a level of safety equivalent to that-
provided in RG 1.92. Floor spectra inputs to be-u' sed for design'and test
verifications of systems, components, and equipment, and their supports are
generated from the time history method, taking into account variation of
parameters by peak widening. A vertical seismic system dynamic analysis is
employed for all' systems, components, equipment, and their supports where

L
analyses show significant structural amplification in the vertical direction.
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. Whereinonseismic Category I: piping and Category I piping are separated by an -
'

. anchor,: the. applicant has either designed the anchor =to the actual calculated
seismic _ loads determined by analysis or a conservative static equivalent

imethod, or the11oads determined by the plastic moment' capability of.the pipe
..were employed. . Components and their supporting structures that are not-seismic
Category I but' that are flocated in the vicinity _ of seismic Category |I' items are
either designed to seismic Category I: criteria or are reviewed to: identify.-

,

:those whose failure could result in loss of required function of seismic
; CategoryLI structures,' equipment,, or systems -required after an SSE. Components
| identified by this review are-considered safety-impact items and_are eitherc

:

analytically checked to confirm their integrity against collapse when subjected )I toiseismic loading from the SSE or are separated _from seismic _ Category I -l' equipment by a barrier.
,

L Thefapplicant's' analysis-procedures for buried seismic Category I piping.is
~

described-in the Bechtel Topical. Report " Seismic Analyses of Structures and-
Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants," BC-TOP-4A, Revision 3. The NRC staff has

'

D reviewed this report and finds the analysis procedures for buried piping.
i acceptable.
,

Based on its review of- FSAR Section 3.7.3, the NRC staff concludes that the
applicant has met the relevant requirements ' of GDC :2 wi+.h respect -to demonstra-,

'

ting the design adequacy of all. Category.I piping systems, components, and
theirj supports to' withstand earthquakes by meeting the regulatory positions of
RGs 1.61 and 1.92 and by providing acceptable seismic analysis procedures.and )

_

--

criteria. LThe scope of review of the seismic system analysis _ included the3

seismic analysis methods of all| Category-I piping systems, components, and;
'

their supports. -It also included review of procedures 'for modeling,. inclusion
; of torsional effects, seismic analysis of Category I piping systems, seismic
'

i
. analysis of multiple-supported equipment and components with distinct inputs,
and determination of composite damping. The review has included design

; criteria and procedures for. evaluation of the interaction of.nonseismic'

j Category ~I piping with Category I piping. _ The review has also included-
criteria and seismic: analysis procedures for reactor. internals.i

..

'

3.9.2.3 Preoperational Flow-Induced Vibration Testing of Reacter Internals
T

Flow-induced vibration testing of reactor internals will be conducted during,

the'preoperational and startupttest program. The purpose of this-test is to,

' demonstrate that flow-induced vibrations similar~to those expected during
, . operation will not cause unanticipated flow-induced vibrations of'significant

magnitude or structural damage.
,

! . The Limerick reactor internals are substantially similar to those in the
! . prototype plant, Browns Ferry Unit 3,'which was docketed July 31, 1968. -The
[ Limerick reactor internals are' tested in accordance with the test procedures

_

i 'of RG 1.20, Revision 2,.for nonprototype seismic Category I plants. .The test
duration is sufficient to subject' critical components-to at least 108 cycles
of vibration during~two-loop and single-loop operation of the recirculation:

,

[ system.

|| The visual inspections conducted before and after preoperational testing are
; for the purpose of detecting evidence of vibration, wear, or loose parts. At

f.>-
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the completion of preoperational testing, the reactor vessel' head and the
shroud head are removed, the vessel is drained, and major components are
inspected on a' selected basis. .The inspections = cover the shroud, shroud head,
core support structures, jet pumps, the peripheral control rod drive, and
incore guide tubes. Access is provided to the reactor lower plenum for these

. inspections.

On the basis of its review, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant has met
the relevant requirements of GDC 1 and 4 with respect to the reactor internals

'being designed and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance
of the safety functions being performed and being appropriately protected
Egainst dynamic effects by (1) meeting the regulatory portions of RG 1.20_for
the-conduct of preoperational vibration tests and (2) having a preoperational
vibration program planned for the reactor internals that provides an acceptable
basis for verifying the design adequacy of these internals under test loading
conditions comparable to those that will be experienced during operation. The
combination of tests, predictive analysis, and post-test inspection provides
Edequate assurance that the reactor internals will, during their service life-
time, withstand the flow-induced vibrations of the reacitor without loss of
structural ~ integrity. The integrity of the reactor internals in service is
! assential to ensure the proper positioning of reactor fuel assemblies and
unimpaired operation of the control rod assemblies to permit safe reactor
operation and' shutdown.

I 3.9.2.4 ' Dynamic System Analysis of Reactor Internals Under Faulted Conditions

The applicant has ana' ized the reactor internals and unbroken loops of the
RCPB, including the supports, for the combined loads as a result of a
simultaneous LOCA and SSE. The results have not yet been documented in the
FSAR. The results'of this analysis, including the effects of annulus pres-
surization, will be. included in a self-contained appendix to Section 3.9.
Provided that the results in the final documentation meet the applicable
acceptance criteria, the NRC staff considers this approach acceptable and will
report its finding'in a supplement to this SER.

' '

On the basis of its review of FSAR Section 3.9.2.5 and pending resolution of
this confirmatory item, the NRC staff concludes that- the applicant has- met the
relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with respect to the design of systems and
components important to' safety to withstand the effects of earthquakes and the
tppropriate' combinations of the effects of normal and postulated accident
conditions with the effects of the SSE. This has been done by the applicant's
performing a dynamic system analysis that provides an acceptable basis for
confirming the structural design adequacy of the reactor internals and unbroken
piping loops to withstand the combined dynamic loads of a postulated LOCA and
SSE and the combined loads of postulated. main steamline rupture and SSE (for a
BWR). The analysis provides adequate assurance that the combined stresses ~and

~

strains in the components of the reactor coolant system and reactor internals
will not exceed the allowable design stress and strain limits for the materials
of construction and that the resulting deflections or displacements at any
structural element of the reactor internals will not distort the reactor inter-
nals geometry to the extent that core cooling may be impaired. The methods
used for component analysis have been found compatible with those used for the
system analysis. -The proposed combinations of component and system analysesi
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-are, therefore, acceptable. --The assurance.of_ structural _ integrity of the,

reactor internals under LOCA conditions for the most adverse postulated _ load-
ing event provides added confidence that the destJn will withstand *. ::pectrum
of lesser _ pipe breaks and seismic loading events.

3.9.3 ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, Component Supports, and Core
Support Structures

.

The.NRC staff review under SRP 3.9.3-is concerned with the structural integrity
and functional capability of pressure retaining components, . their supports, and
core support. structures.that are designed in accordance with the ASME Code,,

Section III. : The NRC staff has reviewed loading combinations u,d their respec-
tive stress limits, the design and installation of pressure-relief devices, and
the design and structural integrity of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components.

and component supports.

3.9.3.1 Loading Combinations, Design Transients, and Stress Limits

The NRC staff has reviewed the methodology used for load combinations and the
selected values of allowable stress limits. The applicant has evaluated all
ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, core support
components, control rod drive components, and other reactor internals using the
load combinations and stress limits in FSAR Section 3.9.3 and in responses to
NRC staff requests for additional information. This includes information

. provided by the applicant's March 31, 1983, letter on qualification of safety-
' .related equipment for hydrodynamic loads.' The NRC staff has reviewed this
'

information and'has concluded that it conforms to the acceptance criteria
in SRP 3.9.3.'

For essential 80P piping systems that are subjected to loads in excess of Ser- '

vice Level B' limits, the applicant has complied with the criteria in the NRC
stiff-approved GE Topical Report NEDO-21985, '' Functional Capability Criteria

i for Essential Mark II Piping," dated, September 1978. However, the NSSS
' essential systems were designed before NEDO-21985 was issued. NSSS essential

systems are currently.being evaluated for functional capability per this
topical report as part of GE's new loads adequacy evaluation program. The NRC-
staff will review this evaluation when_it is complete and include the results
in a supplement to this'SER. -

The BWR Mark II SRV and LOCA hydrodynamic. loads have been finalized as part of
Unresolved Safety Issues A-8 and A-39 in NUREG-C487, " Mark II Containment Lead.
Plant Program Load Evaluation and' Acceptance Criteria," including Supplements 1
and 2'to NUREG-0487.

I - For Limerick, the suppression po_ol hydrodynamic loads will be reconciled with
the design-basis load used for piping design, and the results of the new loads

! adequacy-evaluation will be documented in the Limerick FSAR when the program is
complete. Provided the final load-values do not exceed those values used in
the plant design, the NRC staff considers this approach acceptable and will
report the finding in a supplement to this report.

,

' Because the SRV discharge piping and downcomers are ASME Class 2 and 3 com-
ponents, ASME Code, Section III, does not require a fatigue analysis in their

!
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design. A'through-wall leakage crack in the unsubmerged portion of:these lines
in the wet well'resulting from fatigue caused by RV actuations and small LOCA
conditions would allow steam to bypass the pressure suppression pool. _This
could result;in an unacceptable ~overpressurization of the containment. The
NRC' staff,_therefore,-required that the applicant performia fatigue evaluation
on these. lines'in'accordance with the:ASME Code Class 1 fatigue rules. For
Limerick, a fatigue evaluation of the unsubmerged portion _of-SRV discharge
piping and downcomers in the wet well has been performed'in accordance with
:the ASME~ Code Class 1 fatigue rules and is acceptable.

SRP 3.9.3' requires that internal parts of components such as valve disks and
seats and pump: shafting subjected to dynamic loading during operation of the'

: component should be included in consideration of loading combinations, system
operating transients, and stress limits. Tha applicant stated that the results
for.the NSSS systems and components will be documented in its new load adequacy
evaluation program. The NRC staff will report its findings in a supplement to
this report.

The ASME Code requires that a design specification be prepared for Class 1, 2,
and 3 components-such as pump, valves, and piping systems. The design spec -
ification is intended to become a principal document governing design and con-
struction of these components _and should include specification of loading com-
binations, design transients, and all other necessary design data inputs,-
together with specified allowable limits for- stress or deflection. The Code
also requires a stress report for ASME Class 1 components,'or calculation files

;for ASME Class 2 and 3 components. An audit was conducted of design documents
for selected pumps, valves, and. piping systems'. As a part of this audit, the

NRC staff reviewed selected design specifications,-design' reports, and calcula-
tion _ files'for compliance with ASME Code requirements and for tracability
relative to design commitments in the FSAR. As a result-of this review,.the

NRC' staff has' determined that these documents adequately meet the Code require-
,

ments and are acceptable.

Based on its review of FSAR Section 3.9.3.1 and contingent upon the satis -
factory resolution'of the items noted above, the NRC staff finds that the
applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 4 with
respect to the design and service load combinations and associated stress and

7' deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components. This'

=was done by ensuring that systems and components important to safety are designed
to quality standards commensurate with their importance to safety and that these
systems can' accommodate the effects of-normal operation as well as postulated
events such as.LOCAs and the' dynamic effects resulting from earthquakes. The
specified* design and service combinations of loading as applied to ASME Code
Class 1,'2, and 3 pressure-retaining. components in systems designed to meet
seismic Category I standards provide assurance that, in the' event of'an earth-
quake affecting-the site for_ other service loading as a result _ of postulated

;

events' or. system operating ~ transients,'the resulting combined stresses imposed'

on system components will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits fo'r
the materials-of construction. Limiting the stresses. under such loading combina-
tions provides a' conservative basis for th< design of-system components to with-
stand the most adverse combination of loaa.ng events without loss of structural
integrity.

O
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~3.9.3.2'. Design and Installation of.P'ressure-Relief Devices

! The-NRC' staff hasireviewed FSAR Section 3.9.3.3 with' respect to the design and
installation criteria ' applicable to _the mounting of pressure-relief devices

'used-for~the overpressure protection:of ASME Class l','2, and 3-components.'
:This re' view includes an evaluation of the applicable loading combinations and

-

stress criteria. -_The design' review extends to consideration of the means
provided.to accommodate the rapidly applied reaction force when.a. safety or

~
~~

relief valve opens, and.che transient ~ fluid-induced loads applied to'the piping
. downstream;of a safety or relief valve.in a' closed ~ discharge _ piping system.

Based on its; review of FSAR Section 3.9.3.3, the_NRC staff finds that the-p

applicant'has met the: requirements.of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 3 with
.

respect to the criteria used for design and installation of ASME Code Class.1,
2, and 3 overpressure relief: devices. This has been done by ensuring that
safety and relief valves and their. installations are designed to standards that
are commensurate with their safety-functions, and that they can accommodate the
effects of discharge as a result of normal operation as well.as postulated

e events.such as LOCAs and the dynamic effects resulting from the SSE. The'

relevant requirements of.GDC.14 and 15 are also met with respect to ensuring
that 'the RCPB design limits for normal operation including anticipated opera-
tional occurrences _are.not exceeded. The criteria _used by the applicant in the
design and installation of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 safety and relief valves
provide adequate assurance that, under discharging conditions, the resulting
stresses'will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits for the material of
cons,truction. Limiting the' stresses under the loading combinations associated
with the actuation ~ of these pressure-relief devices provides a conservative
basis for.the design and installation of the devices to withstand these loads
without loss of structural integrity or impairment of the overpressure protec-
tion function.

~

3.9.3.3- Component Supports
'

The NRC staff's review of FSAR-Section 3.9.3.4 addresses--the methodology used
by the-applicant in the design of ASME-Code Class 1, 2, and_3 component
supports. All supports for Limerick'have been designed elastically to limits

- not exceeding the yield strength of the material. In response to NRC staff
, _ requests, the applicant has provided in FSAR Section 3.9.3 a definition _of the

boundary between pipe supports and supplemental structural. steel that is a part
of the building structure. NSSS and B0P pipe supports that are within the
support boundaryLare designed,' fabricated, examined, and inspected in accord-,

[ Lance with ANSI B31.7 for Code Class 1, 2, and 3 piping and with ANSI B31.1 for
non-nuclear safety piping. _The' allowable stress _ values used in the design of'

all pipe supports.are within the limits'provided in ASME Code, Section III,
Subsection NF, " Component: Supports." Support members within the supplementary

! - steel boundary are designed to the AISC standard. In addition to the examina-
tion' requirements in the' ANSI B31.7.and B31.1 and the AISC standard, the appli-
cant has committed'to the_following:

(1) Full penetration welds in ASME Class 1 pipe supports in both the B31.7 and,

AISC portions shallibe surface examined during construction by magnetic,

j . particle or liquid penetrant and visually examined thereafter as part of
the ASME Code _Section XI inservice inspection (ISI) program.

l
.

1
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(2) All other welds:in ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 pipe supports and in AISC-
-designed supplementary structural steel.shall be visually examined as part
of the ISI program.

4

The NRC staff finds that the.above design, fabrication, examination, and inspec-
-tion' commitments will ' result in pipe support and supplementary structural steel
designs that provide a -level of safety equivalent to current criteria in ASME
Code, Section "III, Subsection NF.

-The NRC staff -has . reviewed the applicant's design criteria pertaining'to buck-
111ng of component supports and the design of bolts used in component-supports.
For the faulted _ condition, the buckling allowable' stresses are limited to 0.67
times the critical buckling strength-of the support at temperature. For the
design of bolts, an allowable stress equal to or less than the yield strength
of the bolt material at temperature is'used for all loading conditions. The
NRC staff finds the applicant's design criteria and procedures for design
against buckling and the stress limits used for the design of bolts acceptable.

The NRC staff's position is that for the design of_ component supports, the
4

stress produced by seismic anchor point motion of piping and the thermal
expansion of piping should be categcrized as primary stresses. Expansion
stresses in the supports themselves may be categorized as secondary stresses.
The design criteria for component supports in Limerick systems is the same as

['
the NRC staff position and is acceptable.

' Based on~its review of FSAR'Section 3.9.3.4, the NRC-staff finds that the
applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 4 with
respect to the design and service load combinations and associated stress-and
deformation limits'specified for ASME Code Class.1, 2, and 3 component supports.'

This has been done by ensuring that component supports important to safety'are
designed to quality standards commensurate with.their importance to safety, and
that these supports can accommodate the effects of normal ~ operation as well.as-,

postulated. events such as LOCAs and the dynamic effects resulting from the SSE.
The combination of~ loadings (including system operating transients) considered
for each component support within a system, including the designation of the
appropriate service stress limit for each' loading combination,'is in accordance'

with-NUREG-0484, Revision 1. The specified design and service loading combina-
tions used for the design of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3'and component supports
in systems classified as seismic Category I provide assurance that in the event
of an earthquake or other service loadings as a result of postulated events or

L system operating transients, the resulting combined stresses imposed on system
components will not exceed allowable stress and the strain limits for the mate-

|. rials of construction. ~ Limiting the stresses under such loading' combinations
provides'a conservative basis for the design of support components to withstandi

the most adverse combination of loading events without loss of structural
integrity.

f~ Class CS component evaluation findings are in Section 3.9.5 of this report.

3.9.4 Control Rod Drive Systems
.

The NRC staff review-under SRP 3.9.4 covers the design of the control rod drive
1

system up to its interface with the control rods. The rods and drive mechanisin-

L.
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.shall be capable ofireliably, controlling reactivity changes either under condi-'

tions of: anticipated normal pignt'op'erational occurrences, cn under postulated
accident conditions. The NRC' staff-reviewed the information in FSAR'Sec-

* - tion'2.9.4 relative-to the-analyses and tests performed to ensure the struc-
ftural" integrity ~and functionality of'this' system-during normal operation and
.under, accident conditions. ,The NRC staff.also reviewed the life-cycle testing
- performed;to; demonstrate the reliability of the' control rod drive system over
'its 40 year life.

A detailed review of the design of the control-rod drive system with respect to.

its . capability 4of controlling reactivity and > cooling the-reactor core with
appropriate; margin in conjunction with_either the. emergency core cooling system
or the reactor protection system was not performed because of the system's<

'

similarity to other GE plants that have.been reviewed by the NRC staff pre-
viously'and found to be acceptable. The NRC staff is not aware of any sign-'

ificant-design changes in the control rod drive system for the Limerick plant.

In a letter from J. Kemper to A. Schwencer dated April 29, 1983,~the applicant
responded to the NRC: staff's request for information on control rod drive system
hydrodynamic loads contained in the, letter from A. Schwencer to E. G. Bauer, Jr. ,
dated April 5,1982. The applicant. stated that testing was performed on an.

-

~

' .

- actual hydraulic control unit from the Limerick Unit 2 CRD system to determine
the opening time for the scram valves. - The CRD piping system and supp' orts were
analyzed for the worst case hydrodynamic loads using these actual test data.
As ' a : result of this -assessn.ent, the applicant concluded that the hydrodynamic
loads that.were calculated were of sufficient magnitude _at~certain locations to
require' support modification,1and.the applicant committed that-these loads will
be included in the final design of the Limerick CRD piping _ system and supports.
Thus, based on the applicant's-commitment to include these loads in the. final
design.of the Limerick CRD piping systems and. supports and provided that_the -

stresses and displacements'that result'from.the specified. load combinations meeti

therapplicable limits described in FSAR Section 3.9.4.3, the NRC staff has,
-

determined that the applicant's response to this issue is' acceptable. '

4

Based on its review of the above information, the NRC staff concludes that the
-

design of the control rod drive system is acceptable and meets the requirements3
~

of GDC 1, 2,14, 26, 27, and. 29, and 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclusion-is. basedon the following:

(1) The applicant has met _the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with
respect to designing components important to safety to quality standards
commensurate with the importance of the safety fu.nctions to be performed.
-The design procedures and criteria used for' control rod drive system are
in.conformance with the requirements of appropriate ANSI and ASME codes.

~

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2,14,' and 26 with respect
to designing the control rod drive system to withstand effects of earth-
quakes and anticipated normal operation occurrences with adequate margins
to ensure'its structural integrity and functional capability and with ex- 4!- - tremely low probability of leakage or gross rupture of the RCPB. The

. specified design transients, design and service loadings, combination of ;
' loads, and -limiting the stresses and deformations under such loading '

'

combinations conform with the requirements of appropriate ANSI and ASME
codes and' acceptable regulatory positions specified in SRP 3.9.3.r

:

i-
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.(3) :The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 and 29 with respect to
. designing!the control | rod drive system to ensure that it'is capable of
' controlling. reactivity and cooling the reactor core with appropriate
. margin,'in conjunction with either the' emergency core cooling system or
the reactor protection system. The operability assurance program is.
acceptable with respect to meeting system design requirements in observed
performance as to wear, functioning times,;1atching, and overcoming a

. stuck rod.

3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals

:The NRC staff review.under SRPL3.9.5 is concerned-with the load combinations,_
allowable stress limits, and other criteria used in the design of the Limerick
reactor internals. .The NRC staff has. limited.its review in this area to the
design _ and analysis ofithe- reactor internals and the deformation limits speci- -
fied for those components. A detailed review of'the configuration and general
arrangement'of the mechanical and structural internal elements was not performed
for. Limerick because of the similarity of Limerick to other GE plants that were
previously reviewed by the NRC staff and found acceptable. The NRC staff is
.not aware of any significant design changes in the reactor internals for the
Limerick plant.

The applicant has stated that the core support structures are not designed in
accordance with ASME Code Section III, Subsection NG, " Core Support Structures."
After Subsection NG was issued, the applicant compared the Limerick reactor
internals design criteria to the requirements _of Subsection NG. This comparison
indicated that;the Limerick reactor internals could meet the design criteria
in Subsection NG; The NRC staff finds this to be an equivalent level of safety.

In response to IE Bulletin 80-07 regarding cracking in jet pump hold down beams,
the applicant has committed to reduce the pre-1 cad on the beams in accordance
with'GE recommendations. Additionally, inservice inspection of the jet pump
hold down beams will be performed to detect any crack tinitiation prior to beam
failure. The NRC staff finds this commitment to'be an acceptable approach to.
the problem.

NUREG-0619,_"BWR Feedwater Nozzle and Control Rod Drive Return Line Nozzle>

Cracking," describes the NRC staff's technical position on the resolution of
Generic Technical Activity A-10 "BWR Nozzle Cracking." In compliance with--

NUREG-0619, the Limerick design has incorporated the resolution presented in.
GE- Topical Report-NEDE-21821, "BWR Feedwater Nozzle /Sparger Final Report"
(March 1978). The new configuration is the triple sleeve with two sister-ring
seals and an unciad nozzle. As discussed in NUREG-0619, the NRC staff con-
cluded-that the GE Topical Report NEDE-21821 is an acceptable reference for
the Limerick station. From a mechanical design standpoint, the NRC staff
finds that the Limerick feedwater nozzle and sparger design is acceptable. A

control rod drive return line has not been included in the design of Limerick,
as discussed in Section'4.6 of this report.

The NRC staff concludes that the design of reactor internals is acceptable and-
meets the requirements of GDC 1, 2, and 4, and 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclusion
is based on the following:

[
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. 1 1(1) Thefapplicant meets the. requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with '

.

respect to designing"the reactor-internals to quality stiandards commen-"~

surate withithe importance.of the safety-functions to be performed. The :
a

design procedures'and criteria' used for the reactor internals are equiva-,

[j j 1ent to the requirements of Subsection NG ofsthe ASME Code, Section III. -;
4; *

',

-(2)' The applicant meets the requirements df GDC.2,.4, and 10'with respect to
..

.

,3 designing components important to safety to withstand.the effects.of
. ' earthquake and the effects of normal operation, maintenance, testing, and"

L postulated LOCAsLwith sufficient margin to ensure that~ the' capability to ,

| perform its safety functions is. maintained and the specified acceptable [
r

fuel design;11mits are not exceeded. ''
; ,

'

-The?specified design transients, design and service loadings, and combination'-

of loadings, as| applied to the design of the reactor internals structures and
components, provide reasonable assurance that in the event of an earthquake or
of a system transient during normal plant operation, the resditing deflections
and associated stresses imposed on these structures and ccaponents would'not

j- ~ / exdeed-allowable stresses and deformation limits _ for the :aaterials of construc-
tion; Limiting the.stres:,es' and deformations 'under-suci 1cading combinations
provides an acceptable basis for the design of*these structures and components
to withstand the most adverse loading events that have been postulated to occur
during service lifetime without loss of ' structural integrity or impairment of
function.

,

e >3.9.6 Inservice Testing of Pumps and' Valves
* '

, .

,

i The design of safety-related pumps and valves.in the Limerick plant is discussed
in Sections 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 above. Theiload combinations and stress limits used'

-

.in'the design of pumps and valves ensure that the component pressure boundary
-integrity is maintained.- ~In addition,;the applicant will periodically test and-

f: perform periodic measurements of all safety-related pumps and valves. These-
!

,

/. -tests and measurements are performed in accordance,with the rules of Section
XI of the ASME Code. Tne tests verify thit these' ' pumps -and. valves operate

~

successfully when called,upon. Periodic measurements are reade of various.param-
L eters and compared to: baseline measurements to de'tect long-term degradation'of
L' the pump or-valve performancef The NRC staff revipws the applicant's program.
[, . ;- for preservice and inservice! testing of pumps end valves using the guidance of

~~' SRP 3.9.6, and.gives'p' articular attention-to those areas of-the test programF

for which the applicant. requests relief from the requirements of Section XI of; ;
.the ASME Code.1 ,

p .a,.

I ~ Theaphlicanthassubmittedaprogramfortheinservicetestingofpumpsand
valves and all the required system drawings. The NRC staff has not completed-
its' detailed review of the applicant's. inservice testing-program. Based on the

.information in the applicant's program and on. flow diagrams in the. Limerick' _
,

:FSAR,~the NRC staff finds:that it is impractical within.the limitations of
idesign,-geometry, and' accessibility for the applicant to meet some of the

'

requirements of-the ASME Code. Imposition of those requirements would result
in hardships or~ unusual dif ficultie's without a compensating increase in the .t

;1evel;of quality or safety. Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a, the NRC,
i* : staff concludes that the re)jef that the applicant has requested from the pump .

and valve testing requirenents of 10 CFR 50.55(g)(2) and (g)(4)(i) is' warranted
,

, _

p s.

f,, ,
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for a portion of the. initial 120-month period, not.to exceed 2 years, daring )which the NRC staff expects to complete its detailed review. This will be i
'reflected in the Limerick license.
1
.

One area of concern during the NRC staff review has been the periodic leak i

testing of pressure isolation valves.

Several safety systems connected to the RCPB have design pressure below the
rated reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure. Also, some systems are rated at
full reactor pressure on the discharge side of pumps but have pump suction 1
below RCS pressure. To protect these systems, two or more isolation valves are .
placed in' series to form the interface between the high pressure RCS and the
low pressure system. The leaktight integrity of these valves must be ensured
by periodic leak testing to prevent exceeding the design pret.sure of the low
pressure systems, which would cause an intersystem LOCA.

The applicant has not provided a response to the NRC staff concern regarding
the periodic leak testing of the pressure isolation valves. The NRC staff will
report the results of its review in a supplement to this report.,

.

3.10 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical
Equipment

3.10.1 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification
;

The NRC staff's evaluation of the adequacy of the applicant's program for. -
qualification of electrical and mechanical equipment important to safety for
. seismic and dynamic loads consists of-(1) a determination of the acceptability.

of the procedures used, standards followed, and the completeness of'the program'
,

in general and (2) an onsite audit of selected equipment items to develop the.
basis for the staff's judgment on the completeness and adequacy of the implementa-
tion of the entire seismic and dynamic qualification program.

.,

! The NRC staff has evaluated the methodology and procedures of the: applicant's
equipment seismic ar.a dynamic qualification program contained in FSAR Sec-
~tions 3.9.2, 3.9.3, and 3.10. The NRL staff has concluded that, except for the

' . areas discussed below, the information in.the FSAR does meet the intent of.the
~NRC: staff acceptance criteria as specified in SRP 3.10. The NRC staff, in a

lettt.r dated March 11, 1983 requested that FSAR Section 3.10 be revised to
include additional information, such as the effects of hydrodynamic vibratory

floads, the redefinition of rigid frequency, the description of the extent to
which the qualification program meets the current NRC staff licensing criteria,
and the fatigue cycling effect of the SRV and other vibratory loadings.

For the purpose of describing its overall qualification program, the applicant
met with the NRC staff on March 4, 1983, and presented the-status of the
. Limerick equipment seismic and dynamic qualification program. The. applicant
stated that 85% completion is expected by October 1983 for balance of plant
(80P) equipment, and that the work on. fatigue cycling effects was in progress.

=The NRC staff expressed concern about the applicant's assertion that .the
Limerick SRV loadings have low freque / content, at around 6 to 10 Hz. The

applicant agreed to investigate and y ovide supporting evidence on this.
Finally, the applicant. stated that GE, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)

! supplier, is reviewing the new (hydrodynamic) load adequacy.
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In response to the NRC staff's letter to the applicant dated August 12, 1982,
regarding qualification of safety-related equipment for hydrodynamic loads, the
applicant provided additional information.in a letter dated March 31, 1983. In
this letter, the applicant states that the applicable FSAR revision with
respect to hydrodynamic loads will be completed by the fourth quarter of 1983.
The information in the applicant's March 31, 1983, letter pertaining to FSAR
Sections 3.9.2 and 3.10 has been reviewed by the NRC staff and the results are
discussed below.

In response to the issue identified as item (d) in the NRC staff's August 12,
1982, letter, the applicant has provided a description of the approach used to
develop enveloped spectra to limit the number of tests for equipment qualified
by tests, or the number of analyses for equipment qualified by analysis.
Seismic and nonseismic response spectra are combined by the square root of the
sum of the squares (SRSS) method, in accordance with NUREG-0484, Revision 1,
and as described in GE report NED0-24010 and its supplements, for the load
combinations provided in response to item (b) of the NRC staff's August 12,
1982, letter. For the same equipment at different locations, the combined
response spectra from each of the different locations are enveloped for each
of the north-south, east-west, and vertical directions. The enveloped spectra
are then used as the basis for testing and/or analysis. The NRC staff finds
this response to item (d) to be acceptable.

In response to the issue identified as item (e) in the NRC staff's August 12,
1982, letter, the applicant has provided a description cf the method used to
account for hydrodynamic load cycles using typical examp;ss. Equipment designed
to ASME Code Class 1 requirements is qualified by analysis. The fatigue effects
under the normal and upset loads are evaluated by considering SRV and OBE loads
together, along with thermal and pressure cycles. This Class 1 analysis method
is extended to selected ASME Code Class 2 piping and components, such as SRV
downcomers, quenchers, etc. Furthermore, the applicant has reviewed fatigue
effects analyses performed to date by other utilities, and has reviewed loads
at Limerick that result from SRV actuations. The applicant has stated that
the reviews indicate that fatigue failures as a result of normal plant loads,
including SRV actuation loads, are not a concern.

However, to address the fatigue issue on a plant-specific basis, the following
actions are being taken by the applicant:

(1) As discussed in the March 4, 1983 meeting and further described in the
applicant's letter of March 31, 1983, the applicant is conducting extended
duration testing of equipment that has yet to be qualified; included are
components of the anticipated transient without scram / scram discharge
volume (ATWS/50V) modifications package.

(2) As a result of the meeting and discussions, the applicant will perform an
analysis on one piece of equipment each in the reactor building and contain-
ment structures to further demonstrate that for Limerick the fatigue usage
factors are less than 1.0.

In regard to item (f) of the NRC staff's August 12, 1982, letter on qualifying
equipment with potential for nonlinear behavior where full-scale testing is not
used, the applicant states that, to date, it has not been necessary to perform
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nonlinear analyses. However, for nonlinear. analyses that may be necessary to
account?for nonlinear materia 1' properties or geometry-related nonlinearities,
the applicant ~would. include.a_ detailed justific& tion for the approach used for_ ,

the_ qualification. Alternatively,.the testing method of qualification would be
_

used where-the effects of nonlinearities are to be considered. The NRC staff_

.

finds this response to NRC item (f). acceptable.

When the applicant indicates that the' equipment qualification program is sub- i

stantially complete, the NRC staff's Seismic' Qualification Review Team (SQRT)
; will conduct an onsite audit. The NRC staff will report the results of

its-continuing review of the applicant's program, including review of the j

requested additional information and resolution of the NRC staff concerns
.

described above, in a supplement to the SER.'

3.10.2 Operability Qualification of Mechanical Equipment
4

The Pump and Valve Operability Review Team (PVORT), composed of. members of the
NRC staff and consultants from Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, has

*

,

I reviewed the applicant's pump and valve operability assurance-program as dis-
.

cussed in FSAR Section 3.9.3.2 and compared this information with SRP 3.10.
The PVORT has determined that the applicant has provided information to define' *

how active pumps and valves are generally qualified with respect to operability.
The NRC staff's review of this information will include a review of the appli-
cant's response to TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.28, " Qualification of ADS Accu-

~

4 mulators," and will include a review of the applicant's response by letter
dated July _7, 1983, to the issue of containment purge and vent valve operability.
In'a letter dated March 11,'1983, the NRC staff has requested the applicant to
describe the extent to which the qualification program meets the criteria of

~

IEEE 344-1975 with respect to qualification of pumps and valves. In addition, .

the NRC staff has requested that verification of valve closure _ times under full,

flow, temperature, and pressure conditions.be provided. The applicant's rigid
body assumptions with regard to both testing and analysis of pumps and-valves
needs further justification, as does the independent qualification of pumps,
valves, prime movers, and actuators versus their assembly qualification. In

"

addition, for,those components where' qualification and/or operability assurance-

is by analysis alorie, some question remains about the confidence level ensured
by this methodology. The necessity for'additio'nal component testing'is'being
considered and cannot be established without an inspection at the plant site.
Therefore, for the NRC staff to determine the adequacy of the implementation of
the applicant's. pump and valve operability assurance program, onsite audit of a

the equipment and supporting' documentation is. required. This audit will include
an inspection to observe the as-built configuration and installation of the ,

equipment. Also, during this audit the NRC staff will review specific docu-
mentation (for example, purchase specifications and test reports that are de-
scribed-in the applicant's program). Thus, the overall review will include an
FSAR review and the onsite audit of selected equipment. Because of the Ifmited
number of equipment items that can be audited within a reasonable time, the
audit results must provide a high degree of confidence for the NRC staff to
-conclude the overall. implementation.of the applicant's program is acceptable.
-Both phases of the NRC's staff review must be acceptable for the NRC staff to
arrive at a favorable conclusion on the' applicant's overall pump and valve
operability assurance program.

i
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.

The applicant has been requested to provide infor1mation on the completion
. status of;the equipment documentation and onsite installation-of the equipment.
Before the audit is conducted, more than 85% of both the equipment documenta-
tion and the installation must be completed. 'When the applicant has indicated

<

that the work has. reached this status, the NRC staff will conduct the audit
' and will subsequently report the results of the review in a supplement to

this report. ~

3.11 En'vironmental Qualification for Mechanical and Electrical Ea'ipment
.

.

. ..
'

u
Important to Safety and Safety-Related Electrical Equtoment,

9
! 3.11.1: . Introduction

Equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety function s.ust be demon-
strated to be capable of maintaining functional operability under all service
conditions postulated to occur during its installed life for the time it ist; required to operate. This requirement--which is in GDC 1 and 4 and in Sec-
tions III, XI, and XVII of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50--is applicable to equip-;
ment located inside as well as outside containment. More detailed requirements'

and guidance relating to the methods and procedures for demonstrating thisE
capability for electrical equipment are in.10 CFR 50.49, " Environmental Qualifi-!
cation of Electric Equipment Important to Safety'for Nuclear Power Plants," and
in NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environg. ental Qualification of
Safety-Related Electrical Equipment." NUREG-0588 supplements IEEE 323 and

j various RGs and industry standards.
I

3.11'.2 Background-

NUREG-0588 was issued in December 1979 to promote a more orderly and systematic
implementation of electrical equipment qualification programs by industry and

i.

^

to provide guidance to the NRC staff for use in ongoing licensing reviews. The; positions contained in this section provide guidance on (1) how to establish
environmental. service conditions, (2) how to select methods that are considered

i appropriate for qualifying equipment in different areas of the plant, and
(3) other areas.such as margin, aging, and documentation.

'

.

In February 1980; the~NRC staff asked ~the applicant'to review and evaluate the
environmental qualification docu' mentation for each item of safety-related
electrical equipment that could be exposed to a harsh environment and to
identify the degree to which the applicant's, qualification program complies
with the NRC staff positions described in NUREG-0588. IE Bulletin 79-018
" Environmental _ Qualification of' Class IE Equipment," issued January 14, 1980,
and its supplements dated February 29, September 30, and October 24, 1980,
established environmental qualification requirements for operating reactors.
This bulletin and its supplements were provided to the applicant for considera-
tion in the Limerick review.

A final rule on environmental qualification of elect'ric equipment important to;

i. safety for nuclear-power plants became effective on February 22, 1983. This
! rule, 10 CFR 50.49, specifies the requirements to be met for demonstrating the

environmental qualification of electrical equipment important to safety located
in a harsh environment. In accordance with this rule, equipment for Limerick
Units 1 and 2 may be qualified in accordance with the criteria specified in
Category.II of NUREG-0588. 1

!
;.
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The qualification requirements for mechanical equipment are principally con-
tained in Appendices A and B of.10 CFR 50. The qualification methods defined
in NUREG-0588 can also be applied to mechanical equipment. i

In response to the above requirements, the applicant has provided preliminary
equipment qualification information in FSAR Section 3.11 and in an environmental

4

qualification report dated May 24, 1983.

3.11.3 Completeness of the Environmental Qualification Program

To demonstrate compliance with the final rule,10 CFR 50.49, the applicant must
submit the following information before an operating license can be granted:

(1) In accordance with the scope defined in 10 CFR 50.49, provide

(a) a list of all nonsafety-related electrical equipment located in a
harsh environment whose failure under postulated environmental condi-
tions could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions
by the safety-related equipment.. A description of the method used to
identify this equipment must be included. The nonsafety-related
equipment identified must be included in the environmental qualifica-
tion program.

(b) a statement that all safety-related electric equipment in a harsh
environment, as defined in the scope of 10 CFR 50.49, is included in
the equipment qualification program (including equipment required for
a medium energy line break, fuel handling accident, etc.).

(c) a list of'all Category I and II post-accident monitoring equipment
currently installed, or to be installed before plant operation, in
response to RG 1.97, Revision 2. The equipment identified must be
included in the environmental qualification program.

(2) Provide information demonstrating qualification of all equipment in a
harsh environment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49, or provide justifica-
-tion for interim operation pending completion of qualification, as

.

This material should be submitted to allowrequired by 10 CFR 50.49.
sufficient time for NRC staff review and approval before an operating

~

license is issued.

Although there are no detailed requirements for mechanical equipment, GDC 1 and
4, Sections III and XVII.of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, and SRP 3.11, Revision 2,
contain the following requirements and guidance related to equipment
qualification:

(1) Components shall be designed to be compatible with the postulated environ-
mental conditions, including those associated with LOCAs.

-(2) Measures shall be established for the selection and review for suitability'

of application of materials, parts, and equipment that are essential to
safety-related functions.

4
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(3) Design control measures shall be established for verifyina the adequacy ofdesign.
'

(4) Equipment qualification records shall.be maintained and shall include the
: results of tests and materials analyses.
; . To demonstrate compliance with GDC 4.for mechanical equipment, the NRC staff

requires that a review and evaluation be performed by the applicant that
includes

(1) identification of safety related mechanical equipmentilocated in harsh
environmental areas, including required; operating time,

(2) identification of the nonnetallic :subcomponents of this equipraent
! (3) identification of the environmental conditions for which this equipment.

must be qualified

(4) identification of nonmetallic material capabilities

(5) evaluation of environmental effects

. The NRC staff will select approximately three items of mechanical equipment for'

- which documentation of environmental qualification must be provided for review, ialong with .the results of the review performed for all safety-related mechanical '

equipment located in harsh environment areas.
i

Additionally, all safety-related equipment should be subjected to a maintenance,
surveillance, and periodic testing program in accordance with RG 1.33 to detect
any age-related degradation that could affect the qualification of the equipment
and to maintain the equipment in a qualified condition.

-

Once $.7e final submittal is received, the NP.C staff will review the environ-.

mental qualification' program for compliance and request any additional informa-
tion needed to establish its acceptability. The NRC staff. will then perform
an audit review of electrical equipment environmental qualification files and
associated installed equipment. Following this audit, the results of the review-
and evaluation will be included in a supplement to.this report. Before an
operating license is granted, the NRC staff must be able to conclude that full
compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 and all applicable rules and regulations has beeni

L demonstrated.

L
|

i

,

t

$
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o4- REACTOR

4.1 JIntroduction

' The' reactor design -for Limerick is'similar to that reviewed and found accept- '

fable by the.NRC staff for Other BWR/4/5 plants, such as La Salle, Shoreham,,,

Susquehanna, Zisumer, Fermi-2, and WNP-2. The NRC staff. review of FSAR Chap-
ter 4-is based on information supplied by-the| applicant; information_in the:

s

, FSAR,! and . information in the referenced topical . reports. LIn addition,1the NRC
staff's safety evaluation relies heavily _ on previous staff reviews, with appro-
priate modification ~ as necessitated by the. generation of new information. .The
review was performed in accordance with'the. requirements of the latest version

.

of the Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800 (July 1981).

| ' 4. 2' Fuel System Design

i The objectives of'this fuel system safety review as' described in SRP 4.2 are '

i -to provide assurances that (1) the fuel system is not damaged as a result of-
normal operation and' anticipated operational occurrences,-(2). fuel system damage

~

, is never so severe as to prevent control rod insertion when it is required,-
|1 (3) the number of fuel rod failures is not underestimated for postulated acci-:

dents, and (4) coolability is always maintained. A "not' damaged" fuel system"

is_ defined as meaning that fuel rods do not fail, that fuel ' system dimensions
remain within operational; tolerances, and that functional-capabilities.are not

' - -reduced below those assumed in the safety analysis. Objective (1) implements,

GDC110,' and the design-limits that accomplish this are. called specified accept-'

able fuelidesign limits (SAFDLs). " Fuel rodffailure" means that the fuel rod.

leaks and that the first fission product barrier-(the cladding) has, therefore,',

: ,

been breached. Fuel. rod > failures must be accounted for in the dose analysis '

t ' .
. required by 10_CFR 100 for postulated accidents. "Coolability," which is some-'

times termed "coolable geometry," means,'in general, t';.at the fuel assembly,

'

retains :its rod-bundle geometrical' configuration with. adequate coolant channel-
ing toL permit removal' of residual heat even after a severe accident. -The

'

e

. general; requirements to maintain control ~ rod.insertability and core coolability
.

L- Lappear repeatedly in the GDC (such as, GDC 27 and 35). Specific coolability
~

irequirements for loss-of-coolant accidentsL(LOCAs) are in 10 CFR 50.46.

ETO ensure that the above-stated objectives'are met, the NRC staff examines
_ (1) design bases, (2)-description and design. drawings, .:the following areas: -

(3) _ design evaluation, and (4) testing, inspection, and surveillance plans. In
assessing-the adequacy of the design, the staff compares operating experience,

. prototype testing, and ' analytical predictions _ with acceptance criteria -for fuel
!~ - system damage, fuel rod failure, and feel'coolability.

.Because the --format of the FSAR and its support documents- (NEDE-24011-P-A,
~NEDE-20944-P, and NEDE-20944-1P) does not' correspond with the format'of SRP 4.2,

i
~ .the NRC staff- technical = review focused to a large extent on clarifying the de-

sign bases and limits and determining the analytical.. experimental, and opera-''

tional' support for_those bases and limits. The review was complicated by the
fact that the 'FSAR'itself contained little more than an outline that corresponds{

>
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to the format used in referenced Topical Reports on BWR/4 and BWR/5 fuel de-
signs (NEDE-20944-P and NEDE-20944-1P), although those reports have been
partially superseded as a reference document by the GE generic reload report
(NEDE-24011-P-A). Therefore, to aid the review, GE provided a guide or " road-
map" (Engel, August 11, 1981) that-was used to cross reference the support
' documents with SRP 4.2. This section will follow the format of NUREG-0800.
4.2.1.~ Design Bases

Design bases for the safety analysis address fuel system damage mechanisms and
suggest limiting values for important parameters so that damage will be limited
to acceptable levels. For convenience, the acceptance criteria for these de-
sign limits are grouped into three categories in NUREG-0800: (1) fuel system
damage criteria, which are most applicable to normal operation, including anti-
cipated operational occurrences (A00s); (2) fuel rod failure criteria, which
apply to normal operation, A00s, and accidents; and (3) fuel coolability cri-
teria, which apply to accidents.

4.2.1.1 Fuel System Damage Criteria

The following paragraphs discuss the NRC staff's evaluation of the design bases
and corresponding design limits-for the damage mechanisms listed in NUREG-0800.

These design limits, along with certain criteria that define failure (see Sec-
tion 4.2.1.2), constitute the SAFDLs required by GDC 10. The design limits

;

in this section should not be exceeded during normal operation including anti-
cipated operational occurrences.

(1) Cladding Design Stress

As stated in Section 2.2 of NEDE-24011,* "the fuel assembly must be designed
to ensure that possible fuel damage would not result in the release of radio-

-active materials in excess of applicable regulations." To satisfy that design
[ basis, GE employs'the strength theory, terminology, and stress categories
! presented in the ASME Code, Section III, as a guide for determining fuel rod
i cladding stress limits, which are presented in Table 2.6 of NEDE-24011. As
i indicated in SRP 4.2.II.A.1, stress limits that are obtained by methods similar

to those.given in Section III of the ASME Code are acceptable..

(2) Strain Fatigue

L As indicated in Tables 2-13 and 2-13a of NEDE-24011, the strain fatigue cri-
teria described'in SRP 4.2 (a safety factor of 2 on stress amplitude or a
safety factor of 20 on the number of cycles) are applied. In addition, where
stress rupture and fatigue cycling are both significant, GE applies the follow-
ing limiting condition:

I actual time at stress , actual number of cycles at stress
< 1.0allowable time at stress allowable cycles at stress

. *Unless otherwise specified, references to NEDE-24011 are intended to apply to
'

the latest approved version of NEDE-24011-P-A-4.
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This'' design limit is more conservative than discussed .in NUREG-0800 and is
also acceptable to the NRC staff.

(3) Frettina Wear .

No design' limits are given by GE for fretting wear, although NUREG-0800 states
that wear limits should be stated. Because GE is'able to show that fretting
wear is negligible based on operating experience,(see Section 4.2.3.1(3)),

- specific numerical: limits are not necessary and this deviation from NUREG-0800
:isLjustified.-

t . .

(4): External Corrosion and Crud Buildup

;With respect to' external corrosion and crud buildup, the applicant in a response
to NRC staff questions ~-(Bradley, May 25, 1983) referenced the GESSAR docket ,

that_ states that GE's design basis (Charnley, January 25, 1983) is that "the
fuel rod is evaluated to ensure that the cladding temperature increase and
cladding metal thinning du'e to cladding corrosion, and the cladding temperature

-increase due to the buildup of corrosion products, do not result in fuel. rod
failure due to reduced cladding strength." GE does not specify a maximum
cladding external temperature to limit corrosion or an external corrosion or
crud _ layer thickness that would significantly affect design margins. However,

the SRP.does not provide numerical-limits for cladding temperature or degree
of oxidation for normal operation. Because GE has demonstrated that corros-
ion and crud buildup ~are accounted for in the design analysis, the NRC staff
concludes that GE's-approach is consistent with the SRP guidelines.

*
. .

.(5) Dimensional Changes.

f

~ Fuel assembly components such as the fuel rods and channel boxes may undergoI

various types of-dimensional changes such asifuel rod bowing, axial growth,
and channel box deflection. Such phenomena are related to neutron fluence,
fuel ~burnup,' and assembly core residence time and.must be accounted for in the'

fuel design analyses to establish operational tolerances and to ensure that.
all effects are accommodated.in the thermal and mechanical design.

~ Fuel rod' bowing is a phenomenon that alters the. pitch dimensions between adja- '
cent fuel rods and thus affects local nuclear power peaking and heat . transfer

,

to the coolant. GE has established (NEDE-24011-P-A) a " deflection" limit
corresponding to about. half the nominal spacing to ensure that the rod-to-rod

~

'and rod-to-channel clearances.are sufficient to allow free passage of coolant
water to all heat transfer surfaces. Although NUREG-0800 does not suggest
specific numerical limits for rod bowing, the proposed deflection limit-is
consistent with the current industry treatment of fuel rod bowing and is,

.therefore,. acceptable.

With regard to channel' box deflection, GE has issued.a generic report on channel
design and deflection (NEDE-21354-P) and has responded to staff questions in
two supplements. The GE report documents (1) the fuel channel description, (2)
the design bases and analyses,'and (3) the creep deflection phenomenon. In the

design basis section of the generic report, the design basis for channel struc-
-tural adequacy is discussed in terms of material properties such-as yield
! strength, stress-rupture strength, and operational duty including normal
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maneuvers, transients, and accidents. .The discussion meets the guidance of
<

p .NUREG-0800 with regard to design bases and'is,,therefore, acceptable.
i

(6) = Fuel and Poison Rod-Pressures
t.
'

. i
' The SRP (NUREG-0800) identifies fuel and burnable poison roi pressure as a '

potential fuel system damage. mechanism because: (a) outward (tensile) cladding,

>

stresses'.may force analytical methods into a mode for which they were not de-
! . signed o'r.where greater, uncertainties exist;'(b) the higher releases of fission

" gas ~ associated with. higher-rod pressures may lead to a level.of undesirable
positive thermal feedback; (c) the higher releases, of fission gas associated

i 'with higher. rod pressure may lead _to, underestimating the radiological conse-
.quences of accidents using release' assumptions of RGs 1.25.and 1.77; and (d). net1

positive pressures would lead to ballooning during non-LOCA DNB events and such'
behavior is:not analyzed in the accident enalysis.

. In past reviews' of GE BWRs, tihe NRC. staff has ignored. the absence of a designt

; limit on. rod internal' pressure-because the NRC staff believed that the rod'

pressure was nevertheless remaining below system pressure. Although the NRC
staff notes that the rod. internal pressures typically reported in the GE clad-

j ' ding stress analyses are well in excess of the nominal coolant system. pressure-
(in a number of license applications:that refer to the generic analys'es in-

i. . NEDE-24011), those calculations rely on conservative assumptions that are made
to simplify the analysis and, as.a result, do not provide an accurate estimate~ ,

|of rod internal pressure (the calculated pressures are'. conservatively high).
-To assess-the' impact of fuel rod internal pressure on the safety analysis of

_

other plants, the NRC staff has, in the past, relied on other, more representa-
tive (but still conservative) analyses from GE (Sherwood, December 22, 1976).

! These calculations show that-fuel rod internal pressures remain below the nominal
, system pressure for planar average burnups below 44,000 mwd /MTU. This conclus-
i ion remained unchanged for the newer prepressurized fuel design as well (NEDE-

-23786-1). On the basis of these calculations, the.NRC. staff concluded in the1

past that the rod internal pressure criterion, although not explicitly used by
?- GE, had-nevertheless been met.

More recent information from GE (Quirk, January 21, 1982) indicated that fuel.
rod-internal pressures may exceed system pressure even'on the basis of the
.more representative ~ calculations. The NRC staff attributes this change in
. calculated pressure to the higher.burnup levels now being analyzed and to the
advent of.more appropriate fission gas release data and methods of analysis.

_

.The change has thus prompted the NRC-staff to re-examine the' matter of con-
formance with SRP 4.2.II.A.1.f.

~

The NRC staff thus points out that Limerick fuel does not-appear to meet the
'SRP criterion on rod pressure for.all burnups considered. The applicant has

~

o

| stated (Bradley, May 25, 1983), however, that' fuel rod internal pressure does,

: ~ not exceed nominal system pressure during the first cycle of plant operation.
!~ Because several courses of action'are available to-resolve this issue without-

major changes'in design'or operation of the plant and because the deviation
'from the SRP.will not occur until after the first cycle of operation, the-

l' -Limerick license will be conditioned to require resolution of the rod pres-
sure. issue before the start of the second cycle of operation by which time the
applicant proposes to resolve this issue' satisfactorily.

,
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'(7).tFuel'As'sembly Liftoff ,

The SRP calls for the fuel assembly holddown. capability (gravity and springs)
to exceed' worst case hydraulic loads for. normal, operation, which includes

,
'

. anti ci pated . operati onal i occurrences. Although the. applicant does not discuss
,

s'uch a criterion, Section 4.2.3.1(7) of this report indicates that the Limerick'

fuel design meets this SRP. acceptance criterion.

| . (8) . Control Material Leaching

NUREG-0800'and the GDC require that control rod reactivity be_' maintained.
Control red. reactivity can sometimes be lost by leaching of.certain poison
materials if the. control rod cladding is breached, as has been observed
(Eisenhut, October 22, 1979). GE has postulated (NEDE-24226-P) that breaching

.

by cracking is caused by stress corrosion resulting from solidification (sin-
tering) of the'boronicarbide (B C)' particles in the rods followed by swelling

- (because of helium and lithium) of the: sintered 8 C. The stress in the tubes4
caused:by the B C is believed to accelerate the intergranular corrosion that4
proceeds from the outside. surface of the rod cladding.

4

Before the discovery of the B C leaching loss mechanism, the previously defined4
. life-limiting parameter for the control blades was loss of boron by depletion.
TheLcurrent criterion defining end of control blade life is a loss of total'

reactivity equal -to' 10% of initial control blade worth. If total boron-10 loss.

by; depletion and leaching is considered, GE has determined (NEDE-24226-P)-that'

a 10% reduction in worth occurs'when the-total boron-10 reduction, averaged
over the. top. quarter.of the blade, reaches 34%. . Based on.its review of the4

available data and discussions with GE personnel, the.NRC staff has determined~

that the 10% reduction.in-worth' criterion is appropriate.

[ 4.2.1.2 Fuel Rod Failure Criteria

The NRC' staff's evaluation of fuel rod failure thresholds for the failure
mechanisms listed in the SRP is presented in the-following paragraphs. When .

these' failure thresholds'are applied to normal or transient operation,-they
are used as? limits (and hence SAFDLs), because fuel. failures under those condi-'

tions should not occur:(according to the traditional conservative interpreta-
1. tion =of GDC 10). .When these thresholds are applied to accident analyses, the
-number of fuel failures must be determined for input to the radiological dose
calculations required by 10 CFR 100. The basis or reason for establishing
these failure thresholds is thus predetermined, and only the threshold values-

K Lare reviewed below.
?

'(1) Internal Hydriding

- JTo prevent internal hydriding, GE specifies a fabrication limit on moisture
econtent. . Based on the reported hydride formation threshold value, the H 04
specification limit for.8 x 8 fuel;(set at a value less than half the hydride
formation threshold value).was established on the basis of the previous limit
for 7-x 7' fuel and information obtaine'd from the literature (Joon, 1972)."To

" include the-total' fuel moisture content, GE converts the total fuel rod moisture-
'

limit to a. total' fuel column hydrogen limit. The'GE limits for moisture and2

hydrogen are well below those specified in SRP 4.2, and the current American
.
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. Society for . Testing- and Materials' (ASTM) specification -(C776-76, Part 45) for
a' UOg pellet-equivalent limit of 2 ppm hydrogen from all sources. is 'also '

satisfied; The GE limits:for fuel moisture and hydrogen content to preclude
hydriding failures are, therefore, acceptable.

(2) C1addino' Col 1 apse

If axial gaps in the~ fuel pellet column were-to occur because of densification,-

the cladding'would have the potential of collapsing.into:a gap |(flattening).
~Because of the large. local _ strains that.would' result from, collapse, collapsed
cladding is assumed to be failed. .To' define a collapse criterion to reflect

|the operational conditions of the reactor, GE has elected _(NEDE-20606-P-A) to
adopt a collapse criterion that is related to an assumed pressure increase
during a turbine trip without~ bypass; that is, if the fuel rod can. sustain,
without collapse,'an instantaneous increase in the hot system pressure-of a
given magnitude, it-is considered safe against collapseLduring normal operation,
including A00s. The maximum ovality that precedes'this collapse-safe transient
is defined as the design linit ovality. NEDE-20606-P-A, which'contains these
limits and definitions, has been reviewed and approved (Butler, April 1975).
The staff, therefore, concludes .that the cladding collapse design limit has
been adequately addressed for the Limerick fuel design.

'(3)_ Overheating of Cladding

As indicated in SRP 4.2.II.A.2, it has been traditional; practice.to assume
that failures will not occur if the thermal margin criterion is satisfied.
This'is a conservative assumption for events that cause failures by high tem-
perature cladding mechanisms.~~For BWR fuel, thermal margin.is stated in terms
of the minimum value of the critical power ratio (MCPR), which corresponds to
the most limiting fuel assembly in the core. As indicated in Section 5 of
NEDE-24011-P-A, GE ensures that adequate thermal margin is maintained by'
selecting an MCPR based on a statistical analysis'as follows:

' Moderate frequency transients caused by a. single operator error or
" equipment malfunction _-shell.be limited such that, considering.uncer-
tainties in manufacturing and monitoring the core operating state,
more than 99.9 percent of.the fuel rods would be expected to avoid
boiling transition.

-

Both the normal operation and transient thermal ilmits-in terms of MCPR are
derived from this approach, which is. described fully in NEDE-10958-P-A and

~

-NEDO-10958-A. These. design limits are consistent with the. thermal. margin
guidelines of SRP 4.2.II.A.2, and are thus acceptable from the standpoint of
the fuel mechanical design. The review of thermal / hydraulic design methods is

. described in Section 4.4 of this report.

(4) Overheating of Fuel Pellets

;Although SRP 4.2.II.A.2.e, states-that'it has:been traditional practice to
-assume that failure will' occur if fue1~ pellet centerline melting takes place,
"that conservative assumption has been. strictly applied only to pressurized water
reactor (PWR)-fueli For BWRs, a limited amount of calculated UO2 melting has
been permi_tted for certain events (such as rod withdrawal)'as long as the
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melting-is not sufficient.to cause 1% cladding plastic strain. (See paragraph
4.2.1.2(6) below for a discussion of the 1% strain limit.) *It should be notu
that. fuel. melting is.not expected.to-occur for normal steady-state full power
operation (see Section 2.4.2.5 of NEDE-24011).

~

'(5). Excessive Fuel Enthalpy-

For.a-severe. reactivity initiated accident (RIA).in a BWR at'zero or low power,
'the.SRP assumes-fuel failure will~ occur if-the radially averaged. fuel rod-
enthalpy is greater than 170 cal /g at any axial location. The.170 cal /g
enthalpy criterion, developed from special power excursion reactor tests

--(SPERT) (Grund et al., August 1969), is primarily intende.d to address the.-

effects of. cladding overheating, but-it.also-indirectly addresses pellet /
.

cladding interactions of the type associated with severe RIAs. .As indicated
in the Engel letter of August 11, 1981- and in NED0-10527, GE uses 170 cal /g as
a cla'dding. failure threshold and thus satisfies the SRP.

-(6) Pellet / Cladding' Interaction

Fuel failures as a result of pellet / cladding interaction (PCI) have been
encountered in fuel in operating BWRs (NEDE-24343-P). PCI generally occurs
during a power' increase as the fuel pellet expands and exerts stresses on the
cladding.- Although the exact mechanisms that contribute to PCI damage have'

,

not been established beyond a doubt, operating experience indicates that
! irradiated Zircaloy cannot readily accommodate. stresses or strains of this
i kind, particularly when. the Zircaloy has been exposed to certain.embrittling

(stress-corrosion) fission product species such as: iodine or' cadmium.

As indicated in SRP,4.2.'II.A.2.g, there are no generally applicable criteria-
for PCI failure, but two acceptance criteria of' limited application 'rea

.

-(1).less'than 1% cladding strain'and (2) limited centerline melting. The
i-. centerline melting' criterion is -discussed in Section 4.2.1.2(4) above and

has been found acceptable. GE employs a 1% plastic strain " safety" _ limit
' .(design limit) for cladding strain based on data from fuel rods | operated in

.BWRs (NEDO-10505). As noted in NEDE-24011, none of the data? reported fell
,

below the.1% plastic strain value, but a: statistical distribution fit to the(

available data indicated that the 1% plastic strain value was approximately
the 95% point in.the total' population. -The distribution. implied, therefore,

-that there was a small (less than 5%) probability that some cladding' segments
.may have plastic elongations less than 1% at failure. Although a.1% plastic-
strain limit will not-necessarily preclude all types of PCI. failures (Tokar,

| . November 14, 1979), that strain criterion coincides with the only other a

p ~ licensing criterion for PCI in NUREG-0800 a-d is, therefore, acceptable.
-

g

.(7)- Cladding Rupture
~

'Zircaloy cladding will rupture (burst) under certain combinations of temper-
L 'ature, heating rate,:and stress during a LOCA. Although Appendix.K to

10 CFR 50 requires that'the incidence of rupture during a LOCA not be under-
estimated, there are no design limits required for cladding rupture. A) .
: rupture-temperature correlation (NEDO-20566) is used in the LOCA emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) analysis,'and that correlation is evaluated in

_

_

-Section 4.2.3.2 of this report.

.

+

p
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:(8)|:. Fuel" Rod Mechanical Fracturing

sThe_. term " mechanical fracture" refers to a cladding defect that is caused by
-an; externally applied force,such as'a hydraulic 1oad or a load 2 derived from
core plate motion. These loads are bounded by the loadsLof a'LOCA and safe-

_

i

shutdown earthquake (SSE), and 'the mechanical fracturing . analysis is usually J
'done_as aipart of the seismic-and-LOCA lo. ads analysis'(see Section 4.2.1.3(4)

. ;

of this. report). GE has' described _the seismic-and-LOCA analysis,. including
fuel rod fracturing,-in NEDE-21175-3, which the' applicant has referenced.

'The NRC staff. review of NEDE-21175-3 has progressed to the point where the .iNRC staff believes that Limerick will meet the. appropriate requirements. ''How - |

ever, the NRC staff has~not completed-documenting this. review. The' applicant j

should also' provide plant-specific results. Therefore, the NRC staff con-
siders; fuel rod fracturing: a confirmatory Litem that the NRC staff will address
in a supplement to this report. '

,

4.2.1.'3 Fuel Coolability Criteria:

Formajoraccidentsinwhich_severefueldamagemightoccur,corecoolability
must be maintained as required by several GDCs.(GDC 27 and 35). The following
paragraphs. discuss the NRC staff's' evaluation of limits that will ensure that-
coolability is maintained for the severe damage mechanisms listed in SRP'4.2.

(1) Fragmentation of Embrittled Cladding
J

To meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46'as it relates to cladding embrittle-
ment for a LOCA, the acceptance _ criteria of 2200*F on peak cladding tempera-

~

ture and 17% on maximum cladding oxidation must be met. These criteria are
used by the applicant (see NEDE-20566-A).

(2) Violent Expulsion'of Fuel

In a severe reactivity initiated accident (RIA) such as a'8WR. control- rod drop,'
the large:and rapid deposition of. energy in-the fuel-can result in fuel melting,
fragmentation,' and violent dispersal of fuel droplets or fragments into the re-
actor coolant. The mechanical action-associated with'such fuel-dispersal can be
sufficient to_ destroy the cladding and rod-bundle _ geometry of the fuel-and to pro-

; duce pressure _ pulses.in the reactor coolant system. To meet the guidelines of the
SRP asfit relates to the prevention of widespread fragmentation and dispersal.of
fuel''.and the avoidance of pressure pulse generation within the reactor vessel, a
. radially averaged enthalpy limit of 280 ' cal /g should be observed. As indicated in
NEDO-10527 and Section 5.5 of NEDE-24011-P-A, GE employs this 280 cal /g criterien

~

_ 'as a control: rod drop accident design limit.

(3) , Cladding Ballooning

Zircaloy cladding will balloon (swell) under certain combinations of _ tempera-
ture, heating rate, and stress during a LOCA. Although Appendix K to 10 CFR 50
requires that'the degree of swelling during a LOCA not be underestimated, there
are no design limits-required for cladding swelling. A burst-strain correlation
-(NED0-20566) is used in the LOCA ECCS analysis, and that correlation is evaluated
^in Section 4.2.-3.3-of this report.

], ,
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(4) ' Fuel Assembly' Structural Damage From External Forces
~

Earthquakes and postulated pipe breaks in the reactor. coolant system would
,

result in external forces on the fuel assembly. SRP 4.2 and Appendix A to
that section state that-fuel system.coolability should be maintained and that'

. damage (including liftof f) should not be so severe,as to prevent control rod
insertion when it is required during these low probability accidents. ' GE has
described the seismic-and-LOCA analysis in NEDE-21175-3, which the applicant
has referenced. .The NRC staff review of NEDE-21175-3 hcs progressed to the
point where the NRC staff believes .that Limerick will meet the appropriate.
requirements. .However, the NRC staff.has not completed documenting this
review. The applicant shouid also provide plant-specific results. Therefore, ,

the NRC staff considers this a confirmatory item that will be addressed in a:

supplement to this report.

4.2.2 Description and Design Drawings

The Limerick fuel assembly design is described in NEDE-20944-P, Section 2.2 and
Figures 2-1 to 2-11. Design specification details are provided in Tables 2-1
and 2-7a of NEDE-24011. Although each parameter listed in SRP 4.2 is not
provided in the GE topical reports, enough information is provided in sufficient4

detail to provide a-reasonably accurate representation of the Limerick fuel
' design and thus satisfy the intent of the SRP. ,

,

4.2.3 Design Evaluationt

Design bases and limits are discussed in Section 4.2.1 above. In this section,
the NRC staff reviews GE's methods.of demonstrating that the. Limerick fuel.
design meets the design criteria that have been established. .This section

, corresponds to SRP 4.2. The methods of demonstrating that the design criteria
- have been met include operating experience, prototype testing, and analytical
predictions.

'

4.2.3.1 Fuel System Damage Evaluation

The following paragraphs discuss the NRC staff's evaluation of the ability-of
the Limerick fuel to meet the fuel system damage criteria described in SRP 4.2.
Those criteria apply only to normal operation and anticipated transients.

(1) -Cladding Design Stress ,

A description of the fuel rod stress analysis is provided in Section 2.5.3.1.2
. of NEDE-24011. Detailed evaluations of fuel assembly component structural
integrity are presented in NEDE-23542-P, along with. descriptions of the methods
used. As indicated in Section 2.3.1 of.NEDE-20944-P,-additional information
regarding the fuel thermal and mechanical analyses is presented in NEDO-20360.
.The results.of these analyses show that the Limerick fuel assembly design
meets the stress criteria established by GE. The NRC staff has not audited:

these results because problems with design stress during normal operation are
not expected based on general LWR fuel operating experience.

t

.
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-(2) Strain Fatigue

According to information provided in Section 2.5.3.1.4 of NEDE-24011, GE's
fuel design fatigue analysis utilizes the linear cumulative damage rule (Miner's
hypcthesis (Miner, 1945)). The analysis assumes.that the area most' subject to

-fatigue damage is.tte intersection.of a fuel rod tube and an end plug at the
weld. That intersection is a circumferential notch. Following Peterson's
fatigue' theory'(O'Donnell and-Purdy,1964), fatigue failure at a sharp notch
is assumed to be caused by the action of stress at a' finite distance below
the material surface. The mathod to calculate the stress at a small distance
below the surface of a notch is provided in a reference (Winnie and Wundt,
1958)c Using that method, and taking the depth below the notch from a reference
(O'Donnell and Langer, 1964), GE has calculated (NEDE-24011-P-A) that the cumiila-
tive fatigue damage is less than the allowable damage (see Section 4.2.1.1.(3)
for fatigue limits). Therefore, based on the fact that well-established stand-

ard theory and methods were .used to determine.that the cumulative fatigue damage
in GE prepressurized 8 x 8 retrofit (P8 x 8R) fuel will not exceed acceptable
design limits, the NRC staff concludes that the strain fatigue analysis for
Limerick fuel is acceptable and that there is reasonable assurance that strain,

fatigue will not be a problem at Limerick.

(3) Fretting-Wear

In the GE BWR P8 x 8R fuel design, individual rods in the fuel assembly are
held in position by spacers located at intervals along the length of the fuel
rod, and springs are provided in each spacer cell so that the fuel rod is re-
strained to avoid excessive vibration. =Various inpile and out-of pile tests
are described in Section 2.6.3 of NEDE-24011, along with the results of a
continuing fuel' surveillance program that has utilized nondestructive methods
including eddy current testing to locate discontinuities in the cladding and
detailed visuai examinations to characterize the nature of defects. As reported
in NEDE-24011, no significant fretting wear'has been observed. -GE concludes
(NEDE-24011-P-A) that significant fretting wear is avoided through the use of
an active spring force to eliminate any clearance that would otherwise exist
between the spacer structure and the fuel rods. Based an1 the results of these
fuel test and surveillance programs, the NRC staff concludes that reasonable
assurance has been provided that Limerick fuel rods and spacers will-oerform
adequately with respect-to fretting wear.

In addition to the. fuel rods and spacers,,there is another fuel system component
whose functionality must be ensured as an objective of the review of BWR fuel

~

system fretting concerns--the fuel assembly channel box. The fuel " channel"
that encloses the fuel bundle performs three functions: (1) the channel pro-
vides a barrier to separate two parallel flow paths (one-to cool the fuel
bundle and the other to cool the bypass region between channels); (2) the
channel guides-the' control blade and provides-a bearing surface for it;~and
(3) the_ channel provides rigidity for the fuel bundle. Thus, the potential for
cracks or holes in a " channel" or " channel " box" is of concern because it would
allow part of :the cooling water that normally flows through a fuel bundle to
flow out of- the cracks or holes and bypass the fuel rods. Such a change in
flow pattern would reduce the safety margin for fuel thermal performance and
could lead to fuel overheating and damage in the event of some anticipated

.
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cperatingLtrans'ients and postulated accidents. Significant channel box crack-
ing and wear-could also adversely affect mechanical strength.

' In the mid-1970s,= channel box wear and cracking were observed. :The wear was -
'

located adjacent to.incore neutron monitor and startup source locations. It
,

was postulated (NEDC-21084), and later. confirmed by out-of-reactor testing,
Lthat the wear was caused by vibration ~of nearby incore. tubes due'primarily to
- a high-velocity jet of. water flowing through the bypass flow holes in the

~

lower core -plate. . .To eliminate significant vibration of instrument and source
tubes and the resultant wear._ on channel box corners, Limerick will . incorporate
modifications similar'to.those described (NEDE-21156) for BWRs currently in
cperation. -Those modifications involve the elimination of the bypass holes in
the lower core plate and the addition of two holes in the lower tie plate of
sach assembly to provide an alternate flow path. .This. design. modification.has:

been determined to have negligible adverse effects on the mechanical, thermal,:

and nuclear performance of the channel boxes, as 'is discussed in the NRC staff's'

generic safety evaluation on this subject (Eisenhut, March 2, 1976). Because
channel box wear has been observed (Engel, October 15, 1977) to have been sig-

~

nificantly' reduced in operating BWRs following the design modifications, the NRC
staff concludes'that there is reasonable assurance that channel box wear and
. cracking will not be a problem in Limerick.*

'

(4) External Corrosion and Crud Buildup

j - Waterside Corrosion

Corrosion problems associated with stainless steel cladding in BWRs, together
'with a desire to improve neutron economy, led to a change some' years ago from '

. stainless steel cladding material 1to Zircaloy, which has good resistance-to
'the hot water.and steam environment encountered.underLtypical BWR operating;

conditions (Garzarolli, et al.,11978). 'In several recent cases,' however, clad-
. ding' failures have been associated with external " waterside" corrosion (GE
Projects . Division. memorandum, April 6,1979, and Maury', November 10, 1981).;

.

Although the details'of the most recent occurrences are still under investi-
.gation,The occurrences have been' characterized by GE as " crud-induced local-
corrosion' failure" (NEDE-24343-P).~ The corrosionfis reporte'dly associated with

. a variably high copper concentration-in the core coolant water and a minor
anomaly in the Zircaloy cladding metallurgy _(Charnley, December 11, 1979; Engel,
October:i,'1980; Smith, November 21, 1980; Smith, February 5, 1981; and
De1 George,~ December 2, 1980). .The source of the copper contamination in the

|affacted plants appears to be the copper-bearing main condenser tubes
(DelGeorge, February 9, 1981). All the affected plants have copper alloy
condenser tubing. It is notable also that virtually all the BWR waterside

r
* corrosion-failures have involved gadolinia' burnable poison rods.
;

The,NRC. staff has been following this. issue generically, and in'a recent
. meeting with;the NRC staff, GE. identified (Tokar, October 13, 1982) what were
believed to be some factors-_ responsible for the corrosion' failures and stated'

that~aLchange~had been;made in the' manufacturing process to ensure thatisuch
- .-failures-will not occur in newly manufactured fuel bundles. Although GE did#

not provide much substantive.information'regarding (1) the corrosion mechanism,
. (2) the -identification:of susceptible material, (3) the initial or threshold
concentration ~of copper in the reactor water, or (4) the metallurgical feature

-f

;
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'that determines the' susceptibility of the'Zircaloy t6bings to corrosion, GE's
general oral explanation of the problem and the solution:to it appears plaus-
ible (Tokar, October, 1982), and further_ documentation-on this. subject has been -|
provided in a' recent letter from Washington .Public; Power Supply System (Bouchey, J
December 23, 1982). .The NRC staff, therefore, concludes that while this issue

. ,9 is being considered generically. no license restrictions are considered
j 'necessary at this time.

Crud Buildup.,

The buildup of a corrosion. film and a crud-layer on the outer surface of a
fuel rod during irradiation causes gradual _ flow reductions and impedes heat;.

transfer to-the coolant.' The effects of crud buildup on flow are' discussed'in
Section 4.'4.5'of this report. As indicated in Section 2.4.2.'2 of.NEDE-24011,
GE calculates'the cladding surface temperature using the cladding surface' heat
flux at a given axial-position'of a fuel element in conjunction with an overall
cladding-to-coolant film coefficient that is taken to represent the combinedi

effects;of crud and oxide resistances and a liquid film resistance based on
-the Jens-Lottes_ wall.superheat. equation (Jens.and Lottes, 1951). The impacts

; of-high cladding. temperature, such as decreased yield strength and reduced
cladding thickness due. to oxidation, were considered in GE's design evaluation
(NEDE-24011). GE's methods for analyzing the effects of oxidation and crud on
fuel cladding temperatures werc reviewed and approved in connection with-
NEDE-24011, and the NRC staff, therefore, finds that approach acceptable-for'

Limerick. -

'

-(5) Dimensional Changes

j Fuel Rod Bowing
i

To. address'the potential for bowing,'the applicant referred to hEDE-24284,
" Assessment of Fuel Rod Bowing in General Electric.BWRs." -The NRC staff has-

,
.

.

; completed its review of that report (Rubenstein,-March 8, 1983). ~0n the basis
~

of (a) the reported GE data base;and GE's statement that "To date, no signifi-
; cant' fuel rod bowing has been detectsJ in GE-BWR fuel assemblies" (excluding
'

. segmented-rod designs) and (b) the NRC staff's calculations using other vendors'
proprietary information, the NRC staff concludes that significant fuel rod bow-
ing in.GE BWR fuel is not anticipated and no operational penalties on GE SWR,

fuel are warranted at this time. If adverse rod bowing behavior (gap closures..

l' greater than 5'0%) is observed in GE-supplied fuel in the future, the NRC staff
_

'should be notified so it can| ascertain the need for critical power ratio
penalties.

Channel Box Deflection

BWR fuel channels provide structural stiffness for the fuel assemblies and
distribute the_ coolant flow between the assemblies and channel bypass regions.
The channels are subject.to; time-dependent,-permanent dimensional changes
'(i.e. , deflections) that result from irradiation, creep,' and stress-relaxation
effects. . The resultant bulge (resulting from long-term thermal creep) or bow
(resulting from differential irradiation-induced axial growth) reduces the
size cf the-gap available for control-rod insertion. Channel box deflection
is thus a. phenomenon'that can limit channel life because of the potential for
interfering with-control, blade motion. 1
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In a generic topice! report (NEDE-21354-P), GE describes a channel lifetime
prediction method and a backup recommendation for periodic channel deflection
measurements that consist of settling friction tests. After consideration of
the factors involved, the NRC staff concluded that the settling friction tests
or an acceptable alternative (such as, channel dimensional deflection measure-
ments) should be performed, and in a memorandum (Rubenstein, September 18, 1981)
the NRC staff outlined a method that could be used to resolve the channel box
deflection issue for several near-term BWR operating lic;nse applications.
Basically, the NRC staff advocated a multi-step procedure that had been proposed
by the Zimmer applicant. The key ingredient of the Zimmer plan was a commitment

,

to-(a) perform some control rod settling friction tests, which would provide an
exact profile'of control rod drive friction versus position at refueling outages,

or'(b) make some actual channel dimensional measurem(nts.
,

The applicant submitted a position paper on channel box deflection (Kemper,
December 22, 1981) that incorporated several of the same features as the
Zimmer proposal. These were

o Records will ~be kept of channel locations and exposure for each operation
cycle.

o Channels shall not reside in the outer row of the core for more than two
operating cycles (because flux gradients are largest near the core
periphery and, therefore, differential irradiation-induced growth and
bowing will be greatest at those locations).

O At the beginning of each fuel cycle, the combined outer row residence
time for any two ch.annels in any control rod cell shall not exceed four
peripheral cycles.

In addition, the applicant stated that channels .that reside in the periphery
(outer row) for more than one cycle shall be situated each successive peripheral
cycle in_a location that rotates the channel so that a different side faces
the core edge. The NRC staff believes that (1) this should help to reduce uni-
directional irradiation-induced growth and should thus lessen channel bowing,
and (2) that the other measures outlined above would also help to reduce the
magnitude of channel deflection.

The applicant's position statement also contains a description of a control
rod motion test that will be performed for those core cells exceeding the
above general guidelines. Rod motion testing includes the Standard Technical
Specification requirement that each control rod be moved at least one notch
every 7 days and the reload startup test requirement that control rods be
moved a full stroke under normal control rod drive (CRD) operating pressures.

Because this position statement is similar to the previously approved Zimmer
proposal, the NRC staff accepts this procedure and believes that the proposed
actions will preclude excessive channel bowing in Limerick. However, the NRC
staff is continuing its review of this general phenomenon (and the GE report);
should the review indicate that a modification to the proposed steps is neces-
sary, the applicant will be so notified.
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(6) Fuel and Poison Rod Pressures ;

See Section 4.2.1.1(6) of this SER for a description of the status of this
issue. A license condition will require resolution of the rod pressure issue
before the start.of the second cycle of operation. !

*

(7) Fuel Assembly Liftoff

The potential'for BWR fuel assembly liftoff is addressed in a GE letter
(Gridley, July 11, 1977) that covers accident conditions as well as normal
operation. SRP 4.2.II. A.1.g deals with normal operation only, however, and so

Iin this report-normal operation liftoff is separated from the combined seismic-
and-LOCA. liftoff concern, which is addressed in Section 4.2.3.3(4) below. As
reported by GE in the letter of July 11, 1977, for normal operation and " abnormal
transients" (of which a steamline-break LOCA was considered bounding), the mini-
mum net downward force on a fuel bundle is approximately 300 lb, considering only
the fluid lifting forces and bundle weight. The maximum upward frictional force |

that can be exerted by a control rod on a fuel bundle during end-of-life channel
scram is approximately 100 lb. Based on this information, the NRC staff concludes
that there is reasonable assurance that Limerick fuel assemblies will have suffi-
cient margin to preclude liftoff during normal operation and' abnormal transients
(up to a steamline-break LOCA).

.(8) Control Material Leaching

The loss of boron carbide (8 C) by leaching from cracked control blade tubing4
is addressed in IE Bulletin 79-26, Revision 1, which requires operating BWRs
to perform various actions including, but not limited to, shutdown-margin tests.
Because Limerick will be subject to IE Bulletin 79-26 when the plant starts
operation, assurance will be maintained that control blade reactivity will n'ot
be significantly degraded by boron carbide leaching. After the issuance of
the IE Bulletin 79-26,: GE performed analyses and post-irradiation examinations
(NEDE-24226-P) and developed a boron depletion model (NEDE-24325-P). This
model supports GE's claim that the amount of boron loss can be accurately
determined analytically and that potential control blade degradation resulting

-from this mechanism will not significantly affect plant operation. Further
generic review of this matter may lead to a suspension or revision of IE

( Bulletin 79-26 requirements. In the meantime, the applicant's compliance
with.IE Bulletin 79-2G is an acceptable response to this matter.

| 4.2.3.2 Fuel Rod Failure Evaluation
|

The following paragraphs discuss the staff's evaluation of the ability of the
' Limerick fuel to operate without failure during normal operation and anticipated
transients, and the accounting for fuel rod failures in the applicant's accident
analysis. The fuel rod failure criteria described in Section 4.2.1.2 were
used for this evaluation.

(1) Internal Hydriding

GE employs a' hot vacuum outgassing (drying) method for removing the moisture
contamination of loaded fuel rods to ensure that the level of moisture is well

| below the limits discussed in Section 4.2.1.2(1). To prevent the introduction
of other hydrogenous impurities such as oils, plastics, and the like, various |

|
!

'
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. procedural controls are utilizkd during manufacturing.(NEDE-24011-P-A). If,

despite those manufacturing controls, moisture or hydrogenous. impurities'are
still-inadvertently introduced into a" fuel rod during manufacture, further

= assurance against chemical attack is provided by the use of a' hydrogen getter--
material placed in the upper.~plenem of the fuel rod. :The incorporation of_a-
-hydrogen getter'in GE fuel rods =is described in NEDO-20922. -GE calculations,
based on an assumed initial rod moisture content' equal ~to the specification

-

limit,' indicate that:no cladding' damage will occur during.the active. hydrogen /
' moisture.getteri_ng period (NEDE-24011-P-A). . Field experience (NEDE-24343-P);

~ :has confirmed that hydriding is not.an active-failure mechanism for fuel manu-
ifactured since mid-1972. On the basis-of theLinformation presented, the NRC,

~

-staff concludes.that adequate assurance ~has been provided that fuel and burn-
able poison ~ rod hydriding will not be a problem at Limerick.

'

_.(2) Cladding Collapse

As stated in Section 2.5.3.1.1 of NEDE-24011, GE.has. performed a cladding.
(long-term creep) collapse analysis. Based on the results of that analysis,
which was performed with an approved model (NEDE-20620-P-A), cladding collapse,

was not expected to-occur for either 8 x 8 or 8 x 8R fuel rods. Consequently,
P8 x 8R (prepressurized) fuel, the type to be' used in Limerick, will h' ave an'

i even greater margin against collapse. The NRC staff, therefore,-concludes that
there.is a' reasonable assurance-that long-term creep collapse will not occur.

[. in Limerick fuel during normal operation.
5

(3) Overheating of Cladding

-The methods employed to show that the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR)
. design basis..will be met are reviewed as part of a thermal-hydraulics review

~

g
- in-Section 4.4 of this report. Analyses that show that the MCPR' design basis

is met for. normal operation and anticipated transients are discussed in
j Chapter 15 of the Limerick FSAR. .Other sections of FSAR Chapter 15 discuss
i ' accidents where the MCPR criterion is used to define failure in the accident

analyses. All of the MCPR-related analyses are discussed in Section 15 of.

L this report.

(4);:Overheatina of Fuel Pellets

!.
. Fuel melting temperature is discussed in Section 2.4.2.5 of NEDE-24011 as a'

'

| function of exposure (burnup) and gadolinia content (of bur'nable poison' rods).
i: - GE statesJin that report that fuel-melting is not expected to occur during
6 normal _ operation, and that statement-is based on fuel temperature calculations

. performed with a model described in the proprietary' supplement to Amendment 141
~to the GE Standard Safety Analysis Report (GESSAR). Although limited melting
'during certain' events such as an uncontrolled control rod withdrawal is per -
missible, such melting is'not predicted to occur.

Properties (thermal conductivity and melting-The staff has, reviewed the 002
. point) that are' important in reaching this conclusion and agree that UO melt-2

-ing will.'not be,a problem et Limerick during normal operation 4and anticipated
. transients. The effects of gadolinia concentration'on thermal conductivity,

land-melting temperature were addressed in a GE~ topical report on gadolinia.
fuel p'ropertie's'(NEDE-20943-P). However, the NEDE-20943-P review was termi-
nated when GE withdrew the report.~ The NRC staff subsequently reviewed

. -
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- selected GE gadolinia fuel properties as described in an appendix to the
GESTR-LOCA report (Appendix B to NEDE-23785-1-P). That appendix, which was
reviewed by an NRC contractor, has now been approved. However, (a) the ther-

. mal conductivity equation listed in this new report is not the one used in the
Limerick fuel, centerline melting analysis (which is described in NEDE-20943-P,
which was the reference in-NEDE-20411-P for GE gadolinia properties), and (b)
GE performed a fuel centerline melting calculation only for urania fuel in4

Amendment 14 to GESSAR, which raises concern about the adequacy of GE's gado-
linia fuel incipient melting calculations for Limerick (in particular, Table 2-4
of NEDE-24011-P). Thus, the NRC staff requests the applicant to confirm the
adequacy of Table 2-4 in NEDE-24011-P or submit updated results for review.
The NRC staff will report its findings in a supplement to this report. This
issue is considered to be a confirmatory issue.

(5) Excessive Fuel Enthalpy

Large fuel enthalpies occur only in the postulated control rod drop accident.
GE's analysis of the control rod drop accident is described in Section 5.5.1
of NEDE-24011 and in NEDO-10527. The analysis of this event is reviewed in
Section 15 of this report.

(6) Pellet / Cladding Interaction
.

The two PCI criteria.in current use in licensing of BWR fuel (limited fuel melt-
)ing and less-than-1% cladding plastic strain) are easily satisfied for normal

operation and anticipated transients. Fuel melting is addressed in Section
4.2.3.2(4) and, except for uncertainties with regard to gadolinia fuel, the
fuel melting criterion is met. The model used by GE in the evaluation of the
1% plastic strain limit is described in detail in the proprietary supplement
to GESSAR Amendment 4. As stated in NEDE-24011, dimensions used in conjunction
with the model for that evaluation are not the most limiting combination of
tolerances. These results show that the Limerick fuel meets the 1% strain
limit. The NRC staff has not audited these results because the traditional 1%
strain limit is not believed to be a very effective limit.

Based on results of developmental investigations and feedback from production
fuel experience, operating restrictions known as Preconditioning Interim
Operating Management Recommendations (PCIOMRs) were issued by GE to the BWR

, operators (NEDS-10456-PC) and will be used at Limerick. These restrictions
are necessary to reduce the incidence of PCI failures even though the above
criteria are met._ PCIOMRs have generally been effective in reducing PCI
failures that result from_ operational power changes, but.they would not pre-
vent PCI failures during unexpected transients and accidents.

The NRC staff is continuing to assess the potential for PCI failure during
power-increasing transients and accidents, and new techniques are being developed
to analyze the potential for PCI failures (NUREG/CR-1163) and determine whether
or not further NRC staff actions are required.

In conclusion, (a) the applicant has met the NRC staff's licensing criteria for
normal operation and anticipated transients, (b) the applicant will impose
operating restrictions to_ reduce the potential for PCI, and (c) the NRC staff is
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studying the need for new licensing requirements.in this area. .There are pres-
ently no other PCI licensing requirements that must be met for Limerick.

-(7) . Cladding Rupture'(Bursting)-.

The NRC staff has been generically evaluating three fuel material-models that '

are.used in ECCS analysis. .Those models predict cladding rupture temperature,
cladding burst strain-(ballooning),.and fuel assembly' flow blockage (used only

~

in PWR analyses). 'The NRC staff hasL(a) discussed its evaluation with. vendors
~ and ~other industry representatives' (Denise, NovemberJ20,1979);. (b) published

; NUREG-0630, " Cladding Swelling ind Rupture Models.for LOCA' Analysis"; and (c)-
'

required. licensees to confirm that their operating reactors would continue to;.
' be in conformance with 10 CFR 50.46 if the NUREG-0630 models were substituted
for the present materials 1models in their ECCS evaluations.and certain other'

; compensatory model changes were allowed (Eisenhut, November 9, 1979, and
Denton, November 26,.1979). This latter requirement.was made 'a condition of'

: approval of the GE ECCS evaluation model (Tedesco, February 4, 1981).

- A generic sensitivity study of-fuel rod cladding ballooning and rupture phenom-
. ena during a LOCA was submitted by GE (Buchholz, May 15, 1981) in response to
this condition-of approval. Later submittals provided clarification and addi-
tional information. The NRC. staff has completed its generic review of this-
issue and: addresses the resolution of this issue in Section 4.2.3.3(3).

'

'

(8) Fuel Rod Mechanical Fracturing,
.

See' Section 4.2.1.2 (8) of this ; report for a description of this-confirmatory -
issue. The NRC staff will report on this issue in a supplement to this report.

'4 2 3 3 Fuel Coolability Evaluation...

The following paragraphs discuss the NRC staff's evaluation of.the ability of.
the Limerick fuel' to meet _ the fuel coolability criteria. described in Sec-

_

- tion 4.2.1.3. Those criteria apply to_ postulated accidents.

(1)' Fragmeniation of Embrittled Cladding'-

| The primary degrading effect of cladding | oxidation is embrittlement. Such
. embrittled cladding will have reduced ductility and resistance;to. fragmenta-

tion. The most severe manifestation of such embrittlement occurs during a'
' LOCA. The overall: effects of a LOCA on peak cladding temperature, oxidation,
and embrittlement are analyzed in NEDE-20566 and are evaluated in Section 15.6.

- To establish the behavior of the cladding during the LOCA,.it is_necessary to:
first determine'the initial. fuel and cladding conditions at the onset of the
LOCA. The initial conditions are provided by a steady-state fuel performance.
code, which is reviewed in Section 4.2. Although such codes provide analyses

~

,

of a number of important conditions in Chapters 4 and 15 of the FSAR, some.of
- the most;significant are the initial conditions for -the LOCA analysis, where
- fragmentation of embrittled cladding is evaluated. The steady-state, fuel
performance code provides fuel pellet temperatures (stored energy) and fuel

- rod gas inventories.for the ECCS evaluation model as prescribed by Appendix K
.

, to 10 CFRL50.46. .For the-Limerick fuel, initial conditions for the-LOCA have
_
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been calculated with an approved version.of the GE analytical model, GEGAP-III
_ (NEDC-20181).-

In 1976,'the NRC staff questioned (Ross, November, 23, 1976) thelvalidity ofr

fission gas. release calculations'in most fuel performance codes including.

" GEGAP-III for burnups greater than.20,000 mwd /t. lGE was informed of this.
concern and was provided with a method (NUREG-0418) of correcting gas release !

calculations for burnups greater =than 20,000 mwd /t. JAlthough a reanalysis was
not performed'specifically'for the' Limerick fuel, an.8 x 8' reanalysis (Sherwood,

i December 22,- 1976) was- performed for early reflooding plants and reportedly
; bounds the Limerick case.- Although the fuel rod. internal pressure was shown-

to remain:below system pressure for. rod peak burnups below 40,000 mwd /t, the.
. generic reanalysis = did result in higher initial stored energy and . rupture pres-
sure in the LOCA analysis. Under LOCA conditions, the higher fission gas*

release;results in a maximum increase of 85'F in calculated peak cladding
temperature (PCT) at end of life (33,000 mwd /t planar average exposure). This
increase in PCT has not-been e>.plicitly accounted for' in the Limerick ECCS

L analysis.

To offset any operating penalties as a. result of high burnup fission gas.
release, GE requested (Engel,-May 6 and May 28, 1981)'that. credit be given for,

: calculated peak cladding temperature margin as well as for.recently approved
'

ECCS evaluation model changes. .The NRC staff has found this GE proposal
acceptable (Rubenstein, June 25, 1981) for planar average burnups as high as
50,000 mwd /t, provided that.the' generic analysis is'found applicable to-the

. plant and that no. additional. credit is taken for the ECCS evaluation modcl
changes. In response,' the applicant has. stated that the'GE proposal does apply
to Limerick.= Subject to the receipt of the applicant's documentation confirm-

;. ing' that.this is the case for Limerick, the NRC staff concludes that the
t . effects of: enhanced fission. gas release at high burnup have been adequately

considered in the Limerick safety analysis'with. regard to the potential frag-
; mentation of embrittled -cladding.

.(2) ~ Violent Expulsion of Fuel-

' ~

The analysis that demonstrates that the. acceptance criteria are met is
evaluated-in Section.15.4.

(3) _ Cladding Ballooning.

As discussed p'reviously in Section 4.2.3.2(7), GE has submitted a generic
. sensitivity study (Buchholz, May 15, 1981) in response to a condition in the
. approval of'the.GE ECCS evaluation model. The NRC staff has completed itsi

| generic review of this issue (Rubenstein,-April 5, 1982).
.

The NRC staff review concluded: '

L .

[ 'The proposed " adjusted" cladding rupture temperature model is acceptable*

E because it does not underestimate the incidence of rupture based on
! applicable data including those reported in NUREG-0630 and more recent

data'.

The existing cladding models for prerupture strain and strain used for-

oxidation calculations are acceptable because GE has shown that the

' Limerick SER 4-18
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calculated values of peak cladding temperature and percent of oxidation
are sufficiently insensitive to variations in cladding strain.

These conclusions generically resolve the issues.related to NUREG-0630 and
remove the condition in the staff approval of the ECCS evaluation'model.
Because these cladding models will be used in the plant-specific Limerick ECCS
analysis, the issue of cladding ballooning and rupture is resolved for the
Limerick application.-

(4) Fuel' Assembly Structural Damage From External Forces-

See Section 4.2.1.3(4) of this report for a description of this confirmatory
issue. The NRC staff will address this issue in a supplement to this report.

4.2.4 Testing, Inspection, and Surveillance Plans

4.2.4.1 Testing and Inspection

As described in SRP 4.2, fuel testing and inspection plans should include
-

: verification of.significant fuel design parameters. Although details of the
. manufacturer's testing.and inspection programs should be documented in quality
control reports, the programs for onsite inspection of new fuel and control
assemolies, after they have been delivered to the plant, should also be

. described in the FSAR or in supporting documents.

.The applicant has stated in NEDE-20944-P that rigid quality control require-
-ments are enforced at every stage of fuel manufacturing to ensure that the
design. specifications are met. Fuel cladding is subjected to dimensional and
ultrasonic inspections. Destructive tests are performed on representative
samples of each lot of-tubing'. The integral fuel rods are examined by metal-

,

lagraphic and radiographic methods ori a sample basis. Leak tests are performed-
to confirm hermeticity. .In addition, an extensive program of testing.and in-
spection is documented in Section 2.4 of NEDE-20944-P for fuel-pellets, fuel
bundles, end plugs, gadolinia concentration, and control rod _ assemblies. On ar-
riving at the reactor site, inspection will be performed according to the steps
outlined in' Tables 2-6 and 2-7 of NEDE-20944-P to ensure that damage has'not
occurred during handling and shipping. The NRC staff concludes, based on the
information provided in Section 2.4 of NEDE-20944-P, that the new fuel testing '

and inspection program for the Limerick fuel system is acceptable.

4.2.4.2 Online Fuel System Monitoring

BWRs-such as Limerick have two independent radiation detection systems that
are capable of sensing fission product releases from failed fuel rods.

The main steamline radiation (MSLR) monitors are used to detect high radiation
levels resulting from gross fuel failure. At Limerick, four redundant MSLR
monitors will be used, each of which provides a signal to close the main steam-
line' isolation valve (MSIV), trip the turbine, and initiate reactor' scram
independent of operator action. Because the MSLR monitors are located rela-
tively close to the reactor core, they are capable of sensing gross fission
product releases relatively quickly (that is, in a few seconds).

r
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The offgas system radiation-(OGSR) monitors are capable of detecting low-level
emissions of noble gases, which cculd indicate the occurrence of minor fuel
damage. These monitors detect activity more slowly (that is, in 2 to 3 minutes),
which is the time required for the activity to travel from core to the detectors.

:

The OGSR nionitors are set to sound alarms that would initiate operator action
I

(see FSAR Chapter 11)J '

The NRC staff has reviewed the BWR activity monitors (NUREG-0401) and ccacludes
that the combination of (1) both radietion detection systems and (2) implemen-
tation of applicable Technical Specifications on limiting safety system instru-
mentation setpoints and_ specific activity (Technical Specifications 2.2 and i

,

3/4.4.5, respectively) provides reasonable assurance of.the adequacy _of the
online fuel system monitoring at Limerick.

4.2.4.3 Post-Irradiation Surveillance

Routine visual inspection of representative (usually discharged) fuel will be
performed in connection with each refueling outage. Additional exmination

~will De performed if warranted by those visual inspections, activity indi-
_

cations, or other factors. The applicant has stated that this surveillance
program is intended to conform with the objectives of SRP 4.'2 (Bradley,
July 13, 1983), and the NRC staff finds- this program acceptable.

4.2.5 Evaluation Findings j

The Limerick fuel systea design has been reviewed in accordance with SRP 4.2.
.

The NRC' staff concludes that, although most of the objectives of the fuel system
safety review have been met, there are confirmatory issues to be resolved before
the review can be completed. Those confirmatory issues and the section(s) of this
report where they are addressed are

-fuel rod mechanical fracturing (4.2.1.2(8) and 4.2.3.2(8))-

fuel assembly structural damage from external forces (4.2.1.3(4) and-

4.2.3.3(4))
|

| overheating of gadolinia fuel pellets (4.2.3.2(4))-

.
high burnup fission gas release (4.2.3.3(1))-

l

j In addition, a license condition is needed for

| fuel rod pressure (4.2.1.1(6) and 4.2.3.1(6))-

When the confirmatory issues are resolved, the NRC staff will be able to conclude
-that the: Limerick fuel system has been designed so that (1) it will not be damaged
as-a result of normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences, (2) fuel
damage during postulated accidents would not be severe'enough to prevent control
rod insertfon when it is required, and (3) core coolability would always be main-,

tained even after postulated accidents, thereby meeting the related requirements;

! of_the following: 10 CFR 50.46; GDC 10, 27, aM 35; and 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.
'

'
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With-the exception of the remaining confirmatory. issues, the. applicant has
~

provided sufficient evidence that the design objectives will be met based on
operating experience, prototype. testing, and analytical predictions. Those

~

analytical predictions dealing with control rod drop and fuel densification have
been performed in accordance with RG 1.77 and methods that the NRC staff has
reviewed and found to be acceptable alternatives to RG 1.126.

The applicant has provided for testing and inspection of new fuel to ensure >

; that. it' is within design tolerances at the time of core loading. Online fuel~

failure detection equipment will.be in place to provide warning of cladding
perforations during plant operation, and the applicant has made a commitment'

to per. form post-irradiation surveillance to detect anomalies or confirm that the-
'

' fuel has performed as expected.

The NRC staff concludes that the applicant has described methods'of adequately
-predicting fuel rod failures during postulated accidents so that radioactivity
releases are not underestimated, thereby meeting the related requirements of;'

10 CFR 100. 'In meeting those requirements,.-the applicant has used the. fission-
.

product release assumptions of NRC Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.25.

On the basis of this review,.the NRC staff' concludes that, with the above
,

exceptions, all the requirements of the applicable regulations have been met
and guidelines of the' applicable RGs and current regulatory positions have
been followed for the Limerick fuel design.

4.3 Nuclear Design

The applicant has referenced the GE Licensing . Topical Repo'rt.NEDE-20944-P
(non proprietary version NEDO-20944):for all portions of Section 4.3 except
that. pertaining to irradiation of the reactor pressure vessel. This report,

- entitled "BWR/4 and BWR/5 Fuel Design," has been reviewed and approved for1

such reference (Parr, September 30, 1977). The NRC staff finds the use of
- this report for. Limerick acceptable. .

'. 4.3.1~ Vessel Irradiation
;

| .The neutron-fluence at the inside' surface of the pressure vessel has been
calculated by means of a one-dimensional transport theory (discrete ordinates):

~ code in'an infinite cylinder geometry. .The gross radial power distribution
was used in the distributed source option for the code. The actual flux values.
were those at the core height having the axial peak flux when.the reactor is
operating at full power. The core,-core shroud, and downcomer region were
modeled along with the pressure. vessel. An azimuthal ~ peaking is calculated by
a two-dimensional transport theory method. The. assumed flux is the product ofe

the calculated one-dimensional flux, ~ the azimuthal peaking factor, and a
,

: conservation factor. This flux is multiplied by a factor of 1 x 10e (equiva-
' lent to'40 years at a capacity factor of 0.8) to obtain the value.of vessel'

fluence. That value is 1.4 x 101s neutrons per cm for neutrons having energy2

. greater than 108 electron-volts.

The NRC staff concludes that the analysis of the pressure vessel fluence is
acceptable. This conclusion is based on the fact that state-of-the-art

t
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analysis metho'ds are usedgand that a large conservatism factor is applied to
the calculated result., '

4.3.2 Evaluation Findings

The Limerick nuclear design _was reviewed according to SRP 4.3.
.

The applicant has described the computer programs and calculational techniques
used to predict the nuclear characteristics of the reactor design and has pro-
vided-examples to demonstrate the ability of these methods to predict experi-
mental results. The NRC staff concludes that the information presented. adequately
demonstrates the ability of these analyses to predict reactivity and physics
characteristics of the Limerick plant.

To allow for' changes of-reactivity due to reactor heatup, changes in operating
conditions, fuellburnup, and fission product buildup, a significant amount of
excess reactivity is designed into the core. The applicant has provided sub-,.

; ..stantial.information relating to core reactivity requirements for the first
' cycle and has shown that means have been incorporated into the design to control
excess reactivity at all times. The applicant has shown that sufficient control
rod worth is available to shut down the reactor with at least a 1.0% Ak/k sub-
critical margin in the cold condition at any time during the cycle with'the
. highest worth control rod stuck in the' fully withdrawn position.

On.the basis of its review, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant's assess- '
1

ment of reactivity control requirements over the first core cycle is suitably
conservative and that adequate negative worth has been provided by the control
system to ensure shutdown capability. Reactivity control requirements will be
reviewed for additional cycles as this information'becomes available.i

.The staff concludes that the nuclear design is' acceptable and meets T,he require-
ments of GDC 10,.11, 12, 13, 20, 25, 26, 27,-and 28.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 11 with. respect to prompt inherent
| nuclear feedback characteristics in the power operating range by calculating a
| , negative Doppler coefficient of reactivity a,nd using calculational methods that
'

have been found acceptable. The NRC staff has reviewed the Doppler reactivity
coefficients in this case and found them to be suitably conservative. .

The applicant has met the requirements of-GDC 12 d |/r, respect to power oscilla-
tions that'could result in conditions exceedir n ciried acceptable fuel design

i limits by' showing that such power oscillat' '- e 70t possible and/or can be
easily. detected and 'thereby remedied, anc a 1 :ulational methods that have
been-found acceptable. The NRC staff has t .ih h ue analysis of these power
oscillations'in this case and found them to be suitably conservative.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 13 with respect to provision of
instrumentation and controls to monitor variables and systems that can affect
the fission process by providing instrumentation and systems to monitor the

.

core power distribution, control rod positions and patterns, and cMer process
i variables such as pressure, and providing suitable alarms and/or contal room

indicationsLfor these monitored variables.

s
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The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 26 with respect to provision of
two independent reactivity control systems of different designs by having a
system that can reliably control anticipated operational occurrences, having a
system that c 3 hold the core subcritical under cold conditions, and having a
system that ca., control planned, normal power changes.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 with respect to reactivity
control systems that have a combined capability, in conjunction with poison
addition by the standby liquid control system, of reliably controll.ing
reactivity changes under postulated accident conditions by providing a movable
control rod system and a liquid poison system, and by performing calculations
to demonstrate that the core has sufficient shutdown margin with the highest
worth stuck rod.

The applicant has met requirements of GDC 28 with respect to postulated
reactivity accidents by meeting the fuel enthalpy limit of 280 cal /gm, meeting
the criteria on the capability to cool the core, and using calculational
methods that have been found acceptable for reactivity insertion accidents.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 10, 20, and 25 with respect ta
specified acceptable fuel design limits by providing analyses demonstrating
(1) that fuel design criteria are met during normal operation, including the
effects of anticipated operational occurrences, (2) that the automatic initia-
tion of the reactivity control system ensures that fuel design criteria are
not exceeded as a result of operational occurrences, (3) that the automatic
operation of systems and components important to safety under accident condi-
tions is ensured, and (4) that no single malfunction of the reactivity control
system causes violation of the fuel design limits.

4.4 Thermal-Hydraulic Design

The scope of the review included the design criteria, implementation of design
criteria as presented by the final core design, and the analyses of core
thermal-hydraulic performance. The acceptance criteria used as the basis for
the NRC staff's evaluation are in SRP 4.4 (NUREG-0800).

4.4.1 Design Bases

The thermal-hydraulic safety design bases for Limerick can be summarized as
follows:

(1) Fuel failure as a result of cladding overheating should not occur during
normal operation or anticipated operational occurrence. Specifically,

the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) operating limit is specified so
that at least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are not expected to
experience boiling transition during normal operation or anticipated
operational occurrence.

(2) Core and fuel thermal-hydraulic design limits for steady-state operation,
(i.e., MCPR and linear heat generation rate (LHGR) limits) should be
defined to provide margin between steady-state operating conditions and
any operating condi. tion that could result in fuel failure. Specifically,

they should ensure that no fuel failure results during normal operation
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or antic'ipated operational occurrence, even:with uncertainties taken into.
account..

. (3) (No undamped oscillations or other hydraulic instabilities should occur
either for normal operation or for anticipated operational occurrence.

-The applicant's thermal-hydraulic design bases'are consistent ~ with the SRP and
are, therefore, acceptable.

14.4.2 Critical RPower Ratio Correlation -

The_GEXL correlation ~is~used to predict the (critical) quality at which boiling
transition occurs as a function of the distance from the equilibrium boiling -
boundary.1 The GEXL correlation and design application are described in the GE

" Topical. Report NEDO-10958A. The figure of merit chosen for reactor design and
. operation is the critical power ratio (CPR), the ratio of the critical bundle
power to U,e_uperating bundie power. This correlation and the supporting
Topical' Report-have been previously reviewed and approved by the NRC staff-
(Butler, October 21, 1974).r

. . Critical power tests h' ave been run on prototypical 8 x 8 bundles with two water '
rods. TestLdata.for cosine axial heat ~ flux shapes indicate that the water rods
do not affect- the GEXL capability ;of predicting the bundle critical power per-
formance for bundle radial peaking patterns typical of 8 x 8 retrofit fuel.
The NRC staff has previously found that the GEXL data base,~which includes top
and bottom' peai axial heat flux distributions combined with the two-water rod

. data, demonstratas the adequacy of the GEXL correlation to predict critical
~ power in both 8 x 8 and 8 x 8 retrofit bundles. The R1C staff has previously
concluded that the GEXL correlation is acceptable for noth 8 x 8 and 8 x~8
retrofit fuel applications (Tedesco,. April 16, 1981).-'

- 4.' 4. 3 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis Methods

"

The.MCPR limit originally _ proposed was based upon calculations using the REDY-
model described in NED0-10802. The'results from theftests performed at Peach

- Bottom Unit 2 revealed that in certain cases the results predicted by REDY are
nonconservative. Therefore, the NRC staff ~ required the applicant to use ODYN
methods to' analyze the:following pressurization transients: (1) feedwateri

controller failure at max; mum demand with and without bypass, (2) generator
load rejection, Land (3) turbihe trip with and without bypass.

i

In the response;to the NRC staff requirement, the applicant provided the operat-
ing limit MCPR and ODYN analytical results for cycle 1 operation in the letters
from E. Bradley (CE) tc A. Schucacer (NRC), dated June 13, 1983. Based on the.

information received from the applicant, the steady-state operating limit MCPR
was calculated as follows:

,

-(1). The change in the critical power ratio from the initial value for each
transient was calculated.

- (2) The MCPR.was obtained by adding the change in the critical power
ratio'(ACPR) to the safety limit MCPR (1.06) for each transient.

4
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(3) ,The operating' limit MCPR-(OLMCPR) was established based on the maximum-
,

' value of~the calculated MCPRs from the transient analyses.

Because Lof the characteristics of. the ' control- cell core: design for' the Limerick - - 1

plant-(fast effective scram time), the' worst _ case identified for determination '

of the OLMCPR for cycle 1 operation is the loss:of feedwater heater transient,'

.

'which is a nonpressurization! transient'and'is analyzed by using the REDY method.
|'. Based-on its review of the submittal'for OLMCPR calculations, the NRC staff. finds-
| . that'the approved methods were'used'to' determine the operating limit MCPRs-and to

avoid violation of.the safety limit,MCPR.in the event of.any design transients. .
The:NRC staff has, therefore,; concluded that the proposed operating limit MCPR of

,

1.~22'is acceptable for. cycle 1. operation..

'4.4.4~ Thermal-Hydraulic Stability
.

' Recent BWR; fuel design changes _that affect thermal-hydraulic stability. include
Ldecreasing the rod size and increasing the gap. conductance.because of pre--

~

'

pressurization. As'a consequence, the maximum decay ratio for most BWRs
:increas'es -and becomes larger than 0.5,' which :is the original GE design crite-
'rion for BWR stability. Therefore, GE now proposes a decay ratio of 1.0 for-

its criterion. .The NRC staff has not' agreed that the proposed criterion of'a_-
1.0' decay ratio calculated by using_the FABLE code ~is acceptable.

L To further evaluate-this. criterion and other stability criteria, the NRC' staff-
'

J ,is performing?a generic study of the hydrodynamic stability characteristics of
:' light' water reactors'under normal operation, anticipated transients, and

= accident conditions.' The results of'this study.wil1~be applied to the NRC-
~

.~ staff's review and acceptance of stability analyses and analytical methods now-*

-in use'by the reactorRvendors.
~

,

c The' stability analysis resulted in a maximum decay ratio of.0.63 for:the
= cycle l uost-limiting conditions. The:NRC staff has approved-for operation "

.the-Susquehanna, core design (NUREG-0766), which has a calculated maximum decay
ratio value of 0.7. Because Susquehanna _'and Limerick have similar. core and fuel5

~

~

i : thermal-hydraulic designs, the NRC staff concludes that the Limerick core design
; stability is' acceptable'for_ cycle 1. However, to provide' additional margin-
| .for stability, natural circulation operation will'.be prohibited by Technical:
i . Speci fic'ations. Any results of the NRC staff's generic study'of stability

~

will:be applied to Limerick. .The operating license will be conditioned to
require that a'new stability analysis.be submitted and approved before cycle 2

~

'

operation. -Also, because no analysis has been presented _for minimum critical
' power ratio limitsfor stability characteristics for single loop operation, the
- NRC1 staff will require, by Technical Specification, that_ single loop operation

- not be permitted until supporting ' analyses 'are provided and approved.
t.

I .4.5' Crud.' Deposition4p ,

"

. . Crud.' deposition causes gradual flow reductions in some light water reactor t

-cores.~ However, measurement of core. flow by jet pump pressure drop and core
plate _. pressure drop will provide adequate indication of such flow reductions,

~

if they-should occur. Technical Specifications-will require that the core
fles be checked at least once every 24 hours to detect flow reductions.

.
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For~ pressure _ drop ~ considerations cin design analysis, it is ' assumed that a
conservative ~ amount ~of crud is' deposited on the fuel rods and the. fuel rod-
spacers. This is reflected.in decreased flow area,. increased-friction

' factors,|and increased spacer-loss. coefficients. ?The effect of this crud is
to-increase thefcore pressure drop by approximate 1y'1.7 psi. -The NRC staff I

4

,

*

concludes that the' assumptions regarding crud. deposition used in the design
-

analysis in' conjunction with the required flow monitoring are acceptable.

14.4.6 Loose Parts Monitoring System
_

.

,

In the''FSAR,Lthe' applicant has provided a limited description of the loose parts
; .- monitoring. system (LPMS) and has stated that the-LPMS is-in conformance with

'

-Revision 1 of RG 1.133 (May 1981). The NRC staff ~has_ reviewed the information
in the FSAR and finds that it is not sufficient to be' evaluated for conformance

|with RG 1.133. - Table .4.1, " Summary of review of Limerick ' LPMS," lists the NRC*

staff's findings on RG conformance and areas for which additional.information
is required. The applicant has committed (Bradley,-June 27,.1983) to_ provide
the additional"information showing compliance with. RG.1.133 'on a schedule ;to q;. -be determined when the_ staff's safety evaluation report _is received. The appli-'

cant.should' provide the additional information identified'in Table 4.1. The-
'-NRC staff will review this additional information when it becomes available.
Any; action |resulting from the_NRC staff's review will be applied at that~ time.
Based on the-applicant's evaluation:that the LPMS.is in compliance with

- RG 1.133 and the' applicant's commitment-to submit a detailed LPMS report, the |
NRC staff has concluded that'an acceptable LPMS and LPM program will be imple-

.

'

'

mented in Limerick.
J w

'

-Table '4.1 ' Summary of review of Limerick LPMS'

RG 1.133 Section- Limerick *
'

*

; . C.1 System Characteristics

'- a' Two sensors at.each' natural collection region C-.

b. Sensitivity of 0.5 ft-lb within 3 ft o'f sensor C
c. Phys'ical separation of instrumentation channels I

'

d. Automatic data acquisition (tape recorder) NI
e. Automatic comparison of signal to an alert

level NI
f. Periodic; system operational verification and

'

' calibration C

[ g. Ability!to function after seismic event NI
i .h. Quality of system components NI

1. Ease of repair to minimize radiation exposure NI

C.2 Establishing _the Alert Level
'

a. Logic to-recognize LP in presence of noise I
~

b. Ov.rride of noise caused by control rod NI
movement, etc.

c. Alert level _a function of plaat operating
conditions C

d. Compensation for different background noise.on,

. sensors I
'

*See notes at the end of the table.' '

L
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

RG'1.133 Section Limerick *

C.3. Using the Data Acquisition Modes

a. Manual mode

(1) Pre-op tests to establish alert level NI
(2) _Startup and power operation

(a) Submit alert level within 90 days NI
after startup

(b) Perform channel check each 24 hours NI
(c) Listen to audio output each 7 days NI
(d) Perform functional test each 31 days NI
(e). Verify background noise each 92 days NI

(3) Verify channel calibration each 18 months NI

b. Automatic data recording when alert level is
exceeded- I

C.4 Content of Safety Analysis Reports

a. Sensor type, location, mounting, and criteria
for these I

b. Description of data acquisition,-recording, and
calibration (including procedure and results) I

c. Major sources of extraneous noise C

d. Quality assurance of data NI

e. Description of alert level determination and
alert logic I

f. Reference to Technical Specification NI

g. Description of diagnostic procedures used to
confirm loose part NI

h. Channel check procedures NI

1. Maintenance procedures to minimize radiation
NIexposure

j. Training program C

k. Verification that LPMS will function after a
seismic event I

C.5 Technical Specification for Loose-Part Detection
NISystem

C.6 Notification of a Loose Part- NI

Key: C - Conformance with RG 1.133
NC - Noncon#0rmance with RG 1.133
I - Insufficient information provided

NI - No information provided
NA - Not applicable at this time
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-4.4.7?. Item II.F.2 Inadequate Core Cooling-Detection System-
_!
[ A clarification-of requirements for inadequate core cooling (ICC) instrumenta-

Etion, which must be. installed and operational before fuel loading, was providedi

in a ' letter to all operating nuclear power plants (Denton, October 30,-1979) ,

i

:and in Section II.'F.2 of NUREG-0737.- !

The'BWR Owners Group (BWROG) transmitted a letter tofthe NRC-staff (Waters,
,

January 31,--1981) with attachments. Unambiguous procedures-to recognize the-
approach to detecting ICC~are given in one of those attachments, "BWR Emergency

-

Procedure Guidelines, Revision 1 (January 30, 1981)." The procedures rely
primarily on decreasing reactor vessel water level as.an indication of the

,

I,

' approach to detecting ICC. The water level-instruments were evaluated by the
BWR Owners Group and documented in NEDO-24708.- The wide-range instruments'

-offscale' low is presumed by the operator to indicate!the approach to ICC.
Fuel-zone level measurement is an alternate method for-detection of ICC.

Adequate core cooling is ensured whenever the_ reactor is shut down and one or
more of the following conditions exist: -(1) the active fuel.is covered with

' ~

thecliquid or a two phase mixture; (2). emergency core cooling system-(ECCS).;

| flow is cooling each fuel assembly in sufficient quantity to remove all heat
generated in the assembly; and (3) steam flow is cooling each fuel assembly
'in sufficient quantity to remove all heat generated in the assembly. Li

1

IOne core spray system operating alone is sufficient to cool the core. The i

emergency guidelines and procedures specify the minimum core water level that,

} Lis sufficient to remove decay heat by steam cooling alone.

Other-than water level, there is no instrumentation available that will provide,

+
an unambiguous-indication of approach.to ICC. The. source-range monitors will
show changes in water level in the core, but they may be misleading as to
whether theLlevel is' increasing or decreasing. Incore thermocouples, if they
were available,' might -indicate bundle _ uncovery, but because of. spray from the
spray' system.above the core, they might_ indicate saturated or subcooled condi-

--tions even when the core is partially uncovered. However, under core uncovery
conditions without core ~ spray available,'incore thermo-couples could indicate
coolant'superheat associated with excessive fuel cladding temperature.

The principal method of confirming adequate core cooling--namely, the reactor
,

: pressure vessel water level- instrumentation--has been shown through analysis
'and experience to be adequate to ensure detection of approach to ICC.

Reactor vessel water level is measured by differential pressure devices.
Condensing chambers connected to the steam space in the reactor vessel furnish

-

saturated water to the reference leg. Pressure taps located at different
L levels in the water space of the reactor vessel are used as the variable leg
i ' sensing taps-for the water level instruments.
|L

Because of the presence of voids in the fluid inside the shroud (core area),
the swollen level inside the shroud will be higher than the level outside the
shroud until ECCS operation begins. Thus, the level measurement in the annulus

fregion is a conservative measurement of the two phase level inside the shroud

|-
L
'

,

f
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before-ECCS~ injection. ECCS injection, which injects directly inside the
shroud, will subcool the. liquid.inside the shroud, leading to the possibility
that the water level inside the shroud could be somewhat lower than the level
outside the-shroud. Because the core is adequately cooled whenever the ECCS
is injecting, this level-discrepancy is inconsequential.

In 1981 the NRC and representatives from GE and the BWROG met to discuss the.
NRC requirements as specified in SECY 81-582 (October 7, 1981) and the BWROG
position. As a result of these meetings, agreement has been reached to broaden
the issue.from the specific requirements for incore thermocouples to that of
monitoring ICC. BWROG has agreed to actively participate in the~ analysis of
ICC instrumentation requirements. Consequently, the BWROG submitted two_ reports

. to the NRC staff: (1) SLI-8211, dated July 1982, " Review of BWR Reactor Water
Level Measurement Systems," and. (2) SLI-8218, dated November 1982, " Inadequate
Core Cooling Detection in Bofiing Water Reactors."

The NRC staff has reviewed SLI-8211, which provides the BWROG evalution of
existing water level instruments and recommendations for their improvement.
The preliminary conclusion of the NRC staff review indicates that present
procedural changes identified in the procedure guidelines are adequate for the
short term, but permanent physical improvements for the existing water level
systems should be made to reduce the burden on the operator; The results of
'the NRC staff review of SLI-8211 as they apply to Limerick are summarized as

.

follows:

(1) The applicant should consider the BWROG recommendations for upgrading the
water level instrumentation to reduce 'the errcrs caused by high drywell
temperature.

(2) The applicant should evaluate the water level systems for Limerick to
determine if operator action is needed to mitigate the consequences of a
break in a reference leg and a single failure in a protection channel
associated with an intact reference leg. If operator action is needed to
mitigate the consequences of the cited event, the applicant should consider-
changing the protection system logic (for reactor trip and/or ESF system (s)
actuation on reactor vessel low water level) so that this is accomplished
automatically.

(3) The applicant should identify the type of water level indication equipment
used for Limerick. If the mechanical level indication equipment is used,
-the applicant should develop a plan for replacing it with analog level
transmitters and trip units to reduce the vulnerability to failures or

~

malfunctions.

The results of the NRC staff review of the applicant's responses to item (2)
above are in Section 7.2.2.2 of this report. The applicant has not addressed
items (1) and (3).

The'secon'd BWROG report, SLI-8218, which is being reviewed by the NRC staff,
presents evaluation results of additional instrumentation as~ diverse indicators
of'ICC and provides recommendations regarding the need for such additional
instrumentation (including incore thermocouples) for BWR plant monitoring
systems. The NRC staff expects to complete its review of SLI-8218 in the Fall
of 1983.
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P For the NRC staff..to" reach conclusions.concerning the._ instrumentation require-
.-^

'

mentsifor-the Limerick' reactor,'the applicant must submit a plant specific-
' evaluation ~ addressing the-applicant's position witherespect to the BWROG re-
commendations and:the~results of the NRC: staff review of-SLI-8211 (discussed-

,

'

above) for: upgrading the existing water level instruments. .If the applicant *
~

-

-chooses ~not~to-modify the existing water _ level-systems, the applicant must
!

'

_ address _the adequacy and reliability of the existing water _ level systems.for
responding to excessive drywell . temperature, reactor depressurization,- rupture
of a water:levelireference leg, failure of a' water-level transmitter, and set-.

. point trip mechanism drag,-as' identified in SLI-8211. The evaluation-should-
- also -address the ' applicability of the.BWROG findings -in SLI-8218 regarding the
need for additional instrumentation =for Limerick. The review of Item II.F.2-
willicontinue and the NRC staff evalution results will be included -in & supple-'

. . ment to this report. _This is:an open ites.

: Table 4.2 Thermal-hydraulic design comparison
I

' Design parameter' Hatch 2 Limerick
<

Design .. the rmal : output- (MWt) . . 2,436: 3,293
Final feedwater temperature (FFWT)(*F)' 420' 420-
Steam: flow rate at FFWT (10s Ib/hr) . 10.47 14.16

-Core coolant flow-rate'(10s Ib/hr)~ 77.0 100 )
,

*

Feedwater-flow rate (108 lb/hr) _ 10.44 .14.13-
|| LSteam pressure, nominal in steam' dome-(psia) 1,020 1,020

-Steam pressure, nominal core design (psia) 1,035: -1,035
Average power. density (kW/ liter) '

49.15' -48.7-
Maximum linear-thermal output (kW/ft). 13.4 E13.4
Average. lirear. thermal output (kW/ft) 5.38 5.3:

Core' total heat transfer ~ area'(ft )- 54,879 74,8712

Fuel _ type:
. .. P8x8R

Water. rods per. bundle 2 -
P8x8R

2-
-Core inlet enthalpy at;FFWT (8tu/lb)
Core maximum exit void within assemblies (%) _

526.9- 526.1
,

76.3- 77.1
~ Core average void, active coolant'(%) 42.2 41.8
Active coolant flow ~ area per assembly (in.2) 15.82- 15.82,

Core average inlet volocity (ft/sec) 6.6 6.'44
'-

Total ~ core: pressure. drop (psia). 23.9 21.95
-Core; support plate pressure drop (psia) 19.46 17.52

~

Average orifice pressure drop'(psia):
Central-region 8.0 5.10,

e . ~ Peripheral-region- 16.52 14.32
Number of fuel rods,per bundle 62 62,

-Rods'outside diameter 1(in.)
Fuel rod 0.483 0.483
Water rod 0.591 0.591Active fuel length (in.) 150 150,

Rod pitch (in.) 0.640 0.640
4

.

i
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.4.4.8 Thermal-Hydraulic Comparison

A summary of the thermal-hydraulic parameters for Limerick is given in
Table 4.2. A' comparison with the parameters for.the Hatch Unit:2 core design
is.given for. reference. -This core design was previously approved in the SER.
-issued in June 1978 for Hatch Unit 2, which is now an operating reactor. The

primary difference in'. core design between Limerick'and Hatch 2.is size. Both
are BWR/4 cores and use the improved 8.x 8R-fuel assemblies.

The comparabilityfof Limerick design.with Hatch 2' supports the conclusion that
the Limerick thermal-hydraulic design is acceptable.

4.4.9 Evaluation. Findings
i

The Limerick thermal-hydraulic' design has been reviewed according to SRP 4.4
(NUREG-0800). The scope of review included the design' criteria, implementa- ,

''

tion of the design criteria as presented by the final core design, and the
steady-state analysis of the core thermal-hydraulic performance. 'The review~

concentrated on the. differences between the proposed core design (and criteria)
and those designs and criteria that have been previously reviewed and found
acceptable by'the NRC staff. It was found that all such differences.were'
satisfactorily' justified by the applicant. The appli. cant's thermal-hydraulic
analyses 'were performed:using analytical ' methods and correlations that have

~been previously. reviewed by the'NRC staff and.found acceptable. However, the_

eperating license should be . restricted with the following conditions:f

Single loop operation is not permitted unless supporting analyses are
(1). provided and approved.

(2) Operation.,beyond cycle 1:is-not permitted until results of a stability
analysis and calculated operating limit MCPR are provided and approved
for the ' additional cycles of . operation.

(3) ~ The natural circulation operation mode is not permitted.

(4) The core flow should be checked at least once per day.

The above restrictions will be' incorporated into the proposed Technical Speci-
fications, except for item 2, which will be incorporated'as a license condition.~

The confirmatory issue and open. item are

Confirmatory issue

The applicant should submit, on a schedule acceptable to the NRC staff,-

the additional information regarding the LPMS as identified in Table 4.1
of this report.

Open item

The applicant is required to submit a plant-specific evaluation addressing-

.the applicant's position regarding the BWROG recommendations in SLI-8211

.
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for upgrading of the existing water instrumentsfand addressing the appli-
cability of the BWROG; findings in SLI-8218 with respect to the need for
additional instrumentation for Limerick.

With the exceptions noted above,_the NRC_ staff concludes'that the. thermal- >

hydraulic design of the core ~ conforms .to the requirements of GDC 10,|RGs 1.68,

and 1.133, and SRP 4.4. It is, therefore, acceptable.
_

4.5 Reactor Materials
I

.4.'5.1 Control Rod Drive Structural Materials
1

The NRC staff ' concludes that the control. rod drive mechanism structural mate-
rials are acceptable and meet the requirements of GDC 1,14, and 26 and 10 CFR
50.55a. This conclusion is based on the fact that the applicant has demon-
strated that- the properties of raterials selected for the control rod drive
mechanism components; exposed to the' reactor coolant satisfy Appendix I of.Sec-
tion-III and Parts A, 8,'and C of-_the ASME Code (or their equivalent ASTM
specification)' and conform to the NRC-staff position that the yield strength -
of cold worked austenitic stainless steel not exceed 90,000 psi. Materials
selected for application'in the control rod drive mechanism components are or

~will be in conformance with.the applicable code _ cases listed in~RG 1.85,
," Materials' Code Case Acceptability, ASME Section III, Division 1."
H.

1The_ controls imposed upon austenitic stainless steels' conform to acst of the
recommendations of RGs 1.31, " Control of _ Ferrite Content in ' Stainless Steel Weld
Metal," and 1.44, " Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel." The alter-,

native approach to RG 1.31 taken by the applicant of using chemical analysis to
determine ferrite content by, magnetic means is acceptable to the NRC staff. For
RG 1.44, the alternative approach of controlling heat input and interpass tem-

-

peratures to reduce the degree-of sensitization of _ production welds rather than
testing weld procedure. qualifications for sensitization is acceptable to the:

NRC staff.

The precipitation hardening stainless steels have been given aging treatments
~

. in accordance with NRC staff positions. Martensitic stainiess steels are not
used for major structural elements in this system. Fabrication and heat treat-
ment practices performed in accordance with these recommendations provide added
assurance that stress corrosion cracking will not occur-during the design life
of the component. The compatibility of all materials used in the control rod-

> system that are in contact with the reactor coolant satisfies the criteria of
Articles N8-2160 and NB-3120 of Section III of the ASME Code.

Cleaning and cleanliness control are.in accordance with ANSI N 45.2.173, " Clean-
ing off Fluid Systems and Associated Components During Construction Phase of

'

' . Nuclear-Power Plants," and RG 1.37, " Quality ~ Assurance Requirements for Clean-
. ing Fluid Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled i8uclear Power
Plants."

4
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7- Conformance with the codes, standards, RGs, and NRC staff positions as indicated
'above constitutes an' acceptable basis for meeting'the requirements of GDC 1, 14,-

and 26 and 10 CFR.50.55a.

- 4.5.2 Reactor Internals and Core Support Materials' i

. The NRC staff concludes that the materials used for the construction of' the-'

reactor > internals and core support are acceptable and meet the requirements
'

.of GDC 1 and-10 CFR 50.55a.

:The applicant' has net the requirements of GDC 1 and 10'CFR 50.55a byfensuring -!

'that the. design,~ fabrication, and testing of the materials used in the ' reactor- -

Jinternals'and core support structure are of high quality standards and.ade-
;quate nfor structural integrity. - The controls imposed upon components .during
construction'of austenitic stainless steel are in conformance with the recom-O
mendations of_RGs 1.31 and 1.44, or the applicant has used alternative' approaches

~

'that are satisfactory to the NRC staff,'as-discussed-in Section 4.5.1 above.
,

LThe materials.used for the construction of components of the reactor internals
and core support structure have been identified by' specification ~and found to

~ |be in conformance with the' requirements of NG-2000 of Section III and' Parts A, *

'

8,.and C.of Section II of!the ASME Code-(or their equivalent ASTM specification).>

'As; proven by extensive tests and satisfactory performance, the specified mate-
~

i rials are compatible with-the expected environment, and' corrosion is expected
to be negligible.r

e

The controls imposed on the reactor coolant chemistry provide reasonable as-
surance-_that during operation, the reactor internals and core support structure

L will be adequately protected from' conditions that:could lead to stress corrosion
! of the: materials 'and loss of component; integrity.
,

The material selection, fabrication practices,' examination ~and testing proce-'
dures, and control practices ~ performed provide reasonable assurance that thec materials 'usedifor-the reator internals and core support structure will be.in ,

~

'

b ;a' metallurgical condition to. preclude service deterioration. 'Conformance with
~~

' requirements of the ASME Code and the additional. controls described above con-
stitute an acceptable basis for. meeting the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR

: 50.55a. i

it.6 Functional Desion'of Reactivity Control Systems
,

' The control rod drive system was reviewed in accordance with SRP 4.6
(NUREG-0800). Conformance with the ' acceptance ' criteria formed the basis for
the NRC staff evaluation'of'the' control rod drive system-with~ respect to the

;_
applicable; regulations of 10 CFR 50.-

The control. rod drive system (CRDS):and' recirculation flow control system
~ (RFCS) are designed to control reactivity'during power. operation. Reactivity,

is controlled in the event of fast transients by automatic rod insertion. If
> -

the reactor cannot be-shut down^with the' control rods, the operator can actuatei'

thelstandby. liquid control system, which pumps a solution of sodium pentaborate'

F
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', into the primary system. .The evaluation'o~f the-functional! design of the
*

,. .

.

c istandby liquid control system (is.in-Section 9.3.5 of this report.

'ReactivityLin the coreIis controlled by.the CRDSLvia movable. control rods-
interspersed throughout the core. These-rods control the overall reactor;

i" power. level and : provide the: principal means L of quickly =and safelp shutting
, Jdown~the reactor. This'is the: normal; method of making large changes in

_

L reactor power, such as; daily or weekly load shifts requiring reductions and
' increases of, power.-

,

/Each control rod is moved by a separate hydraulic control unit. A supply pump.

.provides the hydraulic control units with water from the condensate storage<

tank'for cooling the rods and for moving them into and out of'the core, with a
-

Lspare pump on standby. :The pump also provides water to a = scram accumulator in,.

F- ' each hydraulic control unit- to maintain' the desired water inventory.
'

W. hen.-

' ' necessary,'the accumulator forces water into_the drive. system-to scram the
control rod connected to that hydraulic control unit; at lower pressures the '

i= volume of water in the scram accumulator is sufficient to scram.the rod.- At'

higher pressures, most of the water to scram-is provided from the reactor
Jvessel. A' single failure in a hydraulic control unit would result in the
failure of.only one' rod.

The.CRDS has been' designed'to' permit periodic functional testing during power-
| operation with'the' capability to test individual scram channels and motion of

';
! individual control rods independently. - The CRDS is designed so that failure'

-

of all electrical power will cause the control rods to' scram, thereby protect-
Ling the reactor. < Based.on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the
requirements of GDC 23, " Protection System Failure Mode,"'are satisfied.

~

3

;-Pre-operational testi, of-the contru. md drive hydraulic system will be con-*

ducted to determine capability of the % stem. Startup tests will be conducted
over..the range of' temperatures and pressures from~ shutdown to operating condi-

[ -tions:to-determine compliance with applicable Technical Specifications. Each
f+ rod that.is partially or. fully withdrawn during operation will be' exercised

one.. notch at least once each week. Operable contro.1 rods'will be tested for
- compliance with scram time criteria, from the fully withdrawn position, after
each refueling shutdown.

i ..A ma1 function in the CRDS*could. result in a reactivity change. The applicant .
_

i - demonstrated in FSAR Section 15 that the-CRDS limits these postulated transients-
| within acceptable ~ fuel response limits,'as required by GDC 25, " Protection
L -' System Requirements for Reactivity Control Malfunction."
>-

The CRDS is designed to provide reactivity control under normal operation and
~ anticipated operational occurrences with an' appropriate allowance for a stuck
: rod. This capability is demonstrated by the safety _ analyses discussed in FSAR-
Section 15. This system is also' capable of holding the_ core subcritical under. .
cold' shutdown conditions. The recirculation flow control'spstem is capable of? -

L accommodating reactivity changes during normal operation conditions (power
. -. changes and xenon ~ burnout)..-The standby-liquid control system is capable of

bringing the_ reactor subcritical' under cold shutdown conditions if the control
: rods-cannot be inserted. These systems, taken together, satisfy the require-
ments of GDC 26, " Reactivity Control System Redundancy and Capability"; 27,

i
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f" Combined.| Reactivity.ControlSystemCapability";.and29," Protection:Against
~

'

LAnticipated Operational.0ccurrences.":-

,

: The CRDS is'' capable' of providing reactivity control following postulated :
. accidents with.an-appropriate margin for-a stuck rod. This capability:is
' demonstrated by the LOCA and' rod dropout analyses p' resented by the applicant

L- .that, in' turn, show thatLthe consequences'are acceptable and core cooling is
maintained,tas; required by GDC 28, " Reactivity Limits."-4

_ .NUREG-0803, " Generic Safety Evaluation Report Regabding Integrity of BWR-Scram'

, _
; System Piping,'! issued in August 1981,' requested plant-specific information
concerning potential pipe breaks.in the scram system piping. The BWR Owners
Group'has. submitted generic responses'concerning this issue, which theLNRC-

,

. staff is evaluating. . After completing the-re-evaulation, the NRC staff will
prepare a. generic' report that:will identify appropriate' generic plant actions; ,

i and modifications. In a submittal, dated June 28, 1983, the applicant committed -

to implement all actionstand modifications identified in NUREG-0803. The NRC
staff will condition theilicense requiring the applicant to implement all
generic;and. Limerick-specific ~ actions and modifications before startup af ter the

H first, refueling outage,that is scheduled 1. year after the issuance'of the-SER
resolving'NUREG-0803. With the applicant's commitment and this license condi-

' tion,- the NRC staff' finds that the applicant's response to 'the concerns .
; identified in NUREG-0803 is acceptable.

'

The design'does not utilize a.CRDS return line to the reactor pressure vessel.
..n accordance'with NUREG-0619, "BWR Feedwater Nozzle and Control Rod Drives

liReturn Line NozzleL Cracking,'E equalizing valves are installad between the
cooling water header and exhaust water header, the flow stabilizer loop is.
routed to the. cooling water header, and both the exhaust header and flow

~

Tstabilizer loop are stainless. steel piping.

?The=NRC staff has reviewed:the extent of conformance of the scram discharge
Lvolume'(SDV) design with the NRC generic study, "BWR Scram Discharge System
iSafety Evaluation,", dated December 1,.1980. The design'provides two' separate R

SDVfheaders, with an integral instrumented volume (IV) at the end of each
-header, thus providing close hydraulic coup 1ing. Each IV has redundant and
diverseLlevel instrumentation (float sensing and pressure sensing) for the~

scram function attached directly to the IV. Vent and drain lines are com-
1pletely; separated and contain redundant vent and drain valves equipped with
redundant solenoid pilot valves. High point venting is provided. :The NRCr
staff. concludes that the design of the SDV fully meets the requirements of the
NRC- staff's generic report referenced above and -is, therefore, acceptable. In

'' addition, the design of the'SDV described above satisfies LRG II,' Item 1-ASB,
~

"BWR Scram Discharge Volume Modifications ~."

Based on its review, the NRC. staff concludes that the functional design of the
; reactivity control' system meets the requirements of GDC 23, 25, 26, 27, 28,
and 29 with respect to demonstrating the ability to reliably control reactivity
changes under: normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences'and accident
conditions, including single failures,'and-the guidelines of NUREG-0619 and the

'NRC generic. document dated Decamber 1,.1980. It is, therefore, acceptable. Pend-
ing implementation of'the generic and plant-specific requirements identified'in :

the SER covering huREG-0803, the NRC' staff concludes that the design of the 4'

: scram' piping system is acceptable. The functional design of the reactivity con-
trol system meets the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP 4.6.

' Limerick.SER -4-35
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5 ~ REACTOR. COOLANT SYSTEMS"

:
E 5.1 Summary Description

The principal' components of.the reactor coolant system are the reactor pressure
ivessel, reactorarecirculation system, main steamlines including the outermost'

. main steam isolation _ valve, and-the pressure relief system. These components
and systems: comprise the major portion of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.;;

-The reactor coolant pressure. boundary also contains portions of the reactor'

core isolation cooling system, the residual heat removal system, and the reac-
tor water cleanup-system. Portions of these systems, as well as other piping
that extends out to the outermost isolation valve, are part of the reactor

coolant pressure boundary.

5.2 Integrity of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary,

5.2.1 Compliance with' Codes and Code Cases*

!-~ 5.2.1.1 Compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a
,

.The pressure-retaining components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
,

-(RCPB), as defined by the rules of 10 CFR 50.55a, " Codes and Standards," have
been properly classified in FSAR Table 3.2-1 as American Society of Mechanical

3 ' Engineers (ASME) Code, 'Section III, Class 1. components' (or as meeting former
-applicable codes and standards superseded by Section~III). These Section III,

.

Class 1-(or equivalent) components are designated Quality Group A in confor *
mance with RG 1.26. The Quality. Group'A RCPB components were-reviewed in
accordance with SRP 5.2.1.1, and the results of this review are in this section
of this report._ The~ review of other pressure-retaining; components, such as

.those constructed to ASME. Code, Section III, Class 2.or Class 3 (or to former
applicable codes and standards superseded by Section III), is in Section 3.2.2.

! The ASME Code editions and addenda, and other applicable codes,and standards
used-in the construction of these Quality Group A components, are those that
were applicable at the' time of procurement of the components and were based on

t an -expected construction permit (CP) issue date of May 1971. Because the CP
, was not issued until June 1974,'this delay has resulted'in codes and standards

that are different from'those identifiti in 10 CFR 50.55a, Subsections (c)'

through (f). The Limerick Units 1 and J Quality Group A RCPB components that'

-required relief _to be in compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a are: (1) reactor pres-

sure vessels,.(2) main ~ steam safety / relief _ valves, (3) main steam piping and
suspension, (4) recirculation pumps, (5) recirculation loops valves,-(6) recir-
culation-loop-piping and suspension, and (7);other RCPB valves and piping not
-identi fied : above. ' These components were granted relief by-letter _ dated Novem-
ber 18, 1975 from R.C. DeYoung to D. G. Bauer following a post-CP review, in
accordance with paragraph (a)(2)(ii), from: (1) subsection (c)(2) of the rule''

:with respect to compliance with the Summer 1972 Addenda to ASME Code, Sec-
tion III, 1971 Edition, for the reactor pressure vessels; (2) subsection (d)(2)

* of the rule with respect'_to the Summer 1973 Addenda to ASME Code, Section III,
1971 Edition, for piping and piping supports; (3) subsection (e)'(2) of the

Limerick SER 5-1
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irule with respect toothe Win'ter 1972 Addenda'to ASME' Code, Section III, 1971 '

Edition.ororithe. recirculation pumpsi.and'(4) subsection (f)(2)_of the' rule.

;with respect (to the Winter 1972 Addenda to'ASME Code?Section III~, 1971 Edition,
for valves.

- ;In addition to the1 Quality Group A component of the-RCPB, certain lines that_

3: L perform a safety function and that meet the exclusion requirements of-footnote o

-2.of'the rule are~ classified Quality Group'B in'accordance.with the. guidance'

i
._. provided in: Position C.1 of RG 1.26 and'are constructed as ASME. Code Section III,'

._ Class-2,~ components (or equivalent). Valve leakage monitoring system lines that_
~

:
do not perform aasafety function and that meet'the _ exclusion requirements ^ ofi '

. footnote 2:of the rule-are classified Quality Group D on the downstream side =of
the isolation valves.

The.NRC staff-concludes;that construction.of components of the RCPB in conform-
i ance with the appropriate ASME, Code. editions and' addenda andithe Commission's

. regulations, with the relief granted as~ indicated above, provides assurance
| that. component' quality is: commensurate withithe importance of the safety func-

tion of the RCPB and constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the: require-1

* - Lments~of.GDCf1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.2.1.2iApplicable Codes. Cases

In _FSAR Table 5.2-1, the applicant identified specific ASME. Code' Cases that have -.

been applied in the construction of! pressure-retaining - ASME . Code, . Section III',<

Class 1, components within.the RCPB (Quality Group"A). The NRC staff has re-<

' viewed 1 Limerick in . regard to. these Code cases in accordan~ e with SRP 5.2.1.2'

c
'with the following exception. -The revised SRP includes a new ' requirement'for.

J Lthe review of ASME Code cases that are used in the construction-of-Class 2 and
Class 3 components. Because the current revision of 10 CFR 50.55a is-applicable

h only.to those ASME Code cases used in:the construction of' Class 1 components,
the NRC staff has. limited'its review in accordance with the regulation. 1The

.results=of this review aretin this7section of{this report.
e-

L -The basis;for acceptance-in the.NRC, staff'.s review has been the-Code casesJ

1found to be acceptable in.RGs 1.84, " Code-Case Acceptability--ASME Section III,,

b HDesign and Fabrication,": and 1.85, " Code Case Acceptability--ASME -Section III,
Materials," and the Code cases' previously found to=be acceptable by the.NRCp

i staff for plants similarsto.Lfmerick ' Units :1'and 2 before publication of. RGs 1.84 :
and 1.85. The NRC1 staff concludes that compliance with_ requirements of these-

' Code cases will result in a. component qualityclevel that-is_ commensurate with.
the importance of the safety function of 'the RCPB|and constitutes "an acceptable
basis for satisfying the requirements of-GDC l'' It =is,: therefore,' acceptable.. ,

* 5.2.2. Overpressurization= Protection

[ _
The NRC staff performed fts; evaluation of overpressurization-protection at

~

4

-Limerick:in ~conformance with the review guidelines and acceptance criteria of''
,

> -'Section<S.2.2fof NUREG-0800, except as follows:'

(1) 'Section 5.~2.2 states that-the acceptance criteria are, in part, based on '

,

-GDC.31, as it. relates to the fracture. behavior of'the RCPB.- This review-
tarea is' addressed in Section 5.3.1 of this report. <

n

: Limerick _SER 5-2
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.(2) NUREG-0800 states.that'for relief valve sizing analyses, all components,
instrumentation, and controls are assumed to function normally. However,

.some of the' transients analyzed to confirm adequate relief valve sizing
-assume system failure; e.g. , turbine trip and generator load rejection
with failure of the turbine bypass. system. In these cases, the NRC staff
r' view exceeds NUREG-0800 guidelines.e

(3) NUREG-0800 states that'the proposed plant Technical Specifications are
reviewed. The NRC staff has not yet reviewed all plant Technical Specifi-
cations since ther are not available. A review will be performed when the
complete proposed specifications are submitted by the applicant before
fuel loading. A detailed review of all proposed specifications will' prob-
ably not be necessary because it is expected that approved Standard Tech-

~

nica1' Specifications will be used as the basis for Limerick Technical
Specifications.

The reactor _ coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) is provided with a pressure relief
system to'

(1) prevent the pressure within the RCPB from rising beyond 110% of the design
'value, and

(2) provide automatic depressurization for small breaks'in the nuclear systhm
occurring together with= failure of the high pressure coolant injection
system so that the low pressure coolant injection and the low pressure
core spray systems can operate to protect the fuel barrier. -

The relief system must permit verification of its operability and withstand
adverse combinations of. loadings and forces resulting from normal, upset,
emergency, and faulted conditions.

.

.

Table 5.1 Comparison of pressure-relief system designs

Number of Plant rated
pressure steam flow Plant rated

Plant Class relief valves * (1b/hr) power (MWt)

Limerick 4 14 1.42 x 107 3293

WNP-2 5 18 1.43 x 107 3323

Grand Gulf 1/2 6 20 1.65 x 107 3833 .

'

Clinton 1/2 6 16 1.25 x 107 2894

LaSalle 1/2 5 18 1.42 x 107 3293

Susquehanna 1/2 4 16 1.35 x 107 3293

Fermi 2 4 15 1.42 x 107 3293

Shoreham 4 11 1.05 x 107 2436

*

4' *'two-stage Target Rock
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, LOverpressurization protection is accomplished through the use of 14 combination
SRVs mounted on the four main steamlines. Table 5.1 shows that the

f( pressure-relief system design-is similar to that of other BWR Class 4, 5, and 6
plants.

~ p'
All' of'the combination SRVs discharge directly:to the suppression pool. The
valves are designed to meet seismic and quality standards consistent with the'

recommendations of RGs 1.26, and 1.29, as discussed in Section 3.2 of this
report.

t

The' basis for overpressure piouction in a nuclear ' reactor is GDC 15, which
requires that the RCPB design conditions are not exceeded during any condition-
of normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences. To satisfy
.thi.s criterion, _the overpressurization protection system for Limerick was
designed in compliance with ASME Code, Section III, which requires that the
maximum pressure reached during the most severe pressure. transient be less than
110% of the design pressure. For. Limerick, this pressure limit is 1375 psig.

-The nominal pressure setpoints of the combination SRVs are distributed in three
valve groups with a minimum setpoint of 1130 psig and a maximum of 1150 psig.
.Their total capacity at their set pressure is approximately 105%.of rated steam-.

flow. Before valves are installed, the SRV manufacturer tests the valves hydro-
statically for response, set pressure, and seat leakage to certify that design
and performance requirements have been met. During the preoperational test {program, specified manual and automatic actuation is verified, as recommended '

in RG 1.68. In addition, the applicant.has stated that the valves will be
removed for maintenance and inspection, and tested each refueling outage in
accordance with ASME Code, Section XI, according to plant Technical Specifi-
cation requirements.

GE has agreed to work with the NRC staff and GE utility customers to maintain a
surveillance program once new SRVs become operational on any BWR (NUREG-0152).
'Information to be reported w ' include all abnormalities, ranging from minor
wear observed during normal inspection to complete failures, including failure
to open or close and inadvertent operation. The applicant has stated in FSAR,

Section 1.13 that the reporting requirements of NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.3 will
be implemented. The primary. objective of this requirement is'to gather data to;

identify generic SRV problems. The applicant participates in the BWR owners
[ group program to test SRVs in compliance with requirements of NUREG-0737
'

Item II.D.1.
,

,

| The applicant has analyzed a series of transients that would be expected to
require pressure relief actuation to prevent overpressurization. These are

f listed'in Table 5.2.a
i

The results of these analyses, using pressure setpoints 1% above the nominal !
. valve'setpoints, demonstrate that the maximum vessel pressure will remain below |
the 1375 psig limit. The SRVs are pilot-actuated devices that are assumed to i|

! actuate at the spring setpoint. No credit is assumed for the power operation I

of the' valves in the relief mode. For the severe transient of main steam isola- |

tion valve (MSIV) closure with a high neutron flux scram, the maximum vessel
bottom pressure is calculated to be less than 1300 psig when all 14 SRVs are
assumed to operate in the safety mode. The analysis assumed the plant was

!-
|
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* Table 5.21 Pressurization events resulting in pressure relief
- actuation

:FSAR'Section' Event,

15.1.2 ~ -Feedwater~ Control; Failure, Maximum Demand
.15.1.3- . Pressure Controller, Fail-Open
- 15.2.21 ~. Generator Load Rejection,-Bypass-On

'Generator Load Rejection, Bypass-Off-.15.2.2-
( ( >15'.2.3 Turbine Trip, Bypass-On-

~

-15.2.3 Turbine Trip, Bypass-Off:
15.2.4- Inadvertent MSIV Closure-

515:2.51 Loss of Condenser ~ Vacuum,

15.2.6= Loss of Auxiliary Power Transformer
15.2.6? Loss of All Grid Connections
15.2.7J . Loss of AilfFeedwater Flow
15.341- Trip of. Both. Recirculation Pump Motors

-15.3.3 Seizure of One Recirculation Pump'

,

operating at.104% of rated steam flow [(14.76 x.10s 1b/hr) and that the vessel-
dome pressure was?1020 psig.

-The " analysis .was performed using the computer-simulated model described in GE :
' Topical Report NED0-10802,'" Analytical Methods of Plant Transient-Evaluations
for.the'GE BWR." Comparison of the REDY Code (NEDO-10802) with turbine trip-
'testssat.the Peach-Bottom plant showed'that.the REDY Code is nonconservative'

;for.overpressurization events.-..The NRC staff has reviewed this matter on a--

generic basis.with'GE'and has evaluated a new calculational basis using GE's
,

new computer. code ODYN -(Eisenhut, January 29, 1981). The applicant was' asked i

to submit'a plant-specific overpressurization analysis using the 00YN code for
.NRC: staff review and approval.'
,

The applicant submitted responses.in letters dated. April 27, June'13, and
July 12,1983,: from E.-J.~Bradley (PECo) to-A. Schwencer-(NRC), that contained

|the overpressurization analyses results 'obtained with~ the ODYN Code. ' The ODYN
-cnalyses resulted'in a prediction'of maximum vessel bottom pressure of.1260

.

~

psig .as compared to 1298 psig predicted by REDY; thus both calculation methods
-indicated a resasonable margin to the ASME Code-allowable pressure of 1375

: psig.~ Basedion its-review, the NRC' staff concludes that this is acceptable.

SR? 5.2.2.II.2.'c states (for overpressurization analysis): "The reactor scram
isLinitiated either by the high pressure signal or by the second signal from

~

the ' reactor protection system, whichever is later." The applicant has based
:the sizing'of the SRVs.on the. initiation of a reactor'scra's by the.high-neutron
flux scram,L which is' the second safety grade scram signal 'from the reactor
protection system following MSIV. closure. The NRC staff believes that the

. qualification and ' redundancy 1of reactor protection system equipment, coupled
with the fact that the reactor vessel pressurecis' limited to 110% of design
pressure, provides' adequate assurance that the reactor vessel integrity will be

: caintained forf the limiting transient event and that the use of' the second
.no

.
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scram signal is acceptable. Accordingly, the NRC staff finds the use of the
high-neutron flux scram acceptable.

The' applicant had not included the effects of recirculation pump trip in the
analysis, and the initial dome pressure assumed was less than the proposed -
Technical Specification limit. In response to an_NRC request, the applicant.

~

provided the results of a sensitivity study performed for a BWR Class 3 plant
to investigate the effects of increasing the initial reactor pressure relative
to the initial value used in the overpressure protection analysis on the peak
system pressure' -This analysis showed that increasing the initial operating.

pressure results in an increase in peak system pressure that is. less than half
the initial pressure increase. The proposed Technical Specification limit on
the high reactor pressure scram is 1063 psig. Therefore, because the vessel
dome pressure used in the overpressurization analysis was 1020 psig the maximum
increase in the initial pressure would be limited to 43 psi, and the maximum
peak system pressure increase during the overpressure design transient would be
less than 22 psi. Recirculation pump trip has resulted in an increase of 2 to
6 psi in calculations for other BWRs. These results indicate that Limerick has
adequate margin before the code limit (1330 psig vs. 1375 psig) is reached and
that GDC 15 will be satisfied even if increased initial dome pressure and recir-
culation pump trip are considered.

The NRC staff concludes that the pressure relief system, in conjunction with
,

the reactor protection system, will provide adequate protection against over- Jpressurization of the RCPB; that it is in conformance with the aforementioned
Commission regulations, applicable RGs, and industry _ standards; and is, there-
fore, acceptable.

5.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials

The NRC staff. concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets the
requ0rements of GDC 1,' 4,14, 30, and 31 and the requirements cf 10 CFR 50.55a.,

The materials used for construction of components of the RCPB have been iden-
tified by specification and found to be in conformance with Section III of the
ASME Code (or their equivalent ASTM or Federal specification) and in confor-
mance with NUREG-0313, Revision 1. Compliance with the above Codt provisions
far materi'al specifications satisfies the quality standards requirements of
GDC 1 and 30, and 10 CFR 50.55a.

The materials of construction of the RCPB exposed to the reactor coolant have
been identified, and all of the materials are compatible with the primary cool-
ant water, which is chemically controlled in accorde ce with appropriate
Technical Specifications. This compatibility has been proven by extensive

. testing and satisfactory performance. This includes general conformance with
L the recommendations of RGs 1.31 and 1.44. With few exceptions, the stainless
i steel piping systems at Limerick Units 1 and 2 are 316L with a maximum carbon

content of 0.02%. The recirculation system is entirely 316L with 0.02% maximum
carbon. All of the austenitic stainless steel safe ends will have carbon con-

-tents less than 0.035% carbon. The reactor water cleanup, residual heat re-
j moval, low pressure coolant injection, and core spray systems piping inboard
| of the inboard isolation valves was replaced with 316L of 0.02% maximum carbon
'

content. All 304 and 316 forged valves were replaced with 316L with some g

exceptions. Cast 304 valves with high delta ferrite content and carbon steel

' Limerick SER 5-6 |
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valves were not replaced. The piping between the inboard and outboard isola-
tion valves in three systems (RHR, LPCI, and CS) is made of 304, and valves
F009 on the RHR shutdown cooling line and valve F022 on the RHR head spray are
made of forged 316. In these cases, the temperatures during normal operations.

:would be less than 200 F. Accordingly, the NRC staff finds that augmented
inservice inspections on-these components is not necessary because they are
operating below the threshold temperature for intergranular' stress corrosion

. cracking. The NRC staff concludes that the proceeding system: components con-
form to the recommendations of NUREG-0313, Revision 1.

Outboard of the outboard isolation valves in three systems (RHR, LPCI, and CS)
is made of 304, and valves F009 on the RHR shutdown cooling line and valve F022
on the RHR head spray are made of forged 316 In'these cases, the temperatures
during normal operation would be less than 200'F. Accordingly, the NRC staff
finds that augmented inservice inspections on these components is not necessary
because they are operating below the threshold temperature for intergranular
stress corrosion. cracking. The NRC staff concludes that the preceding system
components conform to the recommendations of NUREG-0313, Revision 1.

Outboard of the outboard isolation valves, 304 piping is used in the RWCU
systems at temperatures above 200*F. The NRC staff requires that an augmented
inservice inspection program be established for this piping and any other
piping susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion cracking. This matter
will~ be included in the NRC staff's review of the applicant's inservice
inspection program (see-also Section 5.2.4).

NUREG-0619, "BWR Feedwater Nozzle and Control Rod Drive Return Line Nozzle
Cracking," was issued in April .1980- for resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue
A-10. The applicant's response concerning materials, removing of cladding around
feedwater nozzles,-use of the General Electric triple-sleeve sparger design,
tnd elimination of the control rod drive return line and nozzle from the design
are acceptable to the NRC staff. The NRC staff finds the applicant's response
to NUREG-0619 and the corrective actions taken acceptable.

General corrosion of all materials, except for carbon and low-alloy steels, will
be negligible. For these materials, conservative corrosion allowances have been
provided for all surfaces in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code,
fection-III. The above evidence of compatibility with the coolant and com-
pliance with the. Code provisions satisfies the requirements of GDC 4 relative
to compatibility of components with environmental conditions.

The thermal insulation used on the RCPB is either the reflective stainless
steel type or is of nonmetallic compounded materials that meet the recommenda-
tions of RG 1.36. Canformance with the above recommendations satisfies the
requirements of GDC 14 and 31 relative to prevention of failure of the RCPB.

The ferritic steel tubular products and the tubular products fabricated from
custenitic stainless steel have been found to be acceptable by nondestructive
examinations in accordance with provisions of the ASME Code, Section III.
Compliance with these Code requirements satisfies the quality standards
requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

.
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Fracture toughness of th'e components of.ferritic materials in the reactor:
: coolant. pressure _ boundary is addressed in Section 5.3.1.

The applicant.has.taken alternative approaches to' the recommendations-of
'RG 1.50, " Control of Preheat Temperature for Welding ~ Low Alloy Steels." The-

~

alternative' approaches taken bysthe applicant are~that a maximum interpass-
temperature.is'not specified,' welding procedures are qualified within the pre-

,

heat temperature range'rather.than:at the minimum preheat' temperature, and
,

S

|- preheat ~ temperatures are maintained for an extended period of time:butzare not
maintained until the start of. post-weld heat treatment. !The NRC staff concludes !

n that these alternative approaches will not have a significant effect on the |

propensity for hydrogen | cracking (the concern .of this RG)-and will not cause _ -,

: other hazards. .Accordingly, the NRC staff accepts:these alternative approaches.
The controls used provide reasonable assurance that cracking of components made

. from low alloy. steels will not occur during fabrication. .=These: controls satisfy
If cracking does occur,

the required. Code inspections should detect such flaws.
the quality. standards requirements of.GDC 1.and 30 and'10 CFR 50.55a.

I -RG'1.34 issnot applicable because electroslag welding is not performed on BWR ;
L. components. '

h.The-ap licant has ta' ken, alternative approaches to:the recommendations of RG 1.71,i

| " Welder Qualification for Areas of Limited-Accessibility." 'The applicant' main-
i tains that close supervisory control and welding of mockups-duplicative of pro-
'

: duction welding situations'are adequate to ensure that the most skilled welders
are used in areas of~1imited accessibility. These welds are inspected, and the
welders making these welds are.thereby-qualified under the Code. 'Accordingly,
these controls satisfy the quality standards requirements-of GDC 1 and 30, and

~

110 CFR 50.55a.

'RG 1.43, " Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low-Alloy Steel
,

L Components,"'is not applicable because the low alloy steels used were-made to
.

fine grain practice.o

;The controls to avoid stress corrosion cracking in RCPB components constructed
,_

i ofraustenitic. stainless steel (1) limit yield strength ~of cold-worked stainless
'

steels.to 90,000 psi maximum, (2): generally conform to the recommendations of
RG 1.44~and.(3) conform to.the' recommendations of.RG 1.37. The controls fol-

~

lowed during material. selection, fabrication,. examination, protection, and
contamination ~ provide reasonable assurance that the RCPB components of aus-
tenitic stainless / steel'will'be in a metallurgical condition that minimizes

.

susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking during-service. These controls
meet-the'' require mentsLof GDC 4 relative to compatibility of components with

-environmental conditions and the requirements of GDC 14 relative to prevention
'of leakage and failureLof-theiRCPB.

The controlsIimposed during welding of austenitic stainless' steels in'the RCPB
are'in-accordance with the recommendations of RG 1.31, " Control;of. Ferrite
Content in Stainless Steel Weld Metal," and RG)1.71,~or, alternative approaches
acceptable ^to the.NRC staff,~as addressed above.

These controls provide reasonable assurance that welded components of austen-
itic stainless steel will not develop microfissures during welding and will
have'high' structural' integrity. These controls meet the quality standards-

; Limerick SER- 5-8
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. requirements of GDC 1 and 30, and 10 CFR 50.55a and satisfy -the' requirements of !
GDCL14 relative to prevention ofJ1eakage and fai. lure of the RCPB. _i

,

5.2.4 RCPB_ Inservice: Inspection and Testing *<
-

~

~5.2.4.1. Compliance with the Standard _ Review Plan'

_ The review of Limerick according to SRP 5.2.4 is continuing because the appli-
| -cant has not completed the preservice inspection (PSI) examina:'ons. The NRC

staff review to date was-conducted in accordance with SRP 5.2.4,.except-as.

' discussed below.
;-

The review acccording to SRP 5.2.4.11.4, " Acceptance Criteria, Inspection
Intervals," has not been done because this area applies only to inservice-

,

inspections (ISI), not to the preservice inspection. This subject will be
addressed during review of the ISI program after licensing.

The review according to SRP 5.2.4.II.5, " Acceptance Criteria, Evaluation of
Examination Results," has been done, and the applicant has committed to incor-

'

porate ' ASME Code, Section XI, IWB-3000, " Standards for Examination Evaluation,"4

into the PSI program. However, ongoing NRC generic activities and research
. projects indicate |that the presently specified ASME Code procedures may not
always be capable of' detecting the acceptable size flaws specified in the
IWB-3000 acceptance standards. For example, ASME Code procedures specified for
volumetric examination of reactor vessels, bolts and studs, an'd piping have not
proven to be capable of detecting the acceptable size flaws in all cases. The
NRC staff will continue to evaluate the development of new or improved proce-

~

dures, and the NRC staff will require that these improved procedures be made-a
Lpart of.the inservice examination requirements. The applicant's repair proce-
dures based on ASME Code,-Section XI, IWB-4000, " Repair Procedures," have not
been reviewed. Repairs are not generally required in the PSI program. This
subject will be addressed ~during NRC staff review of the ISI program.

The review according to SRP 5.2.4.II.8, "Acceptanc'e Criteria, Relief Requests,"
has not been completed because the applicant has not identified all limitations
to. examination.

: Specific areas where ASME Code examination requirements cannot be met will be
identified as performance of the PSI progresses. The complete evaluation of
the. PSI-program will be presented in a supplement to.this report after the

.

applicant. submits the' required examination information and identifies all
plant-specific areas where ASME Code, Section XI, requirements cannot be met
and provides supporting. technical justifications.

-5.2.4.2 Examination Requirements

GDC 32-re_ quires, in part, that components that are part of the RCPB be designed
,

to permit periodic examination.and testing'of important areas and features to
assess.their structural and leaktight integrity. To' ensure that no deleterious
defects develop during service, selected welds-and weld heat-affected-zones
(HAZ) will be examined periodically.

*This-section was prepared with the technical assistance of DOE contractors
from the Idaho-National Engineering Laboratory.
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: TheLdesign of the'"ASME Code Class 1 and 2 components of the RCPB incorporates
'

~' provisions for access for inservice examinations,'as required'by ASME Code,
! ~Section XI,'IWA-1500. .10 CFR 50.55a(g) defines the' detailed requirements for
; , the preservice and inservice inspection programs for-light water cooled nuclear

3
i ' power. facility. components. Based on the Limerick construction pennit date of - R0- -June 19,-1974, this section'of the'' regulations requires that a preservice J

;- . inspection program'be~ developed and implemented using at least the edition and
addenda of-Section~XI-of the ASME Code'.in effect 6 months =before the'date of'

. : issuance'of the construction permit. . It is the intent of the applicant to'- . j
L comply with,the PSI requirements of the 1974 edition of the Code, including' |

2 addenda through Summer 1975,'as. required.by 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(2). The initial _ i
ISI program must comply with the requirements of the latest edition and addenda
of Section XI-of the ASME Code in effect 12 ' months before-the date'of' issuance
of the operating 1icense,' subject to the limitations'and modifications. listed
in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).

_

;

p' 5.2.4.3 Evaluation of Compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) for Unit 1
- The NRC staff review has been done on the basis of the information in the FSAR,.

supplemental'information from the applicant'in a letter dated May 21, 1982, and
the: PSI program submitted on September 24,-1982, and June 30, 1983. The pre-t

service examination for Unit'l is.being performed based on the requirements:of'

the 1974 ASME Code,'Section XI,~through the Summer 1975 Addenda, with Appen- j
= dix III of the. Winter :1975 Addenda and Paragraph IWA-2232 of the Summer 1976 y

"

- Addenda. - Although: Appendix III of the Winter 1975 Addenda and Paragraph ' '

;-

IWA-2232 of the Summer 1976 Addenda are not:specifically referenced by'10
CFR 50.55a(b), they are equivalent to the comparable section'siof the' subsequently-
| approved ASME Code, Section XI, Summer 1978 Addenda, Appendix-III, provided that ~
ultrasonic' indications greater than 50% DAC are' recorded. -Therefore, the NRC'
staff concludes.that'use-of the above referenced Code sections is acceptable.

The PSI program plan for the reactor pressure vessel was' submitted June 30,
~1983,'and has been reviewed by the NRC staff. The' applicant ~has stated that

~

:the reactor pressure' vessel will.be examined in'accordance with the 1980 ASME'
. Code,;:Section XI, including the Winter 1980' Addenda'and will-comply with
RG-1.150, Revision 1. Based on its review of the. PSI program, the N,RC' staff

.

finds the selection of the ASME Code Class 1 and 2 piping system welds' subject. .

to examination acceptable.~ ^ [

|: In a letter dated January 7,.1983,'the applicant stated plans to use visual-
examiners'_ qualified in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6~for conducting hanger-
visual examinations. The NRC. staff has determined that this~ position'is
acceptable, based on the fact that qualification of visual examiners for

. examination of hangersLin-accordance with ANSI'N45.2.6.is specified in later!
: editions and addenda of the ASME Code, Section XI, which 'are ~ accepted and
. referenced'in 10 CFR 50.55a.

The specific' areas ~where the Code requirements cannot'be met will be' identified
after the examinations are performed. The applicant has committed to identify
all' plant-specific areas'where the Code requirements cannot be met and provide
'a supporting technical. justification for' relief. The NRC staff review will be
completed after-the applicant

(1) submits the requested additional information regarding the PSI /ISI program

. . .
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(2) . submits all . relief requests with a supporting technical justification

~

Evaluation of the PSI program will be presented in a supplement to the SER.
However, based on the NRC staff review of the PSI program.for.the-piping system
and a preliminary: review of the information submitted on June 30, 1983,
concerning reactor. vessel examinations, the NRC staff considered the review of
the PSI program a confirmatory program.

The initial ISI program has not been submitted by the applicant. This program
will be evaluated after the applicable ASME Code Edition and Addenda can be
determined based on 10 CFR 50.55a(b), but before the first refueling outage

.when inservice inspection begins. This schedule is acceptable.

5.2.4.4 Evaluation of Compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) for Unit 2

A PSI program for Unit 2 has not been submitted. The regulations permit the
applicant to meet the requirements set forth in subsequent editions of Sec-
tions XI that are incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b), subject.to the
limitations and modifications listed therein. The PSI program and plant-unique
requests for relief from impractical examination requirements will be. evaluated
after the applicant provides this information.

The initial inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be evaluated after the
applicable ASME Code Edition. and Addenda can be determined based on 10 CFR
50.55a(b). A supporting technical justification evaluating the preservice and
inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be presented in a supplement to
-this report.

5.2.4.5 Conclusions

The conduct of periodic examinations and hydrostatic testing of pressure-
retaining components of the RCPB, in accordance with the requirements of Sec-
tion XI of the ASME Code and 10 CFR 50 will provide reasonable assurance that
evidence of structural degradation'or loss of leak-tight integrity occurring
during service will be detected in time to permit corrective action before the
safety functions of a component are compromised. Compliance with the preservice
and inservice examinations required by the Code and 10 CFR 50 constitutes an
acceptable basis for satisfying the inspection requirements of GDC 32. The
applicant's schedules for Unit 1 PSI and ISI programs are acceptable. The
schedules for Unit 2 PSI and. ISI programs will be determined before licensing
of Unit 2.

5.2.5 RCPB Leakage Detection

The RCPB leakage detection systems were reviewed in accordance with SRP 5.2.5.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the NRC staff
evaluation of RCPB leakage detection systems with respect to the applicable
regulations of 10 CFR 50.

A limited amount of leakage is to be expected from components forming the RCPB.
Means are provided for detecting and identifying this leakage in accordance
with the requirements of GDC 30. Leakage is classified into two types--
identified and unidentified. Components such as valve stem packing, pump
shaft seals, and flanges are not completely leaktight. Because this leakage
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.is expected, it is considered. identified leakage and is monitored and
separated from other. leakage (unidentified) by directing it to closed systems,
as identified-in the guidelines of Position C.1 of RG 1.45.

The leakage detection system-is designed to monitor the unidentified flow leak- |

age rate with an accuracy of 1 gpm within 1 hour; thus,- Positions C.2 and C.5
of RG 1.45 are met. Provisions have been made to monitor systems connected to
the RCPB such as the residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) system (dis-
cussed in Section 9.2 below) to monitor and alarm intersystem leakage by using
radioactivity and differential flow monitors; thus, the guidel.ines of RG 1.45,.
Position C.4, are met. Each leakage detection system has indicators and alarms

,

|-in the control room,-thus meeting the guidelines of RG 1.45, Position C.7. '

The'NRC staff requires that the applicant provide a seismic Category I airborne
particulate radioactivity monitoring ,ystem or an acceptable alternate monitor-
ing system to meet the guidelines of Positions C.3'and C.6 of RG 1.45.

Leakage from the RCPB is detected by high pressure and temperature within
primary containment, drywell equipment and floor drainage sump level, gaseous
. radiation level in primary containment, and containment air cooler condensate
flow. All leakage detection systems are seismic Category I except for the air
cooler condensate flow, which is qualified for an OBE and the' gaseous radio-
activity monitoring system, which is not designed to be operable following an
-SSE. Thus, the ' requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions

,

C.1 and C.2, with respect to the system's capability to perform its safety '

. function following an earthquake are satisfied. The design of the sump level,
-temperature, and pressure monitoring systems exceed the criteria of RG 1.-45,.
- Positions C.3 and C.6, while the condensate flow and gaseous radioactivity
monitoring systems meet these guidelines. However, whether these systems meet
or exceed the criteria noted above,- the NRC staff concludes that the guidelines .
of RG 1.45, Positions C.3 and C.6, will not be satisfied until the applicant

.

provides'a' seismic Cat' gory I airborne particulate radioactivity monitoring
system or an acceptable alternate monitoring system.

The leakage detection systems are cap'able of bei.ng tested and calibrated during
power operation of the plant, in accordance with RG 1.45,-Position C.8.

' Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes.that leakage detection with the
installation of a seismic Category I' airborne particulate monitoring system, or

^

acceptable alternate monitoring system, the RCPB systems are in compliance with.
h i i.t e gu del nes of RGs 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, and 1.45, Positions C.1

through C.9, and satisfy the requirements of GDC 2 and 30. They.are, therefore,
acceptable. Pending installation of the seismic Category I airborne particulate
radioactivity monitoring system, or acceptable alternate monitoring system, the
reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection systems meet the acceptance

- criteria of SRP 5.2.5.

|
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5.3 Reactor Vesse'

5.3.1 Reactor Vessel Materials

5.3.1.1 Materials and Fabrication

The NRC staff concludes that the reactor vessel materials are acceptable and
meet the requirements of GDC 1, 4, 14, 30, 31, and 32; the materials testing
and monitoring requirements of Appendices B, G, and H of 10 CFR 50; and the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a.

The materials used for construction of the reactor vessel and its appurtenances
have been identified by specification and found to be in conformance with Sec-
tion III of the ASME Code. Compliance with the above Code provisions for mate-
rial specifications satisfies the quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and
30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

Ordinary processes were used for the manufacture / fabrication and nondestructive
examinations of the reactor vessel and its appurtenances. Because the applicant
has certified that the requirements of Sections III and IX of the ASME Code have
been complied with, the processes and examinations used are considered acceptable.
Compliance with these Code provisions meets the quality standards requirements
of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

When components of ferrite steels are welded, Code controls are supplemented by
conformance with recommendations of RGs as follows:

(1) The controls imposed on the welding preheat temperatures are in conformance
with most of the recommendations of RG 1.50, " Control of Preheat Tempera-
ture for Welding of Low Alloy Steel," and are acceptable to the NRC staff,!

as discussed in Section 5.2.3. Because these controls provide reasonable
assurance that cracking of components made from low alloy steels will not
occur during fabrication and minimize the potential for subsequent cracking,
these controls also satisfy the quality standards requirements of GOC 1
and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

(2) RG 1.34, " Control of Electroslag Weld Properties," is not applicable as
electroslag welding was not used to fabricate the reactor vessel.

(3) RG 1.43, " Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low-Alloy Steel
Components," is not applicable because only steels made to fine grain
practice were used.

When components of austenitic stainless steels are welded, Code controls are
supplemented by conformance with recommendations of regulatory guides as
follows:

(1) The controls imposed on delta ferrite in austenitic stainless steel welds
are in conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.31, " Control of
Ferrite Content in Stainless Steel Weld Metal," or alternative approaches
acceptable to the NRC staff were used (see Section 4.5.1). Because the
controls used provide reasonable assurance that the welds will not contain
microcracks, these controls also satisfy the quality standards
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requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a and the requirements of
'GDC-14'regarding fabrication to prevent RCPB--leakage and rapidly
propagating failure.

(2) _Electroslag. welding was not used; thus, RG 1.34 is not applicable.
-

The_ controls (during all stages of welding) to avoid contamination and sensi-
tization that could cause stress corrosion cracking in..austenitic stainless
steels conform with the recommendations of RGs as follows:

(1) The controls to' avoid sensitization of austenitic stainless. steel are in
1

conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.44, " Control of the Use of '

Sensitized Stainless Steel," or acceptable alternative approaches were
used (see Section 4.5.1). Because the controls provide reasonable assur-
ance that welded components will not be sensitized before or during the
welding process, these control satisfy the quality standards requirements
of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a and the GDC 4 requirements relative to
material compatibility.

(2) The controls regarding onsite cleaning and cleanliness control of austen-
itic stainless steel are in conformance with the recommendations of
RG 1.37,~" Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and
Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." Because the
controls used provide assurance that austenitic stainless steel components

Iwill be properly cleaned on site, the controls satisfy Appendix B of
10 CFR 50 regarding controls for onsite cleaning of materials and
components.

Integrity _ of the reactor vessel studs and fasteners is ensured by conformance
with the recommendations of RG 1.65, " Materials and Inspections for Reactor
Vessel Closure Studs." Compliance with these recommendations satisfies the
. quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a;'the pre-
vention of fracture of the RCPB requirement of GDC 31; and the requirements of
Appendix G, 10 CFR 50, as detailed in the provisions of the ASME Code, Sec-
tions II and III.

5.3.1.2 Fracture Toughness

The NRC staff.has reviewed the fracture toughness of ferritic reactor vessel
and RCPB and the materials surveillance program for the reactor vessel belt-
lines according to SRP 5.2.3.II.3.a and SRP 5.3.1.II.5, II.6, and II.7.

GDC 31 requires,-in part, that the RCPB be designed wi+h sufficient margin.to
ensure that when the boundary is stressed under operating, maintenance, test-
ing, and anticipated transient conditions, it behaves in a nonbrittle manner
and the probability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. GDC 32
requires, in part, that the RCPB be designed to permit an appropriate material
surveillance program for the RCPB. Materials selection, toughness requirements,
and extent of material testing were reviewed in accordance with the above cri-
teria, subject to the rules and requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, and Appendices G
and H to 10 CFR 50.
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' Compliance with 10 CFR 50.55(a)-
,

Theeditionandaddendaof5heASMECodethatareapplicabletothedesignand
fabrication of the reactor' vessel and RCPB components are specified in 10 CFR'

50.55(a) The ASME Code edition and addenda that are required depend on the date
the construction permit (CP),was issued.~ The Limerick CP was-issued on June 19,
1974. Based on the CPTdate', 10 CFR 50.55(a) requires that ferritic materials _.;.

used for the' Limerick reactor vessels be constructed to the Winter 1971L Addenda,, ,

i - that ferritic materials.used in RCPB valves and pumps be constructed to-the Sun-
~

mer 1972 Addenda, and that ferritic material used in RCPB piping be constructed
to the Winter 1972 Addenda. The ferritic RCP8 materials do not meet these ASME4

Code requirements. The applicant, in a letter dated July 15, 1975, requested-
~

~that RC8P components be permitted to deviate from the requirements;of 10 CFR.a
,

55.55(a). The Commission, in a letter dated November 18, 1975, approved the t

'

applicant's request, subject to.the, applicant's compliance with.BTP.MTEB 5.2,
,

;" Fracture Toughness. Requirements for Older Plants," which is incorporated in'

SRP 5.3.2. .BTP MTEB 5.2 requires that the fracture toughness of ferritic RCPB
materials be' assessed to the requirements of the ASME Code, as augmented by-

.

'

L. Appendix G to 10 CFR.50. This is further discussed below in the NRC sta'f
!- review of.the applicant's' compliance to Appendix G to 10 CFR 50.L

f
Compliance with Appendix G, 10 CFR 50 for Unit 1 i

I. Basedonitsreviewof,the'appkicant'ssubmittalforUnit.1thatdescribesthe
extent of compliance to' Appendix G to 10 CFR 50, the NRC. staff has determined f

that the requirements of Appendix G;have been met except.as discussed below.'

Unit 2 material will be reviewed after it is submitted by the appilcant.
~

,

, , . Appendix'G'requiresthatareferencet$mperature,RTNOT, be determined for each
k ferritic reactor vessel material and that this reference temperature be used as. t

; a basis for providing adequate margins _of safety for reactor operation.' The
value of RT 'T.is defined in th'e ASME Code as the higher of either (1) the' nilND

j ductility temperatUrv,"as determined by t'e dropweight test, or (2) a tempera-h
j ture of 60F' less than the temperature at'which 50 ft-lb energy and 35 mils

lateral expansion"is achieved,.as determined by the CVN impact test. The.CVN :f

' impact test for' base material is to be conducted using specimens. oriented in.

| the transverse direction.

Limerick reactor vessel materials (other,than bolting) were, procured to_ASME
Code requirements that required eithei the.dropweight test or the longitudinally

| oriented CVN impact test (both not reoukred) at a single test tcmperature of
+10'F or,+40*F. These test results alode are not sufficient for determining.the'

NOT,for each reactor vessel'materiahTRT
'

,To determine the RT f r each reactor vessel material the applicant proposed
NOT

,
,

~

the following: Where CVNiimpact tests results.are less than 50 ft-lbs, the
50-ft-lb transition temperature. is estimated by~ adding 2F" per f t-lb to 'the'"

;1owest CVN impact.value. For base material, an additional 30F* are added to
account for orientation effect. Mhere NDT.results are missing for base
materials, the NDT is estimate'd as the longitudinal CVN 30 ft-lb transition4

; temperature. Where NDT results are missing.for weld materials, the NDT is
'estimated as -50*F.'

' +
1

~

'
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The NRC staff has reviewed the fracture toughness data reported for Limerick,

Unit 1 vessel material, the ~ additional data supp1*.ad by the applicant' for
- defining NOT temperature of the welds, Welding.Research Council (WRC)
Bulletin 217 test data, and similar test data reported for various heats of
reactor pressure vessel steels in Electric Power Research Institute Reports,
EPRI NP-121, Volume II (April 1976) and EPRI NP-933 (December 1978). The NRC
staff, review of these data indicate that the correlations used by the applicant ,

to determine the effect of. specimen orientation and the temperature at which 50
ft-lbs.would be achieved is conservative ~and results in values of RT f r the 4

NDT
' plate-and weld materials that are equivalent to those that-would be determined !
if the tests were conducted in strict compliance to Appendix G.

Appendix G requires that ferritic RCPB materials for valves meet the require-
ments of. Paragraph N8-2332 of the ASME Code. The applicant indicates that-

ferritic RCPB materials in the MSIVs were not fracture toughness tested because
~

they were faWicated to an earlier code that did not require fracture toughness ,

data.. Parar,raph N8-2332 of the ASME Code requires that RCPB ferritic material
used in the-Limerick Unit 1 MSIVs be'CVN-impact tested at the lowest service ,

metal temperature and that the CVN lateral expansion exceed'25 mils. Based on
- the lowest estimated temperature of the water in the condensate storage _ tank,
the heat input from pumps and-the temperature of the turbine building, a con-
servative estimate of the lowest service temperature for valves was estimated
as 70*F. .During MS1V operation, the lowest service metal temperature would be
212*F, because significant pressure _is not applied to the MSIV until the boil- I

ing' point _of water (212'F) is reached.

The applicant has supplied-CVN impact data for MSIV ferritic materials from
several other. nuclear _ facilities that had been fabricated to the same speci-
fication and heat treated to an equivalent metallurgical condition as the
ferritic materials used in the Limerick Unit 1 MSIVs. These data indicate that
at the 70*F test. temperature the CVN lateral expansion for the MSIV ferritic,

. materials would exceed 25 mils. The NRC staff concludes that the alternative
test data, which were provided by the: applicant, demonstrate that MSIV ferritic,

j - materials have. adequate' fracture toughness.
p

i- Appe'ndix.G: requires that the reactor vessel beltline materials have a minimum
L upper shelf energy, as' determined from CVN tests on unirradiated specimens, in
!

i

.accordance with Paragraph NB-2322.2(a) of the ASME Ccde, of'75 ft-lb, unless it.

can be demonstrated to the NRC staff by appropriate data and analyses that
i lower values of upper shelf energy still provide adequate margin for
!: - deterioration from irradiation.

The[fracturetoughnesstestsforreactorvesselbeltlinematerialswerecon-e
' ducted to an ASME Code. edition that preceded the' effective date of Appendix G

; to 10 CFR 50._.This edition of the ASME Code did not require that the_ upper
,

shelf energy be_ established, but only required that the tests be conducted at a'

| single 1 temperature equal' to 60F* below the lowest service temperature. .The
test. temperature determinec in this manner typically was 10'F or 40*F.

_
The applicant indicates-that the CVN impact tests for the beltline materials
were not performed at high enough temperatures to demonstrate that the material~

would have met the CVN. impact upper shelf; requirements of Appendix G. However,
the applicant indicates that the beltline' materials would have met these

s
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! ! ; requirements.had they been tested at a high enough temperature. The CVN impact
. data presented by,the applicant from the Limerick Unit I reactor vessel indicate;

that the beltline plate with the lowest test results is heat C7677-1,.the belt- o
'

line submerged arc shop weld with the lowest. test results is' heat S39986, the
beltline shielded metal arc shop weld with'the lowest test.results is heat*

662A746, and the beltline field weld with the lowest test'results.is Atom'

Arc 8018 NM heat'07L857.- The applicant.has presented CVN impact test data
from plate and weld materials that were fabricated by the same manufacturer as: '

the production sample, using the same process and type.of material, and heat'~

treated to-an aquivalent metallurgical condition as the limiting materials.'

The:c test date indicate that had the production samples been tested at higher:

temperatures they would have had sufficient impact-energy to satisfy the CVN
upper shelf energy requirements of Appendix G. Although all beltline materials~

,

- were not tested at a high enough temperature to satisfy the CVN. upper shelf
energy requirements of Appendix G, the additional CVN impact data provided by
the applicant indicate all beltline materials would have had CVN upper shelf

.

energies that satisfy the requirements of Appendix G.'
,

,

4

Compliance with Recommendations of NUREG-0744

.NUREG-0744, " Resolution of Task A-11, Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness Safety
Issue," is addressed in Appendix C of this report. The principal objective of

P Task A-11 was to develop safety criteria to allow a more precise assessment of
_

safety margins during normal operation, transients, and accident conditions in'

older reactor vessels,with marginal fracture toughness. The conclusions'

reached within this section regarding the adequacy of the Limerick Unit 1 ,

reactor vessel material impact energy to satisfy'the CVN upper shelf energy
requirements of Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 also meet the recommendations of-

; NUREG-0744. ;.

[ Compliance with Appendix H' 10 CFR 50 for Unit 1
*

'

Based on its review ~ of the applicant's submittal for Unit l'that detailed the
extent of compliance with Appendix H, 10 CFR 50, the NRC staff has determined,

that the requirements of Appendix H have been met except that the-plate mate-;

rial' surveillance specimen orientation does not meet the requirements of ASTM E
185-73, " Standard Recommended Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reat;-E
tor Vessel,"'and the-limiting material is not in the surveillance program.
. Unit 2 material will be reviewed after. it is submitted by i.iie aimi n....i..

3

. Appendix H requires, in part, that the surveillance program for the ferritic
materials-in the reactor vessel beltline comply with ASTM E 185-73, " Standard
Recommended Practice forjSurveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessel."

ASTM E 185-73 requires for plate metal that the CVN impact surveillance speci-
men orientation be transverse. The applicant has stated that the CVN impact
| test surveillance specimens are oriented in the longitudinal direction in

.

11
,

accordance with-the ASME. Code in effect at that time. .Therefore,' the applicant
-cannot comply'with the specimen orientation requirements of ASTM E 18 -5 73.4

.However, the NRC staff concludes that the test specimens with longitudinal
orientation will provide sufficient data to predict the relative change in
RT as a re; ult-of neutron irradiation. The NRC staff's conclusion is based

NDT
on previously obt'ained test data and experience that indicate that the relative

,

4
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shift in RT is not significantly sensitive to specimen orientation. BasedNOT

on its evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that longitudinally oriented plate
specimens may.be u?.ilized in the applicant's surveillance program in lieu of
transversely oriented specimens.

The limiting material for the Limerick Unit I reactor vessel beltline is plate
material C-7677-1. The materials in the surveillance capsule are from weld
metal IP-4218/3929-989 and plate material C-7689-1. Because the surveillance
materials are not the most limiting materials, the applicant's material sur-
veillance program will not completely monitor the extent of radiation damage
to the beltline materials. To have an acceptable surveillance program through-
out the vessel life, the applicant must recalculate the pressure-temperature
limits based on the greater of the following:

(1) the actual shift in reference temperature for plate material C-7689-1 and
weld metal 4218/3929-989 as determined by CVN impact test, or

(2) the predicted shift in reference temperatures for plate material C-7689-1
as determined by RG 1.99.

These requirements will be included in the plant Technical Specifications. The
results of the staff's ' review of the adequacy of these limits for up to 32
effective full power years is reported in Section 5.3.2 of this report.

.

Although the limiting material is not contained in the Limerick Unit 1 materials
surveillance program, the NRC staff has found that the methods of analysis in
RG 1.99, which will be used to determine the radiation-induced change in frac-
ture toughness of limiting beltline plate, are conservative and are an accept-
able alternative for determining the predicted shift in reference temperature
of beltline materials. .

Conclusions for Compliance with Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50

Appendix G, " Protection Against Nonductile Failure," of Section III of the ASME
Boiler and. Pressure Vessel Code, will be used with the fracture toughness test
results required by Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50 to calculate the reactor cool-
ant pressure boundary pressure-temperature limitations for Limerick.

The fracture toughness tests required by the ASME Code and by Appendix G of
10 CFR 50 will provide reasonable assurance that adequate safety margins
against the possibility of nonductile behavior nr rapidly propagating fracture
can be. established for all pressure retaining components of.the reactor coolant
boundary.- The use of Appendix G, Section III of the ASME Code, as a guide in
establishing safe operating procedures and the use of the results of the frac-
ture toughness tests performed in accordance with the ASME Code and NRC regula-
tions will provide adequate safety margins during operating, testing, mainte-
nance, and anticipated transient conditions. Compliance with these Code provi-
sions and NRC-regulations constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the
fracture toughness requirement of GDC 31.

|
t
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The materials surv'elllance. program, required by Appendix H, 10 CFR 50, will
provide information on material properties and the effects of irradiation on
material properties so that. changes (caused by exposure to neutron radiation)
in fracture toughness of material in the Limerick reactor vessel beltlines can ;

be properly assessed, and adequate safety margins against the possibirlity of ,

vessel failure can be provided. !

Compliance with ASTM E 185-73 and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50, constitutes an
acceptable basis for monitoring radiation-induced changes in fracture toughness
of the reactor vessel material and satisfies the materials surveillance.
requirements of CDC 31 and 32. |

5.3.2 Pressure-Temperature Limits )

The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's pressure-temperature limits for ,

'

operation of the Unit 1 reactor vessel according to SRP 5.3.2. Unit 2 material
will be revised after. it is submitted by the applicant.

Appendices G and H to 10 CFR 50 describe the conditions that require pressure- ]
temperature limits for the RCPB and provide the general bases for these limits. j
These appendices specifically require that pressure-temperature limits must (
provide safety margins for the RCPB at least as great as the safety margins
recommended in.the ASME Code, Section III, Appendix G " Protection Against
Nonductile Failure." Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 requires additional safety
margins whenever the reactor core is critical, except for low-level physics
tests.

,

The.following pressure-temperature limits imposed on the RCPB during operation
and tests are reviewed to ensure that they provide adequate safety margins"

against nonductile behavior or rapidly _ propagating failure of ferritic compo-
nents, as required by GDC 31:

!

preservice hydrostatic tests-

inservice leak and hydrostatic tests ;-
'

heatup and cooldown operations*
*

core operation-

The number of effective full power years of operation that the pressure-
temperature limit curves are acceptable depends upon the amount of shift in

~

reference temperature of the limitirig reactor vessel beltline materials. The
NRC staff estimated the amount of shift in reference temperature for the limit-
ing reactor vessel beltline material based on the methodology presented in

.RG 1.99, Revision 1. The NRC staff calculation indicates that the pressure-

temperature limit curves for Limerick Unit 1 meet the safety margins of Appen-
dix G, 10 CFR 50, for 32 effective full power years. Although these calcula-
tions indicate that the Limerick Unit 1 pressure-temperature limits are accept-
able for the design life of the plant, the adequacy of the curves also'will be
demonstrated during the life of the plant from the results of the reactor vessel
material surveillance program.

The~ pressure-temperature limits to be imposed on-the reactor coolant system for
all operating and testing conditions will ensure adequate safety margins against
nonductile or rapidly propagating failure. These pressure-temperature limits

i
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will. provide reasonable assurance that nonductile or _ rapidly propagating fail-
ure will not occur, and will constitute an acceptable basis for satisfying the,

applicable requirements of GDC .31.

5.3.3 Reactor Vessel _ Integrity

Although most areas are reviewed separately in accordance with other review
plans, reactor vessel _ integrity is of such importance that a special- summary -
review of all factors relating to reactor vessel-integrity is warranted. In ;i. .the following paragraphs, the NRC staff addresses the fracture toughness of-

t

ferritic reactor vessel and RCPB materials, the pressure-temperature limits for.
ioperation of the, reactor vessels, and the materials surveillance program for-

the reactor. vessel beltline. .The acceptance criteria and. references that are. -

the basis for the evaluation are in'SRP-5.3.3 II.1, II.6, and II.7 (Appendices
G and H, 10 CFR 50).

The NRC staff has reviewed the information in each area to ensure.that it is
complete,and that no inconsistencies exist.that would reduce the certainty of
vessel. integrity. The specific areas reviewed are design :(Section 5.3.1),
materials of construction (Section 5.'3.1), fabrication methods-(Section 5.3.1),

.and operating conditions (Section 5.3.'2). The'NRC staff ha's reviewed these !

factors that contribute to the structural integrity of'the reactor vessel and'

concludes that-the applicant has complied with Appendices G and H to 10 CFR 50,
~

except as discussed in the following peragraphs. -|
,

Appendix G requires-that a reference temperature, RTNDT, be determined for each
F

ferritic reactor vessel material. The Limerick reactor vessel materials (other
, than bolting) were procured to earlier-ASME Code' in which the required fracture

toughness testing was not sufficient for determining the materials' RT<

NDT*
Alternative fracture toughness. test data' presented by the applicant =have been-

"

reviewed and provide sufficient information for' determining the RT # # ""
- Limerick reactor vessel materials. NOT

Appendix G requires that ferritic RCPB materials for valves meet the require-
-ments of N8-2332 of the ASME Code. The applicant indicates that the ferritic
RCPB materials in MSIVs were not fracture toughness. tested because they were
fabricated to an earlier ASME Code, which did not require fracture toughness :
testing. Alternative fracture toughness test data presented by the applicant

-have been reviewed that. indicate that if the MSIV ferritic RCPB materials had
L .been-fracture toughness tested, they would have met the ASME Code fracture-

. toughness requirements.

Paragraph IV.B of Appendix G requires-that the unirradiated CVN impact test
upper shelf energy for all beltline materials exceed 75 ft-lbs, unless it can
be demonstrated to the NRC staff by appropriate data and analyses that lower
. values of. upper shelf energy provide adequate margin for deterioration from.
irradiation. .The applicant indicates that the CVN impact tests for the belt-
line materials were not performed at high enough temperatures to demonstrate

'that the materials would have net these CVN impact upper shelf requirements.
-Alternative fracture toughness test data presented by the. applicant have been
reviewed that indicate that if the' beltline materials had been CVN impact
-tested, they would have_ met the CVN impact upper shelf energy requirements of
Appendix G,-10 CFR_50.

'
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The'CVN impact test specimens that represent the beltline plate material are
oriented longitudinally rather than transversely. However, the NRC staff has
concluded that~1ongitudinally oriented. surveillance specimens are acceptable,
because relative shift in RTNDT is not significantly-sensitive to specimen
orientation.

-The limiting beltline material:is not in t,a surveillance capsule. As=a

; result, the NRC staff will evaluate the shift in RTNDT f r the limiting belt-.

:line material'by comparing the CVN impact test results from the capsule materials
and those predicted by RG_1.99. The more conservative shift in'RT determined

NDT

by these. methods will-be utilized for calculating the pressure-temperature ~1imits
for operation of the reactor vessel.

The NRC staff has reviewed all factors contributing to the structural integrity
of;the Unit I reactor vessel and concludes.that there are no special considera-
tions that make it necessary to consider potential reactor vessel failure.

5.4 Component and Subsystem Design

5.4.1' Reactor Coolant Pumps

SRP 5.4.1 provides for a review of the RCP as.a system used in PWRs. The
Limerick units are BWRs. A review under the provisions of SRP 5.4.1 is not

; applicable.

5.4.2 . Steam Generators

SRP 5.4.2 provides for a review of the steam generators as a system used in
PWRs. The Limerick units are BWRs. A review-under the provisions of SRP 5.4.2
is not applicable.

5.4.-3*

5.4.4*

5.4.5*

5.4.6- Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

~The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system is a high pressure reactor
~ coolant makeup system that will operate independently of an ac power supply.
The system provides enough water to the reactor vessel to cool the core and to
maintain the reactor in a' standby condition if the vessel becomes isolated from

,

*The July-1981 Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) does not include sections-
addressing FSAR sections that consist of background or design data used in

1the review of other sections.~ -The section numbers are retained in this SER
. to provide continuity and ensure a close. correlation between subsequent SER
sections and their associated SRP sections.
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.' fnormal' feedwater flow by, maintaining"the -necessary reactor wate'r-inventory -
until theLvessel is depressurized to the point where the residual' heat removal -

-system can function in the-shutdown cooling mode.
. . '

'
. . .

- 1The!RCIC system consists'.of~a steam-driven' turbine pump uni.t and' associated'
valves:and piping capable'of delivering makeup water:to the reactor vessel.,:

through-the main feedwater line. Fluid' removed from the-reactor vessel
.

,

Efollowing a' shutdown from power operation is normally made up by theifeedwater 1
~

1 system and supplemented ~ by;inleakage froin the' control rod ' drive system. If- the 's

*feedwater system;is. inoperable, the RCIC. system starts automatically when'the1
* -

. water le_ vel in the; reactor vessel: reaches the11evel two (L2) trip setpoint_or.
is' started by;the operator from the control room._ The systemLis capable of

-

- -delivering rated flow within-30 seconds of initiation. The primary. water supply
for the RCICLsystem comes from.the condensate storage tank,_with a. secondary

*

Lsupply from the-suppression. pool.
.

4

The RCIC. system was. compared to designs _and capacities of similar plant systems-
'according to the tables in FSAR Section 1.3, and no; unexplained departures-from*

I' previously reviewed plaats.were determined.
~

.

,. .

.. -

.

.

-

i .RCIC. design operating parameters are consistent with expected operational modes
I.: -as noted in FSAR Figure 5._4-10, "RCIC Process Diagram"; this complies with the,

''

. requirements of GDC.34fregarding residual _ heat removal. - Essential components
: ofLthe RCIC. system are designated seismic Category I in.accoradance with Regula- ~i

tory-Guide 1.29 and' Quality' Group B-in accordance:with RG 1.26, as discussed in
=Section 3.2 of this report. The proposed preoperational and initial test4 "

b . programs are' discussed in Section 14|of this report.
4

'

:TheLRCIC system.is housed within'the reactor buil_ ding,'which prov. ides protection
against wind, tornadoes, floods, and other . weather phenomena. ' Compliance with

_ the requirements; of GDC 2'in .this regard -is-discussed ,in.Section 3.8 of this .
L report.' .Because.the condensate storage tank,.which'is the normal source of

< water for .this: system, is not' a -seismic Category -I structure, the applicant hasU

! committed to provide an automatic safety grade suction _switchover to the sup-
pression pool- to ensure a water. supply in the eventLof a safe ' shutdown earth-

! quake; and concurrent failure. of the con'densate storage- tank. In addition, the-
. isystem meets the requirements of GDC:4 for protection against pipe whip 'inside.

~ and;outside'-containment, as discussed in'Section 3.6 of'this report.L
p

, i

L The'high, pressure coolant injectionJ(HPCI) and RCIC systems.are located in-
;~ ;different'roomscof the reactor.b'uilding for_' additional protection against common

,

| failure modes; Separate steamlines are used to drive the HPCI and RCIC' turbines. '

L

La ~ !To Drotect1the RCIC pump from overheating, the RCIC. system contains a miniflow,

[~
~

11ine that dischargesLinto the suppression, pool when the line to the reactor
s

-

;> g vessel is isolated. When there is enough flow to the vessel,:a valve in the.
i Jminiflow line" automatically- closes,. thus directing all flow- to. the'. reactor.

The RCIC system,is protected against1the effects: of water. hammer when it starts
.

byla-jo~ key pump system that_ maintains the discharge piping filled ap to.the-c
; injection valve. A high point vent 11s._provided, and the. system will be checked

p~
~

_'at;1 east once'-eve.y 31 days-to ens'rs that'the lines are filled. The RCIC systemu
;includesYa full . flow test- line with water return to the condensate. storage . tank

! .|

- N_

-
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for periodic testing. Technical Specifications will include a flow test at
least every 92 days and a system functional test at least every 18 months, with
simulated automatic. actuation and verification of proper automatic valve
position. Both tests will verify that the RCIC pump will develop a minimum
flow of 600 gpm.

.

Isolation between 'the reactor coolant system and RCIC system is provided by:
(1) a check valve and a closed dc-powered valve in the RCIC system discharge
line,'and (2) two normally open motor-operated valves in the steamline to the
RCIC steam turbine. The NRC staff is continuing its review of these valves
to confirm that they are acceptably classified for purposes of inservice
testing-in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Code. Inservice testing

of pumps and valves is also discussed further in Section 3.9.6 of this
report.

The RCIC system has controls that can shut down the system if operating
conditions exceed certain limits. The applicant has indicated that ambient~

temperature setpoints for isolation of the RCIC have been selected to preclude
spurious isolation. The interface with redundant leak detection devices
includes activation by redundant power supplies. The NRC staff finds the
Limerick design acceptable.

Item's II.K.3.13 and II.K.3.15 of NUREG-0737 address the restart capability of
the RCIC on low water level, the potential for separating the RCIC and HPCI
initiation levels, and the prevention of inadvertent RCIC isolation or trip
because of spurious signals. These items are evaluated in Section 15.9.4 of
this report.

The applicant was also requested.to identify the portions of the RCIC system -
that have a low design pressure and, therefore, require either relief devices
to comply with Section III, Article NB-7000, of the ASME Code or a basis for
deciding that relief devices are not required to protect these lines from
overpressurization during normal plant operation. In addition to the normal
isolation valves, the low pressure _ lines identified by the applicant have
either relief valves or rupture discs or are vented to provide backup pro-
tection. The NRC staff finds this acceptable. s

The RCIC system is capable of supplying coolant to the reactor following
feedwater isolation and reactor shutdown under normal and accident conditions.
The RCIC system conforms to the requirements of GDC 5 in that the RCIC system
is not shared between units; to GDC 29 (in conjunction with the HPCI system)
through quality controlled construction and periodic testing; to GDC 33 (in
conjunction with HPCI) in that operation with only' offsite or only onsite power
is possible for protection against small breaks; to_GDC 34 (in conjunction with
HPCI) in that residual heat removal while the reactor still is at high. pressure
can be accomplished, assuming a single failure, with or without offsite power;
and to GDC 54.in that suitable leek detection and isolation capability are
provided on piping penetrating containment. On the basis of its review of the

. drawings, component descriptions, and design criteria for the RCIC system, the
NRC. staff concludes that the design of the RCIC system conforms to the Commis-
sions's regulations and to the applicable RGs. It-is, therefore, acceptable.
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a

-The NRC staff review of FSAR'Section 5'.4.6 has been performed in compliance
'with the guidelines of the revised SRP except that the SRP_ states that the ~ -

? proposed plant Technical' Specifications are to be reviewed. The NRC staff has
{not yet reviewed all of_the proposed plant Technical Specifications because
they are not available. A review will be performed when the complete proposed -)

-

4

' specifications.are submitted by the applicant. .However, a detailed review of-
-all of,the specifications wi11'probably not be necessary because it is expected

, -that Standard Technical: Specifications will be'used at Limerick.

5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System

The residual h' eat' removal (RHR) system is-comprised of four independent loops. j
Each loop contains one rotor-driven pump, piping, valves ~, instrumentation, and
controls. Ea::h loop' has ~ a suction source from the suppression pool and is
capable of discharging water to'the reactor vessel through a separate vessel
nozzle,-or back'to the suppression pool through a full. flow test line. Two-
loopsihave heat exchangers that,are cooled by the'RHR service water system.
These two loops can also take suction ~from the recirculation system suction
line-or from the fuel pool and can discharge into the recirculation system-
discharge line. These two loops also ha'.e connections to reactor steam-through
the HPCI system steamline and can discharge condensate to the recirculation

-system system pump suction or to the . suppression pool ehen o'perating in the
RHR steam condensing mode.

Interlocks are 'provided on motor _-operated valves that interface'between the-
: reactor coolant. system and the RHR system for protection against overpressuri-
zation. The shutdown cooling suction valve permissive is set at or below'135
psig. 'The discharge valve permissives (which also serve an. emergency core =
cooling ~ system function) are discussed in Section 6.3. If the RHR suction valves

,

are inoperative, an alternative shutdown' method is available. In-this method,
water is pumped from the suppression pool _ through the RHR heat exchangers and
into the reactor' vessel. 'The vessel water is allowed to overflow the steamlines
and discharge back to'the suppression' pool through discharge lines from manually
operated' valves'in the automatic'depressurization system-(ADS).

'

The residual heat removal system operate 3 in five different modes:

(1) shutdown-cooling-
(2). steam condensing

. (3)~' suppression pool cooling'-

(4) containment' spray cooling
.(5) 41ow pressure coolant injection

.

' All five modes.of operation use the same hardware. Modes (3), (4), and (5) are
also part of the emergency core cooling system, and additional detail on these

^

.is-in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 of tnis report.

.The normal _ operational mode of the RHR system-is the shutdown cooling mode',-

which is used to remove decay' heat from the reactor core to achieve and main-
tain a cold shutdown condition. The steam condensing mode is used to condense
. steam-while the reactor is isolated from the main condenser and vessel level
is being maintained by the RCIC system. The heat removed in the RHR heat

-~exchangers is-transported to'the ultimate heat' sink by the RHR service water
system.
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The RHR system was compared to designs and capacities of such systems in
similar plants, and no unexplained departures from previously .'eviewed plants
were found. The RHR system is designed to operate, with or without offsite ,4

power, with a single active failure. . Control of the RHR system is accomplished
from the control room.

Using the system process diagrams, piping and instrumentation diagrams, system
safety analyses, and component performance specifications, it was determined
that the system provided at Limerick has the capacity to bring the reactor to
cold shutdown conditions in'a reasonable time, assuming operation of only
safety grade equipment.

Isolation between the reactor coolant system and a RHR system is provided by a
check valve within containment and a closed motor-operated isolation valve
outside. containment, except for the suction line, which draws water from the
-recirculation line for shutdown cooling. This line contains.two closed, motor-

operated valves, one.inside and one outside containment. These valves also
serve a containment isolation function. Independence and diversity of pres-
sure interlocks on motor-operated valves at the-interface between the reactor
coolant system and the RHR system are discussed'in Sections 6.3' and 7.0 of this~

report. The NRC ataff is continuing its review of these valves to confirm
that they are acceptably classified for purposes of inservice testing in
accordance with Section XI of the ASME Code. Inservice testing of pumps and

valves.is discussed in Section 3.9.6 of this report. Relief valves also are
| provided in each of the low pressure lines that interface with the reactor

coolant system.

The drywell spray lines penetraing containment have two closed, motor-operated
valves, both outside containment; the lines penetrating the suppression pool
contain one' closed, motor-cperated valve outside containment. No pressure
isolation function is reauired of these valves. Containment isolation is
discussed in Section 6.2 of this report.

The RHR system is designed to the seismic Category I recommendations of RG 1.29,
as discussed in Section 3.2 of this report. 'It is housed in the reactor build-
ing for protection against the effects of flooding, tornadoes, hurricanes,.and
other natural phenomena. Compliance with GDC 2 in this regard is discussed in
Section 3.8 of this report. Conformance with RG 1.26 guidelines regarding qual-
ity group classifications is discussed in Section 3.2.2 of this report. The
containment isolation requirements of GDC 55, 56, and 57 are discussed in

Systems used1 or cooling the RHR system conform tofSection 6.2 of this report.
the requirements of GDC 44, 45, and 46, as discussed in Section 9.2 of this
report. Those portions of the RHR system that are also part of the emergency
core' cooling system are designed to operate under both normal and accident con-
ditions. The system is protected against missiles (discussed in Section 3.5 of
this report) and pipe whip (discussed in Section 3.6 of this report). In this

way, the-RHR system complies with the requirements of GDC 4.

Although the RHR systems for Units 1 and 2 are not shared on a systems level,
the emergency service water system and the RHR service water system are shared
between~ units. Compliance with GDC 5 regarding sharing of this equipment is
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discussed for.the service water systems in Section 9.2 of this report. Each
unit's emergency power diesel generators supply separate buses for that unit.

| There:is only a single line from the' recirculation system to the RHR system forl' use in cooling the' reactor in the shutdown mode. This line is vulnerable to.asingle failure of either of the isolation. valves. If the operator cannot open"

the~ failed valve, the applicant has an alternate cooling path using the. safety /i relief valves.and suppression pool cooling. Both paths are operable from emer-
,- gency power supplies. The applicant has-ensured a long-term air supply to the

ADS . valves by inclusion of a seismic Category I system of piping and valves con-i- -nected to redundant'high. pressure air compressors. The-installed system is pro-
vided with a safety grade bottled nitrogen gas supply. These alternate cooling
provisions satisfy the'. single failure requirements of GDC 34. To demonstrate

; valve capability to provide adequate fluid relief for the shutdown cooling mode'

of operation, the applicant has committed to participate in the BWR Owners Group
~

test program, which includes-testing of Target Rock valves similar to those usedat Limerick. In addition, b'efore fuel load the applicant must provide analyses,

specific to Limerick to confirm that there is sufficient flow capacity for all
4

; -piping and valves required in this alternate shutdown path and to confirm that
the RHR pump head-flow requirements for the worst path resistances can be met.

For the low pressure coolant injection mode, flow is diverted to a miniflow
line when low flow is sensed-in the < injection line,. with the water discharging

~

: 'to the suppression pool. The miniflow line is designed to-prevent pump over-
heating when the valves in the injection ifne are closed because the reactor

-vessel pressure-is too high to permit injection. The valves in the miniflow
. lines.are closed automatically when flow.in the injection line is sufficient,'

thus directing all flow to the reactor. Each train of the RHR. system is tested
during normal plant operation'by pumping water from the suppression pool back
into the pool. The NRC staff requires that-low pressure coolant injection mode
operability is verified every 31 days; that each pump .is- shown to start from
the control room'every 91 days; and that a system functional test is performed
without requiring coolant injection into the reactor-vessel.every 18 months.
This' periodic testing is in conformance-with the-requirements of GDC 34 and 61.
The Limerick.preoperational test program is discussed in Section 14 of this
. report.

'

The RHR system design has been compared with the functional, isolation, pres-
.'sure relief,| pump protection, and test requirements of BTP RSB 5-1, " Design
Requirements of.the' Residual Heat Removal System," and found to comply with the.

,

. implementation criteria. 1
!

The NRC staff review of FSAR Section.5.4.7 has been performed in compliance
~

'

with the SRP eiccept that the -SRP states that the proposed plant TechnicalL
1 Specifications are to be reviewed.- The NRC staff has not yet reviewed all the

proposed plant" Technical Specifications because they are not available. A
review will be perfomed when the completed proposed specifications are sub-

-mitted by the applicant before fuel load. A detailed review of all of the
specifications probably will not be necessary because it is expected that
Standard Technical Specifications.will be used at Limerick.

On the basis of.its review of the drawings, component descriptions, and design
criteria associated with the RHR systems, but subject to the resolution of the
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Lissues no ed above, the NRC staff conclude that the design of the RHR system'
'4

. conforms to,the Commissions's regulations and to-the applicable RGs and.is,
- therefore,_ acceptable.

,

-

5.4.8 . Reactor Water Cleanup System

5.4.8.~1' Introduction

The reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system continuously removes solid and dissolved -
impurities from the reactor water through filter demineralizers. The system!

-flow path -is'from the reactor vessel,' through main cleanup recirculation pumps,'
,

regenerative and nonregenerative heat exchangers,.through parallel filter de-
cineralizers, through regenerative heat exchangers,'and back to the reactor-i

: feedwater lines. _ The filter demineralizers are the pressure precoat type,*

using filter aid and finely ground mixed ion-exchange resins as'a filter and-
ion-exchange medium. The limits of the_ conductivity, pH, and chloride concen-
tration in_the reactor coolant.have been established in the Technical Specifi-

| cation in accordance with the-recommendations of RG 1.56, Revision 1 (July
'

1978). Conductivity will be continously monitored before startup and during.
during power operation, hot standby, Land cold shutdown to ensure that the limit
will not be exceeded. .,High conductivity will be annunciated in the control .

-room. Surveillance requirements and_ limiting conditions for operation are'

specified in the Technical Specifications for Chemistry of Reactor Coolante

i Systems. The appropriate corrective. actions will_be taken when the limits of
the conductivity, pH, or chloride concentration in the reactor coolant are
exceeded.-

Spent _ resins are not regenerable and are sluiced from the filter demineralizer
unit _to a backwash receiving tank from which they are transferred to the rad-
waste system for processing and disposal. The filter.demineralizer piping

is configured to ensure that_ transfers are complete and crud traps are eli-
| ainated. To prevent resins from entering the-reactor recirculation system

-in the event.of complete failure of a filter'demineralizer resin support, a
; strainer is installed on.each filter demineralizer unit. _Each strainer and

filter' demineralizer vessel has'a control room _ alarm that is energized by high
differential pressure. When there is a further increase in differential pres-

:sure from the alarm setpoint,'the filter demineralizer'is automatically iso-
E lated. In the event of : low flow or loss of flow in the cleanup system, flow -

is maintained through each filter demineralizer'by its own holding pump.

| .The' suction line of the RCPB portion of the RWCU system contains two motor-

[ -- operated isolation valves that automatically close-in response to signals from
the reactor. pressure vessel low water level, leak detection system, actuation'

;- of the -standby liquid control system, and nonregenerative heat exchanger high t

' outlet temperature. The nonregenerative heat exchanger is: sized to maintain
the process) temperature required for.. filter demineralization even when the
cooling capacity of the regeneratative heat-exchanger is reduced.when return
flow is partially bypassed to the main condenser or radwaste.'

e -

*5.4.8.2 Evaluation

The RWCU system description and piping and instrumentation diagrams were
reviewed in accordance with the SRP 5.4.8.

.
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EThe' basis for acceptance in1the NRC. staff review was conformance of the appli-
cant's design 'of the RWCU system with the following: .(1) GDC 1,.by. designing-
the portion of_the RWCU system from the reactor vessel and-recirculation loops-.

'

_to the} outermost primary containment isolation. valves to Quality Group A in
.

R
:accordance.with RG 1.26, and.by designing the remainder of the RWCU system out-~

side.the primary containment to Quality Group C, in accordance with Position
: C.2.c of the RG 1.26; (2) GOC.2 by designing the portion of the'RWCU system

: from the reactor vessel ~ and recirculation loops -to .the outermost primary -. con-);
'

tainment isolation . valves. toiseismic Category I~, in accordance with ' Positions
.

! ~ C.1, C.2, C.~3,'and C.4 of'RG.1.29;. (3) GDC 14_by meeting the positions of RG
1.56.in'. maintaining reactor water purity and material compatibility to reduce;

'

' corrosion potential, and thus reducing the: probability of RCP8 failure; and (4)
GOC.60'and 61 by designing a system containing radioactivity by confining,, s

' venting, 'and collecting drainage from the'RWCU system components through closed,

: systems.
'

5.4.8.3 Conclusion-

On the basis of the above evaluation, the-NRC staff concludes that the RWCU-

;- system meets.the relevant requirements of GDC 1, 2, 14, 60, and 61 and the'

appropriate sections of RGs 1.26, 1~.29, and 1.56 (Revision 1). It is, there-fore,Jacceptable.

5.4.92
1

5.4.-10 Pressurizer
.

SRP 5.4.10 provides for a review of the prassurizer as a system used in PWRs.-
The Limerick ~ units are BWRs. ~A review under the provisions of SRP'5.4.10'is
not applicable.,

5.4.11' Pressurizer Relief' Tar.k !
.

|

SRP 5.411 provides for a review of the 'PRT as a system used in PWRs. The(. >

i Limerick units are BWRs.' A review under the provisions of SRP 5.4.8 is notj - applicable.'

5.4.12 _RCS High Point Vents- '

; See Section 15.9 of this report
U ,

-5.4.13*<

. 5.4.'14*
!-

I
t

-,

-

| ' *The-July 1981 Standard Review- Plan (NUREG-0800) does' not. include sections
b

. addressing FSAR sections that. consist of background or design data used in the
~

i. : review of.other. sections. The section numbers are retained in this SER to
i . provide continuity and ensure a close correlation between subsequent SER
[ sections and their associated SRP sections'.

-

.
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6'.' ENGINEERED ~ SAFETY FEATURES .

:6.1 Materials' i

6.1.1 Metallic Materials
~

' GDC11, 14, and.31,~ and 10 CFR 50.55a have been met with respect to.er.suring an
Lextremely: low probability of leakage, of. rapidly. propagating failure and of _
- gross' rupture. ' This is shown .since the materials; selected for the et lineered

~

; safety features pressure boundaries satisfy Appendix:I'of Section II) of the
.ASME' Code, Parts _A,' B, and C of.Section II of the Code, and the. staff position-

-that the yield strength of cold-worked stainless steels shall be less -thaa -
190,000 psi. The:NRC staff concludes that the fracture toughness of the fer-
>ritic materials meets the requirements'of th'e Code.

'

The~ controls on the use and fabrication' of the austenitic , stainless steel of.
the systems are in accordance with RGs 1.31', " Control of Ferrite Content of

-Stainless Steel Weld Metal," and 1.44, " Control on the Use'of Sensitized. Steel,"
'

in the.same manner as discussed in Section 4.5.1. Fabrication'and heat treat-
- ment practices performed in accordance with these RGs' provide added assurance
that the probability of, stress corrosion will be reduce'd during the postulated-
accident time interval.

The controls placed on concentrations of -leachable impurities in nonmetallic
thermal. insulation _used on components.of the engineered safety features are in
accordance with RG~1.36, " Nonmetallic-Thermal Insulation for Austenitic Stain-

~

less Steels." Compliance with.the recommendations of RG 1.36 forms a basis
for.' meeting the requirements of GDC 1,-14, and 31.-

Protective coating systems are discussed'in Section;6.1.2 below.

The requirements of GDC 4, 35, and 41 and Appendix..B to 10_CFR 50 have been-
met with respect to' compatibility of ESF components with environmental condi '
tions' associated with normal operation, maintenance, testing,.and postulated
accidents, including LOCAs._ The controls-of the pH and chemistry of:the'reac-

: tor _ containment sprays and-the emergency core cooling water'following a loss-
~

of-coolant or design-basis accident are adequate to reduce the probability of
stress' corrosion _ cracking of_austenitic' stainless steel components and welds'

;of the engineered safety features systems in containment throughout the dura-''
. tion'of the postulated accident, to completion of cleanup.

Also..the control of_the pH cf the sprays and cooling water, in conjunction
with controls on selection of: containment materials, is in accordance with _.

-

RG 1.7, " Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment Following a
Loss-of-Coolant Accident," and _ provides. assurance that the sprays and cooling
water |will not give', rise to excessive hydrogen gas' evolution resulting from

: corrosion of. containment metal or cause serious deterioration of the materials
in containment.

Limerick SER 6-1
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The controls placed upon component and. system cleaning are in accordance with
RG 1.37, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and
Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and provide a
basis for the finding that the components and systems have been protected
against damage or deterioration by contaminants as stated in the cleaning
requirements of Appendix B, 10 CFR 50.

6.1.2 Organic Materials

This evaluation is conducted to verify that protective coatings applied inside
containment meet the testing requirements of ANSI N101.'2-1972, " Protective Coat-
ings (Paints) for Light Water Reactor Containment Facilities," and the quality
assurance guidelines of RG 1.54, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective
Coatings Applied to Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." Compliance with these
guidelines provides assurance that the protective coatings will not fail under
design-basis accident (DBA) conditions and generate significant quantities of
solid debris that would adversely affect the engineered safety features.

Organic materials were reviewed in accordance with SRP 6.1.2 (NUREG-0800). In
the FSAR, the applicant states that the coating system used on exposed surfaces
inside the containment has been qualified in accordance with ANSI N101.2. The
applicant also states that the protective coating system for the containment
has been applied in accordance with RG 1.54. Thus, the applicant meets the
positions of RG 1.54 and the testing requirements of ANSI N101.2. These mea-
sures demonstrate suitability to withstand a postulated DBA environment.

The consequences of solid debris that can potentially be formed from unqualified
paints are reviewed in Section 6.2.2 below. The control of combustible gases "

that can potentially be generated from the organic materials and from qualified '~

and unqualified paints is reviewed under Section 6.2.5.

On the basis of the above, NRC staff concludes that the organic materials meet
,

the testing requirements of ANSI N101.2 and the positions of RG 1.54 and, there- -

fore, are acceptable.

6.2 Containment Systems

The containment systems for Limerick Units 1 and 2 include the Mark II pressure j
suppression c9ntainment structure (primary containment), the secondary contain- i
ment structure and supporting systems, the containment heat removal system, the
containment isolation system, and the combustible gas control system. The pri- .

mary and secondary containment structures and associated containment systems A

function to prevent or control the release of radioactive material that might
be released into the containment atmosphere following a postulated loss-of-

;coolant accident (LCCA) or fuel handling accident.

The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design bases, and safety
analyses for the containment structures and systems provided in the FSAR. The
acceptance criteria used as the basis for the evaluation are in SRP 6.2.1, -

through 6.2.6. These acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC, RGs,
BTPs, and industry codes and standards as specified in the SRP.

|

The results of the staff review are discussed below. '

.:
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~ [6.'2.1DPrimaryContainment; Functional' Design
_ . , , ._

; The' primary' containment;is in the form of a' truncated. cone overfa cylindrical
:section, with~the drywell1the upper conical'sectioniand the suppression chamber
the iower cylindrical) section. These two sections. comprise a structurally.

z

integrated,. reinforced concrete pressure vessel,! lined with welded steel plate
i ,and provided-with a steel domed head-for closure:at-the. top,of the drywell.,

'Theadrywell and-suppression chamber are divided by a. horizontal diaphragm.+

slab of: reinforced; concrete structurally connected.to the containment wall.
Figure:6.1-shows the principalifeatures of the MarktII pressure suppression-'

1 containment design utilized at Limerick.
~

#

;The drywell encloses the reactor vessel, the' reactor recirculation system, andp ~

fassociated piping and valves. 'The suppression chamber, also _ referred to as thet

wetwell, consists of.an airJregion and a water region (suppression pool)'. The~

suppression pool serves as.a heat sink for postulated transients ar.d accidents
~

,

,and as a source;of cooling. water for the_ emergency core cooling system (ECCS).
LInithe case of. transients that result in a loss of the. main heat sink, energy-

would be' transferred;to'the pool by the discharge piping from the reactor sys-
tem's safety / relief valves (SRVs). In the event of a LOCA within the drywell',

'the:drywell atmosphere fis vented to the suppression chamber through 87Edown-r

comers. JThese downcomers extend .from the drywell floor to the suppression pool
,

and are submerged approximately 10 to 12 feet.' ~ The purpose of the downcomers '
3 .is-to channel'the mass'and energy, released from a postulated break;in the pri-y

. mary system in the form of' steam and water into the suppression pool where the
steam is condensed.

>.

. Table 6.'1 provides[some additional design parameters of the Limerick Mark II.
. pressure suppression.containme'nt.

6.2.1.12 -Primary Containment Analyses
,

The'NRC staff's|re' view of:the primary containment functional' design included
the temperature and pressure response of-the-drywell and wetwell and the down-

i
ward _ differential pressure across .the drywellifloor from a: spectrum of LOCAs

~

<(Section 6.2.1.3); the external pressure capability of the primary containment
and the drywell floor reverse (upward) differential pressure capability:(Sec-~

tion.6.2.1.4); the design capability.to withstand the effects' of_ steam bypass'

~

from the'drywell directly.to the air-region of'the suppression chamber (Sec-
. tion _6.2.1.5); the' differential pressures across' internal structures and the

'

;resulting forces and; moments .from high-energy pipe ruptures -in primary contain--
,

~ ment subcompartments'(Sectiun 6.2.1.6); and suppression pool ~ dynamic effects
,

'during a LOCA and following the' actuation of one or more of the reactor system*

'SRVs (Sectioni6.2.1.7). The review considered in allicases the applicant's~ i

? proposed design bases and design criteria andsthe supporting analyses and test
.dataTpresented in~the FSAR. -Section 6.2.1.8'provides a summary of the conclu-
1sions reached as a result of the NRC staff review of the Limerick primary con-
tainment functional-design. .Section 6.2.1.2 presents a generic review of the
GE Mark-II containment' design versus the GE Mark I and Mark III containment
designs.

6.'2.1.2 Review of BWR' Containment Technology

y
Pressure suppression designs of reactor containments in the United States that=

fare different from the Mark 11 containment are the Mark I or "lightbulb-torus"

Limerick SER 6-3-as
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Figure 6.1 Mark II pressure suppression containment
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Table 6.1 Comparison of BWR containment designs

Mark I Mark II Mark III
Design (Hatch 2) (Limerick) (Grand Gulf)

.

Drywell

Type of construction steel shell- steel-lined reinforced
reigforced concrete
concrete

8Air volume (ft ) 146,266 248,950 270,128

Design pressure (psig) 56- 55 30

Leak rate (% by weight 1. 2 0.5 N/A
per day)

Wetwell

Type of construction steel shell steel-lined steel-lined
reinforced reinforced
concrete concrete

Air volume (ft ) 109,174 161.350* 1.4 x 1083

3Pool volume (ft ) 90,550 115,903* 137,073
'Design pressure (psig) 56 55 15

Leak rate (% by weight 1.2 u0. 5 0.35
per day)
Thermal power (MWt) 2,537 3,435 4,025

2LOCA break area (ft ) 4.378 4.089 3.54
2Vent area (ft ) 216 256.5 552

Break area / vent area 0.0202 0.0159 0.006

* Low water level

and the Mark III. A comparison of design parameters of the-Mark I, II, and III
containment types is in Table 6.1.

The Mark I containment, Figure 6.2, was the first widely used design for BWR
pressure suppression containments. In the Mark I design, the drywell consists
of an inverted-lightbulb-shaped vessel, and the suppression chamber is a
torus-shaped steel vessel located below and encircling the drywell. The vent
system consists of vent pipes, vent header, and downcomers. The typical
design pressure for both drywell and suppression chamber is 56 psig, except
for Oyster Creek-and Nine Mile Point 1, where the suppression chamber design
pressure is 35 psig.

Limerick SER 6-5
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F Ef" The: Mark'1'II.| design,'-Figu're6.3,,isthe-latestBWRpressures'uppress' ion:contain-
~ ment design. . In this7 esign,tthe containment (suppression chamber) completelydr y' ~

! surrounds.the drywell. . . The suppression poolmis a -360-degree annular pool
elocated in.the bottom ~of the containmentLand. retained between the containment

-

? wall and the drywell. weir: wall. '

,

~

.The wetwell:and~drywell of1the MarkJI.and II-_ designs'are~ connected by.a vent,

*

system that' enters the suppression pool; vertically at a constant, submergence._

. ;The Mark _III design'uses a~ horizontal ventisystem at variable submergence. In j'

~

;, 'both the Mark'I and II' containments,cthe peak 1drywell. pressure occurs in the
range-of approximately 10_.to'50 seconds.following the' onset.of the' accident',..
after'the.ventEclearing process''~and _during the vent flow part of the transient.,

Wetwell peak pressures occur.in about the:same time frame for the Mark I and II ,i" designs, prima ~rily because{of thezcompression of:drywell air;that is carried
. : over to. the wetwell .

'The pea'k drywell. pressure-in'the. Mark.III design occurs'at about 1 second~

~during the vent clearing process ~. The peak wetwell pressure for a MarklIII . '
, .

: design occurs in the.long; term and is-primarily a function of the capacity of'

~ the containment = heat removal' system. 'The peak wetwell pressure is not deter -
_

'

mined 1by the compression 'of Edrywell.. air carried over to the wetwell' as in the
4' ,

case-of.the Mark I and'II de' signs, because of the_large-volume of the wetwell-

_ LinLthe' Mark III| design (see Table 6.1). |
y , -

,
-

s
#

. -

!; Mark II containments also experience aishort-term drywell floor ^p'ressure dif-
.

-ferential thatucan. occur-either'at the time of vent. clearing:or later__during! '

i the -vent flow transient. - In -the -long-term,- both the drywell and wetwell reach'~

'

a _ secondary-' peak pressure ,because of continued decay heat generation;-however,-
this-transientEis'less severe 1than-the:short-term: transient and is t,herefore

,

not controlling for. establishing the design pressure.
.

.- : 6.2.1.3 Primary Containment <LOCA. Analyses,

aThe-applicant has performed analyses'for.a. spectrum of!LOCAs to evaluate the-

g : adequacy of.ithe drywell'and s'uppression ch' amber design pressure (55 psig), the<

idrywell - design' temperature (340*F),- the. suppression. chamber : design temperature,

" - ;(220*F)} and the drywe11 floor design downward differential pressure (30 psid).c 7,

,
;The 1 spectrum _ of LOCAs : analyzed in :the~ containment design functional evaluation

! . included the postulatedJinstantaneous guillotine rupture of a recirculation
F tline, the: instantaneous guillotine! rupture:of'a main steamlin' ,|an intermediate-

~

e
: size liquid line: rupture, and;a:small steamline rupture. Based on'the~NRC
- staff's: review of ?the applicant's choice of- breaks and previous staff experi--

. ence,qthe NRC staff concludes-that>the spectrum of-LOCAs analyzed is^ acceptable.-

,

.The mass ~and energy release. rate' data calculated;for1these postulated LOCAs*

f ncluded einergy storedfin.the-reactor (system, fission product decay energy,i;

energyyfrom fuel relaxation, ser.sible energyJstored.in.the reactor structures,-
energy added by the ECCS_ pumps, and metal-water reaction energy. : The blowdown J&: ,

~

i mass and. energy release rates were calculated using NED0-10320, "The~ General''

|
~

Electric: Pressure Suppression Containment Analytical Model," and the assump-
tions listed'in FSAR.Section'6.-2.lil.3.3.1.1. - Based on (1) the'NRC staff's
review)of'the applicant's. stored and generated; energy-included in_the' mass and. .,

f
.

E a
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snergy release rate data, (2) the applicant's conservative initial conditions
cnd analytical assumptions utilized to calculated the blowdown mass and energy
release rates, and (3) the NRC staff's acceptance, in NUREG-0808 of the NEDO-
10320 computer model for calculating blowdown mass and energy releases for
containment design basis calculations, the NRC staff finds the applicant's
computed LOCA mass and energy release rate.dai.a acceptable for the containment
functional analyses.

The NRC staff's review of the applicant's containment functional design evalu-
ction for LOCAs is divided into the short-term and long-term LOCA responses
cnd a separate discussion of the containment design temperature evaluation.

6.2.1.3.1 Short-Term LOCA Response

The applicant's analyses of the postulated primary system breaks showed that
the_ double-ended recirculation line break yields the peak drywell and suppres-
sion chamber pressure and the peak downward drywell floor differential pressure
tnd thus is the design-basis accident for these design parameters. These limit-
ing pressures occur during the blowdown phase of the transient, which lasts
tpppoximately 39 seconds. In the long term, both drywell and suppression
chamber reach a secondary peak pressure because of continued decay heat gener-
ation; however, thir ,ransient is less severe than the short-term transient and
therefore is not controlling for establishing the design pressures.

Following the postulated instantaneous double-ended rupture of a 28-inch recir-
culation outlet line, the mass and energy released from the primary system pres-
surizes the drywell. As the drywell pressure increases, water initially in the
downcomers is accelerated downward. When the drywell-to-suppression-chamber-
differential pressure exceeds the pressure of a column of water equal to the
submerged depth of the downcomer in the suppression pool,~an air-steam-water
cixture' from the drywell begins to flow into the suppression pool. The steam
is condensed in the pool, and air is released into the suppression chamber air

. region. The above process is called the vent clearing transient, and occurs in
less than 1 second following the break (see Figure 6.4). The maximum downward
pressure differential between the drywell and suppression chamber occurs shortly
cfter vent clearing and was calculated by the applicant to be 26 psid (see
Figure 6.5).<

Following vent clearing, the drywell pressure continually increases until, as
calculated by the applicant, the peak pressure of 44 psig is reached at 14 sec-
cnds after the onset of the accident. The drywell pressure then decreases
slightly as the rate of energy dumped to the suppression pool via the downcomers
exceeds the rate of energy released into the drywell from the primary system.

Following vent clearing, the suppression chamber pressure also increases at
about the same rate as the drywell pressure as a result of the transfer of steam
cnd noncondensables f rom the drywell. The applicant calculates the suppression
chamber pressure reaches a peak of 31 psig at 35 seconds after the accident.

As can be seen in Figure 6.4, between about 20 and 100 seconds after the acci-
dint the drywell pressure has stabilized to approximately 5 psi above the sup-
pression chamber p usure. This differential pressure corresponds to the depth

j. of submergence of the downcomers. At either 72 or 92 seconds after the accident,
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depending on the assumption of max'imum or minimum ECCS operation, the ECCS
injection water floods the reactor vessel to the level of the break and water
begins 'to cascade into the drywell through the break. This results in conden-
sation of the steam in the drywell and a rapid reduction in the drywell pressure
(see Figure 6.4).' As soon as the drywell pressure drops below the suppression
chamber. pressure, the drywell vacuum breakers will open and noncondensable
gases from the suppression chamber air volume will flow back into the drywell.
Because of this, the drywell and suppression chamber pressure equalize and

iremain approximately the same for the remainder of the accident.

The applicant's calculated peak drywell and suppression chamber pressures for
the design-basis recirculation line break-are 44 psig and 31 psig, respectively.
Compared to the design pressure of 55 psig, this provides a 20% margin for.the
drywell and a.44% margin for the suppression chamber. The applicant's calcu-
lated peak downward pressure differential across the drywell floor of 26 psid
provides a 13% margin compared to the design value of 30 psid.

The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's short-term analyses for the spectrum
of LOCAs considered, including the initial conditions (see FSAR Table 6.2-3)
and the analytical assumptions, and finds them conservative. In addition, the
NRC staff has done a confirmatory analysis for the design-basis recirculation
line _ break using the CONTEMPT-LT28 computer code. The NRC staff results con-
firm'the conservatism of the applicant's calculations. Therefore, the NRC staff
concludes that the design pressure of the drywell and suppression chamber and .|the design downward differential pressure across the drywell floor are '

acceptable.

6.2.1.3.2 Long-Term LOCA Response.

'Following the short-term response phase of the accident described above, the
suppression pool temperature and suppression chamber pressure continuously-

increase because of the input of fission product decay energy, energy from fuel
relaxation, sensible energy stored in the reactor structures, and energy added

.by the ECCS pumps. At 10 minutes into the accident, the operators manually
initiate the containment cooling mode of the residual heat removal system (RHRS)
whereby suppression pool water is circulated through the,RHRS heat exchangers,

i establishing an energy transfer path to the'RHR service water system and the
ultimate heat sink (see Section 6.2.2).

The applicant has analyzed the long-term primary containment pressure and sup-
pression pool temperature responses following a LOCA and found that they are
essentially independent of the initiating primary system break. For these
analyses, the applicant has postulated a variety of single active failures and
-has assumed loss of offsite power. The worse case was found to be loss of off-

| site power, minimum diesel power, and no'use of containment sprays (i.e., the
! flow from one RHRS pump is cooled by the RHRS' heat exchanger before it is dis-

charged into the reactor vessel, and one other RHRS pump and one core spray
loop. inject directly into the vessel). For this case, the peak suppression

; pool temperature of 212.5*F is obtained, along with'a secondary peak contain-
| ment pressure of 16.7 psig. On the basis of a review of the applicant's

analyses, the NRC staff finds'that long-term containment pressures and tempera-
tures following a LOCA have been conservatively calculated and therefore are

| acceptable.
,
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6.2.1.3.3 Primary Containment Design Temperature Analysis

For. the drywell, the limiting accident is a small-size steam break that does
- not result.in reactor.depressurization due to either loss of reactor ccolant or
automatic operation of the ECCS equipment. For this accident, the operators
;are alerted by a high drywell pressure signal and reactor scram, and it is
assumed that they respond with an orderly. shutdown of.the reactor, which takes,

about 6 hours (i.e., the reactor coolant system is depressurized using the main
,conden'ser while limiting the' reactor cooldown-rate:to 100'F). The applicant
has therefore assumed that there is a blowdown of reactor steam for the assumed
6-hour cooldown period. .Because the worst combination of primary system pres-
sure and drywell pressure produces a maximum superheat temperature of 340*F for
the escaping steam,' for drywell design purposts and for the environmental quali-
fication of safety-related ' equipment located .in the drywell, the appif cant

: originally assumed a maximum drywell temperature of-340'F for 6 hours. The,-

applicant subsequently, however, revised the drywell environmental qualifica-
. tion envelope to 340*F for the first 3 hours and to 310*F for the next 3 hours
following a LOCA. Because the applicant's analysis to support this latter
change is not yet complete, the NRC staff's acceptance of the revised drywell
temperature profile .is conditional on receipt and. acceptance of the analysis

' justifying the' revised environmental qualification envelope. This is a confirm-
atory item to be' resolved in a supplement to this. report.

The applicant has conservatively applied the same temperature profile used for,.

- the drywell for environmental qualification of safety-related equipment located
in the suppression chamber. The NRC staff finds this acceptable, but,'as.noted
above, acceptance of the drywell temperature profile is subject to confirmation
following receipt of' additional information from the applicant.

6.2.1.4 Drywell Floor Reverse Pressure and Drywell External Pressure - Analyses

Excessive drywell floor reverse pressure (i.e. , suppression chamber pressure
greater than drywell pressure) is prevented by four vacuum relief valve assem-
blies each mounted on the side of a downcomer. Each vacuum relief valve assem-

~ bly consists of two vacuum relief valves mounteJ in. series to reduce potential
steam bypass leakage. The vacuum breaker design'was sized by the applicant
considering two cases leading to potentially rapid drywell depressurizstion:
.(1) the inadvertent actuation of. one drywell spray train and (2) maximum. ECCS
. spillage during the depressurization phase of the large recirculation' outlet
line break accident.' Inadvertent actuation of both drywell spray trains was
not considered because the outboard drywell spray containment isolation valve
on both trains is key-locked closed, .and the key-lock switches for the two
trains are approximately 8 feet apart. For both cases, it was conservatively

. assumed that all noncondensables (which tend to hold up the depressurization)
have been removed-to the wetwell vapor region prior to drywell.depressurization.
The iradvertent.drywell spray case was found to be the limiting case, and the
vacuum breaker design was sized so that.three vacuum relief valve assemblies,
each-with a seat inner diameter of 18 inches, were sufficient to maintain the-
drywell floor reverse differential pressure below 3 psid. The fourth valve
assembly'was'added to allow for a single active failure.

The NRCLstaff has reviewed.the applicant's analyses ~and finds them conservative.

[ Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the-drywell floor reverse pressure
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des'ign basis of 20 psid is sufficient to withstandEthe worst case accident, .i

including the diaphragm floor upward load induced during pool swell (5.5 psid).

The NRC staff |has also reviewed the adequacy of the primary containment negative i

'

-(external) design pressure of -5 psig. The design-basis event for evaluating- |
the containment external pressure design results~from inadvertent actuation of. |

~

the drywell sprays. 7 Both the applicant's analysis 'and the NRC staff's confirma-
tory analysis using the CONTEMPT-LT28 computer code have shown that inadvertent

'
actuation of one drywell spray train results in a maximum negative drywell' pres-
sure of -4.3 psig. The analysis assumed conservative initial. conditions,. maxi--
num drywell spray flow at 50*F, and . operation of only three of the four wetwell-
to-drywell; vacuum breakers. The applicant has stated.that actuation of both
drywell spray trains concurrently will result in a pressure below the design

_

basis -5_psig if the. suppression pool. temperature.is below 105'F and worst case
conditions are assumed for all other variables. . But,' as discussed above, inad-
vertent. actuation of bothLdrywell spray-trains has'been~ prevented by the

,

Limerick design, and administrative procedures will strictly control the.condi- '

5 tions under which both drywell spray trains can be actuated. Therefore, the
j 'NRC staff finds the ability of the primary containment. adequate to accommodate
^ with sufficient margin the external-pressure from the worst postulated accident.
4
'

6.2.1.5 Steam Bypass of the Suppression Pool Analysis

Following a postulated primary system line break inside the drywell, excessivee

; containment pressure could develop as a result of paths from the drywell directly-
to.the suppression chamber air space through which steam could bypass the sup-;

pression pool where the steam is normally condensed. The control of such steam!

~ bypass paths is important to ensure the. design pressure of the containment is
not exceeded. The applicant has designed the pressure boundary between the
drywell and suppression chamber, inc,1uding the downcomers and the penetrations

- in.this boundary, to minimize potential steam bypass paths. In addition, in
_

,

accordance-with Appendix A to SRP 6.2.1.1.C, " Steam Bypass for Mark I,-II, and
[. and-III Containments," the applicant has performed a conservative steam _ bypass
L ; analysis. =The analysis assumed a maximum allowable leakage area of A/JK equal

to 0.05Lft2 following a small-line break in the drywell and demonstrated that
the operator has about 31 minutes following the time the drywell. pressure '

reaches 30 psig, alerting the operator to the existence of significant steam
bypass leakage, to manually actuate the containment sprays to. terminate the
pressure transient before the design containment pressure.is reached. Based
on these results, the applicant has indicated that-the Limerick steam bypass >

capability is adequate and manual wetwell spray actuation is acceptable because,

l the operator has enough time to initiate the sprays"before the containment -

(. design pressure is reached.

The'NRC staff has performed an independent steam bypass analysis that has
confirmed ~the applicant's results' Based on this and the applicant's commit-.

ments to' comply with the surveillance and testing. requirements contained in
| Appendix A to SRP 6.2.1.1.c and;to follow the BWR Owners Group Emergency Guide-

.

lines addressing steam bypass leakage, the NRC staff finds the Limerick steam-

bypass capability in compliance with the criteria in SRP 6.2.1.1.c, Appendix A,
,

and, therefore, acceptable.

|

'
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6.2.1.6 Subcompartment Analyses

Within the primary containment, internal structures can form restricted volumes'

or subcompartments. If the subcompartments +nclose high-energy piping, analyses
are required to determine the acceptability c" the design differential pressure
loadings on containment internal structures icsulting from postulated rupture
of..the high-energy piping. The applicant has performed the necessary subcompart-
ment analyses fo,r two subcompartments which exist in the drywell, the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) shield annulus and the drywell head region. Because the
suppression chamber is virtually an open space, no subcompartments exist there.

The COPDA computer program was used by the applicant to perform the differential-

pressure load analysis!for both subcompartments. COPDA is a Bechtel code for'
,

calculating transient pressures within containment subcompartments and has been
foundjacceptable for licensing reference (NRC letter dated February 23, 1979).
The confirmatory analyses performed by the NRC staff utilized the COMPARE

- computer program.
*

i .

'

. Separate discussions of'the~RPV shield annulus and drywell head region sub-.

compartment analyses are presented below.
-

6.2.1.6.1 RPV Shield Annulus Analysis

The RPV shield annulus is a cylindrical space surrounding the reactor vessel
and bounded by the RPV shield wall. Venting of the annulus to the rest of the
crywell may occur either through penetrations in the shield wall or out the
open top of the annulus.

The applicant has performed subcompartment pressure calculations for two pos-
tulated breaks in the annulus region, a double-ended ydillotine break in the
recirculation outlet line and a double-ended guillotine break in the feedwater

line. The recirculation outlet line break is assumed to occur at nozzle safe
end, 4.5 inches from the drywell side of the shield wall, within the penetration.
Because the break is more than three-fourths of the distance through the pene-
tration, it was conservatively assumed that 50% of the blowdown is released
into the annulus and the remaining 50% is vented to the drywell atmosphere.
The full blowdown from the feedwater line break is assumed to be released into
the annulus. The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's choice of pipe ruptures
for the RPV shield annulus subcompartment analysis and finds them acceptable.

The mass and energy release rate data used in the RPV shield annulus subcompart-
ment analysis for the recirculation outlet line break and feedwater line break
were developed using the methodology in GE's " Generic Annulus Pressurization
Mass-Energy Release. Methodology" (MFN 178-78) and " Technical Description An-
nulus Pressurization Load Adequacy Evaluation" (NED0-24548/78 NFD 302). The
NRC staff performed a comparative evaluation of this mass and energy release
rate methodology for recirculation line breaks. The NRC staff's analyses modeled
the essential features of the primary system and assumed the Henry-Fauske criti-
cal flow model for subcooled break flow and the Mo >dy slip model for saturated
break flow. The results of these analyses indicated that the mass and energy
release rates determined by the GE methodology are conservative. Therefore, the
NRC staff finds that. the mass' and energy release rate data used for the Limerick
RPV shield annulus subcompartment analysis are acceptable.
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The' applicant's subcompartment nodal'model of the RPV shield annulus contains
-73 nodes that divide 'up.the annular-region in a way that considers all major
flow restrictions. In addition, the model conservatively.ailows venting of the ;

annulus to the drywell only-through the opening at the top of the annulus region :.

(i.e., no venting through shield wall penetrations). The NRC staff has reviewed |
. the applicant's model and, based on its experience'with other applicants' models |'

for a similar subcompartment, finds.it acceptable. The NRC staff has also '

. -reviewed the other: assumptions made in the applicant's analysis,. including i1- initial conditions,'and finds them to be conservative and in compliance with- ''

.the acceptance criteria in SRP 6.2.1.2.

The applicant's analysis'resulted in differential pressures on the RPV shield I

wall that' peak at approximately 140 psid-in the volumes s'urrounding the recir-~
culation outlet-line break and approximately 100 psid in the volumes surrounding'

,

the feedwater line break. . The NRC staff has pe-formed confirmatory subcompart-
ment pressure calculations on'the RPV shield wall for-the worst case, the recir-
culation outlet =line break. The NRC staff's' results confirm that the -applicant's !

analysis of the differential pressures resulting from this design-basis accident
are conservative. The capability of the RPV shield wall to withstand the

- differential pressures resulting from the design-basis accidents is addressed '

in Section 3.8

In' addition to the subcompartment differential pressure analysis, the applicant i

has performed force calculations on the RPV and RPV shield wall resulting from .|
the. asymmetric pressure loads calculated in the subcompartment analysis. The i4

: peak net ~ forces calculated.were over four'million pounds on'the vessel and.,

! - .; shield wall from the recirculation outlet line break and over three million-

' pounds from the feedwater line break. -The NRC staff has reviewed the appli-
cant's method o_f. determining forces from the differential pressure results and
find these methods-acceptable. .The capability of the RPV and RPV shield. wall

,

to ar:commodate the ' design-basis accident forces is addre'ssed in Section 3.8.
.

6.2.1.6.2 Drywell Head Region. Analysis
' The. drywell- head region-is a restricted volume-between the drywell head and the

refueling bulkhead plate. Venting from theiregion is achieved through~ventila-
(. tion' openings to the drywell region. Two lines enter the region, a 6-inch RHR
'

spray.line and a 2-inch core vent-line. .The postulated double-ended'gui.llotine
~

[ break. of the RHR spray line is the d61gn-basis event for the' drywell head
j- regio ~n.' The mass and energy release rates =for this line were calculated using,

j; 'the Moody Critical Flow of 2800 lb,/sec-fts and an enthalpy of 1192 Btu /lb,.
l'

The NRC' staff has t'eviewed the applicant's choice of breaks, mass and energy
release rate' data, nodalization scheme, and initial conditions' for the drywell
head region subcompartment analysis:and found them to be acceptable. The appli-

= cant's' analysis'shows-that the calculated peak differential' pressure of 8.6 psid
~

,

' .is below the drywell head design differential pressure'of 16.0 psid. The NRC
.

staff p'erformed a' confirmatory analysis of the RHR line break that confirmed'
.theLapplicant's results. Therefore,-the NRC staff finds the drywell head design
adequate to accommodate all postulated pipe ruptures in the drywell head region.

4

|

!
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6.2.1.7 Pool Dynamic Analyses

Following a LOCA, an air / steam mixture will be forced from the drywell through
the vent system into the suppression pool. The air component of the vent flow
forms high pressure bubbles in the pool. Motion of the air bubbles results in
an upward acceleration of the pool surface, which can impact internal contain-
ment structures. Additional containment loads result as the steam portion of
the vent flow condenses in the pool. Actuation of SRVs also results in contain-
ment loads. Pressure waves are generated within the suppression pool when the
SRVs discharge air and steam into the pool water. The design capability of
the Limerick containment to withstand these pool-dynamic-related phenomena is
reviewed below.

6.2.1.7.1 Mark II Owners Group - Generic Progtam

The Mark II Owners Group developed a generic program to establish pool dynamic
loads, load combinations, and design criteria. The program includes a number;

of analytical and experimental ~ programs to provide the data base to support the
proposed loads and load prediction models. The Mark II Owners Group program
consists of a "short-term program" or lead plant effort and a "long-term pro-=

gram." The purpose of the short-term program is to demonstrate that sufficient
technical understanding of the pool dynamics phenomena and principles of inter-
est exists to allow the utilization of the loads and methods prescribed in the
Dynamic Forcing Function Information Report. The primary purpose of the long-

_

term program is to confirm the loads utilized in the short-term program.
-

Data from a number of experimental programs have been used in conjunction with'

-

analytical models to support the short-term program loads specified in the
Dynamic Forcing Function Information Report. The major Mark II-related experi--

j mental programs include the temporary tall test tank (4T) full-scale', Electric
- Power Research Institute 1/13-scale, pressure suppression test facility 1/3-
1 scale, and the Monticello inplant tests.

In October 1978, NUREG-0487, " Mark II Containment Lead Plant Program Load Evalu-
ation and Acceptance Criteria,'' was issued to address the portion of the Mark II=

-

i Owners Group program that provides a generic methodology for establishing design-
- basis LOCA and SRV loads for the lead Mark II plants (La Salle, Zimmer, and

Shoreham). The load evaluations were conducted by the staff and its consultant,-

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL).-

j Since the issuance of NUREG-0487, the Mark II owners submitted additional reports
in which they proposed alterna.tive load methodologies for use in the evaluation
of Mart.II plants. The NRC staff studied these alternative methodologies pro-

; posed by the Mark II Owners Group. As a result of these owners reports, Sup-
[ plement 1 to NUREG-0487 was issued in September 1980. This supplement contains

an evaluation of the proposed alternatives to the lead plant acceptance criteria.

3 The Mark II Owners Group also conducted additional tests in a modified 4T facil-
ii! ity to answer questions raised by the staff regarding the influence of vent
e length effects on the condensation oscillation loads. These loads are the

_ result of condensing of steam exiting the vent lines. The results of these
tests indicate that the condensation oscillation and chugging load specifica-
tions set forth in NUREG-0487 for the lead Mark II plants need to be modifiedm

i
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. based on_ conservative _ interpretation of the new 4T data. Supplement 2 to
NUREG-0487 was issued in February 1981, and it contains the NRC staff evalua-<

;. tion of_an interim condensation and chugging load specification.for the-lead
[ Mark.II| plants. In_ addition,-the Mark'II Owners Group has proposed new con-
!- densation oscillation and chugging load specifications based on' data obtained

;

from the modified 4T facility. The new load specifications evaluation was '4

issued in NUREG-0808, " Mark II Containment Program Load Evaluation and Accept-
ance Criteria" (August 1981).

6.2.1.7.2' Limerick Design Assessment Report I

'The applicant submitted a Design Assessment' Report on the pool. dynamic loads
for the Limerick Mark II containment. This report provides a description of

! the specific application of the generic Mark II_ pool dynamic loads and methods
for Limerick and.the plant-unique loads used in assessing the capability of the
Limerick containment and components to accommodate pool dynamic. phenomena.

!

'A summary of the NRC' staff's review status for each of the pool dynamic loads.
'is presented in Table 6.2. Thi_s table provides a description of each load or

_

phenomenon and the Mark II Owners Group's load specification, and references '
,

i! the NRC review-status and the applicant's position on each load.

L _(1) LOCA Pool Dynamics

'As indicated in Table 6.2, the applicant agreed to adopt all the generic LOCA-*
,

related loads that have been found acceptable by the NRC staff.;.

(2) SRV Dynamics

( - 'SRV actuation produces transient loadings on components and structures in the
l' suppression chamber region. Before actuation,'the discharge piping of an SRV

line contains atmospheric air and a column of water corresponding to the line
submergence. After SRV actuation, pressure builds up inside the piping'as
steam compresses the air in the-line. The resulting high pressure air bubble
that enters the. pool oscillates'in the pool as it goes-through cycles of over-
expansion and recompression.''The bubble oscillations resulting from SRV actua-
tion and discharge cause oscillating pressures throughout the pool, resulting
in' dynamic loads on pool boundarie's and submerged structures.

Severe steam condensation vibration phenomena can occur when high pressure,
high-temperature steam is continuously discharged at high mass velocity into
the~ pool, if.the pool is at elevated temperatures. These steam quenching
vibrations'also' result in loads on pool boundaries and submerged structures.

~The Limerick design' utilizes the KWU T quencher device to help mitigate pool
. temperature effects and dynamic. forces. NUREG-0802, " Safety / Relief Valve

i ' -Quencher Loads: Evaluation for BWR Mark II and Mark III Containments," dated-
| : October 1982,. set forth the T quencher generic' load' specifications and the NRC

staff ~ acceptance criteria. As. indicated in Table 6.2, the applicant has com-
pleted an evaluation and assessment based on these loads.

|
;~

L l
|
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.Ttble 6.2 Ccnformanca.of Limerick. design'to NRC tccsptcnca critsris-

C Mark'II' Owners Group NRC'.
.5 Load or Phenomenon ' Load Specification Evaluation Limerick Position

" .

.I.LOCA-Related
M Hydrodynamic Loads
:=

'

A. Submerged boundary loads '24 psi overpressure added to'.' local hydro- ~ [3]II.A.1 ~ Acceptable.
during vent clearing static below vent exit (walls and basemat),

-linear attenuation to pool surface.

B. Pool swell loads

1. Pool swell analytical
model

(a) Air bubble pressure Calculated by the pool swell analytical [1]III.B.3.a.1 LAcceptable.
model (PSAM) used in calculation of
submerged boundary loads.

T
!$ (b) Pool swell elevation Use PSAM with polytropic exponent'of 1.2,to [2]II.A.2 Acceptable.

a maximum swell height that is.the greater
of 1.5 vent . submergence ~ or the elevation cor-
responding to the drywell floor uplift AP,
per [1] I.A.4. The associated maximum wetwell
air compression is.used for: design assessment.

(c) Pool swell velocity Velocity' history vs.' pool. elevation predicted [1]III.B.3.a.3- . Acceptable.
by the PSAM.used.to compute impact loading on

~

small structures and drag on gratings between
initial. pool surface and maximum pool' elevation
and steady-state drag between vent exit and

. maximum pool elevation. Analytical velocity
variation is'used up to maximum velocity.
Maximum velocity applies thereafter up to
maximum pool swell. PSAM predicted. velocities
multiplied by a factor of 1.1.

(d) Pool swell- Acceleration predicted by the PSAM. Pool- [1]II.B.3.a.4~ Acceptable.
acceleration acceleration is. utilized in the calculation

of acceleration loads on submerged components
during pool-swell.



_ _ _ .. . ._. ._ _ _ ._
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' Ta ble ' 6. 2 - ' (centinued)

. [D . Mark II Owners Group NRC
. .

. . ,

R Load or Phenomenon Load Specification Evaluation Limerick Position- 'l

3.
E"

: ~(e)Wetwell air -Wetwell air compression is calculated by PSAM. [2]II.A.2 Acceptable.
N; compression-

:
. .

.
1

'" -

(f)Drywell pressure Methods of NEDO-10320 and NEDO-20533 Appendix B. [1]III.B.'3.a.6 Acceptable. '

Utilized in PSAM.to calculate pool swell loads.

2. Loads on submerged : Maximum. bubble pressure predicted by the PSAM [1]III.B.3.b Acceptable.-

boundaries added uniformly to local hydrostatic below vent

exit'(walls and basement)1 linear attenuation to
pool surface. Applied to walls-up to maximum

. pool. elevation.

3. Impact loads'
,

(a)Small structures 1.35 x pressure-velocity correlation for pipes [1]III.B.3.c.1 Acceptable.
cP and I-beams based on pool' swell test facility

'

@ (PSTF) impulse. data and flat pool assumption.

Variable pulse duration.

(b)Large structures None; plant-unique load where applicable. [1]III.B.3.c.6 Not applicable;
[3]A.5 Limerick has no

large structures

; in pool swell zone.

i

) (c) Grating No impact' load specified. .P drag vs. open area [1]III.B.3.c.3 Acceptable.
; correlation and velocity vs. elevation history [3]A.3
'

from the PSAM. P drag multiplied by dynamic
'

load factor.

4.Wetwell air compression

| (a) Wall loads Direct application of-the PSAM-calculated [1]III.B.3.d.1 . Acceptable.
pressure due to wetwell compression.

l (b) Diaphragm upward 5.5 psid for diaphragm loadings only. .[3]2.12.7 Acceptable.
loads

@.

. . . -
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Tcblo 6.2 (centinu:d)

[ Mark II Dwners Group NRC
Evaluation Limerick Position

{ Load or Phenomenon Load Specification
')

' ??
5. Asymmetric LOCA pool Use 20% of maximum pressure statistically [3]A-4 Acceptable.

'"

||
applied to 1/2 of the submerged. bubble. [2]II.A.3

C. Steam condensation and
chugging loads

|
1.Downcomer lateral loads |

|

(a) Single vent loads Use single vent dynamic lateral load [3]2.3.3.2; Acceptable.
B.1. a

- (24 in.) developed in NEDE-23806-P.

(b) Multiple vent loads Use multivent dynamic lateral load in [3]2.3.3.3 Acceptable.

(24 in.) NEDE-24106-P and NEDE-24794-P.

(c) Single / multiple Multiply basic vent loads by factor f=1.34. [3]2.3.2.1 Not applicable.
[3]8.1.b

[{ vent loads (28 in.)
,

ra |
2. Submerged boundary

loads

(a)High/ medium steam Use method described in NEDE-24288-P [4]. [3]2.2.2.1.3 Acceptable.

flux condensation
oscillation load 1

(b) Low steam flux Representative pressure fluctutation taken [3]2.2.2.3 Acceptable.

chugging loads from 4TCO (NEDE-24285-P) test added to local
hydrostatic.

- uniform loading Use method described in.NEDE-24302-P [4].
conditions

asymmetric loading Representative pressure fluctuation taken from
4TCO test (NEDE-24285-P) applied as described
in NEDE-24822-P.

--
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Tablo 6.2. (centinued).
.

12 -Mark.II Owners Group 'NRC
.

:51 ' Load or-Phenomenon Load Specification- LEvaluation' Limerick Position'

h
* II.SRV-Related Hydrodynamic

NI Loads
:=

A. Pool local-temperature- 200 ;210*F.' [5] . Acceptable.
limits T quencher

.

1

B. Quencher air clearing Mark II plants utilizing;the T quencher,:use .[4] Acceptable,
loads | quencher ' load methodology described in Susque-

,

.hanna-DAR with restrictions set forth in [4] j

C. Quencher arm .and tie-down Includes vertical and. lateral ara load [4] Acceptable.
loads transmitted to the basemat via-the: tie-down.

1.T quencher arm loads Load specified11n Susquehanna DAR with the [4] ' /icceptable.
modification setz forth in [4].

T
E3 2.T quencher total loads Load:specified in Susquehanna DAR with the' [4] Acceptable.

. modification set forth.in [4].

3. Loads during irregular Load specified in Susquehanna'DAR'with the -[4] Acceptable.
condensation modification set forth in [4].

.III.LOCA/SRV Submerged
Structure Loads

A.LOCA downcomer jet load - Alternate methodology presented in Zimmer [2] Acceptable.
DAR may be applied.

B.SRV T quencher jet SRV T quencher jet loads may be neglected [1] Acceptable.
beyond a 5-ft cylindrical zone of influence.
Cylinder should be extended 10 hole diameters
on'the arm with holes.in the end cap.

!
(u
l.

I
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Table 6.2 (czntinued)
.>.

I 'C- Mark II Owners Group 'NRC

I Load or Phenomenon Load Specification Evaluation' Limerick-Position~

.,

14

n

[ [ C.LOCA air bubble drag . Calculate based on methods described [1] Applying plant-
m loads NEDE-21471 subject.to the following unique methodol-

-

~" constraints and modifications: ogy defined in DAR
i Section 4.2.1.5.
|; Acceptable.
1

'(1)To account for bubble asymmetry, [1] Acceptable,
accelerations and velocities shall be
increased 10%.

.

;

'(2)For standard drag in accelerating flow [2] ~ Acceptable.''

fields, use draft coefficients presented
- in Zimmer FSAR attachment 1.k with the

following modifications:>

(a)Use'C = C, 1 in the:F fomula.H g
,

}. '

(b)For noncylindrical structures, use lift
coefficient.for appropriate shape of

| C = 1.6.
L

(c)The standard drag coefficient for pool
swell and SRV oscillating: bubbles should,

be based on data for structures with
,

I sharp. edges.
- J

(3)For equivalent uniform flost. velocity and. [2] . Acceptable.
acceleration calculations, structures are

-segmented into small.' sections so that'

1.0$L/D11.5. The loads are,then applied
to the geometric center of each segment.

;

.This approach,- as presented in Zimmer FSAR
|
' attachment 1.k. may.be applied.
i

i

4

I
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I
. ' Tabla 6.2 (ccntinued)

l!
15'

Mark'II &cters Group NRC
. Load or Phenomenon =

'

Load Specification . Evaluation . Limerick Position
n
' " -

(4)A detailed methodology on the: approach [2] Acceptable.
'

NI for considering. interference effects.as-

'"
presented in Zimmer FSAR Attachment'1.k-
may-be applie'.d

(5) Formula 2-23 of-NEDE-21730 shall be [1]. Acceptable.'
modified by replacing M

#PFB AH
iwhere V .is ohtained from,

A

Tables 2-1 and 2-2.
,

'D.SRV air bubble drag loads No criteria specified for T quencher. Applying plant -
unique methodo1-

i

ogy defined in
'

. -

DAR Section 4.1.4.i
e,i

$ Acceptable.

E. Steam condensation drag No criteria specified. Applying plant-loads unique methodol-,

ogy defined in .
,

j
~

DAR Section 4.2.
Acceptable.

IV. Secondary Loads4

'

A. Sonic wave load . Negligible. load, none specified. Acceptable. Acceptable..

B. Compressive wave load Negligible load, none specified. Acceptable. Acceptable.

C. Post swell wave load No generic load provided. Plant-unique Addressed in the-
load specifica- DAR.
tion addressed Acceptable.
in this report.

'
.

+

.

.

,
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T;bla 6.2 (centinued)

[2 ~ Mark II Owners Group NRC

5 Load or Phenomenon Load Specification. Evaluation Limerick Position

X
D. Seismic slosh load No generic ^ load provided. Plant-unique Addressed.in the*

Nl
load specifica- DAR.
tion addressed ' Acceptable.'

in'this report.

E. Fallback load on Negligible load, none specified. Acceptable. Acceptable.

submerged boundary

F. Thrust loads Momentum balance. Acceptable. 'Acceptab.le.

G. Friction drag loads on Standard friction drag calculations. Acceptable. Acceptable,

vents

H. Vent clearing loads Negligible load, none specified. Acceptable. Acceptable.

'E [1] NRC Acceptance Criteria set forth'in NUREG-0487.
' U$ [2] NRC Acceptance Criteria set forth in Supplement 1 of NUREG-0487.

[3] NRC Acceptance Criteria set forth in NUREG-0808.
[4] NRC Acceptance Criteria set forth in NUREG-0802.
[5] NRC Acceptance Criteria set forth in NUREG-0783.

|

|

.

. .
. .. . .
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6.2.1.7.3 Plant-Unique Loads
*

'In; addition'to its generic review of the. Mark II pool dynamic loads,'the NRC-*

| staff.has. reviewed a: limited number of pool dynamic loads on a plant-unique
.

.

' basis. ~The bases:of the review of.these areas are' discussed below.

'(1)J0rywell Pressure History (I.B.1.f in Table 6.2)

The~dryaell' pressure history is utilized as part of the overall pool swell load
methodology. ' The applicant's calculation of ~the drywell pressure history is
based on the~ methods described'in.GE-Topical' Report NEDO-10320, "The General i

,

: Electric. Pressure Suppression. Containment Analytical Model,"'and Appendix B of
TNE00-20533. The NRC staff 'previously' r,eviewed this methodology on a generic
. basis and concluded it was: acceptable. 1

(2) -Large Structure Impact Loads (I.B.3.b in Table 6.2)

: The applicant:has. stated 'that Limerick does not contain .any large horizontal
Lstructures-in the pool swell. zone that would be subject to impact loads.
Because the applicant h'as reviewed the as-built plant design and concluded that
no large structure exists in the pool swell impact zone, the NRC staff concurs
that no-load specification is necessary for expansive. structures.

L(3) Post-Swell Nave Load and Seismic Slosh Load (IV.C:and D in Table 6.2).

These loads'have been determined to be secondary loads in that they are not 'l
design controlling. .The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's evafuations of

-these loads and finds them acceptable.

-(4)' Steam Condensation Submerged Draq Loads (III.E in Table 6.2)

LSubmerged structures in.the Limerick suppression pool were assessed for_ loads
due to main vent steam condensation using the IWEGS/ MARS acoustic model of the
supression pool. ,To account for the effect of submerged structures on the pres-
sure field calculated (hydrodynamic mass effect), a conservative multiplier of

~

2 was~used to calcula N the pressure at submerged structure locations to deter-
mine the loads'due to'LOCA_ steam condensation on submerged structures'. -The NRC
staff finds this' approach acceptable.

(5). Pool: Temperature' Limit (I.~A in Table 6.2) and SRV Inplant Test

Criterion II.A of NUREG-0487 states that the suppression pool. local tempera-
:ture~shall not exceed 200*F for all plant transients involving SRV operations.
Since the issuance of-NUREG-0487, the Mark II Owners Group proposed alternative
suppression pool temperature 1_imits. The detailed evaluation of the propos'd
alternative limits is contained in NUREG-0783.

The alternative limits are applicable to the' Limerick plant because the appli-
-cant.is utilizing a quencher device with hole patterns' identical to those
in the quencher. device for which the NUREG-0783 evaluation was conducted.
Limerick's compliance 'with the specific guidelines of. NUREG-0783 is addressed
below.' s

I
*
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_

(a) Transient Analyses ,

a
*The applicant has provided plant-unique analyses for pool temperature -

responses to transients involving SRV operation. .Results of the ana- J
lyses indicate that the plant will operate within the 215*F local pool
temperature limit. The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's ana-
lyses and concludes that the assumptions used by the applicant are j
reasonably conservative and in agreement with the NRC staff's recom- ;

mendations in NUREG-0783. The NRC staff, therefore, concludes that i

the p'roposed local temperature limit of 215 F is acceptable. f
=
-i

Tc'9erature Monitoring System(b) - 1

The Limerick design utilizes two divisionalized temperature monitoring h
systems. Each system contains eight dual element temperature sensors i
mounted in the pool. The system design provides the operator with the h
necessary information regarding localized heatup during SRV actuation _-

in adequate time to take the necessary action to ensure that the local
suppression pool temperature will always remain below the limits spe- [
cified above. Based on its review of the applicant's proposed pool ]]
temperature monitoring system, the NRC staff concludes that the design _s

meets the NUREG-0478 and NUREG-0783 recommendations and, therefore, j
'

is acceptable.

(c) Bulk-to-Local Temperature Differences

The applicant has committed to performing confirmatory work in this 'f
area by using data from a comprehensive SRV inplant test, in accord- g
ance with NUREG-0783 recommendations, to establish the difference .

"

between local and bulk pool temperatures to demonstrate that the
. maximum local pool temperature specification will not be exceeded. .

-

The NRC staff concludes that the applicant's commitment is acceptable. -

(d) Single Failure Analysis
-i

NUREC-0783 states that applicants are required to submit information 3
to demonstrate that no single failure, either in the system design 2
or power, will result in the loss of both RHR heat exchangers in both J
the shutdown cooling mode and the pool cooling mode. The applicant's W~

evaluation of the Limerick plant design revealed that failure of an 1
electrical division power source may result in the unavailability of i"
RHR shutdown cooling and one loop of RHR pool cooling. The peak cal-

iculated pool temperature for this case is bounded by the worst case
analyzed, assuming operator action to regain the lost loop of pool y

J
cooling. A period of 2-1/2 hours is available to the operator to ac-
complish this action. The applicant indicated that for such an event a

the operator will use the core spray system and the ADS valves to shut p
down the plant. This alternate shutdown mode has been reviewed and
found acceptable by the NRC staff. ;

;

Based on its evaluation of the applicant's analyses, the NRC staff concludes
that the pool temperature limits conform with the guidelines of NUREG-0783,
and, therefore, are acceptable.

. |
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i(6)' ,Wetwell-Drywell Vacuum Breakers
i

i During.the April 28-29,~- 1981, Fluid' Dynamics Subcommittee meeting, the ACRS {
- expressed concern regarding the potential pool bypass from a stuck-open wetwell-,

-|to-drywell vacuum breaker. . This' concern stems from the fact that following
. the onset of'a LOCA and at'about'20 seconds:into-the' transient, the chugging.

j,

i

-!phenomenon, takes. place. 'This rapid steam condensation will cause repeated ^and
!

strong dynamic underpressure' conditions in.the vent pipe ~.for-about-5. milliseconds. l,

:. - As-a-result of thisilarge differential pressure, the vacuum breaker may open.
t- .

U
Because the chugging' phenomenon is repeated every 2 seconds on the average,-the

.)vacuum breaker may be called upon:to function in a cyclic manner during theseg
'

L intermittent steam condensation-. events. Failure of a vacuum breaker to close
.

'

during this-time could. result in steam bypass of the-pool, thus jeopardizing
|_ the: integrity | of the containment.

-

.

During a meeting with-representativ'es of the Mark II.0wners' Group in Bethesda,
|| . . Maryland, on July 31, 1981, the NRC staff was informed that the' Mark II owners
! who have. vacuum ~ breakers attached.to the vent pipe are conducting a joint quali-

fication test program to demonstrate the operability of the vacuum breaker;

under.this intermittent steam condensation loading. ,The Mark.II-owners have
; 'also identified and are addressing the effect of pool' swell on the performance

~

; - of vacuum breakers.

In response to NRC Question 480.71,'the applicant has indicated that the four-.

- downcomers .on'which.-the wetwell/drywell vacuum breakers are mounted are being
- capped. This eliminates'the effects of the chugging phenomenon.on the vacuum'

- breakers because capping the downcomers will eliminate the dynamic underpres-
!

~

sure caused by the sudden steam condensation at the vent pipe exit and hence
{ eliminate the vacuum breaker cyclic actuation.

|' Because of this design change, the applicant has indicated that recalculations
'

of the containment: functional pressure analyses and pool swell loads are being
done, but no' changes in the safety margins-that existed before capping of the

. downcomers'are anticipated.

-Based ~on its' evaluation,-the NRC staff concludes.that capping the downcomers-
is an-acceptable approach to resolving the concern regarding the vacuum breaker

- performance during the chugging phase of a LOCA. The required recalculation
of the containment. functional pressure analyses and p'ool swell loads'will be
treated asLa confirmatory item.'

r

p - With regard;to the effect of pool swell on.the performance of vacuum breakers,
. the applicant indicated that the design modification has been implemented and!

!

the-information'obtained.from the Anderson-Greenwood test program-has been
utilized to qualify the vacuum breakers. NRC' staff-review'and acceptance of

: the results from the Anderson-Greenwood test program will be required. This
; also is a confirmatory item.

;- .6.2.1.8 ~ Summary and Conclusions
2,

The: staff has evaluated the Limerick primary containment functional design

[|
-according to the SRP-and concludes that GDC 13, 16, and 50 and 10'CFR 50, Appen-

| dix K,= Paragraph I. A. have been met with the exception of the confirmatory item

-Limerick SER 6-28
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concerning the environmental qualification envelope for primary containment
temperature. For this, the NRC staff must receive and accept additional
analyses from the applicant.

The staff has completed the evaluation of the tests and analytical programs
comprising the generic Mark II pool dynamic load program. This program forms
the basis for the pool dynamic loads, LOCA loads, and SRV loads utilized in the
Limerick Design Assessment Report (DAR). The NRC staff assessed the Limerick
load specifications against the generic acceptance criteria and has reviewed
those few areas where alternate criteria have been proposed. In addition, the

NRC staff completed the review of those pool dynamic loads that were relegated
to plant-unique reviews. In each of these areas, the NRC staff concluded that
the pool dynamic loads utilized by the applicant are conservative and, there-
fore, acceptable. However, the two confirmatory items noted in Section 6.2.1.7.3
remain. They are

(1) the recalculation of the containment functional pressure analyses and pool
swell loads because of the capping of the four downcomers on which the
vacuum breakers are mounted

(2) the effect of the pool swell on vacuum breaker performance that has been
looked at by the Anderson-Greenwood test program .

In addition, in May 1982, concerns involving the Mark III containment design
were identified by a former GE employee involved in the detailed design of the
standard Mark III containment design known as the STRIDE package. Although the
concerns raised were specifically directed to the Mark III STRIDE design, the
NRC staff has examined the applicability of these concerns to the Mark I and
Mark II containments. The NRC staff's preliminary review indicated that several
concerns could be applicable to all BWR pressure suppression containments.
Thus, the NRC staff asked that all BWR Mark I and Mark II owners address the
issues that may be applicable to their designs.

Notwithstanding the design differences between the Mark II and Mark III contain-
ment that make many of the issues moot, the NRC staff's preliminary evaluation
of the applicant's response to these concerns (letter from J. Kemper, to A.
Schwencer, NRC, dated September 30, 1982) indicates that no significant design
deficiencies associated with these concerns have been uncovered and that no
corresponding erosion of the existing safety margins has been identified.
Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the Limerick licensing activi-
ties may proceed as scheduled, pending completion of the NRC staff's ongoing
review. This is a confirmatory item, and the WRC staff will report its final
evaluation of these issues in a supplement to this re. port before the fuel load
date.

6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal System

The containment heat removal system is basically an operating mode of the resid-
ual heat removal system (RHRS). Operating in either the suppression pool cool-
ing mode or the containment spray cooling mode, the RHRS removes energy from
the containment to limit containment temperature and pressure following a postu-
lated LOCA so that containment integrity is maintained. The portion of the
RHRS that serves as the containment heat removal system (referred to as the
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fcontainment cooling system) consi.sts of two independent and redundant,100%e
1

Lcapacity' cooling loops', each containing redundant suction strainers in the sup--
: pression pool, an-RHRS, pump, an RHRS heat exchanger, _ and- associated piping, 1.

valves',1 instrumentation, and controls.+
.

1 a

1The containment cooling system is designed to seismic Category I requirements;

Land'is designed. fabricated, erected, and tested'to Quality Group B standards,
.

esatisifying _the provisions of RGs:1.26 and 1.29, with the _ exception of the dry-
.

,

!~ well'and wetwell: spray headers, which meet-Quality Group C standards. The
acceptability of Quality Group:C standards is addressed in-Section 3.2.2 ofi*

?this report.
. .

The. containment. cooling loops of the RHRS and associated equipment are located
:in separate protected areas of;the plant to ensure that single failures affect-
ing or~1nvolving one loop cannot cause failure of the entire system. The appli-
cant has provided-a single failure analysis and other information demonstrating'

.

,
,

the ability of the RHRS to-function'in the containment cooling modes following
,

L ' loss of offsite power _and.any postulated single active failure. ;

Provisions, .
have been made in the RHRS design to~ permit inservice' inspection of the= system

', camponents and periodic-functional testing of active system components.
;

Thq containment cooling modes of the RHRS are manually placed in operation:after"

the' reactor vessel water level has been restored by the low pressure coolantt
'injection (LPCI) mode of the RHRS. During operation in the containment cooling

-

2. ' modes,- watercis drawn -from the suppression pool through redundant suction - '

strainers, pumped through:one or both RHR-heat exchangers, and delivered. to - ,

either the reactor vessel,ithe drywell . spray header, and/or'the suppression
~ ' pool vapor-space spray header, or returned to.the suppression pool.;

The loca-
tion of the suction and return linesjin the-suppression pool facilitate' mixing
of _thelreturn water with the _ pool inventory to ensure uniform cooling. ' The RHR -L

,

service water system provides cooling water to the RHR heat exchangers.
*

The
-applicantLhas provided analyses.of the long-term post-accident containment,

i . pressure and' temperature response assuming various combinations of containment"

cooling availability. In the applicant's analyses the,RHR heat'exchangers are[ conservatively assumed to be in a fully _ fouled condition at the time of the
accident. . The NRC staff evaluation of these analyses is in Section 6.2.1.Tof

>-

-this report. .

L

'The applicant analyzed the net positive suction head (NPSH) available to the
RHR pumps assuming that the containment was at atmospheric pressure and that;

i the. suppression pool water was at the maximum expected temperature. The appli-
cant'also assumed that=the redundant suction strainers in each line were 50%

4

plugged. The applicant's analysis.showed-that the maximum required NPSH to the ,

'

_ RHRS pumps during the containment' cooling modes of operation will be provided.=.

The'NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's analysis and finds that it compliesr
iwith'the provisions'of the RG 1.1, " Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency

; Core Cooling and Containment Heat Removal System Pumps," and is acceptable. t
V

'The NRC1 staff _has also-reviewed the potential for debris to clog the RHRS suc-tion lines. Potential-sources of debris include the. permanently attached metal-
-

' Llic insulation panels, aluminum-jacketed fiberplass' anti-sweat insulation panels,;

and steel-jacketed low conductivity insulation panels installed on drywell pip-j ing. ^ Insoluble debris from unqualified organic paints and corrosion products-
L .from galvanized steel and zinc paints without a qualified organic topcoat-have '

;
also been' considered. The applicant has provided information and analyses of-

,
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;these potential sources:of debris and|has shown that they will not cause a sup-
pression pool debris problem or adversely affect the: performance of..the RHR
system. Each RHRS pump is provided with its own suction'line from the suppres-
sion. pool and' redundant stainless steel strainer assemblies. The strainer mesh
. openings are sized to prevent debris from entering the pump: suction lines Inat
could impair the performance of system pumps, valves, heat exchangers, or spray

. Therefore, the NRC staff finds'that the potential for debris that .|nozzles.
could clog the RHRS suction lines has been minimized and that the design of the
suction strainers is acceptable (see further. discussion in Appendix 1C of this .

. report).

The NRC staff has reviewed the information in the applicant's FSAR to ensure'
-conformance with SRP 6.2.2. The staff concludes that the Limerick containment
cooling system, which is an integral.part of the RHRS, satisifies the require-
ments of-GDC 38, 39, and 40 and the provisions of RG 1.1 and is, therefore,
acceptable.

6.2.3 Secondary Containment Functional Design

The secondary containment structure and supporting systems are provided to col-
lect and process radioactive material that may leak from the primary containment
following a LOCA or that may result from a fuel handling accident. .The second-
ary containment consists of the two reactor enclosures and the common refueling
area located above them. Each reactor enclosure encloses one reactor and pro-
vides secondary containment for its corresponding primary containment and reactor
auxiliary and service equipment. The common refueling area completely encloses .

.and provides secondary containment for the refueling servicing equipment and
spent fuel-storage facilities for Units 1 and-2. The major structural walls of
the secondary containment are reinforced concrete. The. major structural floor

' slabs and roof slabs are reinforced concrete supported by structural steel -
framing (see also Section 3.8).

The reactor enclosure ventilation system maintains the secondary containment *
at a negative pressure of 0.25 inch w.g. to prevent potential exfiltration of
contaminated air during normal operation. Following a postulated LOCA, the
standby gas treatment system (SGTS) will. start automatically, along with the
reactor enclosure recirculation system (RERS) and will exhaust enough filtered
air from the affected reactor enclosure to maintain a negative pressure of
0.25 inch w.g.

The SGTS is an engineered safety feature that is designed to maintain a negative
-pressure in the secondary containment following an accident. The SGTS is clas-
sified as seismic Category I and is designed to perform its intended safety
function in the event of loss of offsite power and any postulated single active
failure. The SGTS-is common to both Limerick. Units 1 and 2 and consists of two
independent, full-capacity centrifugal exhaust fans downstream of two redundant
filter trains (see also Section 6.5).

Following a postulated LOCA, the pressure in the secondary containment could
increase above -0.25 inch w.g. as a result of inleakage, air expansion because

Theof equipment ' heat, and the time required for SGTS initiation and startup.
length of-time required for the SGTS to reestablish the secondary containment
pressure to -0.25 w.g. is an important secondary containment functional design

;o requirement because, during this time, bypass of the RERS and SGTS must be
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.

-assumed in-the radiological analyses. The applicant has performed the required
analysis ~ of-the post-LOCA pressure transient in the reactor. enclosure and deter-
mined the length of time the pressure.would exceed -0.25 inch w.g. is 12.5 min-
utes, based on drawing down both units' reactor enclosure at the same time.

.

~The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's analysis against the criteria in i
.

SRP 6.2.3'and~ finds it acceptable.

' Although the' primary containment is enclosed by the secondary containment, ~ there
are systems that1 penetrate both the primary and secondary containment boundaries,

~

creating potential' paths through which radioactive material- in the. primary con-
-tainment could bypass the SGTS and RERS leakage collection _and filtration sys-

1tems. The criteria by which potential bypass leakage paths are determined are
- in_8TP CSB 6-3, '' Determination of Bypass Leakage Pathsrin' Dual Containment;-

Plants." These criteria include specific requirements for barriers--such as
: water! sealing systems, leakage control systems, and closed systems- employed to:
process' or preclude bypass leakage. Utilizing these criteria, the~ applicant
has identified in FSAR Table 6.2-15 all primary containment penetrations, the-
termination regions of, all lines penetrating the primary containment and,: for
those lines that terminate outside.the reactor enclosure and that,_therefore,
may be potential bypass leakage paths, the bypass -leakage barrier (s) that will
prevent ~ bypass leakage. .On this. basis,' the applicant has concluded that no
potential bypass' leakage paths exist except for a feedwater line break i.nside
containment and the TIP purge nitrogen supply _line. A-water seal-cannot be
maintained in the broken feedwater line by the feedwater fill _ system (a-sub- =i

|system of ~ the safeguard piping fill system) for the case of a feedwater, line
break inside containment. The applicant has stated, however, that a water seal-
would' realistically be expected to be maintained by water from the condensate

~ storage tank to prevent any significant bypass leakage. With regard to the TIPj
purge = nitrogen supply.line, the applicant has stated that-bypass leakage'via
this.line is-insignificant for several reasons. First,-the bypass leakage path-

:is long and tortuous, and, second, the liquid _-nitrogen.fac.ility to which it
connec:.s maintains the line at a system pressure of 50 psig.

Based on its review, the NRC staff concurs that acceptable bypass = leakage'bar-
riers have been provided in all lines that penetrate the primary containment -
and terminate outside the reactor enclosure with the two expections note'd by-

~

the applicant and with the exception of the primary containment H /02 2sampling lines. For:the feedwater line, considering (1) the selective feedwater
line break required to create a bypass' leakage. path, the capability ~even under
these circumstances to maintain a water seal in'the piping and equipment between
the condensate storage tank and the feedwater penetration and (2) the general'
integrity of the feedwater. system that is continuously inspected during normal
operation, the-NRC' staff finds treatment ~ of the feedwater ~ lines as a bypass
leakage' path unnecessary. Also, based on a review of the infornation provided
by the applicant on the TIP purge nitrogen supply line, the NRC staff similarlye concludes that because this line also represents'an insignificant potential
release source for' radioactive material directly to'the environment, it is also
unnecessary to consider it_ as a bypass leakage path. The primary containment
H /0 sampling lines'also are potential bypass leakage paths because the2 2

-combustible _ gas analyzers to which they connect have lines that run to hydrogen
bottles located outside~ the reactor enclosure that are used for calibration.
The 3/8-inch stainless steel lines outside the reactor enclosure meet the
requirements of a closed system, but the standard hydrogen bottles and the
pressure-regulating valves that reduce'the 3000 psig hydrogen bottle pressure
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to 25 psig do not. The hydrogen bottles and pressure-regulating valves are,-

however, located in seismically qualified racks and are seismically supported,
respectively. The lines penetrating the reactor enclosure will be maintained
at 25 psig to inhibit any bypass leakage through the remote-manually operated
solenoid valves located inside the reactor enclosure that control the flow
from the hydrogen bottles to the analyzers. Therefore, as for the abcve

feedwater and TIP nitrogen purge lines, the NRC staff concludes that the
primary containment H /0 sampling lines need not be treated as bypass leak2 2
paths because of the small potential for any release via this path.

The NRC staff has also reviewed the design and administrative control of open-
ings (personnel and equipment access doors) into the secondary containment and
the design-basis external pressure of the secondary containment. The NRC staff
review has found (1) that the secondary containment openings are provided with
position indicators and alarms with local and main control room readout and/or
are under administrative controls to prevent their impacting the secondary con-
tainment functional integrity, and (2) that the external pressure design basis
for the secondary containment provides an acceptable margin over postulated
external events or internal depressurization accidents.

The applicant has committed to include in the Technical Specifications periodic
functional testing of the secondary containment structures and systems, includ-
ing the SGTS drawdown time to establish a pressure of -0.25 inch w.g. The NRC
staff will also require that the secondary containment inleakage rate be peri-
odically checked. lhe inclusion of these periodic testing requirements will be
verified during the NRC staff review of the Technical Specifications.

In summary, the NRC staff has reviewed the functional design of Limerick's
secondary containment, including the design bases and safety evaluations of the
secondary containment systems, against SRP 6.2.3 and BTP CSB 6-3. Based on
this review, the NRC staff finds the secondary containment functional design
acceptable.

6.2.4 Containment Isolation System

The function of the containment isolation system is to allow the normal or emer-
gency passage of fluids through the containment boundary while maintaining the
ability of the boundary to prevent or limit-the escape of fission products that
may result from a LOCA. The containment isolation system includes the portions
of all fluid systems penetrating the containment that perform an isolation
function. In general, for each fluid penetration, at least two barriers are
required between the containment atmosphere or the reactor coolant system and
the outside atmosphere, so that failure of a single barrier will not prevent
isolation of the containment.

The Limerick containment isolation system is actuated by a number of plant
parameters, as shown in FSAR Table 6.2-17 Note (5). The NRC staff has reviewed
the documentation provided by the applicant and has determined that each line
with automatic containment isolation valves that must be immediately isolated
following an accident is isolated by at least two diverse actuation parameters.
The applicant has also provided a nonsafety-related north stack effluent high
radiation signal for the automatic isolation of containment purge valves greater
than 3 inches in diameter to satisfy the SRP 6.2.4 and NUREG-0737 Item II.E.4.2
requirement for automatic isolation on high radiation of all lines that provide
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c an open. path;from the primary containment to the environs. The NRC staff has~ -

. agreed to accept:a:nonsafety-related.high radiation monitoring signal in this-
;Also, monitoring the north | stack effluent has been shown to be~an ade-case. '

quatelsubstitute' for monitoring |more directly-the-primary containment atmosphere
:thatiis being purged, and the applicantEhas= adequately justified the. exclusion<

of'the low volume containment purge line valves (those less than 3 inches in.4:

diameter)'from' automatic isolation on a.high primary containment _ radiation
,

m signal. 'Thus, the. NRC staff concludes that~ adequate ' diversity has been pro-
Lvided-with1 regard to the different monitored parameters that actuate contain-

--

'

ment' isolation.
!

The NRC staff has-reviewed the| applicant's, containment isolation system design
and has found

(1) There are at least two barriers'between the atmosphere outside containment
and the containment atmosphere or the reactor coolant system on each fluidy -

line penetrating containment, with the exception of lines' discussed below
; under the exceptions to GDC 55 and 56.-
<

(2)~ Automatic isolation valves are provided in those lines that must be
isolated immediately following an accident.

:(3) 'Each'line _ that must : remain open for safety reasons following an accident
has at least one valve capable of. remote-manual isolation. ,

.)

'(4)- Each power-operated isolation valve is provided with position indication
and a remote-manual switch ir the main control' room.

(5) Each? air , hydraulic , or electric-solenoid-operated isolation valve
Lassumes:the position of greater, safety in the event of power failure:to
.the valve operator.

'In addition,.for redundant containment isolation valves in series, the appli-
cant has powered'the valves from diverse power supplies except.for lines-that
are part of an engineered safety feature system where the electrical independ-

-ence'of redundant system lines takes precedence over the diversity of isolation
val'e power, supply in a.particular line. Even>for these lines, however, in the

~

v

event of. power loss, containment isolation is provided by fail-closed-valves,
check. valves inside containment,1or a closed system outside containment. There-
fore, the NRC staff. finds:the power supply design of Limerick's containment
isolation system acceptable. ~

The applicant has stated that the closure times' for all power-operated contain-
1 ment isolation valves'have been selected to ensure rapid isolation of-the con-

~

'

tainment following-postulated accidents. In addition, the-applicant has' stated
specifically thatLisolation valves'in lines that provide an open path from the
containment to the environs have closure times not exceeding 5 seconds, except
for one containment. isolation valve in each of the 2-inch low' volume purge ex-
haust lines and ohe containment ~ isolation valve acommon to the 1-inch low volume
purge supply lines,.which have closure times of 15 seconds or less. The NRC
staff finds the' longer closure time acceptable. In summary the NRC staff.has

- reviewed:the closure times:for all valves that must be isolated immediately
following an accident and finds them acceptable.

~
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The NRC staff has also reviewed conformance of the containment isolation system
design to GDC 1, 2, and 4. The applicant has stated (1) that containment isola-
tion barriers are protected from missiles and the dynamic effects of postulated
pipe ruptures and (2) that the containment isolation system components have
been designed to ensure their performance under all anticipated environmental
conditions, both normal and accident, except for the check valves inside con-
tainment on the feedwater lines where it is impractical to protect them against
pipe whip from a downstream feedwater line break. This exception has been ac-

counted for in the NRC staff review of the feedwater line containment isolation
provisions (see below). The containment isolation system also meets the pro-

visions of RGs 1.26 and 1.29. Acceptance of the Quality Group B equivalency
claimed by the applicant for the piping between the two containment isolation
valves and for the outboard containment isolation valve on the drywell chilled
water system lines is addressed in Section 3.2.2. Therefore, the hRC staff
finds that the containment isolation system meets the explicit requirements of
GDC 1, 2, and 4.

The NRC staff review has confirmed that the containment isolation system meets
the explicit requirements of GDC 54, 55, 56, and 57 except in those cases dis-
cussed below where an alternative to these requirements has been identified
in the SRP.

6.2.4.1 General Design Criterion 55

The containment isolation system meets the explicit requirements of GDC 55
except in the case of instrument lines, in cases where remote-manual isolation
valves are used instead of automatic isolation valves, in cases where automatic
isolation valves fail "as is" (rather than fail closed upon loss of power to
the valve operators), and in the special cases of the control rod drive insert
and withdraw lines, the feedwater lines, and the core spray (CS) loop B dis-
charge line.

With one exception, instrument lines connected to the reactor coolant pressure
boundary are each provided with a flow restriction orifice inside containment
and an excess flow check valve located outside containment as close as practic-
able to the containment. The excess flow check val,ve, whose position is indi-
cated remotely in the reactor enclosure, will automatically isolate in the event
of a break in the downstream piping. If the excess flow check valve fails to
close following a postulated instrument line break, the flow restriction orifice
will ensure that the coolant loss is within the capability of the reactor cool-
ant makeup system, that the integrity and functional performance of the second- s

ary containment and associated safety systems is maintained, and that potential
offsite exposure is substantially below the guidelines of 10 CFR 100. The or.e
exception is the instrument line on the main steam isolation valve leakage-

control system (MSIV-LCS) line, which branches from the main steamline outside
containment but before the outboard MSIV. For this instrument line, the inboard

MSIV and an outboard excess flow check valve provide the two isolation barriers. ,

The instrument lines are all classified Safety Class 1 or 2 and seismic Cate-
gory I, up to and including the excess flow check valve and are designed to
withstand the expected reactor coolant system pressures and temperatures. On

this basis the NRC staff finds the containment isolation provisions for the
instrument lines connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary acceptable.
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-The-cases:where remote-manual isolation valves are used instead of automatic ~
~

1 sol _ation valves-include.the CSiloop A discharge 1ine,-the standby 1iquid con-1

r trol system line, and the_ low pressure-coolant injection (LPCI) system lines.
: ;All'of these lines'are important to safe shutdown-of;the plant, and provisions. ;

have.been made to detect possible leakage-from these lines outside containment,-
. thereby ' allowing remote manual instead of automatic isolation valves.

|

,.

|
.There are a number of cases where automatic isolation valves fail "as is" rather
(than-fail closed upon lossLof power to the valve operators. In each of these
lines . however, either a. check valve, a fail-closed valve, or an independently

; powered' automatic isolation valve inside containment'in series with the auto-'
matic isolation valve outside containment-_is provided so that a single' failure,

.will not result in the loss-of both containment isolation barriers. Thus the.

fail-''ascis" design of these valves is acceptable.

The special' case of the. control' rod drive (CRD) insert and _ withdraw lines has
~ been ' generically reviewed by the NRC' staff for BWRs. 'These lines are small

| (3/4 inch and 1 inch.for the withdraw and insert-lines, respectively),_and are
i classified Safety. Class 2 and seismic Category I. It has-been accepted practice

.

! ~ not to provide automatic isolation valves in these lines to preclude any pos-
sible failure of the scram function. The lines can be manually isolated and a iball check valve located in the CRD flange housing automatically seals the

. insert line if there is a break. On the basis of its-previous reviews of .i.BWR CRD system insert and withdraw lines (NUREG-0803), the NRC staff finds the )containment isolation provisions acceptable..

v
i

The containment isolation provisions for the feedwater line penetrations have'

< been reviewed in detail by the NRC staff because they are complex'and because
the explicit GDC 55 requirements have not been met. _The feedwater line contain-
ment. isolation provisions are shown in Figure 6.6. _Not'shown in Figure 6.6 is-'

:a remote-manual motor-operated valve _ upstream of the air-operated check valve
on the RWCU branch line that can also be utilized to isol_ ate this line~. In*
addition, as noted earlier, the applicant has stated that11t is impractical to
restrain _the check valve inside containment on the feedwater lines against a-,

pipe whip resulting from a downstream feedwater line break. The NRC staff#

| finds that.because, following a post'ulated LOCA, it is desirable'to maintain
! reactor coolant makeup.from all sources, automatic isolation of the main. feed-

. water lines and the connecting RWCU system, RCIC system,'and HPCI system'. lines',

; is not required. However, the applicant ~has committed to administrative proce-
L -dures:that will require isolation of the main feedwater, RWCU, RCIC, and HPCI
|| -. lines following an accident'if thse systems are not providing reactor coolant
' . makeup. With regard to safeguard fill system lines that serve the feedwater

line penetrations, remote-manual isolation is acceptable because these-lines>

| are part of an engineered safety feature system and are importa' nt to maintain a
: water leg ~to prevent' bypass leakage through these penetrations. Regarding the
1 remote-manual motor-operated valves on the feedwater bypass lines, the applicant>

indicated that these valves are normally' sealed closed (according to the defini-,

tion in SRP.'6.2.4.III.f) and will be opened only for. flushing of the condensate-

! 'and_feedwater systems during startup.(up to a reactor pressure of 600-psig).
| ;The NRC staff-generally requires the valves in nonessential systems to receive

'an' automatic, diverse isolation signal. However, because these lines are open
.

-only?during-flushing of the feedwater systems and are sealed closed at all other,

: times,.the NRC staff has determined that automatic isolation of the feedwater
.

! line following onset of a LOCA is not required. The applicant has committed to
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institute operating proceduresifor alerting the operator of the need to isolate
;these bypass lines and toiseal'them closed once the reactor pressure reaches
:600 psig. The NRC' staff- concludes that the proposed design, cemplemented by
!the. administrative procedure, is an acceptable alternative to'the requirements,

_ . of 2 SRP 6.2.4;

In' summary, although the -feedwater line: containment isolation provisions do not
meet the explicit GDC.55 requirements and are unlike similar operating BWRs-
because ofJthe pipe whip problem-affecting the-check. valve inside containment..

in zthe case of a downstream feedwater line break,s the' NRC staff: concludes that
.the existing feedwater line containment-isolation provisions.do form an
: acceptable alternate to the explicit rsquirements of,GDC 55.

-
,

'
~

.. ,

The last:special case is'the containment isolation provisions for the loop B of
'the.CS system that injects' directly into the reactor pressure' vessel Isolation,

i
.

of this line is provided by|an air-testable. check valve inside containment and
an-air-assisted check valve:outside' containment. LBecause remote-manual actua-

: tion of the air-assisted check valve in this essential ~ line will . ensure closure
of the outboard containment isolation: valve on reduced or reverse flow, and
because adequate leak detection capabilities are provided, the NRC staff finds
the containment isolation-provisions for this line/ acceptable.

:The NRC staff, therefore, finds that?the containment isolation provisions for.

Limerick either: meet the . explicit requirements of GDC 55, or, for the specific .,

|-items discussed'above, are acceptable. alternatives to the explicit, requirements
.of GDC 55.

'6.2.4.'2. General Design Criterion 56
, -

The' containment isolation system meets the explicit requirements of GDC 56
'exceptLin the special' case'of. theLtraversing incore probe (TIP) drive guide
1 tubes, . in cases where both containment isolation valves are located outside.
containment, |in cases where fluid lines. penetrating containment do not contain

. two isolation valves.in. series, in cases where' remote-manual isolation valves
are.used-instead of automatic! isolation valves, and in cases where automatic
isolation ' valves fail "as is" rather-than _ fail closed upon loss of power to the
valve operators.

LIn the special case;of the TIP drive guide tube penetrations, the containment
isolation design includes.two valves outside containment in each of the five
guide tubes. .One is a'~ solenoid-operated ball' valve-that~is automatically iso-
lated'wheneverLthe TIP cables and fission chambers are retracted, which auto-

: matically; occurs :upon either a ; reactor ' vessel -level 2 trip or high drywell
pressure signal. .The second-isolation barrier is an explosive shear valve that
21s remote-manually actuated and is designed to shear the cables and seal the
. ' gui de_ - tubes . The NRC staff has reviewed these containment penetrations and
. finds them acceptable.

: The cases where both containment isolation valves are located outside contain-
ment 1 include tha drywell and suppression ' chamber purge supply and exhaust lines;
the drywell and suppression chamber H /0 . sample and return lines; the contain-2 2
ment spray lines; the drywell radiation sampling -supply and return lines; the
residual heat removal (RHR), high pressure ' coolant injection (HPCI), and reactor
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coreiisolationLcooling (RCIC) vacuum relief. lines; the integrated;1eak' rate'
~

.

,
. testing'(ILRT) data" acquisition' lines; the suppression pool cleanup pump'

'' suction lines; the.drywell sump! drain lines';.the reactor enclosure cooling' .

,

~ water' supply;and return lines to the recirculation pumps; and the drywell'

ichilled water. supply;and'eeturn lin'es. These penetrations include valves
'

-designated byithe_ applicant as'both essential and nonessential. For these
: lines,:thefapplicantihas_ stated-that locating both containment isolation valves

.

outside containment ~is more practical:than locating 1 valves'inside containment-;'

Jbecause-(1) an adverse environment is experienced when most of the valves may

'

-be needed;and (2) this:1ocation allows inspections and' maintenance performed on'

3

' . these valvesyduring' normal operation.whenithe primary contai.nment is inerted.
For these reasons,'the NRC staff finds! the placement of both containment -~

^

' ' isolation valves.outside containment acceptable.-

;

. The" cases where fluid lines contain one.instead of two~ isolation valves in"
.

- -

_ series:aredividedintofivegroups,whichareindividuallytqeatedbelow.g

- The(first group _of lines with a single' containment isolation | valve consists of'

1the suppression pool spray lines; the CS' pump suction, pump test and-flush, and"

minimum flow lines; the HPCI pump suction, turbine exhaust, pump test and flush, -t ~

i and minimum flow lines; the RCIC pump suction, turbine exhaust, and minimum
flow lines; and the RHR pump. suction and minimum flow lines. The containment

: isolation' provisions for these lines consist of a single containment. isolation
i .valveflocated outside containment and the closed-systems to which they connect.

Also,;except for the| suppression pool spray lin'es, all the lines dischargelor
take suction below the minimum: suppression: pool water lev.el and hence are never ,

directly|open to the containment a,tmosphere; All of these lines are'a part of'
engineered safety; feature systems, and, except for the HPCI and CS pump test
and flush lines, are designated essential. The RHR, RCIC,_CS, and HPCI pump-
suction lines'must be open.after a LOCA to satisfy their safety-related func - *'

tion,1which is: to _ provide po'st-LOCA cooling. The applicant has stated that for
these lines a single isolation valve outside containment is provided be'cause

Jsystem reliability is greater with only one isolation valve in the line. 'In
addition, the single containment isolation valve and the piping between it and
-the containmert for:the RHR,-RCIC, CS, and HPCI pump | suction lines are enclosed
.in pump rooms' adjacent to the_ containment'that have.~ provisions for_the environ-
mental control of'any fluid leakage. The suppression pool sprayL1ines similarly
perform'an-important safety-related function following'a LOCA,_and the applicant

~

-hasistated that: system reliability is again greater with only.one isolation
'

valve;in the'line. ~ Therefore, the NRC staff finds the containment isolation
provisions for_the RHR, RCIC',1CS, and HPCI' pump suction and the suppression

: pool _ spray lines acceptable. .For.the remaining engineered' safety feature. system
-lines-listed above, although the applicant has not stated that reliability is
-greater.with~only one isolation valve.in_the line, the NRC staff-finds them
Jacceptable~ based on'the guidelines provided'in RG 1.141 and ANSI N271-1976.

L'

The second group of lines with only a single containment isolation valve are . .

.the lines to and from the-hydrogen recombiners. Because the hydrogen recom-
'biners'to which these lines connect are not designed to'the containment design
pressure'and temperature,'they do not meet the requirements of'a closed system.
Ever. if1the hydrogen recombiner systems were closed systems, however, mainte-

> nance on the-recombiners during operation would be prohibited because only a
single containment' isolation valve would exist for cont'ainment isolation.
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Therefore,-the NRC staff, finds that the one containment isolation valve'in *;.

? reachLlineits.notJacceptable and a second containment isolation valve will be-
. required. This is an open item and will:be addressed in a. supplement.to this'-, ,

report.
,

,

The~next group of. lines that~contain a single' remote-manually. actuated isola -
~

tion valve :outside containment consists of- the drywell pressure, suppression-
- pool -level, suppression. chamber pressure, . and drywell . sump _ level instrument -.,,

! slines. . All' of these lines are Q-listed, designed to- seismic. Category I~ stand-
cards, designed ^to' withstand the containment design. pressure and temperature,'

'and terminate,in the reactor enclosure.' On this basis, th NRC staff finds .the -s

i; : containment? isolation design'of these lines acceptable.

The fourth group of lines with'a single. containment isolation valve consists of~

the.RHR-relief valve discharge lines, which each have four branches, three of4

. . which contain a single relief . valve, with the~ fourth containing two automati-
|cally isolated motor-operated valves. .The NRC' staff.has-found these lines.,

' acceptable'because (1) they? connect to a closed system outside containment, and-
~

p, :hencelthe lines do not communicate with the containment atmosphereLbecause the
. lines discharge below the minimum suppression pool _ water. level, and (2)-the

f accident pressure seats rather than unseats the relief valves.

The'iast.line with only_one.containmen' ' isolation valve is the RCIC vacuum pump- t

- discharge line, which has._only af remote-manually actuated stop-check valve out-
[ : side containment. 'The operation-of this-. valve as a. check valve provides auto-

matic, protection against~ flow from containment.and the motor-operator on_the
: valve ensures long-term; positive closure of the valve. This; design' ensures
1that the~ essential RCIC: pump turbine willLbe ready to operate when required.
The.RCIC vacuum pump discharge line inside" containment also is submerged'below

'

t.he. mi_nimum suppres_sion inol water . level.- ' The NRC staff has _ reviewed the , con--

.tainment; isolation design of the RCIC vacuum pump discharge and, recognizing<

: ~ thelimp'ortant function it:provides to the essential'RCIC system, finds it.
: acceptable.-

1 The cases where remote-manual isolation valves are used"instead: of automatic -
isolation valves include the instrument gas supply lines to the automatic'de-E

~

'

[ . pressurization system (ADS) ~ valves; the . containment . spray ' lines; the RHR ~ pump
suction and minimum flow lines; the CS pump suction and'ainimum flowflines; the'

.HPCI-pump ~. suction,i turbine exhaust, and minimum flow lines;_the'RCIC pump;suc-;

!_ tion, turbine. exhaust, and minimum flow lines; the instrument lines that' pro-
. vide indications Jof drywell--pressure, suppression ~ pool: level . -suppression

'

j. ' chamber pressure, and drywell sump level; the reactor enclosure: cooling water
: supply.and'returnLlines to the-recirculation pumps;-and the'drywell chilled"

-

waterisupply and' return lines. All:of-these~ lines except the. reactor enclosure
~

-

: cooling water and drywell chi _lled water lines are part of an engineered' safety
~ feature system, serve a safety-related function, or provide important post -
. accident monitoring _information to the operators.andfare required to be'open
?following an'' accident. -In ad'dition', provisions-have been made to detect pos-
siblelleakage from these lines outside containment. On this basis, the NRC
staff finds the use of remote-manual-' valves 'on these lines acceptable.

The reactor. enclosure cooling water supply and return lines and the chilled
water supply'and return lines are, however, presently designated as-non .
essential lines,.andLit isLthe NRC staff position that:these lines must either
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be automatically isolated ~ by diverse containment isolation signals or justifi-
cation'mu'st be provided:to reclassify these lines as essential. The; inboard

: isolation ' valves;for the drywell chilled water (DCW) system currently receive '

automatic isolation ' signals;' the two para 11el' outboard valves presently-cannot-"

: be' simultaneously: closed. ' The 'containeerit isolation valves 'for'the RECW
_

currently have remote-manual | actuation capability.-

The applicantLstated that;these systems are in the. final phases of construction.
~

Modification:to provide an automatic and diverse isolation signal to the desig-*

'nated containment isolation valves' requires ~both logic changes'and equipment |
' ,

$

| changes that would be- highly disruptive 'to the overall plant startup program.e

1Thelapplicant', therefore, has proposed that ' implementation of- the change be
.

' deferred to the'first refueling outage; in the. interim,'special' operating-

'c
instructions will'be. implemented forcthe'' containment isolation valves in these-

' systems to ensure appropriate. closure following onset'of an accident.

LThe1NRC staff has= determined that.these lines are not open-airectly to the-'

-containment atmosphere or to the reactor coolant pressure boundary;' they are
[ designed to withstand a seismic event.'

~ Based on the above and in view'of the applicant's special operating;.

. instructions to isolate these lines should a LOCA occur, the:NRC, staff finds

Hthat the' proposed deviation from.the requirements of SRP'6.2.4'during the
:first. cycle of: operation is. acceptable.

s

There are also a number of cases where automatic isolation valves fail "as is"-
-

frather than failing closed upon loss of power to the-valve. operators. In each"

of these cases, however, the' lines contain a second isolation barrier in'the-b
form ofja ' check valve inside containment, a closed system outside containment,

2 or. an. independently powered automatic. isolation valve so- that a single active =
~

' failure will not result in the ' loss of both containment isolation barriers.
The'NRC staff-finds this' acceptable.

k- Th'e NRC staff . finds: that'the containment isolation provisions for Limerick
1eitherLmeet the ' explicit requirements!of GDC 56 or, for the specific lines

~

described above, are acceptable' alternatives to the explicit requirements of
| GDC-56, with the exception of the lines'to and from the hydrogen'recombiners.

.

I.

'6.2.4.3 General Design Criterion 57

The -Limerick design includes no If nes penetrating the primary containment that-

: Lare classified as GDC:57.
'

AtJLimerick, the containment atmosphere control system includes the capability
for both high volume inerting and de-inerting (purging)-(18- and 24-inch'

,

f- diameter lines) and low volume purging (1- and 2-inch diameter lines) of the
fprimary' containment. Because the applicant. proposed to conduct both high- and
.-low-volume purging during startup, power operation, and hot shutdown,' the NRC
' staff has reviewed information'provided by the applicant to demonstratee

compliance with the provisions of BTP CSB 6-4, " Containment Purging During
Normal Plant Operation." The NRC staff has found that the applicant has met
-the explicit provisions of BTP CSB 6-4 with the exceptions discussed below.

E
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First, the applicant proposes to utilize the high volume purge lines, which are
larger than the 8-inch size specified in BTP CSB 6-4, during startup, power
operation, and hot shutdown. The applicant has committed, however, to restrict
their use to within'24 hours after 15% rated thermal power is exceeded following
startup, to within 24 hours before reactor thermal power is reduced to 15% power
before a planned reactor shutdown, and to a total of no more than 90 hours per
year. Additionally, consistent with the conservative assumptions and require-
ments of BTP CSB 6-4, the applicant has performed an analysis of the radiolog-
ical consequences of a LOCA while the primary containment is being purged using
the high-volume lines and has found that the radiological consequences are well
below the 10 CFR 100 guideline values. On this basis, the NRC staff finds that
the size of the high-volume purge lines and their limited use during startup,
power operation, and hot shutdown is acceptable.

Second, BTP CSB 6-4 states that purge system containment isolation valve closure
times should not exceed 5 seconds. Contrary to this, as noted earlier, one con-
tainment isolation valve in each of the 2-inch low-volume purge exhaust lines
and one containment isolation valve common to the 1-inch low volume purge supply
lines have a closure time of 15 seconds. The NRC staff finds the closure time
of 15 seconds acceptable for these three valves.

Third, the applicant has stated that contrary to BTP CSB 6-4, Position B.S.b,
if a LOCA occurs while the purge system containment isolation valves are open,
it is possible that safety-related ductwork and/or the standby gas treatment
system (SGTS) filters could be damaged by the pressure surge preceding valve
closure and/or the moisture content of the released gases. The applicant has
analyzed the significance of this event and concluded that failure of the SGTS
is of little significance because of the limited benefit derived from the SGTS
for accident sequences related to plant risk. Also, because of equipment fail-
ures that could occur in the reactor enclosure as a result of duct failure, the
applicant has performed calculations and detailed equipment location surveys to
verify that (1) the environmental qualification of equipment is sufficient to
ensure operability under the predicted environmental conditions if ducting does
rupture, and (2) the potential does not exist for impact or impingement-related
damage to essential equipment from duct ruptures. Because containment purging
during normal power operation is limited to 90 hours per year, the impact on
plant risks resulting from a LOCA while purging and the potential for failure
of the SGTS contribute little to the likelihood of an uncontrolled radioactive
release. The NRC staff concludes that deviation from the explicit provisions
of SRP 6.2.4/BTP CSB 6-4 is acceptable since the associated dose consequences
will be within 10 CFR 100, assuming that the undamaged train of SGTS is avail-
able. The NRC staff's acceptance of this deviation from SRP.6.2.4/BTP CSB 6-4,
is based on the applicant's commitment provided in a letter dated August 4,
1983, which ensures that

(1) Whenever the purge system is in use during operating modes 1, 2, and 3,
(i.e. power operation, startup, and hot shutdown) only one of the two
SGTS trains will be used.

(2) Both SGTS trains are determined to be operable whenever the purge system
is in use.

Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant has complied with the
provisions of BTP CSB 6-4, contingent on NRC staff acceptance of the valve
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: operability assurance program for the containment isolation valves in both the
-

high- and low- volume purge lines.
4

The NRC' staff has,also reviewed'information provided by'the applicant to demon- '

.

' g strate compliance.with ttie provisions of NUREG-0737 Item II.E.4.2 Containment
_ -Isolation Dependability. As previously described, the applicant has complied-~

with the provisions regarding. diversity in parameters sensed for initiation of
containment isolation. The applicant has-also given careful consideration to-

-the functional. requirements of all. systems penetrating containment, and has
~ * ,

;' made acceptable provisions for isolation of all systems not-required for safe ;

shutdown of the plantLor. mitigation of the consequences of an-accident. In-
5 .cddition','the' applicant has stated (1) that resetting of a containment isola--
'

- tion signal will not result in'the automatic reopening of. containment isolation
, valves and'(2) that_ reopening requires manual operator action from.the main
control room-for each-valve'except that in several cases containment isolation i

| valves.are ganged _ The NRC staff has reviewed the particular containment ~ iso->

lation valves that have been ganged in the. Limerick design and finds-that-the ' r

: containment,isolatics function has not.t;een compromised; .therefore, because all
' ' ganged.. valves. belong to the same system, their ganged opening is acceptable. ;

The applicant' has also adequately demonstrated that: the high _ drywell pressure.
E setpointi(2 psig) that initiates containment isolation has'been. reduced to the

~ clinimum compatible with normal operating conditions. Therefore, the NRC staff t

k concludes that the applicant.has complieo with the provisions of NUREG-0737
j Item II E.4.2.

.In summary, the NRC staff has' reviewed the information in the FSAR and in
responses to staff questions and concludes that the Limerick containment iso-
-lation system meets the. requirements of GDC 1, 2, 4, 16, 54, 55, 56, and 5/;

j satisfies the provisions of.RG 1.141; and conforms.to all NRC staff positions--

a'nd , industry codes aiiid1 standards. It is, therefore,. acceptable, with.the fol-
~

lowing exception: .The existing containment, isolation provision of a single
containment isolation valve on the lines to and from the hydrogen recombiners
-is_ unacceptable.,;It is the NRC staff position that a second containment iso-
lation valve is. required in each of the lines to and from the hydrogen

.recombiners. m .
,

The"NRCstaff'sconclusionsa,re.alsocontingentoNreviewandapprovaloftheT

| jvalve operability assurance; program submitted by the applicant in, letter.of-j
~

b. P Ju_ly 7, 1983, for the high and;. low volume purge" containment isolation valves.
i~_ The results of the NRC staff'sireview of this, program will be reported in a
jc supplement to Section 3.10 of.this. report. ;- .j
1. . .

s
~

! 3: 6.2.5 LCombustible Gas _ Control. System *
.

After a LOCA, combustible gases may be. generated within the primary containment
as ra' result of~

. zy ,
,

fJ
~(1) metal-water reaction between the zirconium fuel cladding and the reactor.

[
'

. coolant c i
_ _ y , f ~~ *( ,

(2)%radiolytic decomposition of the water in the reactor core and the suppres-
_

-
,

4 sion. pool >

._ ir ;a- o
s- , .

L .g{ - |
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; (3) corrosion of metals by emergency core cooling and containment spray
d solutions
'

To preclude the possibility of a combustible mixture of hydrogen and oxygen ac-
,

cumulating in the primary containment following a LOCA, the Limerick containment '

is inerted with nitrogen pas during power. operation, in compliance with 10 CFR l
50.44. In addition, to ensure that the oxygen concentration in the primary
containment-is maintained below the lower flammability limit of 5 volume percent,

'following a LOCA, the Limerick design includes a hydrogen recombiner system, a
| combustible gas analyzer system, the capability to mix the primary containment

atmosphere, and the capability for a controlled purge of the primary containment.
]

!

' Two redundant and independent electric (thermal) hydrogen recombiners located
.,

outside the primary containment are provided to control the primary containment
oxygen concentration. .The hydrogen recombiners are designed to seismic Cate-
gory I'and Safety Class 2 standards, are powered from separate safeguard buses,
and receive cooling water from two independent RHRS loops. Based on the NRC 1

,

staff review of the hydrogen recombiner system and the failure mode and effects
analysis provided by the applicant, no single failure coincident with the loss

;. of offsite power will prevent the hydrogen recombiner system from performing
its' intended safety function. When required, the hydrogen recombiners are '

i manually actuated from the main control room where adequate instrumentation,
controls, and alarms are provided for control and monitoring of the hydrogen I

,

; .recombiner system operation.

- Each of the two Atomics International (AI) electric hydrogen recombiners is
capable of processing 60 scfm of gas containing 5% oxygen, or up to 150 scfm or -

gas containing 2% oxygen, with the balance consisting of unlimited amounts of
.

hydrogen, nitrogen, and water vapor. The hydrogen recombiners have a design
operating temperature (300*F)-and pressure (30 psig) below the calculated peak
primary containment temperature and pressure following a LOCA. However, this

!. is not a concern because containment conditions above the hydrogen recombiner
system operating limits will' occur only during the initial 6 hours after a LOCA, '

: and, as discussed-below, hydrogen recombiner operation will not be required
( ?until:approximately 39 hours after a LOCA. The results of tests conducted on
|

~

the AI hydrogen recombiners are discussed in the Edwin I. Hatch Unit 2 SER
(NUREG-0411), and on the-basis of that review, the NRC staff finds that the AI
hydrogen recombiners have been acceptably shown to be capable of controlling
the oxygen concentration over the range-of containment environmental anticipated,

t conditions following a LOCA.

Atmosphere from the drywell is circulated through the hydrogen recombiners and
returned to the suppression chamber.. Although the supply and return lines for
the hydrogen recombiners are not dedicated, the applicant has met the require-

I ments of NUREG-0737 Item II.E.4.1, Dedicated Hydrogen Penetrations, by ensuring
that the containment penetration design is single-failure proof for containment

. 1 solation purposes and single-failure proof for operation of the hydrogon recom-
'

biner system. -This-finding is contingent on implementation of the NRC staff
requirement of the addition of a second containment isolation valve on each of ,

I. the lines to and from the hydrogen recombiners (see Section 6.2.4). The hydro-
L' . gen recombiner, system design does, however, result in a potential steam bypass- ,

path to the suppression chamber. air space, and, as discussed'in Section 6.2.1
above, control of such-bypass paths is important to ensure that the design pres- ,

sure.of the containment is not exceeded. Because the applicant's analysis
(discussed below) indicates that hydrogen recombiner operation should not be
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required until approximately 39 hours after a LOCA, at which time steaming from
the break will have ceased, this should not pose a problem. Even so, the NRC
staff will require that the applicant provide operational procedure controls,
to be approved by the NRC staff before fuel loading, to ensure that initiation
of the hydrogen recombiner system will not create a steam bypass path that
could cause the. containment design pressure to be exceeded. This will be,a

'

confirmatory item.

The Limerick combustible gas analyzer system provides continuous monitoring for
hydrogen and oxygen concentration in both the drywell and the_ suppression cham-
ber during normal and post-accident conditions. The combustible gas analyzer
system includes two redundant subsystems, each containing independent sampling
and return lines to the drywell and suppression chamber, and identical hydrogen /
oxygen analyzer packages. Except for the tubing internal to the analyzer pack-
ages, the combustible gas analyzer system meets ASME Code, Section III, Safety
Class 2, and seismic Category I standards. The tubing internal to the hydrogen /
oxygen analyzer packages meets ANSI B31.1.0 requirements and is classified
seismic Category I. Based on its review, the NRC staff finds that the combusti-
ble gas analyzer system meets the single failure criterion and other criteria
of an engineered safety feature system. The system can be actuated and con-
trolled from the main control room. Hydrogen and oxygen concentrations are
indicated and recorded ir. the main control room, and annunciation is provided
in the main control rcom for high oxygen concentration, high hydrogen concentra-

i tion, and analyzer package malfunction.

Because both the hydrogen recombiner system and the combustible gas analyzer
system circulate containment atmosphere outside containment following a LOCA,
-the NRC staff will require that the leaktight integrity of these systems be
demonstrated periodically through inservice inspection requirements. The
specific testing requirements and frequency will be established as part of
the containment leakage testing program. The applicant must submit for NRC
staff review and approval the specific testing procedures on the hydrogen
recombiner and the combustible gas analyzers for Type A containment leakage
testing. This is a confirmatory item (see also Section 6.2.6.6).

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.44 and RG 1.7, " Control of Combustible Gas Concen-
tration in Containment Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident," the Limerick
design includes the capability for a controlled purge of the primary contain-
ment. Post-LOCA purging is accomplished by using the low-volume purge mode of
the containment atmospheric control system. Purged releases are processed
through the reactor enclosure recirculation system and standby gas treatment
system filters.

The capability to maintain the primary containment atmosphere in a thoroughly
mixed condition following a LOCA and to prevent nonuniform distribution of
oxygen-is provided by. the drywell air cooling system. The drywell air cooling
system, which also provides drywell cooling during normal operation, consists
of eight drywell unit coolers, each of which contains two redundant cooling
coils and two redundant fans. During normal operation, one fan in each drywell
unit' cooler is operating, and chilled water is supplied to one cooling coil in
each unit cooler. During post-LOCA operation, one fan per unit cooler continues
to operate. The standoy fan, powered from a separate Class 1E safeguard power
supply, will start automatically epon loss of the lead fan, based on low air
flow in the unit cooler discharge duct. The safety-related portions of the
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drywell unit coolers are designed to seismic Category I requirements:and meet -
1' .the redundancy,' power source, and single-failure requirements of an engineered

safety feature. The unit coolers.and ducting are also sufficiently protected 1

; against' external events..the postulated failure of the nonsafety cooling coils,
and transient differential pressures that would occur,early in the blowdown

~

Lphase.of'a LOCA. In. addition to the mixing provided by 'the drywell air cooling 1

system, the centainment~ sprays, natural convection, and the boiling mechanism
associated with the radiolysis responsible for the release of. oxygen from- '

irradiated water would also contribute to_ maintaining all gases in the' primary
containment at'nearly uniform concentration. The NRC staff concludes that the,

Limerick design will ensure' adequate-oxygen mixing within the primary contain--
ment and will limit the. potential for local oxygen pocketing and is, therefore;
acceptable.

.The' applicant has analyzed the production.and accumulation of hydrogen and oxy-+

gen within the primary containment after a.LOCA using the guidelines in RG 1.7
and has'shown that a single hydrogen recombiner, started when the containment

. oxygen concentration' reaches 4.5 volume percent (approximately 39. hours after'a
LOCA), is sufficient to maintain the oxygen concentration below the RG 1.7
limit of 5.0 volume percent. The NRC. staff has perfossed confirmatory analyses
using the COGAP computer code and confirmed.that' the applicant's analyses are
reasonable and that a single hydrogen recombiner can acceptably control the
oxygen level in the primary containment to below 5.0' volume percent.

~The NRC staff concludes, following review of the combustible gas control system '~

for compliance with all the acceptance criteria of SRP.6.2.5, that the-appli-
cant's~ design includes. acceptable systems for monitoring, controlling, and'
mixing the hydrogen and oxygen potentially generated in the primary containment
following a LOCA. Specifically, the combustible gas-control system satisifies
the design |and performance requirements of'10 CFR 50.44; the' provisions of-
RG .1.7; the requirements of GDC 41,142, and 43; and the requirements of

.

i

NUREG-0737 Item.II.E.4.1.' .It is, therefore, acceptable. The NRC staff must
,still confirm,'before initial fuel loading, that the applicant has provided
adequate operational | procedure controls to.cnsure that initiation'of the ;

. hydrogen recombinercsystem will not create i steam bypass path.

6.2.6 Containment Leakage Testing Program-

: The.N'RC staff has reviewed the applicant's containment le'ak testin' g program for
~

~ compliance with'the. containment. leakage testing requirement specified in Appen--
dix J to 10 CFR 50. .Such compliance provides adequate assurance that the con-
tainmentileaktight integrity ^can be verified throughout the service lifetime

,

and that the leakage rates will be periodically checked during service on~a '

timely basis to ' maintain such leakage ~within the specified limits. Naintaining )
~

containment-within such limits provides reasonable assurance that, in the event '

of=any' radioactive material release within the containment, the. loss of the-
containment atmosphere'through. potential leak paths will-not exceed the limits
.specified for the site.

'

'

Specifically,,the NRC staff reviewed the containment leak testing program to j

ensure.that the containment penetrations and system isolation valve arrange-
'mentsfare designe'd to satisfy the containment integrated-leak rate testing

requirements'and the local-leak testing requirements of Appendix-J. However,
.,
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the proposed leak testing' practices for the-main steam isolation valves,.trav-
'

ersing incore probe system, and control rod drive system, and the proposed. -|
hydrostatic testing of:certain containment isolation valves differ from the i
explicit requirements of Appendix J. The acceptability of the proposed leak _ '

testing' practices for these systems is discussed below. Also discussed is the
,,

. applicant's requested one-time exemption from local 1eak testing of seven RHR ,

4 relief valves.

6.2.6.1 Main Steam Isolation Valves

JAppendix J to.10.CFR 50 requires local leak testing of BWR main steam' isolation !

| valves'(MSIVs) (Paragraph II.H.4) at the peak calculated containment pressure l

related to the design-basis ~ accident (Paragraph III.C.2). Further, Appendix J
, requires that the measured, leak rates.be included in the summation for the4

I local leak rate test (Paragraph III.C.3).

-The applicant has provided information describing the methods tsed at Limerick
. for compliance with Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 relating to leak testing the MSIVs.
|_ The applicant proposes to leak test the MSIVs at a reduced pressure and exclude

the measured leakage from the combined _ leak rate for the local leak rate tests.
As a result of its review of this information, the NRC staff has determined

' that an' exemption to Appendix J-is required and justified. The bases for this
conclusion are discussed below. |

t
.

.

. .

~Each main steamline is provided with two MSIVs that are positioned-to provide j

better sealing in the direction of post-accident containment atmosphere leakage. !*

In the event of-a LOCA, the main' steam leakage control system will maintain a :
negative. pressure between the MISVs. The effluent will be discharged into a
volume where it will be processed by the standby gas' treatment system before
being released to the environs. A radiological analysis for this potential

; source of containment atmosphere leakage was performed, based on an assumed
i .. leak rate past the inboard MSIV of 11.5 standard cubic. feet per hour (Sec-

tion 15 below). The applicant plans to periodically leak test the:MSIVs to
; ' ensure the validity of the radiological' analysis.

~

LThe design of the MSIVs is such that testing in the reverse direction tends to
-

unseat the valve. Testing of the two valves simultaneously, between the valves,
at design pressure, would lift the disc at the inboard valve. This would result

,

t in a meaningless test. The proposed test calls for-a test pressure of 25.psig
to_ avoid lifting the disc at the inboard valve. The-total observed leakage

.through both valves (inboard and outboard) is then conservatively assigned to.
the penetration. The NRC staff concludes that this procedure is acceptable.,

Furthermore, excluding the leakage from the summation for the local leak rate
tests is acceptable because the leakage.has been accounted for separately in

L' '.the-radiological analysis of the site.

;, The:NRC staff conclu' des th'at leak testing the MSIVs in the way described above
.is_an acceptable alternative to the requirements'of Appendix J.

:

,

6.2.6.2 Traversing.Incore Probe System
,

The traversing incore probe system is equipped with a ball valve in each guide
. tube that provides shutoff capability following cable withdrawal. A shear valve

.
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is..also provided for each guide tube to cut the cable and isolate the tube if
the drive cable cannot be withdrawn.

The applicant has committed to perform a Type C test on the ball valve. Because
the shear valve requires testing to destruction, the applicant is not going to
perform periodic Type C tests on these valves. However, statistically chosen
samples of.the shear valves are tested by the manufacturer. To ensure that the
shear valve will perform its intended function, the NRC staff asked the appli-
cant to do the following, and the applicant has so agreed:

(1) Verify the continuity of the explosive charge at least once every 31 days.

(2) Initiate one of the explosive squibs charge at least once every 18 months.
The replacement charge for the explosive valve shall.be from the same
manufactured batch as the'one fired or from another batch that has been
. certified by having one of that batch successfully fired.

(3) All charges'should be replaced according to the manufacturer's recommended
life time.

Based on the above discussion, the NRC staff concludes that the leak testing of
the traversing incore probe system is acceptable.

6.2.6.3 Control Rod Drive
,

Appendix J to 10 i,FR 50 (Paragraph III.C.3.3) allows exclusion (from combined
0.6L,) of leakage from valves that are sealed with fluid from a seal system if
the fluid leakage rates do not exceed those specified in the Technical
Specifications.

For the Limerick control rod drives, a piping integrity test is accomnlished
for leaks .of the hydraulic control units (operating pressure 1000 psi) during
daily inspection. In addition, several indicators in the main control room'
will indicate if leakage is excessive. Furthermore, because the reactor pres-
sure vessel and nonseismic portion of the control rod drive system are vented
during Type A tests, leakage monitoring of the control rod drive insert and
withdraw lines is provided by Type A leakage rate tests. The applicant has
also indicated that the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves will be
Type C tested.

The NRC staff concludes that leak testing the control. rod drive in the manner
' described above meets the requiremerit of Appendix J.

6.2.6.4 Hydrostatic Testing of Containment Isolation Valves

Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 requires that unless valves are pressurized with fluid
from a . seal system, they shall be pressurized with air or nitrogen for leak
testing purposes (Paragraph III.C.2). There are a number of liquid-filled

' systems, however, that are specifically designed to remain intact after a LOCA
and thus provide a water seal for the system isolation valves or ensure that
only liquid. leakage from the containment will occur. Because of this, the
applicant' proposes to perform hydrostatic testing to determine the leak tight-
ness of the following isolation valves:
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(1)^ residual heat removal,-high pressure core injection, core spray, and
reactor core isolation cooling pump-suction valves

(2) high pressure' core-injection and reactor core-isolation cooling' turbine
exhaust valves

(3) emergency core cooling and reactor core isolation cooling pump test and
minimum flow valves.

(4) residual- heat removal, high pressure core injection, and core spray minimum
recirculation valves

:For'th'e above systems -the applicant indicated that a liquid inventory will
produce a' water seal during the post-accident period, and only liquid leakage
from the containment will occur. The combined leakage from all these valves

.

will satisfy the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 100 regarding the site radio-
. logical safety analysis and will be included.in the plant Technical Specifica-
tions. This leakage will therefore be excluded when the ;ombined leanage rate
for all penetrations and valves is determined, as providad for in Appendix J,

. Paragraph III.C.3.

The NRC' staff has reviewed the applicant's proposed hydrostatic testing and
concluded that such testing is permissible for the lines identified above
because:the applicant has shown

(1) There is a water seal.
-(2) The system. boundaries are designed to engineered safety. feature criteria.

~

(3)'.The acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 100 are satisfied.
,

The applicant has also indicated that although no pneumatic test will be per-
-formed.ior the. inboard valves on the following= lines, periodic hydrostatic. leak<

testing _will be performed to ensure leaktight integrity'to satisfy the. require-
;- ments of Appendix'J:

.(1) -residual heat removal shutdown supply and returnc
(2) core spray pump discharge and reactor pressure vessel head spray-

' (3) low pressure core-injection .

4

The outboarri Jalves on the above . lines will be Type C tested with air. -lhe NRC
. staff. fir:18 the proposed testing acceptable because the inboard valves will
Lhave a *sater seal, and leakage will be detected.

The'apalicant has also proposed that the drywell chilled water supply and return
line oetboard valves be' tested with water and that the inboard valves be tested
with air. -The NRC staff finds the proposed hydrostatic leak testing of the out-
board dryk all chilled water line valves acceptable b'ecause they will have a
.wateriseal on them after a LOCA. *

6.2.6.5 RhR Relief Valve Discharge

The appl #. cant has requested a one-time exemption from the requirement to per-
form the initial local leak rate test on seven RHR relief valves and has-indi-
cated that a design change to permit local testing of these valves will be

4
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, implemented at the first' refueling outage. The applicant indicated that changes
,-fo the system _before the first refueling outage would require an additional

hydrostatic test'of these 1ines, which would impact the system turnover and
~

plant startup.

The applicant stated that the relief valves on these lines (six are 10 inches
in diameter, and one is 6 inches in diameter).will be exposed to containment
pressure during the initial integrated leak rate test (ILRT) and all subsequent,

ILRTs. In' addition,- the applicant provided the following justification for the
exclusion of these valves from the explicit requirement of Appendix J:

(1) The' relief valves are maintained normally closed by their springs.

(2) The relief valves are oriented so that containment pressure would tend to
. seat the valve disc and enhance sealing.

(3) The relief valves are not exposed to' the primary containment atmosphere
because-the lines terminate below the minimum water level of the suppres-
sion pool.

(4) The lines.outside containment are part of a closed system that is missile |

protected, seismic Category I, and Quality Group B, and is designed to the
temperature and pressure conditions that the system will encounter.

(5) ' System leakage will be minimized in accordance with NUREG-0737
Item III.D.1.1.

(6) ~Any! leakage out of the system will be into the reactor enclosure, tt.us'

facilitating collection and treatment.

Based on .its assessment of the r' quested exemption, the NRC staff finds that ite ~
should be approved.

.

6.2.6.6 Conclusions

-_The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's proposed leak testing program and
| concludes that it either meets the requirements of Appendix J.to 10 CFR 50 and

is therefore acceptable or provides acceptable justification for exemptions to
the explicit requirements of Appendix J. -The NRC staff will confirm the accept-

~

L ability of the specific testing procedures on the hydrogen'recombiner and com-
bustible gas analyzer-systems as discussed in Section 6.2.5.

6.2.7 Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary

The NRC review assessed the ferritic materials in the Limerick containment
system that constitute the containment pressure boundary to determine if the
material-tracture toughness is in compliance with GDC 51, " Fracture Prevention

| of Containment Pressure Boundary." GDC 51 requires that under operating, main-
l' tenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions (1) the ferritic materials

of the containmentLpressure toundary behave in a nonbrittle manner and (2) the
,_

probability-of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized.|-

;=

L The Limerick containments are reinforced concrete structures, each with a
'

l steel liner on the inside surface, which serves as a leaktight membrane. The

:
'

. ~ .
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' ferritic materials of.the containment pressure boundary considered in the NRC
staff assessment are those that have been applied in the fabrication of ther
drywell, head,' equipment _ hatch, personnel locks, _ penetrations, and fluid' system
components,' including the valves required to isolate the system. These compo-
nents 'are :the parts of' the containment system that are not backed by concrete -
and must sustain loads during the performance of the~ containment' function under-
'the conditions cited by GDC 51.

. .

The'NRC. staff determined that the: fracture toughness-requirements in ASME Code
editions and addenda typical.'of those used in the design of the Limerick con ;

-

tainments may not ensure compliance with GDC 51 for all areas of'the contain-
ment pressure boundary. In its, review of ferritic containment pressure boundary
materials,.the NRC staff has elected to apply the criteria'for Class.2 compo-
nents identified in the Summer 1977 Addenda of Section III of the ASME Code.

'Because the fracture toughness criteria that.have been applied in. construction
' typically differ.in Co'e classification and Code edition.and addenda, the NRCd

'staff has chosen the criteria in'the Summer 1977 Addenda of'Section III of the
Code to provide a. uniform review, consistent with the' safety' function of the '

-

containment pressure boundary materials. Therefore, the NRC staff has reviewed
the materials of the components of the Limerick containment pressure boundary

; according to the fracture toughness requirements of the Summer 1977 Addenda of'
; . Section III'for Class 2 components.

"

j Considered in the review are components of the containment system that are_ load
bearing and provide a pressure boundary in= the perfor: nance of the containment
function.under operating', maintenance, testing, and postulated accident condi-

- ;tions, as, addressed-in GDC_51. These components are the drywell. head, equip-
ment-hatch, personnel airlocks, penetrations, and elements of specific
containment penetrating systems.

L The NRC staff' assessment is based on the metallurgical characterization of tNse;

materials and fracture toughness data in NUREG-0577, " Potential for Low Fracture'

: Toughness and Lamellar Tearing on PWR Steam Generator and Reactor' Coolant Pump
. Supports" (October 1979), and ASME' Code,~Section III, Summer _1977 Addenda,-;-

. Subsection NC.

The metallurgical' characterization of these materials, with: respect to their'

-fracture toughness? has been' developed from a review'of how the.e materials
were fabricated and_what thermal history they experienced during fabrication.

! The metallurgical characterization of these materials, when correlated.with
'' the data' presented in NUREG-0577 and the Summer 1977-Addenda of the ASME-Code,.
i. -Section-III, provides the technical basis for-the NRC staff evaluation of t

L . compliance with the Code requirements.
g

; Based-on its review of the available fracture toughness. data and materials
fabrication histories, and the'use of correlations-between metallurgical char -1

'acteristics and material fracture toughness, the NRC staff concludes, contingent
" , en the receipt of confirmatory information, that the ferritic components in the

~ Limerick' containment pressure boundary. meet' the fracture toughness requirements
that are specified for' Class 2 components by the 1977 Addenda of Section~III'of
the ASME. Code. Compliance with these Code. requirements provides reasonable,
assurance that the Limerick reactor containment pressure boundary will behave
in a nonbrittle' manner, that the prabability of rapidly propagating fracture
will be minimized,-and thatEthe requirements of GDC 51 are satisfied.
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6.3 - Emeroency Core Cooling System

The emergency. core cooling: system (ECCS) is designed to provide water,to the_ ;. ;

reactor coolant: system.in'the-event of~a-break in the' pressure boundary. The=
iECCS capability extends to failures;as large'as a double-ended _ rupture of:the '

"

_ largest pipe carrying water-or steam, and spurious _ safety / relief valve operation.-

The ECCS-is to be designed to limit damage to the fuel cladding, in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.46. The system must be. capable of performing its_ design'func--

, tion without offsite power and with a single failure,_ including loss of an.

, emergency diesel. '

i

J 6'.3.1 , System Description'

The-ECCS consists of the following systems
.

(1) . 'high pressure coolant. injection system (HPCI)
~

- .

'

(2)=-. automatic depressurization system (ADS)
-(3) low pressure core spray system (LPCS) '

.

(4) low pressure coolant injection system (LPCI),

!

The HPCI is provided to maintain the reactor vessel water level above the _ top
of' the ~ active core in the event of pipe breaks.of 1-inch diameter or' smaller

~

and to provide spray cooling _in_ case the core is uncovered. Activation of the |
~

HPCI.does not req'uire_the depressurization of the reactor vessel. - HPCI-is a' !''

constant ~ flow system powered by a steam turbine-driven pump that takes suction
from the condensate storage tank or the primary containment suppression pool.
An automatic switching feature is provided. The system design flow is 5000.
gpm. -.HPCI. discharges. water into the reactor via a spray sparger mounted on the
reactor. vessel-internal wall above'the core. .Startup-of the high pressure~

coolant injection system is completely independent of ac powe.r supplies. Direct-

| current from the station batteries and steam extracted from the main'steamlines
~

are all that are necessary to start HPCI system. operation.

! The ADS is'provided to.depressurize the_-reactor coolant system if a small pipe
break ~ occurs and th_e HPCI-system cannot maintain reactor vessel water level or
fails-to start.' The ADS employs 5.of the=14.SRVs-to reduce system pressure so

[ that the low pressure systems may: inject water to cool the core.

The LPCS system is provided to replace. reactor ves'sel water _ inventory and:to
supply spray cooling following large pipe breaks in which the core;may uncover.

j- The system consists of two redundant loops; each 1oop has' two motor-driven
centrifugal pumps that take suction from the suppression pool. Each loop sup-"*

-plies _ water to-the reactor, vessel via a separate sparger mounted on the reactor
,

L
~ vessel internal wa11'above the core at a flow rate of about-6350 gpm. Each of
the four. pumps' receives electrical power.from a separate 4.16-kV (Class-1E)-bus. >

L Separate.dieselJgenerators-supply emergency power-to the four 4.16-kV buses.
_

The:LPCI, system'is provided to replace reactor _ vessel water inventory after
large! pipe breaks. The system is_an operating mode of the residual heat removal

: system which consists _of four-independent loops. Each loop has a motor-driven

i
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pump that takes suction from the suppression pool and supplies water to the
reactor vessel-at a flow rate of about.10,000 gpm via one of four separate ves-
sel nozzles discharging directly inside the core shroud. -Each of the four. pumps-

J receives . electrical . power from a separate 4.16-kV _ bus (Class 1E). . Separate
,

diesel generators supply. emergency power to the four 4.16-kV buses. The alter-
.

nate functions of the RHRS. include shutdown cooling', steam condensing,'contain-
ment spray cooling, and low pressure coolant _ injection. The RHRS valve logic~

requires.LPCI system alignment in the event of a LOCA. This event takes pre-U

cedence over other RHRS' functional modes.

6.3.2 Evaluation of Single Failures'

The NRC staff has reviewed the system description and piping and instrumenta--
. tion drawings to ensure-that' abundant core cooling will be provided during thes

injection phase with and without offsite' power and' assuming a single failure,
'as required by GDC'35. A low reactor vessel water level and/or high contain ,

ment pressure signal is required to start pumps and open discharge valves.

In FSAR Section 6.3.3, the applicant provided an analysis to demonstrate that
the most limiting break sire, break location, and single failure had been con-
sidered for Limerick. The most limiting single failure determined for all
break sizes is the failure of the dc' power source common to the HPCI system,.

'one core spray system, and one low pressure injection system pump leaving three
LPCI pumps, one core _ spray system loop, and the automatic depressurization sys-

,

I

tem operable.' For small breaks, loss of HPCI is-the most severe failure.
.

The applicant has analyzed main steam breaks inside and outside containment, a ,

core spray line break, and feedwater line breaks. The analyses have shown that >

. these break locations, assuming the worst' single failure, are not limiting.
These' breaks occur at elevations higher than the limiting recirculation line

. breaks. and result in' faster depressurization and earlier actuation of the,

emergency cooling system. In addition, the-reduced loss of inventory results
.in lower peak cir) temperature.

1

'6.3.3 Emergency Core Cooling System Qualification
:

The''ECCS'is-designed-to meet seismic Category I requirements in compliance with
' RG 1.29, as discussed in Section 3.2 of this report. It is housed in structures,

designed to. withstand seismic events, tornadoes, floods, and other pheno.nena,
in accordance with the requirements of GDC 2, as discussed in-Section 3.0. ECCS

' equipment is designed in compliance with RG 1.26, as discussed in Section 3.2.'

Protection of the ECCS against pipe. whip and against discharging fluids in
compliance with the requirements of GDC 4 and RG 1.46 is. discussed in Sec-
tion 3.6. Evaluation of the instrumentation and controls for the ECCS is dis-i

cussed in Section 7.3. Compliance with the inservice inspection requirements
~

F of GDC 36 is discussed in Section 6.6. Environmental qualification of the ECCS
-equipment for operation under normal and accident conditions, as required by''

GDC 4,'is discussed in Section 3.11.4

Certain; systems supporting the ECCS are shared between Units 1 and'2. These

+are the emergency service water system and the residual heat removal service
water system. - Compliance with GDC 5 regarding sharing of equipment between
units is discussed.for the service water systems in Section 9.2.

,
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The available net positive suction head for the p0mps in the ECCS.has adequate
margin to prevent cavitation and ensure pump operability in accordance with
'RG 1.1, " Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core Cooling and Containment
Heat Removal System Pumps.

The HPCI system. incorporates relief. valves to protect the components and piping
~from inadvertent overpressure conditions resulting from either thermal expansion
or backpressure leakage.into the low pressure portions of the system. The core
spray, and LPCI (RHR) systems are not designed to withstand normal reactor oper-
ating pressure. Each of_the low pressure lines that interface with the. reactor
coolant system has a testable _ check valve inside primary containment backed up
by a normally_ closed motor-operated gate valve outside containment. Relief
valves are_provided in the low pressure lines to protect against leakage.from
the reactor coolant system. An interlock is provided.on the motor-operated
valves that prevents their opening until the differential pressure across the
valve is below a specified value. In response to NRC staff questions, the
applicant supplied confirmation in a letter dated' June 7, 1983, from E. S._

Bradley (PECO) to A. Schwencer (NRC) that these interlocks are present at all
.

times for both automatic and manual valve actuation and that the setpoints-are
such that the_ valves cannot be opened until reactor coolant pressure is below
the design pressure of the low pressure ECCS involved. The NRC staff has
reviewed this information and cor.cludes that it is acceptable.

Containment isolation in accordance with the requirements of GDC 55 is discussed
in Section 6.2 of this report. The periodic testing and leak rate criteria _for
these valves that isolate the reactor coolant system from the ECCS are discussed
in Section 3.9.6. The detection of leaks-from those portions of the ECCS.within
the primary containment is discussed in Section 5. For portions of the ECCS
outside of primary containment, leak detection monitors are provided in each of
the watertight equipment rooms to detect leakage and alert the operator to pos-
sible flooding conditions.

All the ECC systems have miniflow lines to permit a limited amount of flow if
an isolation valve between the reactor coolant system and the ECCS is closed,
for any reason, to protect the pumps from overheating. When sufficient flow;

| passes through the injection lines, valves in the miniflow lines automatically
shut, diverting all flow to the pressure vessel. The lines from the suppres-:

|. sion pool to the suctions of the LPCI and LPCS pumps each have an open motor-
operated valve outside of containment, with controls arranged so that a key is
required to unlock a lever to close the valve. The suction of the HPCI from
the suppression pool contains a closed-motor-operated valve outside the contain-
ment designed to open so that the system automatically pumps water from the
suppression pool instead of the condensate storage tank when the condensate
storage tank water is exhausted. Isolation of the suppression pool from the
-reactor building in accordance with GDC 56 is discussed in Section 6.2.

'As a backup.to the HPCI system, the ADS system can be used to depressurize the
system and allow the functioning _of the LPCS in the event of a small break.

;. The air supply to the ADS valves is provided in accident conditions by seis-
mically qualified accumulators, backed up by a long-term bottled air supply to
compensate -for leakage past accumulator check valves. Nitrogen bottles located
outside;of containment can be readily changed to extend the air supply indefi-i

nitely. The NRC staff requires that this air supply be connected at all times
i during normal operation.-
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One of the design requirements of the ECCS is that cooling water flow be pro-
vided rapidly following the initiation signal. By always keeping the-ECCS pump
discharge lines full, the lag time between the signal.for pump start and the
initiation of flow into the reactor pressure vessel can be :ninimized. In addi-

- tion,-fulf discharge lines will~ prevent gotentially damaging water hammer occur-
' rences on system ~startup. At Limerick, two safeguard fill pump trains are pro-
vid'ed, with each pump having a water source from the core spray system piping.
Maintenance of the filled status of the system is ensured by continuous indica-
tion of pump operation and pump discharge pressure. In accordance with monthly

surveillance procedures, the vent lines in the filled systems are opened and
checked for flow to eliminate the possibility of the formation of air pockets.
Pressure instrumentation on the jockey pump discharge line initates an alarm
in the main control room when pressure in the discharge line is less than the
hydrostatic head required to maintain the line full of water up to the injec-
tion valves. Each filled train is powered from separate Class 1E electrical
divisions.

The ECCS pumps must have the capability to operate for an extended period during
the long-term recirculating cooling phase following a LOCA. The applicant has
provided pump reliability information based on actual operation experience on
similar pumps manufactured by Ingersoll-Rand, the supplier.

SRV operability will be demonstrated during the power ascension phase of the
startup test program by manually actuating each SRV (including the ADS valves)
one at a time to measure discharge capacity and to demonstrate that no blockage
exists in the valve discharge line. After commercial turnover all of the SRVs
will be tested in accordance with Section XI, Article IWV, of the ASME Code.
The applicant has also stated that direct valve position' indication, viai

-acoustic monitors in the tail pipe section, will be prov ded. (See Item II.D.3i
in Section 7.5.2 of this report.)

6.3.4 Testing

The applicant states that. ECCS operability will be demonstrated by preoperational
and periodic testing, as required by RG 1.68 and GDC 37.

6.3.4.1 Preoperational Tests

Preoperational tests will ensure proper functioning of controls, instrumenta-
~

tion, pumps, piping, and valves. Pressure differentials and flow rates will be
measured for later use in determining acceptable performance in periodic tests.
The applicant has committed to meet the guidelines of P.G 1.68 mentioned above
for preoperational and initial startup testing of the ECCS, as noted in Sec-
tion 14 of this report.

6.3.4.2 Periodic Component Tests

The_NRC staff will require the applicant to test the ECCS subsystems (except
for the ADS) every 92 days to show that specified flow rates are attained.
Also, the NRC staff will require that a test be performed every 18 months in
which all subsystems are actuated through t mergency operating sequence.
These tests comply with GDC 37.

,
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6.3.5fPerformanceEvaluation

The NRC-staff-. reviewed the LOCA~ analyses in FSAR.Section 6.3.3. Calculations-
,

were done in accordance with the methods described in GE Topical Report
|NEDO-20566, " General . Electric Company Analytical Model for Loss-of-Coolant

Analyses in Accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix K,"_ dated August 1974, ana
" General. Electric Refill Reflood Calculation," transmitted. December 20, 1974.

4
;

. ;During 1977,1GE proposed several changes to its ECCS evaluation model. These
~

'
changes have been approved by the NRC staff and are describcd in " Safety Evalua-
' tion,for General Electric Emergency Core Cooling System Evaluation''Model Modi--E

fications"; transmitted by letter dated April 12, 1977, from K. R. Goller (NRC)
-

to G. Sherwood (GE).- - These methods constitute an evaluation model that conforms
.

'

to the requirements of Appendix K'to.10 CFR 50.

The.LOCA analyses reported in.the FSAR were for a' lead plant repres'entative of
Limerick. The applicant _has committed.to supply plant-specific LOCA analyses.

in a later amendment to the FSAR before fuel loading. In response to a staff !

~

question, the applicant has committed to include the effects of the ECCS injec-';

tion valve pressure interlock setpoint in _the plant-specific analyses. .The NRC
'

staff will report the results of its review of the plant-specific analyses in a
supplement to this repbrt.'

_

' Based on a review of the information currently in -the FSAR, the results of the
break analyses,'along with the results of the review of-each ECCS system, were
used to verify that the proposed ECCS complied with the five major' acceptance.-

1

criteria outlined below. Compliance with the first'three criterli is'demonstra-
ted analytically. . Compliance with the coolable geometry and long-term cooling
criteria is demonstrated more intuitively. "Coolable geometry is maintained'if
the first two criteria are met. Long'-term cooling capability is verified by.

the composite review of the ECCS systems and the various support systems. The
ya

five major acceptance criteria for the ECCS, as specified in 10 CFR 50.46, are
-

- (1) The calculated maximum peak cladding temperature.shall not-exceed 2200*F.

- (2) The calculated total oxidation of the cladding shall nowhere exceed
0.17 times,the total cladding thickness'before oxidation.

I
i

' (3) The calculated total _ amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical reac-
tion of the cladding with water'or steam shall.not' exceed 0.01 times the
hypothetical amount _that would be generated'if all of the metal in the
cladding cylinders surrounding the plenum volume were to react.

,' . (4)r Calculated changes in core geometry shall be'such that the core rensains
~ '

amenable to cooling.

' (5)'?The calculated core temperature shall be maintained at an acceptable low.

value and decay heat shall be removed for the extended period of time,_

L irequired by the Icng-lived radioactivity remaining in the core after any
| calculated successful initial operation of-the ECCS. '

L
. . . . -

L The applicant has demonstrated compliance with the first three of these criteria-
.

L as follows:
,-

T ,
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Maximum values
from break

Criterion analyses Allowable

Peak cladding temperature (PCT) 2009 2200*F
Maximum cladding oxidation 1.3% 17%

Maximum total hydrogen generation 0.09%- 1%

A coolable geometry is demonstrated by the compliance with the criteria for the
peak cladding temperature (PCT) and the maximum cladding oxidation, as discussed
in NEDO-20566. Results of the break spectrum analyses have shown that the limit-

.ing break is a design-basis accident in a recirculation suction pipe. Coinci-
dent with the break, failure of the Division 2 emergency de power source is
assumed to occur. 'All other breaks resulted in lower peak cladding temperatures.

Long-term cooling is ensured by the use of redundant systems that have adequate
water sources available to remove the decay heat generated within.the reactor
core and transfer the-heat to the ultimate heat sink. No single failure was
identified that would prevent the ECCS from meeting this criterion. The systems
are designed to reflood the reactor core to at least the 2/3-core level and

' maintain this level even under the most adverse circumstances. The major equip-
ment for each system, other than the ADS, is located in separate wat,ertight
rooms outside primary containment.

The applicant has indicated that some operator actions are assumed in the LOCA
analyses 10 minutes after accident initiation. SRP 6.3 states that no credit
for operator-ections should be taken earlier than 20 minutes. The actions
assumed are initiation of suppression pool cooling during the design-basis
accident and manual depressurization of the reactor coolant system for a main
steamline break outside of containment. The startup of suppression pool cooling
10 minutes into the event'has been accepted by the NRC staff on previous appli-
cations because of the simplicity of the action and plant emergency procedures
on containment control. Manual depressurization is addressed in TMI Action Plan
Item II.K.3.18 in Section 15.

.

The LPCI flow may be diverted manually to drywell spray cooling-or to-suppres-
sion pool cooling. The applicant has stated that the Limerick emergency proce-
dures.contain adequate cautions to deter the operator from premature flow diver-
sion. These procedures, which are based on guidelines accepted by the NRC staff
(Item I.C.1, Section l'3.5.2), caution ~the operator against diversion unless
adequate core cooling =is ensured. LPCI diversion is identified in the procedure

as secondary to core cooling requirements, except in those instances outside
the design envelope involving multiple failures for which maintenance of con-
tainment integrity is required to minimize risk to the environment. The NRC
staff has reviewed the containment response analyses for the design-basis event
to determine the need for low pressure coolant injection diversion. These'

analyses indicate that there should be no need for wetwell spray actuation in
the time during which the peak cladding temperature is reached. The operator's
focus would, therefore, be on maintaining core cooling. Based on these analy-
ses and the emergency. procedures discussed above, the NRC staff finds the appli-
cant's position on low pressure coolant injection diversion acceptable. (Review
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'of'all emergency procedures is addressed in Items I.C.1 and I.C.8 in Section
13.5.2).

Water from the. core spray system.is. sprayed radially onto the tops of the fuel
assemblies by short elbow nozzles spaced around the sparger. Tests of this.

type of spray system were performed in a full-scale test in which air at atmos-
pheric pressure simulated the post-LOCA accident steam environment and indicated
adequate cooling was. delivered.to each fuel assembly.

However, recent tests conducted on a single nozzle indicate that the actual
steam environment may adversely affect.the distribution of flow from certain .

itypes of core spray nozzles. As' discussed in NUREG-0410 "NRC Program for the
Resolution of Generic Issues Related to Nuclear Power Plants," this problem is
being studied by.the NRC' staff under Task Action A-16, " Steam Effects on BWR
Core Spray Distribution." Preliminary analyses and measurements have been m.;de
that support the existence'-of a significant safety margin between the amount of
spray flow provided to each fuel assembly in the post-LOCA . steam environment
and that used to calculate the spray cooling coefficients assumed in the LOCA
analyses. . Tests have recently been conducted by GE to confirm spray flow mar-
gins.used in the ECCS LOCA analyses. .The NRC staff will review the results of
these tests when they are submitted. In the interim, the NRC staff concludes*

that there is a sufficient technical basis to permit licensing of Limerick
because -

1

I-
,

'(1) Preliminary analyses and measurements indicate there are safety margins
between.available and required spray flow.

(2) The existence of counter-current flow-limiting phenemena'should providd a
steam / water layer on top of the core ~ and force even distribution of the
core spray.

'

(3). The aforementioned tests-and information should provide timely confirma--
tion of the spray flow margin presently believed to exist.

6.3.6 Conclusions
.

a

The NRC staff review of Section 6.3 has beerr performed in compliance with the
guidelines of,the revised SRP (NUREG-0800), except that~the SRP states that
when operator? action is required during ECCS operation, sufficient time (more
than 20 minutes) is available for operator response. As discussed above, the

LNRC-staff has reviewed the applicant's assumption of operator action at 10 min-
utes to initiate-suppression pool cooling and concluded that, pending NRC staff

- review' of plant" emergency procedures, sufficient justification has been provided
for taking credit for such action. The NRC staff's review of these precedures
wi.11.be done as a part of the review of the response to Item I.C.1. ~

In= addition, the SRP states that the proposed plant Technical Specifications,

- are to be reviewed. The NRC staff has not yet reviewed all of the plant Tech .
"nical Specifications.since>they are not available. A review will be performed'
when-the' complete specifications are submitted by the applicant before fuel
. loading. A detailed review of all of the proposed specifications will probably.-

- not be necessary because it is expected that approved Standard Technical'Speci-
fications will be used at Limerick.

.
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.
The.NRC staff has reviewed piping and instrumentation drawings and the descrip-

* tion'of the:ECCS presented in the FSAR. The NRC staff finds the design of the
-system acceptable because it' conforms to'the pertinent RGs, SRP, and GDC. In'-

addition, based on the discussion above, the NRC staff finds the performance of;

i the ECCS acceptable.because it conforms with the requiren,ents of 10 CFR 50.46,'

pending resolution of the issues noted above.

6.4' Control Room Habitability

The' requirements for the protection of the control room personnel under acci-
dent conditions are.specified~in GDC 19. The applicant has proposed meeting.

these requirements'by incorporating shielding and emergency heating, ventila-;

tion, and. air conditioning (HVAC) systems in the control room,-and by having an
adequate supply of'self-contained breathing apparatus in the control room for
the emergency team.. The applicant.has stated in the FSAR:that the control room

,

habitability system is designed to withstand the. safe shutdown earthquake and
,

to function properly following any single active failure.

In the event of high radiation detection at the outside air intakes, the control
room HVAC system reroutes the contaminated outside air through 95% efficient,
emergency charcoal filters. . Each filter train supplies approximately 3000 cfm'

of filter air. Of this air, up.to about 525 cfm is outside air for pressuriza-

: tion, and the rest is recirculated for cleanup purposes. The leaktightness of ,

!
| the control _._ room will be verified by periodic tests identified in the Technical

Specifications t.o demonstrate that a pressurization flow equal to or less than
525 cfm can maintain a-pressure differential of greater _than or equal to 1/8

~ inch w.g. across adjacent zongs.x
.

- Chlorine, ammonia, ethylene, formaldehyde, vinyl chloride, and phosgene have
-been identified as potential hazards at Limerick. When a toxic chemical-is.

detected at the outside air intake, an alarm is annunciated in the controli- ,

room. _All' isolation valves in the control room HVAC system close automatically
on_ detection of chlorine or remote manually (via a hand switch in the control
room) on detection of other toxic chemicals identified as hazards. For operator
protection against_ toxic gas releases, the control room operators will be period - 4

ically tested on their' ability to don'and use self-contained breathing apparatus
within 2 minutes following'a toxic gas alarm.

The NRC staff!has evaluated tihe control room doses following a postulated LOCA,.
.in accordance with_SRP 6.4, and finds the calculated whole-body and thyroid doses'

to be within the guidelines of GDC 19.

The NRC-staff has'also evaluated the habitability.of the control room with.

= respect to toxic gases, in accordance with SRP 6.4 and RGs 1.-78 and 1.95, and
concludes that!the cnntrcl room habitability systems provide adequate protec-
tion against' toxic gases.

~

p
'
,

Based upon the foregoing, the NRC staff finds that the applicant has demon-'

strated that.the control room habitability systems will adequately protect the
control room operators in accordance with the requirements of GDC 19 and,-there-"

fore, compliance'with NUREG-0737 Item III.D.3.4 is established.
*

: .

.' s
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.6.5' Engineered Safety Feature Atmospheric Cleanup System

6.5.1 System Description and Evaluation

FSAR Section 6.5'contains information pertaining to engineered safety. feature :
(ESF) filter systems, their design bases, and applicable acceptance criteria.
Additional material was provided by the applicant in submittals to the NRC staff <

in June 1983.
!

The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases for the ESF filter systems for the Limerick Units 1 and 2 according to i

SRP 6.5.1.II. The acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC and ANSI
N509-1980, " Nuclear Power Plant Air Cleaning Units and Components," and
N510-1980, " Testing of Nuclear-Air Cleaning Systems." Guidelines for imple-
mentation of the requirements of the acceptance criteria are provided in the
ANSI standards, RGs, and other documents identified in SRP 6.5.1.II. Conform-
ance.to the acceptance criteria provides the bases for the NRC staff's con-
cluding that the ESF filter systems meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.

Limerick has two ESF filter systems that are common to'both units: the CREFA
filter units and the SGTS filter units. Both Units 1 and 2 have reactor enclo-
sure recirculation system (RERS) filter units.- Each of these systems was
reviewed in accordance with the SRP. The results of these reviews'are discussed
below.

6.5.2 Containment Spray as a Fission Product Control System

This system is not relied on for fission product control at Limerick and,
accordingly, is not evaluated in this section.

15.5.3 Fission Product Control Systems and Structures

6.5.3.1 Control Room Emergency Fresh Air Filter Units

The functions of the control room emergency fresh air (CREFA) filter units are
to clean the outside air of radioactive halogens and particulates that'are
potentially present in the outside air following a postulated accident before
introducing the air into the control room and to pressurize the control room.
The system will permit operating personnel to remain in the control room
following a design-basis accident. The CREFA system is a redundant system,
with each subsystem or train designed to filter up to 3000 cfm of intake air
mixed with recirculated control room air. Each subsystem contains the
following components, in order: prefilter, HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber,

i HEPA filter, and fan. Heating coils are also provided for relative humidity
control. 'A deluge fire protection system is provided for use in the event of
high temperature or fire in the charcoal beds.-.The equipment and components
are designed to Quality Group C and seismic Category I and are located in a
seismic Category I structure. The system will be automatically activated by
initiating signals, such as high radiation at the outside air intake, and can
also be activated manually from the control room.

From the system description in the FSAR, the NRC staff determined that the air
cleanup system of the CREFA system is designed consistent with GDC 19, 61, and '

:
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64, as referenced in the SRP. In its evaluation of the system design efficien-~

cies for removal of elemental iodine and organic iodide,.the NRC staff assigned
the system decontamination efficiencies of 95% for elemental iodine and 95% for
organic iodide for the CREFA charcoal adsorbers (one 2-inch deep-bed) and 99%
for particulates for the CREFA HEPA filters, in accordance with Table 2 of
RG 1.52. Provisions for instrumentation, readout, recording, and alarm were
determinert to be consistent with RG 1.52, with the following exception: a

recorded indication is not provided at the control room for the pressure drop
across the first HEPA filter.

6.5.3.2 Standby Gas Treatment System

The function of_the standby gas treatment system-(SGTS) is to reduce radioactive
halogen and particulate concentrations in gases that may be present in the
secondary containment after a LOCA, and gases present after a postulated fuel
handling accident in the refueling floor area before the gases are discharged
to the environment. A further function of the SGTS is to reduce halogen and
particulate concentrations purged from the primary containment. The SGTS is a
redundant system. Each subsystem or train has a design capacity of 3000 cfm
and includes the following components, in this order: demister, electric heater,

HEPA filter, one 8-inch deep charcoal _adsorber bed, HEPA filter, and fan. A

system is provided for flooding the charcoal with water in case of fire or over-
heating. The equipment and components are designed to Quality Group C and,

! seismic Category I standards, and are located in a seismic Category I . structure.
The system is automatically activated by a high drywell pressure signal, low
reactor water level signal, low differential pressures in the reactor enclosure
or refueling floor area, or high radiation levels in the reactor enclosure
exhaust air or refueling area exhaust air. The system also can be manually
initiated from the control room. ,

From the system description ~in the FSAR, the NRC staff determined that the SGTS
is designed consistent with GDC 41, 42, 43, 61, and 64, as referenced in the
SRP. In its evaluation of the system design efficiencies for removal of ele-
mental iodine and organic iodide, the NRC staff assigned the system decontami-
nation efficiencies of 99% for elemental iodine and 99% for organic iodide for'

the SGTS charcoal adsorbers (one 8-inch deep bed), in accordance with Table 2
of RG 1.52 and 99% for particulates for the SGTS HEPA filters. These decontami-
nation efficiencies are based on the same inlet iodine and particulate concen-
trations as for the RERS inlet. Provisions for instrumentation, readout,
recording, and alarm were determined to be consistent with RG 1.52, with the
following evception: a recorded indication is not provided at the control room~

for the pressure drop across the first HEPA filter.

6.5.3.3 Reactor Enclosure Recirculation System Filter Units

The function of the RERS filter units is to reduce radioactive halogen and
particulate concentrations in gases that may be present in the secondary con-

'tainment after a postulated LOCA, and gases present after a postulated fuel
handling accident in the refueling floor area. The RERS is the initial cleanup

system before gases are discharged from the secondary containment through the
SGTS. The RERS is a redundant system. Each subsystem or train has a design
capacity of 60,000 cfm and includes the following components in this order:
prefilter, HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber, HEPA filter, and fan. A water spray

^ system is provided for fire protection.
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The equipment and components are designed to Quality Group C and seismic.Cate-
gory I standards, and are. located in a seismic Category I structure. The sys-
tem.is automatically activated by-the same signals that automatically activate'

the SGTS. The system can be manually initiated from the control room.

From the' system description in the FSAR,cthe NRC staff determined that the RERS
is' designed-consistent with GDC 41, 42, 43, 61, and.64, as referenced in the

'

SRP. In.its evaluation of the system' design efficiencies for removal of ele-
mental ~ iodine and. organic iodide,.the NRC staff assigned.the. system decontami-

'

: nation efficiencies of 90% for elemental iodine and 30%.for' organic iodide.form

the RERS charcoal adsorbers (one 2-inch deep bed) .in accordance with Table-2
of RG 1.52 and_99% for particulates for the RERS HEPA filters. Provisions-for-

-instrumentation, readout, recording, and alarm were determined to be consistent
-with.RG 1.52, with the following exception: a recorded indication is not pro-
vided at the control room for the pressure drop across the first HEPA filter.,

| 6.5.4 ' Ice Condensers as a Fission Product Cleanup ~ System
'

This method.is not used at Limerick.

6.5.5 Evaluation Findings

The NRC staff's conclusions stated below.are subject to implementation of the
minimum ~ provision of Table 6.5.1-1 of SRP'6.5.1 that recorded indications be

:

provided in the control room.of the pressure drops.across the first HEPA ,

filters. The NRC staff will review the implementation of this provision and
. provide its evaluation in a supplement to this report.

The-NRC' staff concludes that the design of the ESF atmosphare cleanup systems,; including the equipment and instrumentation to control the release of radio-
L active materials in gaseous effluents following a postulated design-basis acci-
; dent, are acceptable. _This conclusion is based on the applicant's having met--

,

~

the _ requirements o_f.GDC _19,. 41, and 61 by providing ESF atmosphere cleanup
~

systems on the control room habitability, containment, and associated systems.
i The applicant has met the requirements of GDC'42, 43,;and,64 by providing'a .

'

'

: program for inspecting and testing the~ ESF atmosphere cleanup systems'and moni-
; toring for radioactive materials in effluents.from these systems. In meeting.'

these regulations, the applicant has ;srovided an evaltation that demonstrates-
that the design of the;ESF atmosphere cleanup systems ueets the guideline,s of;

RG 1.52 and the ANSI N509 and N510, as referenced ~in the SRP. The NRC staff
; 'has reviewed the applicant's system descriptions and design criteria for the.

ESF ~ atmosphere cleanup systems. Based on its evaluation according to the SRP,i ,

i (the NRC staff finds that the proposed ESF atmosphere cleanup systems are'

acceptable.
p g
' "

6.6 , Inservice Inspection of Class 2 and 3 Components *
'

6.6.le_ Compliance with the' Standard Review Plan '

r.
| 1The{ review of Limerick. Units 1.and 2 according to SRP 6.6 " Inservice Inspection

-

ofcClass 2 and 3 Components," is continuing because the applicant has not yet

'*This section was' prepared with the technical assistance of personnel from the-

'

[ Idaho ~ National Engineering Laboratory.
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submitted a complete ~ preservice in'spection;(PSI) program and has' not completed
: The NRC staff review to'date has,been conducted in accord-'the PSI examinations. '

F Jance'with SRP 6.6,;except as'_ discussed below.

SRP-6.2.II.4, " Acceptance Criteria, Inspection ~. Intervals,":has not been followed
- Thisbecause this area applies only'to inservice inspection (ISI), not;to PSI., ,

subject will1be addressed during the NRC: staff review of the ISI program after
,

< licensing.

F SRP 6'.2.11.5, " Acceptance | Criteria Evaluation of Examination Results,".has
Jbeen: reviewed, and the applicant has committed to incorporate ASME Code Sec-'

tions IWC-3000~and IWD-3000,'" Standards.for Examination Evaluation," into_the'-
_

' PSI program.' f However, | ongoing NRC generic activities and research projects'

indicate that the presently specified ASME Code procedures;may not .always be
. capable of detecting ~the acceptable. size flaws specified in;these standards.

4

For example, ASME. Code procedures specified for volumetric examination of ves-
^

sels', bolts and studs,'and piping.have not proven to be capable of detecting ,

'

acceptable ' size flaws in all cases. The.NRC-staff will continue to evaluate
the development of new or improved procedures and 'will require .that these"

improved procedures be|made _a part ofithe inservice examination requirements.
The. applicant's repair procedures based on'ASME Code Sections IWC-4000 and

~

~

'IWD-4000 have not'been reviewed. - Repairs'are not generally required in the ,

<

I ~ PSI program.- LThis' subject will be addressed during the NRC staff review of
-

the ISI program.

The review'according to SRP 6.6.II.7, " Acceptance Criteria, ' Augmented ISI to
Protect Against Postulated Piping Failures," has not been completed because4

Thethis-subject has not yet been addressed'in the; applicant's PSI-program.
applicant's augmented ISI program _ will be reviewed after it is submitted.'

; The. review:according to SRP 6.6.II.9, " Acceptance Criteria,-Relief Requests,"
;.

*

.has not been completed because theLapplicant has not identified the limitations
- fto examination._ Specific areas where ASME Code examination requirements canno;

. be met will' be identified-as performance _ of the PSI progresses. The complete~ -
'

'

evaluation of the PSI program will be presented in a supplement to this report
p after the applicant (1) submits the required examination information and-identi- t

fies all plant-specific areas where ASME' Code, Section XI, requirements cannot: .

,
'

'

.be met and (2) provides a supporting technical justification. |'

i
,

6.6. 2i Examination . Requirements

'GDC 36, 39,|42,..and-45 're'quir'e,-in part, that the, Class 2 and 3 components be
designed to-permit' appropriate periodic inspection of important components to'

ensure system integrity and capability. 10 CFR 50.55a(g)_ defines the detailed
requirements for the preservice and inservice inspection programs for light

r-

~

water cooled, nuclear: power facility components.

Based on the construction permit'date of June 19, 1974,: this section of the .
'

' regulations requirescthat a preservice.. inspection program _for Class 2 and 3
-components be' developed.and implemented using at leastLthe edition and addenda~

,

of Section~XI'of"the ASME Code in effect-6 months'before'the issuance of the.
construction permit. It is the_ intent.of the applicant to comply with the PSI
requirements of the.1974 Edition of the ASME Code with addenda through' Summer.

_

,
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11975,''as required _by 10'CFR 50.55a(g)(2). .The initial ISI program must comply
with the requirements of the latest edition and addenda of- Section XI of the
ASME Code in effect 12 months before the date of issuance of the operating
; license,. subject to the limitations and modifications listed in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).
6.6.3 Evaluation of Compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) for Unit 1

i

The.NRC' staff review has been based on the.information presented in the FSAR;
on supplemental,information from the. applicant in letters dated May 21, 1982,

.

and January 7 and June 14, 1983; and on.the PSI program submitted. September 24,
1982. . -The preservice examination for Unit 1 is .being performed based on the

,

requirements of the 1974 ASME Code, Section XI through the Summer 1975 Addenda,
-with Appendix III of.the Winter.1975 Addenda and Paragraph IWA-2232 of the.
Summer.1976 Addenda. Although Appendix III of the Winter:1975 Addenda and
Paragraph IWA-2232 of the Summer Addenda are not specifically referenced by;
10 CFR 50.55a(b); they areLequivalent:to the comparable sections'of the subse-i

quently approved Section XI of the ASME Code, Summer:1978 Addenda, Appendix III,
-

provided.that ultrasonic indications greater than 50% DAC are recorded.
<

There-
fore, the _NRC staff concludes that use of the-above referenced . Code sections .is
acceptable. Based on its review of the PSI program, the NRC. staff finds.the
selection of the ASME Code Class 2 and 3 component welds subject to examinationacceptable.

'

I

In a letter dated January 7,1983, the applicant stated plans to use visual-
examiners qualified in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6 for conducting visual exami-
nations of hangers. The NRC staff has determined that this position is accept-
able, based.on the fact that qualification of visual examiners.for examination
of-hangers ~in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6'is specified in'later editions and.

- addenda of ASME. Code, Section XI, that are accepted and referenced in 10 CFR
50.55a.

4

The specific areas ~where the Code requirementsicannot be met will be identified
~

'after the examinations are performed.~ The applicant has committed to identify
. all plant-specific areas 'where the Code requirements' cannot be met and to pro-[ vide a supporting technical justification for relief. The NRC staff will'com- iplete.its review after the applicant

.

submits a11' relief requests with a supporting technica1' justification(1) J
,

: (2) revises-the PSI program to include the augmented examination of high-energy '

E
'

fluid system piping welds in accordance with the response to Question 250.4v

~

,

'_ The NRC staff considers the review of the PSI program a confirmatory issue
based on the review of programs of similar plants that were determined to be.

acceptable. The evaluation of examination requirements that are determined by
the applicant ~to be-impractical will be presented in'a supplement to.this report
after the' applicant provides an-acceptable response to the above: requirements.:

,,

. Evaluation of.the Limerick Unit 1 PSI' program will be presented'in a supple- !

. ment to this report after the applicant provides an acceptable response to the '

above requirements.
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The initial ISI program has not been submitted by the applicant. This program
will be evaluated after-the applicable ASME Code edition and addenda can be
determined, based on 10 CFR 50.55a(b), but before the first refueling outage
when ISI begins.

.6.6.4 Evaluation of Compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) for Unit 2

A preservice inspection program for Unit 2 has-not been submitted. The regula-

tions permit-the applicant to meet the requirements in subsequent editions of.
> Section XI that are incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b), subject to
the limitations and modifications listed therein. The PSI program and plant-
unique requests for relief from impractical examination requirements will be
evaluated after the applicant provides this information. j

The initial inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be evaluated after the ,

applicable ASME Code edition and addenda can be determined based on 10 CFR !

50.55a(b). A supporting technical justification evaluating the preservice.and ,

inservice inspection program for Unit 2 will be presented in a supplement to l

this report.

6.6.5 Conclusions

|
Compliance with-the preservice and inservice inspections required by the ASME
Code and 10 CFR 50 constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying applicable
requirements of GDC 36, 39, 42, and 45.

6.7 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control System

The main steam isolation valve leakage control'syster. was reviewed in accordance
with SRP 6.7 (NUREG-0800). Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the

_

-basis for the NRC staff evaluation of the main steam isolation valve leakage
control system (MSIVLCS) with respect to the applicable regulation of 10 CFR 50.

The MSIVLCS ir designed to control and minimize the release of fission products
that could leak through the closed MSIVs after a LOCA. The system consists of
two separate and redundant subsystems.' One subsystem functions to maintain the
steamlines between the MSIVs at a slight vacuum following system actuation.
The other subsystem functions to maintain the steamlines between the outboard
MSIVs and the turbine stop valves at a slight vacuum following system actuation.
Each subsystem receives power from a separate division of the. emergency power
supply. .Both subsystems are actuated manually and simultaneously, and both
exhaust to an area between the' containment and reactor. buildings served by the
standby gas treatment system for processing before release to the atmosphere.

.

The operation of the system is limited by a-series of pressure sensors and
timers that serve as . interlocks designed to preclude system actuation before
the pressure in the main steamlines decreases to the pressure for which the
leakage control system is designed to operate. The interlocks also preclude

continued operation of any portion of the leakage control system that fails to
achieve a subatmospheric condition in its respective steamline after a preset
time. In addition, an interlock is provided to prevent operation of an individ-
ual inboard MSIVLCS unless the corresponding MSIV inside the containment is
fully closed. The MSIVLCS will be manually initiated within 20 minutes but no
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sooner than 10 minutes following'a postulated design-basis LOCA, in accordance
with RG 1.96, " Design of Main Steam Isolation Leakage Control Systems for the.

Boiling Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants," Position C.7. The required actua-
tion time will be consistent with loading requirements on the emergency electri-
cal buses, with reasonable times for operator information, decision, and action,
and will be consistent with the time required for main steamline pressure decay
following a postulated LOCA.

The NRC staff's conclusions are based on the Standard Technical Specification 1

MSIV leakage rate of 11.5 scfh per. valve. The applicant has not committed to
using this leakage rate limit; however, the NRC staff will require that the i

Limerick Technical Specifications conform to the 11.5-scfh per valve limit in
the Standard Technical Specifications, unless a different valve is justified by
the applicant. Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 54,
" Piping Systems Penetrating Containment," and.the guidelines of RG 1.96, Posi-
tions C.3 and C.5 through C.12, with respect to functional design are satisfied.

The main steamlines up to the stop valves, the MSIVs, and the connecting piping
'of 2-1/2-inch nominal pipe size or larger, up to and including the remotely
operated manual valves, are seismic Category I. The valves are Class 1E powered.
There are three remotely operated, normally open, manual valves connected to the
mainsteam line, one 4-inch valve, one 6-inch, and one 8-inch. These valves
are connected downstream from the outermost MSIV and before the stop valves.
The stop valve is nonseismic Category I but is supported in accordance with ,

'

seismic Cat'egory I criteria. In addition, the only design-basis accident for
which credit is taken for the stop valve is the LOCA. Therefore, the only
accident in which the three~ remote manual valves must be closed is also a LOCA.
The failure to close one (or all three) of these remote manual valves, or the
failure of the valve (s) themselves, or the failure of a stop valve to close,
all result in a loss of the outboard leakage control system. In this scenario,
-in accordance with the single' failure criterion, no other failure is postulated

i and,-therefore, the eight MSIVs close. Each valve will have a maximum leakage
of 11.5 scfh, and the inboard leakage control system performs its safety func-

; tion. Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the design of these
'

three valves as seismic Category I, Class IE, remote manual valves is acceptable.
The system i.s located in a seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected

; structure (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 above). The MSIVLCS itself is seismic
; Category I. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RGs 1.29,

Position C.1, and 1.96, Positior. C.1, are satisfied.
l.
! The applicant stated that the system would be called on to function only in the

event of a LOCA. It is capable of performing its safety function under the
expected LOCA environmental conditions appropriate to the system equipment loca-
+ ion (see Section 3.11 of this report). The components of each subsystem are.

protected by separation and barriers against internally generated missiles,
| externally generated missiles, and dynamic effects associated with pipe breaks,
! so that' their functions will not be impaired under postulated LOCA conditions.

Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines
of RG 1.96,-Positions C.2 and C.4, are satisfied.

~

| - Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the MSIVLCS is in conformance
'

with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 54, and the guidelines of RGs 1.29, Posi-
tion C.1, and 1.96, Positions C.1 through C.12, with respect to protection;
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against natural phenomena, missiles,. pipe break effects, functional design, and
seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable. The MSIVLCS meets the
applicable criteria of SRP 6.7.

.

!

,

't

.

e

j

.

.
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7 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

7.1 Introduction

FSAR Section 7.1 contains.information pertaining to safety-related and power-
generation (nonsafety-related) instrumentation and control systems, their.

design bases, and applicable acceptance criteria.

7.1.1 Acceptance Criteria

The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases for the instrumentation and control systems important to safety for
Limerick Units 1 and 2 according to the criteria in SRP Table 7-1, " Acceptance
Criteria for Instrumentation and Control Systems Important to Safety," and
Table 7-2, "TMI Action Plan Requirements for Instrumentation and Control
Systems Important to Safety." These acceptance criteria include the applicable
GDC and IEEE Standard.279, " Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations" (10 CFR 50.55a(h)). Guidelines for implementation of the
requirements of the acceptance criteria are in the IEEE Standards, RGs, and
ICSB BTPs identified in SRP 7.1. Conformance to the acceptance criteria pro-

i

vides the basis for concluding that the instrumentation and control systems
meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.

7.1.2 Method of Review

Limerick employs a GE nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) with balance-of plant
(BOP) design provided by Bechtel. Many safety-related instrumentation and con-
trol-systems are identical (FSAR Table 7.1-2) to those at Susquehanna (Docket
Nos. 50-387 and 50-388) and have been previously reviewed and approved by the
NRC staff. The NRC staff concentrated its review on those areas where the
Limerick design differs from previously reviewed designs and in those areas
that have' remained of concern during reviews of other similar plants. When
systems were identified and determined to be unique for Limerick or when un-
resolved issues emerged in systems that were common to similar BWR plants,
these systems and their associated drawings were reviewed in detail. These
drawings included system diagrams, functional diagrams, electrical three-line
diagrams, electrical elementary diagrams, cable tray layouts, and conduit lay-.

outs. In addition, several meetings were held with the NSSS vendor (GE) the
architect / engineer (Bechtel), and the applicant to further clarify the design
and to discuss concerns the NRC staff has with the design.

7.1.3 General Findings

The applicant has identified the instrumentation and control systems important
to safety. The acceptance criteria, consisting of the GDC and IEEE 279, are
included in the Commission's regulations, and are applicable to the systems as
identified in the SRP. In addition, the applicant has identified the guide-
lines, consisting of the RGs and industry codes and standards, which are
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l

applicable to the systems. The acceptance _ criteria and guidelines identified
by the applicant are provided in FSAR Sections 7.1.2.5 to 7.1.2.7.

Based on the review of FSAR Section 7.1, the NRC staff concludes that the
;

implementation of the identified acceptance criteria and guidelines satisfy the
requirements of GDC l, " Quality Standards and Records," with respect to the
design, fabrication, erection, and testing to quality standards commensurate
with the ~importance of the safety functions to be performed. The NSSS and the
BOP instrumentation and centrol systems important to safety, addressed in FSAR

|Section 7.1, satisfy the requirements of GDC 1 and,' therefore, are acceptable.
|

7.1.4 Specific Findings

7.1.4.1 Open Items

The. staff's evaluation of the instrumentation and control systems important'to
safety resulted in the open items listed below. The staff will review these
items and report their resolution in a supplement to this report. The appli-
cable sections of this report that address these items are indicated in paren-
theses following each open item. These open items are

(1) manual initiation of safety systems (7.3.2.5)

(2) post-accident monitoring instrumentation (7.5.2.3)
1

(3) multiple control systems failures and high-energy line breaks and conse-
quential control system failures (7.7.2.1)

7.1.4.2 Confirmatory Items
,

In a number of areas, the applicant has committed to make design changes, or to
provide additional documentation to a'ddress concerns raised by the NRC staff
during its review. Based on information provided during meetings and discus-
sions with the applicant, the NRC staff has concluded that the technical issues
have been resolved in an acceptable manner. However, the applicant must for--

mally provide final documentation of these items. The sections of this report,

'

that address these items are noted in parentheses. These confirmatory issues
are

(1) instrumentetion setpoints (7.2.2.1)

(2) failures in reactor vessel livel sensing lines (7.2.2.2)

(3) isolation of circuits (7.2.2.9).

(4) APRM upscale trips (1.2.2.10) -

(5) restart of HPCI and RCIC on low water level (7.3.2.4)

(6) automatic switchover of RCIC (7.4.2.2)

(7) rod sequence control system, rod worth minimizer, and the rod block
monitor (7.7.2.3)
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(8) capability for safe ' shutdown following loss of electrical power .(7.4.2.1)

(9) remote shutdown system (7.4.2.3)

7.1.4.3 Technical Specification Items

The following items are to be included in the Limerick Plant Technical
Specifications:

(1) at power testability of actuation instrumentation (7.2.2.3)

(2) redundant' reactivity control system (7.2.2.5)
,

.

(3) isolation of low pressure' systems from the high pressure reactor coolant
system (7.6.2.1)

(4) reactor enclosure isolation system (7.6.2.2)

(5) rod sequence control system, rod worth minimizer, and rod block monitor

(7.7.2.2)

7.1.4.4 License Condition

By February 1986 the applicant will have completed modifications to the ex-
isting remote shutdown system to provide a redundant safety-related method of
achieving safe shutdown conditions. A-preoperational test wili be performed
after.the modifications are completed to demonstrate this capability.

'7.1.4.5 Site Visit-

*
The NRC staff will visit the site to confirm that the physical arrangements and
installation of electrical. equipment are'in accordance with the design criteria
and descriptive information reviewed by the NRC staff. The site review will be
completed before an operating license is issued, and any problems found will be
addressed in a supplement to this report.

7.1.4.6 Fire Protection Review

Those aspects of the instrumentation and control systems related to fire pro-
tection-(10 CFR 50, Appendix R) are discussed in Section 9.5 of this report.

7.1.4.7 Bulletins, Circulars and Information Notices

The NRC staff conveys information based on operating experience to licensees
and applicants by issuing Office of Inspection and Enforcement' Bulletins
(IEBs), Circulars (IECs), and Information Notices (IENs). Although only the
IEBs require written responses, the NRC staf f expects applicants and licensees
to take. appropriate action based on the IECs and IENs applicable to their
design. The NRC staff asked the applicant to provide the following:
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:(1)! procedures for determining the applicability of the_IEBs~,'IECs, and IENs
.

. ~((2)Uprecedures or. methods' for factoring the applicable information or criteria
a Linto the Limerick-design ~

37 9,
' '

(3) ~ details of the specific | design modifications _resulting from a select groupiq6 of_IEBs, IECs,-and,IENs. Js
.

. ..
'u - y _

.

-
.

.'#s
, . In' response to the NRC _ staff's request,'_ the applicant provided a summary of;the

.

procedure used for processing IEBs,:IECsland IENs. Based on-its; review of the-,

;information provided, the,NRC' staff.findsfthat the applicant has an~ acceptable
_

,

1 method for assigning,7 disseminating,. and~ tracking. the information, with provi--#

Q A ysions~for incorporating design modifications and reporting to the NRC-staff
/' when required. _The NRC staff's detailed review of IEB.79-27, IED 80-06,'and; ..

%,i JIEN;79-22'.is addressed in other sections'of this report.
< a

f .
.

y i. 7.1.5 :TMI-2 Action Plan Items -
y c: ;

7, . .
.'- 1

+ 3 f Instrumentati_on.and control-related TMI items are discussed as noted in.-

. . Table:1.1'of this report.
;%

7. 2 Reactor Trip System-

7.2.'1 System Description - 4
~

~(T,hereactor-tripsystem'(RTS)'automabcall'yinitiatesrapidinsertionof'the
control rods to shut down (scram) the reactor whenever_ established operating -

, A elimits are reached. Means' for a manual scram ~are also provided. The
iconditions that. initiate a' reactor scram are

c
% .s . -(1) neutron monitoring system

r~
,

: - :.i(a) soure:es range _ monitor high neutron flux _ trip .(effective only 'durings ..
"- iTf fue. loading and refueling operations) -

[h[ (b) intermediate range monitor. upscale orLinoperative trips (bypassed
W ~

with the mode switch in "RUN" and the average power range monitors
~

T' above the downscale alarm trip level)~
i;pi.

,

,

MY '(c).' average power range monito'r upscale.(in the START-UP mode the set
Y '

' point'is reduced,'in'the RUN mode...the set point varies with the*

recirculation flow),' inoperative, tor _downscale tripi
3 *-

(2) : reactor'high pressure
:(3): . reactor vessel low" water level,

k :(4)| | turbine stop valve' closure '(b'ypassed at low power levels by a signal
"3:,

'

from the turbine first stage | pressure),-
-

'(5)' turbine' control valve fast closure (bypassed as item'4 above)
~

-(6) .'ain steam iso _lation valve closure (effective only with the mode switchm
in RUN position)

(7). scram discharge volume high water level (can be manually bypassed when
' ~ ~

,- .the mode' switch isfin REFUEL or-SHUTDOWN position)
.

4
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-(8) drywell'h'igh pressurel. t

-(9) ; main steamline high radiation -(high-high or inoperative trip)
(10) manual scram--

"(11) mode switch in SHUTDOWN 5

.-The RTS is: arranged as two separately powered trip systems, A and B. Each trip-
system;is. comprised of-instrumentation channels and trip logics-that operate

1 scram contactors. The:RTS actuates the control rod drive through the solenoid-
operated-scram pilot valves. There are two such valves,' A and B,<and two scram
. valves-on each' control-rod drive. De-energizing both scram pilot: valves-

.

releases-the air pressure-that holds the' scram valves closed.' Opening of-the-

, scram. valves opens the supply and discharge paths for the. control' rod scram
' drive ~ water to' rapidly insert (scram) a rod. Additional means to vent the air

^ from ~ the ' scram valves ~are provided by two backup scram pilot valves. _ Two such_

p .valvesf are provided in the air header common' to all control rod drives. Ene r-
gizing of either backup scram pilot-valve releases the air pressure frem theE

' scram valves of all control rod. drives.

Power to th'e solenoids of the scram pilot A valves is controlled by RTS trip
system A,1and to the B valves byitrip system B. 'Each trip. system has.two
redundant' logics with each logic receiving input signals from at least.one
. channel'for.each monitored variable. .Thus, each variable is monitored by at-
least four-instrument channels.-

2

| During normal operation, all instrumentation channel relays,11ogic trip relays,
' =and scram actuatorsfare energized and all trip contacts;are closed. A : scram is

tutomaticalli initiated (all scram pilot valves are de energized and both
. backup scram pilot. valves are' energized) when at least one logic in each of the+

s two trip -systems is otripped. . . This arrangement is designated as one-out-of-two-,

L twice : trip ' logic. uThe ;same logic also applies 'to- the manual scram .for which.

:four buttons, one for each logic, are provided. The buttons are arranged in:
'two groups of two butt'ons each. A scram is initiated when at least one button .
in each: group is 'epressed. LFo110 wing a scram, the RTS must be reset. manual'ly.d

.This is possible only,1f the condition that caused the-scram has been-cleared
.and'a 10-second time! delay has exp*iod.

Because the RTS ~is aidual . trip ' system .(one-out-of-two-twice logic arrange-
,

; ment),?itzcan be' tested during reactorfoperation without causing a scram. 1To-
Ltest..the. trip; logic inputs and the operation of the' scram contactors, the' test
signals can be. applied to the process-type sensing instruments (pressure and

Edifferential pressure) through calibration taps, or'a test signal'may be applied
~

"to each'instrumeni trip unit. The instrumentation channel performance can be
!

'

verified by' cross-checking the readouts of redundant channels.
r

b LThe alternate rod insertion (ARI) feature of the redundant reactivity control
' system (RRCS) provides for rod insertion by-actuatinq valves that are redundant

'and' divers'e from the RTS scram pilot valves..

L The RRCS signal-toLinsert control rods energizes eight ARI dc solenoid valves.
TwoLof'these valves,ain series with the backup scram valves, also have parallel'
. functioning check: valves to ensure venting of air from the air supply line ift

L

o
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t'an ARI' valve' fails. Four ARI valves' provide..for venting the hydraulic control
, unit =(HCU) scram valve pilotlair' headers to.the atmosphere. Depressurizing_the

- header initiates rodiinsertion. The remaining:two ARI valves vent the scramLt

-air header that supplies the air pressure =to keep the vent and drain lines -

3open,;thereby resulting in isolation of the scram discharge volume-to prevent '

loss of-reactor coolant;following a, scram.

7.2.2 :SpecificiFindings.4

17.2.2.1~; Instrumentation'Setpoints

The RTS|and ESF' channel setpoints (trip setpoints and allowable values) are
established so that-there is reasonable assurance that the parameters.that

:could challenge' the '. integrity.of physical barriers will remain within
-acceptable. limits during anticipated ~ operational occurrences and accidents.
.The determination _of these setpoints must take into proper ~ consideration all
. uncertainties in-the measurement and processing of signals. -These uncertain-

i " ties.can-include response times and transient ~ overshoot in addition to
funcertainties associated with'the hardware.-

.In response,to a question from the NRC' staff, the. applicant submitted an'out--

line of a: methodology for. establishing the RTS and ESF setpoints. For certain
.

channels;the' applicant'also submitted some of the values of the uncertainties I
"

. associated with the instrument channels. '

1

The: methodology: starts from an establishe'd safety limiti then by considering -
1particular groups :of uncertainties', it. derives the ' allowable value and trip
setpoint.

-Through'an-[nteractiveprocess<usingcomputermodelsoftransientsand-accidents,
' '

-

-the analytical limits-are| chosen for_each monitored parameter. For certain
~

,

transients and~ accidents,_the computer models include error allowances"for-
harsh ~ environment, process measu'rement accuracy,tinstrument response time, Land

~ primary element accuracy. From.the analytical' limits, allowable values are:
. determined;by taking into account sensor temperature effects, sensor pressure

~

'

4 effects, trip unit temperature effects, and sensor calibration accuracy. From
Jthe allowable values, setpoints~are determined by'taking into account?the sensor
drift-and trip unit-drift.

,

i The applicant has proposed'a methodology for_ deriving the' trip setpoint from
!i 1the allowable 'value that.is not consistent with the methodology used to develop.

~ ~

. the Standard Technical : Specifications. However,.the applicant will propose
L_ unique Technica1LSpecifications for Limerick consistent'with the setpoint
!: - methodology. The NRC 'staf f will verify that the -Technical Specifications for
L Limerick include the trip unit drift as a: separate allowable value (Limiting~

.

Condition'for Operation) distinguishable from sensor-drift.
'

The applicant has not demonstrated how the effects of harsh environment,
modeling. uncertainties, process measurement' accuracy, instrument _ response
time',' and primary element accuracy: are ' included ~ in -the computer models for

,
_ -transients.and accidents. The applicant has not shown how mild environment-

I- induced errors'(temperature, pressure, humidity) are included in the meth-
L( Jodology for determining the allowable values. Further, the applicant has not

.- ,
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provided the numerical values for the error allowances or evidence that the
instruments will meet the design specifications necessary to satisfy the assump-
tions of the methodology. The applicant will provide the following additional
information: (1) the methodology used in the transient and accident computer
models for error allowances, (2) the methodology for determining the allowable
value, which includes environmentally induced error allowances, (3) numerical
values for the error allowances, and (4) supporting documentation for instru-
mentation characteristics assumed in the methodology.

The NRC staff will confirm the acceptability of the methodology used to
establish the trip setpoints and allowable values and the numerical values
assigned to the error allowances.

7.2.2.2 Failures in Reactor Vessel Level Sensing Lines

The Limerick design includes instrument sensing lines common to feedwater con-
trci, reactor trip sensors, and ESF sensors. In response to a question from
the NRC staff, the applicant performed an analysis to determine the effects of
a sensing line failure concurrent with a random single electrical failure on
the automatic reactor trip and ESF actuation system. In the applicant's analy-
sis, sensing lines were assumed to fail so that the attached level instruments
erroneously indicated high levels, and additional failures were then postulated
in circuits connected to the remaining reference line.

From the analysis, two cases were determined to represent the worst failure
paths. The first case was a failure of the Division 2 instrument reference
line (connected to the condensing chamber) combined with a failure "high" of a
channel D or channel H level transmitter. In this case it was also assumed
that the manual selector switch for feedwater control was on Division 2 and
that r.o action was taken by the operator to switch the control to Division 1 on
receipt of the level instrument mismatch alarm. The feedwater controller re-
sponded to the high level error signal by reducing the feedwater flow. Follow-
ing the loss of feedwater, alarms were initiated as vessel water level decreased
to level 4 and then to the level 3 setpoint. Reactor scram was automatically
initiated at the level 3 setpoint. At level 2, a third low water level alarm
initiated, the RCIC system automatically started, and the recirculation pumps
automatically tripped. The RCIC provided sufficient water inventory makeup to
prevent the water level in the vessel from dropping below the level 1 setpoint.
The core remained covered at all times and no fuel failure occurred. The second
case was a failure of the Division 1 instrument reference line combined with a
failure "high" of a channel C level transmitter. As in the first case, it was

assumed that the manual selection switch for feedwater control was on the failed
instrument line and the operator did not switch control to the other instrument
line. The feedwater controller responded to the erroneous high water level
signal and reduced feedwater flow. Following the feedwater flow reduction,
vessel level decreased initiating alarms at level 4 and level 3. In this case,

the reactor did not scram at level 3 because of the assumed tailures. At
level 2, a third alarm initiated and the reactor scrammed through the ARI sys-
tem and the HPCI system started automatically. Without taking credit for the
trip from the ARI, the reactor will trip at level 1 from MSIV closure. Although
this scenario results in a delayed scram (level 1), it is expected to be no
more severe than the firrt case because of the capacity of the HPCI system

.
.
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(5600 gpm for the HPCI vs 600 gpm for the RCIC). The applicant is currently
performing an analysis to verify that the core remained covered at all times
for this case and that no fuel failure occurred.

The.NRC-staff will confirm that the results of the applic' ant's analysis demon-
strates that there will be no adverse consequcnces resulting from-reactor
vessel level sensing line failures.

7.2.2.3 At-Power Testability of Actuation Instrumentation

The design of the instrumentation channels, logic, and actuated devices of
nuclear piant safety systems should include provisions for surveillance
. testing. Guidance is included in RG 1.118 and IEEE Standard'338 for imple-
menting IEEE Standard 279, which requires, in part, that systems be designed
to permit periodic testing during reactor operation.

For the RTS instrumentation, online testability 'is as follows: sensors located,

outside of the drywell can be isolated and tested using a test pressure source;
position switches can be actuated to verify operability; trip units can be

! tested by inputting a test signal to verify the trip setpoint; and the manual
scram switches, logic, and scram pilot valve solenoids can be tested by ini-
tiating a half scram.

The ECCS and RCIC sensors, switches and trip units are of similar design to
Lthose used in the RTS, and are testable at power using the same techniques used
for testing the RTS. The logic and actuated devices are tested by using test
jacks and test plugs that actuate test interlocks to permit logic and system
initiation tests without interfering with the operation of the plant. Annunci

'ation is provided in the control room when~ever a test plug is inserted into a
jack to indicate to the. operator that the system is in a test status.

The primary containment and reactor vessel isolation control system (PCRVICS)
sensors, switches, and trip units are of a design similar to those used in the
RTS and are testable at power using the same techniques used for testing the
RTS. _The main steamline radiation measuring amplifier is provided with a test
switch and integral test source by which operability can be verified. The

~

operation of the isolation-temperature sensors can be functionally tested by
applying a heat source'to the temperature sensing element. The PCRVICS logic
relays car. be tested, on line, either by tripping a transmitter or trip unit or
by actuating the manual isolation switch in a given logic division. Status
lights provide logic trip indication.

The emergency service water (ESW) system initiation circuits are designed to
provide.at power testability. ESW tests can.be performed in conjunction with
the testing of the diesel generators. Starting of. diesel generator automa-
tically starts the associated ESW pump. In addition, each pump and valve can
be operationally tested using remote-manual switches located in the control
room.

The reactor enclosure isolation system (REIS), the refueling area isolation
system (RAIS), and the habitability and control room isolation (HCRI) system are
designed to provide at power testability. The REIS, RAIS, and HCRI system can
be initiated and operationally tested by either tripping an input device or by
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manually' initiating an individual Jchannel using switches located in the control
-room.

. Based on its review of the FSAR.and the applicant' , responses to requests for .~

-additional information, the-.NRC staff has verified that the Limerick design
includes-an online. testing capability for the actuation instrumentation channels,

' logic, and. actuation devices -associated.with RTS, ECC, RCIC,;PCRVIC, ESW, REI,~ '

-RAI,;and HCRI' systems. Therefore, the NRC staff finds this portion of the
' design' acceptable.'

The NRC staff will verify that the Technical Specifications for Limerick
include appropriate surveillance requirements to require periodic (online)
demonstration of the operability of the RTS and ESF instrument channels logic
and actuation devices.

7.2.2.4' Lifting of' Leads to. Perform Surveillance Testing

;In: response to a question from the NRC staff,.the applicant has performed an
evaluation of the systems to be surveillance tested and has determined the
actions required.

The applicant has stated that-design features provide the capability to per-
form surveillance testing without lifting leads; however, in a limited number
of cases the actions required to perform surveillance tests.will. include open-
'ing~of; circuit: breakers. Circuit breakers will be opened on motive power cir.
cuits during monthly testing. For each case in which circuit breakers are
opened to perform surveillance tests, out-of-service alarms will be activated
that'will not clear with the breaker open.

? Based on the results of its review,- the NRC staff finds the actions required,
which include opening of circuit breakers to' perform surveillance testing,
acceptable.

7.2.2.5 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

s-The issue of postulated failure to: scram the. reactor following an anticirated
transient, that is', an anticipated transient without scram (ATWS), is under -
c.onsideration by'the NRC staff. For Limerick, the applicant has proposed a-
redundant' reactivity.. control system ~(RRCS) for ATWS mitigation. This system

_ consists of the ATWS detection sensors and the actuation logic to automatically
initiate the alternate rod insertion (ARI) subsystem, the recirculation pump
trip (RPT) subsystem, the standby liquid control system (SLCS), feedwater run-
back,-and a reactor water c1eanup.-(RWCU) system isolation.

,

The.RRCS is classified as a safety system and has been designed to meet the.
. requirements 40f IEEE 279, and the' guidance contained in IEEE 308, IEEE 323,
IEEE :338, IEEE 379; and IEEE 384. . The RRCS-is'a two-divisional system designed
with separation between the redundant portions and between the RRCS and RTS to
ensure compliance with RG 1.75 and the single failure criterion. The power

~
~

supplies to the RRCS are from divisional-buses and will be available to supply
' power.for.those events that involve a loss of-offsite power. The sensors,
transducers, and trip units are Class 1E, seismic Category I, independent of
the-RPS, and environmentally qualified to perform their protective function
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during an ATWS event,:with the exception of the feedwater control ~(runback
feature)..;TheLfeedwater. control system is a commercial grade system-isolated-

' ;from the Class 1E portion of.the RRCS.
~

LThe NRC staff.has reviewed the applicant's design for the prevention ~and miti-
:gation of ATWS. :The NRC staff has concluded that-the RRCS and'its subsystems
will not adversely: impact any safety. systems _and that the RRCS' satisfies the

- NRC ' staff's interim design criteria .for ATWS. However, the Limerick ATWS pre-
;vention and mitigation design may be subjectcto~further requirements as a-

[- result of final generic' resolution of this subject.
,

'The NRC staff willLverify that the Technical' Specifications include appropriate
limiting conditions-for operation and surveillance requirements on the RRCS,,

C 7.2.2.6 Mode Switch

The function'of.the mode switch is to bypass protective RTS fonctions and to'

impose restrictive interlocks on control rod withdrawal and refueling equipment
movement. The keylock mode. switch has four positions: SHUTDOWN, REFUEL; START-
.UP, and RUN,.and is mounted on the control console. The NRC staff review
focused on the separation between the four RPS divisions and between the

~

Class 1E and non-Class IE circuits served by the switch.
,

In response to'a question from the NRC staff, the aprlicant provided the design*

details for the mode switch. -The switch has four e'ectrically separated banks
of fgear-driven contacts, one for ~ each RPS_ division. A separate metal enclosure.
is provided for each bank. The mode switch connections to non-Class 1E systems
iare provided through isolation devices to prevent malfunctions in control,

systems from affecting.the RTS. ' Based on its review information provided, - the .

NRC staff finds the mode switch design acceptable.

e 7.2.2.7 RTS Power Source

'Two 120-V ac distrib'ution panels are provided for the RTS loads for each unit.
;~~ Each panel is fed from two' sources through a static transfer switch. The pre-

ferred' source is,a non-Class 1E piant auxiliary power source. The alternate
source is.an inverter supplied by 250-V dc Class 1E batteries.' If the voltage
and/or: frequency of the plant auxiliary power source deviates from a preset-
-limit,;the. static switch transfers:the feed to the inverter without power'

interruption.

L

{_ The NRC. staff review focused on .the- quality of the plant auxiliary power source
~

! -and the separation between the non-Class.1E power source and the Class 1E RTS
loads. -Two Class IE breakers-in series are provided between tne static trans-
fer switch and'the distribution panel. The voltage and frequency of the output

'from the static switch are monitored and the breakers automatically open on-
overvoltage, undervoltage, or underfrequency conditions.. LThe applicant has
-stated thatLif the quality of the plant auxiliary power source would be found
to be below that expected for RTS, or if unexpected' problems would arise in the

^ transfer switch, the inverter could be used as the preferred power source. The
NRC staff finds this acceptable.

o
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7.2.2.8 Trip System Sensors and Cabling in the Turbine Building

The RTS includes inputs that originate from sensors located in the turbine
building that is not seismically qualified. These inputs are associated with
turbine trip and include the turbine stop valve closure and the control valve
fast closure signals. Also included is the turbine first-stage pressure signal
that, at low power levels, acts as an interlock / permissive to automatically
bypass scram on turbine trip.

As stated in the FSAR, the RTS inputs associated with the turbine trip are not
guaranteed to function during a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). The fact that
the turbine building is not seismically qualified has been recognized by the
NRC staff in previous reviews, and use of RTS inputs from devices in such struc-
tures has been approved, providing that all other requirements of IEEE 279-1971
are met. Also required are provisions to ensure that malfunctions in the cir-
cuits in those structures would not be propagated back to the RTS and degrade
the RTS performance or reliability.

For Limerick, the turbine stop valve closure signals for each of the four valves
are provided by valve stem position switches, and the turbine control valve fast
closure signals are from oil-line pressure sensors on the control valve hydrau-
lic mechanisms. The turbine first-stage pressure signal that provides bypass
for the stop valve and control valve closure trips, is sensed from two physically
separate pressure taps by two pressure sensors on each tap. The cables from the
stcp valve position switches and from the pressure sensors are run in protective
conduits to the seismic Category I auxiliary equipment room. Each channel is

= run in its own conduit to provide the required separation. The stop valve posi-
tion switch and the pressure switch outputs for RTS use are routed separately
from other outputs used for indicator lights and turbine control. Furthermore,
each of the trip inputs originating in the turbine building is isolated from
the rest of RTS by the use of isolation relays.

The events that would challenge the RTS circuitry in the turbine building
include earthquake, turbine missiles, and a high-energy line break. The ex-
pected failure modes caused by these events would be either opening of sensors
or loss of continuity in the cabling, causing loss of signals or shorting of
sensors or cabling. An open circuit would result in a trip signal. If enough
trips occur to satisfy the scram logic, the reactor would be scrammed. If the
sensors failed closed or cables shorted, no valid turbine trip signals would be
generated, but the reactor pressure and power trips would function to protect =

the reactor.

'

Based on its review, the NRC staff finds that the system design follows the
recommendations of BTP ICSB 26. Therefore, the NRC staff finds that the design
is acceptable.

7.2.2.9 Isolation of Circuits

Isolators are used to maintain independence between redundant Class 1E circuits
and between Class 1E and non-Class IE circuits. The types of isolation devices
used for Limerick are as follows:
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-(1)fAuxiliaryRelays-;

i- Three. types-of auxiliary relays are used: Agastat GP, Agastat 7000 (pneumatic.

time delay), and Cutler-Hammer M-600. _ Coil-to-contact' isolation is used in --'

most applications. In some cases,-contact-to-contact isolation is also uti-
l ized.- To qualify the relays as. isolation devices, tests were conducted by
the applicant and are reported in Design Verification Test Report 48503,: dated

;, September 1, 1982. As-concluded by-the applicant,- the' tests _show that-the
. relays would prevent.a: postulated failure in a non-Class IE circuit from
adversely affecting a Class 1E circuit. However, based on the failure mode -

1(relay _becomes inoperative), these relays are not to be used as isolation,

[, . devices where the following conditions occur: (a) circuits of different divi-' sions are wired'to contacts on a common relay, (b) the contacts of one of the
-divisions or.the_non-Class ~1E. circuit are closed during normal operation, and
(c):the contact of th4 other Class 1E circuit must change state to perform.its

_

L safety function.
,

r

The tests have also shown that because the relays have self-fusing characteris-
tics (interrupting the current) above approximately 70 amps, the wiring to the
relay contacts will not experience sustained current greater than 70 amps.,

; Because.other tests have proved that #14 American wire gage wire, which.is the
smallest'used for wiring to the relays, can-carry up to 75 amps continuouslyi

| without significant insulation- deterioration, additional separation of the :
Class 1E and non-Class-1E. wiring at the relay is not required.

_

(2) Control Switches .

:
'

Manufacturer's ratings are used to- determine the suitability of control switches,
. Las isolation devices. For Limerick, the applicant has determined that the maxi-

,

,

- mum credible fault voltage that any control circuit can be subjected to is 530 V
'ac. Therefore, switches that have at least a 600-V res_ minimum breakdown volt-

; age between adjacent contacts are suitable isolation devices.

(3) Optical Isolators ~

Multiplexers.are utilized to transmit various Class IE analog signals to-

the non-Class 1E emergency response facility. data system.' The signals ~are
transmitted via-fiber-optic cables that have-a typical dielectric break-
down ~ of 1.4 megavolts- per inch. By analysis it has been shown that any
fault in the sub-multiplexer that is powered by 125 V de and is_in a
separate enclosure ~ cannot be reflected back to the multiplexer and affect5

the Class 1E signals. LAlso, because the computer input cables are routed
in raceways that contain only-instrumentation cables, no failures in the

,
raceways could adversely affect any safety-related systems.

: Optical. isolators manufactured by General Atomic Company are used to
-interface Class 1E radiation monitors to the non-Class 1E meteorological
monitoring system. . Manufacturer's test data show that these isolators~

will- protect the radiation h.onitors against the maximum credible fault i

voltage of:120 V ac. For Limerick, the applicant has determined that the
maximum credible fault voltage is less than 120 V ac.

:
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10ptica111solators-manufactured by GE are used in-the redundant reactivity.-

b. - control-system. These isolators have not yet been tested by_the
manufacturer.

(4). Solid State Isolators

Acromag 3169-WM-U, voltage-transducers are used:to transsit signals of the-

-e . Class 1E dc bus voltage.to the non-Class 1E-process computer. The_manu-
facturer states that the .WM-U isolator, which is part of the transducer,
is designed to provide-isolation for,up to 100 V dc on the transducer
output.- Maximum credible fault voltage from the computer is 30 V-dc.
Tests,on.open circuits, short circuits, and shorts:of output to ground
were. performed by the applicant. The test results, as- reported in Field
Test Report FE-4, show that the input to the transducer is not affected by
any of these faults at the output.

Love Model'106 Process Signal Converter--

" Isolators are used in HVAC analog control loops to provide isolation of-
cross-divisional signals. As stated by the manufacturer, they_ provide
' isolation of 1500,V,-res between input and output. The maximum credible
fault, voltage at the output-is 135 V dc. The effects of open circuit,-
-short circuit, and shorts to ground on these devices have not yet been -

~~

evaluated by the applicant.

The NRC staff will confirm successful completion of tests and the adequacy of
(1) the GE isolators for.the redundant reactivity control system, and (2)-Love.
Model 106 processisignal converter-isolator.

7.2.2.10 APRM Upscale Trips

The information originally, provided in FSAR Chapter 7- contained discrepancies
regarding-the average power range monitor (APRM) upscale trips. As stated _in
the FSAR,-both-an APRM fixed upscale trip'and'a thermal power trip were pro-
- vided, but the-information'in certain other sections did not include-the -

-thermal trip. Dual APRM upscale trips.(fixed and therm:1) are provided for
; newer GE plants and have been retrofitted for LaSalle, -Zimmer, and other

~

similar| plants.- The fixed upscale trip in those _ systems is set'at :120% in RUN .4

- mode,'and'at 15% in STARTUP mode. The thermal power trip setting varies with
the recirculation flow and has a 6-second time constant circuit to simulate
thermal power.

.- In response.to a question from the NRC staff, the applicant stated that no-

; thermal power trip is provided for Limerick but that the upscale trip used has
Ja variable setpoint dependent on the recirculation: flow. In the STARTUP mode,
this; trip setting is fixed at 12%. No fixed 120% trip is provided. From a
review of_FSAR Chapters 7 and 15, however, the NRC staff finds that both the-

:. variable and the 120% fixed trips are taken credit for in the-analyses. Also,.
a thermal power alarm is included in the discussion of, loss of the feedwater
: heating.

. Limerick SER 7-13
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LThe NRC' staff'will confirm that the-120% fixed' trip and the thermal power trip
are not' required and that appropriate 1 revisions are made to FSAR Chapters 7~and
15.

~7.2.3 ; Evaluation' Findings

.The NRC staffshas conducted an' audit review of the reactor trip system for con-
.]: formance-to' guidelines offthe' applicable'RGs'and industry codes and standards.

In:Section-7.1.above, the NRC' staff. concluded,that-the' applicant had-adequately"

fidentified the guidelines applicable:to these systems. Based on its audit,

review of the design:for conformance to the guidelines, the NRC staff-finds'
: that:there-is reasonable' assurance'that the systems will' conform to the guide-

-lines applicable to them.

The NRC staff review has included the identification of'those systems'and
components of'the RTS that are designed to survive the-effects of earthquakes,

.other. natural phenomena, abnormal environments, and missiles'. -Based _on its
review,.the NRC staff concludes that the' applicant has identified the systems
and components consistent with the design bases for the RTS. Sections 3.10 and
3.11 above address-the qualification program to demonstrate the capability ofo

these systems and components to survive. applicable events. Therefore, the NRC.i

staff finds-that~the-identification of the systems and components satisfies
_ this aspect of GDC 2 and 4.

i
4

l
Based on-its review,Lthe NRC staff concludes that the RTS conforms to the ~

design-basis requirements of IEEE'279 and that the system-includes the provi-
sion to sense accident conditions and anticipated operational occurrences and-
initiate reactor shutdown consistent with the' analyses presented in FSAR3

Chapter-15. .Tnerefore, the NRC staff finds that the RTS satisfies the require-
ments of GDC 20,," Protection System Functions." ,

! LThe RTS adequately conforms to the guidance for' periodic testing in RG 1.22'and
~

IEEE 338, as supplemented by RG 1.118. The bypassed and inoperable status.

indication:a'dequately conforms to the guidance of-RG 1.47. The RTS adequately
conforms to the guidance on the application of the single-failure criterion-in'
IEEE 379, as supplemented by RG 1.53. Based on its review, the NRC staff con-
cludes that the RTS' satisfies the requirements of IEEE 279 with regard to
system reliability and testability. Therefore, the NRC staff finds that the
RTS satisfiesLthe' requirement of GDC 21,~" Protection System Reliability and
Testability."'

The RTS. adequately conforms.to the guidance in IEEE 384, as supplemented by
-RG 1.75 for protection system independence. Based.on its review, the NRC staff

,
~

!- concludes that the RTS satisfies the requirements of IEEE 279 with regard to
E independence of systems. Therefore,'the NRC staff' finds that the RTS satisfies

-the requirements of GDC 22, " Protection System Independence."

Basedjon its' review of failure modes and effects for the RTS, the NRC staff
concludes-that'the system is' designed to fail into a safe mode if conditions
such as disconnection'of the system, lons of energy, or a postulated adverse
environment are-experienced. Therefore, the NRC~ staff finds that the RTS

Jsatisfies the requirements of GDC 2J, "Piatection Sysee. Faii..e Modes." The
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* adequacy of the power supplies for the-RTS solenoids is addressed in Section
18.3.1 of this report.

Based onlits review of the interfaces between the RTS and p1' ant operating con-
trol systems,.. the NRC: staff concludes that the system. satisfies the requirements
of IEEE 279 with regard to control and protection: system interaction. Therefore,
the NRC staff finds that the'RTS satisfies.the requirements of GDC 24, "Separa-
tion of Protection and Control Systems."

Based on its review of-the RTS, the NRC staff concludes that the system satis-
fies the protection. system requirements for malfunctions of the reactivity7

. control system, such as accidental withdrawal of control-rods. FSAR Section:15
addresses the capability of the-system to ensure that fuel design-limits are

-

not-exceeded for such events. .Therefore, the NRC staff finds that-the RTS
; satisfies the requirements of GDC 25,." Protection System Requirements'for

Reactivity Control Malfunctions."

The NRC staff's conclusions, noted above,-are based upon the requirements of'

IEEE 279 with respect to the design.of the RTS. Therefore, the NRC staff finds
~

,
that the RTS satisfies-the requirements of:10 CFR 50.55a(h) with regard to
IEEE 279.

The NRC staff review'of the RTS has examine ~d the dependence- of .this sptem on
| the.availabi''ty of essential auxiliary support (EAS) systems. Based on its

review, the hnC staff concludes:that the design of the RTS is compatible with
the functional performance requirements of EAS systems. Therefore, the NRC
staff finds the interfaces between'the RTS design and the design of the EAS

-systems acceptable.

In summary, the NRC staff concludes that, subject to the resolution of the
items discussed in Section;7.2,.the design of the RTS and the design ofLthe
EAS ' systems -are acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2, '4, 20,
21, 22,.23,-24,-and 25, and 10 CFR 50.55a(h).

-7.3 Engineered Safety-Feature Systems-

7.3.1~ System Descriptions-

This section covers the instrumentation and controls that initiate and control
the-operation of-the following ESF and essential auxiliary supporting' systems:

:(1) emergency core cooling system-
(2) primary containment and reactor. vessel isolation control system
(3) main steamline isolation valve--leakage control system
(4). residual heat removal system--containment spray mode
-(5) :esidual heat removal system--suppression pool cooling mode
-(6) containment' atmospheric: control system
t(7)3 standby gas treatment system.
(8) reactor enclosure recirculation system
(9) reactor enclosure isolation system

-(10) habitability and control room isolation systems
"(11) emergency service water system
(12) residual heat removal service water system

ELimerick SER 7-15.
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'(13)icontro1Ienclosure chilled water system-
f(14) ClassL3E power systems- ~

, .. .

(15) safety-related equipment area cooling and. ventilation systems including,

(a) standby gas treatment-system filter room and access area unit coolers
.(b). diesel generator. enclosure ventilation-system"

i(c) ' spray pond pump structure ventilation system
(d) ' emergency switchgear and' battery rooms cooling system-
(e) . emergency core cooling system pump 1 compartment unit coolers
(f) = auxiliary equipment room ventilation system'

(16) drywell unit coolers.

Some of the above systems are arranged for both' automatic and manual operation, -

5 1some.for manual only. The. switches required for manual operation, including
~' initiation of a system operation on the system level and control of individual.

components, are located in the control room. Exceptions are noted in the dis-
-cussion of the specific system operation below. -The operating conditionr are
monitored and : interlocks either prevent actuation or shut'down equipment once
actuated if.the established ! limits are reached. f The interlocks include inputs,

i: from equipment ambient temperature. monitoring channels, torque and limit
: switches for.the motor-operated valves, overload and undervoltage sensors for

pump, motors,.and others. Specifically, the ESF'and supporting systems operate,
' .as described below.

7.3.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling System

:The emergency' core cooling system (ECCS) provides_ coolant to the reactor fol-,

lowing 4. loss-of-coolant accident.(LOCA). The ECCS is a network comprised of
the-following systems:

.

~(1) The high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system includ s one turbine-
~

driven pump, one dc-motor-driven auxiliary oil-pump, one gland seal con-
denser. condensate' pump, one gland _ seal condenser blower, automatic valves,.

,,

L control' devices for this equipment, and-logic circuitry.
I

The HPCI is automatically initiated by either reactor vessel low water
.

l '.
- : level (trip level 2) or drywell high pressure. The HPCI. system then func-

tions to provide water to the reactor vessel. Four channels are provided
~for each: variable, and each group is arranged in a one-out-of-two-taken-
twice logic. . If level is restored (level 8), the system automatically
shuts down. The system will automatically restart if the level decreases

(level 12).
l' .

.
.

L
,

~ suction is automatically _ transferred to the suppression pool if_the water
.The.HPCI suction is.normally'taken from the condensate storage tank. The

. level .in the condensate storage tank falls below a set level. or a high
' water level is detected in the suppression pool. .Each level is monitored
by two . instrumentation channels arranged in a one-out-of-two trip logic.

Interlocks in.the turbine control circuit trip the turbine on any of the
following conditions: turbine overspeed, high exhaust pressure, low pump

.

suction pressure, reactor vessel high water level (trip level lB), steam
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s'upply low pressure, and HPCI isolation signal. The HPCI isolation signal
.(described in Section 7.3.1.2 of this report) also closes-the turbine
steam supply' isolation ~ valves.

- After system initiation, the turbine speed governor limits turbine speed
to.its maximum operating level. A control governor receivesTan HPCI

: system flow signal.-and adjusts the-turbine. steam control. valve so that the.
-design HPCI system pump discharge flow rate is obtained. The flow. signal
:used for automatic control of the turbine is derived from a differential
pressure measurement'across a flow element in the HPCI system pump
discharge line.

Manual system initiation switches and remote-manual controls for the HPCI
system valves and auxiliary oil and gland seal systems pumps are provided
in the control room.

A detection system monitors differentia 1' pressure between the HPCI system
injection lines and initiates an alarm in the main control room if,the
differential pressure exceeds a predetermined setpoint indicating that

. system piping integrity is lost. Pressure, flow, and level.instrumenta-~

tion with control room display permits-the determination of suction head
and pump performance. Other information pertinent to the operation and
condition of the HPCI system.is provided, including valve position, HPCI-
turbine, and turbine auxiliaries: status indication.

(2) The automatic depressurization system (ADS) depressurizes the reactor ves-
sel by opening selected (5.of 14) safety / relief valves to vent steam to
the suppression pool. Each ADS valve.is provided with two solenoid-
operated pilot valves. Energizing either solenoid pilot valve opens the

. ADS valve. -Power to the solenoids of the pilot valves is controlled by
two trip systems. Each trip system (comprised'of two' trip logics) controls
one of the two-solenoid pilot valves of each ADS valve. Both. logics in a
trip system must be tripped to energize the associated pilot valves. .A~

-logic trip. requires a coincidence of the following conditions: : reactor
vessel low water level (both levels l'an'd 3) .and 'drywell high' pressure.
Also,La permissive signal indicating that-either pair'of core spray or one'-
0f four residual heat removal' pumps is running must be present (provided
by the discharge pressure). The primary containment drywell' high pressure

- ' signals are arranged to seal in the control' circuitry; they must be man-
ually reset-to clear. The' level sensing: logic and the pump discharge
pressure signals do not seal in.

A 120-second delay is imposed before the ADS val'ves are actuated after the1

receipt of the' initiation signal to allow the high pressure coolant injec-
. tion and/or reactor core isolation cooling pump time to restore water
-level, if'cepable. Manual reset circuits are provided for the ADS initia--
tion signals. ' Reset switches. reset the timers'to 0 seconds and prevent

'

depressurization until the' timers have timed out. A manual initiation
switch is provided in the control room for each ADS logic. In addition,'

control switches are provided in the control room for each safety / relief
valve associated with the ADS. The open position is'for manual
safety / relief valve operation without time delay,

e
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;Each manual and automatic ADS input is annunciated. Annunciation is also
4

provided for initiation of the ADS timers and trip of each logic. Lights
in the control room indicate when the solenoid operated pilot valves are-

.

energized to open an ADS safety / relief. valve.
J

(3) :The core spray _(CS) system is comprised of two independent loops.- Each ,

lorp iccludes two ac-motor-driven pumps, valves, and the piping.to route
-

water from the suppression pool to the reactor vessel. The,CS system is
aut matically initiated by reactor. vessel low water level and/or drywell

<hign pressure and low reactor pressure. The CS initiation logic is a -
-

mixed: logic network. The-initiation signal is generated when (1) both -

level channels are tripped; or (2) four pressure channels are tripped (two
high drywell pressure.and two: low reactor vessel pressure); or (3) either
of two combinations of one level channel and_two pressure channels (one
high drywell and one low reactor vessel) are tripped. .In addition,' opening
the -injection valves requires a permissive signal from the reactor vessel
low pressure channels (four channels are provided and arranged in a one .
out-of-two-twice logic). Once an initiation signal is received by the CS
control circuitry, the signal.is sealed in until manually reset. The CS
initiation signal also initiates the diesel generators' and is used to trip,

the drywell chillers.

The CS pump motors and all motor-operated valves can be controlled remote-
{manually from the control room. J

,

-A detection system monitors differential pressure between the CS injection 1

lines and initiates an alarm in the main control room if the differential
pressure exceeds a predetermined setpoint indicating that system piping'
integrity is lost. ' Temperature, flow, pressure, and valve position indi-
cators are available in the control room for the operator to assess'CS-
system operation.

(4) The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode of the residual heat removal*

(RHR) system uses four independent pump loops to supply cooling water from
the suppression pool into the reactor vessel. The LPCI'is automatically '

initiated by reactor vessel low water level and/or drywell high ' pressure -
| and low reactor pressure signals. The LPCI-initiation logic is a mixed
| logic network. The initiation signal is generated when: (1) both' level
I channels are tripped; or (2) four pressure channels are tripped (two high
[ drywell pressure and two low reactor vessel pressure); or (3) either of

1

'

two combinations of one level channel and two pressure channels (one high
drywell and one low reactor vessel) are tripped.

The LPCI/RHR pump motors and all motor-operated valves can be controlled
| remote-manually from the control room. <

A detection system monitors differential pressure between the injection.
r lines-of RHR A and C loops and between the B and D loops. An alarm in the

main control room on differential pressure exceeding a predetermined set-
!' point provides indication that system piping integrity is lost. Tempera-

ture, flow, pressure, and valve position indicators are available in the
control room for_the' operator to assess LPCI/RHR system operation.

1
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' 7. 3. L 2 Primary' Containment and Reactor Vessel. Isolation Control System

- LThe primary containment and reactor' vessel isolation controllsystem (PCRVICS)
"includesfthe instrumentation channels',' trip logics, and' actuation circuits
associated with the automatic and remote manual closure'of isolation valves.
The systems ' involved and. monitored variables. that provide' isolation signals- are
as:follows:

~T .
.

.
i. '

L(1) main steamlines--reactor v'es'sel low water level, main steamline- highs
,

" N ' ' radiation, steamline high flow, steam tunnel and turbine building high'
temperature, main steamline low pressure, and condenser low vacuum.'

.

dreactor vessel low water level, RWCUeactor, water cleanup (RWCU) systen-(2)' system high differential flow, and RWCU system area ambient and differen-
'

t
,

, $tial high temperatures. '

e x ,

'(3) .resid'ual heat removal system (RHRS) veactor vessel-low water level, and
drywell- high pressure. A. ;, ba

"
>,y

(4) . high, pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system--HPCI equipment or steamline
area ambientTand differential high. temperature, HPCI-supply steamline high

' flow, HPCI turbine exhaust diaphragm high pressure, and HPCI~ steam supply.
' low pressure. .t ;.,

.

f (5) reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system--RCIC equipment area and pipeo

3 f chase area ambient and differential;high temperature, RCIC supply-'

i

~ =steamline high flow, RCIC turbine exhaust diaphragm high pressure, and
''reactor. low pressure.

.

" ' (6) . containment atmospheric control . system--reactor vessel icw water level,
l. ' drywell high pressure,srefueling floor exhaust duct high radiation, and

' reactor building' exhaust; duct high radiation.

(7)'c[ntainmentinstrumentgas--reactorenclosurehighradiation,. reactor
vessel low water level, and drywell high pressure.

(8)j various other 1_ines;pene' rat'ing containment *--high drywell pressure-and/ort
,

reactor vessel low water. level.-

The PCRVICS automatically isolates the app'ropriate pipelines that penetrate the
primary containment wh'enevercthe monitored parameters exceed preselected set-,

. points. ,, System level manual? switches are.provided in the control room toJ

initiate isolation. -A trip of a PCRVICS channel'is annunciated in the control
Motor- and air-operated isolation valves positio6 indication is provided* room.

in'the control room. PCRVICS interlocks initiate the standby gas treatment
system,-isolate the reactor building ventilation system, and trip the drywell

, purge valve,'s and; purge' fan units.
, '

,
i 4

* Functions / systems include: recirculationiloop sample, traversing incore
probe, main steam sample, drywell* sump drains, suppression pool cleanup,

y main steamline drain,' suppression pool spray and core spray pump test and
,

~ ~ flush; HPCI pump flush,:RHR. vent and vacuum relief..

&
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:7.3.1.3 Main Steam Isolation Valve Leckage Control System

The main' steam isolation valve leakage control system (MSIVLCS) prevents the
' release of fissiori products which could leak through the closed main steam iso-
lation valves (MSIVs) following a LOCA. The MSIVLCS directs the leakage through
the closed MSIVs to bleed lines that pass the leakage flow into an' area served
by the standby gas treacment system (SGTS). The MSIVLCS-is a two-division sys-

, : tem;1one division serves the inboard valves (upstream system) and the other the
g outboardLvalves (downstream system).

?Both the upstream and downstream MSIVLCS are actuated manually,from the control
room. Systera operation' starts provided that the main steamline and reactor
vessel pressures are|below the pressure permissive interlock setpoint.m

,In the' downstream system, the valves in the depress'urization branch line open
to' permit,the. main steamline beyond the outboard MSIV to depressurize. The

- blowers are started ' coincident with the actuation 'of the system initiating
switch. When the steamlines depressurize to approximately atmospheric

! pressure, the valves in the branch line to the blower open automatically and<

the valves in the depressurization-branch close automatically. This estab-
lishes"a subatmospheric pressure in'the main steamline's, and the MSIV leakage

| is routed to the SGTS.

If a subatmospheric pressure is not established in the main steamlines within
the estimated time required to depressurize,-the timer actuates the high pres-
sure alarm, indicating a system component failure..

. Upstream system actuation depressurizes the segments of the main steamlines
between the inboard and outboard MSIVs through the flow limiter bypass valve,
which closes . automatically to route the- flow through the flow limiter. Then

electric heaters are turned on from the system actuation signal. The blower
| also starts from the system actuation signal ~and establishes a subatmospheric'

pressure in the main stea7 lines after the flow limiter bypass valves close.,

MSIV leakage is routed to the main-steam tunnel .during both the depressuriza-
tion and' exhaust stages of;' operation. This is an area serviced by the SGTS.

The upstream system-is designed to automatically isolate in the event of exces-i

i sive MSIV leakage. Automatic reclosure capability is provided on the bleed
system for.each.steamline.

Indicators for both reactor and steamline pressure for the inboard and outboard
systems are provided in the control room. Position indicating and component
status lights and component failure annunciators are also provided.

|
~

'7.3.1.4 . Residual Heat Removal System--Containment Spray Mode

The, residual heat retcoval system--containment spray mode uses water from the
suppression pool to condense steam in the suppression pool air volume and/or

! drywell atmosphere. Drywell spray is manually initiated from the control room
provided the following permissive interlocks are satisfied: (1) drywell pres-

~

| sure is above setpoint, (2) low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) isolation
y valve.is closed, and (3) either a LPCI initiation signal is present or the LPCI
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has been manually initiated. VSuppression pool spray is'. manually initiated from
the control room if ~ the ' permissive interlock signaling that the .LPCI injection'

* - valve ~is closed is satisfied. . System pressure, temperature, flow,'and valve
position indicators are provided in the control room.

'

~7.3.1.5' Residual Heat' Removal System--Suppression Pool Cooling Mode

h
' The residual heat removalLsystem--suppression pool cooling mode provides capa'-

' bility to remove heat from the suppression pool water. Two pump loops A and'
B, are used. The system' operation is. remote-manually initiated from the con-
trol room. The motor-operated valves isolating suppression pool cooling flow
are interlocked to'close, on' reactor low water level, or' on high drywell.. pres-
sure coincident with low reactor vessel pressure.~ These signals automatically
align the RHR system for. coolant injection. System pressure, temperature, flow,
and valve position indicators are provided in the control' room.

7.3.1.6 Containment ~ Atmospheric Control Syste's

The containment. atmospheric control system (CACS) incorporates features for
purging and venting the primary containment, limiting the differential pressure
between the drywell and. the suppression chamber, monitoring the hydrogen'and
oxygen concentrations in the primary containment, and controlling hydrogen con-
centration in the primary containment-'after a LOCA. The purging and venting-
function of-the CACS is accomplished by the nonsafety-related reactor enclosure
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system in a high volume purge mode
of system ' operation.

The safety-related portion of the-CACS includes the following subsystems:
,

(1) The primary containment' vacuum relief -(PCVR) system consists of four valve
assemblies that function to limit-the pressure difference-between the sup-

.pression chamber and the drywell. When the suppression chamber pressure
exceeds drywell pressure by a specified value, the relief valves open auto--
matica11y and allow air from the suppression chamber-to flow into the dry-
-well. -Each assembly' consists of two-24-inch-(spring-loaded,-swinging-'

-disk) vacuum relief valves mounted in series. Lights indicating the status-

of"the relief valve position are provided in the control room. ' Initiation
of the system is' annunciated in the control room.

-

(2) The combustible gas control = system (CGCS) monitorsLand controls the con-
' centration of' combustible gases in the containment after a LOCA. The'

,

system includes the hydrogen recombiners, hydrogen / oxygen' analyzers,'and
the isolation valves in the piping to and from'the recombiners.

The CGCS is manually initiated from the control room. The hydrogen / oxygen
analyzers continuously sample gas concentration in containment and display'
in'the control room. .Two~recombiners circulate air overheaters to raise
the temperature.to the recombination level. The'recombiners are' remote-
manually started from the' control room and continue to'run until. shut down
by the operator or the units.are tripped by one of the protective features.
The recombiners are not interlocked to any other system.
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However,- th' e[drywell isolation valves _and recombiner isolation valvesF ,

close on a. containment isolation signal. For: operation of the recombiners'

. after a LOCA theRisolation signals to.these valves are overridden by using-
'

keylock bypass-switches. Valve position indication,-recombiner temperature
~

annunciatorsiand recombiner trouble alarms'are provided.,

,

,- -7.3.1.7i Standby. Gas; Treatment System. -

; Thestandbygastreatment. system (SGTS),[iniits-safety-relatedmodeof| opera-
'

^

Ltion, reduces the_h' logen and' particulate concentrations in' gases potentially
.

a c
~

.present in the' reactor enclosure (secondary containment) following a LOCA, and,

_following a fuel handling accident in the~ refueling area before the gases;are J

1 discharged to the environment. The. system exhausts a controlled filtered flow
:to:the atmosphere _during isolation to._ restore and maintain a negative-pressure,

f 'im the reactor enclosure. In addition, during normal' operation the system per-'

forms the nonsafety related function of reducing halogen and particulate concen-
trations in gases purged from'the primary containment. The SGTS starts auto-
matically?in_ response-to any one_of the following signals:

(1) LOCA'(low reactor water levelfand high 'drywell pressure) signal. If'no.
~

~

LOCA signal has been received, the_SGTS exhausts either the refueling area
or.the reactorienclosure, based on the ordered signal : priority falling in

- (2) through_(5) below.

(2)' High radiation level in. refueling' area exhaust air.

j -(3)L.High radiation level in reactor enclosure exhaust air.
.

(4) Low differential pressure (in the reactor enclosure.

| :(5) Low differentia 1' pressure-in the refueling area.
t

The'SGTS fans can also be' started remote-manually from the control room by-
~ tripping the refueling area _ isolation system or the_ reactor enclosure isolation

_

system or by setting an~SGTS filter in cooldown mode =and starting an SGTS fan.
~

,

~

SGTS-fan motor status indicators, fan system trouble annunciators, filter heater-
inlet.and outlet temperature indicators, carbon filter outlet air temperature-
indicators, heater. trouble alarms, carbon filter cooldown alarms,-carbon' filter,

! epre-ignition alarmsc'and. carbon filter fire ~ alarms are provided. In. addition,

L. -inline radiation monitors are mounted in the duct downstream of.the HEPA/-
~

;, charcoal filters to monitor effluents.-

,
7.3.1.8: Reactor: Enclosure Recirculation System-

The.rcactor enclosure recirculation system (RERS)' filters and mixes the air in
the reactor. enclosure (secondary containment) to reduce halogen and particulatt
concentrations;following a LOCA,_and from the refueling floor following a fuel
handling accident.

The RERS'is the initial cleanup system-(the SGTS is the final cleanup system)
Lbefore discharge'of.the gases from the reactor enclosure. The RERS starts
' automatically in r,esponse to any one of the following signals: - t
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(1) LOCA:(low reactor water level or high drywell pressure) signal

(2) high_ radiation level in the refueling area exhaust air-

(3) low differential pressure in the refueling area

-(4) high radiation level in the reactor enclosure exhaust air

(5) low differential pressure in the reactor enclosure

-The RERS fans can also be started remote-manually from the control room by
' tripping the reactor enclosure isolation system. The automatic or manual actua-
tion results in a start of a lead. fan; associated controls are then activated to
open or modulate appropriate dampers so that system function is accomplished.
If the lead fan fails to operate, the standby fan starts automatically and the
standby filter train is activated.

RERS fan motor status indicators, charcoal temperature detection failure alarms,
carbon filter inlet air temperature alarms, carbon filter cooldown alarms,-car-
bon- filter pre-ignition alarms, and carbon filter fire alarms" are provided.

7.3.1.9 Reactor Enclosure Isolation System

The reactor enclosure isolation system (REIS) provides signals to isolate thei

reactor enclosure HVAC air supply and exhaust and start the-SBGT and RERS.

The reactor enclosure HVAC-isolation; isolation of the primary' containment vent,-
purge, sample, and instrument gas 11ines; and startup and alignment of the SGTS

- and RERS is: initiated automatically. by a LOCA (low reactor water level or high
drywell pressure) signal, a high radiation level in the reactor enclosure . exhaust
air, or a low differential pressure in the reactor enclosure with respect to
pressure external to the building. In addition, a refueling area HVAC isola-
tion on. detection of high radioactivity in the refueling area ventilation
exhaust, or on low differential pressure in the-refueling area provides initia-
tion signals to isolate the primary containment vent, purge, sample, and instru-
ment gas lines and startup and alignment of the SGTS.

The initiation signals seal in. Remote-manual switches located in the control
| room provide the capability to initiate the REIS. Isolation initiation alarms,

isolation incomplete alarms, and valve and damper position indication are pro-
vided in the control-room.

7.3.1.10 Habitability and Control Room Isolation System
9

The habitability and control room isolation system.(HCRIS) provides means to
isolate the. control room from radiation, chlorine, or toxic gases entering

~

through the ventilation- system, and to pressurize the control room during
radiation isolation. When high radiation is detected at the outside air
intake, all. isolation valves in the control room HVAC close, except for the
emergency fresh air valve, and the emergency fresh air system is actuated to~

-supply' filtered outside air. When chlorine is detected, all isolation valves
close. After isolation is completed, the emergency fresh air system is started
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and; operated to recirculate'and clean-up space air in'the control-room. 'When
offsite toxic-chemicals are detected at the outside. air-intake,.an annunciator
signals in-the control room and the HVAC isolation valves can be closed manu-

t

ally, nTwe; toxic chemical detection systems are'provided, each consisting of a
-microcomputer built around a microprocessor and integrated with an infrared-

~

; spectrometer and multipoint sampling manifold.

: qThe emergency. fresh air supply _ consists of(two redundant ' trains. When the
femergency fresh. air' supply system is in operation, 'the volume of air flowing in
LS main supply. duct-is continuously ~ indicated on a local panel. The filter

- train pressure differential is continuously -indicated.on 'a local control. panel.
Lo, ,:of airflow automatically trips and isolates the operating train'and. starts
the standby. train.~ Both loss of airflow and"high' pressure differential across
tne filter train are alarmed-in the control-room. LTemperature detectors moni-
tor.the temperature of the charcoal adsorber. . The temperature is alarmed and

i- -indicated in the control: room. Manual' system level isolation capability is-
.provided in the control room. Isolation initiation and isolation incomplete

i alarms are provided in.the control room.
.
t

-7.3;1.11 Emergency _ Service Water System

The emergency service water (ESW) system provides cooling water to the diesel
. generator units, RHR pumps, and room = coolers required during emergency condi-
.tions. The ESW system consists of two independent-loops with_two 50% capacity
pumps in each loop. A start signal from each diesel generator initiates the,

automatic start of-the associated emergency service water pump. The initation
signal is based on~the diesel generator bus breaker status, bus voltage, and#

diesel generator-speed. .A start signal from'each ESW pump initiates the asso-
ciated loop ~ valve action. Manual control for all four pumps and remote-operated

I valves"is provided-in'the control room. Pump motor status, valve position,'
i- floop flow,:and. loop pressure indication is provided in the control room. Con-

trol ~ room' annunciators include ESW system initiation and system offnormal con-
dition alarms. 4

,

| - 7.' 3.1.12 RHR Service Water System '

-The RHR service water'(RHRSW) system provides cooling water to the RHR-heat
exchangers. The RHRSW system consists of two loops with two pumps in each

! loop. RHRSW system operation is controlled manually from the control room.
However, ion an ESW actuation signal the common ESW and RHRSW supply and return
valves and-the. spray pond sluice gates ~are automatically aligned from'the
cooling towers to the spray pond for the cooling water source. Pump motor >

status, valve ~ position,_ radiation._ level, discharge header' pressure, system
flow,-and temperature indication are provided in the control room. In addi-
tion, control ~ room annunciators include RHRSW system offnormal condition alarms.

I'
[ (7.3.1.13 Control Enclosure Chilled Water System
y -
F .The control-enclosure chilled water (CECW) system provides chilled water to the-

control room air supply fan cabinets, the auxiliary equipment room air supply
fan. cabinets,'the emergency switchgear and. battery room air supply fan cabinets,

l- <and the.SBGTS room and access area unit coolers. The CECWS consists of two
= independent systems.'

,

i
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- One~ of the two CSCW systenc is designed to be in operation during all modes of.
~ plant operation. ' For normal operation, hand switches for both chillers are -
: placed in the " auto" position. When the lead chilled water pump is started
from'the' control room,,the corresponding chiller unit starts automatically. If-

there-is'a failure of.any of the operating cooling coils or' unit coolers, the~

standby unitfstarts'and causes the standby' chiller to start without interrupt-
ing the operation of,the lead chiller. If the lead' chiller fails,'the standby

chiller is automatically activated by~ the standby fan when the . lead fan' cabinet
. fails to maintain the' required' temperature.

JChillersiand pumps are operated from the control room. Failure of the lead
; chiller or pump causes .an alarm in the control room. . Pressures at pump suction,
pump discharge,'and chiller discharge are displayed locally. Chilled water tem-i

perature and flows are indicated |in the control room. Level in the head tank is
. indicated locally and alarmed in the control room at low level.

-7.3.1.14 Class 1E Power Systems
-

..The.onsite and the offsite Class 1E power systems are described in Chapter 8 of
this-report. The diesel generator. fuel transfer and storage, starting. cooling,
lubrication, and comb.ustion' air intake and exhaust systems are described in
Chapter-9.

7.3.<1.15 Safety-Related Equipment Area Cooling and Ventilation Systems

The safety-related equipment area cooling and ventilation systems include the
following:

(1): The standby gas treatment system--filter ^ room and access area unit coolers
(SGTS-FRAAUC) are designed to provide emergency cooling'for the SGTS equip-

~

ment compartment during SGTS operation under emergency conditions. The
.

SGTS-FRAAUC~ include two systems, one for the' filter room and the other
for the access area. Each of these systems consists of two redundant sub-
systems arranged-in a lead-lag mode of operation. The lead fan starts
automatically when.the ambient temperature reaches the high setpoint. If'

the ambient temperature continues to rise'and reaches the high-high set-
point, the lag (standby)' fan starts. When a fan starts, it sends a signal

~

ito start the associated chilled water pump and chiller and opens'the
chilled water coil inlet valve. Fan motor status for each unit cooler
and ambient temperature indication are provided on a local control panel.
~In addition, there is a fan trouble alarm in the control room.

-(2) The diesel generator enclosure ventilation system includes a separate sys-
tem for each diesel generator cell. Each system includes two 50% capacity
vane axial fans. The mode of fan operation is set by a hand switch in the

, diesel-generator cell. A fan is started and its discharge damper is opened
by a cell thermostat when its associated diesel generator is operating.
In the automatic mode the fan starts on a temperature permissive signal,
and the variable pitch blades are set to control:at a predetermined tem-

-perature. If the cell temperature exceeds ~a high temperature setpoint
with the' diesel generator running, another thermostat initiates operation

~

of.the standby fan. When the diesel generator stops'and the cell tempera
ture falls below the high temperature setpoint, the~ fans stop. If the~ cell
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,

' temperaturefshouldreachthehigh-hightemperaturesetpointwhenthediesel 'g.

, -generatorfis not runningr the fans are started automatically.'
!j' /Eachifa'n can.be-manually start'ed orfstopped|from,its: local panel. 'A fan

| system trouble alarm is provided in.the control room.n

'

~ (3) LTh'e.sprayLpond pump structure-ventilation system maintains: suitable ambient
fair. temperatures.for the emergency service water and residual' heat' removal
fservice water. pumps and- their associated accessories. The two redundant

_
4

i ~ . spray pond pump compartments are provided with separate and identical dual
ventilat-fon systems. Each individual ventilation system is rated for.100%

!

_of. the compartment heat load. : Automatic start,of the lead system in-the
cooling mode'is initiated when the~ temperature reaches'the high setpoint;-

. the heating mode of the lead-systemtis; initiated at=the low temperature
setpoint. The lag ' system operation is initiated either by. high-high. tem-

p ;perature setpoint or low-low temperature setpoint. Power to the' heating
coils is; turned off on a receipt of-a -LOCA signal. Each~ supply faniin
the' spray pond pump structure.can be individually controlled by a hand;

x switch ~-in the control room. A low-temperature safety switch, with:its
1 sensor in~the inlet plenum, shuts down.the fan and heater if the mixed air 4
temperature falls below a preset value. A high temperature switch is,

activated if the compartment ambient temperature exceeds a preset value.
Tripping ~of'these low or high temperature switches is alarmed in the con-
trol room. Failure of a. fan to_ operate.when.it is energized.is also .

alarmed in the control room.

(4) The emergency switchgear and battery room cooling (ESBRC) system provides
6

ventilation and cooling' to the emergency switchgear room, inverter rooms,.
~ . battery rooms, and;the; chiller equipment. rooms in the control structure.

~

:. - (The ESBRC system consists 1of two redundant 100% capacity air-handling-
units. The! air? supply fan of.one unit is started manually, with the other'

L unit placed in standby. The fan offthe standby unit-starts' automatically *

I . upon lossiof flow lin the. primary unit ~ system. ; Starting of the fan sendsia
signal to start the: associated chilled water pump and chiller.

-

4

| Each airisystem is provided with an air temperature controller that regu-
lates'the temperature.of the supply air. The controller: modulates a three-F

waym mixing valve to control the chilled water flow through the cooling coils._

EFan selector switches on the local panel al, low manual selection of systems.i

-Failure of~a fan is~ annunciated on a' local-panel, with a common panel alarm
annunciating - in ' the ' control room.'

.

n

(5).;ECCS pump compartment unit coolers provide cooling to the residual heat
removal.(RHR).high pressure coolant injection (HPCI), reactor core isola-;

tion cooling (RCIC), and the core spray (CS) systems pump compartments.+

7"
;

*

Redundant.100%' capacity u 't coolers are mounted adjacent to the pumps:

.they serve.- .Each unit. coo.ar consists of a cabinet with a cleanable cool-
>

- ing coil and a direct-drive vane axial fan mounted outside of the cabinet.
All ' coolers are supplied by. the normal service water system or by emergency-

'

service water system if normal ~ service water is not available. 'The lead,

cooler-. starts automatically when either the respective pump starts, or the
room temperature reaches a. set high limit. A further rise in the tempera-

~

'

i

Rture to the high-high setpoint will automatically start the standby unit. i
.

+ |
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Each cooler is provided with a hand switc'..at the local panel for manual
operation. Inputs to the local panel are relayed as a common unit cooler-
system alarm in the control room.

(6) The auxiliary equipment room ventilation (AERV) system provides ventila-
tion and cooling to the auxiliary-equipment room, computer room, remote
shutdown room, control enclosure fan' room,-SGTS access area, and SGTS+ :

The AERV system includes two. supply air handling units and tworoom.
return air fans. One supply _and one return fan are_ started manually; the
other fans remain on standby and are automatically started on low air flow
signal. Once started, the fan sends a signal to start.the associated
chilled water pump and chiller.

Fan selector switches on a local-panel allows manual selection of the AERV
fans. Each air systemLis provided with an air temperature controller that

-regulates the temperature of the room air. The controller. modulates a
three-way mixing valve to control chilled water flow through the cooling
coils. Fan motor status, damper position status, and air temperatures are
displayed on a local panel with a common trouble alarm relayed to the con-
trol room.

7.3.1.16 Drywell Unit Coolers
,

The drywell unit coolers provide cooling and atmosphere mixing in the primary -
containment. -The system includes eight drywell unit coolers, each of which
contains two redundant cooling coils.and two redundant fans. One fan in each
drywell unit cooler is normally_ operating, _with the second fan on standby. The

standby fan starts automatically upon loss of the lead fan, sensed by a low air
' flow switch in the discharge-duct from the unit cooler.,

! ' The drywell air cooling system is designed to be operated remotely from the
control room. Upon detection of low flow from the unit cooler, failure of the
operating fan is annunciated in the control room. Air temperature is monitored
upstream and' downstream of the cooling coils in_each-unit cooler. Temperature

-

indication is provided in the control room, and high downstream temperature is
^ annunciated.

d

7.3.2 Specific Findings

7.'3.2.1 Analog Transmitter Trip Unit System

- The. applicant has referenced GE Topical Report NE00-21617,' Analog Transmitter /
Trip _ Unit System for Engineered Safeguard Sensor Trip Input." The NRC staff
had previously reviewed NED0-21617 and found it acceptable. The results of the
NRC staff's review are documented in a letter from O. D. Parr (NRC) to
G. Sherwood (GE) dated June 27, 1978. The applicable regulatory criteria.have-

not' changed since that time. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the use of this
reference acceptable.

7.3.2.2 II.K.3.21, Restart of Core Spray and Low-Pressure Coolant Injection
System

TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.21 addresses the core spray and low pressure
coolant injection system designs wherein, if flow is stopped by the operator,
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tthe systems 'will-~not restart automatically on loss .of water level if an ziniti-
ation signal;is~still present. II.K.3.21 addresses modification of the core - ,

sprayfand low pressure coolant injection logic so that these systems restart
<

automatically, if required, to ensure adequate core cooling.
o

.The -applicant -has~ endorsed the BWR Owners Group (8WROG) position on-Item -,

:II.K.3.21 - for Limerick. This position'was forwarded to the NRC by letter from4.

| D. B. Walters.(BWROG) to D. Eisenhut (NRC) dated December 29, 1980. The con-
' clusion of -this position is that-automation ~of the restart'of low pressure :
' coolant injection and core spray will result in a' net decrease in safety-: ' -

.because'of the: complexity of the logic required.
i

! The NRC staff finds that'the-applicant's position to retain.the present-core-!; ; spray and low pressure coolant. injection control logic is acceptable, and,
L .therefore, considers this item resolved for-Limerick.
i.-
lu

7.3.2.3 ' Engineered Safety Features Reset Controls (IE' Bulletin ~80-06)

A' concern was-raised in IE Bulletin 80-06 that'certain safety equipment may
! not: remain ~1n-its emergency' mode upon' reset of an ESF actuation signal. ~In
|- response to this concern, the applicant reviewed the schematic level drawings
| of systems serving safety-related . functions. - During the review, the applicant'

determined that a' number of valves were subject to _ reverting,to their normal
; position on an-isolation signal reset. _ All continuous duty loads (1.e.,L

~

motors,~ heaters) were_found to remain in the emergency mode on an isolation.

signal-reset.

-In'most cases, the valve control schemes were modified to provide a control.

switch position interlock, with the isolation signal reset circuit, for those
valves that repositioned.on reset of an isolation signal. With this modified
design, resetting-of the isolation signal is interlocked so that a reset can_ be
accomplished only if the.valvefcontrol switch is placed in the closed position.

The applicant has proposed no modifications for two cases.where reset of the
isolation logic repositions isolation valves. The reactor core isolation cool-n

'

- ing (RCIC) and the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) inboard and outboard_

steamline isolation valves will' automatically reopen if the initiation signal
hds cleared,' the valve control switch is in the open position, and the asso- ,

- ciated divisional logic is reset. There are two completely independent. logics,
, one for the HPCI and one for'the RCIC. Each consists of two logic channels,
-one-for the-inboard valve and one for the outboard valve. Each logic channel

11s sealed'in until the initiating signal clears and the logic is reset. Once
.the' initiating signal clears, activation of a system.. logic reset switch will
open one isolation valve '(inboard or-outboard) if. the control switch for the
associated valve.is in the open position. LThe associated steam supply line re-
mains ' isolated ur.til-the second isolation logic for =the system is reset and the 3

|second-valve | opens; '

,

In response to a request from the NRC staff, the applicant evaluated the conse-
quences of inadvertently reopening both the inboard and outboard isolation

- valves'(in either the HPCI or RCIC system) that were closed by an automatic i

!

|
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isolation signal. The results~of_the applicant's evaluation demonstrated that*

the offsite radiological = doses _due.to-the released steam would be a small'
fraction of the-10 CFR 100 limits.

~

To; enhance safety, the applicant'will provide administrative procedures to
; . instruct-'the operators to place the control switches-in'thefclosed position

cbefore. resetting _the isolation logic. . In; addition, permanent' tags will be
added to'the: control board adjacent to the reset- switches. The tags will ' '

finstructithe operators to place the. control _ switches for the associated valves
in the closed position.before' resetting the logic.

~ *

JThe ' applicant will perform ~ tests to verify ;that the- safety equipment remains in:
;its emergency mode when the ESF logics are. reset.

.The NRC' staff has reviewed the applicant's. response to IE Bulletin 80-06. Based
onnits_ review,Lthe NkC staff finds'that the modifications and administrative con-

~

"

trols will prevent safety-related equipment from moving out of its emergency
mode upon reset of an actuation signal. Therefore, the NRC finds.the applicant's
response:to-IE Bulletin 80-06 acceptable.

? .3.2.4 Restart of HPCI and RCIC on Low Water Level7
.

'

; Both the HPCliand RCIC systems utilize steam-driven turbines. ' To protect the :
!

_

Lturbines_from excessive moisture,_the turbines are_ tripped on reactor vessel '

~ high . water level (level 8). In some ' earlier reviews of the HPCI and RCIC con-
trol systems on similar plants, the NRC staff has found that once: tripped on a
high water level,_ these1 systems would not' automatically restartLon low water

,

_

- ' level.

From its review of the Limerick-design, the NRC' staff has determined that in
_

the-HPCI system the turbine is tripped by' energizing the' trip solenoid on high
. The trip signal seals in; however, itris automatically _-water level (level 8). 3

removed if. a low water level (level 2) is again reached, allowing the~ turbine,

In the;.RCIC system, the high level trip does not seal in;.however,to restart. :
-

energizing the-trip-solenoid trips the turbine through a spring-driven closing'
mechanism that closes-the' motor-operated turbine trip and throttle valve.- Once
closed, 'the ' valve will remain in .this position. To allow the' valve to be<

-reopened and .the turbine restarted automatically by any of the initiation sig-
nals, including low water level, the valve motor must be driven to the full

.open position by using the remote manual control switch. The applicant has
proposed to redesign the system by deleting the high water elevel trip from the.

,Lturbine trip circuit:and incorporating'it in the control circuit of the steam
: supply' valve to the turbine. This valve receives a_si'gnal-to open from the.,

-
<

automatic initiation logic, which also includesLthe. low water level as'one ofi
the: initiation signals.'

:The:NRC staff will review.the design details when they are provided by.the
applicant to confirm that the redesigned.RCIC control system provides an,

g
acceptable automatic- restart of the RCIC system on low water level.

,

7;3.2.5 Manual Initiation of Safety Systems

During the NRC staff's review, it was determined that the emergency core
. cooling subsystems, automatic depressurization system (ADS),' core spray (CS),
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and low pressure coolant' injection (LPCI) share common interlocks between auto-
matic and systems level manual initiation modes. RG 1.62, " Manual Initiation
of Protective Action", provides guidance on the acceptability of such designs

~

and recommends that individual manual initiation at the component level be pro- !vided in the control room. -

l

The ADS is initiated automatically by a LOCA signal (low reactor vessel water
_

-level and high drywell pressure) or by a system _ level-remote manual switch. In
-either case, system initiation is interlocked to prohibit the ADS valves from
opening unless both pumps in either of the two CS loops, lor-any of the four RHR
pumps are running. However, each individual ADS valve can be remote-manually.
operated from the control room independent of interlocks.

Based on its review, the NRC staff finds that the design of the ADS interlocks-

is consistent with the recommendations of RG 1.62 and is, therefore, acceptable.

The CS and LPCI systems are-initiated automatically by a LOCA signal (low reac-
tor water-level and/or high drywell pressure with low reactor pressure) or by
system level remote-manual switches. Components of the CS and LPCI' systems can
also be operated individually via remote-manual switches. For automatic cr
-systems level manual initiation of the CS and LPCI systems, interlocks sensing
power availability. on the pump motor bus must be satisfied. In all-three
initiation modes (automatic, systems level manual, and component level manual)

Jinjection valve operation depends on satisfying common interlocks sensing i

3ressure.

Ihere are four LPCI loops--A, B,.C, and D. Each LPCI loop injection valve can-
10t'be opened unless the interlock sensing low differential pressure across the
/alve.is satisfied. Four separate sensors and trip units are provided,.one for
each loop, arranged in a one-out-of-one logic. There are two CS loops--A and

-3. Each CS loop includes a normally closed inboard injection valve and a nor-
nally open outboard injection valve. Four separate-sensor and trip units are
arovided arranged in a one-out-of-two-taken-twice logic to provide a permissive
for opening the valves on low reactor pressure. The inboard and outboard
valves are interlocked.by a limit switch to prevent both valves in each loop
from being opened manually at the f. ave time during testing.

The containment spray mode of RHR (CS-RHR) (two loops) is placed in operation
manually from the control roum by opening the two injection valves in each 1 cap
when the LPCI pumps A and B are in operation. Each containment spray loop is
initiated manually by means of two remote manual switches, one for each injec-
tion valve. Both injection valves in a loop may be opened if a LOCA signal is

-present, if the drywell pressure is high, and if the LPCI injection valve for
that loop is closed. If any one of these three required permissives is missing,
the valves are interlocked closed. The valves can be opened one at a time for
testing.

The applicant has stated that individual subsystems of ECCS were not designed
to satisfy the single' failure criterion, and that the ECCS function will be met
with any one of the subsystems inoperable. The NRC staff recognizes that the
interlock logic failure is one of several failures that could be postulated to
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f , defeat the successful operation. of th'e CS, or, single, train's of'CS-RHR or LPCI. %

However,- it |is the staff's position -that remote-manual controls should be pro-r

|vided.at the component , level,. independent of-i.nterlocks. LIf there is-a concern
that component operation could jeopardize safety,1 nterlocks separate from -1

,

;- those used for automatic and systems level manual; initiation should bel
= ?provided.

,

Ag
..

. ...

EThe NRC: staff:will; require:that-the applicant propose plant modifications;that
willf provide' separate interlocks for remote manual operation at the component

*

nievel: for the. CS,. CS-RHR,- and LPCI injection valves. '

-
.

&~ '

L 7.'3.3- Evaluation ~ Findings.
'

t

The..'reviewof.instrumentationandcontrolaspectsoftheESF; systems-includeN
i: Lthe}ESF actuation _ systems =and the ESF control systems.; The-ESF.~ actuation sys-

tems detect--a plant condition requiring.the Operation of,an ESF system and/or'

essential auxiliary. support (EAS)-system-and initiate operation of these;t

systems. The-ESFLcontrol. systems _ regulate the operation of the ESF systems ,

f .following automatic initiation by the protection system or' manual initiation by
P the plant operator. ,

The NRC staff. has conducted an ' audit' review of these systems for: conformance to
,

guidelines of the applicable RGs and(industry codes and. standards. In~Sec :
l tion 7.1.above, the NRC staff, concludes that the applicant has' adequately iden-''

tified the guidelines app 1_icable to ithese ;syste'as. . Based on.the NRC: staff
Jau_dit review of the system design for.conformance to the guidelines, the,NRC'-

.

i-staff-finds that there is. reasonable assurance,that the systems conform to the
;
;. applicable guidelines, gw

Ag
:The NRC staff review has' included the identification of:those systems and com-

i.ponents for-the ESF actuation and control systems that are. designed to surv ve.;

the effects of earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal' environments,,and~
missiles. . Based on its review, the NRC s.taff concludes that.the. applicant'has

.

~ identified those systems and components consistent with theJdesign bases for^

the. systems. ' Sections 3.10:and 3.11 above address the qualification programs
~

to demonstrate the capability;of-these systems'and components to survive-.appli-
,

( --cable events. 'Therefore, the NRC staff finds that'the identification'of the
systems and components: satisfies this: aspect of GDC 2 and 4. +;''

[ .Basedonitsereview,theNRCjtaNconcludes'thattheESF.actuationsystems.
|' conform to the.~ design. basis. requirements of IEEE-279.' ~The' systems include the-

.' provisions to sense accident conditions and anticipated operational occurrences
! and to initiate the operation of ESF and EAS-systems' consistent with the anal-

-.yses presented in FSAR Chapter 15.~ .Therefore, the NRC-staff. finds.~that the ESF >

actuation | systems satisfy 'th'e. requirements of. GDC 20, " Protection System+ ,

! Functions." t, P'

i- -

The.ESF actuation systems adequately conform to the. guidance for periodic test-'

.

ing in RG 1.22 and-IEEE 338|as supplemented by.RG 1.118.- The bypassed and
. inoperable status indication adequately conforms to the; guidance of RG 1.47.E
The ESF actnation systems adequately conform-to the guidance of application ofp
the' single failure criterion'in IEEE 379 as supplemented by RG 1.53. Based on

.

4 t
,

.\ ,
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it's; review, the NRC staff concludes that the ESF actuation systems satisfy t'he '

requirement of IEEE 279 with regard to the system reliability and testability.
Therefore the NRC staff finds that the ESF actuation systems. satisfy the-

: requirements of GDC 21, " Protection System Reliability and Testability."

The,NRCstaffbelieveswithreasoAbleassurancethattheESFactuationsystems
adequately conform to the guidance in IEEE 384 as supplemented by RG.1.75.for
system independence. Based on its review, the NRC staff finds that the ESF.-

actuation systems, adequately conform to the requirements of IEEE 279 with
*,;; regard to' systems independence. Therefore, the NRC. staff finds that the ESF+

.

sactuation systems- satisfy the requirements of GDC 22, " Protection System.n
f Independence."

Based on its' review of the ESF actuation systems, the NRC staff concludes that
t - the. systems are designed with due consideration of safe failure modes-if condi-

tions such as disconnection ~of the system, loss of energy, or a postulated'

adverse envir;o'1 ment are experienced. Therefore, the NRC staff finds that the
actuation syste'ms satisfy the requirements of GDC 23, " Protection System

,

Failure Modes." -

Based on if.s eview of the interfades between the ESF actuation systems and
'

plant operating control sistems,(thc/NRC staff concludes that the system satis-J

fies the' requirements of IEEE 279 with regard to control and protection system jinteractions.i Therefore .the NRC staff finds that the ESF actuation system,

satisfies the. requirements of GDC124, " Separation of Protection and Control
Systems." '

The NRC staff conclusions noted above are based on the requirerents of IEEE 279
with respect to the design of the ESF actuation systems. Therefore, the NRC
staff finds that the ESF actuation systems satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR

1'
' ,

50.55a(h) with regard to IEEE 279.
* The NRC staff' review of the ESF control systems includes conformance to the

requirements for testability, operability with onsite.and offsite electrical
_ power, and single failures consistent with the GDC applicable to these ESF

.

systems'. The NRC staff concludes that the ESF control systems are testable and
~

are operable on either onsite or offsite' power'(assuming only one source is
available)'and that the controls associated with redundant F.SF systems are
independent and satisfy the requirement of the single failore criterion. There-
fore, the NRC staff' finds that the ESF control systems meet the relevant require-

, ments of GDC 34, " Residual Heat Removal"; 35', " Emergency Core Cooling"; 38,'"
" Containment Heat Removal"; and 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup."

~

The NRC staff review of the ESF. actuation systems and ESF control systems has
examined the dependence of these systems on the availability of EAS systems.
Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that.the design of the ESF'actua-'

.

tion systems and the ESF control systems are compatible with the functional
performance requirements of.EAS systems. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the
: interfaces-between.the<ESF actuation systems and ESF control systems and the
EAS systems to be acceptable.

.
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In summary, the staff concludes that the ESF actuation systems and the ESF con-
trol systems will be acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4,

_
20 through 24, 34, 35, 38, and 41 and 10 CFR 50.55a(h), subject to satisfactory
re=olution of the open items identified in Section 7.3.2 of this report.

7.4 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

7.4.1 System Descriptions
2

The following systems are identified in the FSAR as required for safe shutdown
of the reactor:

-(1) reactor core isolation cooling system
(2) standby liquid control system
(3) reactor shutdown cooling mode of the residual heat removal system
(4) remote shutdown system.

Also required-are the following support systems:

(1) emergency service water system
(2) -residual heat removal service water system
(3) Class IE power systems
(4) shutdown _ ventilation systems including

(a) reactor core isolation cooling system pump compartment unit coolers
(b) residual heat removal system pump compartment unit coolers
(c) remote shutdown system (remote shutdown panels) ventilation system.

7.4.1.1 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system pumps water from either the
condensate storage tank or the suppression pool to the reactor vessel to main-
tain sufficient water inventory during isolation . conditions and loss of feed-
water events. The RCIC is a single system utilizing a turbine-driven pump.
The RCIC -isi initiated automatically on a reactor vessel . low water level signal
(trip level 2, four channels, one-out-of-two-twice trip logic). The system
then functions to provide design makeup water flow to the reactor vessel until
level is restored, at which time the RCIC system automatically shuts down. The
system will automatically restart if the level returns to the low level setpaint.
.The RCIC can also be initiated and controlled remote-manually-from the control
room. The turbine governor limits the turbine speed and adjusts the turbine
steam control valve so that design pump discharge flos rate is reached. The
flow signai used for automatic control of the turbine is derived from a differ-
ential pressure measurement across a flow element in the RCIC pump discharge
line.

The RCIC turbine is automatically shu';. down by tripping the trip and throttle
valve closed on any of the following conditions: turbine overspeed, high tur-
bine exhaust pressure, RCIC isolation signal (see below),.1.ow pump suction pres-
sures and actuation of the manual trip from the control room. Two isolation
valves are provided in the steam supply line to the turbine. The valves, one

inside and one outside the primary containment, are normally open. Separate
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i ~ isolation signals are provided for 'each-isolation valve and include the follow-
' ing: RCIC equipment ventilation air inlet;and outlet high differential tempera-

.ture, RCIC emergency area cooler high temperature, RCIC steamline high flow or2

instrument ~ ifne break RCIC _turbino exhaust diaphragm high pressure, and RCIC
steam supply low pressure.

Three pump suction. valves'are provided in the RCIC system. One valve line's up
'

. pump suction from the condensate storage tank, the other two from the suppres-' sion pool. The RCIC suction.is'normally taken from the condensate storage tank.
Upon receipt of an RCIC initiation , signal, the valve from the condensate storage
tank. opens automatically. If the water level in the condensate storage tank

i

falls below a set level, the operator must open the suction valves to the sup-
pression pool. manually.with switches-in the control room. Once the suppres-
sion pool valves are open, the condensate storage tank suction valve closes
automatically.

!

Instrumentation available to the operator to assess system operation includes:
RCIC turbine inlet pressure, pump suction pressure, pump discharge pressure,,

'

ipump discharge flow, turbine speed,.and turbine exhaust line pressure. Indi-
cating lamps have been provided for the position of-all motor-operated valves,
position of all solenoid operated valves, status of the turbine trip solenoid,
status of the pumps, and the sta,us of all sealed-in circuits. In addition,-
annunciators.are provided to signal,various pump and turbine trouble conditions. ;,

|
- 7.4.1.2 Standby Liquid Control-System

The standby: liquid. control system (SLCS) is a reactivity control system that
. injects liquid neutron absorber into.the reactor and provides a method of
shutting down the reactor, independent of the control rod system, when it is
manually initiated or automatically initiated by the' redundant reactivity con-
trol system (RRCS). The system consists of a boron solution tank, test water

: tank, three positive displacement' pumps, three explosive-operated valves, three
' motor-operated shutoff valves, and associated piping and local valves. The
: SLCS.is manually initiated from_the control room by turning the keylock switch
'

of system A,'B, or C to the RUN position. For automatic operation, both squibs;

on each injection valve fire and'all three SLCS pumps receive a start signal
when both chanr.als A and B of either RRCS division.are tripped. Initiation of

1 the SLCS. pump A or pump'C will close the outboard isolation valve of the reactor
water cleanup system (RWCUS); initiation of pump B will close the inboard isola-
tion valve.- RWCUS isolation prevents loss or dilution of boron. The SLCS
includes' instrumentation and controls to automatically secure the SLCS pumps
when the : solution in the storage tank is below the low level limit. Indicators

-required to determine proper operation:of the system are provided, which include
storage tank level and system pressures. Status' lights identify the initiated.

- system and provide indication of explosive valve continuity, isolation valve
position, and inboard maintenance valve position indication. Alarm annunciators
are provided for offnormal conditions.

7.4.'1.3- Reactor' Shutdown Cooling Mode of the RHR System
,

,

The reactor. shutdown cooling mode of the RHR system is used during normal
reactor shutdown and cooldown to remove decay heat 1from the core. The system

~

contains two redundant loops. The system operation is remote-manually con-

1
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trolled from the control room. Interlocks prevent system operation if the
reactor pressure is above a set value, an isolation valve closure signal is
present, or if the suction valves from the suppression pool are not properly
positioned. System pressure, temperature, flow, and valve position indicators
are provided in the control room.

.

7.4.1.4 Remote Shutdown System

The remote shutdown system (RSS) provides a means to carry out the reactor
shutdown functions from outside the main control room and bring the reactor to
a cold shutdown condition in an orderly fashion. Controls, indicators, and
manual transfer switches that transfer system control to the remote shutdown
panels and override controls in the main control room are locried on the remote
shutdown panel. All necessary power supplies are also transferred. Operation
of the transfer devices initiates an alarm in the control room. The systems for
which controls and/or indicators are provided on the remote shutdown panel are

.

(1) reactor core' isolation cooling (RCIC) system--controls for system valves,
barometric condenser vacuum pump, RCIC flow controller, condensate storage
tank level indication, and turbine speed indication.

(2) residual heat removal (RHR) system- pump and valve controls, and RHR flow
and heat exchanger bypass valve position indication.

(3) nuclear boiler system--controls for three air-operated safety / relief
valves, and reactor vessel pressure and level indication.

residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) system- pump and valve con-
(4). trols, RHRSW pump discharge pressure indication, and RHRSW heat exchanger

outlet pressure indication.

(5) emergency service water (ESW) system- pump and valve controls, and ESW
system pressure indication.

(6) containment and suppression pool monitoring system--drywell pressure and
temperature indication, and suppression pool temperature-and pres. cure
indication.

(7). standby AC power supply--breaker controls and breaker status indicating
-light.

7.4.1.5 Supporting-Systems

The supporting systems required for safe shutdown and the sections of this
. report in which they are discussed are

(1) emergency service water system, Section 7.3.1.11

(2) _ residual heat removal service water system, Section 7.3.1.12

-(3) Class 1E power systems, Section 8

(4) RCIC system pump compartment unit coolers, Section 7.3.1.15
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(5) RHR system pump compartment unit coolers, Section 7.3.1.15

(6) remote shutdown system ventilation system (provides cooling to the remote
shutdown system panels that are located in the auxiliary equipment area of
the control structure and are served by the auxiliary equipment room
ventilation system), Section 7.3.1.15

7.4.2 Specific Findings

7.4.2.1 Capability for Safe Shutdown Following Loss of Electrical Power to
Instrumentation and Controls (IE Bulletin 79-27)

A concern was raised in IE Bulletin 79-27 regardin2 a failure of a bus supply-
ing power to control systems and vital instrumentation resulting in a malfunc-
tion of the control systems and a simultaneous loss to the operator of informa-
tion required for a safe shutdown._ In response to the NRC staff's concern, the
applicant reviewed the electrical distribution system that supplies power to
safety- and nonsafety-related control systems and instrumentation that can be
used to achieve cold shutdown.

.

The Limerick design includes eight Class 1E instrument panels per unit, two for
each of the four Class 1E divisions. These panels are fed ultimately from the
safeguard 4-kV buses that also feed the 4-kV and 480-V loads associated with

,each Class 1E division of equipment. The loss of voltage to a 4-kV bus, 480-V '

safeguard load center, and/or safeguard 480-V motor control center would result
in several system level annunciator alarms being received in the control room.
Undervoltage relays monitor control voltage availability to all Class IE loads
including pumps, fans, and valves. Annunciators indicate an out-of-service
condition when an undervoltage relay senses a loss of voltage to these
components.

The applicant has conducted an analysis to demonstrate that the control systems
used to achieve a hot shutdown are designed to perform their intended function
with a loss of any single power source. -Subsequent cooldown to cold shutdown
conditions will be accomplished using diverse means. One method utilizes the
shutdown cooling mode of the RHR system. An alternate method utilizes the ADS
to depressurize, core spray for make up, and RHR in the suppression pool
cooling mode.

The applicant has conducted an analysis to demonstrate that for a loss of power
,

. to an instrument there is another instrument available, fed from an independent |
1 bus, that monitors the same parameter or a diverse parameter that will provide )sufficient information to achieve cold shutdown.

From its review of the applicant's analysis, the NRC staff finds that there
exists sufficient-diversity and redundancy of the plant's power supplies and
that the capability to place the plant in a cold shutdown condition would not

' be compromised by a loss of Class IE or non-Class 1E instrument and/or control
system power supply. In response to a request from the NRC staff, the applicant

-performed a design evaluation of the alarms and/or indication provided in the
control room to alert the operators to loss of power to_ instrumentation and
control systems. From this evaluation, the applicant determined that_for all

|
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instrumentation and controls needed for safe shutdown a loss of power is annunci- t

ated directly. or indirectly in the control room.*

'The applicant will develop diagnostic and operating procedures to instruct the
operators on the appropriate action to be taken upon receipt of an alarm or .

I alarms. indicating a loss of power.

The NRC staff will confirm the adequacy of the indirect alarms provided on a
loss of power following receipt of the design details. ;

7.4.2.2 II.K.3.22, Automatic'Switchover of Reactor Core Isolation Cooling- '

System'

TMI Action' Plan Item II.K.3.22 specifies that plants with manual switchover of
the'RCIC system suction from the condensate storage tank to-the suppression
pool should provide automatic switchover on low water level in the condensate

.

storage tank.
,

The applicant has stated that'RCIC system design modifications are planned to
provide automatic transfer of the suction supply from the condensate storage
tank.to the suppression pool. The NRC staff will review the design details
when they are made-available.

*
1.

The NRC staff will confirm the adequacy of the. automatic transfer of the RCIC|

system suction supply following receipt and. review of the design ~ details.

7.4.2.3- Remote Shutdown System

The remote shutduwn system provides a means to carry out the reactor shutdown
functions from outside the main control room and bring the reactor to cold con-
ditions in a-safe and orderly fashio'n. The design basis for this system is to
effect a safe shutdown under the following conditions: (1) inaccessibility of
the main control room with the plant operating at design power conditions,_(2)
.lors of offsite power, and (3) loss of turbine control, feedwater control, and
. steam bypass. -

Utilizing.the remote shutdown system,- reactor pressure will be controlled and.

core decay. heat and sensible heat rejected to the suppression. pool by relieving
steam through the automatic actuation'of relief; valves. Reactor water inventory
will be maintained by the RCIC system. During this phase of shutdown, the sup-

~

pression pool will be cooled by operating the residual. heat removal (RHR) system
in the suppression pool cooling mode. Normal operation of the relief. valves will
cool'.the reactor'and reduce its pressure at a controlled rate until reactor pres-~

sure becomes so low that the RCIC system will stop functioning. The RHR system
.will then be operated in the shutdown cooling mode using.the RHR syst.3m heat
exchanger to bring the reactor to the cold, low pressure condition.

'The functions needed'for remote shutdown control are provided with manual
transfer' devices that override controls in the main control room and transfer
the controls to the remote shutdown station. Operation of the transfer devices

-causes an alarm annunciation in the control room.

b
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The. remote shutdown system for Limerick is _ classified as a safety related
system. However, the design does'not include redundant controls and display
instrumentation. Some redundancy is provided through operator actions at' local
panels. The remote transfer switches,' the remote snutdown system panel itself,
and the display instrumentation and control circuits are seismically qualified.

The applicant will modify the design of the remote shutdown system to provide a
redundant safety grade capability to promptly achieve and maintain hot shutdown
from locations remote,from the control room. The design will include the
capability for attaining subsequent cold shutdown through the use of suitable
procedures. This redundant capability will.not rely on jumpering, rewiring, or
disconnect.ng circuits; however, some manual actions will be required at
locations accessible from the remote shutdown stations. The applicant will
perform a design verification test after the modifications are completed to
demonstrate the operability of this redundant capability.

The NRC staff will confirm the acceptability of the design of the redundant
remote shutdown capability following receipt of the design details and
successful completion of the design verification tests.

7.4.3 Evaluation Findings
;

The NRC staff review of systems required for safe shutd'wn included the sen-o
sors, circuitry, redundancy features, and actuated devices that provide the
instrumentation and control functions that prevent the reactor from returning
to~ criticality and provide means for adequate residual heat removal.

The NRC staff has conducted an audit review of these systems for conformance to
guidelines of the ' applicable RGs and industry codes a nd standards. In Section
7.1 above, the NRC staff _ concluded that the applicant had adequately identified
the guidelines applicable to these systems.- Based on the NRC staff audit
review of the systems' designs for conformance to the guidelines, the NRC staff
finds that there is reasonable assurance that the-systems conform to-the appli-
cable guidelines.

|

I The NRC staff review has included the identification of those systems and com-
j ponents required for safe shutdown which are designed to survive the effects

of earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments, and missiles,'

j Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant has identified
| those systems and components consistent with the design bases for the systems.
| Sections:3.10 and 3.11 above address'the qualification programs to demonstrate
[ the capability of these systems-and components to survive applicable events.
| Therefore, the NRC staff finds that the identification of these systems and
'

components satisfies this aspect of GDC 2 and 4.

Instrumentation and controls have been provided within the control room to allow
actions to.be taken to maintain the nuclear power unit in a safe condition dur-
ing shutdown, including a shutdown ~following an accident. Equipment at appro-

-priate locations outside_the control room has been provided (1) with a design
capability for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor, including instrumentation

~

|- and controls to maintain the unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and
(2) with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor
through the use of suitable procedures.
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The NRC staff review of instrumentation and controls required for safe shutdown
has examined the dependence of these systems on the availability of essential
auxiliary. support (EAS) systems. Based on this review, the NRC staff concludes.
that the design of the EAS systems is compatible with the functional performance
requirements of.the systems reviewed in this section. Therefore,.the NRC staff
finds the interfaces between the design of safe shutdown systems and the design

-of EAS systems acceptable.

The NRC staff review of the instrumentation and control systems required for
safe shutdown included conformance to the requirements for testability, opera-
bility.with onsite and offsite electrical power, and single failures consistent
with the GDC applicable to safe shutdown systems. The NRC staff concludes that
these systems are-testable and are operable on either onsite or offrite elec-
trical power,-and that the controls. associated with redundant safe shutdown
systems are independent and satisfy the requirements of the single failure crl-
terion. Therefore, they meet the relevant requirements of GDC 34, 35, and 38.

In summary, the NRC staff concludes that the systems required for safe shutdown
are acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4, 13, 19, 34,-35,
and 38.

7.5 Safety-Related Display Instrumentation

i -7.5.1 System Descriptions

The Limerick design provides the instrumentation necessary for the operator to
safely operate the reactor during all modes of normal operation, including
operational transients, and to verify proper safety system performance follow-
ing an accident and manually perform required safety functions. The informa-
tion includes indicators and recorders for variables in the NSSS and in the BOP
systems, status lights,for pumps, valve position indication, control rod posi-
tion indication, alarms, and bypass and inoperative condition indication.

The following process instrumentation provides information to the operator on
reactor conditions during and after a design-basis LOCA: reactor water level
(wide-range) indicators, reactor pressure indicators, primary containment pres-
sure indicators, primary containment gas. analyzers, primary containment radia-
tion monitors, suppression chamber pressure indicators, suppression pool tem-
perature indicators, and suppression pool water level indicators.

-The following instrumentation provides information to the operator that permits
the operator to assess reactor shutdown, isolation, and emergency core cooling
during and after an accident:

-(1) shutdown verification--control rod position indication, scram pilot valve
position indication, power range channels downscale indication, RPS trip
variable and trip logic tripped-state annunciation, and thermal / hydraulic
information from the process computer

(2) isolation verification--isolation valve position indication, annunciators
for the. containment and reactor vessel isolation system trip variable and

j trip logic tripped-state annunciation
1
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L(3) ECCS system operation verification--logic trip initiation annunciation,<

( flow and pressure monitoring indicators,-injection valve position indica-
.

,

tion.nrelief valve -initiation circuit . status : indication, relief valve dis-
charge pipe temperature indication, and containment hydrogen and oxygen 1

level annunciators, indicators, and recorders j

(4).' supporting system operation verification--control room emergency fresh air'

system. radiation recorders and' annunciators;~ residual heat removal. system
flow and temperature indicators; standby gas treatment: system flow indica-
tors, temperature indicators.and radioactivity monitors; and reactor

: enclosure . recirculation system temperature monitors

The following instrumentation provides information to the operator that permits'

the operator to assess the operation of the various-safety-related systems:

(1) high. pressure coolant injection- pump discharge flow rate, pump discharge7

; pressure, and turbine steam pressure indicators-

(2) ' core spray--loop flow rate indicators

(3) residual. heat removal--system flow rate and temperature indicators

(4) reactor core isolation cooling--system flow rate indicator

(5) emergency service water--system flow rate and temperature indicators

(6) drywell atmosphere--temperature recorder

(7) drywell sump--level' indicators
).

(8) chemical waste, equipment drain, and floor drain collection tanks--level
indicators

.<

sta'n'by liquid control system--level indicators.(9) d
,

j (10) primary containment instrument gas- pressure indicator
.

I

( (11)'contrcl rod' drive--hydraulic charging' pressure indicator
1

| (12) recirculation pump--flow recorder
i

L (13) main steam isolation valve leakage control system--reactor pressure indi-
| ~cators,~ outboard steamline header pressure indicator, and inbcard steamline

[. ' pressure indicators (for.each of the four steamlines)

(14) miscellaneous--control rod status lamps, scram pilot valve status lamps,
neutren flux level meters, main feedwater flow indicators, condensate<

( ~-storage tank level. recorder, ' condenser hot well level recorder, condenser
~

pressure indicat'or, main steam bypass valve position lamps, and circulating'

.

water pump discharge pressure indicators.

L

,

{
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7. 5. 2' : LSpecific Findings

7.5.2.1 . Level Measurement Errors Due To Environmental Temperature Effects
.on Level Instrument Reference Lines

Tha instruments that sense the reactor. water level are differential pressure *

'

' devices calibrated for accuracy at a specific vessel pressure and liquid tem-"

perature. . A concern has been raised by the NRC staff that high drywell tem-
1

peratures could produce errors'in these-instruments in two ways

z(1) ' by causing , density changes in the water in the the drywell, or

I(2); by high drywell temperature-induced boiloff of water in the reference:

. sensing-line when the reactor is depressurized below the reference line
saturation pressure.

.

In response-to a-question from the NRC staff, the applicant has submitted a
detailed description _of the reactor vessel level instrumentation and an evalua-

' tion of Lthe effects of elevated drywell temperatures on the instrumentation
accuracy.' . The Limerick ' reactor vessel level instrumentation. design includes,

four divisions of cold reference leg differential pressure level sensors. The
i. . routing of the sensing, lines provides for essentially parallel reference and
* " variable'se'nsing. legs with an approximate 12-foot vertical drop in the drywell,

producing _a self-compensating-effect for density changes to miminize the
. effects of drywell-temperature changes. '

From a review of the various. accident senarios, the applicant has determined
.

'that the most limiting case with respect to level errors was the small break.
'

In this accident scenario, the reactor automatically trips, the HPCI is auto-
matically: initiated, and containment is automatically isolated. The vessel
remains'at elevated presseres as the drywell heats up. The emergency proce-
dures that direct the operator,in the event of a break require monitoring and

~

o
controlling containment temperature and pressure as a priority. Curves are
provided in emergency' procedures to assist the operator in determining the
potential for reference leg boiloff. If.high-drywell temperatures induce boil-

,

offuin the sensing lines, contingency plans in conjunction'with the emergency
plans direct the. operator to depressurize the vessel and initiate low pressure'

makeup to flood the vessel.

! . .

Based on its. review of the instrumentation, automatic operation of safety
' systems, and the manual actions to be taken by the operator, as directed bye

~

Iemergency procedures; the NRC staff finds that it is unlikely that any action--

will result in' uncovering the core based on erroneous level indication. How-f

ever, because the design of the level sensing lines includes-a.12-foot vertical
: dropjin the drywell,.the temperature-induced errors could be significant. The
NRC staff is. currently considering several modifications to BWR water level:

instrumentation systems that should improve-their reliability and accuracy.
Implementation of these. improvements, if required, will be addressed in a
supplement to this. report. As discussed in Section 4.4 of this report, the-

staff.is requesting'that the applicant provide a plant-specific response to-
the BWR Owners Group position on these subjects. The results of the staff's
review of that information will be reported in a supplement to this report.

p
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7.5.2.2 II.D.3, Relief and Safety. Valve Position Indication

TMI Action Plan Item II.D.3 states that the. reactor coolant system relief and!
safety valves shall be provided with a positive indication in the control room
derived from'a reliable valve position detection device or a reliable indica-
tion of-flow in the discharge pipe. The Limerick design includes an acoustical
monitoring system, with sensors located on the piping directly downstream of the
relief valves.~ Position indicating lights provide valve open or closed status
on a panel visible to the operators from the control station. A third indicator
signals that an individual valve has been open. An alarm is provider" in the
control room to signal when any valve opens. Analog-indication of flow through

Ithe valve is provided on a back panel in the control room. All components are
seismically qualified. Although the system is not safety grade, power is sup-
plied from a Class 1E source. Sensors are environmentally qualified to operate
during safety / relief valve discharge to the suppression pool. Backup methods
of determining valve position are provided and will be discussed in the emerg-
ency procedures as an aid to the operator.

Based on its review, the NRC staff finds that the design of the safety and
relief valve position indication system meets the requirements of NUREG-0737
and is, therefore, acceptable.

7.5.2.3 Post-Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

RG 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-WaterCooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess. .

' Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident," provides recom-
mendations for instrumentation used to monitor plant variables and systems dur-
ing and following an accident. In response to a question from the NRC staff,
the applicant has provided an assessment of the Limerick design against the
provisions of RG 1.97. The NRC staff is currently reviewing the applicant's
response to determine the degree of compliance to RG 1.97 and the adequacy of
the post-accident monitoring instrumentation. This review will include the
issues addressed by TMI items II.F.1.4, II.F.1.5, and II.F.1.6.

The adequacy of the post-accident monitoring instrumentation will be addressed
in a supplement to this report.

7.5.2.4 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication

In accordance with the recommendations of RG 1.47, bypassed and inoperable
status indication has been provided for the reactor trip system, engineered
safety features, and other systems required for safety, including auxiliary and
support systems listed below.

- (1)- rea tor trip system
(2) core spray system
(3) primary containment and reactor vessel isolation system
(4) -high pressure coolant injection system
(5) . residual heat removal system
(6) emergency service water system

- (7)' standby ac power system
(8) reactor core isolation cooling system
'(9) residual heat removal system - shutdown cooling mode

Limerick SER 7-42
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+ - (10) reactor enclosure isolation system-

(11) standby gas treatment system-
(12) reactor enclosure' recirculation system
(13) control enclosure HVAC systems -

(14) neutron monitoring system: :4

(15) standby liquid control system
~(16) MSIV leakage ~ control. system

' (17). combustible gas control system

,The bypassed or. inoperable conditions are ' indicated at the system level as well '
4

as at the component level. Examples _.of out-of-service conditions that automa-
tically. initiate out-of-service system level alarm are: -pump _ breaker control
power undervoltage, breaker open; loss of power to control valve or. valve
motor overload; loss of power to relay logic or logic in test; loss of power
.to. trip card, card not in place, failed, or in calibration; loss of system
- support HVAC; and transfer switch at remote shutdown panel actuated. Manuai
actuation _of system out-of-service alarm is provided to cover situations that
are not automatically annunciated. Inoperability of a support system-actuates
an.out-of-ser" ice alarm for the arotection systems that are supported by that
system.>

'

'For most of the. systems listed above, the system out-of-service alarm is pro-
; vided by an annunciator above the control panel for,that system, and indivi '

dual lights indicating the component status'are grouped on the control panel.
For items 11,'12, and 13 in the list above,-system trouble alarm is provided in
the control room,-and additional information on the component status is provided

Jon local panels. For items 14, 15, 16, and 17, component out-of-service condi- *

;^
tions are indicated by annunciators in the control room. The annunciators for

'

these four_ systems represent those conditions expected to occur more frequently
- than once a year or~are conditions that could prevent the system from performing
'its safety' function. The annunciators for a system are grouped together on one-
annunciator panel. ;The' capability to manually activate the annunciators for
.these.four_ systems has not been provided. The applicant will develop adminis-

#

trative' controls which will require.the operator to activate an annunciator and-
specify the method (i.e. , removing power. from' a power loss-annunciated component).

~to provide a manual capability to activate an annunciator on an inoperable system.

-
The circuits of. the bypassed or inoperable . status indication system are elec--

| trically. isolated from the protection system circuits they monitor. The
out-of-service annunciators can.be tested by dep'ressing the annunciator test
switches on the control: room benchboards. Each status indicating light has
dual: lamps and can be tested by. depressing the switch assembly.

| Based'on its. review of-the bypassed and inoperable status indication, the NRC
staff finds'that the applicant has provided an acceptable method of indicating

.

l' .the bypassed or inoperable status of portions of the protection system, systems
actuated or controlled by the protection system, and auxiliary supporting i"

systems.
.

7.5.3 Evaluation Findings

O The information systems important to safety provide the' operator with informa-
-tion on the status of the' plant to allow manual safety actions to be performed
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when necessary. The scope of review included tables of system variables and
- component states to be indicated, functional diagrams, electrical and physical
layout drawings, and descriptive information. The review has included the.appli-
cant's acceptance criteria, guidelines, and design bases, including those for
indication of bypassed or inoperable safety systems. The review has also included
the applicant's analyses of the manner in which the design of information sys-
tems conforms to the acceptance criteria and guidelines that are applicable to
these systems as noted in the SRP.

The NRC staff has conducted an audit review of these systems for conformance to
guidelines of the applicable RGs and industry codes and standards. In Section
7.1 above, the NRC staff concluded that the applicant had adequately identified
the guidelines applicable to these systems. Based on its audit review, the NRC
staff finds that there is reasonable assurance that the systems cg*,p p to theapplicable guidelines. ~

The NRC staff review has included the identification of those systems and
components of the information systems that are designed to survive the effects
of earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments, and missiles.
Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant has identified
those systems and components consistent with the design bases for the systems.

Sections 3.10 and 3.11 above address the qualification programs to demonstrate
the capability of these systems and components to survive applicable events.
Therefore, the NRC staff finds that the identification of these systems and
components satisfies this aspect of GDC 2 and 4.

The redundant safety grade information systems adequately conform to the guid-
ance for the physical independence of electrical systems provided in RG 1.75.

The NRC staff finds that the information systems important to safety include
appropriate variables and that their range and accuracy are consistent with the
plant safety analysis. Therefore, the NRC staff finds that the-information
systams satisfy the requirements of GDC 13 for monitoring variables and systems
over their anticipated ranges for normal operation, for anticipated operational

| occurrences, and for accident conditions. Further, the NRC staff finds that
| conformance to GDC 13 and the applicable guidelines satisfies the requirements
! of GDC 19 with respect to information systems provided in the control room from

which actions can be taken to operate the unit safely under normal conditions
and.to maintain it in a safe condition under accident conditions.

In summary, the NRC staff concludes that the information systems important to
| safety, with the exception of open items identified in Section 7.5.2 of this

report, meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 13, and 19, and therefore, are
,.

acceptable.

7.6 All Other Instrumentation Systems Important for Safety

7.6.1 System Descriptions *

| The systems considered by the applicant as required for safety are

\
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(1) process radiation monitoring s.ystems for

(a) main ( steamline
(b) reactor enclosure ventilation exhaust
(c) refueling area ventilation exhaust
(d) control room ventilation system
(e) control room _ emergency fresh air system

-(f) primary containment post-LOCA monitoring
(g) . residual heat removal service water system

-(h) standby gas treatment system

(2) high pressure / low pressure systems interlocks

'(3)- leak detection systems for:

(a) main steamline
(b) reactor core isolation cooling system
(c) reactor water cleanup system
(d) high pressure coolant injection system

(4) neutron monitoring system, including

(a) intermediate range monitor system
(b) local- power range monitor system
(c) average power range monitor system

(5) safety / relief valve position indication system

(6) containment instrument ca.c' system--ADS control

(7) safeguard piping fill system.

(8) redundant reactivity control system

7. 6.1.1 Process Radiation Monitoring System

The process radiation monitoring system (PRMS) includes the following:

(1) The main steamline radiation monitoring system consists of four channels.
Each channel contains a gamma-sensitive ionization chamber and a logarith-
mic raafation monitor. Each monitor has four trip circuits. High and
low radiation level trips activate alarm annunciators in the control room.
High-high and inoperative trips are combined in a one-out-of-two-twice
logic for scram and isolation signals.

(2) The reactor enclosure ventilation exhaust radiation monitoring system
consists of four independent channels. Each channel consists cf a geiger-
mueller detector, indicator, and trip unit. Each channel has two trip-
circuits. The four upscale trips are arranged in two pairs. When both
signals in either of the two pairs are tripped, the output is an isolation
signal that trips fans, closes valves to the vent and exhaust system, and
initiates the standby gas treatment system. The isolation signal also
-initiates closure of valves in the primary containment purge, vent,
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sample,_and instrument gas lines. The downscale trips indicate instrument
trouble. Any one trip sounds an alarm in the control room.

(3) The refueling area ventilation exhaust radiation monitoring system consists
of four independent channels. Each channel consists of a geiger-mueller
detector, indicator, and trip unit. Each channel has two trip circuits.
The four upscale trips are arranged in two pairs. When both signals in
either of the two pairs are tripped, the output is an isolation signal
that trips fans, closes valves to the vent exhaust system, and initiates
the standby gas treatment system. The isolation' signal also initiates
closure of valves in the primary containment purge, vent, sample, and

1instrument gas lines. The downscale trips indicate instrument trouble.
Any one trip sounds an alarm ~in the control room.

(4) The control room ventilation radiation monitoring system consists of four
independent channels. The output trip signals are combined in a one-out-
of-two-twice trip logic. When a predetermined increase in rcdioactivity
above normal background is detected, trip signals are transmitted _to'close
the control room dampers, initiate the emergency fresh air system, and

'

alarm annunciators in the control room.

(5) The control room emergency fresh air radiation monitoring system consists
of two independent channels. Detectors for each channel are located _down- I

stream of the control room ventilation system HEPA and charcoal filter = I

Alarms annunciate in response to high, high-high, and downscale trips. '

Analog readouts are provided in the control room for each channel.

(6) The primary containment post-LOCA radiation monitoring system consists of
four sensors, two in each of two independent channels that monitor gross
radioactivity inside the containment. No trip or annunciation capability
is provided for this system as it is designed for post-accident surveil-

'

-lance only.

(7)_ The residual neat removal service water radiation monitoring system
includes four channels to monitor discharge from each of the four heat

|- exchangers, and two channels to monitor the common RHRSW discharges from
' Units 1 and 2 to the cooling pond. Each channel includes a scintillation

detector and radiation monitor. A high radiation signal from any of.the
, . channels trips the associated RHR service water pumps, closes the RHR heat , i

exchanger service water return valves, and provides control room
annunciation.

|
(8) The standby gas treatment radiation monitoring system consists of two 1

independent channels that monitor radioactivity downstream of the HEPA and I

charcoal filters of the standby gas treatment system and provide control
room readout, recording and alarm annunciation.

7.6.1.2 High Pressure / Low Pressure System 4:teriwks;

P

| .The high pressure / low pressure system interlocks prevent overpressurization of
low pressure systems that connect to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The
' interface / interlocks are as follows .
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-(1) The residual heat removal (RHR) shutdown cooling suction line and the RHR
reactor head spray line are each isolated from the reactor' coolant system
by two motor-operated valves in series. Each motor-operated valve is. inter-
locked to pre'ent opening when primary system pressure is above RHR systemv
design pressure, and each valve; receives.a signal to'close automatically
on increasing system pressure above a predetermir.ed setpoint.

(2) The main steam isolation valve-leakage control system is isolated from the.
reactor coolant system and main steamlines by two motor-operated valves in
series. The inboard . set of system valves is interlocked to prohibit open-
ing by pressure permissives from the reactor pressure vessel and volume

(
~

between the inboard and outboard main steam. isolation valves. The out-_fc ,
board set of system valves is interlocked to prohibit opening by the'

reactor pressure sensor and a pressure sensor in the volume outboard of
the outboard main steam isolation valve. 4

'l

(3) The RHR steam condensing mode piping is. isolated from the reactor coolant-
system by motor-operated valves in serie's' with' steam pressure reducing
air-operated valves. The motor-operated valves are opened remote-manually
and close automatically on a LOCA (high drywell-pressure _and~1ow vessel
water level) signal. The air-operated valves modulate to control down-

.

stream pressure. Relief valves located downstream of the Air-operated
valves are designed to maintain pressure on the-low pressure system side
below design limits should the controls for the air-operated valve' fail.
A LOCA signal initiates closure of these air-operated valves.

(4)~ The RHR shutdown cooling injection (outboard) valves'are manually activated
motor-operated valves-in series'with testable check valves. -The motor-
operated valves are interlocked-to inhibit opening, and that close auto-
matically if primary system pressure is above-setpoint.

(5) The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system,~and core _ spray (CS) sys-
tem are isolated from the reactor coolant by-paired motor-operated valves

~

and air-operated check valves. The LPCI injection motor-operated valves
are interlocked to prevent opening when differentia 1' pressure across the
valves exceeds the setpoint. These interlocks apply to both manual and
automatic systems initiation. The-normally closed core' spray inboard in-
jection valves and the normally open outboard injection valves are inter-
locked by high reactor pressure to prevent their receiving an-opening
signal on automatic system initiation. 'The inboard and outboard valves
are interlocked by limit switch to prevent both valves in each loop from
being opened manually at the same-time during testing.

The position of each valve providing the high pressure / low pressure inter-'
face is' indicated in the control room. Control _ room annunciators provide
indication of the LPCI injection valves interlock state.

7.6.1.3 : Leak Detection System

The leak detection system monitors leakage from the reactor coolant pressure
boundary and provides input to isolation instrumentation and annunciators.

!-

c
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before predetermined limits are exceeded. The leak detection subsystems include
the following:

(1)..The main steamline' leak detection system provides annunciation and ini-
^

_ tiates steam'line. isolation on turbine enclosure or steam tunnel ambienti -

or| differential high; temperature, steamline high flow, and reactor vessel
low water level.

,

'

. The RCIC; system; leak'det'ection system provides annunciation and initiates-(2)
RCIC steam isolation on equipment area and pipe chase area' ambient orn
differential high. temperature. RCIC steamline high flow, RCIC steamline. 4

clow pressure,'and RCIC turbine exhaust diaphragm ~high pressure.

(3) The reactor water cleanup (RWCU) leak detection system provides annuncia-
tion and initiates RWCU system isolation on either RWCU system high dif-
ferential-flow or high ambient or differential. temperature in the equip-
ment room area.

(4) The.HPCI leakfdetection system provides. annunciation and initiates HPCI.

steam.and pump suction-isolation _on equipment area and pipe chase area,

ambient or differential high temperature, HPCI steamline high flow, and
HPCI turbine exhaust diaphragm high pressure. The HPCI system-and the RHR
steam-condensing mode share a common. steam supply line;.therefore HPCI,

, isolation also isolates the RHR steam-condensing mode supply.

7.6.1.4 Neutron Monitoring System

I- The neutron monitoring system (NMS) includes the following safety-related
. subsystems:.

'(1) The intermediate range monitor (IRM) system monitors _ neutron flux from the
. ; upper portion of.the. source range to the lower portion of the power range.
; -The.IRM system includes eight channels consisting of pulse-type miniature

fission chambers, preamplifiers, signal conditioners, and trip' units.
Signals.-from the IRM are provided to the rod block portion of the reactor-

'- control system and to the reactor protection system. The detectors are
. inserted.into the core for a reactor startup'and are withdrawn after the
reactor mode selector switch is turned to the RUN position.

-(2) =The local power range monitor (LPRM) system monitors local neutron flux in
. the-power range. EA total of 43 incore assemblies (172 monitors) are

, included,-with each. assembly consisting of four current-type fission cham-
bers. A current signal from each detector is transmitted to its associated
linear current' amplifier / signal conditioner and then on to annunciators

* and indicators.

;(3) The average power range monitor (APRM) system comprises six channels. 'The
APRM uses electronic equipment to average signals from a selected set of
LPRMs, and provides input to the rod block portion of the reactor control

,

-system,-the redundant' reactivity control system, and the reactor trip.

. system.

|

t

t
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7.6.1.5- Safety / Relief Valve Position Indication System

The safety / relief valve position indication.(SRVPI) system provides an indica-
- tion and alarm of,the safety / relief valves position through the use of acoustic

- - sensors. Accelerometers are mounted on the valve body or downstream piping and*

produce a signal proportional to the flow noise tnrough the valve. -The signal ,

is' conditioned and used for alarm and 1.1dication:in_the control room.

-7.6.1.6 Containment Instrument Gas System--Automatic'Depressurization
System Control

The containment ~ instrument gas system--automatic depressurization system con- '

'

- trol (CIGS-ADS) consists of nitrogen bottles, pressure controls, instrumenta-
~ tion',_and associated piping that ties into the two instrument gas supply headers
to the ADS valves. The CIGS-ADS _provides gas to the ADS if the nonssfety-related
CIGS is not available, as sensed by low pressure in the supply headers. The-4

_

. CIGS-ADS automatically closes. solenoid-operated valves in the supply line'from
' - CIGS~and_ opens solenoid-operated valves in the supply line from CIGS-ADS.

These actions may also be controlled manually.

[ 7.6.1.7 Safeguard Piping Fill System ,

( . The safeguard ' piping fill system [(SPFS) includes two pumps that take suction
from the suppression pool ~and discharge into the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) pump discharge lines to_ maintain these lines full with water. In this

~ capacity, the system is the backup to the condensate. transfer system, which is
_

' the primary water source for keeping the-ECCS discharge lines fu11'through dif-
4 ferent piping connections. The SPFS pumps also di'scharge into the feedwater-

lines to provid_e a water seal'in the event-of any line break,other than a feed-
- water line break inside containment. Indicating lights provide the status of-
the-SPFS pumps and the. position of the feedwater line isolation valves. Level
instausentation on the ECCS piping'high point vents provide' alarm annunciation

1
' if the water, level in the' lines' decreases below a predetermined setpoint. The

.

SPFS pumps are started and stopped manually from the control room.
~

7.6.1.8 Redundant Reactivity Control System 2

,

The. redundant' reactivity control system (RRCS)-is designed to mitigate the -

potential consequences of an anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) event.
The system consists 'of control panels, the ATWS detection and actuation logic,

. ~

and the necessary interface logic for the recirculation system, the feedwater
system, the standby liquid control system (SLCS), and the control ~ rod drive
(CRD) system.

I

The'RRCS monitors reactor dome pressure and water level. ' Satisfying the_ logic
. with a high reactor pressure or low water: level signal will energize the ARI
valves, thus'depressurizing the scram air header and ir.itiating control rod
insertion. . Additional _RRCS logic response-includes: recirculation system pump

4
-

motor breaker trip on high reactor pressure signal or-10 seconds following ,:

_ receipt of a low vessel level.-signal; feedwater runback 25 seconds after re-. _
ceipt'of a high reactor pressure signal if the average power range monitor

~

>

?(APRM) is not down scale;'and power not down scale as measured by the APRMs
after a 100-second time-delay initiation of the SLCS. The ARI functions and,

; - after time delay, the'SLCS can be initiated remote manually from the control

.
.
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' room via the RRCS.' 'The RRCS recirculation pump trip and feedwater runback are.
not initiated by manualLinitiation of-the RRCS. - However,.these may;be, manually

~

i

initiated at the respective system control panels.
-w . ..

.
..

.
.

. . .

:The,RRCS is ' continuously checked:.by the solid state microprocessor: based self-
: test ; system. . The self-test system checks the'RRCS sensors ~,. logic protective

-

devices, and'itself.

RRCS: initiation, subsystes actuation,(RRCS trouble, and RRCS out of-service
status lightsiand annunciators are provided in the control-room.

-

r
~

|

Specif'c Findings7.6.2 i4

;

7.6.2.1 Isolation of Low-Pressure System from the High-Pressure Reactor+

.

Coolant: System
,,

-

. * ,
.

- During normal and emergency conditions, it is necessary to keep low pre'ssure
systems that are connected'tofthe high pressure reactor. coolant system. properly
. isolated.to' avoid damage by overpressurization or the potential..for, loss of

~

-

integrity of the low pressure; system and possible radioactive releases. To
accomplish this at uleast; two valves in series: should be 'provided to isolate the
. low pressure system from the reactor coolant ~ system. It is the NRC. staff's.

position (BTP|ICSB'3) that where motor-operated isolation valvesLare provided, l
..
"

the motor-operated ~ valves. should have , independent ~and diverse' interlocks .to'- I

-prevent the: valves.from opening (automaticaliy.or;by remote-manual ~ action)'
. henever the primary' system pressure is;above the subsystem design pressure,

4 w

'and to;close automatically whenever the primary system pressure: exceeds the'
. . subsystem design pressure. '

The RHR shutdown cooling suction line and head. spray line are each isolated
from the reactor coolant system by two-motor-operated valves.in series. . Inter-
locks prevent,the operator. from opening the valves when reactor pressure isr

above-the' subsystem design; pressure and.the valves receive.a' signal to close-
automatically.when reactor, pressure exceeds subsystem pressure. The interlock
hardwareL(transmittersrand trip 7 units) are qualified Class 1E components. The

, - senscrs are mounted onllocal- instrument panels, ~and the' control. circuitry is
' - housed in panels in the auxiliary. equipment room and the control room. Elec-

itrical| separation is maintained between the valves in series ~by assigning the
'

. permissive / interlock' signals to separate electrical divisions. .The valves can'

only,be opened manually:(each. valve having.its own remote manual switch) when
the allowable' permissive signal /is.present. -Each valve control circuit

~ requires (two reactor low pressure permissives before the valve can be opened..

; - Removal 'of;one'. permissive' signal automatically closes the valve. The design of
; .the= interlock hardware | permits onlineLtesting-of the' trip units and online

; monitoring of the transmitter' output ~on analog indicators;in the auxiliary--
equipment room. Indication of valve position is provided in the control room.

Reactor pressure instrumentation used by the operator to initiate shutdown
Le : cooling and head spray is independent of:the interlocks. Procedural controls

. ensure- that the. manually initiated'shutdowr, cooling / head spray mode is not
begun-.until: reactorL pressure is below thel interlock setpoint. The pressure
.indicatorsiusedsfor determining reactor pressure when placing the systems in

,

v
.
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operation are located on the main control panel and are different from those
used in the overpressure protection interlocks.

From its review, the NRC staff has determined that, with the exception of
diversity, the design of the RHR shutdown cooling and head spray interlocks
satisfies the provisions of BTP ICSB 3. The staff finds that the sensor and
logic arrangement, online monitoring capability, and testability provide an
acceptable alternative to diversity. Therefore, based on the above, the NRC
staff finds that the design of the RHR shutdown cooling suction and head spray
interlocks is acceptable.

The NRC staff will verify that the Technical Specifications include appropriate
limiting conditions for operation and surveillance requirements on the high-
pressure / low pressure interlocks.

7.6.2.2 Reactor Enclosure Isolation System

The reactor enclosure isolation system provides signals to isolate the reactor
enclosure and start the recirculation and standby gas treatment systems under
certain emergency conditions. One of the signals to the isolation initiation
logic is high radiation level in the enciosure exhaust duct. A total of four
radiation monitoring channels are provided and are arranged in two trip systems,
each consisting of two channels. An isolation in hiation signal is generated

when both channels in either-trip system are tripped. A channel trip is gen-

erated by an upscale (high-high) trip.

A downscale trip is.also provided to monitor instrumentation failures; it oper-
ates an alarm in the control room but does not automatically trip the channel.
The same configuratioa of signals from radiation monitors is also used for the
refueling area ventilation isolation system.

During its review, the NRC staff was concerned that if one channel in each trip
system is downscale (inoperable) because it is being calibrated or because of
instrument trouble, it would not respond to high radiation, and no isolation

-initiation signal would be generated. In response to that t.oncern, the appli-
cant indicated that switching the channel out of the " operate" position for
calibration not only gene-ates a downscale alarm but also actuates the upscale
trip, thereby making isolation possible in the event that high radiation would
cause an upscale trip in the other channel ~of the same trip system. To cope
with other instrumentation malfunctions, the applicant states that administra-
tive procedures require removal of the channel from service upon receipt of a
downscale alarm. The NRC staff considers this approach acceptable.

The NRC staff will verify that Technical Specifications include a requirement
to trip the channel upon receipt of a downscale alarm.

7.6.3 Evaluation Findings

The NRC staff concludes that the designs-of the instrumentation systems re-
quired for safety discussed-in FSAR-Section 7.6 are acceptable and meet the
relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 4.

.
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Based on'its review of the instrumentation systems described in FSAR Section
7.6, the NRC staff concludes that their design bases are consistent with the
plant safety analyses and the systems' importance to safety. Further, the NRC
~ taff concludes that the aspects of the designs of these systems with respects

'

to single failures, redundancy, independence, qualification, and testability
are adequate to ensure that the functional performance requirements will be
met.

The NRC staff review has included the identification of those systems and com-
ponents that are designed to survive the effects of earthquakes, other natural
phenomena, abnormal environments, and missiles. -Based on its review, the NRC
staff concludes'that the applicant has identified the systems and components
consistent with the design bases for these systems. Sections 3.10 and 3.11

-above address the qualification programs to demonstrate the capability of these
systems and components to survive applicable events. Therefore, the NRC staff
finds that the identification of the systems and components satisfies this
aspect of GDC 2 and 4.

Based on its. review of FSAR Section 7.6 and relevant system drawings, the NRC
staff concludes that the applicant's design of the systems described in this
section is acceptable.

7.7 Control Systems -

7.7.1 System Descriptions

This section discusses instrumentation and controls of systems that are not re-
lied on to perform essential safety functions following anticipated operational
occurrences or accidents but are used for plant processes having a significant
impact on plant safety. Included are-the following:

(1) reactor pressure vessel instrumentation
(2)- reactor manual control system
(3) recirculation flow control system
(4) feedwater control system
(5) pressure regulator and turbine generator system
(6) neutron monitoring system

-(a) source range monitor system
(b) rod block monitor system

| (c) traversing incore probe system
!

(7) process computer system
(8) reactor water cleanup system
(9) process radiation systems

'(a) south stack effluent
. (b) charcoal offgas treatment ventilation system
(c) charcoal offgas treatment effluent
(d) recombiner compartments, hydrogen /oxyCen analyzer compartments, and

equipment drain sump vent.
-(e) steam seal effluent

.
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- (f) radwaste enclosure ventilation. exhaust
(g) air ejector offgas effluent.

(h) - primary containment leak: detection system'

. (i)' hot maintenance shop ventilation exhaust
! (j) liquid.radwaste-discharge.

- - (k) service waterisystem

|._ (1) reactor enclosure cooling water _ system
~

!- (m) north stack effluent
~

(10)' area radiation. monitoring system.
- -(11) ,radwaste systems

!

(a) ~ gaseous:radwaste system
(b) liquid.radwaste system
(c) solid radwaste system

(12) spent fuel pool. cooling and cleanup system
(13) refueling interlocks
:(14) leak detection system
(15) rod sequence control system
(16) containment instrument gas system
(17).- fire protection and suppression system
(18) nonsafety related equipment area cooling ventilation system

|-

- (a) reactnr enclosure ventilation system
. (b) turbine enclosure ventilation system
(c). radwaste enclosure ventilation system

~ (d) hot maintenance shop ventilation system
(e) miscellaneous enclosures ventilation system.

7.7.1.1 ' Reactor Pressure Vessel: Instrumentationi
~

IJ The following instruments and systems are used to provide the operator with
information in-the control room during normal plant operation as monitoring-
devices'and provide no direct-safety. function:

-(1) . Reactor vessel (RV) temperature--Thermocouples on the vessel she11'and
flange, Land on the vessel bottom head drain line determine RV temperature.v -

L . During normal operation,. fluid temperature can be. determined from the.
. reactor pressure and/or inlet temperature of the coolant in the recircu-'

lation loops. .Below 212*F, the vessel coolant and thus vessel temperature:
ican be determined by monitoring the RWCU system-inlet temperature.

..

. (2) . RV water level--Differential. pressure' dev' ices (calibrated for a specific.
vessel pressure and-corresponding liquid temperature condition) with taps'

at various elevations are provided for shutdown range, upset range, narrow
-range', wide range, and fuel-zone range.

[(3)_oRV.r'eactor' core' hydraulics--Differentialpressuretransmittersmeasurethe.

core. plate pressure drop and the head developed by'the jet pumps.

!(4) fB/ pressure--Pressure transmitters sense reactor vessel internal pressure.
~

p
.
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!E41 (5) LRV head seal leak detection--Pressure betweenmthe inner and outer reactort
' vessel head seal ring .is sensed by a local pressure detector and a pres-'

. sure switch'thatL alares in the control . room. -If;both the inner and outer'

~

- head seals; fail, che, leak would be detected by.drywell temperature and
- pressure' instrumentation.

(6)- Safety / relief valve leak detection--Thermocouples and acoustic sensors.

E located on the discharge pipe sense leakage and/or flow through the valves
| and provide control room ann'unciation.

'

'(7) 0ther--Steam temperature and feedwater temperature are measured.and trans- i
,

L; mitted toDthe main-control: room. _Feedwater turbidity is monito' red and
| transmitted to the main control room.

:7.7.1.2 ' Reactor Manual.Contro1~ System
;-

;. ?The reactor manual control system (RMCS) allows the operator to make changes in
[: reactivity by manipulating the control rods. The system includes interlocks

that inhibit rod movement under certain conditions. The system'is made up of.,

.the following: ,
-

w
U- f(i) Control rod drive (CRD) control system--The direction in which the selected '

rod moves is. determined by-the position of the. insert, withdraw, continuous-
* insert,'and continuous withdraw switches. Commands are transmitted to the
affected rods by serial transmission of electrical pulses communicating the 1

action to be executed by the rod. hydraulic ~ control unit (HCU). Acknewledge '

signals are transmitted back to the~ control room from the HCU selected for
.

movement.

'

(2) CRD hydraulic system--Two drive water pumps, one motor-operated pressure
control valve, two air-ope.'ated ' flow control valves, and- four solenoid-
operated stabilizer valves.are included in the CRD hydraulic system. The-
motor-operated pressure control valve is positioned manually from the' con-
trol room. The air-operatedcflow control valves are automatically posi-fp

tioned in response to signals from an upstream flow-measuring device. The-

D stabilizer valves are--automatically controlled by the energization of in-
|~ sert:and withdraw commands. .The drive water pumps are controlled remote- o
' manually from-the control room. Each pump automatically stops'on indica-

; tion of low suction pressure.
-

: ,
.

.(3) ' Rod. block interlocks--Upon receipt of input signals from other systems and
'

. subsystems,ithe- rod block ^ interlocks inhibit movement 'or selection of
~

. control rods. ; Rod block trips prevent an operator from withdrawing rods
if equipmenttis~not available for monitoring. core response, if the with -;

drawal might . initiate protective action (scram), and if the capacity of-
F the| scram discharge: volume is not sufficient.to accomodate a trip, and to~

; . limit the reactivity _ worth of control rods under -low power conditions.
L

- (4) Rod; position information--A .long cylindrical assembly fits outside each
< - - CRD,s and includes 53. magnetically operated reed switches' located along its

-length. . The' reed switches are operated by a magnet fixed to the moving
Jpart;of the: hydraulic drive, and,-when closed by the magnet, that provide <

. indication of rod position. The electronics consist of a set of probe
,

. .

-v
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multiplexer cards (one per four rod group),,a set of file control cards,
and one set of master control and processing Cards serving the whole,
system. The probe' signals are continuously. scanned and processed for
display of rod position in the control room through multiplexing and the

,

control processing logic.

. 7.7.1.3: Recirculation Flow Control System
.

The' recirculation flow control system (RFCS) controls reactor power over a-

limited range by' adjusting the flow. rate of the reactor recirculation water.
,

This is' accomplished by adjusting the speed of.the two reactor recirculating-:

pumps-by varying.the frequency and voltage of the electrical power. supplied to+

'the pump motors. Each recirculation pump motor-has-its own motor generator set
for.a power | supply. A variable speed converter is provided between'the motor-
generator set motor,and generator. To change-the speed of the reactor recircu-,

z1ation-pump, the variable-speed ~ converter varies;the generator speed, which
changes the frequency and magnitude of the' voltage supplied to the pump motor,

to give the desired, pump speed. The RFCS uses a demand signal from either-the
,

operator or the main plant turbine generator speed governing mechanism. The
demand signal-is supplied to the. master controller. A signal from the master

controller adjusts the. speed. setting of the speed controller for each motor-
The master controller signal _is compared with the,

generator set converter. :
actual-speed of1the generator by the speed controller. The' speed controller
signal -causes adjustment of the speed converter, resulting in a change of the
generator speed until the feedback from the generator equals the masterr

.' controller signal. The reactor' power change.resulting from the change in [
~

,

recirculation. flow causes the pressure regulator.to~ reposition the turbine.
control valves. If the original. demand signal is a turbine load / speed error
signal, the turbine responds to the. change in reactor power level by adjusting
the turbine control valves:until the load / speed error signal is reduced to

:
' zero.

Indicators are provided'to display pump power requirements,' motor generator set:

speed, recirculation loop flow, valve positions, and analog control signals.
_ The alarms provided will annunciate on malfunctioning control; signals,
excessive cooling water temperatures, inability to change pump speed, and

i failure of the motor generator circulating-lube oil supply.
,

i7.7.1.4 Feedwater-Control System.

The feeduater control system controls the flow of. feedwater into the reactor
vessel -to maintain the water level within set limits. The feedwate'r control ,

system measures' water: level in the reactor. vessel, steam flow from the reactor
vessel, and feedwater flow rate to'the reactor vessel as a three-element
control system. Single element control is also available based on water level2

Lonly.4

In-the automatic mode of operation,;the total. steam flow signal'and the total t

feedwater flow signalfare fed into a proportional amplifier. The output from
this= amplifier reflects the mismatch between the input signals. The output is
designated as the steam flow /feedwater flow; error signal. When steam flow ex- *

coeds feedwater flow, the, amplifier output is increased from its normal .value.
:The reverse :is~ also true. This amplifier output is fed to a second proportional.

,
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amplifier: that .also, receives the reactor: vessel water -level- signal. The reactor-
- vessel water: level signal . is added to the steam flow /feedwater flow error signal
-to produce the-three-element control signal'.

'

Feedwater-is delivered to the reactor vessel through turbine-dr'iven feedwaterc
pumps arranged in parallel._-The feedwater-control. signal is fed to the turbine.

speed control-system, which adjusts 1the speed of.the feedwater turbines so that '
- theEfeedwater flow is proportional to'the demand signal.t

17.7.1.5 Pressure Regulator and Turbine-Generator System I
,

.

.The pressure' regulator and. turbine: generator system (PRTGS) controls do the.

.following: ' control-turbine speed and. turbine acceleration, operate the steam
b;ypass system, control _ main turbine inlet pressure,:and match nuclear steam
supply to turbine steam requirements by adjusting. recirculation systen flow and

: steam pressure.

7. 7.1. 6 Neutron Monitoring System

The neutron monitoring system includes the following nonsafety-related sub-
systems:,

(1) The source range moniter (SRM) provides .information during reactor startup
and low-flux level operations. The system consists of.four channels.
Each channel-includes a miniature ~ pulse-type fission chamber (inserted for7

j- startup and withdrawn when the reactorLis operating in the. intermediate
p range), preamplifier, signal conditioner, and trip unit. -The signal out-

sput is displayed in_the control room,sannunciated in the control room,:and-

input to the reactor manual control system to block rod withdrawal under.

*

'certain conditions.

'(2) The rod block monitor (RBM) system.has two channels. Each channel uses
input signals from a' number of' local power range monitor (LPRM)' channels.

[ -The RBM supplies a trip signal to the reactor' manual control system to
|i inhibit control rod withdrawal. 'Either RBM channel can inhibit control

rod withdrawal. The trip'is initiated when RBM output exceeds the rod-
~

3block setpoint. There are three parallel-rod block setpoint lines that.
have an adjustable slope. These lines provide a setpoint that is a func-
tion' of the recirculation driving' loop flow. Lights indicate which rod-

~~

block setpoint lines'are active. The setup permissives (and setdown)r ;

lines' are 2% below the intermediate and lower rod block setpoint lines..

When the power reaches these.-lines on~ increasing power, an. indicator
lights so that'the operator:can evaluate the plant conditions and manually

fchange to the next higher rod block setpoint line. -On. decreasing power,,-
L these lines provide-automatic.setdown.~

.(3)- Traversing incore probe.(TIP)-systems allow calibration of the.LPRM sig-.

, nals'by' correlating-TIP' signals-to.LPRM signals as the TIP is positioned
.in varioustradial:and axial locations-in the core. Flux readings along
the core are obtained by fully. inserting'the traversing ion chamber into-

.

one 'of the calibration guide tubes', then :taking data as the chamber is !
-withdrawn.

.

I
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7.7.1.7 Process Computer System .

The process computer system provides a means for determining core thermal per-
formance and provides for data storage, accounting, and logging. The functions :

performed include monitoring process inputs, performing calculations on tnose
.

inputs, and displaying the results.

The programs include local power density, total core thermal power, core power
distribution, and performance of various balance of plant systems.

The process computer is capable of providing process limit alarms, trip / scram
data logging, trend logging, sequence annunciator recording, status of alarms,
and alarm logging. The rod worth minimizer function assists and supplements
the operator with startup, shutdown, and low power level operation by initiat-
ing rod withdrawal block and rod insert block interlock signals.

7.7.1.8 Reactor Water Cleanup
4

The reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system recirculates a portion of the reactor
coolant through a filter-demineralizer. The ion exchange resin is protected
from high temperature by temperature switches upstream of the filter deminera-
lizer. One switch activates an alarm, while a second switch closes the out-
board isolation valve, which subsequently trips the cleanup pumps. The isola-
tion valves also close automatically on a low reactor water level signal, when -

the standby liquid control system is actuated, and on a leak detection system
signal. The pumps also trip on high cooling water temperature. A high differ-

ential pressure across the filter-demineralizer or its discharge strainers auto-
matically isolates the units and sounds an alarm. The RWCU holding pump starts
on detection of low flow through the filter-domineralizar.

-

Flow, pressure, and conductivity are recorded or indicated on panels in the
control room. Instrumentation and controls for backwashing and precoating the
filter-demineralizer are on a local panel outside the drywell. Alarms are
sounded in the control room to alert the operator of abnormal conditions.

~

7.7.1.9 Process Radiation Monitoring System

The system includes functions required for plant operation; it is discussed in
Section 11 of this SER.

7.7.1.10 Area Radiation Monitoring System

The area radiation monitoring system (ARMS) indicates and records gamma radia-
tion levels in areas where radioactive material is present, stored, or handled.
Each monitor has an upscale trip and a downscale trip. Both trips sound alarms

but cause no control action.

7.7.1.11 Radwaste System

The following radwaste systems are included:

(1) The gaseous radwaste system processes and controls the release of gaseous
radioactive wastes to the site environs. The monitored variables include

.

.

1
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system flow, temperature, pressure, conductivity, and hydrogen concentra-
. .

tion. The steam jet air ejector radiation monitor continuously monitors
radioactive effluents to the charcoal offgas treatmeat system. A radia-
tion monitor downstream of the charcoal offgas treatment system continu-
ously monitors radioactive effluents from the charcoal beds.

(2) The liquid radwaste system controls the release of liquid radioactive
waste material collected in various sumps throughout the plant. The
instrumentation includes controls to start and stop sump pumps on sump
level signals, to isolate discharge lines on high radiation signal, and to
inform the operator of system operating conditions.

(3) The solid radwaste system packages and solidifies radioactive waste. The
instrumentation monitors various process parameters necessary to control
the system operation and prevent the release of significant quantities of
radioactive materials.

7.7.1.12 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

The spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system removes the decay heat from the
spent fuel storage pool and purifies the water. Alarms are provided for the
following parameters: fuel pool water level (high and low), skimmer surge tank

- water level (high and low), fuel pool cooling pump suction, and discharge low
pressure, and fuel pool cooling heat exchangers inlet and outlet high tempera-
ture.

- 7.7.1.13 Refueling Interlocks

The refueling interlocks restrict the movement of control rods and the opera-
_ tion of refueling equipment to reinforce operational procedures.that prevent

the reactor from becoming critical during refueling operations. Depending on
the sensed condition interlocks are actuated to prevent the movement of the

-

refueling equipment or withdrawal of the control rods.
,

5

-

Redundant circuit y senses the following conditions: all rods inserted; refuel-
ing platform post.ioned near or over the core; refueling platform hoists fuel-
loaded (fuel gre,ple, frame-mounted hoist, and trolley-mounted hoist); service

-- platform hois+ ruel-loaded; and reactor mode switch in the REFUEL position. - - ~

'

- The above conditions are combined in logic circuits to satisfy the predetermined
restrictions on refueling equipment operations and control rod movement.

-

7.7.1.14 Leak Detection System_

The nonsafety-related leak detection subsystems monitor leakage from the
_ reactor coolant system and systems that communicate directly with the reactor

coolant system and initiate alarms before predetermined limits are exceeded.
The following sub-systems are provided:

(1) The recirculation pump leak detection system monitors the rate of coolant
leakage past the pump shaft seals. Two diverse methods are used for

,
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- monitoring leakage. The first method monitors pressure within the seal
cavities (pressure transmitters to pressure indicators in the control
room), and the second method monitors the rate of liquid flow through;

- the drain system from seal cavities (flow switches to annunciators in
_

the control room).r_

- (2) The residual heat removal leak detection system monitors the equipment
.-

area ambient and differential temperature, the flow rate through the
-

common RHR/HPCI steam line, and the shutdown cooling water flow rate. An

alarm annunciator is initiated by each monitoring circuit.y
==

L (3) The drywell leak detection system monitors level change in two sumps, the
drywell equipment drain sump, and the drywell floor drain sump. Each sump:-
tank has its own level transmitter, which is monitored by a dedicated

-
- processing unit. The processing unit calculates an average leak rate forr
h. a given measurement period by establishing the amount of increase in level
_

that occured during the period, and converting that value into volumetric
E terms (gpm). The processing units provide alarms in the control room.

P Indication of total average leakage rate is provided in the control room

on panel-mounted indicators. Alarm annunciation in tM control room
g -

signals a high flow rate into the sump.

(4) The safety / relief valve leak detection syttem utilizes a temperature ele-=

ment in the discharge pipe of each safety / relief valve. The temperature

signal is recorded. Microswitch contacts on the recorder close on 5igh
temperature to actuate an annunciator in the control room.

s (5) The reactor pressure vessel head leak detection system is discussed in
Section 7.7.1.1 of this report.

(6) The core spray system leak detection system monitors the pressure differ- "

ential across the reactor nozzle and core shroud and initiates a control
room annunciator if the pressure differential exceeds a preset limit.

7.7.1.15 Rod Sequence Control System

The rod sequence control system (RSCS) restricts the patterns of control rods

to reduce the consequences of a postulated rod drop accident. The h3CS receives
inputs from the rod position information system, from the rod drive control sys-
tem and from the operator. The RSCS provides interlocks /permissives to the rod
drive control system and indicators to the operator.

'

7.7.1.16 Containment Instrument Gas S ; tem
--

3
..

The containment instrument gas system (CIGS) provides instrument gas to the - ^

pneumatic devices located inside the drywell and suppression chamber. Signals

from a pressure switch located on the instrument gas receiver automatically
start and stop the instrument gas compressors. In addition, the instrument gas

compressors can be remote-manually controlled from a local panel.

Imma:
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7.7.1[17fFireProtectionand. Suppression. System-
^

.

;The fire. detection ~ system instrumentation consists of products-of-combustion
> and rate-of-rise 3 temperature detectors. The fire protection systems are4- . discussed"in 4 eta 11'in Section 9 of this report.,

_
7.7.1.18:

.

Nons,afety-Related| Equipment. Area' Cooling'and Ventilation Systems
-. .. .

The.nonsafety related " equipment area cooling and ventilation systems instru-
su

. mentation and controls L provide;the operator with information and control
capability necessary to-operate the ventilation systems during normal plant ,

. operation. |

!
7.7.2 S3 pecific' Findings-

, '
.-

. 7.7.2.1- High-Energy-Line Breaks and Consequential Control System Failures-

(IE Information Notice 779-22) and Multiple Control' System Failures,

'

AconcernwasraisedinIEknformationENotice79-22thatifcontrolsystems.are
exposed to the adverse environment caused by a'high-energy-line_ break

i the systems may malfunction in a way that would cause. consequences more(HELB), ,

;than those assumed in the safety analysis of. Chapter 15 'of the. FSAR.
severe

. In response -
to the NRC staff's concern, the applicant conducted a study to examine the pos-
sible effects that adverse environmental conditions may.have on nonsafety-related

i

instrueentation and control systems.
'

=The applicant's study identified the systems which1contain high energy lines
>-

c and the' areas'in which those lines arellocated. The areas of the control and .
i

,

j'
; re' actor buildings' affected by an HELB were limited by the use of steam floodingy- < , dampers,E steam 'and water-tight doors, and -the sealing of floor and wall penetra-

,

N :tions. Eachfof there nearures 1.s. designed'and qualiffed.to'contain the effects,

of an HELB in that area. Because these measures were not generally utilized
in the turbine building,'it was assumed that an HELB in that structure.would
affect the instrumentation and. control components. All systems with nonsafety--

, '
'

- :related, instrumentation inside.' primary containment were analyzed to determine'
.the effects of~an HELB in that' structure.

A11' instrumentation, valves, and switches-located in each area identified above
were then evaluated to determine ~the effects of a' failure. QSeveral failure

- : modes for each device were assumed and the. response of.the affected' system (s)
>

'

' was then' evaluate.d. ' The applicant's evaluation focused on the effects of -

: postulated _HELB-induced control system failures individually, on a systems:. level. The combined' effects offthe failures of-all control systems in an area
were not evaluated. = Assumptions regarding failures in safety-systems included-
failures induced by the HELB. No additional failures in the safety systems

<=

responding to the HELB'were assumed. --

TheNkCstaffwillrequirethat.the~ applicant,evaluatetheeffectsandconse-i ~

quences of an HELB 4to ' verify that when the . safety' systems respond to mitigate
:the-effects. of the HELB, a. sirigle active ~ failure 'in the, safety systems in con-
-junction with all possible combinations of control systems and nonqualified
: safety: systems' failures induced by the HEL8:are bounded by the FSAR Chapter 15

~

[ analyses.

.
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A concern has been raised that if several control systems or control and safety
systems are supplied information from common sensors..(including headers or in-
pulse: lines) or are supplied'from a common power source, a failure of the power .

: source. or sensors, or a rupture / plugging of a header or impulse line could
cause multiple control system failures not bounded by safety analysis in Chap- ,

-ter 15.of the FSAR.. In response to;a question from the NRC staff, the appli-
cant has started a detailed study-to' determine the consequences of postulated

1 -- ._ failures and demonstrate that the design-basis' event analysis for Limerick
bounds these postulated failures. This-study is ongoing. In adlition to the
above concerns, the study will verify .that a rupture or plugging of a header or'

impulse line neither defeat the required protection system redundancy nor
defeat the tequired separation between control and protective functions.

'

.The NRC staff will require that the applicant's analysis demonstrate that
failures of power sources, sensors, headers, and impulse lines are bounded by.
the FSAR Chapter 15 analysis,-and that- failures of a header or impulse line
w1ll not defeat protection system redundancy, or defeat separation between
control and protective functions.

I
7.7.2.2 Rod Sequence' Control System, Rod Worth Minimizer, and the Rod

. Block Monitor -

|[ In FSAR Chapter 15, the' effects of-anticipated process disturbances and postu-
lated component failures are examinert_to determine their consequences, and to
evaluate the capability built.into the plant to control or to accommodate such

~

failures and events. From its review, the NRC staff found that the rod~

;= sequence control system (RSCS), the rod worth minimizer (P.WM),.and the rod
~ ~ block monitor (RBM) were nonsafety-related systems taken credit. for in -

terminating certain events.
'

'

*

The1RSCS and the RWM act to prevent. withdrawal of an out-of-sequence control'

rod and to prevent coatinuous control rod withdrawal errors during reactor
startup. The RBM prohibits' erroneous withdrawal of a control rod during opera-'

tion at core high power. levels. ;In response'to.a question from the NRC staff,
-the applicant evaluated the consequences of those events, postulating'the
failure of the nonsafety-related systems. The applicant's evaluation deter-~

mined that the consequences of a rod withdrawal error in the starc.up range,.if'

the RSCS and/or RWM fail to block rod withdrawal, were within the licensing
basis .' criterion for fuel failur'e. The applicant also evaluated the effects of
erroneous control rod withdrawal during power operation, postulating an RBM
failure .and determined- that the ' resultant local fuel . damage would pose no
. threat relative to radioactive release from the plant.

' The NRC. staff has reviewed the results of the applicant's evaluation and finds
.that the . failure of ~the nonsafety-related RSCS, RBM, or RWM would not pose a
Jthreat~to. safety. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the design of the RSCS, RBM,
and RWM: acceptable.

The NRC staff will. confirm that FSAR Chapter 15 is revised to include the re-
suits of the applicant's evaluation of postulated RSCS,'RBM, and RWM failures.

.
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The.NRC staff will . verify that' the Technical-Specifications- include limiting -i
2 conditions ;for operation and surveillance requirements for the ~ RSCS, RWM, and.

~

- -RBM.
'

-
c

J 7. 7. 3 .
... .

.

Evaluation ~ Findings ~
l

The NRC staff has, reviewed the control systems.used for normal operation that
.

are not relied upon:to perform safety functions,,but.which control plant pro- ~

cesses'having:a significant impact on plant safety. These control systems in'
clude the reactivity control systems and the control systems for the~ reactor-
coolantisystem. The NRC staff concludes that the control systems are accept- !

~

'. 'able and meetJthe relevent requirements of GDC 13, ~ " Instrumentation and
' Control,",and 19,." Control ~ Room."'

.
-

.
.

Based on its review of the applicant's design bases,' functional diagrams, and>

|tLdiscussion'of_the control' systems presented in the'FSAR, the NRC staff con-
|

cludes that-the. control systemsLare capable of maintaining system variables
Lwithin prescribed operating limits. . Therefore, the NRC staff. finds that the:

. control systems satisfy this' aspect of GDC 13 with regard to normal plant
operations.

The' conclusions of the. analyses of-anticipated op'erational occurrences and-
acc.idents as presented in. FSAR Chapter 15 have been used to confirm that plant

: safety.is not dependent upon the response of-the control systems. .The NRC-
staff concludes that. failure of the systems themselves or as a consequence of-,

failures;of. supporting; systems, such as power sources,.do not result in plant'
conditions.more severe than those bounded by the analyses of anticipated opera-~

tional occurrences.

Finally, the NRC. staff concludes that'the consequential effects of anticipated
E operational ~ occurrences and accidents'do not result in control system failures
L -that would cause plant conditions more severeLthan those bounded bysthe analy-
| sis of these events. The NRC staff finds-that the control systems are'not

relied upon to ensure' ' plant safety, subject to the satisfactory resolution of.
the open items identified in Section 7.7.2, and are,-therefore, acceptable.

.

,

| .

|
'

,

t:

L
!

I

!.L
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8 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS: >
,

I '8.1 Generall -

The> acceptance criteria used as the basis for the NRC staff. evaluation are in
Table 8-1 of the-SRP (NUREG-0800). -The primary bases are GDC 5, " Sharing of .

Structures Systems .and Components"; 17, " Electric Power Systems''; and 18,-

'" Inspection and Testing of Electric Power Systems"; RGs 1.6, " Independence Be-L

' tween Redundant. Standby-(Onsite) Power Sources and Between Their Distribution
~

Systems"; 1.9, " Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby Power.
Supplies"; 1.75, " Physical Independence of Electric Systems"; 1.63, " Electric
Penetration Assemblies ~ in Containment Structures for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear .

Power P1 ants"; 1.32, " Criteria for Safety-Related Electric Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Plants"; and IEEE 308-1974, " Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems-'

for Nuclear Power Generating, Stations." - Additional guidance is provided by
other RGs and BTPs listed in SRP Table 8-1.

Conformance'with the acceptance criteria forms the basis for the NRC staff's-
|

concluding.that.the electric power systems satisfy the applicable regulations
t =of 10~CFR 50.

The following subsections provide.the NRC staff's evaluation of the ac power
system design and how it meets the requirements of the acceptance criteria.;- .The'NRC. staff;also will review the electrical drawings and visit the site to

~

- view the installation and arrangement of electrical equipment and cables to
verify the proper implementation of the design criteria. The NRC staff will'

report the results of the drawing review and site visit in a supplement.to this
report.

1The conclusions in the following subsections are subject to acceptable imple-
. mentation of design changes that may be' required as.a result of the NRC staff
drawing review <and site vis.it.

8.2 Offsite Power Systems

8.2.1. General De'scription

The offsite' power systems is the preferred' source of power for the plant. This
~

system includesLthe grid, transmission lines, transformerc, switchyard compo-
nents, and associated control: systems provided to supply electric power to

. safety-related and other equipment. The electrical grid is.the source of
energy for the-offsite power system. The safety function of the offsite power.-
system (assuming that the:onsite power. systems are not-available) is to provide
sufficient capacity and. capability.to ensure that the specified acceptable fuel

~

-

design limits.and design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
1will ~not be exceeded and to ensure that core cooling, containment integrity.
-and other vital. functions will be maintained in the event of postulated acci- '

dents.' The objectives of the NRC staff review are to determine that the off-
site.; power system (1). satisfies the criteria in SRP 8.1 and (2)'can reliably

_
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perform its design functions during plant normal operation, anticipated opera-
.tional occurrences, and accident: conditions.

~

.-

The applicant's 500-kV.and 220-kV-transmission systems serve as the main outlet
and source of power for Limerick station. . lhn) independent offsite systems sup-
ply electric power to the onsite distribution system for Limerick Units 1 and

.
2. One offsite power source is supplied at 13.2-kV- from the 220-kV substation'~

to safeguard transformer 101 through the No.10 station auxiliary transformer
-220-13.2-kV 'and 13.2-kV station auxiliary bus. The other offsite power source
is supplied at 13.2 kV from the 500-kV substation-to the safeguard transformer
201 through a 13.2-kV tertiary winding on the .Nos. 4A and 48 500-220-kV bus tie ,

'

autotransformers, No. 2013-kV regulating transformer, and 13.2-kV station
auxiliary bus. - Limerick Units 1 and 2.will supply power to the 220-kV and
500-kV systems through their respective substations. The 220-kV substation
accommodates twoL220-kV overhead transmission lines, one terminating at North

iWales and one at'the Plymouth Meeting substation. The 500-kV substation accom-
|modates three 500-kV overhead transmission lines, one terminating at Peach,

-Bottom, and two at Whitpain substation. Two of the 500-kV lines are currently,

r installed with the third line scheduled for installation in 1987. The 500-kV
- and 220-kV substations are connected through the Nos. 4A and 48 station' auto-
trensformers..

The 220-kV and 500-kV substations are physically separated from each other.
Thus the failure of any of the two offsite transmission systems cannot cause
failure of the other offsite. transmission' system. None of the 500-kV and
220-kV transmission lines are on any common towers or common right of way.
The two separate sources of the offsite power system; have sufficient separa-
tion and isolation so that no single event such as a transformer failure or
transmission lines tower failure can cause simultaneous disruption of the off-
site sources.

'

Both of the 220- and 500-kV substations that are arranged in a. breaker-and-a-
i half configuration provide for the isolation of any faulted line without

affecting the operation of any other line. This scheme also provides for the,

isolation of'any one breaker in the1 substations for inspection or maintenance-
! without affecting the_ operation of~any of the connecting lines or any~other

connection to the buses.~ Either station auxilia'ry transformer breaker or sta-
tion autotransformer breaker can be isolated and inspected or maintained as
needed without affecting any line or unit input.

The protective relaying design of the 500-kV and 220-kV transmission incorpo-
rates three separate protective relaying schemes. The first two schemes use
primary and backup high-speed relays with a power line carrier for directional
comparison relaying logic. The third scheme is breaker failure protection fore
a' stuck breaker. The redundant relays operate.from separate current transform-
ers and separate secondary windings of the same potential device. Each sub-
station _ has its own de battery and ' battery charger. The charger is fed from an
essential ac bus that has two alternate feeds with an automatic throwover. Low
de voltage is alarmed in the substation control house and the Limerick control

,

room. '

During normal plant operation, normal auxiliary power-for the station is sup-,

3: plied-from two 47-MVA unit auxiliary transformers (one per unit) connected to
Lthe generator. leads. A startup transformer for each unit (a station auxiliary ;

transformer for Unit 1, and station autotransformer for Unit 2) is designed as J
:
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'the-preferred power source for the unit Class 1E and startup buses. The Unit 1 ,

; .startupitransformer is the preferred power-source for Unit 1 and is an alternate-
preferred power. source for Unit 2, and vice versa; The startup transformers
are sized assuming an accident on one unit, a unit trip with the shutdown on
the'other unit, and one startup transformer out of service,-transferring all

,

the' auxiliary loads to the remaining startup transformer.

Based uponLthe above physical configuration,-the NRC staff finds that this
aspect of the design meets the requirements of GDC 17, " Electric Power Systems,"
;and is acceptable.

,

:8.2.2 Capability

i- :The offsite power system provides adequate capacity and capability to supply all
;. station auxiliary loads as well as. start and operate all safety-related equipment.

Each of- the two offsite circuits to the Units 1 and 2 onsite distribution system
is immediately available and sized to accommodate the entire onsite load. In
addition,.the offsite power system provides; sufficient redundancy and electrical
and physical independence 'so that no single event is likely to cause a simul-.

taneous outage'of.both: circuits to.the onsite power distribution system'in a way
F that neither_ circuit can be-returned to service in time to prevent the fuel

idesign. limits and: design conditions of-the reactor coolant pressure boundaryg
.from being exceeded. This requirerent of GDC 17 applies only to the circuits

L and assumes that the power grid itself.is available. The-NRC staff finds that.
' the capacity and capability of the offsite power system and its circuit ties to

the onsite distribution: system.are.-in accordance with the requirements of GDC 17

|
and 5 (with respect to multi-unit sharing) and are, therefore, acceptable.

8.2.3 ' Testability
|

The auxiliary electrical' system is designed to permit inspection and testing of
all important equipment and features, especially those that have a standby func-
tion. As detailed in the Technical Specifications, periodic component tests:

7
. are supplemented by extensive functional tests during refueling outages. These
tests are based on simulation of actual accident conditions ~and demonstrate
the operability of:the diesel generator set, battery system components, and
logic systems. Thereby,1 the' continuity of-the systems and operation of compo-

.nents are. verified.'
L
i A11 of the protective relay systems in the 500-kV and 2z0-kV-systems are redun-

; dant'and independent. Where the-relay systems are redundant, each scheme is
aupplied with separate current"and voltage inputs, operates on independently,

fused. direct current, and-is connected to separate trip coils of the power cir-
cuit~ breakers.'

The 500-kV and-220-kV substations have a breaker-and-a-half configuration for.
I ?each circuit, along with breaker failure backup protection. With this

configuration,

!: : (1)i Any transmission lines can be cleared under normal or faulted conditions
without affecting,any other' transmission 111ne.s

.
(2)''Any systemicircuit breaker can be isolated for maintenance without inter-

-rupting the power or' protection to any circuit.
1

-
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i.'
- '(3)''Short circuits on-a section of a bus are isolated without interrupting

service to'any circuit ~other than that connected to the faulty bus section. ,

The 500-kV and 220-kV substations are independent of each other. Each substa -
,

. tion separately provides power to the: emergency buses,through its dedicated |
station . auxiliary transformer and sa'eguard transformer (ESF transformer). The J

.two. independent circuits.to the emergency _ buses from the two independent safe-
.

'

'guard transformers"are routed separately. .Because of this independence and
separation,:a failure of one circuit will not cause the failure-of~the other
circuit.,

1The. design of the'offsite power system, including its protection schemes de-
scribed above, permits appropriate periodic inspection and testing of.important

ifeatures to. assess the continuity.of the systems and.the functionability and.-
~

condition of their components. The substation components for the offsite power
,

. supply . system are testable during reactor operation. The power circuit breakers
.are -inspected, maintained and tested on an individual basis,-while allowing the

; .500-kV and-220-kV substations to remain: energized. -The systems will have the
'

capability to periodically test the operability of the systems-as a whole. ..The-

,
' systems meet the requirements of GDC 18,-Inspbetion and Testing of Electric

'' Power. Systems, and are acceptable.
,

| 8.2.4 Grid Stability

: The applicant performs transient stability studies for both Limerick units by
using the Philadelphia Electric Company load flow (POWERFLO) and transient-
stability (TRANSTAB) computer simulation programs, which.are recognized by

'

domestic and foreign utilities, government agencies, and universities.

The stability evaluation consisted of analysis of pre-fault and, post-fault load . '

flow simulations and of digital computer calculations of transient stability.
.

'An examination of the projected.1985 peak'and-light. load levels ~showed the
.

'
light load level. to be most critical for stability because of the higher imped-
ance and lower' system inertia Geen by'the Limerick units. The timerick units.

' and other PJM (Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland) Intercornection generators
were represented in the transient stability calculations.by appropriate inertias
and machine. reactance systems, with generator excitation systems and turbine-

! governors modeled in' detail to accurately simulate generator transient-perform-
'ance. :The generating units outside the PJM Interconnection were represented

: by their transient reactance and Inertias. From these modeled systems, the
most critical contingencies are run to investigate the adequacy of the. system-

| in terms of the resultant bus voltage and frequency. The results of the studies
show that both . Limerick' units' are stable from the most severe type of fault'

(three phase) at the most critical locations on the electric network system.g

Based.on a review of the applicant's. results of the stability studies pre-
; sented in the FSAR,.the NRC staff finds that there'is reasonable assurance
G that the1 ability of the-Philadelphia Electric Company grid to provide offsite- ,

: power to the Limerick' station will not be impaired by the loss of the largest
,-

external single supply to the grid, the loss of the most critical transmission;

~

line, or the loss .of a Limerick ' unit. This capability satisfies the require-
oents of_ GDC 17.with respect to this aspect of the design and is acceptable.

!~

.
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2 .2.5'' Conclusions8

On the basis of'its review and the above evaluation, the NRC staff'has concluded
~

that the offsite power system for Limerick Units 1 and 2 meets the requirements-
of GDC 5, 17, and 18 and is' acceptable'.

,

J 8. 3 Onsite' Emergency Power' System

8.3.1 AC Power System
*

,
t

~

-The ac onsite power system is a Class 1E system that serves as a standby.to the-

'offsite: power' system. Tlia safety function of.the ac onsite' emergency power
system (assuming the offsite power system is not functioning) is to provide
sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that the structures, systems, and'
. components important to safety perform as intended. The objectives of the NRC
staff: review are to determine -that the ~ac onsite emergency power system has the
required redundancy, meets the single failure criterion, is testable, and has
the capacity,' capability, and reliability to supply power to all required

. safety.luads in accordance with the requirements of GDC'5, 17, and 18.

The onsite ac-power.sistems consist of various auxiliary electrical systems
: designed to provide power to Class 1E.and non-Class 1E statio.n loads. The'
standby ac power system is an-independent onsite system designtd to cutomati-
cally start'and provide adequate power for Class 1E loads to ensure safe plant
: shutdown when preferred and alternate power sources are not available.

iTneClass1Eportionof-theonsitepowersystemforeach~unitiscomprisedof
four reduncant and independent 4.10-kV' distribution systems with their 440-V

71oad centers.and motor control centers,. 208/120-V ac power system, 125-V dc
system, and the standby power' supplies'(diesel-generator units). Each 4.16-kV
ESF bus is normally connected to two-offsite power sources, designated as pre-
ferred'and alternate power supply, which is-one:of-two safeguard transformers

Econnected, respectively, to the'two 220-kV and'500-kV substations-through their
dedicated station ' auxiliary .tran'sformers. One'of the two. safeguard power' supply
systems is'the preferred power source for channels'A and C for Unit 1 and chan-
nels B.and D for Unit 2. The other safeguard power' supply is the preferred

. power source for channels B'and D for Unit 1 and channels A: and C for Unit 2.
LThe normal preferred power source to each bus is electrically' interlocked with

~

the alternate power source so that-the bus can only be connected to a single
powerfsource at any one time. In the event of loss of preferred power to the
safeguard' buses (load division),'undervoltage relays on the source feeder bus -

initiate an automatic transfer to the alternate power ~ source and start the
. diesel generator. If all offsite sources are unaveilable, the onsite standby
powe'r system will supply power to the safeguard b~uses by closing the diesel
generator breakers.

Each unit has four divisions of standby power supply and four load divisions.
LThe emergency power supply for each division consists of one-diesel generator
-set complete with accessories and' fuel storage and transfer systems. Each~
diesel generator is connected to only one 4.16-kV Class 1E bus. Each diesel

~

generator set'is operated | independently:and is disconnected'.from the offsite
~

power' system, except during tests. Each~ diesel generator is automatically ~
~ started by either a safety injection actuation'or by an emergency bus under-

voltage signal;onoits respective bus. 'Each diesel generator is capable of~

-Limerick SER- 8-5
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; attaining rated voltage and frequency within 10' seconds after receiving a
!" ' starting-signal. .Afterfrated voltage and frequency are obtained, the diesel

1

generators are connected automatically to their respective emergency buses.
3UnderEaccident conditions, the' required Class IE-loads of.the divisions will

be connected in a predetermined' sequence to their respective diesel generator.
c on the-unit without the LOCA' which is-also experiencing ~ loss of offsite power,>

,

all the Class 1Ei4.16-kV breakers-except the Class 1E load | center feeder ,

? breakers are tripped. Manual operation of loads on this unit is required for
shutdown. 'Each diesel generator and_its associated equipment are located in a

. separate seismic Category I structure. Each diesel generator is . rated at-

2850.kW for continuous operation and at 3135 kW for 2 hours of short-time opera--
tion'in any.24-hour period. The continuous rating exceeds the maximum predicted

~

operating-loads. -The applicant has documented that tests will be performed to
- : demonstrate that,:during the loading sequence, the. frequency and voltage are

'

' maintained above a level that would degrade the performar.ce of any load below
f minimum requirements._ The design and continuous rating are consistent with

RG 1.9 and IEEE~387-1977 and are,_therefore, acceptable.

|_ IEEE 387-1977 requires that diesel- generators of a type not previously qualified
i as 'a . standby power source for nuclear' power. generating stations be ' subject to a .
'

type qualification testing program. - The 12-cylinder model 38-TD8-18-Colt diesel;

~ engine and the Beloit Power Systems, Fairbank Morse, Model TGZDJ, 2850-kW (con-
tinuous rating) generator employed at Limerick were qualified to_a 100-start

H)test conducted in 1968. This diesel generator set ~has been used in nuclear- 2

power plants that have received operating ~ licenses... The NRC staff review indi-
[ cates that the diesel generators'at Limerick have been qualified and demon-- .

.strated to be a reliable standby power supply for nuclear power-stations and -.

| are,-therefore, acceptable.

- IEEE- 387-1977 (Section 5.6.2.2(1)) and RG 1.108 '(position C.1.b'.3) recommend';
~,' that:the< periodic testing-offdiesel generator units not impair the capability -

of the unit to supply ~ emergency power within the required time. The diesel;

_ generator,urgit. design.should include an emergency override _of the test mode to
permit response to bona fide' emergency signals and' return control of.the'diesei

~

.
_.

. generator unit'to the. automatic control system. In the' Limerick units,'the-
diesel ~ generator desi'gn has' an override fe'ature to enable -a diesel generator in

'

1the test mode to respond to an emergency signal. During the' periodic _ testing 1
.r

,

of a ~ diesel generator, if a safety-injection. actuation signal occurs, the' diesel -,

l' generator in the test mode.is disconnected from parallel operation with the
~

offsite systems and_ maintained in the emergency standby mode. The diesel gen-i

F eratorfremains_ running, automatically shifting the governo_r-from'the' droop to
isochronousimode and the: voltage regulator to automatic mode. In the event'of

~ ~ .

a loss of' voltage in the emergency buses, the diesel' generator unit would be
ready to~ accept load. This'desigr. feature satisfies the staff concern'on'.this

[ . subject-and'is, therefore, accepttble.
~

,

*
~

BTPJICSB 17 (Position.7.-of RG 1.9. Revision 2) requires that diesel' generator
,, protective ^ trips'be bypassed.wher the diesel generator is required for a' design-
U basisLevent. All protective trips are allowed during periodic testing. The

allowed exceptions to the above requirement for bypassing ~ are diesel engine
overspeed.and generator differential current. 'Any other trips retained must, ,

: utilize coincident logic in order to svoid spurious trips. In case.of--a design-
~

,

basis (accident; the' applicant is bypassing all the protective trips except.

n
I
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engine overspeed and generator differential current. This is in full conform-
ance with the NRC staff: position and is acceptable.'

The NRC staff has reviewed the diesel generator' alarms and status information
provided for the control room operator. : The' control room annunciation consists
of single input alarms and common alarms. The annunciator window engraving for
the single input alarms identifies the specific | nature of the problem. The7

window engraving for ths common alarms is generalized. The applicant has pre-.

Lsented a list of conditions in the FSAR that render the' diesel generator units
incapable of responding to an automatic emergency start signal. The i4RC staff
has-reviewed this information and concludes that each condition that can render

-diesel; generator unit incapable of responding to an automatic emergency start
signal:is' input to the common alarms.in the control room. Therefore, the NRC

~

; staff finds this' acceptable.

There are four independent' Class ~1E 208/120-V ac instrumentation and control
fpower supply systems-(per unit) that provide power to the four divisions'of
engineered safety features load groups. The four'-bus arrangement provides a
separate electric power supply.to each of the four channels that are electri-
cally and physically isolated.from the other channels. Each power supply con-
sists of a 480-208Y/120-V transformer and a distribution panel. The 480-V
power supply is provided by the corresponding 480-V Class IE motor control
center.-

5: Control-power for the 4.16-kV: Class IE'switchgear is supplied by the Class IE
125-V de system, while load centers ~and motor control centers use 120-V ac for
control power.

Each unit has two uninterruptible 120-V ac distribution panels for the reactor
protection system (RPS)'and two uninterruptible power supplies. Each 120-V ac-
.uninterruptible power supply is fed from two sources through a' static transfer
. switch. The preferred source is non-Class 1E 440-V motor control center through
a 440-120 V transformer. The alternate source is the 250-V-dc Class IE batteries
through an inverter, which is'the Class.1E-source'during a.LOCA. Between the
static transfer switch and distribution panel, two circuit breakers in series
are provided with; redundant trip circuits that trip the. breakers on degraded
power conditions-(overvoltage,fundervoltage,'and underfrequency conditions) to.

provide protection of the RPS equipment during any failure of the non-Class 1E,

power supply.
'

-Each unit is'provided with a 120/240-V ac uninterruptible power supply for the'

plant computer. 'The-distribution panel-is fed from two sources through a static
Linverter and a static transfer switch. :The preferred source is a non-Class IE* ~

dc battery,--and the alternate source'is'non-Class IE 440-V motor control center.
:In.the absence of inverter output..the static switch disconnects the inverter
from the load and connects the load to alternate power source.

'The Class'1E portion of the emergency onsite power and distribution system is,

: designed to permit the-following testing and inspections:
- ~(1)| During equipment shutdown, periodic inspectio'n and testing of wiring,
i insulation, connections,'and relays.to' assess the continuity of the

'

systems and the conditions.of components.

'
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(2)' During normal plant operation, periodic testing of the operability and
functional performance of standby onsite power supplies circuit breakers
and associated control circuits, relays, and buses.

(3) During plant _ shutdown, testing of the operability of the Class 1E system
~

as a whole. Under conditions as close to design as practical, the full
operation of signals of the engineered safety features actuation system
and the transfer of power between the offsite and the standby onsite power
systems will be tested.

This meets the requirements of GDC 18, " Inspection and Testing of Electric
Power Systems," and. is acceptable.

The applicant has applied the-following design criteria to the Class 1E
equipment:

(1) Motor size: Motor size (horsepower capability) is equal to or greater
than the maximum-horsepower required by the driven load under normal run-
ning, runbut, or discharge valve (or damper) closed condition.

(2)' Minimum motor accelerating voltage: The Class 1E motors are specified
with. accelerating capability at 80% nominal voltage at their terminals for

- 440-V motors and 75% for 4-kV motors. i

|
(3) Motor starting torque: The motor starting torque is capable of starting

1 and accelerating the connected load to normal speed in sufficient time
to perform its safety function for all expected operating conditions,
including the design minimum terminal voltage.

(4) Minimum motor torque margin over pump torque through accelerating period:
The minimum motor torque margin over pump torque through the accelerating
period is determined by using actual pump torque curves and calculated
motor torque curves at 75 or 80% terminal voltage. The minimum torque
margin (accelerating torque) is such that the. pump-motor assembly reaches
nominal speed in less than 5 seconds. This margin is usually not less
than 10% of-the pump torque.

(5) Motor insulation: Insulation systems are selected on the basis of the
ambient conditions to which the insulation is exposed. For Class 1E
motors located within the containment, the insulation system is selected
to withstand the postulated accident environment.

(6) Temperature monitoring devices provided in large horsepower motors: Six
resistance temperature detectors (RTD) or-six thermocouples (TC), two per-
phase, are provided in the motor stator slots for Class 1E motors. In
normal operation, the RTD or TC at the hottest location (selected by test)
monitors the motor temperature and provides an alarm on high temperature.
Each bearing has a Type T copper-constantan thermocouple bearing tempera-

'ture device to alarm on high temperature.

(7) Interrupting ' capabilities: The interrupting, capabilities of the protective
equipment are determined as follows:
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(a)- Switchgear.

'Switchgear interrupting capacities are' greater than the maximum short cir-
cuit current available at the point of application. The magnitude of short
circuit currents in medium voltage systems is determined in accordance'

with ANSI C37.010.1972. E offsite power system,.a single operating
diesel generator, and running motor contributions are considered.in deter-
nining the fault level. Medium voltage power circuit breaker interrupting "

' capacity ratings are' selected in accordance with ANSI C37.06-1971.
,

(b). Load centers, motor control centers, and distribution panels

Load. center, motor control center,'and distribution panel interrupting.
capabilities'are greater than the maximum short circuit current available'

.at the point of application. -The magnitude of chort circuit currents in
low-voltage. systems is determined in accordance with ANSI C37.13-1973 and
NEMA ABl. Low-voltage power circuit breaker interrupting . capacity ratings
are selected in accordance with ANSI C37.16-1970. Molded case circuit
breaker interrupting capacities are determined in accordance with NEMA

,

A81.

(8) Electrical circuit protection systems are as follows: '
.

|
(a) Bus differential relaying

A bus differential ~ relay scheme is provided for each Class 1E:4-kV bus.
These relays provide high-speed clearing of internal bus faults by. tripping
all circuit breakers connected to the. faulted bus.

'

*

(b). Overcurrent relaying

L Each Class 1E 4-kV bus . feeder circuit breaker is equipped with three very~

-

inverse-time overcurrent relays and one-inverse-time ground fault relay to
sense', and protect the bus:from overcurrent condition and to provide backup
'for feeder circuit protective relays. Each'4-kV motor feeder. circuit breaker

~'

has three overcurrent relays, each with one.long-time, one high dropout
instantaneous, and one standard instantaneous element for' overload, locked
rotor, and short-circuit protection. Each breaker is also equipped with an

| instantaneous ground sensor relay. .For 4-kV Class-1E motors, the circuit
; inverse-time protectie is set for overload alarm at 115% of motor full

load current (FLC) for motors with service factor.(SF) = 1.0 and'at 130%l n

FLC for SF = 1.15. The high dropout' instantaneous element is at 175% FLC
,.

and will trip for locked rotor and.short circuit currents, if the inverse-' -

time element has: operated.' .The~ standard instantaneous element is set at
greater than or equal to 160%-of motor locked rotor current for short cir-
-cult trip. Each Class 1E'4-kV. supply circuit breaker to a 480 V load center
transformer'is protected by three extremely inverse-time overcurrent relays
with long-time and instantaneous elements. An instantaneous overcurrent

,

ground sensor. relay provides sensitive ground fault protection. For'
2 Class 1E'480-V load center transformers, the transformer primary inverse-;.
time protection is set'between 200 to 300% of the transformer 0A rating.
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(c) (Undervoltage relaying .i

-Each 4-kV. Class 1E bus isfequipped with undervoltage relays for initiating; ;

' the' automatic transfer from the preferred to the _ alternate offsite power .i
source, shedding.theiloads'off_.the 4-kV Class 1E buses and starting the '

diesel generator when both the preferred and alternate offsite power
sources are not available.

~

Each Class 1E:4-kV bus feeder is equipped with an undervoltage. relay for
automatic transfer blocking.

1=(d)_ Diesel generator differential' relaying '

Each diesel' generator'is equipped with differential relaying protection.
-This circuitry provides high-speed disconnection to prevent severe damage
- 11: case of- diesel generator internal faults.

-(e).-440-V load center protection

Each load center circuit breaker is. equipped with integral, solid-state, I

adjustable, direct-action trip devices providing instantaneous and/or
-inverse-time overcurrent-protection. Motor feeds are equipped with solid-
' state adjustable instantaneous and long-time.overcurrent trip devices.~

.The-overcurrent devices for breakers supplying 480-V motor control centers I
lare set to= protect the feeder cables from short circuit and~ thermal damage

and to be selective ~with downstream protective devices.- Motor feeder long-
time overcurrent devices are-set at 145 to 150% motor FLC for motors with
SF = :1.15, and .130 to 135% for motors with SF = 1.0. The instantaneous

:tripLis-~ set; greater than or equal to 160% motor locked rotor. current. .The
_ time delay setting is adjusted for the motor-characteristics so that1
acceleration is permitted, while protecting the motor for a locked rotor

? condition and thermal' overload.

(f) .440-V| motor control center protection

blded-casecircuitbreakersprovideinverse-timeovercurrentand/orin-
stantaneous short circuit protection for all connected loads. For motor
circuits', the molded-case circuit breakers are equipped with an adjustable
instantaneous magnetic trip function only. Motorzthermal overload protec-
tion is provided by the-heater element trip unit in_each phase of the motor

' feeder circuit. .-The molded-case breakers for non-motor feeder circuits provide-
thermal inverse-time overcurrent protection and instantaneous short-circuit

. protection. . The' thermal overload trip units for sa_fety-related motor-operated.
valves are normally_ bypassed'except'during maintenance tests. For safety--
related' motor-operated valves controlled-by keylocked control switches,

- the thermal overload trip units are not bypassed. Motor overload heater
elements are set at~115% motor FLC for motors with SF = 1.0, and at:133%
F_LC when SF = -1.15. The' magnetic' instantaneous trip on the molded case
breaker'is. set in.the 10 to-13 x F,LC_ range to override the motor locked
rotor current and to provide short circuit protection. The thermal mag-

.netic breakers for nonmotor feeder circuits'are set to have a thermal
pickup'at approximately 125% FLC'and a' magnetic instantaneous trip setting

.

'in excess-of the_ load inrush current.

~
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- (9') Grounding requirements: Equipment.and system grounding are designed in
accordance with the applicable industry codes'and standards.

'

The NRC staff finds-the'above design criteria acceptable.
.

As a result of its review of the emergency onsite ac power system, the NRC,

staff has determined that there are no automatic transfers-of loads or sources
between redundant _ emergency buses,'which is in accordance with RG 1.6. There
Lis no sharing of emergency power sources between units, which is in_accordance
with-GDC 5 and RG 1.81. The four divisions of the emergency' power and distribu-,

|- Jtion systems are independent, meet the single failure criterion, and have the
capability and sufficient capacity required by GDC 17. The design is in con-

~

.

formance.with IEEE-308-1974, as endorsed by RG 1.32. -The electric power systems
are designed to permit inspection and testing of all Class 1E systems. Periodic
testing is performed on a scheduled basis to demonstrate the' operability and
continuity of all safety related systems and components, in accordance with
GDC 18. -Therefore, the NRC staff finds the emergency onsite ac power system
acceptable.

8.3.2 DC Power System

The station dc power system provides the ac onsite emergency power system with-

!_ control power as required.~ -It also provides both motive and control. power to
| selected safety-related equipment. The objectives'of the NRC staff review-were

to determine that the de power, system is designed in accordance with the cri-
teria, as noted in Section 8.1 above, and to establish that the system has-the

I required redundancy, meets the single failure criterion, and has the capacity
and reliability to supply power to all r%oired safety loads.

~

~

The de systems.for each unit consist of four independent divisions of Class 1E.

de systems; two 125/250-V three-wire systems for Division I and II and two
! 125-V two-wire systems for Division III and IV. In addition, each unit has1a

250-V non-Class 1E de system that is~ separate and independent from the Class IE
dc' systems. Each of the. four Class 1E 125-V d:: power _ systems provides the con-
trol:and motive power for -its associated Class 1E ac power load group division,
4.16-kV switchgear, and 480-V load centers. ._The dc control power for each '

'

diesel-generator is Class.1E, provided by its corresponding 125-V dc divi-
sion. Loss of de power to the diesel generator is indicated'on annunciators
in the main control room.

i
'

b The Class 1E 250-V de system feeds _dc power to de motor-driven pumps and valves.
It also supplies 250-V dc power to the non-Class IE inverter to_ supply 120/240-V
non-Class 1E ac uninterruptible power.-

Each of the Class 1E 125/250-V dc systems consists of two sets of 60-cell bat-~

,
_

tery banks, two battery chargers, two. Class 1E 250-V dc motor control centers,
and two Class 1E~125-V dc' distribution panels. Each of the Class 1E 125-V dc
systems consists of a 60-ce11 battery bank, a battery charger,' 'and two Class 1E ,

,

125-V dc distribution panels. :The battery' charger of each system is supplied
.' by 440-V Class 1E ac power from a motor control center associated with the'same
U . load group division. -Each Class 1E dc battery is separately housed in a venti-

.

lated room apart from its charger, motor control center, and distribution panel.

< ,

i
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Each system is located in an area separated physically and electrically from
- other systems to ensure'.that a single failure in one train does not cause
failure in the redundant train. :All the essential components of Class IE dc
systems are housed in seismic Category I structures. There is no sharing i

between redundant Class IE trains of equipment'such as batteries, battery |
,

,

chargers, or distribution panels.,

1

Each Class 1E de system has the capacity to continuously supply all the con--

nected normal running load while maintaining the battery in a fully charged
condition. Each battery is capable of carrying the essential load continuously
for-4 hours in.the event of a total loss of onsite:and offsite ac power.

,

I

Each battery charger is capable of floating the battery on the bus or recharging
.the completely discharged battery within 8 hours while supplying the largest
combined demands of the various steady-state loads under all plant operating
conditions. 1

The 125-V de subsystem chargers are supplied from the same ac-load group for-
i- . which the dc subsystem supplies the control power. The de subsystems conform
i to RG 1.6,." Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite) Power Sources and

Between Their Dit,tribution Systems," and fulfill the recommendations of IEEE
; 308-1974 and requirements of- GDC -17, " Electric Power Systems." The NRC staff

!
has. reviewed the provisions described in the FSAR for testing the Class 1E dc I
power system and concludes that the design will be capable of meeting the
requirements of.GDC 18, " Inspection and Testing of Electric Power Systems."

.

=The specific requirements for de power systems monitoring derive from recom-
'mendations embodied in Section 5.3.2(4), 5.3.3(5) and 6.3.4(5) of IEEE 308-1974,.
and in RG 1.47. In summary, these general recommendations and guidelines simply
state that the dc system (batteries, distribution systems and. chargers) shall
be monitored to the extent that it is shown to be ready to perform its intended
function. Accordingly, the guidelines used in the licensing review of the dc
power system-designs are that the following indications and alarms of the

| Class IE de power system status shall'be provided in the' control room:

! '(1) battery current (ammeter-charge / discharge)-
[ (2) battery charger output' current-(ammeter)
|- (3) dc bus voltage (voltmeter)

(4) battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)
(5) battery high discharge rate alarm
(6) de bus undervoltage and overvoltage alarm

( (7) dc bus ground alarm (for ungrounded system)-

!' (8) battery bre:aker(s) or fuse (s) open alarm
'(9) battery charger output breaker (s) or fuse (s) open alarm
(10) battery charger trouble alarm (one alarm for a number of abnormal condi-

tions which are usually indicated locally)!

The NRC staff concludes that this monitoring, augmented by the periodic test
and surveillance requirements included in the Technical Specifications, provide
reasonable assurance that the Class 1E dc power system is ready to perform its
intended safety function. The following monitoring instruments and alarms
called for in the above cited guidelines have been provided'in the control

j . room of the Limerick plant:

!
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(1)~ battery current (ammeter-charge / discharge)

(2) -dc bus voltage (voltmeter)

dc bus un'ervoltage alarm_(3) d

(4) dc system ground detector
~

.(5) battery fuse open alarm (monitored'by the battery ammeter and message
on display.of the ERFDS (computer))

(6) ' battery charger trouble alarm

de undervoltage and overvoltage
low de current
low ac-voltage

' battery charger output breaker open

The' monitoring instruments and alarms that-have not been provided in the
control room and the justifications why they have not been provided are
as follows:

-(1) battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)
|
'

(2) battery charger output current (ammeter)

These meters.are located on the front of the charger panel where they
provide useful information to maintenance or service personnel. This
information is not required in the main control room because any current
deviations of significance would result in the charger trouble alarm,
which.is in the control room.

(3) battery high discharge rate alarm
-

The high discharge rate can occur only if there is an undervoltage on the
dc bus or a ground fault between the bus and the battery. Because both
of these conditions are alarmed, the addition of this high discharge
. rate alarm is not required.

The NRC staff has reviewed the monitoring systems (instruments and alarms)
and concludes.that they are acceptable.

,

-In conclusion, based on_its review and the above evaluation, the NRC staff
finds'the Class 1E de power. system acceptabic."

-8.4_ Other Electrical Features and Requirements for Safety

This section presents other electrical features and requirements applicable to
the Limerick Units 1-and 2 design fer safety that deal with distinct aspects of
the_ design of the offsite and/or onsite power systems. The objective.of the
NRC staff. review is to determine that these electrical features and require-
ments are implemented in accordance with all applicable acceptance criteria in
Section 8.1 above.*
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j . 18.4.1' Physical Identification and Independence of Redundant Safety-Rel'ated' |

|| Electrical Systems-
'

i

p-. The applicantihas provided criteria'in-the FSAR for' physical identification and
separation-of. electrical equipment to preserve the independence of redundant- '

: equipment. 'Each cable:and raceway is color coded to indicate.its separation
group. .-This" identification provides a means of distinguishing a cable, raceway i

.

U and equipment associated with.a particular separation group. _ Exposed raceways,

containing Class-1E cables are. marked by color codes'in a distinct permanent
: ' manner at intervals not;to_ exceed 15 feet and at points of. entry to and exist

'from enclosed areas. .In general, all Class 1E cables and associated cables are'

jacket-color coded-throughout their entire _ length. . Cables that' require field
color coding will;be so marked at' intervals 'ot to exceed 5 feet. Non-Class 1En

[-
-

equipment,: raceways,-and cables in raceways are not' marked by color code and
chave a black outer jacket,e t

;

The applicant'has stated that'the separation of redundant. safety circuits'is;
0 - designed in accordance with IEEE 384-1974, " Separation of Class IE_ Equipment

'.
. .and Circuits." 'The separation of circuits and equipment is ' achieved by inde-

pendent structural design, distance, or barrier. The redundant' Class 1E cir-
cuits are run in separate and independent raceways. In general plant areas,,

'

not' subject _to hazards such as missiles, open ventilated cable trays for redun-
i dant circuits are separated by a minimum of 3 feet'horizontallyfor 5 feet.ver-

ti_cally. In the cable spreading room, open ventilated cable' trays _are' separated
-by,a minimum of 1 foot horizontally or 3 feet vertically. Totally enclosed-
raceways _for redundant circuits are separated by a minimum of 1. inch. Where

'

the'above separation criteria cannot be met, barriers are placed between
[ -raceways.

,

:The: associated circuits are subject to the same requirements =as the-Class 1E
circuits such as-identification, derating, environmental qualification, flame

E, retardanca,' splicing restriction, raceway fill, and separation. Where non-
L Class 1E loads are connected to Class 1E power distribution system or are

routed"in the same raceways.with Class 1E circuits, they are designed as asso-
ciated circuits. Where the separation between the raceways for non-Class 1E
circuits and for Class 1E. circuits including the' associated circuits does not,

F- meet the criteria for- raceways carrying redundant Class '1E circuits, a case-by-
case: analysis has-been performed to demonstrate the Class 1E circuits are'not-
-degraded below an acceptable level with the proposed separation.

J- -

j .The applicant states that any. exceptions to the required separation criteria
F have been identified in the' FSAR and' justified in the applicant's Design Veri-
O fication Test Report- (Report 48503)- for Limerick. The NRC staff:has-reviewed

~

*

the -justification provided for these, deviations in the applicant's test report
~

1. and has concluded that the justifications for these deviations are acceptable.

~ Base'd on its review of the applicant's design criteria regarding physical
identification, sepa'ation, and independencelof redundant safety-related elec-r

[ trical ' systems and between the safety-related'and nonsafety-related systems, '

I the NRC~ staff finds these criteria to be in accordance with the guidelines of
IEEE1384-1974 as' endorsed by RG 1.75 and, therefore, acceptable. The NRC staff ,

will verify the implementation of the applicant's design criteria for theses

| areas during'a site visit.
19

F
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[8.4.2 Nonsa'fety-Load's on Emergency Sources

Present regulatory practice regarding-operating license applications -allows the
, connection of:nonsafety loads--in addition to the required safety loads--to
Class 1Ef(emergency) power sources if11t can be' shown that~ the-connection of
nonsafety ' loads will not result in degradation of the Class'1E system below an:

#

- acceptable level. The Limerick' design provides for the connection of=both
safety;and selected nonsafety loads to the Class'1E emergency buses.

i
. .:

.

g The' applicant utilizes the following design for isolation-of the Class 1E buses
from non-Class IE circuits:

i

(1) Non-Class 1E~4-kV motor-loads are connected to the Class-1E buses through
isolation devices. =The isolation device trips these non-Class 1E loads
form the Class 1E buses upon detection of a LOCA signal.

,

~(2) The public' address and fire alarm distribution transformer and the panel
~

- thatifeeds non-Class 1E' loads are connected to a Class 1E' motor control
center 440-V bus through'a Class 1E molded case circuit breaker. Both the
circuit breaker;in the distribution panel. and circuit' breaker in the motor:

control. center are connected in series and are qualified as Class 1E
equipment.

,

|' . Based on~its evaluation of the information provided by the applicant, the NRC-
staff concludes-that the design provides for the automatic disconnection of-
nonsafety loads connected to the Class 1E buses upon; detection of a LOCA: signal,

~

which-is_in accordance with RG'1.75 and is, therefore,=~ acceptable. Class;1E-
buses are also protected against faultston the non-Clas; 1E circuits as stated.

.in (2)'above:by two Class;1E circuit breakers in series. This design satisfies-<

,' the NRC-staff's. position and is, therefore, acceptable.
~ 8.4.3 ' Reactor Containment Electrical Penetrations

i
i~ GDC 50 requires, in part, that the reactor containment structures, including
7 penetrations, be designed so the. containment structure can, without exceeding-

the design; leakage rate,~ accommodate the' calculated pressure, temperature,'and,

:other environmental conditions resulting from any LOCA.
' Therefore, the' main objective of the.NRC staff review was to determine that the

electrical penetration;assemblics.are designed to withstand,-without the loss
of; mechanical integrity, the. maximum available fault current versus time condi-<

L tions that could' occur, given single random failures of circuit overload pro--

tection devices.
" The 14RC staff review also established that the electrical' penetration design

satisfies'IEEE~317-1972, " Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containment
Structures-for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," as augmented by RG 1.63,
Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structure for Water-Cooled

; Nuclear. Power Plants (October 1973).
,

'The applicant' has documented .that electrical -penetration power conductors -
<regardless of-voltage level are~ sized to withstand, without loss of' mechanical
. integrity,/the maximum available fault current for the period of time. long
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enough;to: allow backup circuit protection to operate, assuming a failure of.the
primary protective device. -The circuit ' overload protection systems for elec-

~

trical penetration assemblies meet'the single failure ~ criterion. . The applicant'

- ;hasiapplied-the design criteria discussed below to the containment electrical
penetration circuits.

For ihe medium voltage system. theireactor recirculation pumps are the only
~

~

'

medium voltage loads inside the containment. The. primary and backup protection
of.these circuits is provided by two redundant Class 1E circuit breakers in-

Eseries. ..DC; control power'for~these breckers-is supplied from different sources.
This~is in accordance with RG 1.63 and is acceptable,

i- . .

-For the 440-V system, the motor _and the power cable are protected by primary
: feeder circuit breakers and a backup breaker. The penetration assemblies can-

withstand the available fault current for~the time required to trip either or
both circuit breakers.

;. For 208-V and lower voltage systems, the lower voltage control circuits powered
L -from control power transformer are . protected by a fuse and are- fault-current
* - limited because of,the impedancelof the transformer. .Because:the applicant

provided the analytical calculations to. justify that the control transformer..

limits sustained fault current below the continuous rating _of the penetration
assembly and the. cable, two independent circuit Interrupting devices are not
required. LThe remaining control and power circuits are protected by'a primary i

and a backup fuse or breaker.

For . instrument' systems, the overload and short circuit = current in the instru- I

; ment circuits are sufficiently below the' continuous rating of the penetration
' assemblies so that no damage can occur to the penetration for these abnormal
conditions..

'

4-
~

The NRC staff has3 reviewed the above information and concludes that, subject,

to resolution of the above confirmatory-item, the designs provide independent
U primary and backup fault protection for each load:to' preclude a ' single failure
* _from-impairing the;!ntegrity of a containment electrical penetration and, there-

-fore, are acceptable.

8.4.4 - Thermal Overload Protection Bypass
,

L .

[ Motor-operated valves with thermal overload protection devices for. the valve
F motors'are used.in safety systems'and their auxiliary supporting systems.

. Operating experience has shown that indiscriminate application of thermal over-'

.

load protection devices to'these' valve motors could result in needless hindrance-

' to successful completion of safety: functions.' RG 1.106, " Thermal 0verload
Protection .for Electric Motors on- Motor-Operated Valves" (November 1975), recom-

. .

mends bypassing Muring accident conditions or periodic testing of the_ thermal
l' overloads as acceptable methods to be implemented-in the design of. motor-operated

. valves.
4 ,

,

In the Limerick design, Class 1E. motor-operated valves are wired so that their
= thermal. overload' protection-devices are continually bypassed during an accident
' condition. Each of the.motar-operated valves is equipped with a. spring return-
to-center switch located in the control room. A valve motor thermal overload4<.

or loss-of power conditionLis annunciated,'along with a white indicating light+

t in'the. main control room. '
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> :On-the basis of its review of_the design provisions for bypassing the thermal-
overload protection. devices : for electrical motors on motor-operated valves _
controlled by motor starters, the NRC staff has concluded that the proposed

;- method satisfies"the recommendations ~of RG 1.106'and.is, therefore, acceptable.

:8.4.5- Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution System Voltages

| Events at'the' Millstone station have shown that adverse effects-on the Class 1E
loads can be caused by sustained. low grid-voltage conditions when the Class 1E

.

buses are. connected to offsite power. These low voltage conditions will not be,

L detected by the loss'of-voltage relays:(loss of-offsite power) whose low voltage
pickup setting is generally'in the range _ of 0.7 per unit' voltage or less.

[ The=above events also demonstrated that'imprcper voltage protection logic can
itself cause adverse effects on the Class 1E systems and. equipment such.as-

spurious load shedding of Class 1E loads'from the standby diesel generators
.

and spurious separation of Class 1E systems from offsite power as a result of'

normal motor starting transients.

A more recent event at the Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) station and its subsequent
analysis disclosed the possibility of degraded voltage conditions existing on
the Class 1E buses even with normal grid voltages, because of deficiencies in-

.

equipment |between the grid and the Class 1E-buses or by the starting transients
. . experienced during certain accident events'not originally. considered'in the

sizing of these circuits.

The following paragraphs address the conformance of the ' Limerick design withs

L the corresponding positions of'BTP PSB-1:

:(1) On both offsite sources to 'ach Class 1E bus, an undervoltage-(ITE-27D).e
relay with a 60-second timer will-monitor the offsite source voltage.
This relay will be set'at 0.90 per unit voltage. Actuation of this relay

'

Lafter a 60-second' time delay will trip'the associated.4-kV bus feeders

" breaker. floss of_ voltage.on.the 4-kV bus actuates a GPI relay that.
initiates the transfer to the alternate source. The 60-second time delay
is tentative and may be shortened. Its purpose.is to allow enough' time
for-the automatic load tap changers on the 101 and.201 safeguard trans-'

formers to attempt to correct the degraded voltage' condition.
~

,

An-ITE-274 inverse time relay with an Agastat' timer'is also installed on
i the source side-of each'offsiteJsource to'each Class 1E bus. This relay

will be set at.0.87 per unitLvoltage with a. total time delay of'60 seconds.
' - It performs the'same function as.the ITE-27D and provides inverse tice

' delay with degrading v01tage for protection of Class 1E equipment between
~

*

'O.87'and 0.70 per unit voltage.

b The-time delays associated with the ITE-270 and ITE-27 relays are auto-.

y .matica11y bypassed 6 seconds after the receipt'of alLOCA signal._^This
~ -limits the' exposure of Class 1E equipment to degraded voltage conditions

to'6' seconds maximum while preventing spurious trips of the offsite source
breaker during' voltage transients caused by motor starts. "
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The loss of power relay (NGV) with a 1-second timer is=also installed on
the' source side.of each offsite source to each Class 1E bus. The relay is

: set at 0.70 per unit voltage and will. perform the same function as the
Jabove relays. : This relay provides for the transfer of the bus.on-the i-

total loss of the associated offsite source.

A GPIsrelay monitors;the voltage on each Class 1E 4-kV bus. The relay
j

functions with.no' appreciable time delay when the voltage on;the bus falls i

below 0.45'per. unit. Actuation of this_ relay. initiates load shedding and
provides permissive: signal to allow the affected bus to transfer to the
. alternate' source. ~The relay also provides an automatic start, signal to I

;the diesel generator, which will automatically energize the. bus if the
alternate source is'r.ot available.

A' permissive voltage' relay 1(NGV) with a setpoint of approximately 0.95 per
' unit also monitors.the bus _ voltage on the 4-kV Class 1E buses. Actuation ;

:of this relay initiates load sequencing after the voltage _has been restored
to the bus. It-is sealed in by the GPI relay to allow the load sequencing
to continue during motor starting transients.

~

The settings and time delay given the above discussion are tentative at -
this time.

The under"oltage protection design does,not provide coincident logic to
preclude spurious trips to conform to BTP PSB-1. However, spurious action-
of one undervoltage relay will only transfer _the affected bus to the
alternate power source and will require actuation of a second undervoltage
relay to transfer the bus to the diesel generator. If an ITE-27D relay
should fail to operate it is backed up by the ITE-27 inverse _ time relay.
Therefore,.the NRC staff concludes that the proposed design is acceptable.

_

'(2) The load shedding features-on Class:1E 4-kV buses are retained during
, sequencing of.the emergency loads'to the bus and after the load sequencing.

; action. The loss-of-voltage. relay -functions when the voltage on the emer -
'

- gency bus degrades below 45% of rated voltage. Actuation of loss-of voltage_

t relay initiates load shedding. rThe setpoint of the' relay (45%) is low
" enough.to retain the load ~ shedding feature during sequencing of the emer-

gency, loads to the bus. :The applicant has provided adequate bases and
the feature is, therefore, acceptable. The applicant shall specify maxi-

.

. mum and minimum values of voltage setpoint a.c time-delays, limiting con-
dition for operation, and surveillance requir nents in the, Technical
Specification.

~(3) .During preoperational.testingb voltage levels of_the ESF buses will be
-verified as'the-buses are loaded.~ Transformer taps will be' set to obtain
-optimum voltage levels from no-load to fully' loaded conditions. Voltage
levels will be compared with 'esign analysis. The staff finds this'to bed
consistent with BTP PSB-1-requirements and, therefore,. acceptable.

(4); Before initial full power reactor operation, the verification testing will
be performed on all sources of offsite power in accordance with the BTP
:PSB-1 positions. _The NRC' staff finds this acceptable.
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9 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

The NRC staff has reviewed the design of the auxiliary systems necessary for
safe reactor operation, shutdown, or fuel ' storage or whose failure might affect
plant safety. The revfaw included the systems' safety-related objectives and how
these objectives are achieved.

The auxiliary systems necessary for safe reactor operation or shutdown include
the emergency service water system; the residual heat removal service water
system; the ultimate heat sink; the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
systems for the control room and-areas housing safety-related equipment; essen-
tial portions .of the compressed air system; and the standby liquid control
system.-

The auxiliary systems necessary to ensure the safety of the fuel storage facility
include the spent fuel storage system, the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup
system, and the fuel handling area heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
system.

The NRC staff has also reviewed other auxiliary systems to verify that their
failure will not prevent safe shutdown of'the plant (both units) or result
in unacceptable release of. radioactivity to the environment. These systems
include the reactor enclosure cooling water system, the demineralized water
makeup system, the potable and sanitary water system, the condensate storage
facilities, the turbine enclosure cooling water system, the chilled water
systems, nonessential portions of_the compressed air system, the equipment and
floor drainage _ system, and the heatir,g, ventilation, and air conditioning
system for nonessential portions of the reactor building, control building, the~

radwaste building, the diesel generator building, and the turbine building.
,

9.1 Fuel Storage and Handling

9.1.1. New Fuel Storage

The new fuel _is stored in the spent fuel pool. (Storage of new fuel is dis-
cussed in Section 9.1.2 of this report.) The applicant eliminated'the new
fuel storage capability in FSAR Amendment 10. In a subpiittal dated December

-22, 1982, the applicant confirmed that there would be no new fuel storage racks
or facility on site. New fuel will remain in the shipping containers and be
stored on the refueling floor until the new fuel is inspected, channeled, and
transferred to the spent fuel pool storage racks. To-the knowledge of the
NRC staff, Limerick is the first applicant not to have a new storage facility;
however, the NRC staff has not identified any safety-related concerns
associated with this design.

' 9.1.2 ' Spent Fuel Storage

Because the new fuel _will be stored in the spent fuel storage facility, the
spent fual storage facility was reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.1.1 and

: Limerick SER 9-1
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'9.1.2. Conformance with_the acceptance' criteria,.except as note.d below,? formed-
ithe basisffor.the NRC' staff-evaluation'of'the spent fuel storage facility with

'

' respect:to theLapplicable portions of 10'CFR 50.
i

The acceptance criteria for the ; fuel storage facility. include meeting the guide-
lines of ANS 57.1, " Design Requirements.for Light-Water Reactor Fuel Handling

i

.. -System";LANS 57.2, " Design Objectives for. Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage
Facilities |at Nuclear Power Stations"; and ANS 57.3, " Design Requirements for
.2mv LWR Storage Facilities." However, the guidelines in the SRP review proce-
dures were used inilieu of ANS 57.1, ANS 57.2, and ANS:57.3. The acceptance ,

_ criteria also include RG 1.110,~ " Protection Against- Low-Trajectory Turbine l
Missiles." ETurbine missiles are evaluated separately in Section 3.5.1.3 of

- this report.
,

> ,

' ~ Units 1 and 2 do notishare the spent fuel facilities, but they do share thet

. cask handlir.g1 facilities that connect to both pools. Because the-gates to only
i one fuel pool would be open to the cask area at any given time and because the

cask is not-handled over spent fuel, no single accident or equipment failuree
| will affect.both spent . fuel. storage facilities. Thus, the requirements of- GDC 5
!. - with-respect ~to fuel. storage are not applicable.

:The spent fuel storage racks are high density racks with boron carbide (boral)
between each fuel bundle. Each spent fuel storage facility has a capacity of.

~ 2040-fuel bundles (approximately 267% of.a full core). .

,

p

; The' structure housing the facility (the reactor building) is designed to. seismic
Category I criteria, as are'the storage racks, pool liners, gates, and storage
pools.' _These buildings are also designed against flooding and tornado' missiles
(see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this report). . The NRC staff concludes that.
the requirements'cf GDC 2 and the guidelines of RGs 1.13, " Spent Fuel: Storage7

f
. Facility Design Basis'," Position C.3;.1.29, " Seismic Design' Classification,".

* -Positions C.1 and 'C.2;-and .1.117, " Tornado Design Classification," Positions C.1
| , through C.3, are satisfied for the spent fuel storage. facility.

[~ Because the fuel pools are not located'in the_ vicinity of any high-energy lines~ '

or rotating machinery, physical separation protects the spent fuel from inter-
- nally generated missiles and the effects of pipe breaks (see Sections 3.5.4.1 '

. and 3.6.1 of this report). Thus, the requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines
of RG 1.13, Position C.3, are satisfied. (For a discussion of compliance with
the guidelines of.RG 1.115, see Section 3.5.1.3 of this report.)

,

.The: spent fuel racks _at' Limerick will be used for storage of both fresh and
; spent fuel. The racks consist'of double-walled anodized aluminum cans with *

: sheets of boral'between'the walls. The' cans are held in a checkerboard array
4 - byftop and. bottom grid plates. The fuel assemblies are stored with a 6.625-inch

"
'

p center.to-center spacing.~

- A' criticality analysis of the reference rack design has been made with the
~

KENO-IV Monte-Carlo code using the 123 group NITAWL/AMPX cross-section set..

i This" code has been verified against a series of experiments conducted by
i _ - Battelle Pacifie Northwest Laboratory. These experiments were especially

designed to mock-up ' spent fuel-rack configurations and include poison plates,

i
,
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between assemblies. This code is widely used in the industry for spent fuel
rack criticality. analyses and is acceptable.

Sensitivity analyses of the design were performed to assess uncertainties in
the effective multiplication value. These analyses were performed with the
PDQ-7 few group diffusion theory code, with cross-sections prepared by the

'~CHETTAH-B/CORCBLADE code set. This is~a commonly used procedure and is
acceptable.

The following conservative assumptions were made for the analyses:

(1) a uniform 3.5% enriched 8 x 8 bundle with two water rods
(2). fresh fuel with no burnable poison '

(3) fresh water at 68*F
(4) no credit for structural members (e.g., spacers) in the assemblies
(5) channeled fuel

Using the assumptions listed above, the calculated (by KENO) value of the
effective multiplication factor for the design racks is 0.9093, with a 95%
confidence interval from 0.9015 to 0.9171. The value calculated by P0Q-7 is
0.8983.

The effects of pool temperature changes, void formation in the pool, variations
in center-to-center spacing, variations in boral slab width, thickness, boron
. loading, and boral grain size were calculated with the PDQ-7 code. These effects
were summed and used as an uncertainty in the calculation. Adding this uncer-
tainty-yields a value of 0.933 for the calculated effective multiplication
factor for the racks. This meets the NRC staff criterion of 0.95 or less for
this quantity and_is acceptable.

In a submittal dated December 22, 1982, the applicant stated that the racks are
designed for a K,77 of 0.933 or less under optimum moderation (foam, smail-
droplets, spray, or fogging), which is les's than the K,ff of 0.98 specified in
SRP 9.1.1. The racks are designed-to preclude the inadvertent placement of a
fuel assembly in other than the prescribed spacing. In the December 22, 1982,
submittal, the applicant stated that the spent fuel racks can withstar)d an
uplift force of 4500 lb without any damage to'the racks.as the result of-

maximum' uplift forces exerted by the lifting bail (greater than 1500 lb)
and the auxiliary hoist on the reactor enclosure crane (4000 lb). Thus,
the NRC staff concludes that the requirements' of GDC 61, " Fuel Storage and
Handling and Radioactivity Control," and 62, " Prevention of Criticality in Fuel
Storage and Handling," and the guidelines of RG 1.13,. Positions C.1 and C.4,
concerning fuel' storage facility design are satisfied.

The design of the storage pools includes a control room-alarmed leakage detec-
tion system for indication of excessive pool liner leakage, water level moni-

These features satisfy the'toring systems, and radiation monitoring systems.
requirement of GDC 63, " Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage."'

Based on its review, the~NRC staff concludes that the spent fuel storage
h . facility is'in conformance with the requirements of GOC 2, 4, 5, 61, 62, and 63

as they relate to protection of spent fuel against natural phenomena, missiles,
environmental effects, the facility's shared functions, radiation protection,
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prevention of criticality, and.~ performance :nonitoring, and'with the guidelines
'of RGs' 1.13,: Positions C.1, C.3, and C.4; 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2; and;;

I. ,1.117,: Positions'C.1 through C.3, as they relate to the facility's design. basis,
: seismic classification, and protection against tornado missiles. .It is,-there-
fore, acceptable, nThe spent-fuel storage facility meets the acceptance criteria

,of SRP 9.1.1 and 9.1.2.

'The safety function'of,the spent fuel pool and storage. rack system.is to main-
tain-the' spent fuel assemblies in a subcritical array during all credible stor- ,

age conditions. The NRC staff has reviewed-the compatibility-and chemical _ j-stability.of the materials wetted by the pool water, except the fuel assemblies.
- The-proposed spent fuel storage racks are fabricated primarily of aluminum

: alloys, which are.used for all- structural components except: for the fuel pool-

liner and bearing plates on the feet, which are Type 304 stainless steel. All
aluminum components are anodized to minimize corrosion. The aluminum feet.areE separated from the stainless steel bearing plates by acrylonitrile butadiene'

styrene (ABS) plastic inserts"to minimize galvanic attack. The neutronf absorber material-is Boral, which is inserted in sealed compartments in the.
aluminum alloy racks. .The water in the Limerick spent fuel pools is highpurity demineralized water.

In these sealed components the Boral is' sandwiched tightly between.90-mil-.

,

! thick Type-5052 aluminum plates, which are sufficiently rigid to resist swell-
ing-if the cavities are inadvertently flooded and internal gas pressures to a
maximum of 10 psig'are generated. :The rack modules have been assembled and,

inspected by nondestructive. examinations performed'in accordance with the,

- 1 applicable provisions of.ASME Code, Section-IX,- and the Aluminum Association
. Standards,|5th edition,-'1976. The: applicant-will perform a materials compati-

.
'

'bility monitoring program consisting of 16 coupons that duplicate the- ''c .

[ condition =of the-Boral' EHalf~are sealed and half are vented to the fuel-pool.

. :(~ environment.s These' coupons are to be hung along side of-the high density fuel
racks-and will be' subjected to the maximum neutron, gamma, and heat. fluxes.
Enough coupons are included to permit'de'structive examination of duplicate
samples;(one vented and one sealed)'at inspection intervals of 2 to 5 ye~ars

~

over the-life.of'the' facility. ~

'

_The Limerick spent fael pools.are fabricated of materials that will have good
compatibility with the demineralized water in the spent fuel pool. The cor- '

rosion rate of Type'304 stainioss steel in this water'is so' low that it cannot
. be measured (Weeks, 1977). The corrosion' rate in water of aluminum alloys of

-1100 or:6061 can be~ estimated from measurements at 125*C-to be less than 1.1
mils.in-20~yearsL(ibid.) and from measurements of rate constants at 50 and 70*C
-(122 and 158*F):to be less than 0.1 mil in 40 years (Draley, Mori, and Loess,
1967). Because ABS. plastic ~fnserts separate the aluminum alloys from'the stain-
--1ess steel,at the only point of contact, no ' galvanic corrosion effects are
anticipated. No instances of corrosion of stainless-steel or aluginum' alloys

-in: spent-fuel pools containing pure water have been observed in the U.S. (Weeks,
1977). jBoral has been-shown to be resistant:to corrosion should the cavities 1

'

containing the Boral' become flooded (Weeks,1978). The 90 mil thickness of the
Type 5052' aluminum plates on the cavities containing the Boral~will~ ensure
that, ifEgaseous b'ufidup occurs in these cavities, distortion of the racks will

. not ensue. --The codes ~and standards used in fabricating and-inspecting these
,

t,-

!
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fuel storage racks should ensure their integrity and minimize the likelihood
that corrosion, swelling, or stress corrosion cracking will occur during service.
The materials' surveillance program detailed by the applicant will reveal any
instances of deterioration of the Boral that might lead to the loss of neutron

abporbing power during the life of the spent fuel racks. The NRC staff does
'not anticipate that such deterioration will occur. This monitoring program
will ensure that, in the unlikely. situation that the Boral deteriorates in this
environment, the applicant and the NRC staff will be aware of it soon enough to
take corrective action.

From the evaluation as discussed above, the NRC staff concludes that the cor-
rosion that will occur in the Limerick spent fuel pools will be of little signi-
ficance during the life of.the plant. Components of the spent fuel storage
pool are constructed of alloys-that are known to have a low differential gal-
vanic potential between them, and that have performed well in spent fuel stor-
age pools at other BWRs where the water chemistry is maintained to standards
comparable to those proposed for Limerick. Plastic inserts separate stainless
steal from aluminum at all points of contact. The proposed materials surveil-
lance' program is adequate to provide warning in the unlikely event that deteri-
oration of the neutron absorbing properties of the Boral will develop during the
design life of the racks. Therefore, based on the selection of the materials,
the NRC staff believes that no significant corrosion should occur in the spent

i fuel storage racks at Limerick for a period well in excess of the 40 year design
life of the unit.'

The NRC staff, therefore, concludes that the compatibility of the materials
and coolant used in the spent fuel storage pool is adequate, based on tests,
data, and actual service experience in operating reactors. The NRC staff
-finds that the selection of appropriate materials by the applicant meets the
requirements of GDC 61 because there.is the capability to permit appropriate
periodic inspection and testing of components and GDC 62 because criticality is
prevented by maintaining the structural integrity of components. It is, there-

fore, acceptable.
~

9.1.3, Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

The spent fuel' pool cooling and cleanup system was reviewed in accordance with-
SRP 9.1.3. Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below,
formed the basis for the NRC staff evaluation of the spent fuel pool cooling
and cleanup system with respect to the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system
include meeting the guidelines of RGs 1.52, " Design, Testing, and Maintenance
Criteria for Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration
and Adsorption Unitslof Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and 8.8,
"Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occupational Radiation Exposures at
Nuclear Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable." Compliance
with RG 1.52 is evaluated separately in Section 9.4.2. Compliance with RG 8.8
is evaluated separately in Section 12.

The spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system is designed to maintain water
quality and optical clarity and remove decay heat generated by spent fuel
assemblies in the pool. The system includes all components and piping from
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inlet to exit from the storage pools,-piping used for fuel pool makeup,'and the
cleanup filter /demineralizers Eto the point of discharge to the radwaste system.

:The-design. consists of three fuel pool ' cooling pump / heat exchanger trains and_

i one filter /demineralizer set per. unit,' with one spare set. that can be connected
-

'

' to either unit. Two of the three fuel pool, cooling pumps are powered from a
redundant division of the. Class'1E power system.

The system is' housed in the. reactor building, which is seismic Category I and.

;is tornado protected. The system itself:is not . seismic Category' I. In' case of
_a seismic event, makeup water can be supplied by the emergency service water or<

residual heat removal service water systems, both of which are seismic Cate- ,

gory - I. 'Using the seismic. Category I makeup and assuming normal. refuelings toJ

-fill the spent fuel pool, the FSAR states-that the pool will not begin to boil
until 15.7 hours after the-loss of normal' cooling. This 15.7-hour delay until

.

pool' boiling provides reasonable time to restore pool cooling or to initiate
the seismic. Category I makeup water supply to maintain the proper water level'
untilfpool-cooling can be reinstated. The radiological release analysis in

. the FSAR for the boiling pool ' indicates that the release will be 'less than
' guideline values-in 10 CFR-100. The NRC staff concludes that this design
satisfies'the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of-RGs 1.13

L Positions C.1, C.7,-and C.8, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2.
! 1

The various components of the system are' located in shielded compartments or,
;where compartmentalization is-not practical, the components are separatedc

froa other high- and moderate-energy piping systems. Thus, the NRC staff j
concludes that the. requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines of RG 1.13,J

,

Position C.2,'are satisfied.
,

.

i' The' system.is not shared between the two units; thus the requirements of GDC 5
'

are not applicable.
~

1

~ The system is accessible for-routine visual inspection of the system components.
Two fuel pool cooling pumps are in operation at all times. The spare pump will

i be operated periodically. Thus, thefrequirements of GDC 45, " Inspection of
-Cooling Water Systems," and 46, " Testing of Cooling Water Systems," are
' satisfied.'

-

The spent fuel pool cooling system will maintain the fuel pool water temperature
at 130*F, with a heat load of 16.~1 MBtu/ hour based on decay heat generationi

from 2862 fuel bundles (maximum storage)1and both cooling' trains in operati'<

:This isLthe normal discharge from 11 fuel cycles. If one pump and heat4

exchanger were lost under these conditions, the~ spare pump and heat exchanger
!. would be-started.
.

In the case of'an abnormal heat load of 32.9 MBtu/ hour when the full corc must
'be unloaded, the residual heat removal (RHR) system would be used to maintain

; the temperature'of the fuel pool at 117*F. -To-use the RHR system, a seismic
. Category I manually. operated valve must be operated locally. This valve is-

connected to nonseismic Category ~I piping so that after a safe shutdown. earth-*

# .
; quake,7 the nonseismic Category I pipe could fail. The applicant has evaluated.

the' environmental _ conditions associated with this failure and stated that they
are acceptable for an operator to operate the seismic Category I manual valve.

1

i~
1
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(The NRC staff ag'rees with the applicant's conclusion. Heat loads for the

l' above storage modes are based on BTP.ASB 9-2, " Residual Decay Energy for
Light Water Reactors'for Long Term Cooling," and SRP 9.1.3.

.

;- No connections' are provided toitl e spent fuel pool below the normal water level
~

that may cause the' pool to be drained so that the fuel would be uncovered. All
'

lines that connect to the pool and extend below the safe level _of the pool
water 1are equippedLwith syphon breakers,-check valves, or other means to pre-*

; ' vent' inadvertent: pool drainage. The nonsafety-related service water system
provides cooling water to the fuel pool heat exchanger under normal conditions.

~

1 Backup cooling is available.from the reactor enclosure cooling water system.

In addition,.the RHR. system can be used to supplement the fuel pool cooling
-system by providing add!tionalicooling during shutdown, as described above.

_

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that-the requirements of GDC 44,
; - Cooling Water,"'are met."

Normal makeup to the pool is provided by the refueling water storage and
-transfer system. Emergency makeup is supplied by_the redundant loops of the
seismic Category I~ emergency service water (ESW) system or the RHR system...
Thus, the requirements of_GDC-61 and the guidelines of RG 1.13, Position C.6,
concerning fuel pool design are satisfied.

! The- system incorporates control room alarmed pool water -level, water tempera-
ture, and building radiation level monitoring-systems, thus satisfying.the
requirements of GDC-63.

.

. -Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the spent _ fuel pool cooling
| _and cleanup system conforms with the requirements of_GDC 2, 4, 5, 44, 45, 46, 61,

and 63 as they. relate to protection against natural phenomena, environmental
effects, shared functions, cooling water capability,' inservice _ inspection,

y functional-testing, radiation protection, and monitoring provisions; with the
. guidelines of RGs 1.13, Positions C.1, C.2, C.6, and C.8, and 1.29, Positions
C.1 and C.2; and with BTP ASB 3-1, relating to the system's. design, seismic

,

4 - classification, and design decay heat load.

The spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system meets.the applicable acceptance-

criteria of SRP 9.1.3 in this regard.
!

Waterpurityand.clarityinthespentfuelpool,caskloadingpit, reactor
well, and: dryer separator pool are maintained by filtering and demineralizing
the pool water through a filter'demineralizer. As described above, the pool

,

c.eanup system consists of a bypass flow loop around the pool cooling system
pumps with a filter demineralizer and the required piping, valves, andg
instrumentation. The spare filter demineralizei is common to the two reactor
units. :Each' filter demineralizer is located separatelyfin the radwaste
enclosure.

Continuous influent and effluent conductivities for the fuel pool demineralizer
are' monitored and recorded. A high conductivity effluent alarm setpoint of 3
paho/cm is chosen to reflect marginal performance of the demineralizer because
this'is the_. limit for the spent fuel pool. Differential pressure drop is
continuously monitored across the filter demineralizer, and when the pressure

i

1
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ralarm setpoint of'25 psid is reached, the'1 nit is removed.from service and,

recoated with a combined filtration /fon exchange medium.

Continuous con'uctivity and' monthly fuel pool _ water analyses will be performedd

to' ensure _that the NSSS water quality specifications for the fuel pool are
maintained. The water quality parameters are as follows:

I conductivity <0.1 paho/cm at 25'C
chloride- <0.02 ppm

*

~ pH -- 5.3 - 7.5 at 25*C
! total suspended solids 1 ppm
|

-Monthly gamma isotopic analyses are performed on filter demineralizer influent
and effluent _ samples to obtain decontamination factors across the filter'

domineralizer. The fuel pool filter demineralizer will be regenerated on low
decontamination factor (<10) if the direct whole body dose rate is greater than
2.0 mress per hour or the airborne activity levels exceed 10% of an MPC (maxi-
mum permissible concentration).

The NRC staff has determined that the fuel pool purification system (1) provides
the capability and capacity of removing radioactive materials, corrosion
products, and impurities from the pool water, and thus meets the requirements

.of GDC 61 as it relates to appropriate filtering systems for fuel storage; (2)
is capable of reducing occupational exposure to radiation by removing radio-t.

'

active products from the pool--water, and thus meets the requirements of
'

_10 CFR 20.1(c), as it relates to-maintaining radiation exposures as. low as is
reasonably-achievable; (3) confines radioactive materials in the fuel pool:

wate' within the demineralizer and filters, and thus meets Position C.2.f(2) ofr

RG 8.8,~as it relates to reducing the spread of. contaminants from the source;-

and (4) removes suspended' impurities from the pool water by filters,.and thus
meets _ Position C.2.f(3) of RG 8.8, as it relates to removing crud through
physical action.

i*

On the basi.s of the above evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that the spent
fuel pool cleanup system meets GDC 61, 10 CFR'20.'1(c), and the appropriate

'~ sections of RG 8.8. It is, therefore, acceptable in regard to performing its
design' functions.

9.1.4- Light Load Handling Systems (Related to Refueling)
'

| The light' load handling systems were reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.1.4.
'

Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, formed the
basis for the NRC staff evaluation of the light load handling system with j
respect to applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50. I

,

The acceptance criteria for the light load handling systems include meeting the
. guidelines ~of ANS 57.1. The guidelines in the SRP review procedures were used,.

| in lieu cf ANS 57.1.
.,

The fuelLhandling system provides the.means of transporting, handling, andL

[ -storing fuel (both new and spent fuel) in the reactor building. The fuel
[' handling system consists of equipment necessary to facilitate the periodic
| -refueling of the reactor. The transfer of new fuel assemblies between the

I

|.
c ,
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* Luncrating area and fuel storage-is accomplished using the 15-ton auxiliary hook'
of the ~ reactor enclosure auxiliary hoist. The' auxiliary hoist-handles the new- "

fuel . fran its receipt at the reactor building .to the spent fuel pool. . The main
.

h'oist of-the fuel handling platform handles.new or spent _ fuel' assemblies.

LThe reactor' enclosure _ crane:is shared by_both units. .Because this single crane
can make only one-lift'at a time, cit is not credible that'one or more load

;

handling accidents would occur at both units simultaneously. -Therefore, each '

load handling accident would be' bounding for the facility. .This sharing does
,

'

not affect the fuel handling accident analysis; thus this-shared component-
meets the requirements of.GDC 5.

The entire-system is housed within~the reactor building and containment, which
are seismic Category I, flood and tornado protected (see Sections 3.4.1 and
3.5.2 of this report). The reactor enclosure crane and the refueling platform
are designed to seismic Category I requirements so that they will not fail inLa
way.that results in unacceptable consequences such as fuel-damage or damage to ,

safety-related equipment. However, fuel handling systems are not required to
~

. function after an SSE. The new fuel inspection stand and the jib crane tnat is
used for fuel preparation during refueling are designed-to seismic Category I
requirements. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RGs 1.13,
Positions C.1 and C.6, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, relating to protection

[ of_' safety-related equipment and spent fuel from the effects of earthquakes are
satisfied.-

The refueling platform is used to transport fuel and reactor components to and
.from pool storage and the reactor vessel. The. fuel grapple hoist of the. refuel-
ing platform has redundant load handling components so that no single component

s

'

failure will result- in' a ' fuel- bundle drop. Redundant interlocks and limit
switches ~ prevent accidental collision with pool walls. The design of the fuel
grapple in its fully raised position maintains adequate water shielding. Spent
fuel will be handled with telescoping grapples: designed to ensure adequate
water shielding.-

The applicant has provided the results of-an analysis that verifies that thei-
maximum potential kinetic energy resulting from dropping each object of less~

,

weight than.a fuel bundle that could be handled over spent fuel and its han-
' ' dling tool will not exceed the effects of'the fuel' handling accident described .

i. in FSAR'Section 15.7.4, except for three objects. These are a new (or chamny)
. fuel assembly,_the invessel storage' rack, and the steamline plug and installa-
tion tool. The applicant committed to handle these loads in conformance with

,

the guidelines'of NUREG-0612 until'the applicant provides the results of an;,

analysis to'the staff that demonstrates that the effects of the dropping'of<

these loads will not exceed the effects of-the fuel-handling accident.
> a

Based on the above, the NRC-staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 61 and
62 and the-guidelines of'RG 1.13, Position C.3, with respect to prevention of

~

. unacceptable-radioactivity releases and criticality accidents are satisfied.
-

i

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the fuel-handling system is
in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 5, 61, and 62 and the guidelines
of RGs 1.13, Positions C.1, C.3, and C.6, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, with,

4

respect to protection of safety-related equipment and spent fuel from the

,
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effects.of earthquakes, shared functions, prevention'of unacceptable' releases-
-of. radioactivity, and criticality accidents. It is, therefore, acceptable.
9.1.5 : Overhead Heavy. Load Handling Systems

.The. overhead heavylloa'd handling: systems were reviewed in accordance with SRP
'

9.1.5. Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, forcedL
the basis for the NRC staff evaluation of the overhead heavy load handling- '

: systems with respect to the applicable. regulations-of'10 CFR 50.
i:

.The acceptance criteria for the overhead heavy load handling systems include i

. meeting the guidelines of ANS 57.1 and ANS 57.2. The guidelines in the SRP
| review procedures and NUREG-0612,." Control of. Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power

Plants, were usad~in lieu of ANS 57.1 and ANS 57.2.

; . The verhead heavy > load handling system consists of equipment necessary for theL' safe handling of the spent' fuel cask and for safe disassembly and reassembly of
.the. reactor vessel nead and internals during refueling operations. The reactor
enclosure crane'is used for handling of heavy loads over the refueling floor int-

L. the reactor building.
y

'

The reactor enclosure crane is. shared by both units. Because this single crane
can make only one. lift at a time,.it is_not credible that one or more load'

|
,

' handling accidents wouldLoccur'at both units simultaneously. Therefore, each
'-

'

load handling accident would be bounding for the| plant during the accident.
>

This. sharing does not affect the. fuel handling accident analysis; thus the fuel
handling area crane meets the requirements of GDC 5.

,

! The entire system -is housed within the reactor building, which is seismic
-Category I,- and flood and tornado protected (see' Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of,

this report). - The reactor enclosure crane is designed to seismic Category I
requirements so.that it will not fail in a way-that"results-in unacceptable

' consequences such as fuel damage or damage to safety-related equipment. How-
i:

L ever, the. crane is not. required to function after an SSE. 'The 125-ton crane is'

'used.for handling'the.100-ton spent fuel shipping cask; it is' single failure
: proof and designed to the requirements of Crane Manufacturer's Association of
America Specification No. : 70. The reactor enclosure crane is used-to move the
reactorf vessel head, shroud -head / separator, shield ~ plugs, and dryer assembly.
Therefore,Lthe design' satisfies the requirements of GOC 2 and the guidelines.
of.RGs lL13, ' Positions C.1 and C.6, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2.

The spent fuel cask pool is separated from the fuel-storage pool by a canal
with' a ' seismic Category. I gate. The crane bridge and trolley have travel limit

i

switches to: prevent passage of the load over or near the spent fuel storage
pool,:thereby preventing load transportation over spent fuel. The cask can be

;

!
'

b'rought-to the refueling _ floor and into the cask. loading pit without moving the
L bridge; only the-trolley needs to be moved. A dropped cask cannot, therefore,
; result inLfuel damage. Thus,' the NRC staff concludes that the requirement of

GOC'4 and 61 and the guidelines of RG 1.13, Positions C.3 and C.5, have beenL
L ' satisfied for~ handling of the spent fuel cask.
,

: LAs a result 'of Generic Task A-36, " Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel," a
!

_ set of guidelines was developed to ensure safe handling of heavy loads over,

,
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' structures', systems, and components'important to' safety. These recommendations
were documented in NUREG-0612. Following t.1e issuance of NUREG-0612, a generic
letter,~, dated December 22, 1980, was'sent to.all operating licencees and'

. holders'of construction permits requesting that; responses be prepared to indi -
) ~ : cate the degree of compliance with the- guidelines of NUREG-0612. .The responses

were to be made'in two stages. The-first response (Phase I, Section 5.1.1 of-

NUREG-0612) was to. identify the load handling equipment within the scope of
- .NUREG-0612 and to describe the associated general load handling operations,

'such as; safe load paths; procedures; operator training; special and general.

| purpose lifting devices; the maintenance, testing, and -repair of equipment; and
"the handling equipment specificetions. .The second response (Phase II) was
intended to show that either single-failure proof handling equipment wasfnot

,

- needed or that single-failure proof-equipment has been provided.

In the December 22, 1980 letter, the' applicant was asked (1) to review the
provisions at Limerick for handling and control-of heavy load to determine. the

,

extent to which the guidelines of NUREG-0612 are satisfied and (2) to~ commit to
-mutually agreeable changes and modifications that would be required to fully
satisfy these guidelines.

,-

The NRC staff and its consultant, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL),
have reviewed the-applicant's submittals. As a result of its review, INEL has

t
issued the Technical Evaluation Report-(TER) reprinted in Appendix G. The

. staff has reviewed the TER and, with the exception of the'TER findings for
: guideline 4~, "Special-Lifting Devices," concurs'with the TER findings. The

,

TER,-as discussed above, is considered a p' art of'the staff's, safety evaluation
~

report. The-TER indicates that there was not sufficient information available,

to permit verification of conformance with NUREG-0612 guideline 4, "Specialr

Lifting Devi,ces." .The special lifting devices used by the reactor building<

. crane and the control rod drive removal platform hoist are standard GE-supplied
devices that have been-found toscomply with guideline 4 at other BWR facilities.i

Based on the similarity of these devices to previously accepted devices, the
NRC staff concludes that the special lifting devices for.the reactor building

.

crane and the control rod drive removal platform hoist meet.the criteria of
guideline 4. For all other special lifting devices'for the cranes and' hoists ~

listed.in Table 3.1 of'the INEL TER, the device cannot pass over other equip-
L ment'in redundant or dual safe shutdown paths. Furthermore, some of the hoists

require 1the plant to be in cold shutdown before operation. An'y damage resulting
3

from a load drop would not result in leakage that'would uncover the fuel, damage-<

the fuel in-a way that would. result'in an approach to criticality, or produce
doses that would approach 25% of the 10 CFR 100 limits. Therefore, the objec-

tives of NUREG-0612, as delineated in Section 5.1-of that report, are satisfied'-

for all special lifting devices. Thus,Lthe NRC staff concludes that the design
of all special lifting devices is acceptable with respect to guideline 4. The"

NRC' staff, therefore, concludes that Phase I is acceptable for Limerick. An

' evaluation of Phase II is continuing.

The NRC staff requires that a condition be placed in the license requiring
that, before startup after the second refueling outage, the applicant shall
have made commitments acceptable to the NRC regarding the guidelines of Sec-
tions 5.1.2 through 5.1.6 of NUREG-0612 (Phase II, 9-month responses to the NRC

U generic letter, dated December 22, 1980).
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: Based onsitsfreview,^ the NRC staff concludes that .the. overhead handling systems
are in conformance with the' requirements of GDC 2,- 4, =and 61 'as related to ;

~

'

protection 'against natural. phenomena, protection of safety-related equipment
from the' effects of internal' missiles, and safe handling and storage of the j

fuel;~with the' guidelines of RGs 1.13,yPositions C.1, C.3,iC.5, and C.6,'and.
1.29,-Positions,C.1'and C.2,1with~ respect ~to overhead crane _ interlocks and

' maintaining plant' safety _in a seismic event; and with the Phase I criteria inj
-NUREG-0612.'. It=is, therefore, ac eptable. .The-overhead heavy load handling
' systems meet the acceptance criteria of. SRP 9.1.5.

~

,

o

' ~ 9.2 . Water Systems-
I#

9.2.1 -Emergency Service Water System4

The emergency service water (ESW) system was reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.2.1.
+
"

Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis.for the NRC staff'
~

. evaluation of the ESW system with respect to the applicable- regulations of 10
CFR 50.

,

.

The ESW system supplies cooling water to the plant from the spray ponds, which-
serve as the ultimate heat sink, as discussed.in Section 9.2.5 of this report.'

The ESW system is operated during loss of offsite power or a LOCA, or during--operation'of a' diesel-generator. ' Under these conditions, the,ESW system pro-
vides cooling to the following essential plant components: .the residual heat-

.

.

i
~

removal pump motor oil-and compartment unit coolers, the control room chillers,.
the~ diesel generator heat exchangers, the RCIC compartment. cooler, the core
spray pump' compartment cooler, and the high pressure coolant injection compart-
ment cooler."i Additionally, the ESW system is: capable of _ supplying water to'the

L reactor. enclosure and turbine' enclosure cooling water heat-exchangers and pro--

=viding emergency makeup to the spent fuel pool.h
_

I
The ESW1 system consists'of two_ piping loops.for.the two-unit plant, from the -
spray pond to.the plant,- and contains two 50% capacity pumps per, loop. Inside
the plant, each' loop; feeds'a. header'that services both units. This header feeds ~
one 100% capacity! equipment sub-loop _ per . unit. (designated as the A and B ' loops)
and all eight diesel generators (four per. unit and designated as' diesel genera-'

tors A, B, C, and D). The planned two-unit operational-scheme includes the *
'

Unit 1 pumps being' powered from the A and C diesels.and the Unit 2 pumps being
powered from the B_and D. diesels associated with their respective units.

; -Unitj1 takes credit for redundancy by using the Unit 2 equipment. To providei. redundancy until Unit 2 isslicensed,-the applicant stated that after Unit 1 is
licensed and before Unit 2 is'Ifcensed..the Unit 2 equipment serviced by the
ESW' system will be valved off, both the supply lines and the return lines, and

-the Unit 2 ESW pumps will be powered from Unit 1 diesels C and D. The NRC
staff-requires this to be a condition of.the operating license and the Unit 1
boundary must be ' defined, for security purposes, to contain the Unit 2 ESW.

' pumps,'related piping, and~all. isolation valves.
4

}_ Based on the.above, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 5 are
;. satisfied.~
d

.The system is housed in seismic Category I, flood and tornado protected struc-;

i tures (see Sections 3.4.1'and 3.5.2 of this report). The ESW piping is buried
t
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a minimum of 4 feet below grade, which provides adequate protection from mis-
siles. The system is designed to seismic Category I, Quality Group C require-
ments.' .Thus, the NRC' staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 2 and the
guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, are satisfied.

The design of'the'ESW system described above ensures that system function will
not be lost assuming a single active component failure coincident with a loss
of offsite power. The ESW system is automatically isolated from the service
water system by a seismic Category I check valve. Each ESW pump can be powered
by either one of two diesels (diesel A from Unit 1 or Unit 2). The difference
in the flow rate between the ESW discharge line and the return line is an indi-

*

cation of ESW loop leakage, other than pump leakage, and provides the operator
with indication of leakage into or out of the ESW system. Therefore, the NRC
staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 44 are satisfied.

The ESW pumps are not normally operating. Their availability is ensured by
_ periodic functional tests and inspections, as delineated in the plant Technical
Specifications. The system design also incorporates provisions for accessibil-
ity to permit inservice inspection as-required. Thus, the NRC staff concludes
that the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are satisfied.

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the ESW system meets the
requirements of GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46 with respect to the system's protec-
tion against natural phenomena, sharing of safety-related systems, capability
for transferring the required heat loads, and inservice inspection and func-
tional testing, and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, with
respect to the system's seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

The ESW system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 9.2.1.

9.2.2 RHR Service' Water System

The RHR service water system was reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.2.1. Con-
formance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the NRC staff evalua-
tion of the RHR service water system with respect to the applicable regulations
of 10 CFR SU.

The RHR service water (RHRSW) system supplies cooling water for the RHR heat
exchangers frcm the spray ponds that serve as the ultimate heat sink. The

RHRSW system is common to the two reactor units and consists of two loops.
Each loop contains_two pumps.and two heat exchangers, one heat exchanger in
each unit. The heat exchangers for each loop are connected by common intake
and. discharge headers. The only connection between the herders for each loop
is a cross connection in the return lines, which adds flexibility. Two valves
in series are provided on this cross-connect so that a failure on one loop
cannot ' affect the operation of the other.

After Unit 1 is licensed and before Unit 2 is licensed, the Unit 2 equipment
served by the RHRSW system will be valved off both the supply lines and the
return lines, and the Unit 2 RHRSW pumps will be powered from the Unit 1
diesels C and D. The NRC staff requires that as a condition of the license,
the Unit 1 boundary must be defined, for security purposes, so it contains the
Unit 2 RHRSW pumps, related piping, and isolation valves. Thus, the NRC staff
concludes that the requirements of GDC 44 are satisfied.
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Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 5 are
satisfied.

.

-The system 'is housed in seismic Category 'I, flood- and tornado protected struc-
:tures (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this report). The RHRSW piping is

.

buried a minimum of 4 feet below grade and thereby.is provided with' adequate
; protection from missiles. Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements

of GDC'2=are. satisfied. The system is designed to seismic Category I, Qualityc

L Group C requirements. Thus, the NRC staff concludes.that the guidelines of
RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, are satisfied in this regard.

," The RHRSW pumps'are not normally operating. 'Their availability is encured by'

periodic' functional tests and inspections, as delineated in the plant. Technical
Specifications. .The system design also incorporates provisions-for accessibil-F

E ity.to permit inservice inspection as required. Thus, the NRC staff concludes
' that the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are satisfied.

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the RHRSW system meets the
requirements of GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46-with respect to the system's protection

. -against natural phenomena,-sharing safety-related systems, the capability for
! transferring the required heat loads, inservice inspection, and. functional

- testing, and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, with respect to
seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable. The RHRSW system meets j
the acceptance-criteria of SRP 9.2.1. 4

d...

9.2.3' Demineralized Water Makeup System '
,

Theidemineralized water makeup system was reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.2.3.
. -Conformance with the acceptatce criteria formed the basis for the NRC staff
| evaluation of the demineralized water makeup system with respect to the'

applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The'nonsafety-related (nonseismic_ Category I) demineralized water makeup system.c
[ includes all components and piping associated with the system from the clari-
'

fled'and domestic water systems (see Section 9.2.4 of this report) to the-
[ points of discharge to the other systems. The system has no safety-related
[- function. Protection from flooding for safety-related equipment resulting from~

| ' failure of the system is-discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 9.3.3 of this report.
The' system is-capable of fulfilling the normal operating requirements of theo

'

. facility for acceptable makeup water.with the'necessary component ' redundancy.
Entry of potentially radioactive water into the system is preciuded by ensuring

L there is a greater pressure for demineralized makeup water than there'is in the
[ potentially-radioactive' sources to which it discharges. Alarmed instrumenta-

tion has been provided to prevent delivery of off-specification water to safety-E

p related systems. Failure of the system will-not affect plant safety as
| 2 described above;.thus the requirements of GDC 2 and 5 and the guidelines of

RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2,'are met.'-

[~ Based.on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the system meets the require-
t ments of GDC 2 and 5.with respect to the need for protection against natural
i phenomena and shared functions,- and meets the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions
|- C.1 and C.2,-concerning seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable.

The demineralized water makeup system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 9.2.3.,-

I

!
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9.2.4' Potable and SanitarycWater System

. The'potableandsanitary:watersystemwasreviewedEnaccordancewithSRP9.2.4.
Conformance with.the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that

'

the potable and sanitary water systems satisfied the applicable regulations of
'

10 CFR 50.

The nonsafety-related (nonseismic' Category I) potable and sanitary water system
provides water for human consumption, sanitary waste water. treatment, and the
demineralized water makeup system. The water is suppliedsto'the clarified
water system from the _.Schuylkill River and Perkiomen Creek. The clarified

- water system supplies water to the domestic water system; these two systems
comprise the potable water system. The applicant provided drawings that illu-

, strate the' distribution of the potable water system with respect to the sanitary
drainage _ system. They show-that there is no connection with the radioactive
drainage system or that no radioactive fluid could inadvertently flow into a -

nonradioactive floor drain. Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the require-
ments of GDC 60 are satisfied.

Protection of safety-related equipment from flooding resulting from failure of
the system is discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 9.3.3 of this report. ' Failure of

- this system does not affect. plant safety, as described above.

L Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that.the potable and sanitary
water system meets'the requirements of GDC 60 with respect to prevention of
release of potentially radioactive water, and is, therefore, acceptable. The
potable and sanitary water system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 9.2.4.

~ 9.2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink
F

1

The ultimate heat sink (UHS) was reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.2.5. Con-
.

formance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, formed the basis >

- for the NRC staff. evaluation of the UHS with respect to the applicable regula-
tions of 10 CFR 50. ,

..

, .

The acceptance criteria for.the UHS include RG 1.72, " Spray Pond Piping Made
from Fiberglass-Reinforced Tharmosetting Resin." The Limerick UHS is a spray
pond with all piping and valves n:ade of carbon steel; therefore, this accept-i

ance criterion is not applicable.

,

The ultimate heat sink for Limerick is a spray pond, and the normal heat sink
consists of two hyperbolic cooling towers, one per unit. - The ESW and RHRSW
systems can use the cooling towers in' lieu of the spr'ay pond by closing the
spray pond sluice gates and diverting the rett rn ' low to the cooling towers.
Upon receipt of the ESW start signal, the cool.... are isolated and the
ESW is automatically aligned to the spray pond. The p.o * ween the plant,

of thethe cooling towers, and the spray pond pumphouse is burieo. 'ee.

piping between the spray pond pumphouse and the spray trees are not . ' and,
i

when not in use, the piping will be manually drai,ned to prevent freezing.;
' ensure the availability of the spray networks during cold weather, the NRC sta,

will require that a limiting condition for operation be incorporated into the
~

Technical Specifications that the spray pond piping be drained at an ambient
- air temperature of 40*F, and, within 1 hour af ter the operation of 'the spray
networks with the air temperature below 40 F, all piping above the frost line

.
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is-to be drained. All piping and valves not drained that are buried below the
frost le; _ 'r inside the heated pump structure are heat traced in underground
valve pits. The spray ponds.are permitted to freeze. The applicant has stated
that the results of an analysis show that the use of the spray ponds after an ;-

accident with an initial 15 inches of ice on the pond (the design-basis value) I

is acceptable. -The' analysis considered the effect of a hydraulic short circuit
from the discharge pipe to the suction pipe and a LOCA in one unit with the

-

shutdown of the other unit. The hydraulic short circuit results in melting the
ice. Once a hole is formed in the ice, the spray trees would be used. The y
results of the analysis indicated that no equipment design parameters will be |violated during' operating in this mode. '

-The pumphouse and the spray pond are seismic Cate' gory I-and are shared by both
units. The pumphouse is' tornado protected. The spray pond is not protected

'

from tornado missiles. The applicant has not provided details of the piping to
the spray networks to verify that the piping can withstand the loading produced
by tornado missiles. The tornadic loss of the UHS, the pond, and the pumps
because of tornado missiles will result in the loss of all saftey-related
cooling to the plant. The NRC staff, therefore, cannot conclude that the
requirements of GDC 2 and 4 are satisfied. The NRC staff, however, does con-
clude that the guidelines of RG 1 29, Position C.1 are satisfied.

4

1

The spray pond contains four spray tree networks with all piping above the |

water level on concrete pillars. Only one spray tree network is required for
the safe shutdown of one unit. Any two networks provide sufficient cooling to
safely shut down the plant; a failure of one network will not adversely affect
the capability to safely shut down. Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the
requirements of GDC 5 and 44 and the guidelines of RG 1.27, Positions C. 2-
and C.3, are satisfied.

The spray, pond is not normally operating. Its availability is ensured by
periodic functional tests and inspections, as delineated in the plant Technical
Specifications. The UHS design also incorporates provisions for accessibility
to permit inservice inspection as required.. Thus, the NRC staff concludes that
the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are satisfied.,

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the UHS meets the requirements
of GDC 5, 44,-45, and 46 with respect to shared system function, heat dis-
sipation capability, inservice inspection, and functional testing, and the
guidelines of RGs 1.27, Positions C.2 and C.3, and 1.29, Position C.1, with
respect to the capability to remove sufficient decay heat to maintain plant
safety'and seismic classification. It is, therefore, acceptable. The NRC
staff cannot conclude that the requirements of GDC 2 and'4 with respect to pro-
tection against natural phenomena and missiles are met. The NRC staff will
addres's resolution of these items in a supplement to this report.

9.2.6 Condensate Storage Facility

The condensate storage and transfer system was reviewed in accordance with
SRP 9.2.6. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the
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NRCstaff[evaluationof_the'condensatestorageandtransfersystemwithrespect
to the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

- The nonsafety-related (quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) condensate
. storage and transfer system includes all components and piping associated with

~

|- the system from the storage tanks to_the points of connection or interfaces
with other ~ systerns. :The' condensate storage system provides water for the highi

pressure coolant ~ injection (HPCI)~and the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)-
. systems. Additionally, the condensate storage facilities provide water for
refueling activities, the condenser hotwells, spent fuel cask storage pit, and
makeup _ for various systems.

The . system' was evaluated and.found to have no functions necessary for achieving
,

i.' safe reactor shutdown or for preventing or' mitigating accidents. The safety-

relatedfwater source for the HPCI and RCIC systems is the suppression pool.
.Thus, the requirements of GDC 44, 45, and 46 are not applicable. A separate-

~

condensate storage-tank, with a 200,000 gallon capacity is provided for each .

' unit of the plant. A minimun storage capacity of 135,000 gallons of the>

200,000 gallon capacity _is reserved, per unit, for the RCIC and HPCI systems.i

Thus, the-requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.'

The condensate storage' tank is located within a seismic Category I dike that is
i ~ designed to accommodate a total uncontrolled release from the tank. Protection
| from flooding for safety-related equipment resulting from failure of.the system

is-discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 9.3.3 of this report. Seismic Category I,-
,

,,

Quality Group B containment isolation valves are provided at the system's con-'

tainment penetrations, and are located in seismic Category I, flood , tornado-'

missile , and environmentally protected structures (see'Section 3.4.1 and
3.5.2:of this' report). Additionally, the supply header for the RCIC and HPCI

| systemsLis seismic Category I, Quality Group B within the reactor building. *

Thus,-the system meetsLthe requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29,'

i Positions C.1 and C.2. .

f ' Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the system meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 with respect to_the need for protection against natural phenomena
and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, concerning its~seirmic
-classification. It is, therefore, acceptable. The condensate storage and
transfer ~ system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 9.2.6.4

9.2.7 Nonsafety-Related Water Systems
<

There is no section of the SRP that provides guidelines for nonsafety-related
water systems. Therefore, Section 9.2.3 was used as a guide for reviewing
the nonsafety-related water systems. Because no section of the SRP explicitly
addresses these nonsafety-related systems, conformance with the acceptance'

1 criteria of Section 9.2.3 formed the basis for the NRC staff evaluation of the
nonsafety-related' systems with respect to the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.

9.2.7.1! Service Water System

The service water system (FSAR Section 9.2.1) is nonsafety related, nonseismic<

Category I, Quality Group D, and consists of three 50% pumps in a single cool-

>

'
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ing" loop. The' third pump is.a spare p"mp,'which would be started upon failure- ,

of either of the other two pumps. The service water system is designed to
operate during_all-modes.of plant operation in_which offsite power is available.
During any accident or natural event in which offsite power ~is lost, all heat
loads are-transferred to the UHS through the ESW system (see Sections 9.2.1-_and,

9.2.5 for discussions of the ESW system and UHS). The pumps are_ located in the
'

-circulating water pumphouse_ and _ circulate water from the cooling towers through,

,the various heat exchangers, reactor enclosure heat exchangers, turbine en-,

closure heat exchangers, dry well chillers, hydraulic oil coolers, and hydrogen|

coolers._ The circulating water pumphouse is nonseismic Category I, and is~not
tornado, tornado missile, or flood protected. However, because the capability I

'

exists to transfer the heat loads to the ESW for any environmental accident
, _ condition, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 2 are satisfied.

Each unit has its own service water system with a cross connection to either
cooling. tower to provide a heat sink when one tower. is out of service and the
corresponding unit is shut down. Thus the requirement of GDC 5 is satisfied.

i

Most of the buried piping is on rock where minimal erosion would be expected to-

occur following a pipe break. Approximately 170 feet of buried piping is in
seismic Category I fill material. In this area, all of the nonseismic Category I
piping is gravity-flow piping, except for the Schuylkill River makeup water

.line to the cooling towers and the fire line. A failure of either line will !result 'in a control room ~ alarm (low water level in the cooling tower or start '

of the-fire pump without an indication of a fire).

The applicant has stated that'the procedures for the' operator response to_a
seismic event will include'tne requirement for personnel to investigate for-

evidence of the failure of either of these pipes within 2 hours after an' earth-
quake. Therefore, the applicant has provided reasonable protection from and
detection of the potential failure of a seismic Category I pipe eroding the

; support from beneath the safety-related piping. Thus, the NRC staff concludes
that the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, with respect to a potential
failure of a safety-related system as a result of the failure of a nonsafety-
related system are satisfied.

9.2.7.2 Reactor Enclosure Cooling Water System,

The reactor enclosure cooling water (RECW) system is nonsafety related, non-
seismic . Category I, and Quality Group D, except for the containment penetra-
tions'and isolation valves, which are seismic Category I Quality Group B. The,

RECW system is located in the reactor building, which is seismic Category I, ;

; tornado, tornedo-missile, and flood protected (see to Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of
this report) and consists of two 100% capacity pumps and heat exchangers. The

'

RECW system removes heat from the cleanup nonregenerative heat exchangers,
cleanup' recirculation ~ pump seals, reactor recirculation pump seal and motor oil
coolers ~, reactor enclosure equipment drain sump cooler, sample station coolers,
and the spent fuel pool heat exchanger (via a spool piece); it passes the heat
to the service water system (see Section 9.2.7.1 above). The RECW system is
not required to operate following an accident, including a LOCA. Supplying
cooling water to the reactor recirculation pump seals is not required, but
cooling water ~is provided following most accidents to protect the equipment.
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. I Therefore, the NRC staff concibdes that .the requirements of'GDC 2 and the '

*I guidelines |of RG:1'.29,. Position C.2, are satisfied. -

There is no sharing of the.RECW' system between units. :Thus, the requirements-
j - of GDC 5 are not~ applicable.
,

9.2.7.3 Turbine Enclosure, Cooling Water System

'.The turbine. enclosure cooling water (TECW) system.is nonsafety related, non-
. seismic Category I, Quality-Group-D. ;The TECW system provides heat. removal for
the control rod. drive pump lube oil coolers, condensate pump motor. bearing oil-

~

coolers,~ instrument and station air compressors.and after coolers,.and sample<

~ station coolers. 'The heat is transferred from the TECW to theLservice water
~

system-(see Section 9.2.7.1 above). For any normal operating event or accident,
! the; control rod drive system, performs its function in-approximately.6 seconds.

The control rod drive pumps are not needed for this action. -Thus, the loss of
cooling for the control rod drive pump oil coolers'has no effect on safe shut '
down of.the plant.

'

s

The TECW consists of two 100% capacity pumps and heat exchangers and is located
; in.the nonseismic Category I. turbine building. .The redundant pump starts auto-
| matically on low' pressure in'the supply. header. The;. failure of the system will

not affect safety-related systems;-thus the requirements of GDC 2 and the guide-i-

. lines of RG 1.29, Position C.2,-are satisfied.'
.

There'is no sharing of this system between the two units; therefore, the
requirements of GDC 5 are not. applicable.4

9.2.7.~4 Drywell Chilled Water System.

.
'

The drywell chilled water '(DCW) system is nonsafety. related, nonseismic Cate-
.

gory I, and Quality' Group D, except for the containment penetrations and isola-'

tion | valves which are seismic Category I, Quality Group B. The-DCW~ system
.

consists of two 100% capacity water chillers'and pumps that provide chilled
water to-the ventilation system coolers for the drywell, reactor enclosure,

. turbine enclosure, and radwaste enclosure. . The' piping inside the drywell is "

designed so that its failure in an SSE will not adversely affect safety-

I.

related equipment. During the loss of offsite power or failure of the DCW
system, the RECW system will provide sufficient cooling to maintain the drywell

il temperature within-acceptable limits. Chilled water can be provided to the

refueling floor air handling equipment during refueling for personnel comfort.
<

"

The'DCW system is located in the turbine building and-services equipment in the
E reactor, radwaste, and turbine buildings. Based on the ability of the RECW
;- . system to' supply cooling to the DCW. system heat' loads and the ability of the

structures housing the system to provide reasonable protection against natural'

; phenomena, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 2 and the
guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, are satisfied.

i
,

' Based on the above,.the NRC staff concludes that the nonsafety-related water
- -

systems meet the. requirements of GDC 2 and 5, with respect to protection from'

natural phenomena and the sharing of structures, systems, and components, andt

[ the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, with respect to the failure'of a

i
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inonsafety-related system not affecting a safety-related system. It is,

{ therefore, acceptable.

3 '9.2.8 { Control: Structure Chilled Water System
,

f
- 1The control structure chilled water (CSCW) system was reviewed in accordance

,with_SRP 9.'2.1. Although no SRP.section explicitly ~ addresses chilled water.

T systems, assurance-must be provided that chilled water systems will not prevent-
.

- -safe'' operation of the-plant. _Thus, conformance with the acceptance criteria of
;- . SRP 9.2.-1 forms-the basis for the NRC staff evaluation-of the chilled water

_

system with respect to the' applicable regulations'of 10 CFR 50.
-

.
,

The CSCW system provides chilled water to the air handler cooling coils for the j-

, control room,cauxiliary equipu:ent room _ (including the computer room), battery .
j room,1and the standby gas. treatment system compartment and access area.

^

The CSCW-system consists of.two 100% capacity, systems, with each system contain-
ing 'one chiller, pump, expansion tank, and chemical feed tank. The Limerick

; control room is shared by.both units, with each unit having a CSCW system'. The
'

.CSCW svstem is seismic Category I, Class 1E, and Quality Group D, except the
; pumps and chiller condensers, which are Quality Group C. The CSCW system is-

located in the co_ntrol building, which-is seismic Categcry I, tornado, tornado-i

-missile, and flood protected. Therefore, the requirements of GDC'2 and the'

[ guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1, are satisfied.

-The two CSCW systems-are completely independent,.but one system is always'

operating and the other is on standby. If the eperating CSCW system fails ~to i

perform its function, the standby CSCW system-is automatically started. There ~
; fore, the requiremerts of GDC 5-are satisfied. After Unit .1 is licensed and .'

before Unit 2 is-lit.ensed, the Unit 2 CSCW system will'be powered from.the
i Unit-1' diesel. The.NRC staff requires'this to_be-a condition of an operating-

,

license,-und the Unit 1 boundary must be defined, for security purposes, to-
contain the Uni.t 2 CSCW system, including pumps;.related pipilg, and all !

,

; isolation valves. *

r>

-The heat removed by the CSCW system is transferred to the service water system- :

i: under. normal-operating conditions. If the service water system-fails, or there
[

~ of the service water system, the ESW system provides cooling to the chiller
is a loss of offsite power, .or there are other conditions that prohibit the use

U

; condensers. Therefore, the requirements of GDC-44 are satisfied. l

F The standby CSCW system will not normally be operating. Its availability is

| ensured by periodic functional tests and inspections, as delineated in the
plant Technical Specifications. The system design also incorporates provisions.!

; for accessibility to permit inservice inspection as required.= 'Thus, the NRC
staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 45 and 46.are satisfied.

. Based on.'the above, the NRC staff concludes that the CSCW system meets the
! requirements of GOC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46, with respect to the system's protec-
! tion against natural phenomena, shared functions, capability for transferring
(' the. required heat loads, ' inservice inspection,' and functional- testing, and the i

'' guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1, with respect to the system's seismic
|

|.
,

|
'
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~It-is therefore, acceptable. 1The CSCW system meets the-classification.

| acceptance criteria of SRP 9.2.1.

9.3:' Process-Auxiliaries
'

9.3.11 Compressed-Air Systems

The compressed air systems were reviewed in accurdance with SRP 9.3.1. Confor-
?mance with the! acceptance criteria, except'as noted below, formed the basis-for1

the NRC' staff evaluation of the compressed air system with-respect to the
' applicable-regulations of 10 CFR 50.'

-

The_accertance criteria for the safety-related compressed-air system include
meeting GOC 1. .-Compliance with.the requirements of GDC 1 is evaluated

j separately.in Section 3.2.

.The: compressed air systems consist of the -station air system, the Perkiomen
- Creek and Schuylkill-River pumphouse compressed air systems, and the primary -
containment instrument gas (PCIG) system.- Of these systems, only-the PCIG-i

i system has a-safety-related function. All compressed air systems |are non-
seismic Category I, Quality Group D,-except for the instrument gas bottles,

[ which are seism.ic Category I; the piping that penetrates' containment and'the
isolation valves, which are seismic Category I, Quality Group B; and the--

_

safety-related piping and valves, which are seismic Category I, Q::ality Group C.

{ The PCIG system.for each unit consists of two 100% capacity trains of com-
' pressors, aftercoolers, moisture separators, dryers, receivers, and associated

piping and valves. One compressor runs automatically, with the other.com-
,

pressor,on-standby. The standby compressor starts: automatically if the first-'

system fails or fails to meet >the demand for compressed air.- This' system
maintains- a constant-charge in the instrument air accumulators, which, in turn, ,

. supply the ADS accumulators to provide long-term ADS operability.<-

Each of the two unitsiof the-plant is provided with a separate-safety-related
1-
; Linstrument air system'that is~part of the PCIG system. 'Thus, the requirements
F of GDC 5 are not applicable.
;

'The PCIG system is located within seismic Category I, flood- and tornado-
protected structures-(see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this report). The
system is also protected from the effects of missiles and pipe breaks (see
Sections 3.5.1.1, 3.5.1.2, and 3.6.1 of this report). Thus, the system satis-;

!- fies the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1
and C.2..

. 'A scheduled program.of testing and inspection of the system will be provided to
5 ensure operability of the system components and control systems. For compliance

with the requirements of GDC 1, see Secti'on 3.2 of this report.
'

;

The nonsafety-related station air system for each unit consists of two 100%
capacity service air and one 100% capacity instrument air motor-driven com-'

pressor with an integral aftercooler,.an air air intake filter silencer, ,
receiver tank, and a piping system for distributing air throughout its r so-
ciated plant unit. The service air compressor is capable of supplying air for
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: thelinstrument: air system by an -intercie'botween' the-service air system and the
_. instrument air | system before the instrument' air; dryer package.,

_

* .-[~ ~The station air. system has'no functions'necessary for achieving. safe reactor
shutdown or for preventing or' mitigating accidents. Instruments, controls, and,

Lservices: required _for safe shutdown of.the plant--such as the.'MSIV and ADS;
? valves:as'' discussed.above--are provided with seismic Category I-passive air =.

h . accumulators to ensure their proper function;in ajloss of the:PCIG system. .All
;other ' air-operated valves, including the Lscram discharge inlet and outlet valves oo

!^ |and other devices, are: designed to moveito a safe position upon. loss of instru-
. ment air;- they do-not require a continuous air'. supply under emergency or 4

-abnormal conditions. Additionally, all station air system containment-penetra-
. tions tare provided with radundant seismic Category I, Quality-Group B isolation ~
: valves. Because failure of the station air system will not prevent s'afe reactor'

shutdown,-the NRCJstaff concludes that the requirements of GDC 2 and.the guide-
] lines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, are satisfied. The station air system for. Unit 1

also serves the common areas'of.the two units. The instrument air system for,

f' each' unit'is also the redundant system for the other unit through manual,
i normally. closed velves. <Thus,'the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of
;- GDC 5 are satisfied. The Perkiomen pumphouse and'the Schuylkill pumphouse- '

'

compressed air. systems are nonsafetyLrelated; each consists of two air com-
pressors;with a common filter, distribution, and control system., Neither pump-g

'

: house is safety related. "In addition, during normal river flow, the pumphouses
:are redundant. Thus, the requirements of GDC'5 are not applicable.

,
=

,

. The-PCIG and instrument air systems-will initially mest the requirements of
'. ANSI..MC11.1-1976, using air compressors'that~are not oil lubricated. To main-

tain a minimum'of particulates in the PCIG when the instrument air is being
used to provide. primary containment' air, filters are_ installed in the

I instrument air lineLat the connection to.the PCIGisystem to remove a11' parti-
culates. greater than-3 microns. The use of these filtersiis an acceptable'

. alternative-to. annual testing of the-PCIG-to the ANSI standards,
i

'

-

The.safett-related portions'of the PCIG and instrument air systems are tested
in accordYnce with RG 1.68.'3, "Preoperational Testing of Instrument Air Systems" '

;

f (see.Section:14.of'this report).
; ..

'
. Based-on ',ne above, the NRC staff concludes that the safety-related and:

3; nonsafety related! compressed air s3 . ems meet the requirements of.GDC 2 and 5
i regarding' protection against natut phenomena and sharing of systems and the.
L design conforms to-RG-1.29, Position C.1 and C.2, as related to seismic classi-

,

j Jfication.- They ~are, therefore, acceptable. - The compressed air system meets
9 the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP 9.3.1. 1

'

9.3.2 Process Sampling System
;
L 'The process sampling system is designed to provide representative samples, under

controlled conditions, of plant process streams. Provisions for continuous 1,

i monitoring of selected systems' provide a means of analytical surveillance of- !

~

-

system trends and performance during plant operations. Laboratory samples are'

L taken to provide (1) comprehensive analytical information on plant operations,c
"

(2) a check on continuous monitoring instrumentation, and (3) regular reports
on critical plant systems to ensure safe and proper operation. )

' ~

y
;
,-

,
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Components of the process sampling system that form part of the reactor coolant
pressure. boundary or contairment isolation system are designed in accordance
with seismic Category I requirements. Sample:11nes that form part of the con-
tainment isolation are provided with isolation valves in accordance with GDC 55.

The process sampling system' description and piping and instrumentation diagrams
have been reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.3.2 (NUREG-0800). ' The process
sampling system includes piping,= valves, heat exchangers, and other components
associated with the system from the point of sample withdrawal from a fluid
system up to the analyzing station, sampling station, or local sampling point.
The NRC staff review included the provisions proposed to sample all principal
fluid process streams associated with plant operation and the applicant's
proposed design of these systems,. including the location of sampling points,
as shown on piping and instrumentation diagrams.

The NRC staff has determined that the proposed process sampling system meets
(1) the requirements of GDC 13 and 14 to monitor variables that can affect the
RCPB and to ensure a low probability of abnormal leakage, rapidly propagating
failure, and gross' rupture by sampling the reactor' coolant and the condensate
for chemical impurities that can affect the RCPB; (2) the requirements of GDC
13 and 26 to maintain the reactor core subcritical under cold conditions if
the control rod system is inoperable, by sampling the standby liquid control
system tank for boron concentration; and (3) the requirements of GDC 64 to

- monitor for-radioactivity that may be released during normal operations,
including anticipated operational occurrences, and as a result of postulated

- accidents, by sampling the reactor coolant, the main condenser evacuation
system offgas, the sump inside containment, the drywell atmosphere, and the
gaseous radwaste storage tank for radioactivity.

The NRC staff further determined that the proposed process sampling system
'meets the following:

(1) the standards of ANSI N13.1-1969 for obtaining airborne radioactive
samples

.

(2) the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1(c) and Positions 2.d(2), 2.f(3), 2.f(8),
and 2.i(6) of RG 8.8, Revision 3, for maintaining radiation exposures to
as low as is reasonably achievable, by providing

ventilation systems and gaseous radwaste treatment system to contain* - +

airborne radioactive material

a liquid radwaste treatment system to contain radioactive material in-

fluids

a spent fuel pool cleanup system to remove radioactive contaminants+

in:the spent fuel pool water

remotely operated containment isolation valves to limit reactor-

coolant loss in the event of rupture of a sampling line
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(3)1 the requirements of GDC 60 for controlling the release of radioactive,
materials to the _ environment by providing isolation valves''that will- fail

._ _in the= closed position
~

.(4)-PositionsC.1,C.2,'_and|C.3ofRG:1.26, Revision 3,:andC.1,C.2,_C.3,
and C.4 of.RG 1.29,: Revision _3,-by designing the sampling lines and.
components of the process sampling system to-conform to the classification
of the system to which each sampling line and component.is connected,*

'

thus meeting the quality standards requirements of'GDC 1 and the seismic
requirements of GDC 2.

On the: basis of_the_above evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that the proposed. .

process sampling system' meets the relevant requirements of-10 CFR 20.1(c); GDC,

1, 2, 13. 14, 26,-60, and 64 and RGs 8.8, 1.26, and 1.29. It is, therefore,
acceptable.

,

Item II.B.3 - Post Accident' Sampling System

NUREG-0737 Item II.B.3, Post-Accident Sampling System, requires an applicant
to. provide a capability to'obtain and quantitatively. analyze reactor coolant-

~

and containment atmosphere samples,.without radiation exposure, to any
-individual exceeding 5 rems: to the.whole . body or 75 rems to the' extremities ;

; . (GDC-19) during and following an accident in which there is-core degradation.
_

To~ satisfy the_ requirements, an applicant should (1) review and modify the
plant's -sampling, chemical analysis, and radionuclide determination capabilities
as-necessary to comply with Item II.B.3 and (2) provide _the NRC staff with

! .information pertaining to system design, analytical capabilities,.-and procedures
! in sufficient detail to. demonstrate-that the: requirements.have been met.

In Amendment 17,-the applicant provided a post-accident sampling system flow,

i diagram, system description, and list of equipment and procedures to be used
F in sampling the reactor coolant system, suppression pool, and drywell'
; following an accident resulting in core degradation. The applicant has
'

committed to a post-accident sampling system that meets the requirements of .,

Item 11.B.3.'

f The system design is such that a sample can be drawn and analyzed within the
]

| required 3 hours, which meets criterion la of Item II.B.3 and is, therefore,
. acceptable..

_ - . - -

. - _

Conductivity and pH are measured in line, and all other_ measurements (N ,_H .
. 2 2

-boron, chloride, gross: activity, and isotopic content-by gamma ray spectrom- l

etry) are made by grab samples. These provisions meet criterion'1b of Item
II.B.3, and are; therefore,.~ acceptable.

>

The systems.for reactor coolant and containment atmosphere sampling during post-
i accident conditions do not require an isolated auxiliary system to be placed

in operation so they can be used.~ This provision meets criterion Ic of Item
i II.B.3 and is,- therefore, acceptable.

Dissolve'd gases.in the reactor coolant are obtained by collecting a 70-milliliter'

sample in'a bomb,~depressurizing the bomb and stripping the~ dissolved qas with i4

[ nitrogen gas, and collecting the gas sample into a gas sampling chamber. A

'_
1
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vial gas sample is then obtained for gas chromatography and quantitative
analysis. Dissolved hydrogen determinations can then be made. Dissolved
oxygen is verified to be less than 0.1 ppm by measurement of positive hydrogen
residuals of greater than 10 cc/kg. These provisions meet criterion Id of
Item II.B.3 and are, therefore, acceptable.

Reactor coolant chloride analysis will be obtained within 3 hours using the
turbidimetric method for greater than 10 ppm concentrations. Arrangements
have been made to ship the undiluted sample off site for analyses down to
0.1 ppm chloride concentrations within the allowable 4-day period for a fresh
water site. A licensed custom-made shipping cask will eventually be available.
In the interim, the applicant has identified and located other licensed shipp-
ing casks, not custom made, for use if a sample has to be shipped. These pro-
visions meet criterion le of Item II.B.3 and are, therefore, acceptable.

The post-accident sampling system, together with the sampling and analysis pro-
cedures, is designed to limit the radiation exposure to operating personnel
below the levels specified in GDC 19. The estimated maximum potential whole
body dose to retrieve a sample under worst case accident conditions is 0.93
rem for a liquid sample, 1.01 rems for a gas sample, and 1.35 rems for an
iodine / particulate sample. These provisions meet the requirements of crite-
rion lf of Item II.B.3 and are, therefore, acceptable.

Grab samples of reactor coolant can be obtained and analyzed on site for boron
within 3 hours. This provision meets criterion lg of Item II.B.3 and is, there-
fore, acceptable.

The applicant has the capability to obtain diluted and undiluted reactor cool-
ant grab samples for analysis of dissolved hydrogen and oxygen, pH, boron,
chloride, gross activity, and isotopic content by gamma ray spectrometry.
These provisions meet criterion 1h of Item III.B.3 and are, therefore,
acceptable.

The post-accident sampling radiological and chemical analysis capability
includes provisions to identify and quantify the isotopes of the nuclide
categories of concern corresponding to the source terms given in RGs 1.3 and
1.7. These provisions meet criterion li of Item II.B.3 and are, therefore,
acceptable.

The post-accident sampling system instrumentation is designed to cover adequate
ranges, accuracies, and sensitivities to allow the operator to obtain pertinent
data to describe the radiological and chemical status of the reactor coolant
system. Gross activity, gamma spectra analyses will be accurate within at least
a factor of 2 over a coolant activity range of 10 pCi/cc to 10 Ci/cc. These
provisions meet criterion li of Item II.B.3 and are, therefore, acceptable.

The 3/8-inch diameter reactor coolant sample lines are of a diameter such that
the rupture of a sample line will limit reactor coolant loss. Heat-traced
containment sample lines are used to prevent precipitation of moisture, with a
resultant loss of particulates and iodines in the sample line. The sample
station is vented to the reactor building, which is processed by the standby
gas treatment system. These provisions meet criterion lj of Item II.B.3 and
are, therefore, acceptable.
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Sufficient: shielding is ~provided to make -it possible for an operator to.obtain
and' analyze a sample with radiation exposures meeting'the requirements of.GDC-
19, assuming RG 1.3 source _ terms. This provision meets criterion 2 of Item
II.B.3 and is,-therefore,' acceptable.

|

- The applicant will comply to RG 1.97 requirements for sensitivity and range.
~

-This provision meets criterion 3 of Item II.B.3 and is, therefore, acceptable.

-The post-accident sampling system isolation and control valves, sample station. !.

control panels,:and auxiliary' equipment are connected to an instrument.ac '

' distribution panel.that is powered from an engineered safeguard system-(ESS) -|
-bus. Following a loss of.offsite power, the ESS bus is powered from the
onsite diesel. generators. These provisions meet criterion 4 of Item II.B.3
and are, therefore, acceptable.

All safety related valves in the post-accident sampling system are fully
qualified for the environment in which they must operate. This provision-
meets criterion 5 of Item II.B.3 and is, therefore,-acceptable.

The applicant has.not provided a procedure but has' endorsed the generic core
damage estimate procedure by letter dated' June-29, 1983. The final plant-

, specific procedure will be submitted before plant criticality and will be
,. reviewed for acceptability in meeting criterion 6 of Item II.B.3. j

The applicant's system does not utilize high pressure carrier-gas that can be
. injected into the reactor coolant system. Thus, criterion 7 is not applicable.

The reactor coolant dissolved oxygen level will be verified to'be <0.1 ppm by
measuring. dissolved hydrogen concentrations of' greater than 10 cc/kg. This '

. provision meets criterion 8 of' Item II.B.? and is, therefore, acceptable.

The applicant has committed to calibration or_ testing of post-accident:
_

sampling system equipment approximately every 6 months. At least five members
of.the onsite organization will participate-in sampling operations within any
6-month period. These provisions meet Section 6.8.4.d of the Technical
Specifications and criterion 9 of Item II.B.3 and'are, therefore,~ acceptable.

Reactor coolant samples will be obtained from the jet pump pressure instrument
-system when the reactor is at pressure to obtain a representative sample under
accident conditions. To ensure a representative reactor coolant' sample at low - '

.

'

(<1%) power conditions-for small-break or nonbreak events, the reactor water
level will be raised to the-level of the moisture separators, when this~ action

~is not inconsistent with station emergency procedures. This-will' flood the' .

separators fully and will provide a thermally induced recirculation flow path '

for mixing. <

'A representative suppression pool liquid sample can be obtained from the RHR
loop lined up in the suppression pool cooling mode. These provisions meet

' criterion 10 of Item'II.B.3 and are, therefore, acceptable.

In addition to meeting the above criteria, the applicant has provided acceptable
information on the a'pplicability (accuracy and sensitivity) of instruments and
analytical chemistry procedures in the post-accident environment.
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'The NRC-staff concludes that the post-accident sampling system partially meets
the criteria of Item II.B.3 of~NUREG-0737. The core damage estimation proce-
dure.(criterion 6) will be submitted before plant criticality. The NRC staff
will condition the license to require that this procedure be submitted for
staff review 60 days before the reactor goes critical.

9.3.3 Equipment and Floor Drainage System

The equipment and floor drain system was reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.3.3.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for~the NRC staff-
evaluation of the equipment and floor drain system with respect.to the appli-
= cable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category.I) equipment and
floor drainage system includes all piping from equipment or floor drains to the
sump, sump pumps, and piping necessary to carry potentially radioactive .and
nonpotentially radioactive effluents through separate subsystems. However, all
. containment penetrations and associated isolation valves are seismic Category I,
Quality Group B. Potentially radioactive drainage is collected in floor and
equipment drain sumps in each building and discharged to the radwaste processing
system. Drainage from sources that are not potentially radioactive--such as
plumbing fixtures and roof drains--are discharged to the sanitary waste treat-
ment system and discharge basin, respectively. Unidentified liquids that may

! collect at plugged drains will be , sampled before opening the drain or otherwise
processing or disposing of the liquids. Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the
system design meets the pertinent requirements of GDC 60, " Control of Releases
of Radioactive Materials to the Environment."

The NRC staff review considered those safety systems needed to provide safe
plant shutdown and the physical location of those systems with regard to poten-
tial inplant flooding. Because of their location at the lowest elevation in
the auxiliary building, the ECCS equipment rooms that contain components re-
quired for safe plant shutdown were considered of particular importance with
respect to provisions for prevention of water accumulation.

Redundant ECCS equipment is' located in separate compartments. Each ECCS com-
partment is watertight and is equipped with watertight doors, penetrations
seals, and a separate drain line to the reactor enclosure sump inlet header.
Flooding of an ECCS compartment will result in the potential failure of only
one ECCS pump, except for.the RHR compartment, where two out of four RHR pumps
could fail. Back flooding of the ECCS compartments is prevented by use of non-
seismic Category I check valves or drain plugs. The applicant has provided the
results of an analysis that indicates that within the reactor building all non-
seismic Category I piping vessels or tanks, including check valves in the drain-
age system, will maintain their integrity following an SSE. 'The nonseismic
Category I piping is supported in accordance with seismic Category I criteria.
The drainage system is sized to remove the water from a pipe break. If the

drain is plugged, only the compartment with the plugged drain will be affected
by flooding. If the drainage system transports the water to the pumps and one
check valve-fails, only one compartment will flood from the back flow through'*

the drainage system. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the system design
meets the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions
C.1 and C.2, with respect to the failure of the drainage system resulting in
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equipment failure or. in an unacceptable release of radiation' because of natural
~

phenomena,_ missiles,'or pipe breaks. It is,-therefore, acceptable.
.

;- . Based on its review,-the.NRC staff concludes that adequate prote'ction against
,

_ flooding of safety related equipment and areas, and protection against the
inadvertent release'of potentially radioactive: liquids to the environment.
thrcugh plant drainage paths are provided. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes-

that the system meets-the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 60 with respect _to the,
.

need forLprotection.against. natural. phenomena, pipe breaks, environmental effects
:(flooding), and release'of radioactive material to.the environment, and the

i. guidelines of RG ~L 29, . Positions C.1 and C.2, with respect to seismic classifi-< "

cation. The equipment and floor drain system meets the acceptance criteria of
SRP 9.3.3.

! 9.3.4~ Chemical and Volume Control' System

This'SRP.section applies to PWRs only. I
,

!- 9.3.5 Standby Liquid Control Syst'em,

i

I' 'The standby liquid control system (SLCS) was reviewed in accordance with '

SRP 9.3.5. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the
NRC staff evaluation of the SLCS with respect to the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.

The SLCS is a reactivity control system; its purpose is to inject sodium penta-
-borate into the reactor to provide an independent means for achieving cold

~

shutdown should the normal reactivity control system become inoperable. Thus,
~

~

it sati'sfies the requirements of GDC.26."

^The system consists of a storage tank, a test tank, two positive displacement- i

pumps, two explosive-actuated valves, and associated local valves, piping, and
controls 1.ocated within the containment. An electrical resistance heating
system maintains the solution storage tank and pump suction lines between 75
and 85'F to prevent precipitation-of the sodium pentaborate from solution dur-
ing. storage. High and low liquid level and temperature are alarmed in the~

>

control' room. The two explosive-actuated valves provide assurance that they
can be opened when needed.' The' design of the valve ensures;that boron will not

'leak'into the reactor,.even during SLCS pump testing. The two parallel pumps
-take suction from the storage tank and pump the solution into the reactor
vessel via a common injection line. The discharge from each pump is provided
with a check valve. Each pump and its associated valves are powered from
separate emergency ac power supplies. They are arranged so that failure of a
single pump or explosive valve will not prevent adequate amounts of sodium
pentaborate solution from entering the reactor vessel to accomplish shutdown.

System initiation is accomplished by manual actuation of a key-locked three-
position switch on the control room panel. Changing the switch status to RUN
starts an injection pump, actuates an explosive valve, and closes reactor
cleanup system isolation valves to prevent loss or dilution of boron. Should :

,

the instrumentation provided indicate that the solution is not entering the
reactor: vessel, the operator can turn the' key-operated switch to a second RUN ;

'

position to actuate the other train of equipment.
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The SLCS'is, located in the reactor building, containment, and the control
~

structure, which are seismic Category I and flood and tornado protected. All
portions ef the.SLCS-necessary.for injection of sodium pentaborate into the

' reactor are seismic Category I, Quality Group B (or Quality Group A if'they are
part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary).' Thus the= requirements of GDC 2
and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1, are met.

I UThe-SLCS is' designed to function in the' expected environmental conditions. The
'

' protection provided the SLCS from missiles is discussed in Section 3.5.1'of
this, report, and protection from failure of high- and moderate-energy piping

i systems is discussed;in Section:3.6.1.-
.

'

'The SLCS has. adequate redundancy so that no single active. failure will-com-
promise its functional capability. The injection portion of the system can be
functionally-tested by injecting demineralized water from a test tank into'the

,

reactor. .Thus the requirements of GDC 27 are satisfied.

Based on 'the above, the NRC staff concludes .that the SLCS conforms with the
requirements of GDC 2, 26, and 27, as they relate to protection against natural
phenomena, system functions, and system redundan 'and testability, and with
RG 1.29, Position C.1,.as it relates to:the system's seismic classification.
It is, therefore, acceptable. The SLCS meets the acceptance criteria of.SRP

' 9.3.5.
.

9.4 Heatina, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Systems

! 9.4.1 Control Structure-Ventilation System.

The control structure. ventilation (CSV) systems were reviewed-in accordance
! with SRP 9.4.1. .Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for-

the NRC staff evaluation of-the CSV' systems with respect to the applicable
' regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The CSV systems include the control room heating, ventilation, air conditioning
(HVAC) tystem, the control room emergency fresh air. supply (CREFAS) system, the

'

auxiliary equipment room HVAC' system, the control. structure HVAC' system, the
. standby gas treatment system (SGTS) equipment HVAC system, and,the switchgear

; and battery room HVAC systems. (See Section 6.4 of this report for a dis-
; cussion of the control room habitability.)

The CSV systems consist'of two-100% capacity redundant systems that are shared
by.both' units. 'The emergency power supplies of one unit power one train, and
the emergency power supplies of the other unit power the redundant train.

4

Normally, one nystem operates with the redundant system on standby. The
standby unit ~ automatically starts upon failure of the'normally operating
system. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 5 are
satisfied.'

The CSV syst[ ems are-located in the control structure, which is seismic Category I
and tornado and flood protected. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the
requirements of GDC 2 are satisfied. The CSV systems are seismic Category I,

t except for the control structure HVAC system and the normal battery exhaust
,
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[ fans. Theseit'wo' systems' serve:no safety-related function, and their failure
'

'after an SSE would notz affect any safety-related: equipment. Thus, the NRC.
~

staff; concludes that the CSV systems meetEthe guidelines of RG.1.29, Position
,

1C.1 (or:C.2 for.nonsafety-related systems).
-

TheJoutside airLintake for the CSV. systems supplies fresh air directly to the<

"

' control room HVAC, CREFAS, and auxiliary equipment room HVAC systems. The other ,

systems | recycle.the air within the1 control structure. The intake 11ouvers and
'

: air intake' system have the capability _to withstand:the effects of-tornado '
.

missiles. Thus, the NRC staff concludes-that the requirements of GDC 4 are -,

'fsatisfied. 'The air-intake has=four chlorine monitoring-channels and four-
L q~ radiation monitoring channels. ' Signals =from these_detectorsLalarm in the
; -control room, automatically isolate the-fresh air.intakeffrom the control room

HVAC system, and automatically start'the CREFAS system to purify the fresh air.'

There is_no automatic operation associated with the auxiliary equipment room
i

,

.HVAC: system. Upon receipt of a high chlorine or radiation alarm in the control
room, the operator can minimize the fresh air supply.and maximize the amount of1

i _ recycled air. :The control room HVAC is designed to maintain the operability of
!' the equipment in the control room. The control room HVAC system is designed to

~

. _ maintain the control room under a positive pressure tc minimize' infiltration of :

[ gases into the_ control room. Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the require-
,~

ments of GOC 19, " Control. Room," and the guidelines of RGsnl.78, " Assumptions
for Evaluating the Habitability of a Nuclear Power Plant Control Room During a

i Postulated Hazardous Chemical. Release," Positions C.3, C.7, and C.14, and 1.95,
" Protection of Nuclear-Power Plant Control Room Operators Against an Accidentalc

,' Chlorine Release," Positions C.4a and C.4d, are satisfied.
~

I _The.only CSV systems _that potentially handle radioactive materials are the
j 'CREFAS (through the fresh air intake or recirculation of the control room air)

|~ and the SGTS room exhausts-(because of' leakage.from the SGTS). Both systems
consist of.two 100% capacity trains of filters. consisting of a prefilter, HEPA

: ~ filter, charcoal filter,.HEPA filter, and'a fan for the removal of radioactivity.'

| Noxious gases are also. removed by the CREFAS system. The SGTS area ventilation
system discharge exhausts to the plant vent stack. The battery room exhausts

.

vents to'the stack; it may contain combustible gases (primarily hydrogen) but
i no radioactive material. -Thus,'there is'no filtration'of this exhaust. Based
! on the-above', the NRC' staff concludes-that the-requirements of GDC 60, " Control

of. Releases of. Radioactive Materials tosthe Environment," and the guidelines of
; RGs:1.52,' " Design, Testing, and Maintenance. Criteria for Atmospheric Cleanup-
| System Air. Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
p Plants," Position C.2, and 1.140, " Design, Testing'and Maintenance Criteria for
F Normal Ventilation: Exhaust System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of Light r

Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," Positions' C.1 and C.2, are satisfied with;

. respect to ensuring environmental limits for' proper operation of plant controls'

.under all normal and accident conditions, including LOCA conditions. !,

'All CSV systems'are powered by Class 1E power supplies, except for the control.

,

' structure HVAC system and the normal battery room exhaust system. The control
!' structure system does not serve any safety-related equipment areas; thus, the
i loss of.this system because of the loss of offsite power will have no effect on +

the ability to provide a safe shutdown. The loss of the normal battery room.

exhaust. system'does not affect plant safety because hydrogen gas is primarily .

!
|

'

i.
; .

-
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L :prodUcsd only when'the batteries are-being charged.-'There is an emergency-
. supply, return, and exhaust ventilation system that services the battery rooms,
.and it- is Class 1E powered. For a Class 1E CSV. system, one train is powered by
the; Unit 1 diesel generators, and the other train is powered by the Unit 2
diesel generators. This meets the single _ failure criterion'in that'a loss of,

F offsite power to both units'and a single failure of one diesel generator will i

- leave seven of the:eight diesel. generators to provide 100%. ventilation capacity.

; " A11: safety-related CSV_ systems are capable of supplying 100%-fresh air to purge
~L | smoke,.' carbon dioxide,-or other contaminants from the area. 1When the outside

~

- air supply is closed,100% of- the control room air is recirculated. However,
only 10% of>this recirculated air.is purified by-the CREFAS system.

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that'the CSV systems are in confor-
.mance with-the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5,-19, and 60 with respect to protec-.

p tion against natural phenomena, tornado-missile protection, sharing of systems
i between units, control room environmental' conditions','and control of radioactive

releases, and with:the guidelines!of RGs 1.29, Positions C.1-and C.2; 1.52,'
Position C.2; 1.78, Positions C.3, C.7, and _C.14; 1.95, Positions C.4a'and C.4d;
and 1.140, Positions C.1 and C.2, as'they relate to the seismic classification,
design for emergency operation, protection against hazardous chemical release,

~

i- protection.of personnel against a chlorile gas release,Jand normal operation.
' - They are, therefore, acceptable. ~The NRC staff requires,-however,ithat th'e
' ' applicant power the redundant systems from the Unit 1 diesel generators,

instead of from Unit 2 diesel; generators, and the applicant must consider the-:

4 equipment as Unit 1 equipment'for' security purposes until Unit 2 receives an
operating license. The HVAC systems that make up the CSV systems meet the-*

; acceptance criteria of SRP 9.4.1.
'

,,

I 9.4.2 Spent Fuel Pool Area-and Reactor Building Ventilation System
V

| The spent fuel pool' area and-reactor building ventilation system was reviewed
|- '_in accordance with SRP 9.4.2. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed -

3 the basis for the-NRC staff evaluation of the spent fuel _ pool area and reactor
[ building ventilation systems with respect to applicable regulations of 10 CFR-50.

i

The spent fuel pool area and reactor building ventilation system consists.of;

four subsystems: the spent fuel pool area ventilation (SFPAV) system, the
reactor building ventilation systems (RBV) for Unit 1 and Unit 2, and the-
standby gas treatment-system (SGTS). The Unit 1 R8V system is identical to
Unit 2 RBV system. The SFPAV system and SGTS are shared between both units,i

- because'the two units have a' common refueling floor.

.

.The SFPAV and RBV systems each include three nonseismic Category I, non-Class 1E
; supply and exhaust fans in a common duct. Two fans normally operate, with the
!4 third fan on standby. The ductwork between the intake and exhaust fans is ,

s' seismic Category 1. The exhausts are-not normally filtered, except from the
equipment compartments, such as the ECCS, drywell, pipe tunnel, and reactor

' water cleanup areas. The air from these areas is passed through one-of two
100% capacity filter trains containing HEPA'and charcoal 1 filters before it is*

routed to the stack. These two filter trains are nonseismic Category I. The
exhaust ducts have radiation monitors. Upon a high radiation or LOCA signal,

,

; the nonseismic portions of the system are automatically isolated and the reactor
,

;
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3; building air' recirculation (RBAR) sy, tem and SGTS' system are automatically
started. Both the RBAR and the SGTS consist of two 100% capacity filtration
trains (HEPA -and charcoal filters) that are ' seismic Category I. (The SGTS is

. discussed in'Section 6.5.1 of this report.) This precludes uncontrolled-

nrelease of radioactivity within the building.
1

.-The SFPAV system services the ' refueling floor;and related areas. The RBV,

: -services the 'ECCS rooms and other areas _ of the reactor building. Each ECCS-
! scompartment contains-two 100% capacity 1 seismic Category I, Class 1E room,

coolers that automatically start when their associated equipment is started or
at an' ambient temperature of 100*F. Cooling water is. supplied from the seismic- )- Category I, Class 1E emergency service water system (see Section 9.2.1 of this

! report). Thus, the guidelines of the TMI Action Plan. Item II.K.3.24 are
satisfied.

.

i
'

During normal and refueling operations, the system maintains a slightly ;

r_ negative pressure in the fuel handling area to ensure that any airborne radio-
activity is collected by the system. This is accomplished by operating the
system continuously; The airflow pattern is from areas of potentially low
radioactivity to areas of potentially higher radioactivity. Slightly more air,

I is exhausted than is supplied, thereby preventing short circuiting of air flow
i and. ensuring that no ambient air escapes the fuel handling area before it'is

processed by the charcoal filtration system.

The NRC. staff concludes that the above provisions adequately meet the pertinent '

requirements of GDC 60 and 61 and the guidelines of RGs 1.13, Position C.4,i

; and 1.52, Position C.2, for preventing release of radioactive contaminants to
.the environment.'

!-
| The systems are located in the reactor building, which is seismic Category I,

~

( an'd flood and tornado protected, thereby satisfying the requirements of GDC 2
| and the guidelines-of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2.- _There are no high- or''

moderate-energy piping systems located near the system, and adequate protection
against internally generated missiles is provided by separated equipment loca-
tions,'thereby satisfying the requirements of GDC 4 (see Sections 3.5.1.1 and
3.6.1 of this SER).

The SFPAV system serves the shared spent fuel storage facility. It has suf-
ficient redundancy and separation ~to perform its cooling and filtration func-
tion so that no ' single. active failure coincident with loss of offsite power

-|will cause failure of the system. It therefore meets the requirements of GDC 5. (
The R8V system is'not shared between the units; therefore, the requirements of
GDC 5 are not applicable.

|

Based on-the above, the NRC staff concludes that the spent fuel pool area
ventilation and reactor building ventilation systems are in conformance withc

i the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 60, and 61 as they relate to protection
i

| Jagainst natural phenomena, missiles, sharing of systems, radioactive releases,
L and fuel | storage radioactivity control,.and with the guidelines of RGs 1.13,
!- , Position C.4; 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2; and 1.52, Position C.4, as they

relate to protection against radioactive releases, seismic classification, and
system design for radioactivity control. They are, therefore, acceptable. The

i
i ;
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spent. fuel pool and reactor building ventilation systems meet the acceptance
criteria of SRP 9.4.2.

9.4.3 'Ra'dwaste'Duilding Ventilation System

.The radwaste building ventilation-system was reviewed in accordance withb

~ SRP'9.4.3. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the. basis for the
NRC staff evaluation-of the.radwaste building ventilation system with respect'
to the applicable regulations of'10 CFR 50.

'The radwaste building ventilation _ system.is classified as nonsafety related and
; nonseismic Category I. The~ ventilation system is capable of fulfilling the

requirements of the facility for providing;an environment with controlled
. temperature and air flow to ensure the integrity of the nonessential equipment

, iand components, served. . Equipment and instrumentation have been provided w th
suitable redundancy.to ensure. normal operation and_to prevent release of radio-

_

activity to the environment;:thus the system is acceptable for its de' signed.

task. -Failure of the system does not compromise'the-operation of.any essential
.

systems and does.not affect the capability _to. safely shut down the pla'nt or
result-in an; unacceptable release of radioactivity; thus,~the requirements of.
GDC 2 and 60, and the guidelines of RGs 1.29, Position C.2, and 1.140,
. Positions C.-1 and C.2, are met.'

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes-that^the radwaste building ventila-
tion; system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2 and 60 as related

-

,

to prutection against natural _ phenomena and radioactive release and with the
guidelines of RGs 1.29,_ Position C.2, and l'.140, Positions C.1 and C.2, with

,

. respect to-seismic. classification'and normal. ventilation exhaust and air filtra-
: tion. It is, therefore, acceptable. The radwaste building ventilation system

;
' meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 9.4.3.

9.4.-4 -Turbine Enclosure Ventilation System

The: turbine area ventilation system was reviewed in accordance with SRP 9.4.4. .

Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the NRC staff,

~

evaluation of-the turbine area ventilation system with respect to the applicable-
regulations of 10 CFR 50.

,

-The. turbine. building ventilation system is not shared between units and is'not'

safety related.(nonseismic Category I). The ventilation system is capable of
adequately maintaining an acceptable environment for nonessential equipment

; served during normal plant operation. -Failure of a system-does not compromise
- the operation of any essential systems and does not affect the capability to

safely. shut down the plant or result in an unacceptable release of radio-
Factivity; thus the requirements:of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Position C.2, are met. The' requirements of GOC 60 and the guidelines of

_

;RG 1.140 are not applicable. -

4

,

Based on its review, t' i NRC staff concludes that the turbine building ventila-
tion system meets _ the requihments, of GDC 2 with respect to the need for pro-
tection against natural phenomena and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2,
concerning seismic classification. sit eis, therefore, acceptable. The turbine
'buildingventilat(onsyste meets the acceptance criteria of SP.P 9.4.4.
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9.4.5' Engineered Safety Feature _ Ventilation System_a

, The engineeredfsafety feature ventilation' system was reviewed in accordance-
~

N with.SRP 9.4.5. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the bants for
i.the NRC= staff evaluation of the engineered safety feature ventilation _systes '

with ~ respect .to the applicable regulationrof 10 CFR 50.

.The engineered. safety feature: ventilation system provides cooling for equipment
I

Lin the spray pond pump structure and the diese1' generator building. The equip-
lnent:in these areas.is not required foricontrolt of releases of radioactive
. materials to. the environment; =thus the requirements of- GDC '60 and the guide-e

lines of RGs:1.52 and 1.140 are not applicable.'

,

Spray Pond Pump' Structure Ventilation System (FSAR Section 9.4.7)
~

EThe emergency and RHR service. water pumps'for Units 1 and 2 are located /in a
shared. spray pond pump. structure. :Two;100% capacity ventilation systems are
provided for eaca of the two units'. areas in the pumphouse. Each ventilations

system consists of.a supply. fan,?four relief louvers, two . inlet louvers, supply
and return ductwork, dampers, and controls' to ensure a propercambient environ- _
ment underfall' operation modes. Nonseismic Category I; electric unit heaters

*

maintain space temperatures in' winter to prevent freezing when the service
~ 1- water pumps 'are not 'iri use. Each train is powered from a Class 1E source, {

-

except:the heaters. With.the loss of:offsite power, the ESW and RHRSW systems-,

*'

automatically (start. _~The operation of these pumps produces. sufficient' heat to-

-prevent freezing within_the service water piping. The-ventilation systems':. '

operate automatically, based on the ambient temperature ~in the area they serve.'

'This' design. ensures. system' function in the event of a singleffailure.
4
'

The systems are housed inLthe ESW pumphouse which is seismic Category _I-and
flood and. tornado protected. ;The systems are designed.to seismic Category I,
Quality Group C; requirements, thereby satisfying the requirements of GDC 2 >and '

,

,

t the guidelines of-RG 1.29,= Position ~C.1. -The'pumphouse is-designed against the
~

'

-effects of tornado missiles and is protected from high-energy piping systems and
;_ internally generated missiles, thereby satisfying-the requirements of.GDC'4.
L -There. is _ no sharing of systems; thus the ' requirements of GDC 5 are not-' ' (applicable.

. Diesel Generator Buildino Ventilation System-
3

~

: There areitwo diesel! generator buildings, one for each= unit. 'The 'iesel gen--d
- Eerators for each. unit are' located in separate rooms (there are eight diesels,

L- - four- per unit). Each(diesel 1 generator building has a separate ventilation
system, which consists:of:four independent systems, one'for each diesel gen-
erator room, to ensure: adequate air flow in the event of-a single-failure.

, .Each system has.ductwork, fans, dampers, and heating and cooling coils to-
maintain room' temperature. .Each system is powered from'its respective emergency
bus, and is'automaticallyzstarted when its respective diesel is started.

LThe: system isidesigned to seismic' Category -I, Quality Group C requirements, and
is housed 'in the_ seismic .Categoryil. . flood- and tornado protected diesel, gen-
erator. building, thereby . satisfying the requirements of. GDC 2 and the guidelines

'of RG 1.29, Positions;C.1'and C.2. 'Tho-intake louvers are horizontal,-with

j | Limerick _SER: 9-34(
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- the air flow upward into the intake, and the exhaust louvers have a missile
barrier within.the exhaust duct. ,These features provide protection against
tornado missiles._;The system is separated from high-energy piping systems and
-internally generated missiles. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the
requirements of GDC 4 are satisfied. .There is no sharing of systems; thes the
requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable. .The inlet louvers are 17 feet _10.5-
inches above plant grade; therefore, they do not meet the guidance of the SRP,.

- which-specifies.a minimum of 20 feet:above grade. However, the applicant has
met the alternate _ guidance by providing suitable gaskets and seals for.the
electrical conduits (see Section-9.5 :for a discussion of dust protection for
electrical outlets). . Thus, the NRC staff concludes that the guidance of item
2,. subsection A, of NUREG/CR-0660, " Enhancement of Onsite Emergency Dieselt

Generator Reliability," and, therefore, the pertinent requirements of GDC 17,
-" Electric Power System," relating to the protection of essential electrical
components from failure as a result of the accumulation of dust and particulate
material, are satisfied.

- The applicant has stated that the maximum temperature inside the structure with
all equipment running will be 20*F hotter than the ambient air temperature.
Thus, during a 106 F summer day the maximum anticipated temperature inside the
diesel generator building will be 126*F. The FSAR states that the maximum-
design temperature of the equipment is 115'F. This will-be considered in the

! review of the environmental qualification of the safety-related equipment, _

.

; within the structures. The results of the NRC staff's review of environmental
qualification will be reported-in a supplement to Section 3.11 of this report.'

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the engineered safety feature
ventilation system conforms with the. requirements of GDC~2, 5, and 17 as they
relate to protection against natural phenomena and the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Positions C.1 and C.2, and NUREG/CR-0660, as they relate to the system's
seismic classification and protection of essential electrical components. It

.

is,.therefore, acceptable. The engineered safety feature ventilation system
' -meets the acceptance criteria of SRP|9.4.5.
'

9.5 Other Auxiliary Systems
r

! 9.5.1 Fire Protection_

The NRC staff has reviewed the fire protection program for conformance with
SRP 9.5.1 (NUREG-0800), which contains, in BTP CMEB 9.5.1, the technical
requirements of Appendix A to BTP ASB 9.5-1 and Appendix R to 10 CFR 50.

| Because the applicant has compared the Limerick program to the latter guide-
| lines,,this report also references these guidelines.

In response to an NRC staff request for an evaluation of the Limerick fire
protection projram against the guidelines of Appendix A to BTP ASB 9.5-1, the
applicant, by FSAR Revision 16, transmitted a fire protection evaluation report
(FPER). . At-the same time, the applicant also provided an evaluation against
the requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 and BTP CMEB 9.5-1 (NUREG-0800).

As part of its review, the NRC staff will visit the plant site to examine the'

relationship-of safety-related components, systems, and structures in specific
plant areas both to combustible materials and to associated fire detection and

Limerick SER- .9-35
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1 suppression-systems. _ The site visit'has not'yet taken place because construc ..

' tion has not'. progressed to a. level where such a visit would be meaningful.,
u

-

The NRC staff review included an evaluation _of_theJautomatic and manually
operated water and' gas suppression systems, the fire detection; systems, fire
barriers,-fire doors and dampers, fire protection administrative controls, andthe fire-brigade size. The objective of the review is to ensure that in the-

-

event |of a fire, personnel;and plant equipment would be adequate ~to safely
shut down the reactor, to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown ~ condition, and

'

to minimize the-release of radioactive material to the environment.

Because Mnits 1 and 2 are of the same design (except as noted), the comments1
' made in this report apply to both units.

The NRC staff consultant, Gage-Babcock and Associates, Inc. ,' participated in
; the review of the fire' protection program.

9.5.1.1 Fire Protection Program Requirements

. 9. 5.' 1.1.1 Fire Protection Program,

1The applicant has verbally committed to conform with the guidelines in
; BTP:CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.1.a'and will document this commitment by FPER

Revision 4.
i

,

The NRC staff finds that, pending confirmation of these commitments .in FPER,
. Revision 4, the fire protection ~ program will' meet the guidelines of'

BTP.CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.1, and is, therefore, acceptable.
_

9.5.1.1.2 -Fire HazardsI nalysisA

The applicant's fire hazards ~ analysis spectfied the combustible. materials
present.in fire areas, identified. safety-related equipment,-determined the
consequences of.a fire on safe shutdown capability,'and summarized available

_

: fire protection in accordance'with BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.1.b. . The.NRC
staff evaluation of the . identified fire hazards is:in the paragraphs below.

.

,

Alternative' shutdown capability has been provided for the control room and
cable-spreading room; this capability also .is evaluated below.

,

1 GDC 3 requires that fire figh' ting systems be designed to ensure that rupture
or' inadvertent operation does -not significantly impair the safety capability

#

of structures, systems, and components important to safety. To satisfy this
requirement, the applicant has~ designed components required for hot shutdown

. sol that rupture or inadvertent operation of fire suppression systems will not*

adversely-affect the operability of these components. Where.necessary, appro-,

Lpriate protection is provided to prevent impingement of water spray on components
required for hot shutdown. Redundant trains of components that are susceptible

~

.to damage from water spray'are physically-separated so that. manual fire'suppres-
'

,

sion activities _ will not adversely affect the operability of components not
involved in the postulated. fire. -However, the NRC staff'is concerned whether .

7

the mechanisms by which fire;andufire fighting systems may cause the simultaneous
r . failure of redundant or_ diverse trains have been adequately considered in the~

design. ~The: applicant'has verbally committed to identify the mechanisms that

,
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were considered in the Limerick fire-hazards analysis and the measures taken
to preclude the fire- or fire-suppressant-induced failure of~ redundant or
diverse safety trains; the applicant will document the procedures by FPER

. Revision 4. The NRC' staff finds that, with this commitment, the fire hazards
.

analysis will meet the guidelines in Item C.1.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is,
therefore,' acceptable.

j. 9.5.1.2 Administrative Controls

The administrative controls for ~ fire protection consist of the fire protection
' program and organization, the fire brigade training, the' controls over combus-
tibles and ignition sources, the prefire plans and procedures for fighting
fires, and quality assurance. .The applicant has verbally committed to meet
the guidelines in Section C.2 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and will document the commit- .

'

ment by FPER Revision 4. .The NRC staff finds that,'with this commitatat, the
administrative controls will meet ~the guidelines in~BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.2,
and are, therefore, acceptable.

.

9. 5.1. 3 Fire Brigade and Fire Brigade Training

--The applicant has verbally committed.to. provide a description of the plant
fire brigade,' including equipment and training, to. verify the guidelines con--. '

'

I
tained in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item'C.3; the applicant will document the commitment
by FPER Revision 4. .The NRC staff finds that, with this commitment, fire

,.
brigade and fire brigade training will meet BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.3, and are.

! therefore acceptable. Fire brigade training is evaluated in Section 13.2.2 of
this report. ,

,

| 9.S.I.4 ~ General Plant Guidelines
~

9.5.1.4.1 ' Building Design

Fire areas are defined by walls and floor / ceiling assemblies. Walls that
separate buildings and walls between rooms containing safe shutdown systems

-are 3-hour-fire rated assemblies. In cases where the fire rating is..less than
3 hours, the_NRC staff has evaluated each area with respect to its. fuel load,

| fire suppression and detection systems, and proximity.to safe. shutdown
equipment to determine if the fire-rated assemblies provided are adequate for

| the areas affected and meet the guidelines in Section C.5.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
|

Based on this evaluation, the NRC staff' finds that the protection'provided in
| the structural steel assodiated with fire barriers' does not meet the NRC staff
I- -guidelines. In many areas, the structural steel supports of floor ass 9mblies

=are'not provided with a fire p'otective covering, resulting in unrated floor' r

assemblies. The NRC staff will require that the exposed steel structural
supports _be. protected to provide 3-hour-fire resistance in all areas containing

L safe shutdown systems and in all other areas where the structural failure of
;

the unprotected. steel would affect areas containing safe shutdown systems, in
accordance with Section C.S.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

The applicant will provide penetration seals for all penetrations of fire-
rated walls or floor / ceiling assemblies. -The penetration seals have been
subjected to qualification tests using the time-temperature curve specified by-

.

ASTM E-119. " Fire Test of Building Construction and Materials." ~The applicantL

,

I
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has verbally committed to-provide information showing that, for each type of
penetration seal, the maximum temperature on the unexposed side does not
exceed 325*F. The applicant will document this commitment by FPER, Revision 4.

The NRC staff. finds that, with this commitment, the penetration seals used-
will- meet BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.S.a.3,' and are, therefore, acceptable. "

The applicant has verbally committed to provide a description of the.

2-hour-rated fire barriers for enclosed stairwells for the NRC staff to inde-pendently verify compliance with its guidelines. The applicant wi11' document
-this commitment by FPER Revision 4. The NRC staff finds that, with this-

*

commitment, the fire protection for stairwells will meet Section C.5.a of
BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and iss therefore, acceptable..

f

With the exception of seven steamtight doors, the door openings in fire-rated
barriers-are provided with Underwriters Laboratory (UL)-labeled fire door

.

,

assemblies that have ratings commensurate with the fire ratings of the walls;
'

in which they are installed.

The applicant has verbally committed to provide. details showing (1) that the
steamtight doors are similar.to labeled fire doors in construction, (2) that
adequate gaps are provided between the doors and frames to allow for expansion,

jand distortion during a fire, and-(3) that in no case does the fire load on<

either! side of the doors exceed an equivalent fire severity of 30 minutes. j

The applicant will document this' commitment by FPER Revision 4.

The NRC staff finds that with this commitment, the fire doors will meet<

BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.S.2 and are, therefore,. acceptable.

. Ventilation ducts that penetrate fire barriers are provided with fire dampers.
The fire dampers will be UL labled and installed according to the manufacturer's
directions. Three-hour-fire dampers will be provided in all 3-hour-fire-rated.' barriers. The NRC staff concludes that the fire. dampers will be.provided in
accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9,5-1, Section C.5.'a and are,'

therefore, acceptable.
.

.The Limerick thermal insulating materials are noncombustible. They have
-flame-spread and smoke-developed ratings of 25 and 50, respectively,-as
tested by UL. Interior walls and structural components, radiation shielding
mate' rials, and sound proofing and interior finishes.are noncombu tible or
listed by a nationally recognized testing laboratory, such as Factory Mutual
(FM) or UL, for flame spread, smoke, and fuel contribution of 25 or less. The
NRC staff finds that this is-in accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB
9.5-1, Section C.S.a. and is, therefore, acceptable.-

The applicant has verbally committed to provide metal, roof deck construction
!.

that meets the criteria. for Class 1 roof deck systems in the FM system approval
guide.,

;4

The applicant will document this commitment by FPER Revision 4. The NRC staff
4

-finds that, with this commitment, metal roof deck construction will meet the
'

; guidelines of Se'ction C.S.a.10 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore, acceptable .

:
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Transformers installed.inside buildings are either air cooled, of the dry type,
or are: insulated and cooled with-a noncombustible liquid. The. main and plant
services; transformers-are 1ocated more than 50. feet from any buildings or are-

i separated by 3-hour fire walls. The safeguard and auxiliary transformers are
located on the north side of the turbine building,'within 14' feet c f' the .

. .
building exterior wall. .No: safety-related_ equipment is located within the-

'~ -turbine. building. ;The turbine building exterior walls:are not rated. The
transformers are. protected by an automatic water deluge system. The NRC staff; ;

findsithis an acceptableLdeviation from the guidelines of BTP,CMEB'9.'5-1,
Section C.5.a..because no safety-related equipment is located in the turbine

[. . building.
e

~

The.NRC-staff concludes that the installation'of the transformers, with the

approved deviation, meets-the-guidelines of'BTP'CMEB 9.5-1, Sections:C.S.a.12
'

and 13, and is'therefore, acceptable.

Some_ areas of the plant are not equipped with floor drains. The applicant has
. verbally committed to provide an_ analysis. showing that redundant trains of*

safety-related_ equipment in unaffected areas could not be flooded by excess'

fire fighting water. The applicant will document this commitment by FPER-
: Revision 4. The NRC: staff finds that,.with this commitment, the location of
floor drains will meet the guidelines of Section C.S.a.14 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,

j
~

:and is, therefore, acceptable. t

* ~

9.5.1.4.2' Safe Shutdown Capability
:

As~part of.the FSAR: submittal, the applicant provided a report on safe shutdown
capability following a fire, in'accordance with the requirements of Appendix R-
(BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section.C.5.b). Further discussion of the safe shutdown
capability, including information on cable. separation and safe shutdown' equip-
ment location, isLin FSAR Section 9.5. '

The_ applicant's safe shutdown a'nalysis states that systems needed for hot
shutdown and cold shutdown are redundant and that one of the redundant systems

: needed for safe shutdown would be.kept free of1 fire. damage through separation,
| -fire barriers, Land /or alternative shutdown capability. To achieve hot shutdown,

F either the reactor. core-isolation cooling' system or the high pressure coolant
- injection system would:be available,;in addition'to the main steam isolation,

and safety. relief valves,' automatic depressurization system valves, the residual-
' heat removal-(RHR)_ system loop A or 8, the RHR service water (RHRSW) system
loop A or.B, Land the emergency service water (ESW)-system loop A or B. Going

'
'

- to cold shutdown from hot shutdown would require the A loops of, the RHR,
RHRSW,'and the ESW or the B loops of the RHR, RHRSW,.and ESW. The safe shut-
down review considered components, cabling, and support equipment for systems
identif_ied above that are needed'to achieve shutdown. The applicant has
provided a rable separation review for all_ rooms-of the plant housing safe

L shutdown equipment to ensure that at least one train of this equipment is
,

. available in the event of-a-fire in any of these rooms. The review identified
| the safety-related equipment and redundant safe shutdown system cabling and

discussed the' consequences of a fire in each of these rooms. The NRC staff
has: reviewed the applicant's deterministic review of the plant and concludes

; that it provides-an acceptable means:of demonstrating that separation exists
, between= redundant safe shutdown. trains.

!

'
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The applicant's-review divided the_ areas by the diesel generator electrical
|

division. Cables and equipment were considered disabled in the area of the
fire. unless the fire hazards analysis assumed otherwise. No repairs were
assumed. The applicant has also indicated that alternative shutdown is required ;

~for the control room. If fire disables the control room, a remote shutdown '

panel located in a separate fire protected room in the control structure is
~

provided as an alternative to providing fire protection. J.The remote' shutdown
[ panel'is electrically isolated from the control room. (See Section 9.5.1.4.3. '

-below for-further discussion'on the alternative shutdown capability.)

The'NRC staff reviewed the means of separation proposed to ensure that one*

train of cables and equipment needed to safely shutdown the plant will be-
j maintained free of fire damage. The areas in which the. applicant has not met-

the guidelines in Section C.S.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and the specific-deficiencies:

l' are as follows:
L-

(1)- Fire Area 2, Separation not.specified; 30-minute barrier '

13-kV switchgear area rather.than 1 hour; no automatic suppression.

-(2) Fire Area 7, Separation not specified; 30-minute barrier
corridor el 239 feet rather than 1 hour; no automatic suppression.

!) (3) Fire Area'12, 'No automatic suppression.' || Unit 1, 4-kV switch-
*

gear area

! (4) Fire Area 20, No automatic suppression,
t'

Unit 1, static
inverter compartment

(5) ' Fire Area 25, Separation not specified; no barriers provided;
auxiliary equipment no automatic suppression above floor.
room-- ~

(6) Fire Area 27, 30-minute barrier rather than-1 hour;
control structure no automatic suppression.
fan room

|

|: (7) Fire Area 40, |No automatic suppression.
corridor e1.177 feet

(8) . Fire Area 43, No automatic suppression.
~ safeguard system.
isolation valve area-

[7 1(9) Fire Area 44, Separation not specified; 30-minute barriers '

i. . safeguard system- rather than.1 hour; no automatic suppression.
, access area
1'

L (10) Fire' Area 45,- Separation not specified; 30-minute barriers:
! ' CRD-hydraulic equip- .rather than 1 hour; no automatic suppression.

ment area and neutrGn-
monitoring system area

j:
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(11). Fire Area 47, 30-minute barriers'rather than.1 hour; no
RWCU. compartments, . automatic suppression throughout the area.
fuel pool cooling and
cleanup (FPCC) compart-
ment, and general equip-

,

ment area'

'(12) Fire Area 48, No automatic-suppression.
RWCU holding pump
compartments, RERS fan-
area and corridors-

The applicant:has verbally. committed to meet the NRC staff guidelines in these
areas, or provide substantial justification for:any deviations. The applicant
will document this commitment.by FPER Revision 4.

I The NRC staff finds,that, with.this commitment, the fire protection for safe
shutdown will meet the guidelines of Section C.5.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and .is,
therefore, acceptable.

| 9.5.1.4.3 Alternate S'hutdown.
~

FSAR Section 7.4.1.4 describes the design and capability of the remote shutdown
panel. The present design objective of the remote shutdown panel is to achieve
- and maintain cold shutdown in the event of an evacuation as a result of a-fire
that disables the control room. 1The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
system,' safety / relief valves (SRVs), and one division of the' residual heat
removal-(RHR) system, RHR service water (RHRSW) system, and tne emergency
service water-(ESW) system can be controlled from the remote shutdown panel to

_

achieve cold shutdown should a fire disabia the control room. To ensure-the
"

availability of this remote shutdown panel in the event'of a control rooma

fire,; transfer switches are provided to transfer to_the-remote shutdown panel
enough equipment to provide the-capability to'go to cold shutdown. These

. transfer. switches provide-electrical isolation between the control room and-
|the remote shutdown panel.

The design ~of the remote shutdown panel complies'with the performance goals
. outlined in the requirements of Section III.L of Appendix R (BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
Section C.5.c). Reactivity control will be accomplished by a_ manual scram-
before the operatorL leaves the control room. : The RCIC _ system will provide
reactor coolant makeup, and the RHR system and the SRVs will be used for
reactor-decay. heat removal. Reactor vessel water level,~ reactor vessel pres-
sure,: suppression pool water level and temperature,- RCIC pump turbine speed,
and RHR-system flow are shown on the instrumentation available.at the remote
shutdown panel to provide direct reading of process variables. The remote
' shutdown panel will also include instrumentation and~ control of support func-
tions.needed for the shutdown equipment.

The NRC_ staff evaluated the fire protection provided for the remote shutdown.
panel and concludes that it is not physically separated from the control. room

The.in accordance with the guidelines in Section C.S.c of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
remote shutdown panclois located in the auxiliary equipment room (Fire Area 25),
along with power. generation control complex (PGCC) cabinets, and, therefore,.

,
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this . area contains systems for both .the normal shutdown system and the alter-j _nate shutdown capability for both : units. The applicant has verbally committed
to enclose the remote shutdown panel.in a separate 3-hour-rated enclosure.
applicant-will document this commitment by FPER Revision 4. The,

The NRC[ staff finds that,. with this commitment, the fire protection provided
for the alternate shutdown panel will meet the guidelines of Section C.S.c of

^

BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and is, therefore, acceptable.
'

9.5.1.4.4 Control of Combustibles
'

Safety-related systems have been isolated or separated from combustiblematerials as much as possible. The storage of flammable liquids ~ complies with
Standard 30 of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA 30).. Compressed
gases.are stored either outdoors or.in nonsafety-related structures whenever.possible.

However, compressed gas cylinders associated with the primary
containment instrument gas sytem and containment combustible gas monitoring

;
*

- ystem are located in the reactor. enclosure.s
Thisidoes not meet the guide-: lines of Section C.S.d of BTP' CMEB 9.5-1. The applicant has verbally committed

to relocate all' compressed flammable gases outside safety-related areas.
-applicant will document this commitment by FPER Revision 4. The

.

The NRC staff finds that, with-this commitment, the' storage of flammable
compressed gases will meet the guidelines of Section C.5.d of BTP CMEB 9.5-1

_

,

and is, therefore,' acceptable.,

The hydrogen piping in safety-related areas has been designed to' seismic
-

Category I requirements; Based on its evaluation, the NRC staff concludes'that
the design of hydrogen piping meets.the guidelines of Section C.S.d.5 of

4

-BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and is, therefore, acceptable.
.

9.5.1.4.5 Electrical Cable Construction, Cable Trays, and Cable Penetrations

Cable trays-are of all metal construction. Electrical-cable construction-generally passes the IEEE 383-1974 flame test. Only lighting and communica-
tions cablesado not pass 1this test; however,'because these cables are routed
exclusively:in conduit and are not routed with' cables for safety-related
systems, the NRC staff finds this acceptab!e. The cables are designed to

-allow wetting down with fire suppression water without electrical faulting.

Safety related cable trays outside the cable spreading room are not provided
with continous line-type heat detectors, and, in many areas, automatic water
suppression systems are not provided. The applicant states that smoke detec-
tors are;provided in the vicinity of cable trays, and the separation of 1-hour
barriers is provided instead of automatic sprinklers. This does not meet the

i

!- ; guidelines of Section C.5.e.2. Line-type heat detectors wil1~ detect over-
| heating in cable trays. prior to combustion. Automatic sprinklers permit a

means of promptly suppressing incipient fires. To meet its guidelines, the
:

NRC staff will require that the applicant provide line-type heat detectors andautomatic sprinklers.

i
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9.5;1.4.6 Ventilation

.There are no ventilation systems in the. plant designed specifically to exhaust
smoke or other' products of combustion. Normal plant ventilation systems will
be utilized for this purpose.' Portable smoke ejectors will be provided to
assist in. removal of the products _ of combustion should the normal ventilation

Becausesystems be unavailable because of damper closures or other failures.
the normal ventilation system is capable of being-re-aligned to 100% exhaust,
the NRC staff finds this acceptable. The power supply and controls for the,

ventilation systems for the-control structure fan rooms are not run outside
the fire area served by the system. The applicant has verbally committed to
provided sufficient detail for the NRC staff to independently verify compliance
with the guidelines of Section C.5.f of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. The applicant will
document.this commitment by FPER Revision 4. The NRC staff finds that with
this commitment, the control structure ventilation will meet the guidelines of
Section C.5.f of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore, acceptable. Air-intake and
. exhaust ventilation dampers.in areas protected by total flooding gas
extinguishing systems are provided with mechanisms that will close them upon
actuation of the suppression system. Stairwells are designed to minimize smoke
infiltration during a fire. -Charcoal filters have been provided with water
spray systems in accordance with RG 1.52. The NRC staff finds this acceptable.

9.5.1.4.7 Lighting and Communications

The applicant is providing emergency lighting powered from Class 1E buses that
automatically transfer to the standby diesel generators upon loss of the
normal power source. Emergency ac lighting is provided throughout the plant
to maintain minimum lighting levels necessary for access to and operation of
all safe shutdown equipment for a period longer than 24 hours.

In-The emergency ac/dc lighting is normally powered from the Class 1E buses.
the event of loss of tne Class IE ac source, an automatic transfer switch
immediately transfets the lighting to the 125-V dc non-Class 1E station battery

-The power source is sufficient to sustain the ac/dc lighting load forsource.
.approximately 1 hour if offsite power is lost indefinitely. This does not meet
the guidelines in Section C.S.g of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. .

The applicant has verbally committed to provide an analysis demonstrating that
the existing emergency de lighting system is arranged so that a single fire

; will not cause the loss of all emergency lighting. .The applicant has also
verbally committed to install. 8-hour self-contained battery powered lighting

!
units in areas where the existing-lighting system does not provide at least,

one-half foot candle of illumination. .The applicant will document these
commitments by FPER Revision 4.

The NRC staff finds that, with these commitments, the emergency lighting will
meet the guidelines of Section C.-5.g of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

The applicant has not provided a fixed communication system independent of the
normal plant system. However, a portable radio communications system will be

Theprovided for use by the fire brigade and other operations personnel.
system will utilize a distributed antenna network with base station repeaters.AlthoughThe distributed antenna modules will be located throughout the plant.

-the antenna modules are not designed to withstand an exposure fire, the system
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is designed so that the' failure of the one module will not result in failure-
of the entire antenna system. The NRC staff finds this to be an acceptable

-

deviation.
,

Based on its review, the NRC staff finds that the commuhication system with,

.the acceptable deviations meets the! guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,-
Section C.5.g and is, therefore, acceptable.

-

9.5.1.5 Fire Detection and Suppression i
'

.9.5.1.5.1 Fire Detection

A fire detection system is'provided for all areas containing safety-related
' equipment except for the service water pipe tunnel (Fire Area 75). ,

The NRC
staff cannot verify, from the applicant's fire protection report', that detec-
tionLis provided for_ adjacent ~ areas .that present a hazard to safety-related
equipment (e.g. , the refueling floor area of-the reactor enclosure and -the
decontamination areas).,

The applicant has verbally committed to verify that detection is provided for
all' areas that present a hazard.to safety-related equipment, in accordance

;with the guidelines' of Section C.6.a of BTP ~ CMEB 9.5-1. The applicant.will"_

-

' document this commitment by FPER Revision 4.

The fire and smoke detection system is in compliance with NFPA 72A. The
. system does not. comply with the requirements of NFPA 720 in the following-areas: ,

(1) No device is provided for permanently recording in' coming' signals with the,

date'and time of receipt.

.(2) Operation and supervision of the system is not the primary function ~ of
the operators.

(3) In lieu of complete reliance on-NFPA 72E, smoke and fire detector
locations are established by a qualified fire' protection' engineer.,

This does not meet the' guidelines of Section 6.6.a of BTP ChEB 9.5.1. The
NRC . staff will require th'e applicant to provide a system that complies with,

& . NFPA 720 for a Class A system, with detectors installed in accordance with
NFPA 72E.

The applicant has verbally committed to demonstrate that the detection system
is. equivalent to an NFPA 72D system, and to provide a description of the

' location and placement of detectors that is equivalent to NFPA 72E The.

applicant will; document these commitments by FPER Revision 4. The NRC staff
.

finds, that with these commitments, the fire detection system will meet the
guidelines of Section C.6.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore, acceptable.

Power for the early warning fire and smoke detection system is provided from a
Class-1E ac motor control center. In the event of the~ loss of offsite power,
the motor center is powered from the standby diesel generators.

.
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The NRC staff finds that primary and secondary power supplies for the fire
detection system satisfy the provisions of Section 2220 of NFPA 72D and are,
therefore, acceptable.

The detection and actuation systems for the Halon system, the total flooding
carbon dioxide sytem, and the deluge and preaction sprinkler system are
connected to a non-Class IE dc power supply. The charger associated with the
non-Class 1E batteries is powered from a Class 1E ac motor control center that
is powered from the standby diesel generators in the event of loss of offsite
power.

The NRC staff finds this arrangement satisfies the provisions of Section 2220
of NFPA 720, and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.5.2 Fire Protectior. Water Supply System

The water supply system consists of.two fire pumps; one pump is electrically
driven and the other is diesel-engine driven. Each fire pump is separately

Each fireconnected to a buried 12-inch water inain loop around the plant.The fire pumps and
pump has a rated capacity of 2500 gpm at 125 psig.The fire pump installation has been designed andcontrollers are UL listed.
installed and will be tested in accordance with NFPA 20.

The fireThe fire pumps are located in the circulating water pump house.Pressure for the firepumps arc separated by 3-houc-fire-rated barriers.
protection water system is provided by a 2-inch connection to the service

This does not meet the guidelines of Section C.6.b.4 ofwater system.

BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

The applicant has verbally committed to provide an analysis that demonstrates
the reliability of the service water connection as being equivalent to a

The applicant will document this commitment by
-

separate jockey pump.
FPER Revision 4.

The NRC staff finds that, with this commitment, the fire pumps will meet the
guidelines of Section C.6.b.4 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and are, therefore,'

acceptable.

The source of water for the fire protection system is two cooling tower basins
7,200,000 gallons each, for a total capacity ofthat have a capacity of

For a system pumping capacity of 5000 gpm, this allows14,400,000 gallons. If one cooling towercontinuous operation of both fire pumps for 48 hours.
basin or supply line is not available, the remaining water source providesWater for the fire pumps isboth fire pumps with a 24-hour supply of water.
taken from either Unit 1 or Unit 2 cooling tower water basins through connec-
tions to the circulating water lines.

The greatest water demand for the fixed fire suppression system is 2090 gpm.
Coupled with 500 gpm for hose streams, this creates a total water demand of

NFPA 20, which is referenced in the guidelines, recommends that a2590 gpm.
fire pump be selected for operation in the range of 90 to 150% of its rated

Because 2590 gpm falls within this range for a 2500 gpm ratedcapacity.
|
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capacity pump,.the NRC staff: finds that the' water. supply: system can deliver the
'

. required water demand.with'one pump'out of service.
,

Yard hydrants are provided at intervals of~250 to_300 feet along the fire
~

= protection water supply loop. The , lateral' to each yard hydrant is provided
with a key-operated isolation valve to facilitate hydrant maintenance andm

,

repairs withoutLshutting down any part of the fire. water supply system.
i

; Standard hose houses are provided at intervals of 650 feet, in accordance with
i NFPA 24.,

'

Approved post-indicator sectional control. valves are provided.to isolate'

portions.of the: underground main;for maintenance or repair without shutting'
.off,the supply.to primary and backup fire suppression systems that serve areas3

~

'containing or exposing safety-related systems.
' ~

Supervision has not been provided for all valves in the fire protection water
supply system in accor ince with the guidelines ~of Section C.6.c of-

BTP.CMEB 9.5-1.,

The applicant. has verbally committed to either electrically supervise the
valves or lock them in the correct position with administrative controls to"

' inspect the valve' positions in accordance.with the plant Technical Specifica-tions. The applicant will document this commitment by FPER Revision 4.

The'NRC staff finds that,.with this. commitment, the supervision of the fire'

-p'otection water ~ supply valves will meet the guidelines of Section C.6.c ofr

BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore', acceptable.a

9. 5; 1.'5. 3 S'prinkler and Standpipe Systems

The wet pir,e sprinkler systems, deluge systems, and pre-action systems meet
! :the provisions.of NFPA:13 and NFPA.15. The areas equipped with water suppres-

sion systems are listed in '.,ection 2.2-2.5 of the applicant's fire protection
'evaluation report.

i-
'

The sprinkler: systems and manual hose ~ station standpipe connections to the.
i looped.-interior' fire protection headers:are arranged and valved so that in--

many. cases, branch connections to the headers are provided with approved
. shutoff valves.so that groups of sprinkler' systems and/or manual-hose stations.
:can be isolated without interrupting the. supply to other sprinkler systems and'

: manual hose stations' connected to the same header.
4

'

-This does:not meet the guidelines in Section C.6.c.1 of-BTP CMEB 9.5-1-because
a; single break in the: water supply' piping could impair both the primary and,

backup fire suppression systems. The applicant has-verbally committed to-
conduct a field survey to verify that, in the event a standpipe: breaks,and,

causes|a loss'of' sprinkler systems and their associated backup hose stations,
all sprinklered areas -could be provided with an effective hose stream 'from a

1 hose station attached to the standpipe closest to the affected area. The
,

applicant will document the commitment by FPER Revision 4. The NRC staff finds
-

that,;with this commitment,-the design of the sorinkler. system and standpipe
, branch connections will be an acceptable deviation from the NRC staff guide-

; lines'in Item-C.6.c.1 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and is, therefore, acceptable.
.

5.
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Manual hose stations are not located throughout the plant in accordance with
NFPA 14. The applicant has verbally committed to provide hose coverage to all
areas that present a fire exposure hazard to safety-related equipment, either
by installing additional hose stations or by providing additional lengths of

' hose at existing stations. The applicant will document this commitment by
FPER, Revision 4.

The,NRC staff finds that with this commitment the fire hose coverage for manual
fire. fighting will_ meet the guidelines of Section C.6.c of BTP CMEB 9.5 1, and
is, therefore, acceptable.

Three-inch-diameter piping is used to serve up two hose stations in some
areas. This does not meet the guidelines of Section C.6.c.4 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
The applicant has verbally committed verify by calculation that the fire
protection system can provide the flow and pressures required in NFPA 14 for

- these standpipe locations, considering the operation of two hose stations
simultaneously with the largest water demand flowing from any automatic sup-
pre sion system in the vicinity of the hose stations. Standpipe system piping
and hose stations protecting safe shutdown equipment are not seismically _
supported or designed.. The applicant has verbally committed to perform an
analysis to demonstrate acceptable piping integrity under seismic loading. .The
applicant will document both commitments by FPER Revision 4.

The NRC staff finds that, with these commitments, the standpipes will meet the
guidelines in Section C.6.c of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and are, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.5.4 Foam Suppression Systems,

A foam system-is provided for the protection of the fuel oil transfer structure
and two outdoor fuel oil storage tanks, and is designed in accordance with
NFPA 11. The NRC staff finds this' acceptable.

9.5.1.5.5 Halon Suppression Systems

Two separate Halon extinguishing systems are provided for the protection of
the power generation control complex (PGCC) in the auxiliary equipment room.
One system serves the Unit 1 side of the room,.and the second system serves
the Unit 2 side of the room. Each system discharges simultaneously into all

f floor sections in its respective half of the room.

The Halon extinguishing systems are designed in accordance with NFPA 12A.
Each Halon system is designed to achieve a concentration of 20% by volume
within-the raised flooring that it serves, with a concentration of 6% by|

volume being reached within 10 seconds after discharge begins. The first

Halon cylinder is discharged automatically and has sufficient capacity to
maintain the 20% concentration for 20 minutes. The remaining Halon cylinder,
which is manually discharged, provides a 100% reserve capacity.

The applicant has verbally committed to provide information for the NRC staff
to verify compliance with the fire protection specifications contained in the
GE Topical Report NEDO-10466, Revision 2, dated March 1978, which was previously
approved by the the NRC staff, and is the basis for NRC staff acceptance of the
PGCC system. The applicant will document the commitment by FPER, Revision 4.
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Based on its review, the NRC' staff-concludes that the PGCC Halon system will
meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.6.d and is, therefore,
acceptable.

9.5.1.5.6 Carbon Dioxide' Suppression Systems

.A total flooding carbon dioxide system is provided for the cable spreading1-

Carbon-dioxide fire protection is provided by carbon dioxide hoserooms.
reels in-the 13.2-kV switchgear compartment, outside both entrances to the
control room, and along the north side of the turbine enclosure operating,

'

deck. The carbon dioxide systems. comply with the requirements of NFPA 12.

Based on its review, the.NRC staff concludes that the carbon dioxide
extinguishing systems meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.6.e,
and are, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.5.7 -Portable Extinguishers

Portable . fire extinguishers are provided to conform with the guidelines of
NFPA 10. The NRC staff finds this acceptable. Based on its review, the NRC

' staff concludes that these extinguishers meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,i

Section C.6.f, and are, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.6 Fire Protection of Specific Plant Areas

9.5.1.6.1 Secondary Containment

The protection of redundant cables does not meet the guidelines of
Section C.7.a.1.f of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. This issue is also discussed in
Section 9.5.1.4.5'above. The NRC staff will require the applicant to provide
protection of cable trays in accordance with Section C.7.a.1.f of
BTP-CMEB 9.5-1.

9.5.1.6.2 Control Room

.The applicant states the control roon complex is separated from all other
areas of the plant by 3-hour-fire-rated assemblies. Peripheral rooms-in the
control room complex consist.of offices. Each room is separated from the
control room by 1-hour-fire-rated barriers. Smoke detectors that alarm and
annunciate in'the control. room panel are provided.in each room.

The applicant has verbally committed to provide sufficient detail on the
control room complex for the NRC staff to independently verify compliance with
the guidelines'of Section C.7.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. The-applicant will document,_

! this commitment by FPER Revision 4 The NRC_ staff finds that, with this
! commitment, the control room pericheral rooms will meet the guidelines of
! Section C.7.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and are, therefore,' acceptable.
|-

~ Ionization smoke detectors have been installed in the control room but not-

; inside the individual ~ cabinets and consoles within the control room. This
| does not meet the guidelines of Section C.7.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
|
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|The applicant has verbally committed to perform a test program to show that

with the_ existing separation of components in the control room cabinets, smoke
will be detected by the control room operators or ceiling-mounted detectors
prior to the loss of redundant equipment. The applicant has also verbally

committed to install smoke detectors in the PGCC termination cabinets. The .

applicant will document these commitments by FPER Revision 4. .The NRC staff |
concludes that with these commitments, the control room complex will meet the

guidelines of Section C.7.b. of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore, acceptable. !

The applicant has provided an alternate shutdown system for the control room.
The alternate shutdown system is reviewed in Section 9.5.1.4.3 of this report.
The outside air intakes for the control room _ ventilation systems are equipped ;

with ionization smoke detectors that alarm in the control room. In the event
of a _ fire, a smoke venting system can be manually initiated to purge smoke from
the control room.

|
'Automatic suppression systems are not provided for the electrical cabling.

routed through the space above the suspended ceiling in the control room.

The applicant has verbally committed to enclose all cables in steel cable -

trays, and to wrap all exposed cables with a flame-retardant material. The j
flame-retardant material will prevent the rapid spread of flames through the
area. With the installed detection system, prompt notification of fire condi-

tions will.be received. Because the cables will be in covered metal trays,
manual fire extinguishing action will be adequate to contain the fire. The
applicant will document this commitment by FPER Revision 4.

The NRC staff finds that, with this commitment, the fire protection for the
control room ceiling will meet the guidelines of Section C.7.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.6.3 Cable Spreading Room

The cable spreading room is separated from the balance of the plant by
3-hour-fire-rated walls and floor / ceiling assemblies. All penetrations through
fire-rated barriers are fitted with 3-hour-fire-rated dampers and/or 3-hour-

fire-rated penetration seals.

The applicant has verbally committed to provide sufficient information for the
NRC staff to independently verify compliance with the guidelines. The applicant

will document this commitment by FPER Revision 4. The NRC staff finds that,

with this commitment,'the fire protection for the cable spreading room will
meet the guidelines in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.7.c, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

Separate cable spreading rooms have not been provided for each division of
redundant safe shutdown system circuits. However, an alternate shutdown
system has been provided for the cable spreading room. The alternate shutdown
system is reviewed in Section 9.5.1.4.3 above.

The primary fire suppression system in the cable spreading room is a total
flooding carbon dioxide system. Backup suppression capability for the cable
spreading room is provided by a wet pipe sprinkler system with fusible-type ,
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sprinkler heads. . Electrical cabling is designed to allcw wetting down without
electrical. faulting.

9.5.1.6.4=-Switchgear Rooms =
.

4
1

The Division I.and Division.II:switchgear rooms are not separated from each
other and from other plant areas by 3-hour-fire-rated walls.and floor / ceiling

i ' -assemblies. Structural steel supporting,the floors is not' protected by fire =
.related barriers,.as discussed.in Section 9.5.1.4.1 above. .The.NRC staff will<

require the applicant to protect the exposed structural steel supporting the-
floor assembly in accordance with Section C.S.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

Automstic fire-detection is provided by ionization smoke detectors'. Manual.

protection is'provided by standpipe hose stations and portable extinguishers. .

; -- -9.5.1.6.5 Remote Safety-Related Panels
,

The fire protection for the remote shutdown panels is evaluated ini

Section 9.5.1.4.3 above and found acceptable.

9.5.1.6.6 : Safety-Related Battery Rooms

The battery rooms are not separated-from each other and from the balance of
the plant.by 3-hour-fire-rated barriers because~~their floor slabs are supported-

~

by exposed structural steel. Ionization smoke detection systems.are provided<

in each battery room. Hose-stations and portable fire extinguishers are
available in the areas for manual. fire suppression. .The ventilation system is,

designed to maintain the hydrogen-levels below 2L Loss-of-ventilation-alarms
'

have been provided.for each battery room.,

The NRC' staff will require the applicant to protect the exposed structural
steel in accordance.with the guidelines'of Section C.S.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

.9.5.1.6.7 Emergency Diesel Generator Rooms
, ,

L The applicant states that each diesel generator.and its day tank are enclosed
by 3-hour-fire-rated' barriers. T.e applicant has verbally committed to provide
sufficient information for the NRC staff to independently. verify' compliance |

,

withfits. guidelines. The applicant will document the commitment by FPER'
'

:. Revision 4. The NRC , staff finds that, with this commitment, the diesel
j generator rooms-will meet the guidelines of Section C.7.i of-BTP CMEB 9.5-1,

and are,Ltherefore,1 acceptable.

Each 800 gallon diesel fuel cil-day tank is located in a separate enclosuret

. ' designed with walls, floor, and ceiling that have a 3-hour fire-resistive
|' rating and are sized to contain the total contents of the tank.'

|~ Each diesel fuel oil day tack room is protected by an automatic pre-action
3 sprinkler system. The system is activated by heat detectors. Additional-early

warning detection is, provided by lonization' smoke detectors and flame detectors.7

'

. .

.
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9.5.1.6.8 Cooling Towers

The cooling towers are constructed of combustible polyvinyl. chloride material.
-This does not meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.7. The sole
source of fire suppression water is provided from the cooling tower basins.
The applicant has verbally committed.to verify that if a fire caused the loss
of one cooling tower, the other cooling tower could provide'an adequate supply
of fire suppression water. The applicant will document this commitment by
FPER; Revision 4.

i

The NRC staff finds that, with this commitment, the cooling towers will meet
the guidelines of Section C.7 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and are, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.6.9 Other Plant Areas

The applicant's fire hazards analysis addressed other plant areas not
specifically discussed in this report. The NRC staff finds that the fire pro-
tection for these areas is in accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 .

and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.7 Summary of Deviations from BTP CMEB 9.5-1
.

The technical requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 and Appendix A to
BTP ASB 9.5-1 have been included in BTP CMEB 9.5-1. Listed below are the
deviations from the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-l' that have been identified.
These. items have been approved by the NRC staff. They and the. sections of
this report in which they are discussed are as follows:

'(1) main and plant service transformers (9.5.1.4.1)
(2) lighting and communications cables (9.5.1.4.5) .

(3) ventilation (9.5.1.4.6)
(4) portable radios (9.5.1.4.7)
(5) standpipe connections (9.5.1.5.3)

9.5.1.8 Conclusion

Based on its evaluation, the staff finds that, subject to the resolution of the
items discussed in Section 9.5.1 of this report, the applicant's fire protection

-_ program'is in conformance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and GDC 3 and,
is therefore, acceptable.

The staff has'not yet made a fire protection review site visit because the
construction of the plant.has not progressed to the level when such a visit
would be meaningful. The staff expects to make this site visit in the Fall of
1983.

The applicant has been informed of the necessity to complete and implement all
fire protection. features before fuel loading.

9.5.2 Communication Systems

The communication system is designed to provide reliable intraplant and
interplant (or' plant-to-offsite) communications under both normal plant
operation and accident conditions.
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-9.5.2.1- Intraplant Systems

The intraplant communication systems provide sufficient equipment of various
types so that the plant has adequate communications to start up, continue safe
operation, or safely shut down. The intraplant systems include the following:
(1) Public Address (PA) System: The PA system is a six-channel system
designed to permit simultaneous use of a page-line and five party lines for
intraplant use. The system consists of speakers, amplifiers, wall handsets,
and desk handsets located throughout the plant, including safety-related areas.
The PA system is so designed that failure of any one component within the
system will not impair.the continued operation of the remainder of the PA
system. Power for the PA system is from a Class IE 440-V motor control center
through a transformer and distribution panel. The motor control center is
supplied from the Division IV diesel generator bus. The PA system remains
connected to the bus under all accident conditions,_ including a LOCA. A
telephone line matching network is provided for operation of the PA system
page channel from the private automatic branch exchange (PABX) telephone system
described below. The PA system _ speakers are also used to broadcast the plant
evacuation alarm. The alarm system consists of a tone generator, a roof siren,
and switching to connect it to the PA system for selective or plant wide
broadcast. Power for the plant evacuation alarm system is from a Class 1E bus.

(2) Private Automatic Branch (PABX) Telephone System: The PABX telephone
system consists of equipment and. cabling supplied and installed by the local
telephone company. The telephone equipment is located throughout the plant.
Power for the PABX system is from the normal plant, non-Class 1E ac system,
with an independent battery and inverter for backup.

(3) Intraplant Maintenance Telephone System: The intraplant maintenance
telephone system utilizes maintenance telephone jacks that are part of the PBAX
telephone system. Portable PABX telephones can be connected to the telephone
jacks to provide communications similar to the PABX system. The telephone
jacks are located at various selected areas through the plant.

(4) Inplant Radio System: The inplant radio system consists of distributed
antennas throughout the plant, a centralized rebroadcast transmitter, and
low power walkie-talkies. The system will allow communications from any-loca-
tion within the plant to any plant location and to any location within 5 miles
of the plant. The walkie-talkies are battery powered, and ac power for the
rebroadcast transmitter is from a Class 1E source different than that for the
PA and PABX systems.

The above systems will be pre-operationally tested to establish successful
operation. In addition, the communication systems will be used extensively
during plant startup and will be in routine use and maintenance during plant
operation, thus ensuring their availability.

The applicant was requested to identify all working stations in the plant where
it may be necessary for plant personnel to communicate with the control room
during or following transients or accidents to mitigate the cc1 sequences of the
event andLtc attain a safe cold plant shutdown. The applicant was also re-
quested to describe the performance requirements and tests the communication

.
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systems will be required to' pass to ensure effective communication with the
control room under all' operating conditions. The applicant responded with a
list of plant areas where communication would be required, and stated that the
adequacy.of the communication-systems would be tested during the startup test
program when> operating ambient noise. levels are present, and.that at least one
communication system of the PABX,-PA, or inplant radio. system described above
will be proven adequate. The staff finds this acceptable for all design-basis .

accidents-and transient events, with the exception of the design-basis seismic4

event. With respect to the design-basis seismic event, the staff notes-that
none=of the inplant communication systems are seismically supported, and only
the PA system has a. Class-1E power supply up to and. including the distribution,

! panel. 'Therefore,.after a' design-basis seismic event, all communication between
the control room and safety-related areas.within the plant are postulated to be-
interrupted. By letter dated July.15, 1983, the applicant provided additional
information on the design and function.of the Limerick intraplant communication
systems.

The applicant has stated that intraplant communications following a design-basis
'

seismic event would not be required because all actions required to bring the !
plant to a safe cold shutdown can be accomplished in the control room. The

! Limerick design does not require operating personnel to go into the plant -
following the seismic event. The operator actions required to effect cold-4

shutdown following the seismic event are covered in the Limerick Transient

(. Response Implementation Plan Procedures (TRIPP).
'

Based on information provided in.the-FSAR and by letter dated July 15, 1962,
the staff c'oncludes that the~ installed communication systems at Limerick con-
form to the above cited standards, criteria, and design bases, and that they

d - can perform their design functions. They are, therefore, acceptable. The
staff's conclusion is contingent on confirmation that the Limerick TRIPP is

~ acceptable. The Limerick TRIPP is evaluated in Section 14 of this SER.

9.5.2.2 Interplant (Plant-to-Offsite) Communication Systems

There are two independent off'sif.e communication systems at Limerick.

The primary system consists of the PABX telephone system, which is also used
for inplant communication, and dedicated telephone lines to specific offsite
locations. The PABX is powered from the Division I diesel generator bus, and
will continue to operate in the_ event of a loss of offsite power.

_The backup offsite communication-system consists of a radio system that
~

,

provides communication between the Limerick plant and PECo headquarters,
other generating stations, and the Montgomery County Office of Emergency
Preparedness. This radio system is powered from an-ac source other than
that used to power the PABX system.

-The two offsite communication systems are physically and electrically
' independent.

The. scope of-the NRC staff review included assessment of the number and types
of communication systems provided, assessment of the adequacy of the power

.
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sources, and verification of the functional capability of the communications,,.
* ' ' systems u'nder all conditions of operation.
:

[ sThe basis ;for acceptance in the NRC staff review-was conformance of .the ' design2

'' criteria and bas'es and design of the installed communicetion systems to the
. acceptance | criteria and~ guidance of SRP 9.5.2. Other bases for acceptance;were

conformance to industry standards and the' ability of the systems to provide'. .'u .

effective. communications'from diverse means within Limerick Units 1 and 2 under. !
'

all plant operating conditions-and maximum-potential' noise levels.
,

<
..

. ;

Based-on-its review, the NRC staff concludes that the-inst'alled communications :
?

systems' atELimerick conform to the above cited standards, criteria, and design
L bases;-~and? hey can perform their design _ functions. They are, therefore -t

,

unacceptable. Special communication system. requirements (if.any) for fire pro-
:tection are evaluated in Section 9.5.1 above.,

.

9.5.3 Lighting Systems-
n

The: lighting'systemsifor Limerick' Units 1 and.2 are designed to provide ade-
quate-1ighting in all areas of.the station; they consist of normal and-emerg-.

ency ac lighting systems, and an emergency dc-lighting system. The design is
. based on illumination levels that equal .or exceed those recommended by the
Illuminating Engineering Society'for central stations.

(1) . Normal AC Lighting Syst'em: ~The normal ac lighting system provides
; : lighting for all: indoor and outdoor areas. Normal lighting fixtures. include
L incandescent, flourescent,. mercury vapor,'and high pressure sodium types.
* ~-Flourescent fixtures'are'used:to light a luminous ceiling in the control' room.3,

The remainder of the station indoor. areas ut.ilize-incandescent,. fluorescent,
and mercury vapor lighting,~ except that mercury . vapor lights are not used

Einside the primary containment or directly above the refueling area. High.

| pressure' sodium lights are~used for outdoor area lighting. -Power for the;
normal:ac lighting system is supplied-from non-Class IE, 440-V motor control

. centers through;480/277-V and 208/120-V transformers and associated lighting

. panels. . The normallsystem is classified nonsafety related and is not seismi -,

:cally supported,'except in safety related areas where7 ailure of a lightingf, ,

, system component could affect the'' operation of safety-related equipment.
,
,

-

-(2)'JEmergency AC Lighting System: ?The emergency ac lighting system operates
;in conjunction-with the normal _ ac 1ighting-system,'but'is powered from'the

|| Class =1E busses. .On loss of-offsite power, the emergency ac.1ighting. loads ~are
automatically transfered to the diesel generators. In'the event of.a LOCA'
: signal,'however, the emergency ac lighting is-shed'fromLthe Class 1E busses,
.but-it can be manually' reconnected _under administrative control. Emergency ac
. lighting is~provided in safety-related. areas and in areas requiring lighting:4

- ,during emergencies. ; Emergency ac lighting represents approximately 20% off
. plant. lighting;iit is powered from all four Class _1E. power divisions.in varying.

-percentages',' depending-on the safety-related equipment loading on each power
division. The emergency ac lighting for the control room is chsigned toj. -

y x. . provide approximately 10 foot candles.of illumination after a design-basis:.

seismic event. All'li4jhting fixtures are seismically supported, and ac: power
'is-from a. Class 71E source. The raceway'from the' power-source will be routed in-

Ja seismic Category I structure and will be seismically supported. The
,

1
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' remainder of the emergency |aculighting system is classified as nonsafety,

related. zThe system components are not seismically supported except in safety-
:related. areas where failure of a lighting component could' impair operation of,

-safety-related equipment.

(3)' Emergency DC Lighting System: The emergency dc. lighting system consists_-.

,

of combination ac-dc.. lighting fixtures that are normally supplied from a
Class 1E. power source. . ~ Upon' loss .of ac power, the lights. in these combination
fixturestare automatically connected to the~non-Class IE, 125-V station. battery.
When ac. power is ' restored, the lights are ^ automatically switched back to the
Class 1E source. The emergency'dc lighting systems provide illumination in
_the control room, stairways,. selected safety-related' areas,-'and along exit.

routes-from each floor throughout the plant on loss'of normal or Class IE'ac
power supply. The emergency de lighting system-is classified as nonsafety~
related, and is not seismically supported, except in safety-related areas-,

t
.

where~ failure of'a lighting component could impair operation of. safety-related
equipment.~ The non-Class 1E 125-V station battery.can provide power to operate
the-emergency dc lights for'about I hour.

The FSAR includes a' listing of those areas illuminated by the emergency ac and
de lighting systems, as well as the percentage-of total. emergency ac lighting
powered by.each Class IE diesel generator. However, the FSAR_ did not initially

|: include sufficient' data on the diversity of emergency ac lighting power to' safety-- '

| related areas common to-more than one division, such as the control room, switch- !

_ ear room, and remote shutdown room. The NRC staff req'uires that adequateg
,

emergency' lighting be provided to those safety-related areas common to hdre
than one division, assuming a single. active failure of-any emergency diesel*

generator. In Revision _21 to the.FSAR and by letter dated June 10, 1983,_the
* - applicant provided additional data on the Limerick lighting system design.

Emergency ac' lighting for the~ control room is powered from two independent,'

1 Class IE power sources. .The system is designed to maintain'an illumination
level of approximately 10 foot candles, even in the event of a failure of a#

,

diesel generator. Lighting'for other common areas,will:be maintained at
adequate levels-by the emergency ac and/or emergency de lighting systems for

! the same operating conditions.

| -The scope of the review of the' lighting system for Limerick. included' assess- I

f ment of all; components necessary to provide adequate lighting during both
! normal'and emergency operating conditions, the adequacy of the power sources , '

- for the normal and emergency lighting systens, and verificatio'n of. functional
- capability of the lighting systems under all conditions of operation.

The' basis for acceptance in the NRC staff review-was'conformance of the design
bases'and criteria ~and the design of the lighting systems and necessary auxiliary '

supporting-systems to the acceptance criteria and-guidance of SRP 9.5.3.:

Other bases |for acceptance were conformance to industry standards and the
ability tp provide effective' lighting in'all areas of the Limerick plant.under ,

'

j all conditions of operations.
|o

'

,

- Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the various-lighting systems
i ~ provided at Limerick in the areas previously discussed 'are in conformance

. with.the. standards cited above and criteria design basis,.they can perform'

their design function, and, therefore, they are acceptable.
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Special-lighting system requirements (if any)'-for. fire protection are evaluated-.

in Sectio ~n 9.~5.1 above.

p 9.5.4 : Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System
_

J9.5.4.1 Emergency Diesel Engine Auxiliary Support Systems (General)

There'are four'energency' diesel generators for.each unit at Limerick. Each
diesel engine has the following auxiliary systems, which are addressed in
detail in the SER sections ~ indicated:-(1) fuel oil storage and transfer system

-(9.5.4.2), (2) cooling water system (9.5.5),.(3) starting system (9.5.5),
'(4)-lubrication system (9.5.7), and (5) combustion air intake and exhaust.

system (9.5.8).~ This section applies to all of the above systems.

Except for the diesel generator.combus , ion air intake and exhaust structures,
the . fuel oil -fill and vent lines, and the buried fuel oil storage tanks and
associated fuel oil transfer system piping, the diesel generator and'its auxi-
liary support systems are housed in a seismic Category I diesel generator
butiding structure that provides protection form the effects of tornadoes,,

! tornado missiles, and floods. The buried-fuel oil storage tanks are also pro-
! tected from the' effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles, and floods. The buried

portions to the diesel generator 1 fuel. oil transfer systems are protected from
b -the effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles, and floods caused by' natural phe-

nomena. Therefore, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4, and the recommendations
of RGs 1.115, " Protection Against Low-Trajectory: Turbine Missiles," and 1.117,.

" Tornado Design Classification," are met. Protection from the effects of
tornadoes, tornado missiles, and floods is evaluated in Section 3 of this report.
Tornado-missile protection of the diesel generator fuel oil fill and vent lines '

and the combustion air. intake.and exhaust structures are discussed in Sections
9.5.4.2 and 9.5.8,.'respectively. Protection of.the combustion air intake and
exhaust system'from natural phenomena is discussed in Section 9.5.8.

~

, '

,

i. Each diesel-generator and its auxiliary systems are independent of each other;
[ .thus, the requirements of:GDC 5 are met.

,

The. diesel engine and its engine-mounted,and separately skid-mounted portions
;- of the ~ auxiliary support systems piping and components normally furnished with

the-diesel generator package are designed.to seismics Category I requirements:

and. follow the Diesel Engine hanufacturers Association (DEMA) standards. The
: diesel engine and its. mounted auxiliary support systems piping. and components

. conform to the' applicable-mechanical. requirements of IEEE.387-1977, " Standard
Criteria for Diesel Generator ~ Units Applied' as Standby Power Supplies for . *

,

* Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which. endorses the DEMA standard, and -the *

, guidelines of RG:1.9, " Selection, Design and Qualification _of Diesel-Generator>

-Units Used as'Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Piants." The diesel
engine and'its auxiliary support systems meet the quality ccatrol requirements

~

L fof 10 CFR-50,. Appendix B. .The quality assurance program is evaluated in Sec-
tion 17 of-this' report. '

. . >a >

^

Th'e NRC staff. requested information from the applicant relative to'the training
'

of operation and maintenance personnel with respect to the specific. emergency
diesel generators at Limerick. LThe NRC staff has evaluated the applicant's
: initial response and. determined that the data submitted did not provide suffi-,

,
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cient information forjthe NRC' staff to conclude that training for operations
~

b .and maintenance personnel:at Limerick will.be the equivalent of vendor training.
;The applicant was asked to provide additional data.on.the subject of " operational.

- maintenance'_' as well as plant operator (PO) training .to .show-that PCs will. be- -

qualified _to. perform.all_. routine maintenance:and trouble shooting on the diesel
generators and will be capable of. trouble diagnosis-of the dieselagenerators.

' to a minimum level without the' assistance of the applica'nt's centralized main-
tenance staff. The applicant also was asked.to provide-additional information

F ;on the inhouse training of' centralized maintenance personnel that clearly.dem-
onstrates< that such personnel;are qualified to perform indepth trout,le diagno-
' sis and maintenance on the diesel generators at Limerick by. virtue of experience
and training of a general nature,-as well as specific to the diesel generators
at. Limerick.

'

By_ letter dated June 6, 1983,;th'e applicant provided' additional information
regarding training for'both operating and maintenance personnel. The appli- .

'. cant ~also provided information on the organization and responsibility of the
maintenance division, both at.the plant and_for the centralized maintenance
group. Finally, the-applicant provided information on the plant operating and

~

: test procedures that are developed in conjunction with plant operator. training.

I Ba' sed on th'e information provided by the applicant, the staff concludes that
; plant operator training will be structured similar to vendor, training and will.

( provide a le, vel-of.compentency commensurate.with vendor training. Plant;operat-
-ing personnel will_be qualified to perform all diesel ganerator operation and
. maintenance procedures for which.they are responsible. Maintenance personnel
will receive formal training, as well as extensive " hands on" experience, under
the' supervision of personnel appropriately qualified on the type of diesel- -

. generators'at Limerick. The PECo program for progression and training will
ensure that any maintenance: personnel assigned to perform maintenance on the
diesel generators at Limerick will have training comparable to vandor training
so that diesel generator el_iability is maintained. . The NRC staff concludes
that the training prograin for Limerick operating and maintena.nce personr.el will,

' - be acceptable following confirmation that the information. submitted'in the-

-

p - June'6, 1983, letter has been included in the FSAR.
I-
; Preventive maintenance at Limerick goes beyond the normal routine adjustments,

servicing, Land repair of components when a malfunction occurs. The preventive''

maintenance program encompasses investigation of the components that have a
history of repeated malfunctioning and require constant attention and repair.

,

The applicant will also be reviewing operating experiences'from other utilities-'>

through -vendor and other industry programs to aid in identifying problems.,

. The maintenance program-for the diesel generators at Limerick will include
. - " Return to Normal" procedures. These-procedures will specify the steps

necessary to return the diesel generator to' operational status following
,

; ' maintenance. After completion of return to normal steps and required sur-
veillance testing, the. diesel generator.will be returned to automatic standbyi

' serv _ ice under the control of the control room operator.

, .

}= The' applicant discussed the procedures for no-load and light-load operation of
; the' diesel generators. The applicant committed to implement the following

procedures:

1
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(1) During extended no-load and light-load operation (less than 30% full
load) operation, the diesel generators will be loaded to a minimum of 25%
of full load for at.least I hour for each 12 hours of continuous no-load
or light-load operation, as recommended by the manufacturer.

(2) During periodic testing, the diesel will be. loaded to a minimum of 50% of
full load, as recommended by the manufacturer.

(3) ,During maintenance and troubleshooting, no-load operation will be minimized.
Following a maintenance or troubleshooting operation in which the engine
is run at light-load or no-load conditions, the engine shall be cleared by
loading the diesel for 30 minutes at load as recommended by the manufacturer.

The applicant has stated that each diesel generator. unit is capable of operat-
ing at its maximum rated output under the following outdoor service conditions
and for the durations indicated during the following weather disturbances:

(1) outdoor service conditions

ambient air intake: -5 to 100 F-

humidity: 10 to 100%-

(2) weather disturbances

A tornado pressure transient causing an atmospheric pressure reduction-

'

of 3 psi in 3 seconds, followed by a 2-second lull, followed by a rise
to normal pressure in 3 seconds.

Hurricane effects at the Limerick site are measured in terms of precipita--

tion rather than sustained low barometric pressures. However, the appli-
cant has stated that the diesel generators are capable of operation at
barometric pressures as low as 26 inches of mercury for sustained periods
with no significant effect on operation or output.

The applicant also stated that to the best of the manufacturer's knowledge
.there will be no detrimental effects to the diesel engines, regardless of the
diesel's operating load, when the ambient air intake temperature is at -5*F
for sustained lengths of time.

Instrumentation and controls that are critical to the operation of the diesel
generators are located in floor-mounted, free-standing electrical control panels,
except for those items located in the de control relay and terminal box. This
control box is located at the generator end of the engine skid and contains
-starting and control relays, alarm relays, and coolant and lube oil high temper-
ature and low pressure switches.

The design of the diesel engine auxiliary support systems has been evaluated
with respect to the recommendations and guidelines of BTP ASB 3-1, " Prevention
Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid System Piping Outside Containment,"
and MEB 3-1, " Postulated Break and Leakage Locations in Fluid System Piping
Outside Containment." Evaluation of protection against dynamic effects asso-
ciated with the postulated pipe system failures is covered in Section 3.6 of
this report.
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The adequacy of the fire protection for the emergency diesel generator and
associated auxiliary support systems with respect to the recommendations and

: guidelines of BTP,CMEB.9.5.1, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear
Power _ Plants,"'is evaluated in Section 9.5.1.

The designs of the _ diesel generator auxiliary support systems also have been
evaluated with respect to the recommendations of.NUREG/CR-0660. NUREG/CR-0600,

made specific recommendations;on increasing the reliability of nuclear plant
, ' ' , emergency diesel _ generators, and during the NRC staff. review the applicant was

asked to provide information on compliance with NUREG/CR-0600. In FSAR amend-
~

*

| ments,-the applicant. stated how the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 have been
or'will be met at Limerick. The NRC staff has reviewed these responses and has
determined that the applicant's conformance-is as shown in Table 9.1.

.

Table 9.1 -Conformance to NUREG/CR-0660 recomiaendations.
~

Recommendations Conformance SER Section-

1. Moisture'in air starting system- Yes_ 9.5.6

2. Dust and dirt in diesel generator Yes 9.5.4.1

room

| .. Turbocharger gear drive problem NA*3.

4. Personnel training No** 9.5.4.1
,

5. Automatic prelube No** 9.5.7

L 6. Testing, test loading, and Yes 9.5.4.1 -

p preventive maintenance
t ,

7. Improve the identification of Yes 9.5.4.1

root cause of failures

8. Diesel generator ventilation Yes 9.5.8
and combustion air systems

t
,

9. Fuel storage and handling Yes 9.5.4.2
.-

*** 9.5.4.110 High temoerature insulation

11. Engine cooling water Yes 9.5.5

12. Concrete dust control Yes 9.5.4.1

13. Vibration of instruments No** 9.5.4.1

*NA = not applicable
1** Clarification provided in SER sections indicated.

,

*** Explicit conformance is considered unnecessary by the NRC staff
~in view of the equivalent reliability provided by the design,
margin, and qualification testing requirements that are normally
applied to emergency standby diesel generators.4
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On .the basis of its review, the'.NRC staff-has concluded that there is suffi-
cient assurance of diesel generator: reliability. . In addition,-to ensure long--

:

!. term reliability of the diesel > generator Installation,' the NRC' staff has'also--

{ . reviewed .the following issues:

: (1) Automatic:Prelube ,

The emergency diesel-generator-1ubrication system-does1not provide for
automatic prelubrication of the diesel engine , for automatic- starts under'.

:
''

emergency conditions. This subject is addressed in Section 9.5.7 below.

; (2) Vibration of Instruments ~

Major diesel-generator control. relays and switches are mounted in the de con-c

trol relay and terminal box that, in turn, is mounted on the diesel generator
_

'

ii ; skid at the generator end of-the unit.- The_dc control relay'and terminal. box
; is, exposed to full diesel generator set;vibratf or.s. The NRC: staff requires

-

that these controls .and switches' be located. in a control panel .that is- mounted,

- on a vibration-free floor or that.the panel be mounted on vibration isolation
- devices. Otherwise, the applicant must demonstrate that the controls-in'this

-

terminal box' are; qualified for the intended ~ services. - The applicant has pro-
vided additional information on the electrical components in the de control
rela'y and terminal box. The information is summarized in the applicant's_

e - letter dated July 26, 1983.~ <

; The relays'in the_dc control relay and terminal box are designed for heavy
. duty use in applications such as locomotives, stationary power, and marine -

; propulsion, where they are exposed to diesel engine and other induced vibra-
, -tions on a continuous. basis. In addition, these relays are identical _in-

'

design and manufacture'to relays that the vendor currently.provides for
nuclear service and that have been qualified in accordance with IEEE 323

[ (1974) requirements.
1

- The diesel generator dc. control' relay and terminal box design for Limerick has
"

.

-

,

been the vendor's standard design for a considerable time, and it has been used+

successfully-in 14 other nuclear plant operations; The vendor reports no
_

instances.of_ diesel generator failures as a result'of vibration-indcced fail-
- rues of relays.in the dc control relay and terminal _ box at any of those 14
. nuclear power plants. The applicant conducted an informal survey-of 8 of the
14: nuclear plants 'as a check on the vendor's records. The.results of this;

b informal survey confirm'the vendor's statement; 1.e., there have been no-

recorded instances of diesel generator failures as a. result of vibration of
control. relays.

.

-

^
-

,, . On the basis-of the system design and operating experience as described above, )

! -the NRC staff concludes that the design.of the diesel generator dc control
l. relay and- terminal box for Limerick will provide' functional reliability com-
b parable'.toLa free-standing unit and is, therefore, acceptable.
p -

9.5.4.2 Emerger.cy Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System
~

: The' design functions of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and
transfer system are to provide a saparate and independent fuel' oil supply train

~

s
,

! .

.
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# < 5 or, eaqMdiesel , generator,e acd :teipermitloperation of the diesel generator atf

Q/ tfull;loadifor,a. minimum of;7 days without/ replenishment of fuel. The' system is
idesigned to meet thej requirements of- GDC 2, 41 5, 'and -17. Meeting the require-

4,J M4nd 5 js: discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 above. 7
~

.'ments'o}f GDC 2,f
' * ' ". ~ 3.

y t.y ;
. . . -

p yo ,

s .. a. .< ~
=.There are([~ogemergency' diesel- gene'rators for ea,:n unie of Limeric)C Each -,

4

diese.?genpne .fuelioil storageAnd trangfehsysbh; consists of. a 850 ga11on
day t[an_ki syfficl'ont (to power the diese1 engine 4t 'rgted load for more -than 3 -7

60 minutes;..a diesel fuel oil storage' tank wita a upacity of 41,500 i,allons,- -

which is[ sufficient to power the dfesel enginel, bas 'd on' the continuous rated '
load forf 7, days; ;an ac motor-driven fuel oil trans 'er pump and a dc-motor-'-
driverpfue1[oi1%ooster pump, both, of which are powered from their: ass'ociated -

,

-diesel;-an ing'ne-driven' fuel oil purp; and:the ass.iciated piping, valves, '

e.

instrumentation, and controls. qThere are pipint;i. interconnections between fuel
cf1| systems t can be used_ toetransfer fuel oi1~frps one storage system to'4
.another. Tl.a piping interconnections are fitted with manually operateq,.g

4 normally closed valves; and- the entire transfer operation, if. used,iis nanu111y
' controlled. _

> - . i' #
) y'n " j gg. .

+
. s . ~.

1Exceptforthe'abodep'oinginterconnections[eachdie'selfengine-fuekoil
' ~ I

i storage and transfer sisum is iindependent and physically separate'd from1the-
other systems supplying}the redundant diesel generators. |Thus, a single:
' failure within-any.ons of the systems will affect only.the' associated diesel-
generator. p- .

, . <u e74 c . . ;. , .

1[E
- All ' diesel engine fuel. oil stoiage"and transfer system , nip ~ing and. components,v

- up ;to' the diesel ' engine interface, including that mounted o1 the engine -skid,L'f f
_

i are de. signed to seismic Category I requirements. Engine-scurse;! piping and
- componeiits; (rem ;th'e engige blockLto the engine interface, are consirje >ed part. .

.of the engine assembly and.are?seist.ically qualified to Category I requirements.
i s_ part of the' diesel engine- package.- W1. piping and comt onents',, includinga
the en'gine mount $d, meet-the.cecommenoat.' ions of'RG 1.29. /4' .

7 J' ' } _ .,. . +

g! ' ~ Allsistempipingandcomponentsaredesigned,toASMECodeSectionIII, Class 3;
p ^[ ANSI B31.1; or manufacturer's' standard requirements.

.

.For.'noa-ASME Code. piping
' ahid components, the applicant' has imposed additional-quality assurance require-

ments 'in the areas of material certificktion,. inspection, an'd testing. -Diesel ,

generator sendor-supplied piping and components,'either vendes manufactured or
1 subcupplieil,. th'at are not in conformance with ASME Code, Section III, are gen-
,.

~

^

% erally 'in conformance with. ANSL B31.1' requirements. /They,siust ' lso meet thea

[' . requirements 30f the| vendors's cua,11ty asM rance plan 1(QA),iwhich' addresses;the
. criteria contained,in 10 CFR 50rAppendin'B. The< applicant has. 9 so; invoked1

additicnsl QA;reepirements fo'r23ubsupplied components;'these requirements
includqjest'and inicection4ucAh, reJiew and approval of sub-supplier = QA .

~

e? . programs, calibratichhof test initrumentation, and records control. In
Z raddition t6'the vendor and applicart-QA requirements,'all engine and skid-

nountedifuel' oil piping ^ systems were hydrostatically, tested to'a pressure
[d greater tharI1'.25 times desigiv aressure in shop' tests', and: the installed fuel
y oil st,or$ge and. transfer systea;is, pneumatically tested to;1,.25 times design 4

.

f .,. pressure. . << *(

A
. . . >- m . '

'

,(''Miththe:impositionoftheabove, design,manufactucing,andt.estingcontrols,.

/ tie NUE staff concludes that. thel iesal engine fuel ' oil storage and transfert d
-

,3-
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I

system piping and components 1are designed to' or have been made equivalent to,,

-Quality Group C,"and that they meet the-intent of-the recommendations of RG 1.26. ,
- '

They are,3therefore, acceptable.-
.

The underground fuel oil storage tanks have a common fill header, with a single
' fill connection extending:above grade. Each individual' tank is fitted with a ,

~

vent line that alsofextends'above grade. - Both-the. fill line and the tank vents !,

extend only a~minimalJdistance abovefgrade, but they are'not tornado-missile'

protected. In the unlikely event:of tornado-missile damage to one or more of'
these-lines,zthere.are' alternate means for filling and: venting the storage tanks.
Each tank has a. tank valve pit to allow access to tank valves and the tank->

I

? manhole. If. required,'the storage tanks could be resupplied through these
!_ manholes. /In addition, there is a vacuum relief line inside the tank. pit.
' Because the tank pit is.also: vented to atmosphere, this vacuum relief line acts

'as a'backupJto the tank _ vent in case of damage to the.latter. The NRC staff
finds this acceptable. -However, the NRC staff requires the applicant to

. develop and implement procedures' to ensure that the vent holes in the- tank pit
access: cover are not obstructed by| debris, especially-in the event of highvr

winds with, wind-blown debris.

~The design of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system
conforms;to ANSI-N-195, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generator."
Cathodic protection .is provided for the -fuel oil storage tanks and associated

' lsupply and return piping. -Corrosion protection is provided for both the '

h interior and exterior of the storage tanks, and for the exterior of the asso-
ciated pipine.

<;
.

,

L The scope of-review of the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system
+~

included layout--drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive
information in FSAR Section 9.5.4 for the system-and auxiliary support systems-

p essential to its operation.

L The. basis =for acceptance:in the NRC staff review was conformance of the design- J
criteria and bases.and. design of'the diesel. engine-fuel' oil storage and transfer

- system to the requirements of GDC 17, with. respect _ to redundancy and physical-

independence *; to the guidance of'the cited RGs; to the recommendations of
NUREG/CR-0660; and to industry' codes .and ' standards.

Based on its review, the NRC-staff. concludes that the emergency diesel engine
' fuel oil storage and transfer system' meets the requirements'of GDC 2, 4, 5,
and 17; the recommendations'of NUREG/CR-0660; and the guidance of the cited

. regulatory' guides, SRP 9.5.4,.and industry codes and standards. It is, there-- ,

-fore acceptable.

-9.5.5 Emergency Diesel Engine Cooling Water System
'

The' design function of the emergency diesel engine cooling water system is toi

maintain the^ temperature of the diesel engine within'a safe operating range
under"all load conditions and to maintain the engine coolant preheated during:

standby conditions to~ improve starting reliability. The system is designed to
meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 44, 45, and 46. The meeting of the
requirements of GDC 2,-4, Land 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 above.

Limerick'SER 9-62:
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The emergency diesel engine coo' ling water system.is a closed-loop system. It

cools the engine jacket water, lube oil, and combustion air. The major compo-
nents-of this system for each standby emergency diesel engine include an
engine-driven air coolant pump, a combustion air heat exchanger, an engine-
driven jacket water circulating pump, a jacket water cooler, an expansion tank,
a lube oil cooler, a motor-driven-jacket water keep-warm pump, an electric
heater, thermostatic three-way valves, required instrumentation' control and
alarms, and the associated piping and valve to connect the equipment.' When the
diesel engines are operating, the heat generated is ' rejected to the essential
-service water system by the jacket water cooler and combustion air heat
exchanger.

During operation of the standby diesel engine, temperature regulation of the
diesel engine coolant and combustion air is accomplished automatically through
the action of temperature-sensing-three-way thermostatic valves. When the -

standby diesel engine is idle, the engine coolant is heated by an electric
heater and continuously circulated through the engine. The temperature is
controlled by a thermostat to keep the engine warm and ready to accept loads
within the prescribed time interval.

The diesel generator is capable of operating at full load without secondary
cooling in excess of the time needed to restore essential service water to the
diesel generators following a loss of offsite power. Alarms have been provided
to enable the control room operator to monitor the diesel generator cooling
system while the unit is operating or on standby.

There are four emergency diesel generators for each unit at Limerick, and~
each diesel generator has a physically separate, independent cooling water
system. Therefore, the requirements of GDC 17, " Electric Power System," and
44, " Cooling Water Systems," as related-to redundancy and single failure'

criteria are met.

All diesel engine cooling water system piping and components, up to the diesel
engine interface, including that mounted on the engine skid, are designed to
seismic Category I requirements. Engine-mounted piping and components, from
the engine block to the engine interface, are considered part of the engine
assembly and are seismically qualified to Category I requirements as part of
the diesel engine package. All piping and components, including the engine
mounted, meet the recommendations of RG 1.29.

All system piping and components are designed to ASME Code Section III, Class 3;
ANSI B31.1; or manufacturer's standard requirements. For non-ASME Code piping
and components, the applicant has imposed additional QA requirements in the
areas of material certification, inspection, and testing. Diesel generator

vendor-supplied piping and components, either vendor manufactured or subsupplied,
that are not in conformance with ASME Code, Section III, are generally in
conformance with ANSI B31.1 requirements. They must also meet the requirements
of the vendor's QA plan, which addresses the criteria contained in 10.CFR 50,
Appendix B. The applicant has also invoked additional QA requirements for
subsupplied components, such as test and inspection audits, review and approval
of subsupplier QA programs, calibration of test instrumentation, and records
control. In addition to the vendor and applicant QA requirements, all engine-
and skid-mounted piping systems were hydrostatically tested to a pressure

Limerick SER 9-63
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fgreater than 1.25 tines design.pressurejin shop tests, ar.d the installed7
L cooling water. system is pneumatically tested to 1.25 times design pressure.-

:-. -With the imposition of the above design, manufacturing, and testing controls,.
i -the NRC' staff -concludes thatithe diesel engine cooling water system piping and

components are-designed to,-or have been made=equivalentxto Quality Group C,
-

-and meet the : intent of the ~ recommendations of. RG11.26. They-are, therefore,-
acceptable.

|The. diesel Jengibe cooling water system conforms with RG 1.9, Position C.7, as .
it'relctes to engine. cooling water-protective interlocks. The' diesel generator

*

: system' protective interlocks'are discussed in Section 8.3.of this report.-4

--The diesel engine' cooling water-system has provisions to permit periodic inspec-
tion and functional testing during standby and normal modes of power-plant

. operation as' required by GDC 45-and 46.
.

The' scope of review ofcthe-emergency diesel engine cooling water system included ~ i
*

layout drawings, piping'and1 instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive information.
in FSAR 'Section 9.5.5 for the system and auxiliary support systems essent'ial-

L ovits operation.t

1The bases'for.the acceptance in the NRC staff review were, (1) conformance of
-the. design criteria and bases and design of the diesel engine cooling water
system to the.GDC.17.and 44 with respect to. redundancy and physical--indepen-
dence, to GDC 45 and 46 with respect to inspection and testability of the
system, to the guidance of the cited RGs, and to the recommendations of +

NUREG/CR-0660 and. industry codes and standards,.and, (2) the ability of the-
system to maintain' stable diesel engine cooling water temperature under all'
load' conditions.

.

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine
cooling water, system meets.the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 44, 45, and 46;

L ' meets the guidance of the cited RGs and'.SRP 9.5.5; meets the recommendations'
of NUREG/CR-0660 and 'industryLcodes and standards; and can perform its design
.safetyLfunction. It is,;therefore, acceptable.,

1

- -9.5.6- Emergency Diesel Engine Starting System

- The design;functiontof the' emergency diesel engine starting system is to
provide a reliable method for' automatically starting each diesel generator so

E that-the rated-frequency:and voltage are achieved and'the unit is ready to
accept-required loads within 10 seconds. - The system is designed to' meet the

nrequirements'of GDC 2,- 4, 5, and 17. Meeting the requirements of GDC 2, 4,
and Siis discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 above.

-There are four emergency d'iesel -generators for each unit at Limerick. Each
dieselfgeneratorzhas two. complete air start systems, consisting of'a compressed
air: subsystem and engine-mounted air distributor, pilot valves, air start-
valves, and~ air start header. Each redundant' air start system has adequate

; compressed' air capacity for a minimum of five consecutive diesel engine starts->

without recharging. Each diesel generator is completely independent of the,-

l- ~ thers so that a malfunction or failure in one starting system does not impairo

.
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the starting: capability of the systems associated with the other diesel gen--
- erators. This. meets the requirements of GDC 17.

The-air starting subsystems for each diesel generator include an air compressor,
an air.. receiver, coalescent filter, solenoid-operated air start pilot, airg , vent','and air start valves; associated piping and valves for connecting these-

' ' components and connecting the subsystem to the diesel engine; and system
|

' instrumentation,' controls, and alarms. Alarms annunciate on the local panel-,

and in the-control room _to enable the operator to= monitor the air pressure in
the diesel generator air starting systems.

' Controls are provided to automatically start and stop each air compressor when-
the pressure in its respective air receiver decreases or increases to pre--
determined. levels.

All ' diesel. engine air starting system piping and components, up to the air.
-compressor interfaces for the discharge lines.and pressure-sensing lines,

,

1

L including that mounted on the engine skid, are designed to seismic-Category I:
requirements. Engine-mounted piping and ccmponents,'from the engine block to'
the engine interface, were considered part of the engine assembly and are
seismically. qualified to Category I requirements as'part of the diesel engine
package. All piping and components,' exclusive of the air compressors buti-

||
. including engine-mounted items, meet the requirements of RG :1.29.

..The air' compressors are designed to seismic' Category'II requirements; i.e.,
they will retain'their structural integrity during and after the design-basis,

'

seismic event, but'they may not be functional.
3

All sys. tem piping and. components, exclusive of the air compressors, are-'

designed to ASME Code,-Section III, Class 3; ANSI B31.1; or manufacturer's
-

-standard requirements. For non-ASME Code piping and components, the applicant
.

' has-imposed additional QA requirements in the areas of material certification,
inspection, and testing. Diesel generator vendor-supplied piping and compo-
nents, either vendor manufactured or subsupplied, that are not .in conformance-
with ASME Code, Section III, are'. generally in conformance with ANSI B31.1'

requirements. They must also meet the requirements of the vendor's QA plan,
~

.

.which. addresses the criteria in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The applicant has alsot

invoked additional QA requirements for subsupplied components.such as test and
-inspection audits,. review and approval of subsupplier QA programs, calibration
.of test-instrumentation, and records control. In addition to the vendor and,,

L applicant QA' requirements, all engine- and skid-mounted piping' systems are
hydrostatically. tested to a pressure greater than 1.25 times _ design pressure,;

' and. the installed: air start system is tested to 1.25 times design pressure.~

L

With the imposition of the above design, manufacturing,'and testing controls,
the NRC staff concludes that~the diesel engine air start system. piping and
components have'been designed to, or have been made equivalent to, Quality
Group C, and meet the intent of the' recommendations of RG 1.26. They are,,

therefore, acceptable.'
,

The diesel generator air starting system conforms.with RG 1.9, Position C.7,
Theas.it relates to diesel engine air starting system protective interlocks.

diesel. generator system protective interlocks are discussed in Section 8.3 of,

this1 report.#'

.
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The scope of review of the emergency diesel engine' starting system included
layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive infor-
mation in FSAR Section 9.5.6 for the system and auxiliary support systemsessential to its operation.

The bases for acceptance in the NRC staff review were (1)'conformance of the
. design criteria and bases and~ design of the design engine air starting system-
to the requirements of GDC 17 with respect to redundancy and physical indepen-
dance, to the guidance and additional acceptance criteria of SRP 9.5.6,=to the
recommendations of NUREC/CR-0660 and industry codes and standards, and (2) the
ability of the system to start the diesel generator within a specified timeinterval.

,

One of.the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 is that compressed air starting,

i. systems equipped with air dryers between the air compressors and the receivers.
The purpose of the air dryers. is to remove moisture from the air to eliminate
water buildup in the. system, which can cause rusting. Rusted components.and'
. fouling because of rust debris have been. identified as a significant cause ofdiesel generator failures. The air start systems for the diesel generators at
Limerick. are not provided with air dryers. However, the system design' pre-
cludes any problems associated with rusting of components and rust debris-
because .

(1) Carbon steel is not used in the system piping, receivers, or filters.

(2) A coalescent filter is installed in the system ahead of the air start
distributors to reduce moisture content in the compressed air.

(3) The air start valves used Jin the system will not stick as a result of the
presence of liquids, rust, or other foreign particles.

(4) The parts of the engine-mounted air distributors, pilot air valves, air
start check valves, or: air start valves that come in contact with the
starting air are made of a- nonferrous metal or 'are coated to prevent
rusting.

! '(5) The air receivers will be drained on a regular basis to preclude
|- accumulation of quantities of moisture.

-The NRC staff has reviewed the above design and concludes that the diesel gen-
erator air starting system at Limerick is equivalent to systems using air
dryers with regard to system functional operability and inservice reliability.
Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine;

i air starting system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17; the
guidance of the cited RGs and SRP 9.5.6; and the recommendations of!

| NUREG/CR-0660 and industry codes and standards. The system can perform.itsdesign safety function. It is, therefore, acceptable.
9.5.7 Emergency Diesel Engin,e Lubricating O'il System

!
! The design safety function of the emergency diesel engine lubricating oil
| system is to provide a supply of filtered lubrication oil to the various moving
|
r

.
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. parts of the diesel: engine, including pistons and bearings during engine opera-
tion.and during periodslof. standby, to enhance first-try starting reliability.

.

The system is designed-to meet the' requirements of GDC 2,'4, 5,.and 17. . Meet--

,ing ofothe requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is-discussed in-Section 9.5.4.1(e) ,

above. ,

;
The major components of| the lube oil _ system include an oil sump in the diesel

~

engine frame,_an engine-driven lube oil pump, an oil cooler, a motor-driven.

prelube pump, a recirculation-pump, a lube oil heater, a makeup tank, and
strainers andLfilters. The diesel engine crankcases are maintained at a sub- i

,

. atmospheric pressure during operation,-thereby minimizing the buildup of oil
-vapors and the potential;for a crankcase explosion. Alarms and protective
devices =are provided to enable the control room operator to monitor the diesel*. . .

, - generator: lube oil system during standby, startup, or operation.

The emergency diesel engine lobe oil system, except for i.he makeup tank, is anr

integral part of the engine / skid assembly. However, each diesel engine'

installation.is equipped with a makeup tank, and there are no interconnections'

j between makeup tanks. Therefore, theslube oil system' design meets the require-
!.ments of GDC 17 with regard to system independence and single failure criteria.

The diesel engine lube oil system supplies oil to-all moving engine parts'

|- :during operation-for lubrication and cooling purposes. Before manual starting

_of the~ diesel engines, an electric motor-driven prelube pump is placed in
.

E
i operation to lubricate all moving engine parts to minimize wear associated with
: _' dry' engine starts. The prelube circuit is activated only during a manual start

'and is bypassed on an emergency start. In the standby rode, lube oil is
.

circulated ~from the engine' sump to an electric heater, and back to the sump.
The heater is thermostatically controlled.to maintain engine lube oil tempera-

.ture as close to normal operating temperatures at all times during standby.
.

~The emergency diesel engine lube oil system as presently configured does not ,

fully conform to the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 with regard to providing
continuous or periodic prelubrication of the' moving diesel engine parts during-

_ ~

5

standby service-to enhanceLfirst-try start reliability. By letter dated
. June-21, 1983,- the applicant provided a clarification of the procedures to be
followed in surveillance testing of the diesel generators. For Limerick, the

: * dieseligenerators will beisurveillance tested on an approximately-weekly basis
rather than monthly. The purpose of the more frequent testing is to-ensure an'

oil film on' moving diesel engine parts at~all times, thereby enhancing "first
i

[ try" starting capability and minimizing wear on engine internals resulting from
dry starts. The NRC staff concludes.that the shortened interval between sur-

[ veillance-t(sting will ensure that an oil film-will be maintained on the diesel
~

,

f

l' engine moving parts at all-times, and that this oil film will provide the func-
tional equivalent of continuous prelubrication in terms of enhancing "first

t

I~ try" diesel engine! starting. Based on the above, the staff finds the design of
the diesel-engine lubrication system for Limerick acceptable.

All diesel engine lube oil system piping and components, up to the diesel'

j engine interface,--including those mcunted on the engine skid, are designed to
seismic Category I requirements. Engine-mounted piping and components, from
the engine block to the engine interface, are considered part of the engine
assembly and are: seismically qualified to Category I requirements as part=of

|
he diesel engine package. All piping and components, including the engine

', niunted, meet the recommendations of RG 1.29.-

f
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: All system. piping and~ components are designed zto ASME Code, Section III, Class. 3;
| ANSI B31.1;-or manufacturer's . standard requirements. : For non-ASME Code piping .

,_and components, the' applicant-has' imposed: additional QA requirements:in the
-areas'of material certification,1 inspection, and testing.

~

1

' Diesel generator- I. vendor-supplied piping and components,- either vendor manufactured or sub- 1

supplied, that are-notLin conformance with ASME Code, Section III, are generally
sin conformance with' ANSI B31.1. requirements.( They must also.neetithe require--'
ments of1the vendor's QA plan, which addresses the criteria'in 10 CFR 50,
Appendix 8. :The applicant 1has also~ invoked additional"QA requirements for.

'subsupplied components;1these include 1 test and inspection audits, review and
;

approval. of _ subsupplier'QA programs, calibration ~ of test? instrumentation,- and
i

records control. 'In addition to the vendor and applicant QA requirements ~, all |
*

engine .and. skid mounted piping systems wereihydrostatically tested to a
,

1 pressure. greater.than 1.25 times-design pressure in shop tests,'and the-
4

Linstalled diesel engine lube oil system is pneumatically tested to 1.25 times
.design pressure.
'

,

1Withsthe imposition of the above design, manufacturing, and testing controls,li
. the NRC staff' concludes that- the diesel engine:1ube oil system. piping'and-
.componentsfare designed to, or have'been made equivalent to,-Quality Group C,
and meet-the-intent of.the recommendations of RG 1.26. They are,-therefore,-..

U 'acceptab'le.

!L The diese1| generator lubricating oil ' system conforms with RG 1.9, Position 'C.7,' ~

as it' relates to diesel engine lubrication system protective' interlocks. The
diesel, generator system protectiveLinterlocks are discussed in Section 8.3 of- '

.this' report.
4

i' The scope of review of the diesel generator-lubricating oil system included
piping and' instrumentation diagrams and descriptive 1information in FSAR Sec-!w

| tion 9.5.7 for the/ system and auxiliary support systems essential -to -its" * operation.
"

.The. basis for acceptance in the NRC staff review was conformance of the design.

criteria and bases'and~ design of the diesel engine-lubricating oil: system to
-

I

the requirements of GDC 17 with respect to redundancy'and physical _ independence,
.to the guidance and additional acceptance criteria of SRP 9.5.7, and to the-
-recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 and= industry codes'and standards. '

; Based on its reviaw|-the NRC-staff concludes that the emergency. diesel engine
lube oil-system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17 and meets the ;

,

fguidance of:the cited RGs, SRP 9.5.7, industry todes and standards. The sys-
: tem also meets -the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, except for diesel engine

,

;
j. prelubrication during engine' standby service, which was discussed separately
!: . above. Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the diesel engine
; '-lubrication oil system is acceptable.
I 9.5.8 Emergency Diesel Engine Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust System
(' . .

! The design 1 function of the emergency diesel engine combustion air intake and
exhaust system is to supply filtered ' air for combustion to the engine and to;

~

dispose.of the engine exhaust to atmosphere. The system is designed to meet
'

- the requirements'of GDC 2, 4, 5, and~17. Meeting the requirements of GDC 2, 4,
~ and 5 is ' discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 above.

|

|
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,

!A separate source.of combustion airifor each diesel engine is taken from the
associated diesel generator air intake plenum through an air filter, air intake

,

silencer, turbocharger, scavenging blower, and combustion air aftercoolers.
-

.

-The' path of the exhaust gas discharge is through the turbocharger, exhaust
h_ . silencer, and exhaust' piping to the outside of the-building. This meets the ,

frequirements of GDC 17 with regard to system independence, redundancy, and
: single: failure; criteria.
e .,

There 'ars no" protectiveiinterlocks on this system.

All dit,s1 engine combustion air' intake and exhaust' system piping and compo-
:nents, up to the diesel engine ~ interface, including that mounted on the engine
: skid,. are designed to seismic _ Category I: requirements. Engine-mounted piping _
and components from the engine block to_the engine interface are considered

;part of the' engine assembly and are seismically qualified to Category I
requirements as part of the diesel engine package. 'All piping and components,

,

' including the engine mounted, meet the recommendations of RG 1.29. ,
,

}. All system piping-and components-are designed to ASME Code, Section.VIII;
ANSI B31.1; or manufacturer's standard requirements. For'non-ASME Code, ,

Section III, piping and components, the applicant has imposed additional QA [
,

requirements in.the areas of material certification, inspection, and testing.F
L :Diese1' generator vendor-supplied piping and components,' either, vendor manufac-

tured or subsupplied, that are'not in conformance with ASME Code,-Section III,;

i- .are generally in conformance with ANSI B31.1 requirements. They must also. meet
the requirements of the vendor's'QA plan, which addresses the criteria in 10:

; -CFR 50,. Appendix B. .The applicant has-also invoked additional-QA requirements
for subsupplied components; these requirements include test and inspection >
audits, review and approval of subsupplier,QA programs,' calibration of test :

instrumentation, and records control ~ In addition to the vendor and applicant'
.

.QA requirements, all engine and skid-mounted piping systems are tested to a'

. pressure greater _than 1.25 times design pressure in shop _ tests, and the
installed diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust system.is pneumati-
cally tested to 1.25 times design pressure.

,

.With the imposition of'the above design, manufacturing,'and testing controls,
the NRC staff concludes that the' diesel engine combustion air intake and-f'

exhaust system is equivalent to ASME Code, Sectk.. W - Quality Group C, and
meets.the intent of the recommendations of Ru 1.26. It .; th'erefore,

!- acceptable.

b 'The combustion' air intake and exhaust system was reviewed with regard to
-possible contamination of intake' air by products of combu_stion or other noxious
. gases that could affect diesel generator operation. The diesel engine exhaust

;

y piping runs through.the combustion air-intake plenum. In the unlikely event of

a failure of the exnaust piping in this area, exhaust' gases could be drawn into
the combustion air intake and degrade diesel generator performance. To pre-r

.

I' clude"this happening,'the applicant has agreed to inspect the exhaust piping at
regular intervals as part'of the inservice inspection program. Deteriorated
exhaust piping can_then be identified and repaired and/or replaced, as required,
before a failure could occur. There are no other credible events that could !

'

I contaminate diesel engine combustion air. The NRC staff will require that this
inservice inspection be included in the plant operating procedures. ,

;

,
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-The diesel engine combustion air _ intakes are housed within the diesel generator
building in such a way.that.they are protected from tornado missiles.

_ The
intakes are high enough above grade and are designed to_ minimize any effect
from wind-borne dust and. debris. The intakes are protected from flooding, andthey cannot be clogged by ice and snow. Thus, the requirements of GDC 4, the
recommendations of RGs 1.115 and 1.117, and the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660
are met. The diesel engine exhaust is housed in the diesel generator building,
except4for a small portion that extends above the building roof.- Tornado-
missile protection is not provided nor is it required for this segment of the
exhaust piping because this roof section is made of . cast iron. Should this
portion of pipe be struck by a missile sufficiently hard to cause failure, the
cast iron would shatter and the debris dispersed, thus permitting operation ofthe diesel generator. This arrangement meets the requirements of GDC 4.

The combustion air intake is connected directly to the diesel' engine air intake
by the combustion air intake piping. Combustion air is not taken from the' diesel generator room. This design meets the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660
regarding dust and dirt control in the diesel generator building. In addition,
electrical control and power equipment enclosures within the diesel generator
building are designed to be du'st tight. Also, all auxiliary relays have dust
covers, all contacts are enclosed, and.all control switches have internal
contact surfaces. Further dust control measures for the diesel generator
buildings are discussed in FSAR Section 9.4.

|
The scope of review of the diesel generator intake and exhaust system included
layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive infor-
mation in FSAR Section 9.5.8 for the system and auxiliary support systems
essential to its operation.

The bases for acceptance of the NRC staff review were (1) conformance of the
design criteria and design of the diesel engine air intake and exhaust system
to GDC 17 with respect to redundancy and physical independence, to the guidance
of the cited RGs, to the guidance and additional acceptance criteria of SRP
9.5.8, and to the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 and industry codes and
standards, and, (2) the ability of_the system to provide sufficient combustion
air and release of-exhaust gases to enable the emergency diesel-generator to
perform on demand.

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine
air intake and exhaust system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17
and meets the requirements of NUREG/CR-0660, the guidance of the cited RGs,
SRP 9.5.8, and industry codes and standards. It is, therefore, acceptable.
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10 -STEAM ~AND POWER-CONVERSION SYSTEM

.10.1 . Summary Description.4

~The steam and power conversion system =is designed to remove heat energy from-
the reactor.and;to generate electric power in the turbine. generator. After the

' steam passes through the high and low pressure turbines, the main condensers
deaerate the condensate and. transfer the rejected heat to the closed cycle~

.

circulating water system, which uses cooling towers to dissipate the_ rejected:

. heat to the atmosphere.- The condensate is reheated and returned as'feedwater:
to the reactor. The entire system is designed for the maximum expected energy'

from the' nuclear steam supply system.

A turbine' steam bypass system is provided to discharge directly to the condenser
up-to 25% of the turbine design steam flow around the turbine during transient

~

conditions.

10.2 , Turbine Generator.

[ The turbine _ generator.is an 1800-rpm unit manufactured by GE and is a tandem
compound: type with one double-flow high pressure turbine and three double-flown

. - low pressure turbines. coupled'directly to an 1138-MWe generator. -The low'

pressure turbines exhaust to a multi pressure condenser at 2.81, 3.56, and 4.67
inches of mercury, absolute.4

The _ turbine' generator' is equipped with an electrohydraulic controls system that -
performs'two basic functions, turbine speed control for a variety of operating1

load conditions and. turbine overspeed protection. The' design functions of the
turbine speed control system are to_ control-turbine speed throughout-the normali

range of load conditions'and ensure that a full load-turbine trip will notL-

cause the turbine to overspeed beyond acceptable limits, and to provide. turbine'

overspeed protection to minimize.the probability of generation of' turbine
.

missiles,:in accordance with the requirements of GDC 4. The turbine control
~

system is,-therefore, important to the overall safe operation of the plant.
,

The turbine is equipped with four turbine stop; valves _and four turbine control;

: valves located upstream of-the high pressure turbine steam inlet, and six-
combined intermediate valves (CIVs)' located between the moisture separators and
the _ steam _-inlets to the three low pressure turbines. -The CIVs consist of an
intermediate stop valve and an intercept valve in a single casing, each|with

-

;

separate operating mechanisms and controls. Th,e turbine |stop valves and the''

intermediate'stop valves are in the full open position during normal operation.i -

The control valves are' designed to modulate'with load on the turbine generator.~

The intercept valves modulate, as_ required, to control turbine speed following
.

a load | rejection. All'of the above valves are capable of closing in 0.2 seconds
- on a' trip signal.

The speed conirol unit of the-turbine control system is designed to maintain*

the_ desired _ turbine speed under a variety of generator load conditions, includ-
-

ing~ acceleration to and deceleration from operating speed, and for load changes

. Limerick SER 10-1
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within certain limits. The speed control unit provides positioning signals to
the hydraulic operating mechanisms of the control valves, which, in turn,
operate to open or close the valve, as required, to maintain desired generatorload. In the case of a large generator load rejection that is followed by an ;

increase in turbine speed, the snaed control unit will close both the control
and intercept valves to limit turbine overspeed as follows: (1) the control
valves are fully closed by the time the turbine reaches 107% of rated speed,
and (2) the intercept valves are also fully closed by the time the turbine

;- reaches 109% of rated speed. The control and intercept valves do not trip;L they will reopen upon return of the turbine to rated speed.

The turbine overspeed protection system is comprised of two overspeed control
systems; the mechanical overspeed trip system consists of a steel ring mounted
on the turbine shaft and held concentric with the turbine shaft by a spring.
At a predetermined speed (111% of rated speed), centrifugal force acting on tne
ring exceeds the spring force, moves the ring to an eccentric position, and
strikes a trip lever. This causes the loss of hydraulic pressure to all the
turbine valves, thus closing them. The electrical overspeed trip system is a*

backup to the mechanical overspeed trip. The electrical overspeed trip consists
of an independent (separate- from the load / speed control unit) magnetic speed
pickup, a power amplifier, and a speed trip relay. At a predetermined speed,

I

(112% of rated speed), the speed trip relay is actuated and energizes a master
|. trip relay that de-energizes two master trip solenoid valves, causing loss of ,

|! hydraulic pressure to all turbine valves, thus closing them. Following'a trip,
all turbine valves remain closed until the trips are reset and operator action
is taken to reopen the turbine valves.

A number of turbine generator electrical and mechanical parameters are monitored
during operation. An. abnormal condition in these monitored parameters will also
cause a trip of all turbine valves. -These emergency trips further reduce the

! possibility a turbine missile by shutting down the turbine before overspeed or
i mechanical failures can occur. Some parameters monitored include power / load

imbalance, vibration, various temperatures and water levels, condenser vacuen,
reverse power,' lube oil pressure, and thrust bearing wear.

The turbine valves can be manually tripped, and will automatically trip on
loss of power to the hydraulic and control systems, or on' loss of both speed
control signals.

An inservice inspection program-for the main steam stop and control valves and
intermediate valves is provided and includes: (1) dismantling and inspection
of at least one main steam stop. valve, one main steam control valve, and one
stop valve, and one intercept valve at approximately 3-1/3 year intervals during
refueling or maintenance shutdowns coinciding with the inservice inspection
schedule; (2) exercising and observing at least once a week the main steam stop

j and' control, intermediate stop, and intercept valves; and (3) weekly exercising
| of the extraction steam nonreturn valves.
|

-The applicant will include preoperational and startup tests of the turbine'

generator in accordance with RG 1.68, " Initial Test Programs for Water Cooled
Power Plants." The. adequacy of the test program is evaluated in Section 14 of
this report.
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- The turbine generator system meets the :recommendatior.s of BTPs ASB 3-1, "Protec-
~

tion Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid Systems Outside Containment,"
=and MEB.3-1, " Postulated Break and-Leakage Locations in Fluid Systems Outside:

,
,

' Containment."': Evaluation ~of protection:against. dynamic effects associated
with the postulated pipe. system failure-is covered in Section 3.6 of this:

'

.
. report. |

The: scope of review of the turbine generator included descriptive information j

.in Section 10.2 of;the FSAR,-flow charts, and diagrams. 'The basis for accept- ;

:'ance in the NRC staff review was conformance'of the design criteria and bases
-and. design ~of'the turbine generator system to GDC 4 with respect to the
prevention of |the generation of turbine missiles,- the -additional guidance of .-

-

~

-SRP-10.2,'and. industry codes and standards.
.

Based on its_ review, the NRC staff concludes that the turbine generator over-
speed protection system meets the requirements of GDC 4'and the guidance of j
SRP 10.2, can perform its designed safety functions,'and is,(therefore,
acceptable.

10.2.1*'

10.2.2* |

10.2.3' Turbine Disk Integrity

1

See Section 3.5.1 of this report.

L10.3 : Main Steam Supply System

s The_ function of the _ main steam supply system is 'to convey steam from the ~ boiling =
water reactor. to the.high pressure turbine' and 'other auxiliary equipment for
power generation. Section 10.3.1 evaluates _the safety-related portion of;the
main ~ steam system including the' main steam-isolation valves'(MSIVs). Section
10.3.2 evaluates the nonsafety-related' portion.of the main steam system

' downstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) up to and including the
*

Lturbine stop: valves.

'10.3.1 Main Steam Supply System (Up to and Including the Main Steam ~ Isolation e

Valves) .

.The: main-steam' supply system was. reviewed in accordance'with SRP 10.3-

~(NUREG-0800). 'Conformance with,the acceptance criteria, except as noted_below,
, formed the basis ~for the.NRC' staff evaluation of the main steam supply system
with respect to the~ applicable portions of 10 CFR 50. The acceptance critoria
for_the main steam supply system include' meeting RG 1.115, which is addressed
separately in Section 3.5.1.3 of this report.

,

*The July.1981 edition of'the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) does notminclude
'

sections. addressing FSAR sections that consist of background or design data
~used in the.' review of other sections. The section numbers are included to-
pro _ vide' continuity:for_ subsequent SER section numbers that will correlate.with--

the~ associated SRP section numbers.
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The steam generated in the reactor: vessel: is routed to the high pressure
-turbine by four. main steamlines.' Each main.steamline contains two main steam;'

_~ isolation valves (MSIVs). stimerick does not have any main steam block valves
. Thel third valve used for. isolation"is a _nonseismic Category I turbine stop

.

valve. A11 piping to the. turbine stop valve.is supported in accordance with
, ' seismic Category I criteria. - The MSIVs, shutoff valves, bypass valves, and

turbine step valves are designed to close'against the maximum steam flow._.

,

.

;0ne MSIV is'~ located immediately inside thefdrywell and the other immediately
outside containment. The MSIVsEare air-operated, fail-closed valves.

_ air.is supplied to the valves from the instrument air system..and_a seismic' Operating-
t

*

' Category I air' accumulator provides backup operating air for each valve if the;
.

' normal instrument _ air supply is' lost. The MSIVs are designed to withstand thet

dynamic forces under the postulated steamline break- flow conditions. The main
' steam supply lines, incluoing the MSIVs,-are seismic Category.I from the reactor
to the turbine building wall and are designed to Quality Group A criteria from; the reactor through the outermost MSIV. The lines are in the reactor building

,

L
(including containment and the steam tunnel), which-is a' seismic Category I,flood- and tornado protected structure., .

Thus the requirements of GDC.2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and
C.2, are' satisfied-for these portions of the main steam supply system.

.

'
;

The MSIVs, which are required to function to ensure main steam isolation, arei.
protected against the effects'of high-energy pipe bre'aks and are qualified toL
function in the steam environment expected to result from a-main steam-linebreak;

Section 3.6.'1 addresses pipe breaks and Section 3.11 addresses the
environmental qualification of' essential equipment.7 This equipment'is. located
in1 tornado-missile protected-structures and is separated from the effects of

'-

internally-generated missiles. Thus,:the requirements of-GDC_4 and.thei
. guidelines of:RG 1.117, Appendix Positions 2 and 4, are satisfied. See Sec-! tion 3.5.1.3 above:for'a discussion.of compliance with the guidelines of

| sRG 1.115.

. | Based on.the,above,I the-NRC: staff concludes that the main steam supply system
'

from the reactor .to the turbine building wall meets the requirements of GOC 2c

-and 4 with respect to protection against floods, tornadoes, missiles, and
environmental effects, and1the guidelines offRG 1.117, Appendix Positions 2
and 4, and RG 1.29, Positions C.1.'and C.2, relating to the system'.s seisiac,

!'

classification,_ protection again'st tornado missiles and high and moderate-
} energy' pipe breaks and-is,_therefore,. acceptable. The main steam supply system| - meets the acceptance criteria of SRP 10.3.

MainSteamSupplySystem(DownstreamofMainSteamIsolationValves)i . 10.3.2

This portion of the main steam system is not required to affect or support safe
shutdown.of the reactor.p i

!

! _ The main steam supply system i_s designed to deliver steam to the-turbine gener-
. ator, reactor feed pump turbines, steam jet air efectors, steam seal evaporators,

,

L and the offgas-recombiner preheater'and condenser hotwell steam spargers. The
system'is also designed to' bypass steam to the condensers, as required.

-

The
i main steam bypass system is evaluated in Section 10.4.4 below. This portion of

the main steam system extends from the outermost containment isolation valve upe
-

i

i
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to the turbine-stop valves,-and includes connected piping of 2-1/2-inches
nominal diameter.or larger, up to and including the first valve that is either

.

- normally closed or is capable of automatic or remote manual' closure during all
modes of reactor operation. The main steam system'is designed to ASME Code,
Section III, Class 2 requirements, and the main steam piping, including the

Theturbine stop valves, is -supported to seismic Category I requirements.
.

' scope of review of the main steam supply system (between the main steam isola-
.

tion valves and up to and including the turbine stop valves) included descrip-
tive information in FSAR Section 10.3 and flow charts and diagrams. The basis
for acceptance in the NRC staff review was conformance of the design criteria
and bases and design of main steam supply system to the acceptance criteria of
SRP 10.3.

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the main steam supply system
between the MSIVs and up to and including the turbine stop valves is in conform-
ance with the above cited criteria and design bases, can perform its designed
- functions,-and is,.therefore, acceptable.

10.3.3*

10.3.4*

10.3.5 Secondary Water Chemistry

See Section 10.4.6 of this report for a discussion of the condensate cleanup
system.

,

10.3.6 Main Steam and Feedwater Materials

The NRC staff concludes that the main steam and feedwater system materials
are acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a; GOC 1 and
35; and Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. This conclusion is based on the following:

The applicant has selected materials for Class 2 components of the steam and
feedwater systems that satisfy Appendix I of Section III of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code,-and meet the requirements of Parts A, B, or C of
Section II of the Code. The applicant also has met the recommendations of
RG 1.85, which describes acceptable code cases that may be used in conjunction
with this industry standard. In' the time frame of the Limerick application,
the ASME Code allowed fracture toughness testing to be optional. Based on its
review, the NRC staff finds that the pressure boundary components of these
systems will be above the lowest permissible service metal temperature by a
considerable margin. Assuming an average NDT temperature plus 26F for the
mild steels in these systems results in the assumed NDT temperature being less
than 97*F.with 95% confidence. As these systems are less than 2.5 inches in
thickness the assigned factor is 30F* to provide a 127*F lower limit service
temperature. The operating temperatures for these systems are considerably |

~ )
(

.

*The July 1981 edition of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) does not include
sections addressing'FSAR sections that consist of background or design data
used in the review of other sections. The section numbers are included to
provide continuity for subsequent SER section numbers that will correlate with
the associated SRP section numbers.
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Laboveithis' limit. This providessreasonable assurance that the ferritic
: materials will.have' adequate safety margins.against the' possibility of'p
nonductile behavior or rapidly propagating fracture.

-The. applicant is .in.conformance with most of the guidance in RG 1.71, " Welder
. Qualification for Areas.ofz Limited. Accessibility,'";and the approaches taken by
the applicant ~have been-reviewed and found acceptable by the ERC staff, as

-

discussed in Section 5.2.3 above. -The onsite cleaning and cleanliness controlsb |during fabrication satisfy the position- in RG 1.37, " Quality Assurance Require-
ments for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components of-Water-Cooled-

~

;3

E
Nuclear Power Plants," and ANSI N 45.2.1-1973, " Cleaning of Fluid Systems:and j'

Associated Components During-Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants."
1

10.4 Other Features

10.4.1 Main ~ Condenser

; 1The main condenser-is designed to function as a heat'-sink for the turbine-

exhaust system, turbine bypass steam, and other turbine cycle flows, and-to4

'

receive and collect condensate flows for-return to the reactor. The main
condenser transfers heat to the circulating water system, which uses cooling'b towers to dissipate the rejected heat to the atmosphere.

[The-main condenser'is not required to effect or support safe shutdown of the.-

reactor or to perform in the -operation'of reactor safety features. 1he main
e

L condenserfis a triple pressure, three-shell,ideaerating-type condenser and is
~ designed to produce turbine back pressures of 4.67, 3.56, and 2.81 inches
mercury' absolute when operating'at rated turbine output. The main condenserL ; design includes provisions for hotwell surge storage of the condensate and
feedwater systems .that is sufficient for approximately 2 minutes-of supply at

.

design conditions and~ allows sufficient time for radioactive decay before
Jreturing the condensate to the cycle. Offgas'from.the main condenser is'

processed in the gaseous radwaste system,~which is described and evaluated in
Section 11.3 below.

The main ~ condenser is designed to deaerate the' condensate to the required water
. quality and remove air plus hydrogen and oxygen formed in the steam as a result
of.the disassociation of water in the reactor. Admiralty and stainless steel
tubes'have been used to minimize-corrosion and erosion of condenser tubes.

L 1 Condenser tube _ leakage ~is monitored by conductivity cells installed in the
condenser hotwell and tube sheet area. Alarms will sound'in the control room;

: .if condenser tube-inleakage exceeds the compensating capability of condensate
ifilter demineralizer. Condenser. vacuum is monitored, and a low vacuum alarm,

i!

and'a turbine trip will actuate at 5.3 and 7.8 inches of mercury absolute,
![ respectively.- Provisions are made for closing the MSIVs in the event of low I

condenser vacuum..

1

L In the event of a circulating water system failure, water will accumulate in
the condenser chamber and ~ actuate alarms that annunciate in the control room.

~

.The condenser chamber .is designed so that flooding'cannot spread to other areas
* ;

'

of'the plant. Neither a failure of the circulating water system nor a rupture
of the condenser hotwell will affect any safety-related system.

:
i

,
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UThe? condenser =is designed to condense up to;2S% of full rated turbine steam-*

flow'as bypass steam. . Baffles are used to prevent direct impingement of'the.
.. bypassed steamLonLthe' condenser: tubes.

;The' scope of-review of the main condenser included layout. drawings and descrip-
tive information of the condenser in FSAR Section 10.4.1. The basis for
acceptance in.the NHC staff review was conformance of the design criteria and

. bases.and design'of.the. condenser |to.the acceptance criteria in SRP 10.4.1.II
and industry standards.''

,

|
Based on.its review, the NRC' staff concludes that the main condenser is in

-conformance with the above' cited criteria and' design bases, can perform its
designed-function, and is, therefore, acceptable.+

.

10.4.2 Main Condenser Evacuation System

The NRC-staff has" reviewed FSAR Section 11.4.2, which discusses the main0
condenser evacuation (air removal) system (MCES), the ~ system design bases,' and

.Thethe applicable acceptance criteria,'against the criteria of SRP.10.4.2.II.
.SRP acceptance criteria-include the applicable GOC and RGs-and Heat Exchanger-,

Institute " Standards for Steam Surface Condensers." Conformance to the accept-
ance criteria of the SRP provides the basis for concluding that the McES meets'

i the requirements of 10 CFR 50.
t

L Each Limerick unit has a dedicated MCES.

jThe MCES is designed to establish and maintain main condenser vacuum by removing'

noncondensible gases from the main condenser. During rionaal plant. operation,
the noncondensible gases.are routed to the offgas system for processing and

i delay before release (see Section 11.3 of this report for a description and ,

evaluation-of this process). During plantistartup and shutdown, main condenserf^

7 vacuum is achieved or maintained through the use of mechanical vacuum pumps ,

.that discharge the'noncondensible gases by bypassing the offgas system and:
venting the gases to the-environment through the turbine enclosure equipment

~

compartment exhaust air filter-assemblies and turbine enclosure vent stack.
4

|
Two 100% capacity steam jet air ejector (SJAE) systems are provided.for each

i generating unit. Each SJAE consists of a four-element first-stage steam-
jet air ejector and a single-element seco,nd-stage steam-jet air ejector that! discharges'to the gaseous radwaste recombination system for that genereting
unit.

,

! The MCES is designed.to preclude the potential for an explosion in the system ~

;

L upstream of the catalytic recombiner by maintaining. sufficient dilution steamIndication ofilowto.the second-stage SJAE to prevent a hydrogen detonation.i -steam flow to the second-stage SJAE will automatically cause a sigra1 to close '

the gas suction valves to the first-stage SJAE. Three hydrogen analyzers are~

,

downstream of the aftercondenser in each generating unit to monitor the hydrogen.

'

levels. One analyzer can be switched to measure the hydrogen content of the
offgas at the inlet to the recombiner.,

!

$
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The'McES-is designed to minimize' radioactive releases to.the environment by
ensuring delivery of the offgases to'the offgas~ system during power operation.k .In the' event of.a main steamline~high radiation signal, the mechanical vacuum.

'

1; pump will shut'down automatically. The abov'e provisions meet GDC 60 and 64. i2
1

The applicant's provisions for quality assurance for the design ~, cot.struction,'

iand-operational _ phases of the MCES'were reviewed for conformance with RGs 1.33.
and 1.123;;no exceptions to the' criteria were noted. Equipment quality group ;
classifications were~ reviewed for conformance with RG 1.26, as provided in the

|.SRP,~no exceptions'were noted. '

'

!

The MCES' includes equipment and instruments to establish and maintain condenser
~

vacuum and to prevent an uncontrolled release 'of gaseous radioactive material
,

ito the environment. The scope of the.NRC staff review included the system's
. capability to' transfer _ radioactive gases to the offgas ' system or ventilation' .

_

exhaust systems,-and the design provisions incorporated to monitor and control
releases of radioactive materials in effluents. -The NRC staff has reviewed| the applicant's system descriptions,-piping and instrumentation diagrams, and"

design criteria for~the components of.the MCES'in'accordance with the-SRP.'

.The.NRC staff concludes'that the MCES design is acceptable in that the appli-.

; cant' has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 64 with respect to the control andF
. monitoring releases of-radioactive materials to the environment by providing a . !controlled and monitored MCES. The applicant has met the require-ments of the ~

,

Heat Exchanger Institute " Standards for Steam Surface Condenser," which has r-

been reviewed by the NRC staff and determined to be appropriate for this ;

application.-

'

10.4.3 Steam Seal System
'

,

The'NRC. staff:has reviewed FSAR Section 10.4.3 regrrding steam seal system,'the
b . design bases, and applicable acceptance criteria s pinst the criteria of SRP''

~10.4.3 II. Conformance to the acceptance criteria 'of SRP 10.4.3 provides- the
bases for.the NRC staff's concluding that the steam seal system meets the

,
,

requirements of 10 CFR 50.*

Each Limerick unit has a dedicate <t steam seal system.
4

'. The steam seal system is designed to provide a continuous. supply of clean (low -
level radioactive) steam to the main turbine shaft seals; the stem packings of '

j the stop valves, control ~ valves, and combined intermediate and bypass valves;
: . the shaft seals of.the reactor feed. pump turbines; and the stem packings of the
2 - reactor feed pump turbine'stop and' control' valves. With this' sealing function,

radioactive steam is completely contained within the turbine loop. The cleana

steam is generated in the seal steam generator.by heating condensate with
extraction or main steam. A backup source of sealing: steam is available from
the auxiliary boilers. The condensed water from the sealing steam is returned

<to the main condenser after being condensed in the ' steam packing exhauster. A
,

small amount'of' saturated air is discharged by the steam packing exhauster to.

1- the turbine' enclosure vent stack.

The steam seal' system includes the equipment and instruments to provide a source4
'

of sealing steam to the annulus spaces'where the turbina shafts and various
~

a

;
s
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valve stems penetrate their casings. The' scope of the NRC staff review included.

the source of sealing steam and the provisions incorporated to monitor and
.

control releases of radioactive material in gaseous effluents, in accordance
| :

with GDC 60 and 64. :The NRC staff has_ reviewed the applicant's system descrip-
tions and design criteria for the components of the steam ~ seal' system and found
-them consistent with RG 1.26. The basis for acceptance has been conformance to -
SRP 10.4.3.

The NRC staff concludes that the steam seal system design is acceptable in that
-

the applicant has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 64 with respect to the
,

control and monitoring of releases of radioactive materials to the environment
. by providing a controlled and monitored steam seal system.

10.4.4 Turbine Bypass System
4

The turbine bypass system is designed to bypass up to 2S% of main steam flow
: to the main condenser. The turbine bypass system is used to control reactor
pressure (1) during the reactor heatup to rated pressure; (2) while the turbine
generator is being brought up to speed and synchronized; (3) during power opera-
tion when the reactor steam generation exceeds the transient turbine steam

!

requirements; and (4) during reactor cooldown. This system is not required to'

,

perform during accident conditions.

The bypass system is composed of nine bypass control valves, pressure reducer
~

assemblies, and piping.
_

-The nine bypass valves are located between.the MSIVs and the tur*: a stop
: valves. Each valve is provided with a pressure reducer assembl/ mountec down-

stream of the valves to reduce steam pressure before it is discharged into the-
condenser. The turbine bypass system is not a safety-related system and is
not required for plant shutdown following an accident.

,

I The turbine bypass valves are designed to close on loss of main condenser
t vacuum.

The scope of review of the turbine bypass system included drawings, piping and
instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive information of the system in FSAR
Section-10.4.4. The basis for acceptance in the NRC staff review was conform-
ance of the design criteria and bases and design of_the turbine bypass system
to the acceptance criteria in SRP 10.4.4.11 and industry standards.a

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the turbine bypass system is
in conformance with the above cited criteria and design bases, can perform its

. designed function,,and is, therefore, acceptable.
.

10.4.5 Circulating Water System
.

5
|

.The circulating water system (CWS) was reviewed in accordance with SRP 10.4. .
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the NRC staff

-

evaluation of the CWS with respect to the applicable portions of 10 CFR 50.
.

d
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iThe_nonsafety-related (nonseismic Category I, Qualtiy Group D) CWS is designed;
_ :to remove:the heat rejected from the main condenser to the utmosphere through-one natural draft cooling tower per unit. The CWS is not required to shut-

- down- the reactor,J to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition, or tomitigate the consequences of accidents.

The applicant has provided the results of an acceptable analysis of the effects!-
.of possible flooding as'a result of a postulated failure _of a circulating water
system expansion joint. .The analysis indicated that the maximum steady-state

' water level'would be elevation 223 feet. At= this elevation,- the water would
flow from the building to the Schuylkill-River. There=are no safety-related..

structures in the flow path. All doors and penetrations that interconnect to
other structures below an elevation of 223 feet a.re: watertight. There is nop'

safety related equipment that would be affected by the failure of the expansion
'

_ joint._ Thus, the NRC staff. concludes that the requirements of GDC 4 with,

i

respect to protection of safety-related systems from failures of nonsafety-
related systems are satisfied, and the CWS meets the acceptance criteria of'
SRP 10.4.5.

.10.4.6 Condensate Filter _Demineralizer. System
'

'

The condensate filter demineralizer system removes corrosion products, condenser
inleakage impurities, and impurities present in the condensed steam. The system _!

3

consists of.the necessary piping, valves, appurtenances, and instrumentation?

to control the condensate impurity concentration during plant operation. Eight
filter demineralizers are provided to polish 100% of the condensate flow. Seven
areinormally in operation, and one is on standby for replacing.an inservice
unit at-the end of. its service run or if there is an abnormal condenser leak.

-

3

The condensate cleanup system description and piping and' instrumentation diagrams
have:been reviewed in accordance with SRP 10.4.6 (NUREG-0800).

; The limits.for the conductivity, chloride concentration, silicon, pH, and total
metallic , impurities (Fe, Cu, and Ni) in the demineralizer effluent during power
operation have-been established and will be implemented by plant operating '

. procedures. Conductivity is continuously monitored for the system influent and
i effluent, and filter demineralizer vessel effluent. Sample line valves are'

provided in each deminerclizer effluent line and the influent and effluent
-

_ headers to permit analysis of the; water quality.
. -

The filter demineralizer-is regenerated as a result of buildup of differential,

pressure. These beds normally have more than 50% of their ion exchange capacity'

-remaining when they are removed from' service for high differential pressure.
|L Ion exchange capacity becomes the limiting factor only during periods of'

condenser tube leakage. Flow rates are measured and totaled for the individual
; condensate demineralizers. The condensate filter demineralizers are designed"

to be' operated at a 0.1 paho/cm conductivity end point. Pre-coat demineralizer
media for each filter-demineralizer unit tre replaced on a cyclic basis when
the pressure differential reaches between 25 to 35 psid or the effluent conduc-
tivity exceeds 0.1 paho/cm. :A high effluent conductivity alarm for each filter--

; demineralizer unit is installed in the control room.

Tiie NRC staff has-determined that the condensate cleanup system meets RG 1.56,
Revision-1 (July 1978); water purity ~ acceptance criterion 1 of.SRP 10.4.6 -

Ii'
.
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and the requirements of GDC 14 as it relates to' water chemistry control. On

this basis,.the NRC staff' concludes that the applicant's condensate cleanup
system is' acceptable.

10.4.7 Condensate and Feedwater System =

The condensate and feedwater system was-reviewed in accordance with SRP 10.4.7-.

.(NUREG-0800). :Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis forf '

the NRC~ staff evaluation of the condensate and feadwater system with respect ~
L -to.the applicable-regulations of 10 CFR 50.
;

-The condensate and feedwater system includes all components and eouipment fromi
-

-the condenser outlet-to the connection to the reactor vessel'and to the heater4

drain system. aThe system serves no safety-function'and is therefore classified~

as nonsafety related (nonseismic Category I). However, the portion of the *
,

: system between the reactor vessel and containment.is safety related and is
,

designed to seismic. Category I, Quality Group A criteria from the reactor to
the. outboard containment isolation valve, and to seismic Category I,-Quality*

Group B| criteria from the outboard containment isolation valve ,through the
'feedwater shutoff valve to the steam tunnel to: ensure feedwater system isola-

_ tion under accident conditions. Each main,feedwater line contains an outboard'

containment isolation valve, which is a spring-closing check _ valve held open
i ~ by air pressure during normal operation;:an inboard isolation check valve; and
L a motor-operated shutoff valve powered from a sepe ate emergency bus. Thus,

-feedwater. isolation is ' ensured in the event _of a single failure in any isolation,

valve. The safey-related portion of.the system is located .in the seismic,

_ Category I, flood- and tornado protected reactor building. Thus,'the require-
,

ments of GDC 2:and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, are
' satisfied. The essential equipment is. separated.from the effects of internally
generated missiles and is qualified;to function in a steamline break environ-,

ment.- -Thus,_the requirements of GDC 4 are satisfied. (See Sections 3.6.1 and
3.11 of this-SER for further discussion.of environmental qualification ~of

4 -essential equipment and protection against postulated piping failures.) 'The
'feedwater' system is not shared between units;.therefore, the requirements _of,

p GDC 5 are not applicable.

The feedwater system is not required :to transfer heat under accident conditions;
therefore, GDC 44, 45, and 46 are not applicable.*

Based on_the above, the NRC staff concludes that the safety-related portions
: ; of thefcondensate and feedwater system meet the requirements of GDC 2 and 4

?with respect to protection against. natural phenomena, missiles, and environ -
~

mental effects, and meet the g'uidelines of_RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2,
with respect to seismic classification'and are, therefore, acceptable. The
condensate and feedwater system meets _the acceptance criteria of SRP 10.4.7.

i

L

e
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- 115RADI0ACTI'VE WASTE MANAGEMENT-F

11.1 Introduction

,

.FSAR.Section 11 contains_information pertaining'to the design bases and descrip-
d' = tion of the radioactive waste management systems. .

'

The radioactive waste management systems are designed to provide for the con-*

trolled handling and treatment of' liquid, gaseous, and solid wastes,
f

:The liquid waste management system collects, processes, monitors, and recycles |
lor disposes of liquid radioactive wastes from the'operationLof. Limerick. -Theh
gaseous waste management system provides holdup capacity.to allow decay of-
short-lived noble gases from the main condenser air ejector and treatment of

' ventilation exhausts through filters, .as necessary, to reduce releases of radio-
lactive materials. - The. solid radioactive waste system provides for the solidi-
fication (if necessary), . packaging,. and ~ storage of radioactive wastes generated
during station operation before shipment off site to a licensed facility _for
burial. .The radioactive waste management review area includes the process andi

[ effluent radiological monitoring and sampling systems-provided,for the detection -

and measurement offradioactive materials in~ plant process and effluent streams.

The NRC . staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
1

bases for the= radioactive ~ waste management systems for Limerick Units 1 and
2.according to SRP 11.1, 11. 2, 11. 3, :L1. , and 11. 5. The acceptance criteria4

<

include the applicable GDC, 10 CFR 20.106,' Appendix I to 10.CFR 50, and ANSI.
-N13.1, " Guide'to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear Facilities."
Guidelines forfimplementation of the requirements of|the acceptance criteria

"

'

are provided in the ANSI standards, RGs, and other documents | identified in ~ the.

SRP. Conformance to the acceptance criteria provides _the bases for the NRC
' staff's concluding that the radioactive waste management systems meet the

,

requirements of 10 CFR 20 and 50. t

?The' estimated releases of radioactive materials in-liquid effluents were calcu .
lated using the BWR GALE Code described'in NUREG-0016, Revision 1,." Calculation

.of. Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous' and Liquid Effluents from Boil- r

- ing Water Reactors' (BWR GALE Code)",~ dated January 1979. The principal parame-
'

,

ters'used in~these ca7culations are in Table 11.1-of this report.' The liquid
! and g'aseous' source-terms 'are given in Tables D-1 and D-2 of ~ the Limerick Draft~

,

Environmental Statement (DES).(NUREG-0974).

Limerick has three radioactive waste management systems: .The liquid waste*

fmanagement' system (LWMS), the gaseous waste management systems (GWMS), and the
' ~ solid waste management system (SWMS). The station also has several' radiation

~

|: monitoring subsystems used for the process and effluent radiological monitor-
'

'ing instrumentation'and sampling systems (PERMISS). Each'of these is reviewed -

'

in accordance with the applicable portions of SRP 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4,-and
11.5. The results of these reviews are discussed below.

f
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Table 11.lfPrincipal parameters'used in the calculation of. '

'

fradioactive effluents from Limerick Units'1 and 2-

Parameterr
. ".Value

.

Thermal ~ power (MWt)
3458 3Capacity. factor 0.80

. Total steam flow (108. lb/hr) - 14.8
,

Mass water,-reactor vessel (10 lb)~ 0.55
8

Fission product carryover fraction' O.001Halogen carryover fraction1

' . 0.004 '
i' Cleanup demineralizer flow-(10s 1b/hr);

. 0.13
, . Fraction of feedwater through condensate demineralizer 1. 0 "~' Radwaste dilution flow (103 gpm) 5. 0 -' -- Air _ ejector offgas holdup-(hours)

_ 0.'102Containment building iodine release fraction * L1.0Containment. building particulate: release fraction * 1. 0' Auxiliary building iodine release fraction * 0.30
i Auxiliary building particulate release fraction * 0.01Turbine building 3 iodine. release fraction 0.01Turbine building' particulate release fraction- 0.01Radwaste building iodine release fraction- ,
, 1.0'

- ' Radwaste. building particulate release' fraction 0.01 :)
i

Charcoal-delay system
Kr; adsorption coefficient (cm /g) 18.5-

3

.Xe adsorption coefficient (cm g) 330
3

Liquid. waste inputs
High purity waste processing

Process; rate, gpd_ 22,400 -

Fraction of primary coolant' activity concentration
Discharge fraction ' -0.17

.

O.01
'

LCollection time, days 0.45
. Decay time, days

. 0.05
*

Decontamination factor (DF) I 100
:DF Cs 100
DF other nuclides-

. 100
Low purity wastes processing

~

Process rate, gpd
.

. 5700
Fraction of' primary coolant activity concentration . _0.001-Discharge fraction 0.1:

~ Collection time, days _ 1.5
Decay time,: days 0.04
.DF I 100
DF Cs 2
DF.other nuclides 100-

*For Limerick Units.1 and 2, the term " containment building," as.used in the
:BWR-GASLE Code described in NUREG-0016, Revision 1, corresponds the the refuel-
ing floor area -ventilation assignable to one generating' unit, and .the ters
" auxiliary building" ' corresponds to the-secondary containment or reactor '

,

enclosure assignable to one unit.
>

,<

,
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Table 11.1 (Continued)

Parameter Value

Chemical waste processing **
Process rate, gpd -600-
Fraction of primary coolant activity concentration. 0.02-
Discharge _ fraction 0.1
Collection' time, days- 2.5
Decay time.. days 0.007
DF'I < 100
DF Cs- 2
DF'other nuclides 100

** Installation of the evaporator feed tank,-evaporators, and evaporator dis-
tillate sample tank will not be completed for initial plant operation.
Wastes from the' chemical waste tank will be routed to the floor drain
collection tank prior'to installation of these components. The principal
parameters given above for the chemical waste system are based on the
processing of the chemical wastes by -the floor drain subsystem.

11.2 Liquid Waste Management System

11.2.1 ' System Descriptioni

The liquid radioactive waste management system consists of process equipment
and instrumentation necessary to collect, process, and monitor,- and recycle or
dispose of~ radioactive' liquid wastes from the operation of Limerick Units 1 and-
2. -The wastes will be collected and processed in three major subsystems _and
miscellaneous supporting subsystems. The liquid radwaste system is designed
to collect and process wastes based on the source,~ activity, and composition
of the fluids. All liquid waste will be processed on a batch basis to permit,

optimum control and disposal of radioactive waste. Before the waste is re-t

leased, samples will be analyzed to determine the types and amounts of radio -
activity present. Based on the results of the analyses ~, the waste will be
recycled for eventual reuse .in the plant, retained for further_ processing, or
released-under' controlled conditions from the discharge line to the cooling;

tower blowdown line, which, in turn, discharges to the environment. A radiation#

( monitor in the discharge line will automatically _ terminate' liquid waste dis-
charges if radiation measurements exceed a predetermined level.

.

The liquid radioactive waste management system consists'of (1) the equipment
i' drain (high purity) subsystem,-(2) the floor drain (low purity) subsystem,

'and (3) the laundry drain subsystem. The installation of a chemical waste
-subsystem willinot be completed for initial plant operation. Before this sub-4

system is installed.. chemical wastes will be processed by the floor drain sub-
system. Cross connections between the subsystems will provide flexibility for -i

processing by alternate methods. T5ese systems are described in detail in FSAR7

Section 11.2. Design parameters of the principal components are in Table 11.2*

of this report.,

.
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:. Table 11.2 Design parameters of principal components considered
- in. the evaluation of liquid and gaseous radioactive
waste treatment: systems for Limerick Units- 1 and 2

i

' Component -Number; -Capacity, each
*

'

LIQUIDLSYSTEMS* *

-Equipment'(High Purity) Drain-Subsystem'
i
.

Collection Tank 1 25,000 gallons
. Pre-Coat. Filter- 1 '275 fta'

Demineralizer" 1 85 ft8
Sample Tanks 2 25,000 gallons,

Surge Tank 1 75,000 gallons

Floor (Low Purity) Drain Sub' system

I Collection Tank- 'l- 21,000 gallons
i Pre-Coat Filter- 1- 275 fts
L Demineralizer 1 85 ft '8
," Sample Tanks 2 21,000 gallons

Surge _ Tank. . :L 75,000 gallons
-|

<

Chemical Waste Subsystem '

Chemical Waste Tank 1 7,500 gallons
Evaporator Feed Tank ** 1 7,500 gallons
Evaporators **; ~2 20 gpm-
Evaporator Distillate Sample _ Tank ** 1 7,500 gallons

; Evaporator Concentrate Storage Tank- 1 5'000 gallons,

Laundry Drain Subsystem

Laundry Dra'in Tanks . 2- 1,000 gallons-
Filter 1 48 fta
Sample Tank .1 2,000 gallons,

.
GASEOUS SYSTEMS *i

Offaas Systems
t

Catalytic Recombiners 1/ unit 350 psig, 1100'F design-

Condensers 1/ unit 350 psig, 150*F design.

Charcoal Adsorber Vessels, Unit 1 2 375 psig, 150'F design:
' '

_ . 5 250 psig, 150*F design
- Charcoal Adsorber Vessels, Unit 2 1. 375 psig, 150*F design i

'

* 8 250 psig,-150*F design,
,

Charcoal*

160 tons / unit '-

* Quality group and seismic design in accordance with RG 1.143.
.

** Installation will not be completed for initial plant operation. Wastes
from the chemical waste tank will be routed to the floor drain collection

. tank before~the components are installed.
i

?

1

'
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TheequipmentLdrainsubsystemprocessesthelowconductivity,high; purity
wastes. Wastes.willibe processed through a precoat-type filter and a mixed bed

' domineralizer. in series. LThe NRC staff estimates the equipment drain subsystem
waste input flow to be approximately 22,000 gpd per generating unit and assumes

_

- that 1% of the_ treated' process stream will be released to the Schuylkill Riveri
~through-the cooling tower blowdown line. The remainder will be. recycled to.the
condensate storage tanks for eventual reuse within the plant. The design capa-

7' city of the equipment. drain subsystem is-400,000 gpd (280 gpm). The difference
~

between the expected flow and design flow provides adequate reserve for proces-
_

' sing surge flows.

After installation ^1s complete, the chemical waste subsystem will process the
-chemical' wastes through a radwaste evaporator. The NRC-staff estimated that.c

the chemical waste input flow will-be approximately 600 cpd and assumed that
10% of-the treated process' streams will be' released to the environment. The
design cap'acity'of.the evaporator (29,000 gpd) is~ sufficient, relative to the.

'

;_
expected chemical, waste subsystem input ~ flow, to handle surge flows ~ The"

.

laundry drain subsystem processes. detergent-containing water from the plant
~

' laundries and personnel decontamination facilities. The wastes are processed-

i through the laundry drain filter and, after collection for sampling and analy-
' sis, are normally discharged through.the monito_ red discharge pipe.

i In its evaluation-of the liquid radioactive waste management system, .the NRC
~

!
~

(1) the capability of the system to. maintain. releases below. staff considered:
the limits'in 10 CFR 20 during periods of fission product leakage atidesign

~

levels from1the fuel;.(2) the capability of the system to meet the' processing
,[ demands;of the station during anticipated operational occurrences; (3) the

quality group _and seismic design classification _ applied to the equipment and
~

;" to components'and structures housing the systems;_(4) the design features that
are incorporated to control the' releases of radioactive materials in accordance

! with GDC 60; and (5) the capability of the system for. keeping the_ levels of
radioactivity in effluents "as low as is reasonably achievable," based on
expected.radwaste inputs over the life ~of the plant.

i;

i The estimated releases of radioactive materials in liquid effluents were cal-
culated using the BWR-GALE Code described in NUREG-0016, Revision 1. -The

j BWR-GALE' Code is a computerized mathematical.model.for calculating the routine
! -releases of radioactive' material in ' effluents from BWRs. The basic code has
F been in use since 1976 for all BWR licensing reviews. The calculations in the
[ code are' based on (1) data generated from operating reactors...(2)~ field and
I laboratory tests, (3) standardized coolant activities' derived from American

Nuclear Society (ANS)~18.1 Working Group recommendations, (4). release and trans-
[ port mechanisms that result _in the appearance of radioactive material in liquid
i streams, and (5) the Limerick radwaste system design features used to reduce .

! - the quantities of radioactive materials ultimately released to the environs.
'The principal parameters'used in these calculations are given in Table 11.1 of'

i this report. The liquid source terms are in Table D-4'of.the DES (NUREG-0974).
::
1- 11.2.2 Evaluation Findings

The_ liquid radwaste system includes the equipment necessary to control the
releases of radioactive materials in liquid effluents in accordance with GDC 60
and'61. Capacities.of principal components considered in the liquid waste

,
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.

processing _ system evaluation are listed in Table :L1.2. The NRC-staff concludes
,that:the design of theiliquid_ waste management system.is acceptable and meets ~

'
'

the' requirements of 10 CFR 20.106, 10 CFR 50.34a, 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and
GOC'60 and 61, as referenced in the SRP.
following:

' This conclusion is based on the

(1)iThe.appiicant:hasmettherequirementsof10CFR20.106.*

The NRC-staffE
has considered the potential consequences resulting from reactor operation
and' determined that the_ concentrations of radioactive materials in liquid,

effluents in unrestricted areas will be a small fraction of the limits in
10 CFR-20, A'ppendix B, Table II, Column 2.

i

(2).-The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 61 with respect to
~

controlling releases of' radioactive material to the environment. The NRC
r . staff has considered the-capabilities of the proposed liquid'radiowastes
' treatment system to meet the_ demands of the plant as a result of antici-

pated operational occurrences and has concluded that the system capacity,

and design flexibility are adequate to meet the anticipated.needs of the
;- plant. The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's quality assurance pro-

visions forf the liquid radwaste systeins, the quality group classifications,

used for system gomponents, and the seismic design applied to structures'

housing these systems. _.The design of the systems and structures housing ;

these systems meet the; intent of the criteria as set forth in RG 1.143.
The NRC staff has reviewed the provisions incorporated in the applicant's

: design to control the release of radioactive materials in liquids as'a
L result of inadvertent tank overflows and concludes that the measures pro--,

posed by the applicant are consistent with the criteria in RG 1.143.
I - .

| (3) The applicant has met the requirements of Section II.A of Appendix I of
10 CFR 50 with respect to dose-limiting objectives by proposing'a liquid

j iradwaste: treatment system that is capable' of-maintaining releases of radio--
I' active materials in liquid effluents such that the calculated individual

doses -in an unrestricted area from all pathways of: exposure are less than
i _3 millirems tofthe total body and 10 millirems to any organ. In its evalu-

ation, the'NRC staff has considered releases of radioactive materials in,

i liquid effluents for normal-operation _ including anticipated operational
|- occurrences' based on expected radwaste inputs over the life of the plant,
|: in accordance with SRP 11.1.

(4) The applicant ~has. net the requirements of the Commission's September 4,
1975 Annex to Appendix I of 10 CFR 50 with respect to meeting the "as low
as is reasonably achievable" criterion, and,'therefore, need not perform

-a cost-benefit analysis as would otherwise be req' aired by Section II.D of
; Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.

| 11.3.. Gaseous Waste Management
i

|- 11.3.1 ~ System Description
p
' The gaseous radioactive waste processing and plant ventilation systems are

designed to collect, store, process, monitor, and discharge potentially radio-r

| active gaseous wastes that are generated during normal operation of the plant.
| The systems consist ~ of equipment and instrumentation necessary to reduce re-
|_ leases of radioactive gases and particulates to the environment. The principal

'
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sources of gaseous" waste are the effluents"from the gaseous waste processing
'

system, condenser mechanical vacuum pumps, and ventilation exhausts,from the
,

' radwaste and turbine ~ enclosures, sand from:the reactor.enclo'sures and refueling
floor. - '43- -

The offgas system for Limerick,Un'it 1;is separate from the offgas sys ere fo
' Unit 2;>however, interconnections ^between each system provide operating flexi-=

bility. -The offgas system collects, processes, and stores fission product-
~

- gases removed from the main condenser by processing' through' a preheater,: re-
combiner, aftercondenser,' holdup, pipe, cooler condenser,;and guard bed, and..

.then by-adsorption and delay through charcoal adsorber' tanks. After delay,'_the
.

gas passas through a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter and is dis-
charged to the environment through the north stack.

,
,

,

m=, .
. .

Ventilation exhaust air from each rea<. tor enclosure is exhausted by three paths,
two that are treated and one that is not treated. .The principal exhaust" path
-is'an-untreated 140,000 cfm flow through~two of three fans; this1 path also4

; serves.as..the. principal purge path for.the reactor enclosure. The equipment-
b compartment exhaust systems process ventilation exhaust from'each of the' reactor
; enclosures that are most likely to have scurces of airborne radioactivity,

.
including low-volume purge air from the primary containment. Each equipment

'. compartment exhaust system contains prefilters, HEPA filter, La 2-inch bed of

!,

charcoal adsorber,.and5a HEPA-filter.' The? exhaust's from thefreactor enclosure
air exhaust system and' equipment compartment exhaust system for each generating-
unit are discharged through the south stack duct associated with that unit.
High-volume purge air from the primary containment is exhausted through the

t ' standby gas treatment system to the north stack.

~

Refueling floor air exh'austLfans for each ' generating unit normally discharge
untreated air to the south stack duct associated with that unit. .

3

-In the radwaste enclosure, there are HEPA filters in.the service and cont c1
,

area exhaust, equipment compartment exhaust, . fume' hood exhaust, and tank aridp
sump exhaust. The tank and sump exhaust also contains a 2-inch' deep" charcoal

; adsorber. This air and untreated general radwaste area exhaust is discharged
!~ Lto the north stack. -

,

t . %.e .. ,

; The turbine enclosure ventilation. system exhaust containsiHEPA. filters and a
; 8-inch deep charcoal ~adsorber. This air and' untreated air from noncontaminated
; - _ areas'is released to the north stack. t

'

g . The major-source of gaseous radwaste during' normal plant operation will be off-
- gas from the main condensers. Each generating unit will have an offgas system
consisting of a catalytic hydrogen-oxygen recombiner, a holdup pipe to permit

,

. decay _of short-lived radioisotopes ~ before they ' enter the charcoal adsorbers, a*

charcoal?adsorber train, i.ndfa?HEPA filter.
. -

.Therecombinersaresizedto:reducethehydrogbnconcentrationbelow1%by4'

' volume on a dry basis; three hydrogen analyzers are provided to monitor hydro-.

gen concentration, and the'applicantlhas stated that the pressure boundary of'

; the offgas' system.is: designed to withst'and the" effects of a hydrogen detonation.
[ The hydrogen analyzers are designed to' withstand a hydrogen explosion. The
j analyzer cells are not capabl.e of causing a detonation. The hydrogen concentra-
2 - tion is annunciated locally and in the control room. The offgas system and the

t

3-,
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<pland$hntilf fon rystemere descrit,ed in F$iAR SecYidnsJ, .3 and 9.4. Design
[,. / parar4terso[principalcomponentsarein< Table 11.2of,thisreport.

~

.

: 'y .; -
' '<

, , /, \
4 'In its evaluation o,f;tb& gaseous radwafce managetint system the,NRC staff con- 1. g

; sidered; the following SRFIcriteria: ;(1) the capability of tiie , system to meet
the processingLdemands of;the station during anticipated operational occurrences,

~

j f2) M c-quality group andiseismic' design classification * applied to the equipment'

y and jto components and. stryctures housing _the system, (3)' the design features |

a t.'gt are incorporated to control the releases of radioactive materials in accor-
, rdance with GDC.60, (4) the potentfal for gaseous releases as a result of hydro-.
'

-gen explosion in the gaseous radwaste system, (5) the capability of the system l
# for keeping the lev'els of, radioactivity in effluents "as low as is reasonably

'~

achievable" based on expected radwaste inputs'over the life of the plant, and
(6) the capability of the system to maintain releases below the limits-in
10 CFR 20 during periods of fission product leakage at design _ levels from the

,

fuel. The estimated releases of radioactive materials. tri gaseous effluents were i
calculated using the BWR-GALE Code described in NUREG-0016, P.evision 1. The
BWR-GALE Code is a computerized rathematica.1.model for calculating the routine
releases of radioactive material-in affluents from boiling water reactors (BWRs).r

'The basic code has been in.use since 1976 for all BWR licensing reviews. The
calculations in the code are based on (1) data generated from operating reactors,
(2) field and laboratory tests, (3) standardized coolant activities derived
from feerican Nuclear Society (ANj)'18.1 Working"Groupirecommendations, (4)

.

releast and transport mechanisms that result in the appearance of radioactive
materidl iri gaseous streams;.and '(5) the~ Limerick 1 Units 1 and 2 radwaste system .
design heatures' used to % educe the quantities of radioactive materials ulti-
mately' released to the environy." The principal. parameters used in these cal-,,

culations*are in Table 11.1'above. 'The gaseous source term is in Table D-1 of
1 the DES,- / -

-- ^ /: ; e
_

.The'NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's quality assurance provisions for the
.j gaseous radwaste systems,:the quality group classifications used for system*

v'', components, and the-seismic design criteria applied to the design of- the system
i ,and structures housing the radwaste systems. The design of.the system and
" .s'tructubes housing these' systems meets the intent of'the criteria in RG 1.143~

,

and refirenced in the SRP.
U s

y Tlie NRChtaff has reviewed the provisions incorporated in the applicant's de-
'

sign to control releases as a result of hydrogen explosions in the gaseous rad-

h: . waste system.- The' applicant's diteria.for design to withstand the effects of-
f- a hydrogen explosion take into; account additional factors than are addressed

-t by the criteria of the SRP.. The NRC staff has not completed its evaluation of

.
the acceptability of these alternate criteria as they relatt to the portions of

f the offgas' system ~that do not meet the' SRP acceptance criteria.

The NRC staff has reviewed -the provisions incorporated in the applicant's de-1
,

sign to collect airborne radioactive' materials.in the normal ventilation exhaust
. systems during normal clant operation, including anticipated operational occur-
_rences. The.NRC 6taffsfinds.the design of the air filtration and adsorption

4 ' units consistent with-RG 1.140, as referenced in the SRP.

_f -
,

-s 3
'* f,e

i ,;
,
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'11'.3.2 Evaluation Findings

-The following conclusions are subjectLto the NRC staff's determination that all
parts cf the'offgas: system are designed-to withstand the effects of a hydrogen
explosion. .The NRC staff concludes that.the design of the~ gaseous waste manage-
ment system-is acceptable and meets _the. requirements of 10 CFR.20.106, 10 CFR
50.34a,-Appendix I.to 10 CFR 50, and GDC 60 and 61, as referenced in the SRP.
This conclusion isLbased on the following:'

b .(1)' The applicant has met'the requirements of GDC 60 and 64 with respect to i

. controlling releases _of radioactive material to the_ environment by.ensur--

-ing that the design of the gaseous waste management system includes the. ,

equipment and instruments necessary to control the release of. radioactive
! materials in gaseous effluents. Capacities of principal components can-

sidered in the| gaseous waste processing system evaluation are listed in
Table 11.2.,

'(2) LThe_NRC staff has considered the. capabilities of the proposed gaseous
waste management system to meet'the anticipated. demands of the plant due ,

'to anticipated operational occurrences and has concluded that the system-
capacity and design flexibility are adequate to' meet the anticipated

.

r,aeds.of the plant.'

.(3) /The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's quality assurance provisions
for the gaseous waste management system, the quality group;classifica -

j' tions used for system components, and the seismic design applied to the~

design of the system and structures housing the radwaste system. _The
. . design of the system and of structures housing the system meets.the intentt

of'the criteria in RG 1.143.4

(4) The-applicant has met the requirements of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50 by
meeting the "as low as is reasonably achievable" criterion as follows: 3

Regarding Sections II.B and II.C of Appendix-I, the NRC' staff;has.-

considered releases of radioactive material (noble gases, radio-
iodine,~and particulates) in gaseous effluents-for' normal operation
including anticipated operational occurrences based on expected _ rad-1

waste inputs over the life of~the plant. .The NRC staff has deter- -i.

'
, mined that.the proposed gaseous waste management system is capable

'of maintaining releases of radioactive materials in gaseous:eff,1uents
so that the calculated individual doses in an unrestricted area from;

all pathways of exposure are less than 5 millirems to the total body
or 15 milliremstto the skin and not more than 15 millirems'to any'

organ from releases of radioiodine and. radioactive material in
particulate form, considering, in addition, carbon-14 and tritium.'

The applicant _has met'the requirements of the Commission's Septem-
.

,

--

ber 4,-1975 Annex to: Appendix 1I to 10 CFR 50 with respect to meeting
,

'the "as low as is reasonably achievable" criterion, and, therefore,
need not perform a cost-benefit analysis'as otherwise would be

~ -

requi, red by Section II.D of' Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.
,

' (5)f The applicant'has met the requirements of 10 CFR 20. The NRC staff has
considered the potential consequences resulting~from reactor operation

LimerickLSER- 11-9
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. with_"a fission product release rate consistent with.a noble gas release
rate to the reactor coolant of 100pCi/MWt-sec at 30 minutes decay" for a

'BWR and determined that, under these conditions, the concentrations of
radioactive materials in gaseous effluents in unrestricted areas will be
a small fraction of the limits specified in 10 CFR 20 Appendix B.
Table II, Column I.

11.4 Solid Waste Management System

11.4.1 System Description -)
l

The solid radioactive waste mad 80ement system (SWHS) consists of equipment and,

instrumantation necessary for the solidification or packaging of radioactive
wastes resulting from operation of the reactor water cleanup system, the con-
densate cleanup system, the liquid'radwaste system, and the miscellaneous
debris arising from normal operation and maintenance of the plant. The SWMS
will be located in the radwaste building.

The SWHS serves both generating units, and is designed to process two general
types of solid wastes: " wet" solid wastes that require solidification-(under
certain conditions), processing, and packaging before shipment, and " dry"
solid wastes that require packaging and, in some cases, compaction before
shipment to a licensed burial facility.

|
. 1

Compressible " dry" solid wastes--consisting mainly of such items as ventilation
air filters, contaminated clothing, paper, laboratory glassware, and tools--
will be compacted in 55 gallon drums by a waste compacter. The compacter is
equipped with ventilation to control the emmission of contaminated particles
during the compaction process. Noncompressible wastes will be packaged
manually in 55 gallon drums or other suitable containers.

" Wet" solid wastes consist primarily of spent bead. resins and powdered resins.
The resins will be dewatered by gravity settling and centrifugation before

.. packaging in high-integrity containers for shipment and disposal.
| .

[ Installation of the radwaste. evaporators will not be completed for initial
| plant operation. Ar.y concentrates produced by the evaporators will be solid-

ified by an acceptable mobile solidification system before shipment off site.
Before plant startup, the applicant will be required to submit a process
control program to ensure that the packaged wastes are suitable for shipment

.and disposal according to Federal and state regulations and other require-,

| ments, in conformance with SRP 11.4.
,

| The annual production of solid wastes is estimated to be approximately 15,000
| ft3 of " wet" wastes, containing approximately 6,000 curies of activity, and
' 30,000 fts of compacted " dry" wastes, containing less than 10 curies of cctiv-

ity. The applicant has provided a minimum storage capacity for approximately
|- 1 month's capacity at the annual average generation rate. Because the NRC

staff's guidance specifies storage space for 1 month's waste capacity, the NRC
- staff finds the storage volume adequate for meeting the demands of'the plant.

| In its evaluation of the solid radioactive waste management system, the NRC

| staf f considered: (1) system design objectives in terms of expected types,
t
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1.

volt.nes and activities of waste processed for offsite shipment; (2) packaging _
and conformance.to applicable Federal packaging regulations, and provisions for
controlling potentially radioactive airborne dusts during baling operations;
and (3) provisions for onsite storage before shipping.

1.

The review'of.the SWMS,'which was conducted in accordance with the-SRP, included
i line diagrams of the. systems. piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descrip-

tive _information for the:SWMS and for those. auxiliary supporting systems that-
,- are' essential to the operation of the SWMS. The applicant's proposed design

criteria and design bases for the SWMS.and the applicant's analysis of those'

' criteria and bases were reviewed and_ compared with those of the.SRP. The.
capability of the proposed-system to process the types and volumes of wastes

- expected during normal . operation and anticipated operational occurrences in~
accordance with GDC'60,Lthe provisions for the handling of wastes relative to
the requirements of.10.CFR'20 and 71 and of applicable Department of Transporta-

. . tion-(DOT) regulations, and the applicant's quality group classification and
- seismic ~ design' relative to-RG 1.143 also were~ reviewed. The basis for accep-

- tance_in the review was conformance of the. applicant's designs, design criteria,
and design bases for the solid.radwaste management system to the regulations,
guides,cstaff technical positions, and industry standards referenced in the
SRP.

11.4,2 - Evaluation Findings
' The NRC staff concludes-that the design of the solid waste management system

is acceptable and meets _the requirements of 10 CFR 20.106, 10 CFR 50.34a,s
,

10 CFR 71, and GDC 60, 63, and 64, as referenced in SRP 11.4. This1 conclusiont
is based on the applicant's demonstrating that'the SWMS includes the equipment
and instrumentation used for the processing,_ packaging, and storage of radio-
u tive'was".es before shipment off site for burial. The scope of the review-
of _the SWMS : includes line diagrams of the system, piping and instrumentation

i diagrams,: and descriptive information for the SWMS and for those auxiliary sup-
; porting systems that are considered to be essential to-the operation of the

SWMS. The applicant'.s proposed design criteria' and design bases for the _ SWMS
' and the applicant's analysis 'of those criteria and base's have been reviewed. "

The capability of the proposed system to process the types and volumes if wastes
- expected during normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences in'
accordance with GDC 60, provisions for the handling of wastes relative to the-~

,

requirements'of 10 CFR 20 and 71 and of~ applicable DOT regulations, and the
applicant's quality' group classification and seismic design relative to-

~

,

RG 1.143, have also been reviewed in accordance with the-SRP. The_ applicant's-'

: proposed methods of ensuring complete solidification'and/or. dewatering will be t

- subject to review and approval before plant startup.- The basis for acceptance
in the NRC staff review has been conformance of the applicant's designs, design

' - criteria, and design bases for the solid radwaste system to the regulation and
the guides' referenced above and in SRP 11.5, as well as to staff technical

,

positions and industry standards. Based on the foregoing evaluation, and on
I the condition that the: applicant'provides a process control program, the NRC

staff concludes that_the proposed solid radwaste system is acceptable.

*
,
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11.5 Process and Effluent Radiological Monitoring and Samplina Systems

.11.5.1 System Description

The process and effluent radiological monitoring systems are designed to pro-
vide information concerning radioactivity levels in systems throughout the
plant, indicate radioactive leakage between systers, monitor equipment per-
formance, and monitor and control radioactivity levels in plant discharcas to
the environs.

Table 11.3-provides the proposed locations of continuous monitors. Monitors
on certain effluent release lines will automatically terminate discharges if
radiation levels exceed a predetermined value. Systems that are not-amenable
to continuous monitoring, or for which detailed isotopic analyses are required,
will be periodically sampled, and the samples will be analyzed in the plant
laboratory.

.

All airborne radioactive releases to the environs from Limerick Units 1 and 2
are from three principal points: (1) the north stack, which is common to both
generating units; (2) the south stack duct, associated with Unit 1, and (3) the

_

south stack duct associated with Unit 2. Exhaust air from the hot maintenance
shop ventilation system is released after HEPA filtration and monitoring from
the reactor enclosure east vent stack.

.

The north stack ventilation exhaust radiation monitoring system is designed to
provide ccntinuous isokinetic and represeatative samples from the stack flow;
to continuously record releases of radioactive particulates, iodine and noble
gases; to alarm if specified rates of release of radioactive material are

exceeded; and to provide real-time indications of radioactive releases during,
post-accident modes.

All reactor enclosure releases following an accident will be through the north
stack. The wide range accident monitoring subsystem of the north stack effluent
monitoring system provides continuous monitoring of post-accident releases of
noble gases consistent with the requirements of NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1, Attach-
ment 1. Sampling of plant gaseous effluents for post-accident releases of
iodines and r, articulates is provided as part of the wide range accident moni-
toring subsystem. The design of the sampling media and sampling considerations
are consistent with the requirements of NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1, Attachment 2.

The south stack encloses two independent exhaust ducts servicing the reactor
. enclosures for Units 1 and 2, respectively. Each duct is monitored by separate
systems. The objectives and functions of the south stack montioring systems
are the same as those of the north stack for normal plant operations. A sys-
tem for post-accident monitoring is not provided because any HVAC exhaust to
this stack containing accident effluents is automatically isolated.

Upstream radiation monitors are also provided for the reactor enclosure exhaust,
refueling area ventilation exhaust, standby gas treatment filter exhausts, char-
coal offgas system compartment exhaust, charcoal offgas system effluent, com-
bined exhausts from the recombiner compartments, hydrogen / oxygen analyzers
compartments and the equipment drain sump, steam seal effluent, radwaste
enclosure main-exhaust, and air ejector effluent. Each of the above upstream

Limerick SER 11-12
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Table 11.3{Processandeffluentradiationmonitoringsystemsfor '

. Limerick Units 1 and 2-
,

. Total'no.
of channels.

' Streas~ monitored . (both units) Mor.itor classification Monitor. sensitivity

. LIQUID

i RHR service water 6 Gamma-Scintillation 1.29x10 7pC1/m1(Cs-137)
: . Reactor enclosure

cooling water 2 Gamos-Scintillation 1.29x10 7pCi/ml(Cs-137)
Radwaste discSarge 1- Gamma-Scintillation 1.29x10 7pC1/m1(Cs-137)
Service water '2 Gamma-Scintillation' 1.29x10 7pCi/m1(Cs-137)

GASEOUS-

North stack'
Normal range 6* Beta-Scintillation: 1x10 7pCi/cc(Xe-133),

Gamma-Scintillation
Wide range sub-
: system 3** Beta-Scintillation 1x10 7pCi/cc(Xe-133)

'

'

r. South stack 12*** Beta-Scintillation 1x10 7pCi/cc(Xe-133)
Gamma-Scintillation
Particle / Iodine Filter

'

. Hot maintenance 1 Beta-Scintillation 1x10 11pci/cc

.
shop exhaust ~ Particle / Iodine Filter ,

Reactor enclosure-

, exhaust _ 8 Gamma-GM 0.01 mrem /hr
.

; - Refueling area-
. exhaust 8 . Gamma-GM 0.01 mrem /hr

Standby gas
. .',

. treatment .2 Beta-Scintillation; 10 8pC1/cc(Xe-133)
Air ejector.

-effluent- 6 Gamma-Ion Chamber- 1 mrem /yr
1.46x10 8 Ci/cc(Xe-133)-Charcoal offgas 2 Beta-GM, p

effluent -Particle Filter
Charcoal offgas-,

. compartment- 1 Beta-GM, .
.

1x10 7pCi/cc(Xe-133)
exhaust Particle Filter

Recombiner
1.46x10 s C1/cc(Xe-133)-compartment 2 Beta-GM, p

exhaust ' Particle' Filter.
1.46x10.s Ci/cc(Xe-133)-. Radwaste enclosure ~ .1 Gamma-GM, p

exhaust Particle Filter
Steam seal 2 Gamma-GM,- 1.46x10 8pCi/cc(Xe-133)'

Particle Filter.

*Three detectors in each of two redundant systems: particulate (10 12 to 10 8pCi/cc), +

toL10 s Ci/cc), and noble gas-(10 7 to 10 1pCi/cc).:fodine (10 11 . p
**Three noble' gas detectors with overlapping ranges'(10 7 to 10 1,~10 8 to 108, and '

10 1 to'105pCi/cc).
***Four noble gas detectors (10 7 to 10 1pCi/cc), four particulate detectors.

to-10 s Ci/cc), and four iodine detectnrs (10 11 to 10 SpCi/cc).-(10 12 p

.
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monitors and the hot maintenance shop exhaust monii.or provide alarm or alarm
and automatic action when pre-established alarm setpoints are exceeded.

The principal radioactive liquid effluent release point at Limerick is the I

cooling tower blowdown line discharge. The cooling tower blowdown discharge !
will be continuously monitored for radioactivity prior to discharge; because
this is a high flow rate ' system (approximately 14 million gpd average) and
radioactive inputs to the system may be highly diluted, the principal radio- 1
active input streams to the circulating water system will be continuously moni-

|tered (process monitors), and periodically sampled and analyzed, at points
upstream of the point of mixing. The input streams so monitored at'a the RHR |

service water, the liquid radwaste discharge, the plant service water return
flow, and the reactor enclosure cooling water. The liquid radwaste discharge
monitor will provide alana signals and initiate termination of discharge of
the liquid radwaste system if a predetermined Technical Specification limit is
exceeded.

The NRC staff review included the locations and types of effluent and process
monitoring provided for Limerick Units 1 and 2. Based on the plant design and
on the continuous monitoring locations and intermittent sampling locations, the
NRC staff concluded that all normal and potential release pathways will be
monitored. The NRC staff also determined that the sampling,and monitoring pro-
visions are adequate for detecting radioactive material leakage to normally
. uncontaminated systems and for monitoring plant processes that could affect
radioactivity releases. On these bases, the NRC staff considers that the moni-
toring and sampling provisions meet the requirements of GDC 60, 63, and 64, and
the guidelines of RGs 1.21 and 4.15.

11.5.2 Evaluation Findings

The NRC staff concludes that the process and effluent radiological monitoring
instrumentation and sampling systems are acceptable and meet the relevant
requirements.of 10 CFR 20.106 and GDC 60, 63, and 64, as referenced in the SRP.

.The. process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling systems include
the instrumentation for monitoring and sampling radioactivity contaminated
liquid, gaseous, and solid waste process and effluent streams. The NRC staff
review included the provisions proposed to sample and monitor all station
effluents, in accordance with GDC 64; the provisions proposed to provide auto-
matic termination of effluent releases and ensure control over discharges, in
accordance with GDC 60; the provisions for sampling and monitoring plant waste'

process streams for. process control in accordance with GDC 63; and the provi-
sions for conducting sampling and analytical programs, in accordance with the
RGs'1.21 and 4.15.' The review included piping and instrument diagrams and ,

process flow diagrams for the liquid, gaseous, and solid radwaste systems and
for ventilation systems, and the location of monitoring points relative to
effluent release points as shown on the site plot diagrams.

Based on its review, the NRC staff has determined that the applicant's design,
design criteria, and design bases for the process and effluent radiological
monitoring instrumentation and sampling systems meet the guidelines and industry
standards referenced in SRP 11.5.
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12 " RADIATION PPOTECTION
~

The NRC staff t.as evaluated _the proposed radiation protection program'in FSAR-
~

,-
.

ChapterL12'against-the review guidelines-and criteria in the SRP-(NUREG-0800).
The . radiation. protection measures at Limerick;are intended to ' ensure 'that '
internal |and external-radiation dose to plant personnal and_ contractors as a

. result of; plant conditions, including anticipated operational occurrences, will
*

,

be .within' appliceble limits of 10 CFR 20,' and will be as" low as is reasonably |
- *

achievable (ALA2A).

11he basis of the NRC staff's acceptance of the Limerick radiation-protection
program is that doses to personnel will be maintained-within the-limits of'

10 CFR 20, " Standard _for Protection Against Radiation." The applicant'sLradia-
tion protection design and program features.are consistent with the' guidelines

~

of RG 8.8, "Information Relevant To Ensuring That Occupational: Exposures at
" Nuclear Power Stations Will~Be As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable" (Revision 3).
On-the basis of this_ review, the NRC staff concludes that the radiation protec-,

tion measures incorporated in the design and the proposed radiation protection
-program will provide a reasonable assurance that occupational doses will be

3 maintained ALARA and below the limits of:10 CFR 20, both during plant operation
_

_

; and during decommissioning.
,

12.1 Ensurina That'0ccupational Radiation Doses Are As Low As.Is Reasonably
. Achievable

:The NRC: staff has audited the policy considerations, design considerations, and
operational considerations in the FSAR against the criteria in SRP 12cl. The

NRC staff review consisted of: ensuring that the; applicant had either committed
- 'toffollowing the criteria of the RGs and staff positions referenced in SRPJ12.1.

or|provided acceptable alternatives. In-addition, the NRC staff' selectively.
-reviewed ~the FSAR against.the SRP acceptance. criteria using the review proce-'

dures in~the SRP. This selective review found the plant acceptable in.these
areas. Details of the. review follow.

I 12'.1.11 Policy Considerations'

The applicant.has provided a management commitmentL to ensure:that Limerick will
Ebe designed,' constructed, and operated in_a manner consistent with RGs 8.8;!

~8.10,." Operating Philosophy _for Maintaining OccupationalsRadiation Exposures As
Low As!Is Reasonably Achievable"; and'1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training"
(Revision 1).' The Station; Superintendent has the;overall responsibility-for~
implementing.the ALARA prog'am. The Station Superintendent delegates;the health'

r

physics-support ~ function'to the. station's Senior Health Physicist, who is
responsibleLfor maintaining the health. physics program. In addition, line'

supervisors are also responsible _for maintaining plant-doses ALARA. The ALARA ,

;-

philosophy wasLapplied during the initialidesign of the plant. _Since then, the
1 applicant has: continued to review, update, and modify'the plant during then ;

design and construction-phases. The Senior Health Physicist periodically
' reviews, updates, and modifies plant design' features and maintenance features

.
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as appropriate, using dose data'and experience gained from operating nuclear *

; power plants.' :ThisLis done to ensure that occupational doses will:be kept,

' ALARA in 'accordance with RGs 8.8 and 8.10, and SRP criteria.

- 12.1.2 L De' sign Considerations

tThe objectives cf the plant's radiation protection design are (1);to maintain
' individual doses anditotal person-rem doses to plant workers,' including con-
,structic-n workers, ALARA and (2),to maintain individual doses within the limits ,~

'

.

'of 10 CFR'20.

. Lbbingfeedbackinformationfromoperatingplantsan'dfollowing.theguidelines
of RG t.6,. the applicant has incorporated facility and equipment design improve-
ments at Linerick to-satisfy the plant's ' radiation protection . design objectives.'

Examples of these design features include

-(1) separa' tion of sources of radiation Auch.as pipe runs, storage tanks and
'

3

filters from:normally occupied areas.
~

(2) use of; val've stem extensions to operate valves from behind shield walls
~

" - -(3) -use of surface coatings to facilitate decontamination
1.(4) provision of sufficient work = area and clearance space is provided around

equipment to permit ease of servicing
'

These design considerations conform with the guidelines of:RG 8.8 and the SRP
7

and are acceptable.

12.1'.3 Operational' Considerations7

The Limerick. operational considerations' included (1) the development of a radio-
-logical training program using the-guidelines of RGs-8.?7, " Radiation Protection

' Training for Personnel at Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and 8.29,
" Instruction Concerning-Risk From Occupational Radiation Exposure"; (2) a radia -

. ftion zoning and access control system; and (3) general guidelines-for. workers
~

'

. erforming maintenance in high radiation ; areas. These operational considera-p

tions are to ensure that operating and maintenance' personnel will' follow
' specific-plans'and procedures to. ensure.that ALARA goals are achieved-in,thei

operation of the plant. - High radiation exposure operations are to be pre-
, ,

^ planned and; carried out by personnel-trained in radiation protection, using
proper equipment. During such'. activities,. personnel will be monitored for

t. exposure.to radiation and contamination. Upon completion of major maintenance '

? jobs,-. personnel. radiation exposures will:be evaluated and compared with pre-
,

dicted person-rem exposures. *The results will be used.to make changes in !future job' procedures.and techniques. LThe. station's' Senior Health Physicist |

will periodically review radiation dose trends to determine major changes in
problem ~ areas'and'to determine which worker. groups are accumulating'the highest'

dose. Plant personnel will use these reports to recommend-design modifications '

or changes,in plant procedures. :The operational considerations conform to
RG 8.8 (Revision 3), and to the SRP and are acceptable.

.

i- |

.
'
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The NRC staff' concludes that the policy considerations,' design considerations,
and operational considerations at Limerick are aoequate.to ensure that occupa-

stional radiation exposures will be.ALARA in accordance'with RGs 8.8 and 8.10,
-and the SRP and are acceptable.

' 12.2. Radiation Sources
,

b - The NRC' staff has audited the contained sources and airborne radioactive mate-
rial source terms provided in FSAR.Section 12.2.and-Chaptor'11 against the~ -

criteria in SPP 12.2. These source terms cre used as inputs for dose assess-
' ment and for the design of the shielding and . ventilation systems. The Nhc itaff

,

review consisted = of ensuring that the applicant had .either committed to following
the- criteria of ~ the ' RGs' and NRC staff positions referenced in SRF 12.2 or pro-
vided acceptable alternatives.__ In addition, the NRC staff selectively compared
source terms for specific systems used by the applicant against those used.for

g plants of sinilar design. This selective review found the plant's source terms
1 equivalent to those used at othet plants.~ ~

-

Inside the containment during power operation, the greatest potential for per-
sonnel dose during operation comes from nitrogen-16, noble gases, and neutrons.*

,0utside containment and, after shutdown,-inside containment, the primary.
- sources of personnel exposure are fission products from fuel clad defects and

~'

activation products,. including activated corrosion products. Almost all'of-
~

f: the airborne radioactivity within the plant is due to equipment leakape. The'
-fission product source terms _are' based-on an offgas rate of 350,000 pCi/sec

~'

.after 30 minutes'' delay. The coolant and' corrosion activation product source
,

terms are based on operating experience at reactorsyof similar design; allow-
ances are included for the buildup of activated corrosion products. Neutron

| and prompt gamma source terms are based on reactor core physics. calculations
and; operating experience-from reactors of similar' design. The source terms
presented are~ comparable.to' estimates by other applicants with.similar designs

.
and.are acceptable ~.

,

[ The applicant has provided a tabulation of the maximum expected. radioactive
airborne concentrations in equipment cubicles, corridors, and operating areas*

from equipment leakage. The bases =for these leakage calculations are in-
accordance'with RG 1.112, " Calculations of-Releases of Radioactive Materials in

. Gaseous' and Liquid Effluents From Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors," and are-,

i *

! ~ acceptable'.

The ventilation system has been. designed to provide enough volume changes per4

| hour'in occupied. areas,that may*contain.significant airborne activity to main-
.

_

-

tain exposure to personnel ALARA. . Air ~will be routed ~from areas of low poten-
.tial airborne contamination to areas of increasing potential airborne contami-
nation. ' The resulting estimated airborne radioactivity concentrations in
' frequently occupied areas will be a small fraction of 10 CFR 20.103 limits and
:are. acceptable. The source terms used to develop these airborne ~ concentration
values are comparable to estimates by other applicants with.similar. design are-

~

'

' in accordance with the SRP:and are acceptable.

.

P
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12.3 Radiation Protection Desian Features
.

.The NRC' staff has audited the facility design features, shielding, ventilation,
and radiation and airborne monitoring instrumentation discussed in the FSARagainst the criteria SRP 12.3. The NRC staff' review consisted of ensuring that
the applicant had either committed to following the criteria of the RGs ~and NRC
staff positionc_ referenced in SRP 12.3, or provided acceptable alternatives...

"

-In addition, the NRC. staff selectively reviewed the FSAR against_the acceptance
criteria of.the SRP using the review procedures identified in the SRP. .Thisreview found the plant' acceptable in these areas. Details of'the review follow..

L12.3.1 Facility Design Features

~1he applicant has ~provided avidence that the dose accumulating functions per-
foriped by workers have been considered-in the plant design. Features have

.been: included in the design to help maintain doses ALARA in the performance of
thwe functions.' These ft.atures will facilitate access' to' work _ areas, reduce
or allow the reduction of source intensity, reduce the time; required in the-
radiation fields, and provide for portable shielding and remote-handling tools.

-The applicant's facility design features are consistent with the' guidance of
:RG 8.8 (Revision 3) and the~SRP. Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the
facility design features are acceptable.-

_

The applicant has established five radiation zones as a basis for classifying'

occupancy and access restrictions'for.various areas wi_ thin'the plant. Maximum
design dose rates are established for each zone and used to determine _ shieldingof the respective zones. The areas that will have to be occupied on a predict-
able basis during normal operations and anticipated occurrences are zoned so
that exposures will be below the limits of 10 CFR 20, and will be ALARA. ~The

-zoning. system and~ access control features also meet the' posting-entry require-
ments of 10 CFR 20.203 or standard NRC Technical Specifications, and are con-

~

sistent'with RG 8.8.

Several' features are included in the plant design and operational program to
minimize the buildup of' activated corrosion products, a major contribution to

-

. occupational doses. . Examples of these features include the following:
i

(1) Hard facing materials that have high cobalt content, su'ch as stellite,
are used only where substitute material cannot satisfy performance

5 requirements.

(2) '. Chemistry in the primary reactor' coolant is controlled.
~

|- (3) Tanks'are provided with sloped bottoms and bottom outlets connections
whenever practicable'to reduce the buildup of crud.

(4) _ Valve designs with minimum internal crevices are used to reduce crud
buildup whenever practicable.

; The applicant'.s corrosion product control features are consistent with the
-guidance _of RG 8.8 (Revision 3) and the SRP and are acceptable.

4
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The design features incorporated by the applicant for maintaining occupational"

radiation doses ALARA during plant operation and maintenance will:also serve
to maintain radiation doses ALARA'during-decommissioning operations. They are,
therefore, acceptable.

.12.3.2 Shielding;

The objective of the plant's radiation shielding is to provide protection
:against: radiation;for operating' personnel, both-inside and outside the. plant,'

during normal operstion,' including anticipateo operational occurrences, and'

during reactor er:cidents. The shielding was designed to. meet the requirements.
of the raaiation dose rate zone system dis::msed above. The following are
some of the Limerick shielding design features:

(1)|' Access labyrinths are provided for ro xs housing equipment that contains
thigh radiation sources to preclude a direct radiation; path from the equip-
' ment to accessible areas.

.

| -(2) Radioactive piping is routed through high radiation areas where practic-
able,-or in shielded pipe chases in low radiation areas.

(3) Shielding is provided for all equipment that is anticipated to.be normally
radioactive.

~

(4) ' Shielding discontinuities caused by shield plugs, concrete hatch covers,-
and shield doors to high radiation areas are provided with offsets to
reduce radiation streaming.

These shielding techniques are designed to maintain personnel radiation exposure
ALARA. :Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the shielding design objectives
are acceptable.

The' applicant's ' shielding-design methods -included the- use of' standard : computer
codes. The applicant' also used shielding information from operating nuclear
plants as input data.for the. shield design. calculations. The NRC staff con-

-cludes that the shielding-design methodology presented is acceptable.

Shielding for and access to the spent fuel. transfer canal was reviewed against
the NRC' staff position' stated in the SRP. The applicant intends to use a
removable refueling shield to reduce radiation' doses to less than 100 rads per
hour,-in accordance with the NRC staff position. In addition, the. applicant

will use a . temporary, Llocal personnel alarming rate meter in the drywell, with
local and remote alarms to alert' personnel if temporary shielding is removed
dur,ing. fuel-transfer operations. The applicant has stated that access controls
to upper reaches of the drywell will be used to protect personnel from radia-
tion exposures and.that'all accessible portions of the. spent fuel transfer
. canal will ~be clearly marked with signs stating that potentially . lethal radia--
. tion' fields are possible during fuel transfer. The NRC staff concludes that
the shielding for~and access to the spent' fuel transfer canal meets the SRP and
is acceptable ~.

l .

~
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II.B.2 Plant Shieldinc

To.neet NUREG-0737-Item II.B.2, the applicant has: performed a design review of'
the ' plant shielding to allow access to the plant-areas _after an accident. . The.

source terms used.by'the applicant.in the evaluation are those established in
NUREG-0737 for liquid- and gas-containing, systems. .The systems designed to-

. function after an. accident included residual heat removal system, core-spray
, system, reactor ccre isolation cooling system, post-accident sampling system..

.and the standby'ges treatment system. _The applicant has stated that other
systems and treas wil. be. isolated and are not necessary for post-accident -
operations,

.

Vital. areas at Limerick that are' assumed,to require _ personnel access after an
accident include-the main control;rocm, the technical suppert center, the.

. operations support center, _and .the security center -for: continuous occupancy .
and the ccanting room, radiochemistry laboratory, post-accident sampling sta-
tion, north stack instrument room, HVAC panels at elevation 304 feet,.the rad-
waste contrcl room, and the diesel generator area for infrequent' occupancy.

>

These areas meet the occupancy and radiation design objectives given in
-

NUREG-0737 and GDC 19. Other areas are not considered vital. because of remote
t

'

operation capability. LTime-dependent. source' terms were used to determine dose~

. rate.for vital areas and vital area access routes. Maps showing post-accident-
dose rates by_ zone are provided in the FSAR.

j

On the basis of its review, the NRC. staff concludes that'the applicant has per-
. . formed a radiation.and shielding design review for-vital area access in accordance

with NUREG-0737 Item II.B.2 and is in conformance with-the SRP.

12.3.3 . Ventilation-

The Limerick ventilation systems are designed to protect personnel and equip-
ment from extreme thermal environmental conditions and to ensure that plant per-
sonnel are not inadvertently exposed to airborne. contaminants exceeding those
given in 10 CFR 20.103. - The applicant intends;to maintain personnel exposures

. ALARA:by-

(1)'imaintaining airflow from~ areas of potentially low airborne contamination
to areas of higher potential concentrations

;

(2)- ensuring negative or positive pressures to prevent exfiltration or infil-
tration of potential contaminants, respectively

,

~
(3) locating 1 ventilation system intakes so that intake of potentially contami-

nated air from other building exhaust points is minimized

.These. design criteria are in accordance with the~ guidelines of RG 8.8 (Revision 3).
Some examples of exposure reduction features in the ventilation system are as
follows:

(1) :The ventilation equipment is not located in normally high radioactive
; areas.

(2). Suitable access _ doors and service aisles are provided to permit ease in
; servicing and maintenance.

,
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(3) Interior surfaces of ducts are designed to minimize the buildup of dust.

The NRC staff concludes that the applicant's ventilation system will keep personnel
exposures at a small fraction of 10 CFR 20 values and that it meets the criteria
of the SRP. It is, therefore, acceptable.

12.3.1 Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

12.3.4.1 Area Radiation Monitoring Instrume;tation

The spplicant's area radiation monitoring system is designed to

'(1) monitor the radiation levels in areas where radiation levels could become
significant and whers personnel may b9 present

(2) alarm when the radiation levels exceed preset levels to warn of excessive
radiation levels

(3) provide a continuous record of radiation. levels at key locations throughout
the plant

To meet these objectives, the applicant plans to use 59 area monitors located
|- in areas where personnel may be present and where radiation levels could become

significant. The area radiation monitoring system is equipped with local and'

remote audio add visual alarms and a facility for central recording.

The applicant has provided area radiation monitors around the fuel storage
area to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 70.24 and to be consistent with the
guidance of RG 8.12, " Criticality Accident Alarm Systems."

II.F.1.3 High Range Incontainment Radiation Monitor

To meet the critaria of NUREG-0737 Item II.F.1.3, the applicant has committed
to installing and calibrating-four high-range gamma monitors at Limerick
that meet che criteria of NUREG-0737 Table II.F.1-3. Plant layout drawings
showing the location of the monitors have also been submitted.

On the basis of its review, the NRC staff has concluded that the applicant meets
the staff's position in NUREG-0737 Item II.F.1.3.

12.3.4.2 Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

The design objectives of the applicant's airborne radioactivity monitoring
system are-

(1) to assist in maintaining occupational radiation exposure to airborne
contaminants ALARA

(2) to check the integrity of systems containing radioactivity that are
being monitored

(3) to warn of inadvertent release of airborne radioactivity to prevent
*~ over-exposure of personnel

Limerick SER 12-7
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To meet these' objectives,-the' applicant plans to use ventilation duct monitors~

i-

;in key locations throughout the plant, portable continuous air monitors (CANS)
and high and low-volume portable air samplers. The ventilation system monitors
will be used to provide representative air concentrations and.a rapid. indication )

of abnormal conditions, while'the portable CAMS and portable high- and low-volume
air. samplers will be used by the applicant to identify,the location of the
sources.of radioactivity. The applicant has~provided sample procedures from the
currently operating Peach Bottom. Atomic Power Station (also owned by the appli-'

cant) to demonstrata'that when the ventilation monitors, CAMS, and air samplers
are.used:together, they can detect at least 10 maximum permissible concantration-
hours (10;MPC-hours) of radioactivity in any compartment that has a' possibi?ity-,

of containing' airborne radioactivity and that may be occupied by personnel. All

~

airborne monitors will be calibrated at regular time intervals or after major~;

repair, in accordance with plant p=ocedures. The NRC staff has evaluated the
applicant'.s proposed afrborne monitoring system and finds.it acceptable.,

12.4 Dose Assessment
,

! .The NRC s'taff has audited the applicant's dose assessment in FSAR Section 12.4,
against the criteria in.SRP 12.3. This review consisted of ensuring that the;

applicant had either committed to following the criteria of the RGs and NRC.

:' L staff positions referenced in SRP 12.3, or provided acceptable alternatives. j
In addition, the NRC staff selectively compared the dose assessment made by the

!applicant for specific functions against' those made for other plants of similar
design. This selective review found the plant's dose assessment equivalent to
those of other plants. Details of the review follow.

! The applicant has performed an assessment ~of the doses that will be received by
-plant and contractor personnel. This dose assessment is based on occupancy
factors, expected dose rates, expected airborne radioactivity concentrations,
and historical information from operating BWR power plants. ' Currently, oper -
ating BWRs average 790 person-rems per unit annually, with particular plants

F experiencing an average-lifetime annual dose as high as 1850 person-rems.
.These dose averages are based on widely varying yearly doses for BWRs. The'

dose assessment includes a breakdown of the annual person-rem doses associated
i with major functions such _ as ' routine operations, ' routine . maintenance,: inservice

inspections, special maintenance, radwaste processing, refueling, and health
! ~ hysics. The' applicant estimated the total annual collective dose to plantp

parsonnel~and contractors to be 654 person rems. This estimate is not com-
pletely, consistent with the acceptance criteria'in the SRP,-that is, using the
methods. outlined in RG 8.19. The applicant's assessment did not assign a,

i - numerical value to person rems saved from this assessment at Limerick and used
' , historical data-from operating facilities to estimate the dose for inservice

= inspection, special maintenance, radwaste processing, refueling, and health
. physics. Although the person-rem estimate was not made in. complete accordance

*

with RG 8.19, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant's dose assessment is
-acceptable, because it met the intent of the RG in that it identified potential
unnecessary exposures, minimized foreseen doses, and led to an examination of
dose reducing methods and techniques.

'The staff _ finds the bases for the Limerick exposure estimate acceptable.
'

.

! -

j'
.i -
~
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The-applica'nt'has provided a tabulation of the maximum expected radioactive" i l t
, - airborne' concentrations, as well'as estimates of the inhalation dose equ va en

. rates to plant personnel. -The dose equivalent rates are derived from the
airborne radioactivity source terms in FSAR Chapter 11. The. applicant's-

'

assumptions and models on which the internal and submersion dose estimates for '

occupational exposures are based are consistent with those~of-the NRC staff and-
; are. acceptable.:
,

The NRC staff concludes that the applicant's dose assessments for contained
sources.and airborne radioactive material are comparable to estimates by other
applicants with similar dasign and are acceptable.

12.5 -Ooerational Radiation Protection Program

The NRC staff has au'dited the organization, equipment, instrumentation, facilities,.
and procedures for raolation protection described in the Limerick FSAR against
the criteria of SRP 12.5. The plant's health physics program objectives are to1 '

provide reasonable assurance that the limits of 10 CFR 20 are not exceeded, to
further reduce unavoidable exposures, and to ensure that. individual and total;.

person-rem occupational radiation dose are maintained ALARA. The NRC staff
review consisted of (1) ensuring that the applicant had either committed to.

following the criteria of the RGs and NRC staff positions referenced in SRP 12.5
4

or provided acceptable alternatives and selectively comparing the FSAR against
the acceptance criteria of the-SRP using review procedure's identified in.the
SRP. This selective'. review found the plant acceptable in these areas. Details-
of the review follow.

12.5.1 ' Organization.-

Thd Senior Health Physicist, in conjunction with line supervisors, is responsi-
ble for implementing and enforcing the health. physics program. However, the
ultimate responsibility of the-health physics program lies with the Station
Superintendent.

The Limerick radiation protection organization 'has been evaluated in accordance
with NUREG-0731, " Criteria for Utility Management and Technical Organization";

'RG 8.8; and the SRP.

Thepahagraphsbelowpresentanevaluationofhowthehealthphysicsorganiza-
tion for Limerick compares with the various NRC: staff positions concerning plant
organization and management criteria.

The organization description for Limerick shows that the Senior Health Physicist
reports through the Assistant Station Superintendent to the Station Superinten-
dent. .In addition, the Senior Health Physicist receives technical direction

.and support fnom the-Director, Radiation Protection _Section, who is off site.
This-' satisfies.the requirement of RG 8.8 and'is acceptable.

The health physics and chemistry function at Limerick are separated into a
health physics ~ section and chemistry section that are supervised by a Physicist

|
--Applied and- a Chemist--Supervisory. - This satisfies the ,recomendation of
NUREG-0731 and is acceptable.

- ''

; _
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SThe applicant has'shown that Lthe qualifications for the position of Limerick .
Senior Health Physicist meet the requirements of RG 1.8, " Personnel Selection
and Training." -Thus, the Senior Health Physicist is acceptable as the station's
radiation protection manager.-..

The. applicant has committed to using the criteria of ANSI 3.1 (December 1979
. draft) in selecting thetindividual;to temporarily fill the Senior Health4- . Physicist position. This satisfies the requirement of NUREG-0731 and isacceptable.

The' applicant'hasproposedto.drainhe'althphysicstechniciansinaccordance.
~

with the criteria of ANSI /ANS_3.1-1978, which require 1 year _of related tech-
nical training and 2 years of exparience. . This is equivalent to the criteria

-

of-ANSI.18.1, which also require such training and experience. Therefore, thisproposal is acceptable.

The applicant nas. committed to_having at least one health physics technician
lon site at all timas. This satisfies the criteria of NUREG-0731 and is

s

acceptable.

.Thus the applicant has'shown that the current health physics organization meets.

the-NRC staff criteria as stated in NUREG-0731, RG 8.8, and the SRP for an
acceptable' radiation protection organization.

12.5.2 Equipment, Instrumentation, and Facilities

The radiation protection features at Limerick include a counting room, a radio-
,- . - chemistry laboratory, a convantional chemistry laboratory, health physics

offices, calibration facility, laundry _ room,_ personnel decontamination room,
and a mask-cleaning facility. These facilities are sufficient.to maintain;

cccupational radiation exposure ALARA and are consistent with the provisions oft

RG 8.8. . Equipment to be us9J for radiation protection purposes includes port-
able radiation survey-instruments, personnel monitoring equipment, fixed and
portable area and airborne radioactivity monitors, laboratory equipment, air
samplers, respiratory protection equipment, and protective clothing. The
number _and types of equipment to be used are adequate to provide reasonable.

-

assurance that the applicant will be able to-maintain occupational exposure
ALARA. In FSAR Section 7.5, the applicant describes the radiation protection
instrumentation to be used to meet the recommendations of RG 1.97, Revision 2.

- The NRC staff finds.the proposed accident radiation protection instrumentation
acceptable. ,

III.D.3.3 Inplant Radiation Monitoringc

|

To meet.the criteria of'NUREG-0737 Item III.D.3.3, the applicant has committed
- to having the capability to sample and determine airborne-radioiodine concen-
trations by means of portable air samplers using either silver impregnated -
silica gel absorber cannisters or silver zeolite as a sample medium. If-'

- entrapped. noble-gases interfere with the radioiodine analysis, clean air flush-
; ing will be performed. Multichannel-analyzer systems are-available with com-
J puter software programs for: rapid, accurate measurement of radiciodine. The

use of sampling equipment and analysis systems for radiciodine during an acci-
dent' situation has' been incorporated into Limerick's training program. The

i
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post-accident radioiodine sampling and analysis provisions described for
Limerick satisfactorily meet the NRC staff criteria as outlined in NUREG-0737
Item III.D.3.3 and the SkP and are acceptable.

12.5.5 Procedures

All station' personnel entering controlled radiation areas will'be assigned
'

thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) badges and pocket. dosimeters. Special
neutron surveys will be provided when plant personnel enter neutron areas when

.

required _by 10 CFR 20. Whole-body counts of all plant personnel will be con-
ducted on a scheduled basis, and other. bioassays will be provided when deemed
necessary by the plant's health physics staff, using the guidance of RGs 8.9
and 8.26. All radiation exposure information will be processed and recorded in
accordance with 10 CFR 20.

Maintenance, repair, surveillance, and refueling prccedures and methods used
by the applicant are reviewed to ensure that all plant radiation protection
procedures, practices, and crice.'ia have been considered.~ to ensure that occupa-
tional radiation expos'ures will be ALARA and in accordance with RG 8.8. Proce-
dures are also developed to meet the requirement of RG 1.33, " Quality Assurance
Program Requirements (Operation)." ,

Based on the information presented in the FSAR and on the applicant's responses
to NRC staff questions, the NRC staff concludes ~that the applicant intends to
implement a radiation protection program that will maintain inplant radiation
exposures within the applicable limits of 10 CFR 20 and will maintain exposures
ALARA in accordance with RG 8.8.

.
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13 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

13.1 Organizational Structura and Operations

13.1.1 Organizational Structure

The Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo, the applicant) is responsible for the
operation of the Limerick station. PECo personnel have the benefit of experi-
ence gained in the design, construction, operation, and modification of the
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3, which is a BWR plant similar
to Limerick.

The PECo corporate management and technica; support organization applicable
te Limerick are shown in Figure 13.1. Projected staffing for technical support
is in Table 13.1.

Table 13.1 Corporate staffing for technical
support (planned for 1984)

Staffing

Department level

Electric Production Department

Licensing Section 31

Nuclear Training Section 15

Radiation Protection Section 8

Emergency Preparedness Section 4

Maintenance Division 526

Other 21

Engineering and Research Department
Mechanical Engineering Division 131

Electrical Engineering Division 191

Research and Testing Division 13

The Senior Vice President, Nuclear Power, is responsible for the coordination
of all nuclear activities within the company that primarily are housed in the
Electric Production and Engineering and Research Departments. The Electric
Production Department has responsibility for the operation and maintenance of
the nuclear plant facilities, and the Engineering and Research Department has
responsibility for the design and construction of new facilities and modifica-i

tions. Each department is headed by a vice president.

Limerick SER 13-1 i
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i _The' Senior Vice. President,' Nuclear Power, is kept abreast of the design, con-
~

struction,. staffing, training, and other. aspects of the Limerick facility
through reports prepared by_the Engineering.and Research Department and the
Electric-Production Department and through. participation in meetings relating

,

: to the Limerick project. The Senior Vice President, Nuclear' Power, also com- .

municates, as required, directly with the Engineering and Research Division
~

heads and project managers and with-persons filling similar positions in the
Electric Production Department. He-is available to render decisions on any

interfaces,that~may arise between the two departments. When directives are'
' ssued, the proper chain ~of command is utilized.i,

13.1.1.1 Electric Production Department

The Electric. Production Departner.t is under the direction of the Vice President
of Electric Production, assisted by the Manager of. Electric Production.

-13.1.1.1.1 - Nuclear Generation Division
'

The Nuclear Generation Division is under the direction of a Superintendent who
,

reports to.the Manager of Electric Production. Superintendents of nuclear
generating ' stations and the Superintendent,-Nuclear Services, report to the
Superintendent, Nuclear Generation Division. The' Engineer-in-Charge of the
Licensing Section; the' Engineer-in-Charge of the Nuclear Safety Section; the .
Director, Radiation Protection Section; the' Superintendent, Nuclear Training
-Section, and the. Director of Emergency Preparedness report to the Superinten-
dent, Nuclear Services.

-The Licensing Section assists and supports the plant operating organization in
-the areas of licensing and regulatory matters, special projects relating to the
operation and safety.of nuclear generating stations, and fuel management.

The Director, Radiation Protection Section,-is responsible for initiating com-
pany policy that reflects management's philosophy and regulatory requirements
in regard to the radiation protecticn program,.and for providing technical
direction and support to the Senior _ Health Physicist on the plant operating

iorganization.

-The Nuclear Training Section is responsible for the training programs for
licensed NRC operators (qualification and requalification), replacement train-
ing for licensed operators, training of nonlicensed operations personnel, and
general er.ployee training. The section supervises, conducts, and keeps records ,

of the necessary training.

13.1.1.1.2 Maintenance Division

:The Maintenance Division is responsible for performing maintenance and repair
work under the direction and coordination of the Maintenance Engineer on the
plant operating stcff.

:13.1.1.1.3 Quality Assurance Division

-The NRC staff evaluation of the Quality Assurance Division is in Section 17 of
this-report.'

- Limerick SER 13-3
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13.1;1.1.'4 - _ Nuclear Safety Section.
_

:The Nuclear Safety Section provides backup-technical support to the Independent
Safety Engineering Group-(ISEG):and initially ~ screens' operating experience'

=information so that only pertinent.information flows to the'ISEG. The Engineer-
in-Charge'of.the Nucleer. Safety Section reports to the Superintendent, Nuclear
Services,.on matters of a' routine nature and to the Chairman.of,the Operating-,

and. Safety Review-Committee on matters of a safety related nature. The NRC
staff evaluation of the ISEG is in'Section-13.'4'below. ~

13.1.1.1.5 Emergency Preparedness Section

The NRC staff evaluation of the Emergency Preparedness Section is in Section>

13.'3 below. ,

13.1.1.2 ' Engineering and Research Department-

The Engineering and Research Department is under the direction of the' Vice
President, Engineering and Research. . He is-responsible for'.the establishment-

~

. of policies directed toward the design, construction, and modification of
4

Limerick in' accordance with applicable codes, standards, and' regulations.'

13.1;1.2.1 _ Mechanical Engineering. Division

The Mechanical Engineering Divisi,on~is under the direction of the Chief Mechani-
cal Engineer and consists of various sections with expertise in such engineering
disciplines as nuclear,. structural, environmental, thermal-hydraulic, and mechan-L

'ical-component and system design. The Mechanical Engineering Division also
provides consultation' and technical support in the areas of fuel management,
Lfabrication,aand-nuclear material accountability.,

13.1.1.2.2- Electrical Engineering Division
i The Electrical Engineering ~ Division is under.the~ direction of the Chief Electri-
!

cal Engineer and consists of various sections with' expertise in such engineering
disciplines as electrical, instrumeni.ation, controls, and electrical component

j| and system design.
!

! 13.~ 1.1. 2. 3 ' Research'and Testing Division

.The Risearch and Testing Division is under the direction of the Division Direc-
tor. The Energy Conversion Research Section (Metallurgical Group) and the

. Station Tests =Section provide technical support. The Metallurgical Group has
; expertise and provides. consultation in the areas of materials and metallurgical,

!- engineering, nondestructive examination, welding, and inservice inspection.
The' Station-Tests Section has'~ expertise and provides consultation and services

j. in the~ areas of calibration, maintenance,'and testing of' transformers,-switch-
| gear, protective-relays and devices, instrumentation, and controls,
t

I

i
. 13.1.1.2.4- Construction Division

I iThe' Construction Division is under the direction of the General Superintendent.
'

-

<

_During plantioperation, the Construction Division will provide expertise,
i

!
t
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consultation, and servic'es in the areas of electrical and mechanical modifica-
tion installation.

13.1.1.2.5 Quality Assurance Section

The NRC staff evaluation of the Quality Assurance Section is in Section 17 of
this report.

13.1.1.3 Personnel Qualifications

The applicant has stated that the heads of 'the primary technical support groups
. meet the qualification requirements of " engineer-in-charge" as defined in Sec-
-tion 4.6.1 of ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978. The NRC staff has reviewed the rssumss of
the 12 individuals filling " engineer-in-charge" positions as identified in FSAR
Table 13.1-4 and finds that each meets the specified standard and is acceptable.

113.1.1.4 Conclusions

The applicant has. described its organization for the management of and its-
means for providing technical support for the plant staff during operation of.

the facility. These measures have been reviewed and the NRC staff concludes,

based on the acceptance criteria of SRP 13.1.1, that the applicant has an
acceptable organization and adequate resources to provide offsite technical
support for the operation of the facility under both normal and offnormal
conditions.

13.1.2 Operating Organization

13.1.2.1 Organization

The organization chart for Limerick' station is shown in Figure 13.2. This
figure shows~the title of each position, the number of people expected to
be assigned,'the positions for which reactor operator (RO) and senior reactor
operator (SRO) licenses are required, and the~ technical support functions for
which each group is responsible.

During normal operation, the Station Superintendent is responsible for all
station activities. In his absence, the Assistant Station Superintendent
assumes these responsibilities. If both the Station Superintendent and the
Assistant Station Superintendent are unavailable, absent, or incapacitated,.
the following persons, in the order listed, are responsible. for all station
activities:

.(1) Technical Engineer
-(2) Operations. Engineer

As shown in Figure 13.2, the applicant expects total plant staffing, in addi-
tion to the station' superintendents and the administrative group, to be 64 in
operations and 127 in technical support. Additional maintenance personnel will
be provided by the corporate maintenance division-as required by the plant
Maintenance Engineer.

As of October 15, 1982, there'were 107 people in the plant operating organiza-
tion. All key positions have been filled except the Chemist, Supervisory, who

Limerick SER 13-5
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is. expected to be appointed in 1983. All shift operating crew positions have
been-filled since 1982. The applicant plans to provide six operating shift
crews. There are 84 SR0/R0 license candidates in training. Of these, 65 are

- operators and 19 are engineers. Twenty of the 65 operators have been certified
to SRO requirements and.four to RO requirements, including plant-specific.c
simulator training. Eleven engineers have been certified to SR0 requirements.

- Table 13.1-2 in FSAR Revision 18 shows the minimum operating shift crew composi-
-tion for various combinations of. operational status of the two Limerick units.

1 - The proposed composition meets the requirements of NUREG-0737 Item I.A.1.3 and
is, therefore, acceptable.

Tne applicant has indicated, in FSAR Revision 18, that administrative; procedures
will be prepared governing shift staffing, use of overtime, and the movement of
individuals about the plant. The NRC staff.will review those procedures when

they are available, and will present its evaluation in a supplement to this
report.

The applicant has also coamitted,.in FSAR Revision 18, to have shift technical
advisors (STAS) assigned to cover all operating shifts. The qualification
requirements for the STAS, as stated in FSAR Revision 18, meet the requirements
of NUREG-0737 Item I. A.1.1 and are acceptable.

The Station Superintendent has -overall responsibility for the initial test
program. Under his direction, two basic organizational units--the plant staff
and-the Startup Group--jointly conduct the different phases of the test program.-

Test personnel for the pre-operational and startup testing will be assigned to
the site as needed. In addition to these basic organizational units, the Sta-
tion Superintendent is assisted by two review organizations, the Plant Opera-
tions Review Conmittee (PORC) and the Test Review Board (TRB).

The Startup Group is a temporary organizational unit established to augment the
plant staff Juring the initial test program. The Startup Group is composed of
individuals from various organizations (Bechtel Power Corporation, GE, PECo,
and-others). Figure 13.3 shows the organizational structure of the startup
group and the reporting relationships of the major constituents of the group.

13.1.2.2 Personnel Qualifications

In FSAR Revision 18, the applicant has identified those plant staff positions
for which the qualification requirements are as-provided in ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978,
" Standard for Selection and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Plants," and in
RG 1.8 (Revision 1). These positions include the key personnel and the opera-
tions staff. The NRC staff has reviewed the resumes of the Station Superinten-
dent, the Technical Engineer, the Training Coordinator, the Instrumentation and
Controls Engineer, five shift superintendents, and six shift supervisors. All

meet or exceed the applicable requirements of ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978 and are accept-
able. In addition, the NRC staff notes that as of August 1983, the two upper
plant management personnel, the Station Superintendent, and the Assistant
Station Superintendent, who have the primary responsibility for overall station
- activities and safety have strong qualifications for these positions. This
background includes more than 22 years of power plant experience; of these,

,

more than 27 years are nuclear power plant related, including about 20 years of'

commercial BWR experience. Both individuals are degreed-engineers with one

Limerick SER 13-7
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. 'having an MS in Mechanical Engineering. One individual is Senior Operator
[ certified,~ and the other has had Senior Operator licenses on a high temperature

gas reactor and on a'large commercial BWR.

'Of the'107-persons,in the plant operatingLorganization as of October 15, 1982,
p _ 37|had bachelor's or master's degrees-.in engineering, and three had bachelor's-

and master's degreesEin fields associated with health physics or chemistry.

0fAhefiveshiftsuperintendents,threehave'been'licensedasLsenioroperators:
'

.on the Peach Bottom BWR-plants. - The other two had no nuclear experience before
"they were assigned to Limerick. Of the six= shift supervisors, three have been
: certified to SRO requirementslon the. Limerick simulator. The'other three had

_

no nuclear experience before they were assigned to Limerick. " All shift superin-
tendents and shift supervisors have operating experience in fossil-fueled'
generating. plants.

'

As of November 15, 1982,- there were 109 technical personnel. associated with-the
startup organization. Ultimately, there.will be 227, of which approximately
50% will be PEco employees, 30% will be Bechtel' employees,~and the remainder

--will be employees of other companies. As shown on' Figure 13.3,'the major posi-
tions'of key personnel will be filled by PECo employees. The NRC staff has,

reviewed the rdsumds.of the 14 top-level supervisory personnel in1the sta'rtup
_

organization ~ and finds that they meet the requirements cf ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978 and
are acceptable.

In response'to an NRC staff question regarding shift personnel with substantive
previous commercial.BWR startup and operating experience, the applicant stated

.

in FSAR Revision 18-that, at'present, four shift superintendents and one shift
~ supervisor have such experience. This is not ~ confirmed by the rdsunds reviewedr

L. by;the NRC staff. In any case, the NRC staff requires at least one individual
'

.on each operating shift who has substantive previous BWR operating experience,-
including startup and shutdown of a BWR and under conditions that one might

~ expect to encounter during the initial startup and power escalation at the-

Limerick plant. ,This individual is not required to be licensed on the Limerick
plant nor to be a PEco: employee, but may be retained.on a contract ' asis to actu
as a consultant or advisor to the Limerick shift. crew. -The NRC staff requires
that such an. experienced person be assigned to each-shift until the plant'-

! achieves the 100% power level. By that time, Limerick-operating personnel'will

i_ have acquired sufficient' operating experience to operate without such consult-
ants. .The NRC staff also requires that the applicant submit a description-of '

the qualifications of each of the~ individuals on whom the applicant will-rely
~for this experience'and the details regarding the physical location of these
-individuals during their shift and how they will interact with the shift
organization. This will be a license condition.

13.1.2.3. Conclusions

Utilizing the acceptance criteria of SRP 13.1.2, the NRC staff concludes that
~

the: applicant (1) has established an acceptable organizational arrangement for
plant startup testing.and operations, (2)-has provided a sufficient number of
candidates Lfor licensed positions, (3) has made an acceptable commitment to
. provide shift _ technical advisors in accordance with the requirements of

P NUREG-0737 Item I.A.1.1,-and-(4) has established acceptable qualification .

requirements-for plant personnel. '

.
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As_noted in Section 13.1.2.1 above, the a'dmin'istrative procedures concerning
. Item I.A.1.3 remain an open item. '

As noted in Section 13.1.2.2 above, the NRC staff requires at least one individ-
-ual on each shift to have substantive previous SWR operating experience. This
will be made a license condition.- *

13.2 Training :

1
s

. The applicant's training programs' for'. licensed operators and nonlicensed plant
staff.membe-s_were reviewed according to SRP 13.2 (NUREG-0800). The NRC= staff

,

i

-acceptance criteria ~ included applicable portions of 10 CFR 19, 50, and 55, and-
RG 1.8, as well as 'H. R. Denton's letter of March 28, 1980, to all power reactor
license applicants and-licensees.

Tne overall conduct and administration of the plant training program is the
r_esponsibility of the Vice President, Electric Production Department. He is
responsible for the training program, but he has delegated responsibility for
administering the program and monitoring its effectiveness to the' Generation
Division Superintendent. The Superintendent of Nuclear Training, who reports
to the Superintendent of the GenerationsDivision, is responsible for develop-
ment, implementation, and administration of licensed and nonlicensed operator ,

training. This includes initial-as well as requalification training. )
13.2.1 Licensed Operator Training Program

A training program for Limerick licensed operators has been implemented to
develop and maintain an. organization fully qualifies to operate the~ plant and
maintain plant safety. The initial and_requalification programs are intended
to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 55 and are based on individual employee's
level of education, experience, and skills, as well as on the level of' assigned
responsibility and intended position.

-13.2.1.1 Initial Training Progran
e

'The initial training program for personnel who will be licensed consists of the
following discrete segments:

(1) ' Phase I - Academic'and Nuclear Fundamental Training

Two programs.are_ utilized, one 4 weeks long and the other 12. weeks long.
The duration and scope reflect the academic requirements of the candidate. .

The 4-week program is~ designed as'a refresher for those personnel with
'
;

engineering or previous BWR experience. The extent of participation will
be determined by individual experience and education level. The 12-week
program is designed to refresh individuals in the basic courses receiveds

in high school and to introduce nuclear phenomena and BWR concepts as, they
apply to practical reactor technology. Each program is presented in three
similar segments: academic refresher course, basic academic training
course, and research reactor training course. This phase is designed to
provide license candidates with the appropriate amount of academic training
and with-a thorough-understanding of the basic principles,-characteristics,
and. unique features of the nuclear system. .The major areas to be covered

''
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f are m;'chematics, classical' physics, ~ basic nuclear physics,_ reactor opera-
~

3 J' f . ~tions, core physics,' radiation protection plant chemistry, instrumenta-
.

' i 1/ tion and control, fluid flow, thermodynamics, heat-transfer,_and plant
.;(If performance. - An integraltpartlof the fundamental training program is'
t' mL reactor' startup experience. ' This is a'2-week course conducted by:Penn-

# i# sylvania State University personnel,at,the Penn State research reactors.

r ' training facility. 'The course covers, reactor operations, fuel handling,j
4 flux mapping,_ normal. reactor operation, instrumentation, control rod-'

,>
'' calibration, laboratory demonstrations, and transient control.-

;/)(p ' L(2) Phase 'II - BWR Observation Training (
i

,

t-
Thiqisegment consists of 4 weeks-of plant' observation. The major objec-

| tive of this program is to familiarize each license candidate with the*

daily routine involved in the. operation of a BWR. -Items.of special
~

-

interest--such as major maintenance,. surveillance testing, fuel handling,
,
' and plant:startup and shutdown--will be' factored into the observation-

training program. This phase of initial cold license training will be
conducted by the Limerick staff-or by 'other PECo . organizations, venders,
or consultants, using the facilities at the Peach Bottom Atomic Power
Station.
.(sit *

b (3)' Phase?III - BWR Simulator Training
c ,

LT/o'different BWR cold license simulator training programs will'be~uti-, ,

lized. Personnel who~are seeking.a cold;1icense and have'not held an
operating' license on a commercial .BWR will' attend a 12.-week ~ simulator-
cold, license program. Those personnel _who' hold a reactor operator-(RO)
or Se9 or reactor ~ operator (SRO)'1,1c~ense' on a ' commercial BWR will take a1

"4-week-simulator training program. ,This: phase of the_ training program is
.

designed to teach the; trainee,p'l'aiyt operati'on and transient characteris-
tics on the'-simulator. - , ,

.

+

Both BWR simulator training programs will be conducted by. General Physics
-Corporation at.the Limerick training center,' and will-consist of classroom
lectures, simulator control rooi lectures and demo.nstration, and simulator

~ control room'~ exercises. .' Instruction in operating practice will include BWR
systems, BWR operating characte'ristics, plant startups, and power transients,

'

andEtransients; malfunctions, a'nd accident control.

At the conclusion of the simulator training phase,|each license candidate
'__ will be given'an oral ~and written examination to determine the candidate's

. ability to control the operation of the plant in a safe and competent
.

manner.

| (4)~~ Phase'IV'--Limerick Design Lecture Series- _,

/ _:The Limerick Design. Lecture Series presents the details of the BWR NSSS.
p, 3
s;40 The course consists of approximately_6 weeks of classroom lectures on BWR_

f]b NS,SS . components, fuel, thermal hydraulics, radiation monitoring, 'and
- nuclear / instrumentation system. operations. Important interfaces with B0P

systems will also be discussed.
r3
.-

8 6

:J
af ,
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(5) Phase V - Systems, Procedures, and'0n-The-Job Training

This on-the-job systems and procedures training phase is approximately 8
to 10 months long. Of this, approximately 6 weeks. consists of formal
instruction and actual involvement in the preparation of plant and system
operation and test procedures.

(6) . Phase VI - BWR Simulator Refresher Training

The simulator. refresher program provides an indepth review of BWR systems,
procedures, and operation characteristics to operators who will be licensed
before initial fuel. loading and who have been previously certified as eli-
-gible for cold license examinations. This training phase will be scheduled
as close to the projected NRC licensing examination date as practical.
The program emphasizes control manipulations, transient' response, and
operation principles through a combination of classroom instruction and'
hands-on experience on the simulator.

The simulator refresher program is conducted by the General Physics Cor-
poration on the Limerick BWR simulator.

(7) . Phase VII - License Review Course and Audit Examination

.To ensure-that each license candidate has an opportunity-to review specific
subject material before the NRC examination, a comprehensive review course
will be scheduled just before the NRC examination. The course will be
conducted by the Limerick staff, other PECo organizations, vendors, or

. consultants. It consists of approximately 40 hours of classroom lectures
and discussion of material relating directly to the NRC R0 and SR0
examinations.

;

Each license candidate will undergo a final pre-license evaluation. This
evaluation will be conducted in two parts. The first will be a written
examination to determine the candidate's comprehension and retention; the
' exam contents and degree of difficulty will be equivalent to that of a
current NRC R0'or SRO examination, as applicable. The second portion of
the evaluation will be a comprehensive oral examination on the Limerick

? plant that will closely parallel the NRC oral examination; candidates will
be questioned on plant and control room equipment, operating and emergency
proceduren, and reference documents, use of portable radiation monitoring
and control equipment, familiarity with the station, personal actions in
emergenc'ies, watch-standing practices, and reactor principles.

The applicant's training program conforms to the requirements of 10 CFR 50
'and 55, and follows-the-guidance in RG'1.8. In addition, the applicant's
training program conforms to the requirements outlined in the letter from
H. R. Denton to all power reactor applicants and licensees ~ dated March 28,
1980.

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the initial training
-program for all R0s and SR0s is acceptable.
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13.2.1.2 Licensed Operator Requalification Training Program

A comprehensive requalification. training program conducted by the applicant for
all licensed operators and senior licensed operators will be implemented within *

3 months after issuance of the unit's operating license. This program will be
conducted on a 2 year repetitive cycle and will consist of the areas described
below.

(1) Lecture Series-

The requalification program will include planned lectures on 'a regular and
continuing basis. Annual written examination results will indicate the
scope and depth needed-in the following areas:

reactor theory and principles of reactor operation-

general and specific operating characteristics of the plant-

instrumentation and control systems-

reactor protection and engineered safety systems-

normal, abnormal, and emergency operating procedures-

radiation control and safety;. radioactive material handling-

fuel handling and core parameters-

administrative procedures and Technical Specifications-

applicable portions of 10 CFR, Chapter I-

nuclear power plant design features-

heat transfer, fluid flow, thermodynamics, and mitigation of core-

damage

(2) Control Manipulations

During the 2 year license period, each licensed operator will be required
to manipulate the plant controls through at least 10 reactivity changes,
and each senior licensed operator will be required to manipulate, direct,
or evaluate the manipulation of controls through 10 reactivity changes.
The reactivity changes will be selected from the following categories:

plant or reactor startups, to include reactivity feedback from-

nuclear heat addition and estabilshing heatup rate
manual control of feedwater during startup and shutdown-

any significant (greater than or equal to 10%) power changes in-

manual rod control or recirculation flow
loss of coolant including inside and outside primary containment,-

and large and small losses, including leak-rate determination
loss of core coolant flow / natural circulation-

loss of all feedwater (normal and emergency)-

plant shutdown-

loss of instrument air-

loss of electrical power and/or degraded power sources-

loss of condenser vacuum-

loss of service water and emergency service water-
,

Loss of shutdown cooling-

loss of component cooling system or cooling to an individual-

components
loss of normal feedwater or normal feedwater system failure-

loss of protective system channel-

Limerick SER 13-13
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mispositioned control rod (s) or rod drops-
,

conditions requiring use of standby liquid control system .

-

fuel. cladding failure or high activity in reactor coolant or offg'as-'

turbine or generator trip-

malfunction of automatic control system (s) that affect reactivity-

reactor trip--

main steamline break (inside or outside containment)-

nuclear instrumentation failure (s)-

The Limerick training simulator, which reproduces the general operating
characteristics of and has similar instrument and control arrangement to
the Limerick Station, may be used to perform these reactivity control-

manipulations.

(3) Design, Procedure,-and License Change Review

This program ensures that licensed operators and senior licensed operators
will review revisions to the Operating Technical Specifications and Envi-
ronmental Technical Specifications, significant procedure changes, and
completed facility design changes that would affect plant operations.

(4) Procedure Review

To ensure a continuing awareness of the action and responses necessary
during abnormal and emergency situations', each licensed operator'and
senior licensed operator will review annually the content of all Emergency

. Procedures, all Operational Transient Procedures, and designated Security.

Procedures.

(5) Plant Knowledge Demonstration
j

During the 2 year license-period, each licensed operator and senior:

licensed operator will satisfactorily demonstrate understanding of the.

operation of equipment and systems and of operating procedures. This
will be accomplished by a walkthrough examination.

(6) Evaluation

Annual written examinations, as described under (1) above, will determine
areas-in which retraining is needed to upgrade operator knowledge of the

- subjects covered in the requalification program.

'

Walkthrough examinations, as described under (5) above, will provide
systematic observation and evaluation of the performance and competency
of li. cense holders. In addition, evaluatior. is performed'in the.use of |,-

| the Limerick training center or equivalent simulators, as described under !

L item (2). |

The evaluation will be critiqued with the individual concerned and will be
,

filed in the individual's training records.

l

! 1
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[ ((7) Performance ReOfew Program

TheDapplicant has' indicated (that a performance review-program will'be : r

implemented when the performance of.a licensed operator or senior licensed
Loperator falls below the following criteria:

'. an annual-written examination score of less than 80T-
.

a substandard rating-on the walkthrough examination-

d

inadequate performance of ifcensed responsibilities indicative'of a; -

' need for special or accelerated retraining.~
,

1The applicant's:requalification program conforms to-the requirements of ;
~

p 10-CFR 50 and. Appendix A'of 10 CFR 55 and follows1the guidance in RG 1.8.
:In addition, the applicant's requalification program' conforms.to the !

= requirements outlined inLthe letter from H. R. Denton-.to all power ~ reactor
,

license applicants and-licensees; dated March 28, 1980. Therefore, the NRC

'~
. concludes that the applicant's requalification program for all R0s'and

.

SR0s is acceptable.

13.2.1.3 --TMI-Related Requirements for New Operating Licenses

-I.A.2.1 Imme'diate Upgrading of Operator and Senior Operator Training a'nd *

,

,

, Qualification
4

The applicant has established a program to ensure that all R0 and SR0 license
: candidates have the prescribed experience, qualification, and training.

~

All licensed operator _ candidates will be certified competent to take the NRC'j- _
-license examinations by the Vice President of the Electric Production Depart-

^

h ment before their application for .the examinations. -As an operating license
d' - applicant,' Limerick is not subject to the.1 year experience requirements for ,

cold license SRO candidates. However, after 1 year ofLstation operation,
'

individuals applying for ~an-SRO license will be required to comply.withithe
~ 1 year' experience requirement.for hot license SRO. applicants, unless they are

.#previously experienced in'an equivalent position at another nuclear' plant or at-

~ a military. propulsion reactor. . The experience of license applicants in 'the
latter. category will be documented by the applicant on 'a case-by-case basis in

. . sufficientidetail so.that the NRC staff can make a finding'regarding equivalency.
~

'SRO license applicantsLwho have a degree;in' engineering or applicable' sciences ~ ,

are. considered to meet the 1 year experience requirements as an R0 provided
_

- they: ~(1) satisfy the requirements Lset forth-in Sections A.1. A and A.2 of
< - Enclosure'1"to the letter from H. R. Denton to all power reactor license appli-

- cants and : licensees, dated March ~ 28,1980, and (2) have participated in a train-
ling program equivalent'to'that'of a cold-SR0 applicant.

The applicaht's -training program includes topics 'in heat transfer, fluid flow,
and thermodynamics.' - Reactor and plant transient training is primarily performed3

~1 : byf each license applicant at a simulator facility and includes classroom dis-a

cussions'of typical transients as well as demonstration of casualty and tran- ,_.

sient-response.on-the simulator. This knowledge is tested in depth on the--

certification; examination given by the training staff.-
.

,
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Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant has satisfied
the requirements of this-item.

I.A.2.3 Administration of Training Program I

The Training Coordinator and all instructors who teach systems, integrated
responses, transient, and simulator courses shall tre SRO certified and will
continue to participate in appropriate requalification programs. Vendor--
supplied instructors who teach the above subjects shall be similarly certified.
Other members of the permanent or nonpermanent training staff who are respon-
sible for teaching technical subjects--such as reactor theory, heat transfer, ,

'

fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, health physics, chemistry, and instrumentation--
are not expected to have R0 or SRG certificates. Guest lecturers used on a
limited basis shall be monitored by a qualified instructor. These guest
lecturers are exempt from the SRO certification.

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant of the Limerick
plant has complied with the requirement of this item.

i

L II.B.4 Training for Mitigating Core Damage

| Shift technical advisors and personnel in the operating chain up to and includ-
ing the Station Superintendent will receive training for mitigating core damage.
Managers and technicians in the Instrumentation and Control, Health Physics,'and '|

Chemistry Departments will receive mitigating core damage training commensurate
with their responsibilities.

. The applicant has submitted an outline of a program for training in mitigating
( - core damage.' The prograc covers all the training subjects specified in the

INP0 report STG-01, Revision 1, dated January 15,.1981. These INPO guidelines,
in turn, are based on the training program outlined in the letter from H. R.
Denton to all power reactor license applicants and licensees, dated March 28,
1980.

.

|

| Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant has complied
with the requirement of this item.

13.2.2 Training for Nonlicensed Plant Staff

|
-

The-applicant bas described in the FSAR the details of the training program for
nonlicensed plant personnel. The. training program will provide training for
maintenance personnel, instrumentation and control personnel, radiation pro-

; tection personnel, radwaste personnel, nuclear physics personnel, management
! personnel, technical personnel, and training instructors.
,

' All regular and temporary. employees will be trained in the following subject
1

l
'

areas: in radiation protection,' respiratory training, emergency planning,
security, industrial safety, fire protection, quality assurance, and general
information about the Limerick station.

Shift technical advisors will receive 24 weeks of training in the areas of
management and leadership, reactor theory, plant system description, plant
procedures, Technical Specifications, transient and accident response, mitiga-
tion of core damage, and BWR simulator training. Based on its review, the NRC
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. staff concludes that the training program for shift technical advisors closely
L agrees with the guidance.in Appendix C to NUREG-0737 and is acceptable.

L 'The fire protection training program includes classroom instruction and training
- in fire, fighting equipment use, strategies, and techniques, as well as periodic

drills. .The NRC. staff concludes that the applicant's' fire protectica training
program conforms to SRP 13.2.2.-II.C.A and is-acceptable.

Based'on|its review,-the.NRC staff concludes that the training for nonlicenr-d-

plant staff personne1' meets the. requirements of 10 CFR 19.12, 10-CFR-50.34(b,,-

-and 10 CFR 50.40(b).'

; 13.3 Emergency Plannina
,

The' applicant has submitted emergency plans required by the new regulations
that were published in the Federal Reafster on August 19, 1980,.and became

_

effective on November 3, 1980. The regulations'contain a revised Appendix E
to.10 CFR 50, " Emergency. Planning and Preparedness 'for Production and Utiliza-
tion Facilities," which establishes minimum requirements for an acceptable
-state of onsite emergency preparedness, and a new 10 CFR 50.47, " Emergency
Plans," which specifies. standards that must be met for both onsite and offsite
emergency response. This latter.section-incorporates the joint NRC/ Federal
Emergency. Management Agency (FEMA) standards for use in evaluating state and.

'- local radiological emergency plans and preparedness.

The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's emergency plan and has transmitted
to the-applicant'a series of requests for additional information. The applicant
has responded that the required information would be submitted by January 1984.
When the information is submitted, the NRC. staff will review the information
and make a finding on its adequacy.

,

NRC and FEMA have agreed that FEMA w'ill make a finding and determination as-to.
the adequacy of state and local government emergency response plans. NRC will
determine the adequacy of the applicant's emergency response plans with respect

~to the standards listed in 10 CFR 50.47(b), the requirements of Appendix E to
10 CFR 50, and the guidance-in NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and Evalua-
tion of-Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support'of

~

Nuclear Power Plants," dated November 1980. After the above determinations
are made'by NRC.and FEMA, the NRC staff will make a finding in the licensing
process as to the overall and integrated state of preparedness. In accordance
with 10 CFR 50.47(a),'an operating. license will not be issued unless the NRC
staff's overall finding is.such that the state of onsite and offsite emergency
preparedness provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures
c'an and will;be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. The NRC staff.
will provide-its evaluation in-a supplement to this report.

:13.4 Operational Review

FSAR Revision 17 describes the applicant's proposed provisions for review of
plantfoperational activities.

A Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) will be established and functioning
! ?approximately 6 months before Unit 1 fuel load. It will be composed of the
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upper levels- of plant = management and . supervision. The PORC.will meet at least
. monthly'and will review plant procedures, tests ' proposed changes to the plant,

~

<
,

' Tand-other operational safety matters. .It will provide written reports of.its
_ reviews. to appropriate: plant and corporate management.,

An Operating and Safety Review Committee'(OSRC)'will be established and func-
tioning before the; initial. fuel' load of. Unit 1. 'It wi11' provide offsite inde-

~

_ pendent review of operating. activities. The OSRC will:have'a written charter
R 'that defines membership,' qualifications', responsibilities, are'as:to be reviewed,
| and methods of' operation. It willicollectively have tho' experience and compe-

. tence . required to review plant. operations,' nuclear engineering, chemistry ande

F ' radiochemistry, metallurgy, nondestructive testing,~ instrumentation and control,
radiological ~ safety, mechanical and electrical engineering, administrative ~

.

. controls, and quality assurance practices. The committee can call upon'various-
idepartments within PECo for technical assistance and shall utilize consultants,
as determined'necessary by_-the chairman, to. provide expert advice.

~

: An Independent Safety Engineering Group'(ISEG) will be established before ini-
' - tial fuel = load of Unit 1. As.shown..in Figure 13.3-, the ISEG reports to the

-

t

~ ffsite Nuclear Safety Section. The Engineer-in-Charge of -the Nuclear Safetyo
i Section reports to the Superintendent, Nuclear Services on matters of a routine

. nature and to the: Chairman of_the Operating'and Safety Review Committee on.

. ~ safety-related matters.
;

'

The' applicant's description of'the functioning of the ISEG conforms to that
! presented in NUREG-0737 Item I.B.1.2 and is-acceptable. However,~the-appli-
i . cant's proposal'to have=ISEG composed of only three dedicated full-time engi-

~

neers is not' acceptable because it'does not conform with the Item I.B.1.2-
' requirement of five engineers.

;' Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes, subject to resolution of the
_

! open; item noted above,'that the applicant's proposed provisions for review of
'

plant-operational' activities meet the acceptance criteria of SRP 13.4 and are
Lacceptable.

,

~

-13.5 Station Procedures

-13.5.11 Administrative Procedures

.The' applicant has stated in the FSAR that most administrative and operating
procedures will be in effect~at-least 6 months before Unit 1 fuel load. Oper-
ating~ personnel wilI be trained'on use of the procedures before they are imple-,

E :mented. :PECo-recognizes.the benefits of using the preoperational testing
phase to demonstrate the adequacy of operating procedures and, where practicable,
.this will be accomplished.~

'

,

l

i ;The plant procedures are normally prepared by the station operating staff.
|- However,. organizations providing. technical support and consultants may assist
'

_in procedure development.' The' procedures and their revisions are-reviewed by
th'e PORC 'or by a subcommittee appointed:by'PORC, and by.the Superintendent,

-_ Quality' Assurance Division; they are approved by the Station Superintendent or .

Assistant' Station Superintendent before they are used. -

~
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. 'Thefadministrative' procedures related:to'the following NUREG-0737-Items are of
particular-interestoto the NRC staff:

.I.C.2 EShift and Relief Turnover Procedures
I.C.3, I.A.1.2 Shift Supervisor Responsibilities
I.C.4 -Control Room Access-
'I.C.5 Feedback of Operating Experience.
I.C.6 Verification of Correct Performance of Operating Activities

" These ' procedures have not yet been written by the applicant, but the applicant
has' stated, in FSAR Revision 18, that they will be made available for NRC' staff,
review'. cThe NRCistaff'will review these: procedures before Unit 1 fuel' load to

' ensure that they are acceptable and will' provide its evaluation'of these proce-
'dures.in a supplement to1this report.

!

FSAR Revision 10 describes the administrative controls for the preparation and
review offtest procedures, the conduct.of the test program,-and the review,
evaluation,-and approval of test results.

During the initial test program, PORC responsibilities include reviewing startup.
' test procedures before testing and reviewing startup test results. Based on.
its-findings, PORC makes a recommendation to the Station Superintendent on

- whether the procedure and test results are acceptable. The Test Review Board
' performs.the same. functions for the preoperational tests.

. Based on its review,.the NRC staff concludes, subject to its' review.of the

. procedures noted above, that the applicant hasimade acceptable plans for orga-

.nizing and staffing (as noted in Section 13.1.2.2) for the initial. plant test
program and has developed acceptable administrative controls over the conduct-~

'of the test program.

-13.5.2 Operating and Maintenance-Procedures

13.5.2.1 General-3 ,

The NRC staff has reviewed the applicant's plan for development and implementa-
tion'of operating and. maintenance procedures, as presented in the FSAR, to
determine'the adequacyfof the applicant's program for ensuring that routine
operating, offnormal, and emergency: activities are conducted in a safe manner.

The review was conducted according to SRP 13.5.2. The review consisted of an
.

evaluation of (1) the applicant's procedure classification system for procedures;
that are performed by licensed operators in the control room, and'the classifi-
cation for other operating and maintenance- procedures; (2) the applicant's plan

-for~ completion of' operating and maintenance procedures during the initial plant
_ testing phase to allow for correction before fuel-loading; (3) the applicant's
program .for ' compliance with RG.1.33, Revision 2; February 1978,- regarding the
minimum procedural-requirements.for safety-related operations; (4) the appli-

Ecant's compliance with ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS 3.2; and (5) the applicant's program
'for compliance with NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, for for the development of emer-

~

gency operating' procedures.

I

:
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L13.5.~2.'2 Operating and Maintenance Procedure-Program

In the.FSAR the applicant described a program in which (1) safety-related'

-activities'are conducted in'accordance with written'.and' approved procedures,.
'(2). procedures will?be completed in time to ensure that operators can become-

- familiar with them before use,' and (3):the applicant plans to meet the regula-
tory positions of:RG 1.33,' Revision.2, and ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS 3.2 that apply

,'

to procedures.
. .

'The' applicant.uses the following categories of procedures for those operations
performed by_the plant operating staff:.

, Operating' Procedures

General Plant?y~
. System-
. Operational. Transient
Alarm Response Cards
Emergency-'

. Emergency Plan

j -Maintenance and Other Procedures

IFuel. Handling
Chemistry.

-Health' Physics
Maintenance'-
Security

. Surveillance Test,

| = Preventative Maintenance
i

L LIn a letter from E. J. Bradley:to A. Schwencer, dated May 18, 1983, the appli-
. cant submitted draf t changes to- this section of the FSAR. These changes include-

f. the. replacement of emergency procedures with transient response implementation'
|. plan'(TRIP) procedures and the' addition of two new categories of procedures
! entitled (1)|" Events and Special Events Procedures," for actions following an

operator; observation of'an event of emergency'or unusual nature, and (2) "Off-
.

1 Normal Procedures," for actions-following operator observation of an offnormal
, ;(nontransient) condition.
|

! :As a result of its review of this information, the NRC staff concluded that
'the; development of these event procedures appeared to be in conflict with the
function approach to emergency conditions of the NRC staff approved BWROG

;

i .EPGs the applicant has: committed to implement. However, the~ applicant has
L further stated that these' procedures are intended to address events and-

conditions such as flooding,. earthquakes, and toxic gas in the control room,
!, . hich may lead to use of the TRIP procedures. 'The applicant committed tow

[- further revise the FSAR to describe how the event procedures lead to the TRIP
| -procedures when the plant symptoms warrant it. .The NRC staff will review this
|: .information when it is1 submitted to confirm that-there'is no conflict with.the

function approach to emergency conditions. Subject to confirmation that there
D is'no conflict, the NRC staff concludes that the applicant's program for use of

-operating and maintenance procedures meets the guidelines in SRP 13.5.2~and is,
,

' ' therefore, acceptable ~.
|
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C13.5.2.'3 Reanalysis of Transients.and Accidents; Development of Emergency*

Operating Procedures

I .In letters ~of September 13 and 27, October 10 and 30, and November 9,fl979,.the ,

NRC ' staff required' licensees of operating plants, applicants for operating
licenses, and licensees of plants under construction to perform analyses of

' transients and accidents, prepare emergency' procedure guidelines, upgrade emer-
.gency procedures, and conduct operator retraining ^ -Emergency operating proce-.

.dures must be' consistent with the actions necessary to cope with the tran-<

p sients and accidents analyzed.. Analyses of transients and accidents were to be
completed in early 1980, and implementation of procedures and retraining were
Eto be completed 3 months after emergency procedure guidelines were established;
. however, some difficulty in completing these requirements has been experienced.
Clarification of the scope of the task and appropriate schedule revisions were

.

: included in NUREG-0737 Item I.C.1.
n.

'In a submittal dated June 30, 1980, the BWROG provided a draft of generic EPGs
for BWR. The guidelines were developed to comply'with Task Action Plan Item *
I.C.1(3), as clarified by NUREG-0737, and incorporated the requirements for
short-term reanalysis of small-break LOCAs and inadequate core ' cooling '(Task -
Action Plan Items I.C.1(1)~and I.C.1(2)). In'a letter dated October 21, 1980,-
'from D.~G. Eisenhut (NRC) to.S. T. Rogers, the NRC staff' indicated that the
generic guidelines prepared by GE and the BWROG were acceptable for trial
. implementation at six selected BWR facilities. (Limerick was not .one of tnese.)
Revision 2 to the EPGs (NEDO-24934) was submitted on June 8, 1982. These guide--
lines'have been reviewed by the NRC staff and are acceptable for use at all GE '

'

BWRs, including Limerick. The evaluation is described in Generic Letter 83-05,-
dated February 8,1983.

10n December 17, 1982, Generic Letter 82-33 issued Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 to
address. requirements for emergency response capabilities. This document dis-
. cusses the requirements for Item I.C.1- The applicant's response to this.

Generic Letter'is in a letter from V. S. Boyer to D.-G.-Eisenhut, dated
April 15,-1983. The response states that the applicant's TRIP procedures were
developed.trom the BWROG EPGs, Revision 2, that were approved by the NRC staff
'and that the TRIP procedures have been in use for' operator training since March

[ 1982, Although_the operator training has already begun,'the procedures genera-
.

tion package-described in Generic Letter 82-33 must still be submitted for staff
review. This'is required to confirm that the applicant's program meets the NRC
staff's guidance for the upgrade of emergency operating procedures required by

.the TMI-Action. Plan. The NRC staff's review of the applicant's program must
-

!. be completed before an operating license is issued and will'be addressed in a
( supplement to this report.
h
|;'

In accordance with NUREG-0737, Item I.C.7, NSSS vendor review of low power
itesting, power ascension, and emergency operating procedures is necessary toL

! further verify adequacy of the procedures. The Limerick'FSAR states that the

|
requirement will be implemented. Because the applicant has committed to imple-

' ment procedures based on~the BWROG guidelines, the NRC staff does not consider
an additional NSSS vendor review'of the procedures necessary. The NRC staff

'

cor4iders Item I.C.7' resolved for the purpose of issuing a full power license.
g

The applicant also. committed in the FSAR to support Item I.C.8, Pilot Monitoring
of Selected Emergency Procedures'for Near-Term Operating License Applicants.~.'

.
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This pilot monitoring program was used on an interim basis, for evaluation of
applicants' emergency operating procedures before NRC staff approval cf generic
technical guidelines and before NRC staff development of the long-term program
for upgrade of emergency operating procedures. This is no longer necessary be-

;

cause the BWROG EPGs have been approved and the NRC staff has issued a long-term
plan for emergency operating procedures described in Generic Letter 82-33.

13.6 -Physical Security Plan

The applicant has submitted security plans entitled "Limarick Generating Station
Physical Security Plan," " Limerick Generating Station Plant Security Personnel ' ';

Training and Qualification Plan," and " Limerick Generating Station Safeguards
Contingency Plan," for protection against radiological sabotage. The plans
have been reviewed in accordance with SRP 13.6.

As a result of the NRC staff evaluation, certain portions'of the Physical Secu-
rity Plan were identified as requiring additional _information or upgrading to
satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55. The applicant has been informed of
-these areas, and agreement has been reached on the resolution of all open items.
~ Based on those agreements,"and pending receipt of final plan requirements, the
security plan has been determined to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55 and
is, therefore, acceptable.

1

The " Limerick Generating Station Plant Security Personnel Training and Qualifica-
tion Plan" and " Limerick Generating Station Safeguards Contingency Plan" meet -
the requirements of 10 CFR 73 and therefore are acceptable.

-The identification of vital areas and measures used to control access to these
areas, as described in the plan, may be subject to future amendments.,

The NRC staff has determined that the plans referenced above contain safeguards '

information that must be protected against unauthorized disclosure in accordance
.with 10 CFR 73.21.

An appropriate license condition will be prepared requiring full implementation
of approved plans pursuant to the authority of 10 CFR 50.54(p).

|
|-

.

I-
i
l

i

!

.

!
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'14 INITIAL TEST PROGRAM

The initial test program for each unit encompasses the scope of events that
>begins with~ system / component turnover and ends with the completion'of power-
. ascension testing. _The-initial test program _is conducted in-two separate and

. the preoperational test program and the:startup test-!sequential subprograms:-

i program. At the conclusion of these subprograms, each unit is ready for normal
i power operation. Testing during the preoperational and startup test programs

- is-accomplished in the following four distinct and sequential major phases:

.
- Phase I| Preoperational Testing. Nb '

'

Phase II Initial Fuel Loading and Zero Power Testing' -

Phase'III- Low Power Testing.-i
Phase IV Power Ascension Testing'

-

The-preoperational test program is part'of th'e initial test program that
begins with system / component turnover and ends with the beginning of fuel load-
ing. The tests performed during this phase of the program demonstrate, to the-

-extent practicable, the capability of structures, systems, and components to
seet performance requirements, and to satisfy design requirements. To the

;. ^ *

extent practicable, the objectives of the preoperational test program are-'

(1) to verify the adequacy of plant design
.

(2) to verify that' plant construction is-in accordance with the design< -

'(3) -to demonstrate proper system / component response to postulated accitiantsL
and malfunctions

F (4) to confirm the adequacy of plant operating andiesergency procedure:,
~(5) .to-familiarize the plant. operating, technical, and maintenance personnel

.

with the plant operation. s
f

'The startup test program is that part of the initial test program that begins4

with the' start'of nuclear fuel loading, and ends with the completion of power
c

' ascension testing. The startup tests confirm the design bases and demonstrate,
to the extent practicable, that the plant operates and responds to' anticipated
4 transients and postulated-accidents as designed. Startup testing is sequenced
to ensure that the safety of the plant is not dependent upon the performance of

' untested structures, systems, or components.~

The cbjectives of the startup test program are to

|(1) ~ accomplish a controlled, orderly, and safe initial core loading
(2) accomplish a controlled, orderly, and safe initial criticality
(3)- conduct enough low power testing to ensure that design parameters are

satisfied, and that safety analysis-assumptions are correct or conserva-
'tive

(4) perform a controlled, orderly, and safe power ascensionp

The NRC staff review of FSAR Chapter 14 concentrated on the administration ofi

the test program and the completeness of the preoperational and startup tests.
l The' SER-CP was re-examined to determine the principal design criteria for,

i
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the plant and to .' identify any| specific concerns or unique design features
-

ithat'would. warrant specialitest' consideration. FSAR Chapters 1 through 12:
were reviewed for. familiarization with the facility design and nomenclature.

U . FSAR- Chapter.15. was _ reviewed to - identify ' assumptions pertaining to performance.

t

. characteristics that should.be-verified by testing and to identify allLstruc--
. tures, systems, components,'and design features that were assumed to function '

(either explicitly or implicitly)Jin the. accident analyses. Licensee Event '

;
i z-

'

_ ;Reportisummaries for operating reactors of similar design were . reviewed to
identify potentially serious events and chronic or generic problems that might7

'? warrant special test consideration. Standard Technical Specifications for'GE
.BWRs'were reviewed'to identify all. structures, systems, and components that-
~ would be- relied on for establishing conformance wih. safety limits or limitingP

_ conditions.for operation.. Post-TMI related testing requirements were reviewed
.

in conformance with NUREG-0660, NUREG-0694, and NUREG-0737. Startup test . *

reports for-other BWRs were reviewed to identify problem areas that should be
emphasized in the; Limerick initial test' program. ;

"

The NRC staff used SRP 14 as th'e' basis'for determining the accep'tability-of~

'the. applicant'.s. test program. The NRC staff review included the following: *

i
, (1)L Test procedures-have been developed using input from the NSSS vendor,

ithe architect-engineer, the applicant's engineering staff, and other
4

'

equipment suppliers and contractors as needed. Operating experiences -
|

,

~.at similar plants were factored into the development of the test
! procedures.

-(2) Tests are conducted-using approvedstest procedures. Administrative
c ' controls cover.(a) the completion of test' prerequisites,'(b) the comple-'

tion of necessary data sheets and other documentation,~ and (c) the review'

and ' approval . of modifications to test procedures. .The applicant stated
.that administrative procadures also cover 3 implementation of modificati nos
or. repair requirements fuentified as being required by the tests and any

; necessary retesting. '

'

I' (3)':The results of each test'are: reviewed for technical" adequacy and
F - completeness .by appropriate personnel, including the NSSS- vendor-and

architect engineer. 'Preoperational. test results will'be reviewed before-
fuel loading and the startup test'results from each activity or power:

[ level .will'be reviewed before the next activity or power level.,
-

- (4)- Normal plant operating and emergency- procedures are used in performing
.the initial ~ test program, to the extent practicable, thereby verifying,

{; - the correctness of=the procedures to the^ extent practicable.

;. ;(5) The applicant's schedule allows adequate time to conduct all preoperational
i

; and startup. tests. Preoperational. test procedures will be available for
'

review by NRC' Regional personnel at'least 60 days before their scheduled
!- implementation, and startbp test procedures will be available at least

60 days before scheduled fuel load.
.

;
7

,

! (6)- The abstract of each test procedure in FSAR Chapter 14 was reviewed. The
NRC staff verified that there were test abstracts for those structures,
. systems, and design features that (a) will be used for shutdown and

t

|
' !

;- !,

'
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it cooldown ol 'the reactor .under normal,: transient, _ and accident plant'

conditions'and for. maintaining the reactor.in a safe condition for an
extended shutdown period following such conditions; (b) will be used for
establishing conformance.with-safety-limits or limiting conditions for.

: operation that will be included in the.~ Technical . Specifications;-(c)'are
classified as engineered safetyLfeatures-(ESFs) or willsbe relied on to

: support'or ensure the operation of ESFs within design limits; (d) are
" - assumed to function-or for which credit.is taken-in'the accident analysis

of the_ facility, as-described in the FSAR; or'(e) will be used to process,-'

store, control, or limit the- release.of radioactive materialsQi
.

,

(7) The tiest objectives, prerequisites,Ttest methods, and accep'tance criteria
i for each test abstract were reviewed in sufficient detail to establish
[ that the" functional adequacy of the structures, systems, components, and
P design features will be demonstrated.

. (8) The test program's conformance with 'RG 1.68, ''Preoperational and Initial
( Startup Test- Programs for Water-Cooled Power Reactors," Revision 2, and
i 'the RGs, codes, and standards ~ referenced therein was reviewed.

The applicant made a number of changes to the-initial test program-because of
NRC staff-comments. Some of these. changes were--

(1) Testing was added to ensure that components move to the correct' fail-safe
position on loss of. instrument air.4

.

-(2) Acceptance' criteria for the core performance'and startup test werei

_ expanded to_ ensure that quantifiable and referenceable thermal and hydrau-*

lic-data were available to establish that the actual. test objectives havel
,

'

.been attained.

I (3) ~ Additional -testing was' added to demonstrate the reliability o_f the
RCIC pumps.

(4)' Testing was added to verify the design capability of the battery chargers
~ and the ability of de loads to function'as necessary at the minimum

L battery terminal voltage.
F

(5)' Testing was added to demonstrate that there is no blockage in the flow'

; paths for_the containment' spray nozzles.
t

(6) Test descriptions were modified to'more fully demonstrate the ability of -'

i, the emergency diesel generators and their support equipment to provide
reliable emergency power..

Testing was added to demonstrate that concrete temperatures do not exceed(7)~
design'11mits at uncooled containment penetrations.

(8) . Testing was added to demonstrate the capability of the vital busses to
carry' full accident loads.

! (9) ' Testing was added to verify that sourc'es of water and associated pumps
used for long-term post-accident core cooling will have adequate NPSH,

'
.
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~and the absence of vortexing'over the range of basin level from maximum
to the minimum calculated for 30 days following a LOCA.

,

.(10) Testing was added to demonstrate that the plant's ventilation systems are,

adequate to maintain all ESF equipment within its design temperature
range.

Based on its review, the NRC staff has concluded that the initial plant test
program is acceptable and meets the requirements of 10 CFR 30.53 regarding
the initial testing of radiation detection and monitoring instruments;
10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(iii) regarding inclusion of plans for preoperational ,

testing and initial operations in the FSAR; 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI
regarding a test program to ensure that all testing required to demonstrate
that structures, systems, and components will perform satisfactorily in service
is identified and performed in accordance with written test procedures that
incorporate the requirements and acceptance limits in applicable design docu-
ments; and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, Section III.A.4, regarding a preopera-
tional measurement of the overall integrated leak-tightness.of the primary
reactor containment building under specified pressure conditions.

The NRC staff has further concluded that the initial test program described in
the Limerick application will meet the acceptance criteria of SRP 14.2 and that
the successful completion of the program will demonstrate the functional
adequacy of plant structures, systems, and components. j

This review and evaluation was performed with the assistance of Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories personnel. '

|

.

!

!

(

,
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15 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS-

Two groups of design-basis events are evaluated in this section: anticipated

operational occurrences and accidents. For the analysis of events in either
group to be acceptable, a conservative model of the reactor must be used,?and
all appropriate systems whose operation (or postulated misoperation) would.
' affect the event must be included. Anticipated operational occurrences *are
expected to occur during the life of the power plant and are analyzed to ensure
that they will not.cause damage to either the fuel or to the. reactor coolant
pressure boundary and to ensure that the radiological dose is maintained'within
10 CFR 20 guidelines. Design-basis accidents are not expected to occur, but
are postulated because their consequences would include the potential for the
release of significant amounts of radioactive material. They are analyzed to
determine the extent of fuel damage expected and to ensure that reactor coolant
pressure boundary damage, beyond that assumed initially by the design-basis
accident, will not occur, and that the radiological dose is maintained within
10 CFR 100 guidelines. The postulated radiological consequences of design-
basis accidents are given in Table 15.1; the atmospheric dispersion values

; '(X/Q) used in accident evaluations are in Table 15.2.

Accidents

The applicant has calculated the offsite doses resulting from various postulated
, design-basis accidents to demonstrate the efficiency of the engineered safety
features. Tha design-basis accidents represent the upper limits of a wide
spectrum of accidents that are considered credible. In its review, the NRC

staff independently performed radiological consequence calculations for the
design basis loss-of-coolant, fuel handling, main steamline break, and control
rod drop accidents.

For loss-of-coolant accidents, the acceptance criteria for the emergency core
cooling system specified in'10 CFR 50.46 are

(1) The peak cladding temperature must remain below 2200'F.
~

(2) Maximum cladding oxidation must nowhere exceed 17% of the total c1 adding
thickness before oxidation.

(3) Total hydrogen generation must not exceed 1% of the hypothetical amount
that would be generated if all the metal in the cladding cylinders,
excluding the cladding surrounding the plenum volume, were to react.

(4) The core must be maintained in a coolable Ceometry.

(5) Calculated core temperatures after successful initial operation of the
emergency core cooling system shall be maintained acceptably low, and
decay heat shall be removed for the extended period of time required by
the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core.

;
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Table.15.1 Radiological consequences of design-basis accidents

Exclusion area * Low population zone **. Postulated Accident 2-hour dose (rems) 8-hour dose (rems)***Thyroid Whole body Thyroid .Whole body

Main steamline failure
outside containment

,

with' concomitant iodine spike 4.2 1. 3 1.0 1.4
, with pre-accident iodine spike 83 1.3 18 1.4

Rod drop accident 0.7 0.1 ~1.0 0.04
Fuel-handling accident 1. 3 0.5 0.3 0.1
LOCA

Containment leakage

0 to 2 hr 196 4 43 <1
2 to 8-hr - - 1 <18 to 24 hr - - 1 124 to 96 hr - - 1 196 to 720 hr - - 1 1

ECCS leakage *

O to 2 hr 63 <1 99 <12 to 720 hr 25 <1
- -

1

MSIV leakage

0 to 2 hr 27 <1 6 12 to 720 hr 1 2.8- -

;

Total I.0CA doses 286 5 178 8,

* Exclusion area boundary (EAB) distance = 731 meters
** Low population zone (LPZ) boundary = 2043 meters- 4

'

***The calculated LPZ doses after 8 hours for these accidents other than a LOCA
were determined to be negligible.

Anticipated Operational Occurrences

Anticipated operational occurences are those transients resulting from single i
equipment failures or single operator errors that might be expected to occur {during normal or planned modes of plant operation. The acceptance criteria for '

these.trinsients are based on GOC 10, 15, and 20. GDC 10 specifies that the i

reactor . ore and associated control and instrumentation systems be designed j

|
!
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Table 15.2 Atmospheric dispersion
values (xQ) used in
accident evaluations

8Time period x/Q value (sec/m )

0-2 hours (EAB) 6.4 x 10 4

0-8 hours (LPZ) 1.4 x 10 4

8-24 hours (LPZ) 1.1 x 10 4
1-4 days (LPZ) 5.8 x 10 5
4-30 days (LPZ) 2.4 x 10 5

*See notes to Table 15.1.

with appropriate margin to ensure that acceptable fuel design limits are not
exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the effects of
anticipated operational occurences. GDC 15 specifies that sufficient margin
shall be included to ensure that design conditions of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary are not exceeded during any condition of normal operation,
including anticipated operational occurrences. GDC 20 specifies that a pro-
tection system be provided that automatically initiates appropriate systems to
ensure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during any
condition of normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences.

Specific SRP acceptance criteria for the moderate frequency transients include

(1) Pressures in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be
maintained below 110% of the design values according to ASME Code,
Section III, Article NB-7000, " Overpressure Protection." For Limerick,
which has a design pressure of 1250 psig, the pressure should not exceed
1375 psig during any anticipated operational occurence.

(2) Fuel cladding integrity should be maintained by ensuring that the reactor
core is designed with appropriate margin for any conditions of normal
operation, including the effects of anticipated operational occurrences.
For BWRs, the minimum value of the critical power ratio reached during the
transient should be such that 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core would not
be, expected.to experience boiling transition during core-wide transients.
This limiting value of the minimum critical power ratio, called the safety
limit, will vary for different plants and/or product lines. For Limerick,

the value is 1.06 (see Section 4.4). For transients that affect only a

portion of the core, the same value of the safety limit is used to provide
additional conservatism.

(3) An incident of moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant
condition without other faults occurring independently.

p
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(4)' =.An [ incident of moderate frequency in combination with any single active.
'

component failure, or operator error, should not result in loss of func =
_

tion of any barrier-other than the fuel cladding. A limited number of--fuel rod. cladding perforations-is acceptable.

1The applicant used-the'following conservative ^ assumptions with respect toL
' initial power,; scram reactivity, reactivity coefficients, and power _ profiles-in~the analyses:

. (1)- Initial power is 104.3% of rated power (correspon~ ding steam flow rate of
105% of rated steam flow rate).

(2) _ Scram reactivity characteristics accounting for end-of cycle conditionsz

.that result in the most conservative effects. The slowest allowable
control rod scram motion is assumed with a scram worth shape for all the-
control. rods fully withdrawn at the end of cycle.

(3) Scram reactivity calculations incorporate a 20% safety conservatism factor
-(i.e.,. rod worth of 0.80 x end-of-cycle rod worth). This includes theeffect of a stuck control rod as required by-GDC 26.

(4) Corn burnup is-selected to yield the most limiting expected combination ofE
tsoerator temperature coefficient, void coefficient, Doppler coefficient,
axial power profile,-and radial power distribution.

The transients analyzed involved the'following reactor scrams that satisfy the
~

,

requirements of GDC 20:

(1)- reactor: vessel high. pressure
.(2) . reactor' vessel' low water level

. .(3) turbine stop valve closure
;, (4). turbine control valve fast closure,
'

(5) main steamline isolation valve closure
(6) -neutron monitoring system scram

,

. Time delays :to trip for' each scram signal were included in the analyses.
1:

The analysis of continuous control rod withdrawal during power operation was
made-with.the three-dimensional BWR-simulator code described in NEDO-20953,
"Three-Dimensional BWR Core Simulator," which has been approved by the NRC

-

-staff. The analyses of the other abnormal operational transients were performed,

using the-REDY' computer code described.in GE Topical Report NED0-10802, "Analyt-i
ical Methods of Plant Transient-Evaluations for the General Electric-Boiling

~

,

Water Reactor. " -

As'noted above, the operatin'g minimumicritical power. ratio was based'in part
-

on the REDY model described'in NED0-10802. _ During the NRC staff review of
NEDO-10802,-three turbine _ trip tests were-performed at Peach Bottom Unit 2.

-

, _ As discussed in Section 4.4, these tests indicated-that the results obtained
with the REDY model areinonconservative for some' events. Therefore, at the
staff's; request, the: applicant used the staff-approved ODYN model to
reanalyze the following transients:4 :

. Limerick SER 15-4
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Thermal Limit Evaluatione

.feedwater controller failure, maximum demand

. generator load rejection without bypass
turbine trip without bypass
main steam isolation valve closures

ASME Code Overpressure Protection.

main steam isolation valve closure with position switch scram failure
(main steam isolation valve closure with_ flux scram)

The applicant submitted responses, including revised transient calculations
using the ODYN code, in letters dated April .27, June 13, July 12, and July 29,
1983, from E. J. Bradley (PECo) to A. Schwencer (NRC). The results of the

staff's review for this subject will be reported in a supplement to this report.
.

The applicant was asked to justify that operation with partial feedwater heating
to extend the cycle beyond the normal end-of-cyle condition would not result in
a more limiting change in mini, mum critical power ratio than that obtained using
the assumption of normal feedwater heating. The applicant indicated that anal-
yses will be provided prior to operation in this moda if a decision is made to
operate in this mode. Until such analyses are provided, the NRC staff will
condition the license to preclude operation in this mode. ,

In analyzing anticipated operational transients, the applicant has taken credit
for plant operating equipment that is not normally reviewed by the NRC staff
because it .is not considered essential for safety. The NRC staff has discussed
the application of this equipment generically with GE. Based on these dis-
cussions, it is the understanding of the NRC staff that the most. limiting
transient that-takes credit for this equipment is the excess feedwater event.
Further, the only plant operating equipment that plays a significant role in
mitigating this event (excess feedwater) is the turbine bypass system and the
level 8 high water level trip (closes turbine stop valves). To ensure an
acceptable _ level of performance for Limerick, the NRC staff position is that
this equipment be identified in the plant Technical Specifications with regard'
to -availability, setpoints, and surveillance testing.

15.1 Increase in Heat Removal

Transients analyzed in this group result in a decrease in core coolant tempera-
ture'and include loss'of feedwater heaters, feedwater control failure to maximum
demand, pressure regulator failure in the open direction, inadvertant opening of
a safety / relief valve, and inadvertant residual heat removal shutdown cooling
operation _for reduced pressure and temperature conditions in the reactor. The

most severe transient is the feedwater controller failure (maximum demand). The

resultant minimum critical-power ratio (MCPR) remains above 1.06, and the peak
reactor vessel pressure is 172' psi below the ASME Code limit.

15.2 Decrease in Heat Removal

Transients in this~ group result in an increase in reactor pressure and include
i'' pressure _ controller failure to the closed position, generator load rejection

Limerick SER 15-5
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and turbine trip with and without turbine-bypass, inadvertent MSIV closure, '

loss of condenser vacuum, loss of auxiliary power transformer, loss of all grid
connections, loss of all teedwater flow, and failure of residual heat removalshutdown cooling.' i

'

The transient resulting in the highest system pressure was a generator load
rejection without turbine bypass, which resulted in a peak system pressure of
1225 psi, which is below the allowable maximum pressure of 1375 psig. However,
a more severe transient is used for the ASME overpressure protection report.
This is an inadvertent main steam isolation' valve closure with postulated
failure of the position switch scram also assumed (see Section 5.2.2).

Of these transients, the limiting MCPR transients are turbine trip without by-
pass and generator load rejection without bypass, which result in delta critical
power ratios of -0.06 and -0.08, respectively. The applicant has proposed,
however, that the generator load rejection without bypass and the turbine trip
without bypass transients be classified as infrequent events. The reclassifi-
cation of these events has been under review by the NRC staff and has not beenapproved. The NRC staff requires that these events be categorized as moderate
frequency events and, therefore, the operating limit minimum ' critical power
ratio must be adjusted so that the safety limit MCPR of 1.06 is not violated bythese transients. (See also the discussion on REDY and ODYN transient analysis.)

15.'3 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Flow Rate ;

Transients in this group include a trip of one or both recirculation pump
motors and recirculation flow control failure to decrease flow.

The most severe transient is that resulting from simultaneous trip of both
recirculation pump motors. As the pumps coast down, the core void fraction
increases, causing level swell in the reactor vessel and a decrease in neutron
flux. Turbine. trip occurs because of high water level. The MCPR remains well
above the safety limit, and there is a small increase in reactor pressure.

The applicant analyzed a pump shaft seizure and pump shaft break accident.
Reactor scram is sufficient to preclude violating the safety limit minimum
critical power ratio (1.06) and, therefore, no fuel damage-occurs. The reactor

i vessel pressure is maintained below the specified limit throughout the event.
However, the analyses included the use of nonsafety grade equipment, in parti-

( cular', the turbine' bypass system and the high water level trip. The applicant
i has forwarded additional information in regard to the effect of these systems

on thermal' margins. It was stated that failure of the bypass and the high
water level trip would result in an increase in the difference of critical
power ratios of.0.08, which would still result in a minimum critical power
ratio above the safety limit of 1.06. The staff concludes that fuel damage

i would not occur as a consequence of this event and, therefore, the results ofl- the analysis of this event are-acceptable.

15.4 Reactivity and Power Distribution Anomalies

Uncontrolled Rod Withdrawal from Subcritical or Low Power Startup Conditions

! The rod sequence control system and rod worth minimizer are each designed to
enforce a particular rod withdrawal sequence during startup and low power

. Limerick.SER 15-6
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/

-operation. 2 Following that sequence would limit the-amount of reactivity that
could be, inserted in one withdrawal action to.an amount that;would precludeI

anyLviolation of| fuel. thermal limits (the programmed withdrawal sequence con--

*

istitutes normal operation during startup). . The probability of_a-failure in.
Lthese_ systems,that would permit the_ continuous withdrawal-of a high worth rod

,

is-low. -Nevertheless, the consequences of such an event >have been calculated.'

}| The calculation was;pe.rformed generically by GE:and is reported in the' LaSalle
~

>

'

. County. Station FSAR (Docket 50-341, Section 15.4.1). The calculation was per-

; . formed'in two~ steps. LFirst a. detailed analysis, including three-aimensional,
. effects, wasLperformed for a-rod worth (1.6% reactivity change) somewhat aboven

|_ the maximum anticipated worth; then a-point kinetics calculat!on'was used to'
Lextrapolate the results to rod worths to;be expected for'out of-sequence rods.4 ,

The' calculation is performed _ at 1% of full; power because calculations have
shown that:this power level produces the maximum consequences. -Transient

| termination is assumed to. occur:by means of the average power range monitor.
-(APRM) 15% power level scram or the degraded (worst bypass condition) inter-

.

_

mediate _ range monitor (IRM) scram. The withdrawal. speed is assumed to be the
maximum' attainable, and rod worths up to 2.5% reactivity change were analyzed. ,

.In no case.was a peakLenthalpy' greater than 60 calories per gram encountered.
,

*

The NRC staff concludes that_the analysis of this event'is acceptable because
,

;a' conservative analysis.has been performed, conservative rod worth values are
analyzed, and the consequences show a large margin to the acceptance-criterioni
of 170. calories.per. gram.

The_ possibilities for single failure of the reactor control system that could-
. result in uncontrolled withdrawal of, control rods under low power startup condi-
tions have.been reviewed. 'The scope of the review'has . included investigations-
:of-initial conditions and control rod reactivity worths and the course of the

: resulting transient. The methods used to determine the peak fuel rod response *

'and.the inputs to.that analysis have been examined. ,

i. .

.
.

.

The acceptable fuel: design limit for.this event required by GDC 10 is defined'

to.be'a peak fuel:enthalpy of 170 calories per gram. Whereas:SRP 15.4.1 defines'

. this ' limit in terms of. critical power < ratio. However, the' power' transient
resulting from this event.is very narrow (200 milliseconds full width at half-
maximum) so that the maximum fuel enthalpy_value of 170' calories per gram, which
is used for the' rod drop analysis (see'SRP.15.4.9), is an appropriate measure
of, fuel duty for this event'also.~ The NRC staff therefore concludes that'the-
requirements of GDC 10,c20, and 25 have been met. _The applicant has met the
requirement of GDC=10 that the specified acceptable fuel design limits are not-

i exceeded, of--GDC.20 that reactivity control systems are automatically initiated
so-that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded, and of GDC 25

|' that single malfunctions of the reactivity control system will not cause the
specified acceptable fuel design limits to'be_ exceeded. These requirements.have

: - been met by-comparing the resulting extreme operating conditions for the fuel
,

(iie. , fuel duty)-with the acceptance criterion (peak fuel enthalpy) to ensure
that~ fuel rod failure'will be precluded for this event. The basis for accept-

ance in the NRC' staff review is that the applicant's/ analyses of the maximum
-low power condition have been confirmed, that the analytical' methods and input
data'are reasonably conservative, and that specified acceptable fuel design
limits will not be exceeded.

3_
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Uncontrolled Rod Withdrawa'l at ~ Powere ,
-

~
%'

Above:a'' preset power ~1evel?(approximately 25% of. full power) the rod withdrawal~

$1 sequence sis no longer enforced by the rod sequence contro1' system or the rod.

'

rworth minimizer. :Instead~the core is protected against exceeding' fuel damage
' limits' by the rod block monitor. When a rod is< selected for withdrawal the[; - nearest four strings of , local power . range monitors are also selected. The out-U

[ . puts 3from these monitors serve'as inputs to the rod block monitor, the. output,
|

_.

'of.which is.the average of the. detector signals. This~ output is then input'to !4 , :a trip circuit:that is adjusted to block the rod withdrawal before fuel damage
climits are exceeded.- An analysistis' performed to establish the trip setpoint
required.to accomplish the_ proper rod block.,

The' analysis is performed in a conservative manner, by assuming the highest,

; worth rod-in a pattern to be continuously withdrawn at.its maximum' speed. A
<

rod' pattern is selected that tends'to maximize the consequences,'although such
L a pattem.would be prohibited during normal operation. .The core is assumed to' :be operating'at. rated conditions. The two-local detector strings having the

: highest readings are assumed to be inoperable.- The rod to be withdrawn'is.

L assumed to be fully inserted before to its withdrawal. The calculation is
pe'rformed with the BWR simulator code (NED0-20953A)'that has been reviewed and

.

[ approved (letter from' 0. -Parr, NRC, September 22,:1976). This~three-dimensional' -
codef s: suitable because the power rise is slow enough to permit the assumptioni

q
that the neutron and thermal powers-can be calculated by time-independent;

methods. 'The core is assumed to be xenon free for this calculation to maxi-
.

.
.'

mize the reactivity controlled by control' rods. The calculation consists of a
~

'

i : number of " snapshots" of the: core power distribution as the control rod is
: withdrawn.

:
.

The results of the calculations are examined and curves of linear heat genera-
! ytion rates and critical power ratio are drawn as a function of-withdrawal~

: distance for the rod. Such curves are drawn for assemblies containing the
.

f highest linear | heat generation rate and lowest critical power ratio during the [transient. The curves 1are used to obtain the maximum travel'for the rod that ~

will 'ot violate established heat generation rate orLcritical power ratio-n
L limits. The more limiting of'the.two1 maximum traveltdistances is then chosen.

~

.The-calculations'are also'used to obtain the responses of the local detectors
thatiprovide inputs to the rod block monitor. These are combined f ri an appro-
priate manner to obtain the output of the rod block monitor as a function of
rod withdrawal. Appropriate assumptions'-regarding inoperable local detectors
are made. The results'of the calculai. ion are plotted and the rod block monitor

-trip is set-to-the value obtained for-the' maximum-permitted travel. On the-
basis that the calculational method used is approved'and that conservative *

~

'

. input assumptions'are'made, the NRC staff concludes that'the analysis of this
event is| acceptable.

1

The possibilities for single failure of the reactor control system that could
~

, result'in uncontrolled withdrawal of contro1 ~ rods unde'r power operation con-
t .ditions have'been reviewed. The scope e 'the review has included investiga-'

.tions'of initial conditions and control rod reactivity worths, and the course
of~the.resulting. transient. The methods used to determine the peak fuel rod g' response'and the inp'uts to that analysis have been examined. The NRC staff

~

,
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: -concludes thatithe requirements of GDC 10,!20, and 25 have been met. The

applicant has. net the requirement of'GDC 10 that;the specified acceptable fueli

1
- design 11mits1are not! exceeded forithef anticipated transient; of GDC 20 that -

: the reactivity- control . system 'is automatically ~ actuated to prevent exceeding
Lthe specified acceptable design limits; and of:GDC 25 that? single malfunctions.

. - Jin the reactivity control system will not cause specified acceptable fuel. >

| design' limits to be exceeded. These requirements;have beenLmet by comparing-
'

- 'the resulting-extreme'ojerating conditions'and response of the fuel (i.e.,-fuel
~

Jduty) with.theLacceptance criteria for fuel damage (boiling transition-and 1%'

Jplastic strain in the cladding) to ensure that fuel-rod failure will be pre-r
.

scluded for this event. . The basis for acceptance in-the NRC staff review is
!! that the applicant's choice of maximum transients for single error control rod

_

malfunctions has been confirmed, that- the analytical methods and input data ." -

F - are reasonably _ conservative, and that1specified acceptable fuel design limits~ ;

will not be exceeded.
.

Increased recirculation flow because of flow' control failure or startup of an
idle recirculation pump would result in reactivity' anomalies. These events are-,

not limiting transients, and neither primary pressure boundary nor fuel damage'

i criteria are. exceeded. - 3

!' -Inadvertent Loading of a Fuel-Assembly into an Improper Position
,

i Strict administrative controlsfin the form of.previously approved established
-procedures andsinspection of:the-loaded core are followed during loading to.

! . prevent operation with an ' improperly loaded fuel assembly. Nevertheless, an-

F analysis of.the consequences of a loading error.has been performed. Two types
h of loading error are considered- placement _of-a fuel assembly in an improper

location, and misorientation of a bundle in its proper. location. The enrich-
ment' distribution is symmetric,-and the water gap. surrounding'the fuel assembly

4
' .is uniform.for the Limerick lattice. .Thus, the only effect of misorientation

in the first cycle is on the fue1 assembly local power peaking distribution,4

.

which must be accounted for:in the-thermal hydraulic' analysis. The misoriented
i- bundle is tilted from'the vertical and the resultant change is lessLthan'0.05
!. 'in the' critical power: ratio. Normal operation with a' misoriented bundle will
i 'not cause violation offany fuel damage limits.
|
h The most limiting misloading error. occurs at beginning of cycle when a low

enriched bundle is misloaded into the'high enrichment location of a four-
! . bundle. array surrounding a local powerirange monitoring detector. .The reading

'

i
in this monitor.wil1 be-reduced and it will be assumed that the' readings in

l' the three mirror image four-bundle arrays (which are not instrumented)~ are the
same.' If the instrumented four-bundle array is placed on limits; the three

[ mirror-image arrays will exceed limits. . The misloading error with the maximum
,,

i calculated consequences for.the' linear. heat | generation rate results in an
fincrease of this quantity from the operating limit of 13.4 kilowatts per foot'

J to 14.92 kilowatts per . foot in the -unnonitored. assemblies. -This is far below
i the:approximately 20 kilowatts per foot required to produce ,a 1% plastic strain
! -in7the cladding. ' The misloading event with the most serious calculated conse-

quences for criticallsewer ratio-results'in a minimum critical power ratioy
! .(MCPR) reduction of approximately 10.8% in the most~affected bundle. This

[
amount of reduction would yield an MCPR of 1.08 if the initial operating MCPR
were 1.22. 'The description given above applies only to the first cycle of<

:

:
!
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operation! .The fuel'misloading' event is reanalyzed for each succceeding cycle
>,

cas part of the cycle loading design.
.

i. LThe applicantThas evaluated the, consequences of the misloading of a fuel assem-
~

blyLand has concluded that the'most' serious misloading would not result in the.
|

p

. violation of fuel thermal' limits-(linear heat generation rate or minimum criti-,
'

'
~

~

cal power ratio) when the reactor is ' operating atLTechnical: Specification limits
=on these'quantitites. . This satisfies.the requirements of SRP~15.4.7, which

D require-that normal operation with any misloading event that'cannot be detected;
.by'the instrumentation provided in the~ core'not produce offsito consequences

F greater than a small fraction offl0 CFR 100' guidelines.

Spectrum of Rod Drop Accidents'
.

-

The postulated rod drop accident occurs when a. rod that has been stuck in the
. upper portion of the core becomes disconnected from.the rod drive, the drive

Lis subsequently withdrawn, and the rod becomes unstuck and falls rapidly onto
the drive.' This results in a' power excursion that could, under certain circum-
stances, result in local fuel damage.' '

The consequences of the rod drop accident depend chiefly on thO amount of reac-
tivity inserted into the core by_the dropping rod and.on-the initial thermal.

ai~ hydraulic conditions of the core. Dependence on rod drop speed, Doppler feed- 1
| back coefficient, the shape of the~ scram curve, and the scram speed are less
[ pronounced. _The analysis-of the rod drop accident has'been performed on a

. ,

: generic _ basis by the GE and is reported:in NEDO-10527, " Rod Drop Accident'
[ Analysis for Large' Boiling Water Reactors," and Supplements 1 and 2 to that'
'

' report. ;The calculation is performed under the following conservative
7. assumptions:
!
L' (1)'.No thermal-hydraulic feedback is assumed. '

^

(2) The least, negative Doppler coefficient that is anticipated is-used.

(3) .The rod drop speed is assumed to be that measured for the rod design plus
li - three standard deviations.~ '

i
(4) :The: scram speed is the~ Technical Specification value.;

, . -

(5) The shape'of-the: scram curve is assumed to be that which starts with all
~

rods ~out of.the core. 'This configuration results|in the longest delay
I before significant reactivity is inserted into the core.

! In addition, the calculational model contains conservatism. For, example, the
b : axial flux shape.is assumed to' remain constant throughout the excursion. This
! means-that the energy deposition-in the hot pellet'is maximized. .The enthalpy

rise in the hot pellet is plotted as a function of the' worth of-the dropped rod
Lin NEDO-10527, Supplement 1. For the design calculation described above,'a rod

: tworth of'approximately 1.4% reactivity change <is required to produce peak '

[ _enthalpy of 280 calories per' gram, which is'the NRC acceptance criterion.
F To' assess the extent of the conservatism in1the assumption of no thermal--

;- hydraulic feedback in the design calculations, the NRC staff' consultant,

!

.
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n - Brookhaven Nationalflaboratory,. performed a. series of calculations that
included this effect. -The results are reported in BNL-NUREG-28109, " Thermal-!'

,

hydraulic Effects on Center Rod Drop Accidents .in;a Boiling Water Reactor." :-

.These results show that'-if thermal bydraulic feedback is' included'in the

. calculations,: the resulting peak enthalpy ~is less than 140 calories per gram
i.

;for a? rod worth of 1.4% reactivity change. Thus-it may be concluded that a~

;

i large; conservatism factor exists in the: design calculations.

Thd NRC staff has compared the characteristics of the Limerick reactor to that ,

-used in=the generic-rod drop accident analysis and concludes;that the generic.
,

j
,

ianalysis is applicable to the Limerick reactor.

: Th'e Limerick , reactor is provided with a rod worth minimizer and rod sequence
control system to monitor and. enforce-the-sequence of rod withdrawals in the
oparational range from cold startup to approximately 25% of full power. In
particular,-the banked position withdrawal sequence is enforced. ~.This sequence
has been described in a GE Topical Report, NEDO-21231, " Banked Position With- '

drawal Sequence." NEDO-21231'contains a generic analysis of potential dropped
rod worths and has been reviewed and approved by the NRC-staff (letter from'

iO. Parr, NRC January |18,1978). In the generic analysis, the fuel load ng
; pattern was chosen to enhance _ rod worths compared to what would be expected ~in
|' 'a real case. ;The values obtained for-potential. dropped rod worths in the

generic analysis _were 0.62% reactivity change for.first cycle rods in the first4

50% withdrawn,_with smaller values-for succeeding cycles. During withdrawals of s

[ -the second 50% of the rods, the maximum ~ worth obtained was 0.75% reactivity
worth during theLfirst cycle, increasing to 0.83% in the equilibrium cycle.-

| ~ For comparison, the maximum worth calculated for withdrawal of the second 50%
of rods .in the first-cycle of Limerick' was 0.47% reactivity change.

Using'the 0.83% value, the design calculated value of the peak enthalpy from' |

. NEDO-10527Eis 135 calories per gram. The calculation including thermal-
I: hydraulic. feedback-would predict less .than 75 calories per gram. Neither of

these peak enthalpies is' expected to produce cladding failure nor a significant ,

pressure pulse. Nevertheless, for purposes of-evaluating environmental conse-
- quences; it is assumed that'770 fuel' rods: suffer cladding failure.

.

The NRC staff has evaluated the applicant's analysis of the assumed control.

: rod drop accident and finds the assumptions, calculational techniques, and con-
. sequences' acceptable. Because the calculations predict fuel enthalpiet -less;-
:than 280 calories per gram, prompt fuel rupture with consequent rapid heat'

~

was' assumed not totra'nsfer'to'the coolant from finely' dispersed molten U02
. The applicant asserts that this is1a highly local event with no signi-'

occur.--

L -ficant change in core temperature cr pressure. The NRC staff concurs with
.

! this' conclusion and further concludes that~ Service Limit C (as~ defined'in Sec-
tio'n III of the ASME Code) is'not violated. The NRC staff concludes that the

.

; - calculations contain sufficient conservatism, both in the initial assumptions
|- and in the analytical ~ models, to ensure that primary system integrity will be

- maintained.~

The NRC staff further concludes that the' requirements of GDC 28 that the poten-
! tial amount and rate of reactivity increase be limited in postulated accidents'

to preclude greater than limited local yielding in the pressure boundary and
,
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; . to preclude'significant.Iimpairment of'the ability to cool the reactor core have
- been met. ; 'e ''

y .A ~*
, , ,

-In evaluating-the radiological consequences of this postulated event, it is.
,

_

assumed that a=high worth control rod has-been fully inserted from.the bottom-
F of- the reactor. vessel-and becomes stuck in this positionfunknown to the reactor
'

operator. LThe' control rod drive mechanism'isithen-assumed to'become decoupled1
,

*

from.the'contro1Lrod and to be fully withdrawn. ; Subsequently, the control rod-
; is' presumed to.'becomejunstuck-and-drops'out-of the core, inserting ~an amount,

Lof~ reactivity corresponding to its reactivity worth at a-rate consistent with~
; -the maximum rate at which the control rod can drop. "

- As discussed above, the Limerick plant is designed with a~ rod sequence control
system that' limits the amount of positive reactivity increase following a postu-
lated rod drop accident. The system 11mits' reactivity' increase so'that the
fuel failure criteria of RG.I.77 are not exceeded.

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of this accident,-the NRC-
staff.has~used the. applicant's values for fuel failures thatL770 fuel rods;

i . woulo.e'perience clad failure, and a mass fraction of 0.0077'of the damagedx
'

fuel rods would exceed--the inititation temperature for fuel melting. The
nelted ' fraction of the fuel :is assumed -to release 100% of the noble gas inven-
tory and,50% of.its iodine inventoryf nto t.he reactor coolant system. Thei,

fuel' experiencing clad failure is assumed?to release 10% of both the noble gas4

'

and iodine inventoriescin'to the. reactor coolant system.~ The increased radio-
activity in the reactor' coolant system'will cause a high radiation signal in'
-the-main steamlines and result in automatic closure of.the MSIVs. The' activity
reaching the condenser is'conse'rvatively assumed ~to be released at ground-level

'

from the turbine-building-at~'a rate of 1% of the condenser 1 volume per day. .The
' -

NRC| staff calculated doses'for this' accident following the guidan'ce of Appen-'
..

! dix A to SRP-15.4.9. The calculated. doses are: listed.in' Table 15.1 and are
well within:10 CFR-100 guidelin'es. 'Therefore, they meet the SRP Appendix;.

i acceptance' criteria. The assumptions used in the ' staff's analysis are : listed-
- in Table:15.3 -

1

Table 15.3 Assumptions used to evaluate control rod drop accident
j. doses 1 i

"i:
$' 6

Parameter
t _ Value

Total number of fuel rods in core 47,658 {
-

Number.of fue1~~ rods perforated 770
,

Number of fuel rods melted 7 I

| Iodine fraction released to condenser, % 10
~

'

. Iodine fraction avaijable for release from turbine / condenser
~' after plate' out and partitioning, %. 10

,

Condenser leak rate',.'%Lper day 1.0
f

: v
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'4[.M Aased on the above discussion, the NRC staff concludes that the Limerick
design for mitigating the consequences of this accident is acceptable.'>

15.5 Increase in Reactor Coolant System Inventory '

The transient that could cause unplanned addition to coolant inventory is the
inadvertent actuation of the high, pressure coolant injection system. The high
pressure coolant injection system'has a small effect, because its flow,is small
compared to the recirculation. flow. The transient tas little effect on fuel

~

thermal margins and on reactor-system pressure.

15.6 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory-

*Inadvertant Opening of a BWR Relief Valve

Inadvertent safety / relief valve opening cauIes a iecrease in reactor coolant
inventory and results in a alld depressurization event that,has only a slight
-effect on fuel thermal margins. . Changes in surface heat flux are calculated
to be negligible indicating an-insignificant chang * in minimum critical power

~

ratio. Thus, the transient is found to be acceptooie. The effect of inadvert-
ent safety / relief valve opening on suppression pool temperature is treated in

,,,,Section 6. 2.
<

.

Radiological Consequences of t?e Failure of Small Lines Carrying Primary Coolant
Outside Containment .

The applicant has submitted an analysis for an inst,rument line failure. The
. applicant %,ynalysis_ indicates that instrument lines that penetrate the primary
containment and carry primary coolant are to be provided with 1/4-inch orifices.
In addition',Ahe instruient lines terminate in the secondary containment and
meet the intent of RG 1.11 and GDC 55 and 56.

~

r The Limerick. instrument line design is similar to that of other BWRs recently .
licensed. The radiological consequences of a failurezin an instrument line
are appropriately limited by the 1/4-inch orifices and by limitations placedc

on the primary coolant activities by the BWR Standard Technical Specifications'.
Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the: Limerick design is
acceptable.

J,
<

Main Steamline Failure Outside Containment

A guillotine break of one of the four main steamlines is postulated to occur
outside the-primary containment, downiitream of the. outermost isolation valve,

~resulting in mass loss from both ends of the break. The primary coolant loss is
limited bytsteamline flow limiters to a maximum release, rate of 200% of rated
steam floi nsnd by Technical Specifications that limitJthe maximum closure time;,

'

of the MSIVs to 5.5' seconds. Mass loss from the broken dteamline terminates
when the MSIVs are fully closed. The applicant has ' calculated that 100,000 lb

t of' water and steam would be released to-t6e atmosphere before the MSIVs would
close/following such an accident. The NRC staff folloged the recommendation
of S5tP 15.6.4 and conservatively assumed that,140,000 lb of coolant were
released. As specified in SRP 15.6.4, doses were calculate _d for the Technical

"Sp'ecification limits for long-tera (Case I) and short-term (Case II) operation,
; 'f,^ '

' ^

Ll t-, ~
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as given NUREG-0123, " Standard Technical Specifications for General Electric--

Boiling Water Reactors." .The calculated doses are listed in Table 15.1. The -

assumptions used in the staff analysis are-listed in Table 15.4. The resultant
doses for the short-term operational limit are within the guideline values of
10 CFR 100, and for the'long-term operational limit are less than a small frac-
tion for'the guideline values of 10 CFR 100. These results meet the acceptance
criteria of'SRP 15.6.4. ;

To provide suitable limitations on the offsite radiological consequences ofc

this accident, the NRC staff will require that the BWR Standard Technical
Specification on primary coolant activity be incorporated into the Limerick
Technical Specifications.

Table 15.4 Assumptions used to evaluate the main steamline break
accident outside containment

'

Parameter Value

Mass of primary coolant released before MSIV closure, Ib -140,000

Fraction of iodine in the primary coolant that is released, % 100

. Fraction of noble gases released, % 100

Primary coolant concentration (dose equivalent I-131),
microcuries per gram

Technical specification limit, normal long-term operation 0.2
Technical. specification limit, normal short-term operation 4.0

Other assumptions As in
RG 1.5

Based on the above, the NRC staff concludes that the design of Limerick is
acceptable with .spect to controfling the release of fission products follow-
ing a postulated dasign-basis steamline break accident.

Loss-of-Coolant Accident I

{
The applicant has selected and analyzed a hypothetical design-basis (LOCA) and
has shown that the distances to the exclusion area boundary (EAB) and the low
population zone boundary (LPZ) are sufficient to provide reasonable assuranc'e

j
that the radiological consequences of such an accident are within the exposure
guidelines of 10 CFR 100.11(a)(1) and (2). lhe analysis has included the
following sources and radioactivity transport paths-to the atomosphere:

(1) contribution from containment leakage

(2) _ contribution from post-LOCA leakage from engineered safety features
outside containment-

(3) contribution from main steam isolation valve leakage

. -
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The NRC staff's review confirms the applicant's. finding based upon the-
. following:

,

(1) the applicant's acceptable provisions-for and design of.tne containment
system, the standby gas' treatment' system (SGTS), and the reactor enclosure

. recirculation system (RERS), as identified in Chapter 6 of this ' report
-

(2)_.the NRC staff's independent analysis of the radiological consequences of;.

. a hypothetical design basis LOCA as described below-

LOCA--Containment Leakage Contribution

The NRC. staff's calculation of the radiological consequences of the hypothe-
-tical LOCA used the conservative assumptions of Positions C.I.a through C.1.e--

- of RG 1.3 (Revision 2), " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radio-
,

logical Consequences of a-Loss-of-Coolant Accident for Boilding Water Reactors."
The primary containment was assumed to leak to the_ secondary containment'at a
constant rate of 0.5% of the containment volume per day for the duration of.

'the accident. There was assumed to be no bypass leakage except during those<

periods when the ~ secondary containment would not be at a. ' negative pressure.-
~

During the periods when:the secondary containment would not be at a negative'

.

pressure, it was assumed that _the primary containment ' leakage went directly to
|~ the environment without credit for mixing or treatment of any kind. In addi--

tion, during those periods'when the secondary contsinment would not be at a
' negative pressure, it was assumed that'the secondary containment leaked at a

! rate of 50% of_the secondary containment. volume per day.

The pressure within the reactor building is maintained at a. negative pressure*

of 0.25 inch w.g. during normal operation by exhausting the reactor building !

. air through the normal ventilation. system. Upon receipt of a safety featuresr

actuation signal, the normal ventilation system is automatically switched off
and the SGTS is actuated. The applicant's analysis indicated'that during the
changeover a pressure transient would occur within the reactor building so'

that the pressure would increase to'a slightly positive pressure for about
1 minute and_then return to a negative pressure of 0.'125 inches w.g. at about .;
3 minutes. At this point, the.RERS would be actuated, resulting in another ~e

-

pressure transient within the reactor. enclosure' building so that the-pressure'
: increases to a slightly positive pressure for about 3 minutes. The pressure

; would then gradually return to -0.25 inch w.g. at about 12.5 minutes after +

! -actuation of the SGTS.

The NRC' staff evaluated the specific features of the reactor building, the
SGTS..and_the RERS and noted that the air volume of the reactor building was
about four. times larger than that of the primary containment (1.8 x 108 ft8
versus 4.1 x 105 ft8). Because the RERS produces high recirculation in the

|- 7 reactor enclosure' building, the NRC staff would expect that the primary con-
~

[
- |tainment: leakage would be-throughly mixed with the reactor building air before

; treatment by the SGTS. Nonetheless, in the NRC staff's analysis, the primary
~ containment. leakage was. conservatively assumed to be mixed with only 50% of

U 'the reactor building air during t51s period. The assumptions used in calcu-
.lating the design-basis _LOCA doses are summarized in Table 15.5. The calcu-
. lated doses resulting from the LOCA are summarized in Table 15.1.-
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Table 15.5 Assumptions used to evaluate the
loss of-coolant accident

Parameter Value

Power level, Mwt 3460
Operating time, years 3

. Core fraction- airborne in the drywell, %
Noble gases 100
Iodines 25

Primary containment leak rate % 0.5
Containment free volume, ft 4.1 x 100

3

Reactor enclosure free volume, ft3 1.8 x 108
Reactor enclosure mixing fraction, % 50

Standby gas treatment system flow ' rates, _(ft / minute3

0-12.5 minutes 1500
12.5 minutes to end of accident (720 hours) 625

Reactor enclosure recirculation system flow rate, ft3/ minute 60,000
Standby gas treatment filter iodine efficiencies, %

Elemental 99
Organic 99Particulate 99

Reactor enclosure recirculation system iodine filter
efficiencies, %

Elemental 90
Organic 30
Particulate 99

Minimum exclusion area boundary, meters 731
Low population zone distance, meters 2043,

;

LOCA--Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage
j

|In addition to the direct leakage from the containment, the LOCA can also lead '

-to activity releases through the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). Each
steamline is equipped with two MSIVs that are closed by a LOCA generated signal.

-In addition, for each steamline, the MSIV leakage control system (LCS) collects
any leakage from the valves, and this -leakage'is processed by the RERS and SGTS
before venting through the plant stack. The MSIVLCS consists of an outboard
and an inboard system. The outboard system collects any leakage between the
MSIV outside the containment and the turbine stop valve, while the inboard sys-
tem collects any leakage between the MSIVs located inside and outside contain-
ment. The NRC staff has reviewed the MSIVLCS for conformance with RG 1.96,

Limerick SER 15-16 -
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" Design of Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control Systems for Boiling Water
Nuclear Power Plants" (Revision 1); the findings are reported in Section 6.7 of
this report.

In calculation of the contribution to the LOCA dose, the NRC staff assumed that
one of the inboard isolation MSIVs failed to close, thus allowing contaminated
steam to travel to the outboard valve, and that the outboard valve would leak
at the Technical Specification leakage limit of 11.5 standard cubic feet per
hour (scfh). This leakage would normally be assumed released directly to the
environment. However, the Limerick plant'is designed with seismic Category I
main steamline piping to the turbine stop valves and the turbine stop valve.is
seismically supported. Therefore,~it is expected that the turbine stop valve
would be closed and the outboard system will be actuated before any contaminated
steam reaches the turbine stop valve. Nonetheless, it was assumed that the
failed NSIV leaked into the steam tunnel and fission products were released to
the secondary containment and then to environment by the RERS and SGTS. All of
the collected leakage is to be directed to that part of the steam tunnel that
is within the reactor enclosure builing (and is part of the secondary contain-
ment) where it is to be processed by the RERS and SGTS before being released to
the environment. The MSIVLCS was assumed to be actuated 20 minutes into the
accident and functions for the duration of the accident. in addition, each of
the four main steamlines was assumed to leak at the Technical Specification
leakage limit of 11.5 scfh (total leakage is 46 scfh).

The calculated doses resulting from this release path are given in Table 15.1.

LOCA--Leakage from Engineered Safety Feature Systems Outside Containment
Contribution

Leakage from engineered safety feature (ESF) components outside the primary
containment also~ would release iodines to the secondary containment; then the
iodines would be mixed within the secondary containment with activity from the
primary containment leakage. Releases to the environment are to be treated by
the RERS and SGTS. The applicant has indicated that during the postulated
post-accident operation the normal leakage from ESF components outside the
primary containment will be small. However, the applicant assumed a 5 gpm leak
for the analysis; the NRC staff also used this leak rate because the staff
considered it conservative. The results of the NRC staff's calculations are
summarized in Table 15.1. Because the applicant has provided an ESF grade,

'

filtration system that will filter the reactor enclosure building exhaust, the
NRC staff has not calculated the contribution to the LOCA doses resulting from
a passive failure _in an ESF component (as specified in SRP 15.6.5, Appendix 8).

- LOCA--NRC Staff Conclusions

The NRC staff'has reviewed the applicant's analysis and has performed an *nde- -

| pendent analysis of the radiological consequences from each of these transpart
paths discussed above. The NRC staff's assumptions are in Table 15.5. The
calculated thyroid and whole body doss from the hypothetical LOCA are listed
in Table 15.1.

The NRC staff concludes that the distances to the EAB and LPZ of the Limerick
site, in conjunction with the ESFs of the Limerick plant, are sufficient to
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' '
provide reasonable assurance that the total radiological consequences of such
an. accident will be within the exposure guidelines in 10 CFR 100.11. This con-
clusion is based on the NRC staff review of the applicant's. analysis and on the
.results of the. independent analysisLperformed by the NRC staff that confirms '

that the calculated doses are within these guidelines.
f

L. 15.7 Radioactive Releases from a Subsystem or Component

Liquid Tank Failures *

The applicant's analysis of.the failure of radioactive-liquid-waste tanks I

: located outside the reactor containment that could result in releases of-liquid
containing radioactive materials to the environs is in FSAR.Section 15.7.3. :The'

-NRC staff has reviewed applicant's analysis and conducted an independent evalu-
; . ation' of this accident, in accordance with SRP 15.7.3.

; The principal criteria governing acceptance in the NRC. staff review are
(1) GDC 60,.as it relates to the radioactive waste management systems designed7

| to control releases of radioactive materials to the environment and
(2) 10 CFR 20, as it relates to effluents to unrestricted areas. Tanks and
' associated components containing radioactive liquids outside containment are

' considered acceptable, by the criteria of SRP 15.7.3, . if failure does not-
result in radionuclide concentrations in excess of the' limits in 10 CFR 20,'

! Appendix B,-Table;II, Column 2, at the nearest potable water supply in an
' unrestricted area.

Limerick has_several radioactive liquid waste processing and storage tanks
that are encompassed by the review-conducted under SRP 15.7.3. The applicant's
analysis: postulated the spill of 10,240 gallons of. radioactive material because
of failure of the waste sludge tank. The accidental releases are assumed-to

L spill _from the waste sludge tank at the radwaste enclosure directly to ground-
water and flow toward the Schuylkill . River. The nearest downgradient drinking._

| - water source is .the Schuylkill River. Using only conservative groundwater
parameters,-the applicant's_ analysis. concluded that strontium-90 and cesium-137
concentrations in the-river as_a result of.the spill are approximately 1000
times below the allowable concentrations established in 10 CFR 20.

The NRC staff's independent analysis (the hydrologic considerations of-which-
appearLin Section 2.4 above) showed that,_because of the long groundwater travel
time and low rate of seepage into the Schuylkill River, all radionuclides will

l- - be decayed and diluted.to far below their 10 CFR 20 limits when they reach the
L river.' . Tanks considered in the NRC staff evaluation were the 5000 gallon-

- evaporator. concentrate storage tank and the 75,000 gallon equipment drain
L surge tank.
i.

| - The. scope of the review included the calculation of radionuclide concentrations
in the applicable failed components based upon the-expected fuel failure rate

~

' for the plant and the effect of. site hydrology for_those systems that have.not-
been provided with special design. features to mitigate the effects of failures.

7 !Radionuclide; concentrations at the nearest potable water supply were found to be
| - acceptable. The_ basis for acceptance has been that.the NRC staff's review sho s
|- that theLpostulated failure of a tank and its associated components would not
/

|J
:
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result in radionuclide' concentrations in excess of the limits in 10 CFR 20,,

S Appendix B, Table II, Column 2, at the water source noted above, wiiesi evaluatedi-

in accordance:with'SRP 15.7.3.

,The applicant has met the requirements of GDCs60 with. respect to the control
of releases of: radioactive materials to the environment by providing controls.

-.to reduce'the potential impact'of the failure of a radioactive liquid-containing
1

tank and its associated components. Such a release will not result in concen->

i trations. exceeding the111mits of 10-CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2,'in
! the unrestricted area.

> Fuel Handlina Accidents
>.

A po'stulated fuel handling. accident was evaluated using assumptions consistent
-with Positions C.1.a .through C.1.k of RG 1.25, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating
the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel

~

Handling and. Storage-Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors." The
kinetic-energy of a single falling fuel' assembly was assumed to be perfectly. ,

.
transmittr.d ~ to .the impacted; fuel assemblies, breaking' open the maximum possible
number'of fuel rods.L-Instantaneous release of noble gases.and radioiodine: vapor!

from the gaps of the broken rods was assumed to occur, followed by.the release-
of these fission products through,the pool water. Radiation monitors located.

,

within the normal ventilation system.have been installed to provide signals to
i

,

initiate shut down of the normal ventilation ~ system and to activate the SGTS.
,

'The design is'such that the= system automatically responds to a radioactivity
release from the pool. as a result of a fuel handling accident, either within

'the containment or the spent fuel pool: area,-and no significant fraction of the
' fission product release' escapes 1 untreated (the SGTS is described in Section 6.5). .

..

-A list offthe assumptions used is given in Table 15.6. _The amount of radio-
iodine' described in RG 1.25, Position C.1.d, and used by..the NRC staff.is cen -
sidered conservative,.as demonstrated by.the. fact that the amount is several
times larger than'that permitted by the vapor pressure of~ elemental iodine.
The offsite-doses computed using these assumptions are listed in Table 15.1,

,

andfare well within the guideline dose limits of 10 CFR 100. The NRC staff, 7

J

! therefore, concludes.that:the plant features designed to mitigate the conse-
[. quences'of fuel: handling accidents are adequate.
;

Table 15.6 Assumptions used in computing
fuel handling accident doses

Parameter. Value

Reactor power, MWt 3458

Peaking factor 1. 5

Rods failed 124*

i Total rods in~ core 47,368

Decay time prior to accident, hr 24
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LSpent Fuel Cask Drop Accidents

The handling of-the spent fuel cask and.other heavy loads is still being
. reviewed by the NRC staff for compliance with the criteria in.NUREG-0612 as
discussed in'Section 9.1.5 of this report. .A condition to the license will
require resolution' of this issue prior to movement of a spent fuel. cask within
the ' plant.~

15.8~ Anticipated Transients Without Scram

Anticipated transients without/ scram.(ATWS) are events in which the scram
system (reactor trip system) is postulated to fail to operate as required.
This_ subject has been under generic review by the NRC staff for several years.

-In December 1978, Volume 3 of NUREG-0460, " Anticipated Transient Without Scram
for Light Water Reactors",~was issued describing the proposed type of plant
modifications the NRC staff considered necessary to' reduce the risk from ATWS.
to'an acceptable level. The NRC staff asked ~the industry.to supply generic
analyses to confirm the ATWS mitigat' ion capability described in Volume 3 of
NUREG-0460; subsequently, in September 1980, the NRC staff presented its recom-
mendations on plant modifications to the Commission. The NRC staff has recom-I i

mended to the Commission'that rulemaking be used to' determine the required
| modifications to. resolve ATWS concerns, as well as the required schedule for
; implementation of'such modifications. Limerick is: subject to the Commission

decision in this matter.
~

~

The following discusses the bases for the operation.of Limerick at full power
while final resolution of ATWS is being considered by the Commission.

NUREG-0460, Volume 3,' states
.

The staff has maintained since 1973 (for example, see pages 69 and1

70 for WASH-1270)'and reaffirms today that the present likelihood of
severe consequences arising from an ATWS event is acceptably small
and presently there is no undue risk to the public from ATWS. This
conclusion is based on-engineering ' judgement in view of: (a) the
estimated arrival rate of anticipated transients with potentially i
severe consequences in the event of a scram failure; (b) the favor- |
able operating experience with current ~ scram systems; (c) the limited - '

number of operating reactors.

-In view of these considerations and the NRC staff's expectation that the
_ necessary plant ~ modifications will be implemented 1 to 4 years after a Commis-
sion decision on ATWS, the NRC staff has generally concluded that BWRs can-
continue to operate because the risk from ATWS events in t,his time period is
acceptably small. As a prudent course, to further reduce the risk from ATWS

'

. events before completion of the plant modifications deemed necessary by the
Commission, the NRC staff has required that' emergency operating procedures be
developed to assist operators in the recognition of an ATWS event, including
consideration of scram indicators,~ rod position indicators, flux monitors,
reactor. vessel level and. pressure indicators, SRV indicators, and any other

c alarms annunciated in the control room with' emphasis'on alarms not processed j
through the electric portion of the reactor scram system. When implemented,

|
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these procedural requirements will prov'ide an acceptab1_e basis for. interim-
. operation of Limerick Units 1 and 2, based on the NRC staff's understanding

.

of the plant response;to postulated ATWS events. The'BWR Owners Group has
developed guidelines'for reactivity control as part of.its Emergency Procedure-
' Guidelines, which have been reviewed as described.in Section 13.5.2 above.. The
applicant has. committed to. implement procedures based on.these guidelines.

.Therefore,:the NRC. staff concludes' that the applicant's commitment in this area,

is acceptable on an interim basis for ' full power- operation. The NRC' staff con-'

siders- this issue resolved for the: purpose of issuing a full power -license.
The Commission will,,by rulemaking, determine any future'modificatio'ns neces-
sary to resolve the ATWS concerns and the required schedule for implementation'

of-such modifications.

| Generic' letter 83-28, " Required Actions. Based'On. Generic.Implica'tions Of Salem
,

'ATWS Events," was issued to all licensees of operating reactors, applicants for'

.

Loperating license, and holders of construction permits on July 8, 1983. The
W NRC-staff will. report the results of.its review of the coplicant's response to

this generic letter in a supplement to this report.

15.9~ TMI Action Plan Requirements

[ 15.9.1 II.B.1 Reactor Coolant System Vents

s
.This item _ requires that the applicant make provision for venting noncondensible'

i

gases from the reactor coolant system that may inhibit core cooling without
significantly increasing the probability of a LOCA or resulting in a challenge
to containment integrity.

The primary venting capability for Limerick-is provided by.the ' automatic depres-
surization system (ADS). Each SRV is seismically and Class 1E qualified, and
'the' air' supply to the five valves.tha't comprise the ADS is seismically qualified.4

.These valves can be manually operated from the control room.to vent the reactor
coolant system. Emergency procedures undertaken to ensure core cooling under

.

_

accident conditions will, at the same time, result in system _ venting;'hence, no.

. specific venting procedures have been provided. 2The applicant has indicated-'

g that this position indication system for the SRVs is being upgraded in accord--
!ance with Item II.D.3 (see Section 12.5 above)..

,

.

I, In addition to the capabi.lity provided by the SRVs, other reactor coolant
system vents have been included in the original plant design. A reactor-

U coolant vent line is located at the very top of the reactor vessel, is' oper-
{ 1able from the control room,:and is powered by a Class 1E source. .The location
c -of this line permits it to vent the entire reactor coolant system norn: ally

' connected'to the reactor pressure vessel. Discharge is to the drywell equip-''

ment drain sump. Because this vent line is part of the original design for
Limerick, it: has 'already been considered. in all the design-basis. accident-
analyses ~in the FSAR. .

A ' post-LOCA condition is possible wherein ~noncondensible gases could
come out of solution while the residual heat removal system is . operating.in~

.the steam condensing mode. Gases that can accumulate at the top of the-RHR
iheat exchanger can be vented through a vent line containing two Class 1E motor-'

i. operated valves operated from the control room.
<

,
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~ .Theapplicantprovided-no. additional'LOCAanalyses-becausenoequipmentmodifi-
. : cations :have been made to demonstrate venting capability (i.e. , all equipment-
E 1 discussed is~part.of the originalfdesign). The results of a. break in the SRV

: discharge ' piping,'or any of the other pipelines for the systems enumerated
|{

i

above, would be the same as those of a small. steamline. break.' A more: limiting
-complete-steamline-break is'part of the Limerick design basis.

!

Thel RV. system described by'the' applicant satisfies the requirement for ventingS.

capability imposed by Item II.B.1,zif positive-valve position. indication is
provided in,the_ control-room; the applicant has committed to this. .The'other.

'
4

,,

vents (reactor. core ' isolation cooling, vessel . head vent, and residual heat ;-

removal heat exchanger vents) provide additional capability. The NRC staff
concludes'that with the applicant's commitment-to provide. valve position.indi-

~

~ cation in the control' room the Limerick design meets the vent requirements ofi,

i Item-II.B.1.
'

I15.9.2 II.F.1 Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

-II.F.1 Attachment 1, Noble Gas Effluent Monitors- '

| See Section 11.5.

[ II.F.1J Attachment 2, Sampling and Analy' sis of Plant Effluents
i

!' See Section 11.5.

15.9.3 II.K.1 IE Bulletins on Measures To Mitigate Small-Break LOCAs and'
. Loss of-Feedwater - Accidents

II.K.1.Si Assurance of Proper Engineered Safety Features Functioning

L |In a letter dated'May 11,- 1982,- from E. J. Bradley (PEco) to A. Schwencer (NRC),~

the applicant stated that valve positioning requirements, positive controls,.
j. and test and maintenance procedure.s associated with engineered safety feature

.

*

; systems.are addressed;in station' administrative procedures ~that have been-
: generated based on:the requirements:of IE Bulletin 79-08 Item 6.

Motor-operated valves in safety-related. systems' are normally maintained in- a
configuration to require the least number of valve automatic movements upon
system actuation.- The position of manual emergency core' cooling system valves ~

g ' considered vital to system operability ~is controlled by the use-and.documenta-
! tion of. either : locks, checklists,. or independent verification. Surveillance|' - test procedures for engineered. safety feature systems include return to. normal

. steps or checklists 'to ensure the: system .is ' returned to' service. Befcre fuel-
. load, all engineered safety-feature systems will be confirmed to be aligned in

-

p accordance with approved checklists.-

|The NRCfstaff will' verify that'these administrative procedures' satisfy the
~

-

requirements of this item before an' operating license is issued.
, _

,

u

|
l
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II.K.1.10' Review and Modify (as Required) Procedures for Removing
Safety-Related Systems from Service (and Restoring to Service)
To Assure Operability Status Is Known

t

In a letteridated May 11,~1983,- from E.J. Bradley!(PEco) to A. Schwencer (NRC),
.the. applicant stated that an administrative procedure addressing the release

~

from service |and'the return to service of safety-related equipment has been-
; ; written:to. address the requirements of IE Bulletin 79-08, Item 8. This proce-~

dureLand' surveillance test procedures provide controls to ensure that the status!

of safety-related. system operability is known before removal from service and
return to service.

The NRCLsta'ff will. verify that these administrative procedurer satisfy the>
>

requirements of this. item before-an operating license is issued.

II.K.1.22 Describe Automatic and Manual Actions for Proper Functioning of

i Auxiliary Heat Removal Systems When- Feedwater System Is Not-
*

_
. Operable

; The description of the~ actions necessary for heat removal when the' main feed-
waterisystem'is not available is in FSAR Sections 5.4.6 and 5.4.7.-'

;
-

- .

The. applicant _ stated that if the feedwater supply.is unavailable, a reactor
[ scram will be automatically initiated.when the reactor water'1evel falls to

. level 3.

The RCIC system is' automatically . initiated from the reactor water: level 2 (low-
low) setpoint to_ supply makeup water to the reactor pressure vessel. The system

,

will provide automatic-injection until the reactor: water level reaches level 8.

! The high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system'provides a redundant system
i_ for the RCIC and will restart automatically once the high level trip signal

fclears and a low-low level (level 2) signal _is' received.'

If .the vessel is isolated, reactor vessel pressure -is regulated.by automatic or.
remote'manua1 operation of the relief' valves, which. blow down to the suppression

3

pool. In'this case, the suppression-pool cooling mode of:the residual heat
r - = removal-(RHR). system is used to transfer heat to the. ultimate heat sink. This
! requires _ remote manual alignment of.the.RHR system valves and startup from the-

control room of the associated service water system. Reactor vessel heat
removal may also be-accomplished while the vessel is. isolated by operator action

|to align the RHR system for the steam condensing mode of operation. 'This
L involves valve alignments;and startup of the RHR service water system.

-For the accident case with the reactor pressure vessel,at high' pressure, the
_HPCI system is' utilized to automatically provide the required makeup flow. No'

manual actions are required. If the HPCI' system is postulated to fail at these
same conditions, the ADS will initiate depressurization of the reactor pressure
vessel to permit the low pressure: emergency core cooling' systems to provide
makeup coolant.

-Based on the description provided,.the NRC staff concludes that the auxiliary
heat removal systems are acceptable.

'
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II.K.1.23 Reactor Vessel Level Ins'trumentation

The instruments that sense the water level are differential pressure devices
calibrated for accuracy at a specific vessel pressure and liquid temperature
condition. This information is extensively detailed in the GE Topical Report
NED0-24708, " Additional Information Required for NRC Staff Generic Report on
Boiling Water Reactors." It has been reviewed by the NRC staff and evaluated
in NUREC-0626, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and Small-Break
Loss-of Coolant Accidents in GE-Design Operating Plants and Near-Term Operating !

License Applications." The NRC staff finds this acceptable for Item II.K.1.23

15.9.4 II.K.3 Final Recommendations of B&O Task Force

II.K.3.3 _ Report Safety and Relief Valve Failures Promptly and Challenges
Annually

InFSARAmendmenk29,theapplicanthascommittedtopromptreportingofSRV
failure and.to reporting annually challenges to the SRVs. The Limerick Tech-
nical Specifications will require these failures to be reported within 30 days.
This is acceptable to the NRC staff.

II.K.3.13 Sep'aration of High Pressure Coolant Injection and Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling System Initiation Levels

j

At Limerick, the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI)' and reactor core isola-
tion cooling (RCIC) systems are both initiated at low water level, Level 2. As
a generic item, the possible separation of intiation levels for RCIC and HPCI
was. studied by GE for the BWROG. The results of this study were forwarded to
the NRC staff by letter dated December 29, 1980 from D. B. Waters (BWR Owners
Group) to D. G. Eisenhut (NRC). The applicant has endorsed the conclusions of
that study and taken the position that the proposed separation of RCIC and HCIC
initation levels is unnecessary for safety considerations. The study concluded:
(1) for rapid level changes during accidents and severe transients, HPCI and
RCIC initiation would be essentially simultaneous in that possible separation
distances could not preclude HPCI challenges: (2) for slow level changes due to

i small leaks or slow transients, adequate time' exists for manual initiation of
| RCIC by the reactor operator prior to HPCI auto-initiation; and (3) no signifi-

cant reductions in thermal cycles is achievable by separating the setpoints,
nor is a reduction in cycles necessary.

With regard to automatic restart of the RCIC on' low water level, the applicant
has stated that this modification will be implemented before fuel load.

The NRC staff' concludes that for Limerick, the separation of HPCI and RCIC
~ initiation levels is unnecessary at this time. The NRC staff will verify
installation of equipment for the automatic restart of RCIC on low water level
before an operating license is issued.

II.K.3.15 Modify Break Detection Logic to Prevent Spurious Isolation of'
High Pressure Coolant Injection and Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling Systems

The applicant has stated that the HPCI/RCIC steamline isolation logic is being
modified to address the spurious isolation of these systems as a result of the

<
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pressure' spike that accompanies their startup. The modification consists of-
adding a time delay to the high flow trip logic of~HPCI/RCIC; it is to be imple-
mented prior to fuel load. The NRC staff concludes that this is acceptable.
1The NRC staff will verify installation before an operating license is issued.

II.K.3.16 Reduction of Chcilenges and Failures of Relief Valves--
Feasibility Study and System Modification

The applicant has endorsed the BWROG response described'in NED0-2491, "BWR
Owners Group NUREG-0737 Implementation: Analyses and Positions Submitted to
the USNRC" (June 1981).

The applicant plans to implement the following recommendations from NEDO-2941:

(1) low water level isolation setpoint
(2) -low-low set relief logic system or equivalent manual actions
(3) reduced MSIV testing frequency

The NRC staff has evaluated the Owners Group response (" Evaluation of BWR Owners
Group Response to Item II.K.3.16 of NUREG-0737, Reduction of Challenges and-
Failures of Relief Valves - Feasibility Study and System Modification"). This

. evaluation concluded that the items listed above are acceptable and offective

l to reduce SRV challenges and failures.

II.K.3.17 Report on Outage of Emergency Core Cooling Systems.

The applicant has committed to reporting a summary of emergency core cooling
system outage data for the last 5 calendar years starting with the date of
commercial operation. This is acceptable to the NRC staff.

II.K.3.18 Modification of ADS Logic

The applicant is participating in the BWR Owners Group evaluation of logic
modifications to simplify ADS actuation. The preliminary results of this study
were submitted to the NRC in a letter from D.B.' Waters to D. G. Eisenhut-dated

. March 31, 1981. The Owners Group has re-evaluated this topic because of some
' identified conflicts'between the proposed modifications to the ADS actuation

logic and the emergency procedures for ATWS.

The BWR Owners Group submitted a letter to the NRC (BWROG-8260, T.J. Dente to
D.G.-Eisenhut, October 28, 1982) that identified eight options for resolution.
The NRC has judged option 2 (eliminate high.drywell pressure trip and add manual
inhibit switch) and option 4 (bypass high drywell pressure trip and add manual
inhibit switch) acceptable.

In a letter dated June 20, 1983, from John'S. Kemper (PECo) to A. Schwencer
(NRC), the applicant committed to implement option 4. In a letter dated
August 10, 1983, the applicant committed to implement option 4 prior to fuel
loading. Based on its review, the NRC-staff procludes that the implementation
of option 4 prior to fuel loading constitutes an acceptable response to
II.K.3.18 for Limerick. Implementation of this logic modification eliminates
the need for manual depressurization of the reactor vessel for certain events

i
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such as a stuck open safety / relief valve or a steamline break outside r
containment with HPCI failures.

-

'II.K.3.'25 Loss of Power to Pump Seal Cool'ers

The applicant stated that two systems are available for cooling the.recircula-
tion pump seals, the reactor enclosure cooling water (RECW) system and the-
recirculation pump seal purge' system. The applicant also stated that recircu-
-lation pump vendor test data have shown that if either one of these seal cool-
ing systems is operating, seal temperatures will remain within acceptable
limits and excessive seal deterioration is not expected to occur. The primary
cooling for the recirculation pump seals is provided by the RECW system, which
cools the reactor water that flows to the lower seal cavity. After a loss of

.offsite power, the RECW pumps will be powered by onsite emergency power and
will restart automatically. The service water system, which normally provides
cooling water to the RECW heat exchangers, will not be available, but cooling
water to the heat exchangers can be provided via manual realignment of the
emergency service water (ESW)' system. If the RECW pumps do not restart or are
unavailable for some other reason, the ESW can be manually routed directly to
the recirculation pump seals for cooling by way of the RECW piping. Backup
cooling is provided by the recirculation pump seal purge system, which injects
cool water frora the control rod drive (CRD) system into the lower seal cavity.
The CRD pumps.are powered from the emergency diesels and can be manually )
restarted once onsite power is available. Hence, the CRD pumps provide an
alternate method that is available for seal cooling during a loss of offsite
power.

In'this case, where neither cooling source is reestablished and gross seal
degradation occurs, GE analyses (NEDO-24951), which were performed under the
direction of the BWR Owners Group and which are applicable to Limerick, have
indicated that the maximum coolant loss would.be limited to 70 gpm per pump.
This loss is small enough to be compensated for by normal or emergency reactor
water level. controls.

Instrumentation for various parameters--including seal cavity pressure, seal
staging and drain flows, drywell equipment drain sump pump flow, and drywell
floor drain sump pump flow--is available to the operator to indicate potential
seal failure. In addition, gross seal failure may lead to changes in drywell
pressure, temperature, or radioactivity, all of which are monitored and
recorded in the control room.

Based on its review, the NRC staff concludes that potential problems with loss
of recirculation pump seal = cooling are adequately accounted for at Limerick
and no modifications are necessary.

-II.K.3.30 Revised Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident Methods

GE provided information addressing the NRC small-break model concerns in a
meeting between GE.and the_NRC staff on June 18, 1981 and in subsequent docu-
mentation included in a letter from R. H. Bucholz (GE) to D. G. Eisenhut (NRC),
dated June 26, 1981. The NRC staff has reviewed the information provided by
GE'and concludes that it is acceptable. The NRC staff's evaluation report
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concludes that the test data comparisons and other information submitted by GE'
acceptably demonstrate that the existing GE small-break model isLin compliance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix K and that, therefore, no model changes are required.

II.K.3.31 Plant-Specific Calculations To Show Compliance with 10 CFR 50.46

The' applicant has included small-break LOCA calculations in FSAR Section 6.3.3.7
that were performed for a lead plant representative of Limerick. The applicant
-has committed to supply plant-specific LOCA analyses in a later amendment before
fuel load. The staff will report on its review of the plant-specific analyses
in a supplement to this report. -

II.K.3.44 Evaluation of Anticipated Transients With Single Failure To
Verify No-Fuel Failure

The applicant endorsed as applicable to Limerick the results of the BWR Owners
Group study in this area. The Owners Group report wps submitted to the NRC
staff by letter dated December 29, 1980 from D. B. Waters (Owners Group) to
D. G. Eisenhut (NRC). The evaluation states that the worst case transient-
with-single-failure combination for BWR/4 plants is the loss of feedwater event
with failure of the high pressure coolant injection system. A stuck-open relief
valve was' considered in. addition to the high pressure coolant injection failure.
The results of these st'udies indicate that the core remains covered during the

| whole course of the transient either because of reactor core isolation cooling
system operation, or because of automatic or manual depressurization permitting

-

low pressure inventory makeup. The operator action assumed in the analysis is
manual depressurization of the vessel to permit low pressure injection. Based
on the results of the Owners Group study and their applicability to Limerick,~

the NRC staff finds the applicant's response acceptable at this time.

II.K.3.45 Evaluation of Depressurization with Other than Automatic
Depressurization System

The applicant has endorsed the results of the BWR Owners Group study in this
The analysis assumed failure of all high pressure injection systems butarea.

operability of all low pressure systems. The time when operator action is
assumed to actuate the ADS varied. The effects of depressurization over a
10-minute interval and a 20-minute interval were compared to the full blowdown
case, which is completed in 3.3 minutes. The key parameter studied in regard
to vessel integrity was. vessel fatigue usage. The potential for a reduction
in fatigue usage as a result of a longer blowdown period was examined relative
to the impact on core cooling capability. It was concluded that

-(1) Vessel integrity limits are not exceeded for full ADS blowdown.

(2) For slower depressurization rates (longer than the approximate 3.3-minute
interval-associated with the normal depressurization rate), there is
-little . impact (n vessel fatigua usage relative to the usage assignable to
the full ADS blowdown.

(3) Slower depressurization rates have an adverse effect on core cooling
capabiility except when the operator initiates blowdown very early in the
accident.
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The results also indicated that some-improvement in core cooling capablility
was possible using a 10-minute. blowdown period if the operator actuated the.
ADS within 1 to 6 minutes after the initiation of the accident. During this
initial period, however, it was considered more prudent to attempt to activate
the high pressure injection systems in an effort to avoid use of.the ADS'.

Based on the above discussion and the NRC staff's generic evaluation of this
item (NRC memorandum from T..Speis to G. Lainas, dated. September 27, 1982),.the
NRC staff concludes that no changes to the current mode of depressurization are-
necessary at this time. The NRC staff, notes, however, that the applicant is
subject to the' requirements specified'in-the September 27, 1982 memorandum
regarding the integrity of vessel welded connections in plants experiencing ADSev.ents.

II.K.3.46 Response to Michelson's Concerns

The applicant has endorsed the GE generic response to.the-Michtlson concerns.
The generic responses were' forwarded in a letter from D. Bucholz-(GE) to
D. Ross (NRC), dated February 21, 1980. The NRC staff reviewed the generic
responses for their applicability to Limerick and found them acceptable. This
satisfies the NRC staff for this item and is acceptable for licensingLimerick.

15.9.5 III.D.1 Primary Coolant Outside Containment

III.D.1.1 Integrity of Systems Outside Containment Likely To Contain
Radioactive Material For Pressurized-Water Reactors And
Boiling-Water Reactors

The NRC staff has reviewed the FSAR with regard to Item III.D.1.1. The systems
applicable to the Limerick Units 1 and 2 design that require periodic leak
testing are'(1) residual heat removal, (2) core spray, (3) reactor core iso-
lation cooling,-(4) high pressure coolant injection, (5) control rod drive
scram discharge, (6) safeguard piping fill, (7) post-accident sampling, and
(8) containment atmospheric control. Based on its review, the NRC staff con-
cludes that the Limerick design meets the requirements of Item III.D.1.1 of
NUREG-0737-and is therefore acceptable.

I |
'

1

|

|

!

|
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16 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- The Technical Specifications in a license define certain features, characteris-
tics, and conditions governing operation of a facility that cannot be changed
without prior approval of the NRC staff. The finally approved Technical Speci-
fications will be made a part of the operating license. Included will be sec-
tions covering definitions, safety limits, limiting safety system settings,
limiting conditions.for operations, surveillance requirements, design features,
and' administrative controls.

The Technical Specifications for the Limerick facility will be based on " Standard
Technical Specifications for General Electric Boiling Water Reactors" (NUREG-0123,
Revision 4). This document has been updated from earlier revisions as a' result
of continued discussion with GE and licensees with GE BWRs.

The NRC staff is working with the applicant to prepare a draft of the Technical
Specifications for the Limerick facility. On the basis of its review to date,

the.NRC staff concludes that normal plant operation within the limits of the
Technical Specifications will not result in offsite exposure in excess of the
10 CFR 20 limits. Furthermore, the limiting conditions for operation and the
surveillance requirements will ensure that necessary engineered safety features
will be available in the event of malfunctions within the facility.

During.its review of the Limerick application, the NRC staff identified certain
issues that must be included in the Technical Specifications as a condition of
NRC staff acceptance. These issues are identified in various sections of this
SER. Mast of the issues that the NRC staff has identified as being required to
be included in the Limerick Technical Specifications are already addressed in
NUREG-0123. Those issues that are not included in NUREG-0123 will be added to
the Technical Specifications being prepared for the Limerick facility.

i

!
|

|

|

i
|

|

|
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17 QUALITY ASSURANCE
' '

p

:17.1 General
.

.The description of the quality assurance (QA) program for the operations phase
,of Limerick Units l'and 2 is in FSAR Chapter -17. The NRC staff evaluation of
this QA program is based on a review of this information and on discussions
with the applicant. The NRC staff assessed the applicant's QA program for the

' operations phase to determine if it complies-with the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
' Processing Plants," and SRP 17.2, Revision 2.

17.2 Organization -

The structure of the organization responsible for the operation of Limerick.
;. Units 1 and 2 for the establishment and execution of the operations phase QA

program is shown_in Figure 17.1.

The President of PEco'has ultimate responsibility,for the QA program for
Limerick Units-1 and 2 and has delegated to.the Vice President - Electric
Production Department and the Vice President - Engineering and Research Depart-

,

ment the responsibilities for establishing and maintaining the QA program. .
4

The Electric Production Department is responsible for quality assurance during
a11 ' phases of operation and maintenance of Limerick Units 1 and 2 and has

~ : delegated responsibility for establishing and ensuring implementation of.the
.QA program'to the QA Division. The QA Division is headed by a Superintendent-
who reports directly to the Office of the Vice President - Electric Production

-

Department; the_ division consists of-approximately 38 QA engineers and auditors
servicing the Peach Bottom and Limerick facilities. The major responsibilities;-

.of the_QA Division are preparing and maintaining the QA plan and procedures,
performing audits,n identifying problems adverse to quality, verifying imple-
mentation of corrective actions, and maintaining liaison with the plant staff
and other PECo~ organizations to provide advice and direction to QA activities
a.d problems..

-The Maintenance Division, which reports to the Office of-the Vice President -
Electric Production Department, consists of an Electrical Section, a Mechanical
Section,'and a Station Section, which carry out maintenance activities at.
. Limerick Units 1 and 2. Inspection of maintenance activities is provided by
the Inservice Inspection Group of the Nuclear Branch, which reports to the
Engineering-Section of the Maintenance Division. The Inservice Inspection
Group'is responsible for reviewing maintenance-and inspection procedures to

~

determine the need for inspection, for identification of inspection personnel,
.and to ensure that.the necessary inspection requirements, methods, and accep-
.tance criteria have been identified in~ procedures. ~ Quality Control (QC) inspec--
tors are permanently-assigned to the Inservice Inspection Group. If additional
QC. personnel are-needed, qualified personnel are assigned to the InserviceJ .

Inspection Group from the Engineering Group of the Nuclear Branch.
.
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Although the Elketric Production Department organizational arrangement relative
to QA and QC responsibilities and activities is acceptable to the NRC staff,
the applicant;has described,'in a June 7, 1983,;1etter to the NRC, plans to
organize.the' Electric Production Department inspection functions'by project >

under the Supervisor-of Quality Control (QC), reporting directly to the Electric
Production QA Division Superintendent (see Figure 17.2). The QA staff will.'

consist of 'approximately 31 QC personnel; it,will be responsible for inspection
. function at the Peach Bottom.and Limerick facilities. This organizational
change, which is scheduled to be in effect 90 days'before fuel load, will give ,

' the' inspection function during maintenance and. operations greater independence '

i -frosjthe pressure and. influence of cost and sch'edule. The FSAR,will be modified
fin accordance with the applicant's June 7,'1983, letter to reflect this organiza-

4

tional change.

The Engineering and'Research Department is responsible for QA during modifica-
tions of Limerick Units 1 and 2. The QA Section reports directly'to the Office~

of the Vice President ' Engineering and Research Department;.it consists of'

approximately 20 QA personnel. . The QA Sectioniis responsible for the control
*

and maintenance of the Engineering and Research Department QA Plan, review and.

approval- of procurement documents for inclusion of quality requirements, imple-
mentation of supplier evaluation programs, and' audit of activities to ensure

! proper' implementation of the QA' plan.
,

The Construction Division, .which reports to the Office of .the Vice. President -
Engineering and Research Department,-is. responsible for planning and implementa-
tion of modifications;. receipt, inspection, and storage of items; and preparing

.

and implementing QC; inspection plans for modifications. ,

17.3. Quality Assurance Program
d

The Limerick QA program' is described in FSAR Chapter 17 and is implemented _by
: written. policies, procedures', and instructions. In the QA program, the appli-
cant.has committed,.for the operations phase, to be in compliance with the

_prov s ons o 'f the RGs listed in Table 17.1. In addition,~ the applicant's QAii
~

program _for fire protection is ' described in FSAR Section 17.2; it meets the
-

guidelines of BTP CMEB 9,5-1, " Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants.">

The; applicant's QA program requires that implementing procedures and instruc-
tions encompass detailed controls.for (1) translating codes, standards,Lregu-
latory -requirements, Technical Specifications, and engineering and process;

; requirements into. drawings and specifications, procedures and-instructions;n
-(2) developing, reviewing, and approving procurement documents, including.

changes; (3) prescribing all quality-related activities-by documents instruc-~

tions, procedures, drawings, and specifications; (4) issuing and distributing
approved documents;-(5) purchasing items and services; (6) identifying materials,'

. parts, and. components;-(7) performing special processes; (8) inspecting and/or
testing materials, equipment, processes, or services; (9) calibrating and main-
taining measuring and test equipment; (10) handling, storing, and shipping of
' items; (11) identifying |the inspection . test, and-operating status of items;
(12) identifying and dispositioning' nonconforming items; (13) correcting condi-
tions adverse to_ quality;-(14)' preparing and maintaining QA records; and (15)
auditing activities that affect quality.

.

i

~
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Table-17.1 Regulatory guidance applicable to quality assurance program i

RG Title Issue Date 1

1

, .1.30 Quality Assurance Requirements for the August 11, 1972 .

I

Installation, Inspection, and Testing
of Instrumentation and Electrical
Equipment

1.33, Revision 2 Quality Assurance Program Requirements February 1978
(Operation)

1.37 Quality Assurance Requirements for March 16, 1973
Cleaning.of. Fluid Systems and Asso-
ciated Components of Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants ,

1.38, Revision 2 Quality Assurance Requirements for May 1977~~

Packaging, Shipping, Receiving,
Storage, and Handling of Items for,

Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

1.39, Revision 2 Housekeeping Requirements for Water- September 1977

Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

.1.58, Revision 1 Qualification of Nuclear Power P.lant September 1980
s; Inspection, Examination, and Testing;

Personnel

~1.64, Revision 2 Quality Assurance Requirements for June 1976
the Design of Nuclear Power Plants

-1.74 Quality Assurance Terms and February 1974
.

Definitions~

1.88, Revision 2 Collection,. Storage, and Maintenance October 1976
of Nuclear Power Plant Quality
Assurance Records

~

.1.94, Revision 1 . Quality Assurance Requirements for April 1976
-

Installation, Inspection, Land Testing
c of Structural Concrete and Structural-.

Steel During the Construction Phase
! .of Nuclear Power Plants'

1.116, Revision 0-R Quality Assurance Requirements'for May 1977
Installation, . Inspection, and Testing

r.
|

of Mechanical Equipment and Systems

1.123, Revision 1 Quality Assurance Requirements for. July 1977
Control of. Procurement of Items.and-

| Services for Nuclear Power Plants

1.144 Auditing Quality Assurance Programs September.1980~

-for Nuclear Power Plants

1.146 qualification of Quality Assurance August 1980
Program Audit Personnel for Nuclear

,

Power Plants
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The. indoctrination and training program ensures that personnel performing
activities affecting quality are knowledgeable in QA/QC requirements, imple-
menting procedures, and instructions-and that they have competence and skill
in the performance of their quality-related _ activities. It also provides for
retraining- of ~ personnel | performing quality-affecting activities.

r

I -

' Quality is verified through' checking, review, surveillance, inspection, testing,'and audit of quality-related activities. The QA program requires that quality
verification be performed by individuals who are not directly responsible for . )
performing the quality-related activities.

'
.

[- fled personnel in accordance with procedures, instructions, and checklistsInspections_are performed by quali-
| approved by the QA organization.
1

Audits are performed in accordance with pre-established written checklists by -
| qualified personnel not having direct responsibilities in the areas being.i audited. Periodic audits will be performed to evaluate all aspects of the QA

program, including the effectiveness of the QA program imblementation.
The QA

program. requires the review of audit results by the person having responsibility
in the area audited. to determine and take corrective action where necessary.
Follow-up audits are performed to determine. that nonconformances and deficien-
cies-are effectively corrected and that the' corrective action precludes repeti-

_

tive occurrences..

;The applicant is preparing a response to an NRC staff request for additional,

!'

information regarding the, structures, systems, and components that are under
the control of the QA' program. The NRC staff will. review the response and the
results of this-review will be reported in a supplement to this report.
17.4 -Conclusion

Based on its detailed review and evaluation of the operational QA program
-

description in FSAR Chapter 17 and the proposed QA organizational changes
- described-in the applicant's June 7, 1983, letter, and pending resolution of
the'above issue, the NRC staff concludes:

;.
'

'(1) .'The, organizations and persons performing.QA functions appear to have t,he'
- required independence and authority to effectively carry out the QA pro-,_

' '
_ gram without undue influence from those directly responsible for cost and
schedules.

(2) The QA program,_with the exception of the outstanding issue noted below,
describes _ requirements, procedures, and controls that, when properly
implemented, comply with the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 and'

with the acceptance criteria in SRP 17.2.

. -Accordingly, the NRC staff concludes _that the applicant's description of the'

QA program, with the exception of the outstanding issue, is in compliance with
applicable NRC staff regulations.

4
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18 : HUMAN' FACTORS ENGINEERING
.

'18.1 Detailed ~ Control-Room Desian Review

All licensees and applicants forfan operating license are required to conduct a
7-Detailed Control ~ Room Design Review (DCRDR) in responseLto'NRC Task Action Plan

' -Item I.D.1 (NUREG-0660, NUREG-0737, and NUREG-0737, Supplement 1*). The purpose
of-the DCRDR'is to identify-and correct human engineeringLdiscrepancies.(HEDs)-
'that might affect'an operator's ability to prevent or cope with an accident.
NUREG-0700, " Guidelines ~for Contrcl Room Design Review," provides guidance :for

.

F

conducting the DCRDR.',.0perating license-applicants whose first-SER_ supplement
~

I'

(SSER 1) will be. issued.after| June 1983 must complete'their DCRDR before
' licensing. .The.first supplement to.the SER will be issued after this date andy

therefore_the applicant must conduct a DCRDR before' licensing.-
~

,
-

As . required by Supplement _ l' to NUREG-0737,: the applicant must submit a program
plan describing how the applicant plans to (1). conduct the control room design-
review, (2) assess the. significance'of HEDs and select design _ improvements'to

p- correct,them, and (3) verify that selected design improvements'will provide the
_

I
~

necessary correction without creating'further HEDs.' NUREG-0700 provides further
| guidance regarding the contents of a DCRDR program = plan.

~

The applicant's- response to Generic- Letter 82-33 contained status information on-I

the Limerick DCRDR. -The applicant began.the DCRDR effort'in;1980 as'a partici-
The BWROG

L pant in:the BWROG Control Room! Design Review ((CRDR) Subcommittee.
developed a. generic CRDR program and submitted it to the NRC staff.for review

~in August.1981.

-The NRC staff. reviewed the generic CRDR program plan and-reported the results~ ;

of:the review in Generic' Letter 83-18, dated April 19, 1983,'which stated-
,

I 'We conclude-that the BWROG.ContEol. Room Survey Program, as clarified"

in the September 16, 1982 meeting between the NRC and BWROG,.is:an .

1 acceptable approach to the planning phase'and the review phase of the. .
'

1 Detailed Control-Room Design Review (DCRDR)-called'for in Supplement-1
to NUREG-0737 and described in NUREG-0700. - A suvunary. of ~ the issues
clarified in the_ September 16, 1982 meeting are included here.

However, the acceptance of the generic plan was conditional because-individual
utilities were expectedito complete the following' tasks delineated in Generic
' Letter 83-18:

(1) Submit an individual program plan'to the NRC referencing the BWROG generic
~

program plan. The plant-specific submittal should: ,

.1

I
|- * Transmitted by Generic _ Letter 82-33 dated December 17, 1982.
i +

l !
t-
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1
.

-Document the qualifications'of survey team members,-and number and
.

.- extent of plant personnel participation.,

:

~ Identify portions of the plant's DCRDR not performed in accordance
r

.with the methodology specified-in the BWROG program plan.f

~ Discuss the utility's_ program for.prioritization of HEDs, reporting
~

; . -

DCRDR results, and implementation of-control room enhancements.

(2) Complete the BWROG control. room survey checklist supplement.
.

$(3) Prioritize HEDs,; determine ' corrective actions, develop an' implementatio~ni

schedule, and report the results of the DCRDR to the NRC staff.-

(4) Repeat portions of the task analysis using . updated plant specific emergency
r

. operating procedures to. account for differences in the new procedures.,

-(5) Update operating experience review.
f

The NRCLstaff-amplified some of these concerns as follows (from Generic Letter,

L ~83-18):

I

The BWROG Survey Program has already been' utilized by a number of
i utilities. Some of the initial users have accumulated substantial.

. amounts of additional operating experience since the survey wasfirst performed. In' addition, upgraded emergency operating proce-
*

dures are currently being developed using function based technical
guidelines. In order to ensure ~a high degree of confidence and
consistency:in.the survey program, program plan reports should

-

I- contain the following commitments:
;

1. Utilities will update their operating experience review to
L incorporate recent operating history, if. their survey was per-i formed prior _ to June 30, 1982.
I

2. Utilities will use updated plant-specific emergency operating
~

procedures to repeat portions of'the task analysis.to account
.for differences in the.new procedures.

Since the NRC has not seen specific details on'the BWROG. Survey
! Program performed at each plant, utilities in their program plan
submittals should provide the following information on the review
phase: number and extent of plant personnel (especially operating
personnel) participation during the review phase, attendance of

| plant personnel at BWROG Workshops and training courses, specific[ procedures walked through in the control room as part of the systems'

review, additional work performed by the utility to complete the
systems review, and plans for reviewing the remote shutdown panel.

<

In the response.to Generic Letter 82-33, the applicant states that a preliminary,

review of.the control: room was conducted in October 1981.using the original
'

design review program. ;However, at that time, the control room was still in
4the construction phase and the formal emergency procedures-were not available. I
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:The applicant.also states that a program plan.to address'the assessment, imple-
mentation,fand verification' phases of the,DCRDR is'under development. 'An out-

cline of.this. program plan was defined. By letter: dated July | 21, .1983, the
;

applicant indicated that:the plan would be submitted ;in August 1983.

The' NRC- staff reviewed the outline of the applicant's' program plan and found it.
:contains some of'the elements required for a'DCRDR as stated.in NUREG-0737,
-Supplement;1 ~These frequired elements includeL assessing the- identified HEDs,

~

formulating modifications, and verifying thatLproposed modifications'will.cor ~
; rect the'HED and,not" create any new unacceptable HED. -However, when the NRC,

staff evaluated the' applicant's program plan cutline, several concerns were?
- defined. These concerns are. discussed-below.

:The NRC-staff review of the applicant's outline-of the Limerick program plan
'. ' : concludes that several of.the conditions' associated with the acceptance of the

BWROG generic program plan' remain unresolved. .For example,:there is no evidence '

to indicate:thatLa' task analysis.using updated plant-specific emergency oper-
ating procedures was~ conducted orlis being planned. .Section 5, Detailed Control
Room Design Review,.'of NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, states'the review shall consist

,

of

:The use of function and-task analysis (that had been used as the basis for-

developing emergency operating procedures,1 technical guidelines, and plant-
specific emergency operating procedures) to identify control' room operator

' tasks and information and control requirements during emergency operations.
' This analysis has multiple purposes and should also serve as the basis for,

" developing training'and staffing needs and verifying safety parameter
. display system (SPDS) parameters.

;

-A comparison of|the display and controlerequirements with a control room-

> inventory to identify missing displaysJand controls.

These requirements repre'sent'a keystone in.the'DCRDR and serve as the basis for
evaluating the adequacy of the man-machine interface for emergency situations.
Moreover, in its review of the outline for the plant-specific program plan,

~

;

|
.the NRC staff was not able~to determine if the qualifications of:the review.

|
team would be provided. In' previous _ discussion of.the BWROG generic program~

plan, the NRC staff stated that plant-specific.submittals'should document'the,

I qualifications of survey team members, the number of persons participating,Jand
~

the extent of plant personnel participation. This information is important,~

because it-allows the NRC. staff-to assess whether adequate'and qualified humam
factors personnel will-be used in the DCRDR. Thus, the NRC~ staff finds the;

~

|
-

-

Limerick program plant as outlined and defined to date to be. incomplete. As'~

previously. stated,Lthe applicant will be required ~to complete the DCRDR before
'licinsing.

'After its-review of.the Limerick program plan report, the NRC staff will-deter-
mine the necessity for:an in progress audit and will inform the applicant.

|
_In response'to Generic Letter 82-33, the applicant submitted a proposed schedule '

. -for accomplishing the.DCRDR. However, the NRC staff finds the program incom--
,

plete. The schedule.should anticipate both in progress and pre-implementation-
audits, .and should include submittal of the DCRDR summary report at leastp -

6 months before licensing. ' Based on its assessment of the DCRDR' summary report,
,

"
,
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.the:NRC staff will decide if a pre-implementation onsite audit is required.
The applicant willibe Linformed of this decision within 2 weeks after the NRC1

; staff receives the summary report. If an audit is required,;it will be accom-
-

plished within 1 month.after.NRC' staff. receipt of the report. Within a. month |

after tF~ onsite audit,Jthe.NRC staff will issue its audit report.

Th'e human factors evaluation of reactor water-level ~ indication has been
~

addressed specifically as_TMI Action Plan ItemfII.K.3.2.7. The NRC staff's'
evaluation of theshuman factors. aspects of-the types and locations of. displaysE

and. alarms'in.the~ control room will be performed and reported in conjunction !

~ :

Ewith its review of TMI Action Plan Itea I.D.1.
-

4

18.2' Safety Parameter Display System :

LAll_ licensees and applicants:for.an operating license are required to provide
a Safety _ Parameter Display System (SPDS) .that is convenient to the control room'

operators (NUREG-0737,-Supplement.1). The purpose-of_the SPDS_is to provide a '

concise; display of critical plant variables =to theLcontrol room operators to
aid them in rapidlytand reliably determining the safety status of the plant.r

'

LThe applicant shall prepare a written safety analysis describing the basis for-
the selected parameters. ._Such analyses, along'with'the specific implementation
plan'for the-SPDS, will be. reviewed by'the NRC staff. .The1 implementation plan- ,

ishould contain schedules for. design, development, . installation, and full opera- )
'

F tion of the.SPDS, as well as a verification and validation plan.

i -- In thefresponse th Generic Letter 82-33, the applicant states that SPDS hard-,

1
ware design _was essentially.' complete, with installation scheduled for April-:

1

'
- 1983. The applicant plans to complete the SPDS~ software and conduct. system
check in' August 1983. The applicant states.the SPDS will be operational'by.

: fuel-load.. This schedule to have an operational >SPDS by, fuel load is acceptable-
l to-the NRC staff.

m

In regional. workshops =on Generic Letter-82-33 during March'1983, the'NRC staff
discussed.its review of the SPDS. .The NRC staff review will consist of.evalu-

' ating the contents of_the applicant's SPDS implementation plan and safety
analysis report. The applicant's response to Generic Letter 82-33-did not:

commit'to provide a verification and validation ^ plan'or an SPDS implementation
; plan. As stated in the regional workshops, the.NRC staff considers SPDS
design verfiication_and validation a key part of.a successful SPDS program.
Thus, the applicant mustisubmit an implementation plan.that contains-the. veri-;

!' - fication.and validation plan-to be.used iniSPDS design an'd installation.

YheNRCstaff's'reviewoftheSPDSsafetyanalysisreportwillconsider-the
b& sis-for_ parameter; selection,~and the human factors features associated with

.

SPDS. parameters and display will~be assessed. The human factors features of-
-

t

L, . the display to be= assessed are readability, display parameter responsivenes,s.to
L critical safety functions,. glare, clutter, labeling, alarms, anthropometrics,1

'and display' location in the. control. room. =The-applicant states a written, safety
analysis describing the basis for parameter selection will be available' by
August 1983. ~The- NRC. staff will' report the results. of' its review of 'the safety

i

canalysis in a supplement to this report.

,
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19 REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

The Limerick application for an operating license is will be reviewed by the
Advisory Committee or. Reactor Safeguards. The NRC staff will issue a supple-
ment to this Safety Evaluation Report after the Comuittee report to the
Commission is available. The supplement will include a copy of the Committee's
report, will address comments made by the Committee, and will describe steps
taken by the NRC staff to resolve any issues raised as a result of the
Committee's review.

.

- .

..
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20 COP 910N DEFENSE AND SECURITY
;;.

, ~

I' The application. reflects that the activities to be conducted will be within the
jurisdiction of the United. States and.that all; of the directors and principal
officers of the applicant are citizens of the United States. PEco, the appli-
cant, is not' owned, dominated, or controlled- ty. an' alien, a foreign corporation,
or a foreign government. . The activities to be conducted do not involve any

- restricted data,-but-in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, the appli-
cant has agreed to safeguard any such-data that might become involved. The appli-

cant will rely on, obtaining fuel as it is needed from sources of supply avail-
,

able for civilia.n purposes, so that no diversion of special nuclear material for
military purposesLis involved. For these reasons, and in the absence of any
information to the contrary, the NRC staff finds that the activities to be
performed will not,be inimical to the common. defense and security.

, .

.,

.4
*

.
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21 FINANL- AL QUALIFICATIONS

On March 31, 1982, the NRC published in the Federal Register (47 FR 13750)
amendments to its regulations that entirely eliminate the review relating to
the financial qualifications of applicants for construction permits and operat-
ing licenses. Because these amendments were effective immediately, there will
be no further review of the financial qualifications of the applicant.

.

A
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L22 FINANCIAL: PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY REQUIREMENTS;

- 22.' 1 : General ~
'

h Pu'rsuant to the financial protection and indemnification provisions of.the
: Atomic Energy.Act of_1954, as amended (Section 170 and related sections), the
' Commission has issued. regulations.in 10 CFR 140. -These regulations set forth'~
;the Commission's requirements with regard to proof of financial protection by,
L and indemnification of,-licenses ' for- facilities such as power reactors under"
'10 CFR 50.-

-22.2 .Preoperational Storage of Nuclear Fuel

The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 140 require that each holder of a
~

,

construction permit under 10 CFR 50 who -is also the holder of a license under
10 CFR 70 authorizing the ownership and possession for storage only of special

'
nuclear material at the reactor construction site for future use'as fuel.in the
reactor (after an operating . license is. issued under 10 CFR 50) shall, during .

.

.

L Lthe-interim storage period before licensed operation, have and maintain financial'
._

'

protection _in the amount of $1,000,000 and execute an indemnity agreement with
the Commission. Proof of financial protection is to be furnished prior to, and
the indearMy agreement execute'd as of, .the effective date of the 10 CFR 70

~_ license; Payment of an annual indemnity fee is required.;.

The applicant will furnish the Commission proof of financial protection in the
. amount of $1' 000,000 -inithe formf of a. Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance,

Association Policy. _Further, the. applicant will execute..an Indemnity Agreement
with the Commission effective as of_ the date of its preoperational fuel . storage
-license. The applicant ~ willfpay the annual indemnity fee applicable' to pre --

operational ~ fuel storage.
,

122.3 Operating License
,

.Under the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 140, a license authorizing the,

_ operation of a reactor may not be issued until proof of financial protectien
~

'

in_the_ amount required for such operation has been furnished and an indemnity
: agreement: covering such operation (as distinguished from pre' operational. fuel-

~

,

storage only) has been executed. The amount of financial protection that must
'be maintained for the: Limerick plant-(which has-a rated capacity in excess of
100,000 clactrical kilcwatts),-is the maximum amount available from private

, sources (that is,. the-combined capacity of the two nucle'ar liability insurance
'

pools; this amount is currently $570 million).

:Accordingly, licenses authorizing operation of the Limerick plant will not be
issued until proof of financial protection in the requisite' amount has been

7 received and the-requisite indemnity agreement executed.

3
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~The NRC staff expects that, in accordance with the usual procedure, the nuclear
liability insurance pools will provide, in advance'of anticipated issuance of-
the operating license documents, evidence in writing, on behalf ~of the appli- ,

cant, that the present coverage has been appropriately amended so that the !
policy limits have been increased, to meet the requirements of the Commission's '

regulations for reactor operation. Similarly,' operating licenses will not be
-issued until an appropriate amendment to the present indemnity agreement has
been executed. The applicant will be required to pay an annual fee for operating
license indemnity as provided in our regulations.

On the basis of the above considerations, the NRC staff concludes that the
;

presently applicable requirements of 10 CFR 140 have been satisfied and that, ;
before operating licenses are issued, the applicant will be required to comply

iwith the provisions of 10 CFR 140 applicable to operating licenses, including ithose as to proof of financial protection in the requisite amount and as to |execution of an appropriate indemnity' agreement with the Commission.
)

!
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J23_: CONCLUSIONS

Based on'its evaluation of the application as set forth above, the NRC staff
has-determined that, upon favorable resolution ~of the outstanding matters

? described herein, it will be able~to conclude that

-(1) The' application for facility licenses filed by the applicant complies with
the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), and
.the Commission's regulations' set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I, except as duly
exempted therefrom.

(2) The facilities will operate in conformity with the application as amended,
~

the provisions of the Act, and the rules.and regulations of the Commission.

(3) _There is reasonable assurance (a) that the activities authorized by the
operating licenses can be conducted without endangering.the health and*

safety of the public and (b) that such activities will be conducted in-
'

. compliance with regulations of the Commission set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I.

(4) ,The applicant is technically qualified to engage in the activities autho-
rized by the licenses,~fn accordance with the regulations of the Commission-
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I.

(5)',The issuance-of these licenses will not be-inimical to the common defense
and security or to the health and safety of the public.

~

Before operating licenses are issued,-the units must be completed in conformity
with the construction | permits, the ' application, the Act, and the rules and regu-
lations of the Commission. Such completeness of construction as is required-

forssafe' operation at the authorized power levels must be verified by the NRC
-before the licenses are issued.

Before operating licenses are issued, _ the applicant will be' required to satisfy
the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 140.j.

i

.

i
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APPENDIX A-

CHRONOLOGY
l

July-31, 1981- Generic Letter 81-16 issued to all operating plant
licensees and construction permit holders on steam
generator overfill. Plant-specific information
stressing the importance of feedwater flow and
consequences of steam generator overfill should be
included in training.

-August 7, 1981 Letter to applicant advising that the GE BWR group
December 29, 1980, report on NUREG-0737 Item II.K.3.44,
Anticip3ted Transients Combined with Single Failure,
has been reviewed. The report is acceptable, provided
that the initial conditions and assumptions are verified
to be representative.

August 7, 1981 Generic Letter 81-29 issued to all licensees of
operating plants,' applicants for OLs, and holders
of cps on simulator exams. All utilities must furnish
schedule of exams for calendar years 1981-82 within
60 days. Guidelines for exam conduct are clarified. .

August 12, 1981 Letter to applicant forwarding Federal Register notice
and notice to be published in local newspapers on OL
applications. Applications were docketed on July 27,
1981.

August 13, 1981 Letter to applicant issuing' summary of July 31, 1981,
meeting with Mark II owners group in Bethesda'on the
April 28-29, 1981, meeting on Mark II chugging fatigue
and vacuum breaker operability.

August 26, 1981 Letter from applicant forwarding additional informa-
tion on D-mix concrete, in response to NRC's February 27,

,

1981, request for information needed to complete review
i

of PSAR, Amendment 27.

September 25, 1981 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 26 to OL
application,' consisting of Revision 1 to FSAR and,

[ Revision 1 tc emergency plan (filed ir. POR Category F).
Also forwards Revision 1 to environmental report'

(filed in PDR, Category C).-

September 25, 1981 Letter-from applicant forwarding "Probabilistic Risk
Assessment: Fault Trees," in response to NRC request
of July 6, 1981. Report withheld pursuant to
(10 CFR 2.790).

Limerick SER A-1
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"
~ September 25, 1981 . Letter from applicant forwarding responses to

Questions 720.1, 720.2, and 720.3 transmitted in NRC
July 6, 1981, request for additional probabilistic
risk assessment information.

| 3 September 29, 1981 Generic letter 81-36 issued to all OL. licensees and
: applicants and all CP holders revising response.

schedule for NUREG-0737 Item II.D.1 on relief and
safety valve testing. Completion of PWR. test' program

+

'

is~ April-1, 1982. LPWR plant-specific report due
July 1, 1982. _

September. 30, 1981 Letter from~ applicant forwarding Amendment 27'to
application for'0L, consisting of plant security,

e< personnel training, and qualification plan. Plan
withheld from disclosure according to 10CFR2.790.

'

October 1, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding response to NRC
- request of April 20, 1981, for additional information
on correlation of quarry blasting and curing concrete
for seismic Category I. structures.

October 3, 19$1 ' Letter to applicant confirming-September 24, 1981,
telecon and responding.to-September 15, 1982 letter
on spray pond. The staff will conduct an inspection
during application of soil-and bentonite layers.-

October 15, 1981 ~ Letter to applicant requesting a comparison of the.

fire protection program ~ith 10 CFR 50 Appendix'R.w'

Deviations should be-identified and justified as soon-
'

as possible.

November-2, 1981. Letter to applicant requesting a commitment'to a plan
proposed in Amendment 76 to the Zimmer FSAR on resolution
of channel box deflection issue-for near-term BWR OLs.
Response is requested'within 60 days.

*

- November 10, 1981 Generic _ Letter 81-38 issued providirg guidance on
storage.of low level radwastes at power reactor. sites.
Proposed increases'in storage capacity for wastes
generated by normal operation must be. evaluated under
provisions'of 10 CFR 50.59.

November 30, 1981 Generic Letter 81-39 issued to all power reactor
licer. sees, applicants for OLs, and holders of cps,.

forwarding Federal Register Notice on NRC policy
statement on low levelsradwaste volume ~ reduction.

December 22, 1981 Generic Letter 81-40 issued to all power reactor
licensees, applicants for OLs, NSSS vendors, reactor
vendors, and architect engineers on revised operator
and senior ~ reactor operator written exams. Meeting
scheduled on January 6, 1982,.in Bethesda to discuss
the subject.

; Limerick SER A-2
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December 29,-1981 - Letter from applicant submitting-review addressing.
. items in Section 5 of NUREG-0803, " Generic Safety'

.
Evaluation Report on Integrity of BWR Scram System
Piping," per Generic Letter 81-34.-

; ~ December-30, 1981 - Letter from applicant forwarding' Amendment 28 to
application for OLs-(filed in PDR Category A), con-

. taining Revision 2 to FSAR (filed in PDR Category K),'

| - Revision 2 to environmental report (filed in PDR,
- Category C), and Revision 2 to probabilistic risk
assessment.

December 30, 1981 Letter to applicant forwarding comments on the guard
training and qualification plan. Additional informa-
tion and revisions required within 30 days.

January 12, 1982 Generic - Letter. 82-01 issued on new license ~ applications'
survey, Requests data to form basis for license

'' application review scheduling, manpower and resource-

allocation planning,.and budget preparation through
1984. Responsa. requested by January 30, 1982.

January 18, 1982 Letter to applicant as. king that the utility informg
NRC of any design or operational modifications that
would significantly affect probabilistic risk assess-

7 . ment as they occur so that NRC can factor them into
- its review.

>

February 3, 1982 Letter from applicant' forwarding response to NRC
.. December 30, 1981, comments on facility guard train .

ing and qualification plan. Enclosure withheld from ~
disclosure per 10 CFR 73.21.

February 4, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding notice.of filing of
petition with Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission on

- certain transmission-lines proposed to be constructed
by the applicant.

February 5, 1982 Letter from applicant submitting corrections to
- administrative errors in December 29, 1981, response-

I to " Generic Safety Evaluation Rept on Integrity of
| BWR Scram System Piping."

'

,

' February 8, 1982 Generic Letter 82-02 to all licensees of operating
plants, applicants for OLs, and holders of cps,
forwarding policy on factors causing fatigue of'

operating personnel-at= nuclear reactors. RG 1.33 and
NUREG-0737 are Seing revised.'

February 9, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on Unresolved Safety Issues A-1, "Waterhammer"; A-11,
" Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness"; A-17, " System

- Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants"; A-40, " Seismic
Design Criteria"; and A-43, A-44, A-45, A-46, A-47,
and A-48.
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February-10, 1982 | Letter to applicant discussing-newly initiated program
of-performing independent confirmatory piping analysis

. on selected piping systems. Information required from
i

>

utility on safety / relief valve discharge piping system.
Site visit' tentatively scheduled for March.3, 1982.4

. February.16, 1982 Letter to applicant discussing' program for operator;

:.
~

-shift personnel workshops as recommended in NUREG-0585,
"TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Final Report."
Attendance of. licensed shift personnel at March 16-17,

.)1982, workshop in Boston requested.

: February 18, 1982 Letter.to applicant requesting minor revisions to
safeguards contingency plans. Response required
within 30 days.

February 24,1982 Letter from applicant advising that the suggested
meeting for early March 1982-has been deferred to
provide opportunity for NRC to examine information
submitted on unresolved safety issues.

!February 25, 1982 Letter to applicant asking for additional information !
FSAR sections and Table 3.2-1. Response requested
within 7 working days.

/

March 2, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to Generic Letter
82-01, new applications survey. The applicant has-no
applications which would fit into six categories
identified in January 12, 1982, letter. '

March 3, 1982' Letter to applicant requesting additional information
for FSAR' review. Response schedule requested within1
7' days.

March 8,-1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on Section 12~and other pertinent sections of FSAR to
complete review.

March 9, 1982 Generic Letter 82-04 issued to all licensees of oper-.

'

ating plants, applicants for OLs, and holders of CP on
use of INPO SEE-IN program.-

March 10, 1982 ' Letter from applicant stating that questions in the
NRC letter of February 25, 1982, will be answered in:

i. an FSAR revision on'May 3, 1982.

March 12, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional hydrologic
information.

j
i

j March 15, 1982 Letter to applicant summarizing March 3,1982, meeting
with applicant, PNWL, and Bechtel in Pottstown,
Pennsylvania, on confirmatory piping analysis to be
performed as part of safety review.

|
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March 17, 1982 Letter to applicant. responding to NRC March 3, 1983
request for the date additional,information will be
provided to.NRC. The applicant will respond via an
FSAR revision during the week of May 17, 1983.

March 19,:1982' Generic Letter 82-05 issued to all licensees of
operating power-reactors-re post-TMI requirements.

: March 23,1982 Letter from. applicant ackn_owledging receipt of
~

requests for additional information. The applicant-
will respond via'an FSAR revision during the week of
May 31, 1982.*

,
March 23, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information

.

on probabilistic_ risk assessment. Response to be
~

-submitted by June 11, 1982.

March 23, 1982 Letter to applicant summarizing February 11 and
12, 1982, meeting with the applicant, GE, SAI, and
NUSA on probabilistic risk assessment.-

March 26, 1982 Letter from applicant concurring with_BWR owners
[ group February 5,1982, . letter on schedule of
! NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.18. Supplement to original'

study proposed in the letter will be submitted by
September 30,'1982.

March 31, 1982 Letter.from applicant forwarding Amendment 29'to
application for OL, consisting of Revision 3 to FSAR
(filed on PDR, Category K), Revision 3 to environ-

~

mental reports (filed in PDR, Category C), and
Revision 1 to' fire protection evaluation report1

(filed in PDR, Category F). |

March 31, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding " Design Assessment
Report," Vols 1 and 2.

April 1, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 30 to
Licenses CPPR-16 and CPPR-17 and revised' plant
security personnel training and qualification plan.
Plan withheld from disclosure according to 10 CFR 3.21.

April 2, 1982 Letter to applicant corrects item numbers in NRC
; March 8, 1982, request for' additional information.

labeling modifications should be made in
'

Necessary 'to reflect numbering changes.responses

L April 5, 1982- - Letter from applicant forwarcing armual financial
report for 1981.

April 5, 1982 Letter to applicant informing of potential reportable
| condition in hydrodynamic loads in piping and supports

of control rod driveline system causing calculated
hydrodynamic loads to be inaccurate. Requests proposed
plan for reinforcing affected components.
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< April 14,.1982~ . Letter to applicant' forwarding request for additional
<information to continue review of FSAR. Response within
7 days: requested.

April 15,:1982 Generic Letter 82-07 issued to all BWR plant licensees
- and applicants on transmittal of NUREG-0909 relative

to Ginna tube rupture.

April 16, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 31 to OL,

application substituting revised cover page, title
page, Page 1-4, and Pages 12 and 16 of safeguards !

contingency plan.

. April 20,g1982- Generic. Letter 82-09 issued to all-power reactor
licensees, applicants for OL, NSSS vendors, and

: reactor vendors on environmental qualification of
safety-related electrical equipment. NRC position

- - on qualification requirements enclosed.

!..
. April 22, 1982 Letter to' applicant apologizing for NRC list that

erroneously estimated facility deferral or cancella-
tion. Future estimates will be reviewed more carefully.

' Letter from applicant responding to NRC letter ofApril 23, 1982.
.

April'5, 1982,- requesting information on fast scram-

; hydrodynamic. loads on control rod drive system.
; Information will be'provided by July 30, 1982.

April 30, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding proprietary version-
of Revision 2 to " System Level Fault Trees Developed
for Probabilistic Risk Assessment'," in response to NRC

| January 18, 1982, letter. ' Affidavit requesting that
fault trees be withheld per 10 CFR 2.790 enclosed.'

April 30, 1982- Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 3 to
probabilistic risk assessment, in response to NRC
-January 18, 1982, letter.

April.30, 1982 Letter from applicant notifying that the response to
r- NRC April 14, 1982, questions will be transmitted via ,'

I an FSAR revision in June 1982.
l' April 30, 1982 Letter to applicant forwarding additional information
[ for OL environmental report review.
':

.

|
May 3, 1982 Letter from applicant submitting information for l

antitrust review of OL application. I
,-

May 4, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 32 to
license applications, including Revision 4 to FSAR
(filed in PDR, Category K).3 .

May 7, 1982. Letter to applicant requesting additional information
j - on revisions to guard training and qualification plan.

_ Response within-7_ days requested..

'
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May 11,'1982. Letter from applicant forwarding details of supports
for main steamline A and spec P-360 re ASME. Code
effective dates for piping system,Lin response to
March 3, 1982, request.' -Safety / relief valve dynamic
forcing function will be submitted by July-1982.

;
.

.

May-17, 1982 . Letter from' applicant-forwarding Amendment 33 to OL'

application,. consisting of Revision 5 to FSAR, in
response.to NRC March 3, 1982, questions.*

May 19, 1982. Letter to applicant requesting additional information on
initial facility test program described in Chapter 14
of the FSAR. Request was prepared prior to receipt of"

Revision 3 to the FSAR.

'May 21, 1982 Discusses ASME Code, Section XI, preservice inspection
for facility. Inspection of piping system will be
according to the 1974 edition of Section XI. Reactnr
pressure vessels and' pumps and valves will be inspected
under 1980 edition.'

f May 25, 1982 Letter from applicant stating that the applicant will
respond to NRC's request-for revision in July 1982.
April 30, 1982, additional information through an'

environmental' report.

May 26, 1982 Letter from applicant stating that the response to,

the May 7, 1982, NRC request for additional-information
will M made via revision to the guard training and,

qualific6;'on plan in August 1982.

June 3, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 34 to OL
application consisting of Revision 6 to FSAR..

'

June 4, 1982 Letter from' applicant forwa'rding proprietary version
;

~ of "INCOR Inputs and Calculational Inputs'(for RACAP)."

June 4, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting more information=on
spent fuel pool design to complete review of FSAR

' Revision 5.

| ; June 11, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding "Probabilistic Riski

l~ Assessment Quantification of Event Tree Functions,"
in response to Question 3.01 of NRC's March 18, 1982, ,

request for additional information. Report withheld
from disclosure according to 10 CFR 2.790.

!, June 11, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 4 of
"Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Limerickl

Generating Station."

June 15, 1982 Generic Letter 82-12 issued to all licensees of
,

operating plants, applicants for Ols, and holders
of cps on nuclear power plant staff workers hours.!
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iRevised pages of NUREG-0737 enclosed. Revisions iare to be incorporated into Technical Specifications 1by October 1, 1982.

June'17, 1982-
-Generic Letter 82-13 to all power reactor licensees,
applicants for OLs, and holders of cps on . reactor

'

-operator and senior reactor operator exams. Summary
.

of NRC January 6, 1982 meeting in Bethesda on changes
to-operator exams enclosed.

June 17, 1982- Letter to applicant requesting enclosed additional
information identified in Appendix E of NUREG-0588 on |

qualification of safety-related electrical equipment.
,

FSAR Section 3.11 must include qualification of equip- iment in harsh environments. Scheduled response date
requested in 7 days. ;

June 23, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that the applicant
will respond to NRC questions via FSAR revision in
September 1982, per May 20, 1982, request.

June 23, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information-,

on environmental report, OL stage. Items will be
discussed during upcoming environmental site visit.
Information should be provided within 7 days of
receipt of letter.

_ June 30, 1982 Letter fram applicant forwarding Amendment 35 to
application for OL, consisting of Revision 7 to FSAR,
Revision 2 to emergency plan, and proprietary version
of Vol 3 of " Design Assessment Report" (withheld per
10 CFR 2.790).

July 6, 1982
Letter to applicant' summarizing May 14, 1982, meeting
on Revision 3 to probabilistic risk assessment.

July 7, 1982
Letter from applicant responding to June 23, 1980,.

request for date of response to NRC questions.
Response will be provided via environmental report

,

revision in August 1982'

July 8,' 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information on proposed
schedule for program concerning adequacy of design
margins of Mark I and II containment systems. Response
within 14 days requested..

July 8, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information on FSAR
Section 15 concerning accident analyses. Scheduled
response date requested within 7 working days from

,

'

receipt of letter.

. July 9, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding " Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Plan," Revision 3.

.
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July 9, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information for review
of FSAR. Schedule for response needed within 7 working
days from receipt of letter.

July 9, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting current description of
diversion plan. Description should identify changes
in design, location, construction, and operation made
since issuance of CP and should include assessment of
incremental impacts or reductions in impacts.

July 13, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on QA program. Meeting requested in near future to
discuss QA requirements. Schedule for submittal of
response expected within 7 days from receipt of
letter.

July 13,1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional FSAR infor-
mation, including information on electrical control
circuitry design and protection of electrical penetra-
tions. Response should be submitted within 7 days.

July 13, 1982 Letter to applicant approving safeguards contingency
plan for. facility, submitted March 17 and April 16,
1982.

July 13, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information on environ-
mental report, OL stage, on meteorology.

July 13, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on meteorology and accident analysis to continue FSAR
review.

July 13, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional geotechnical
information on foundation and soils to continue FSAR
review.

July 13, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information required
to complete siting analysis review of FSAR.

July IS, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information to
completo review of design assessment report.

|

f
Responst schedule requested within 7 days.

! July 16, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that responses to NRC
| questions of July 14,-1982, will be in the FSAR
! revision issued in August 1982.

| July 16, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that responses to NRC
questions will be transmitted in September 1982 via
an FSAR revision, per the NRC's July 15, 1982, request.

July 16, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information required
to complete seismology and geology review of FSAR.

Limerick SER A-9
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' July 16, 1982' Letter to applicant forwarding draft SER input for!

Section 4.4 on thermal-hydraulics. Input describes
. staff position and current-status of review.

<
'

. July 21,;1982.
-

~ Letter from applicant advising that the-applicant will.

respond during the week of October 18, 1982, via an
.FSAR revision to NRC questions transmitted July 15,
1982.4

July _27, 1982 Letter to applicant forwarding Amendment 36 to license
application-(filed.in PDR, Category A).

July 27, 1982 . Letter from applicant advising of the applicant's
inability to respond to April 5, 1982, request for;
information on control rod drive system hydrodynamic
loads by July 30, 1982. Results of detailed analysis
will be available by December 1982.

July 28, 1982- Letter to applicant requesting information on effluent;

treatment ~ system. Schedule for response due in 7 days.
,

July 28,.1982 Letter to applici:nt requesting information on fire
protection, including request to compare fire protec-

4

tion program with the SRP guidelines.,

-July 30, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that the applicant will
respond to the NRC's July 19, 1982, request for addi-
tional accident evaluation via an FSAR revision inSeptember 1982.

July 30, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that information
responding-to the NRC's-July 21, 1982, request for
additional information on accident evaluation will be
in an environmental report revision in September 1982.

July 30, 1982- Letter to applicant requesting information needed by'

the pump and valve operability review team-and the
; -

seismic and dynamic qualification review team before
_ they conduct onsite audits.

F August 2, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that power systems
i

responses to the NRC letter of July 13, 1982, will be
submitted in October 1982 via an FSAR revision.,

,

* _ August 2, 1982 Letter'from applicant advising that geosciences
responses to the NRC letter of July 16, 1982, will be
in.an October 1982 FSAR revision.o

| August 3, 1982 ' Letter from applicant advising that responses to NRC
+

letter of July 8,1982, on adequacy of GE Mark III
containment design will be submitted by September 30,
1982..

,
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August 5, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that the response to
the siting analysis information request of July 15,
1982, will-be in an FSAR revision in October 1982.

August 6, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that the response to
| the July 15, 1982, structural engineering request for

additional information will be submitted via a design
assessment report revision in September 1982.

August 9, 1982 Generic Letter 82-14 issued.to all reactor licensees,
holders of cps, and applicants on submittal of docu-
ments to NRC, summarizing 10 CFR Chapter I requirements
and providing alternatives to requirements.

August 9, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on auxiliary systems. Schedule for response requested
within 7 days.

August 10, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
needed to review probabilistic risk assessment,
Revision 4.

1

August 11, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information onL

the environmental report, to be discussed at August 18,
1982, meeting in connection with the environmental site
visit. Planned response date requested within 7 days
from receipt of letter.

August 11, 1982 Letter.to applicant requesting additional information
on noise associated with operation and construction
of Point Pleasant pumphouse and related structures.

August 12, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding environmental repor.t
references, 6.1-57, " International Standard for Mapping
Method in Bird Census Work Recommended by International
Bird Census Committee," and 6.1-58, " Evaluation of
Winter Bird Population Studies," in response to the

i staff's June 23, 1982, request.
<

| August 12, 1982 ~ Letter to applicant requesting information for review
I of emergency plan. The information is required within

7 days of receipt of the letter.

August 12, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting information on cycles
of dynamic loading due to suppression pool hydrodynamic
loading. ' Schedule for response is due within 7 days

,

of receipt of latter.jL

August 13, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that the FSAR will be
revised to reflect code and addenda actually used to
design, fabricate, and test MSIVs, per July 15 and
November 18, 1975, letters.
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' August-20, 1982 ; Letter.from applicant responding to August 11, 1982,
requests for information. .This material will be in )
the October 1982 environmental report revision.

; August 20, 1982 : Letter from applicant responding to July 13, 1982,
information request. Material will be in a December

'1982 FSAR-revision.

August 25, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding description of the
Point Pleasant diversion plan including general i

j

description of plan, summary o,f revisions since
issuance of cps in 1974, and assessment of changes in
impact associated with each. revision, per the staff's '

)
,

July 9, 1982, request.

1 ; August 25,.1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
1on instrumentation and controls. Meetings to discuss i

the material proposed for late September or early )October. Groupings of enclosed items to form meeting
i

agendas. requested within-10 days. l
. \August 30,.1982- Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 37 to ,i

.,

license application, including Revision 9 to the FSAR,
Revision 3 to the emergency plan, and Revision 5 to
the environmental report.

~ August 30, 1982- Letter from applicant advising that the response to
effluent treatment system questions will be submitted
by October 1982 via ar. FSAR revision.

August 31, 1982 Letter from applicant. forwarding. Amendment 38 to the
molication for OL and Revision 2 to the-security
per annel; training and qualification plan. Plan
revision withheld from disclosure per 10CFR2.790.

: September 1, 1982 Letter from. applicant a'dvising that fire protection-
. questions will be answered via an FPER revision in.

'

November 1982.

September 1, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that response to'
-- staff's August 12, 1982, questions will be provided |

,

'

via emergency plan revision in November 1982.,

!

September 1, 1982 . Letter from applicant advising that response to'
auxiliary systems request for additional information
will be submitted in November 1982 via an FSAR

!, revision.

September 1, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding'"Micrometeorological
Data and Analyses for~ Limerick Generating Station ;
Environmental Report-OL Stage, and FSAR Submittals, |

Section 2.3.3 (Jan.-Dec. 1980)." The data reflect
most recent 1 year pe-fod currently available.

i
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September 1, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on FSAR, Chapter 13, to include corporate organization,
operating organization, an.: training. Response dates
required within 7 working days from receipt of letter.

September 2, 1982 Letter from applicant submitting description of imple-
mentation of NUREG-0619, "BWR Feedwater Nozzle Control
Rod Drive Return Line Nozzle Cracking." System and
component changes are reflected in the FSAR.

September 3, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to August 11, 1982,
request for additional information on supplementary
cooling water supply.

September 3, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that the applicant will
respond to NRC questions on qualification of safety-
related equipment for hydrodynamic loads in the first
quarter of 1983.

September 13, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to the staff's
-

July 28, 1982, comments on physical security plan.
Response withheld from public disclosure, according
to 10 CFR 2.790).

September 17, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to Questions E291.21,
E291.23, and E291.24 on supplementary cooling water
supply issues. Tabulated results of Delaware River
and Perkiomen Creek EPA pollutant samples enclosed.

September 17, 1982 Letter to applicant informing the applicant about the
NRC October 19-22, 1982, design audits to investigate -

implementation of structural design criteria, verify
key structural design calculations, and identify and
assess safety significance of non-SRP designed areas.

September 21, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on the environmental review. Schedule for responding
to questions requested within 7 days.

September 23, 1983 Letter from applicant submitting four groupings and
in response to the staff's August 25, 1982, request.
Each grouping forms the basis for the meeting with
the staff suggested for February 16 and 17, 1983.

September 24, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding " Limerick Generating
Station Unit 1 Preservice Inspection Program Plan for
Nuclear Piping Systems," Vols 1 and 2, in response to
the staff's July 6, 1981, request.

September 30, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 39 to appli-
cation for OL (filed in PDR, Category A), consisting
of Revision 10 to FSAR (Category K), Revision 6 to
environmental report (Category C), and Revision 1 to
design assessment report (Category A).

Limerick SER A-13
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September 30, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding response to July 8, !1982, potential ~ generic concerns on adequacy of the'

design margins of the GE Mark II pressure suppression
containment system.

|t

'

October 1, 1982: Generic Letter 82-17 issued to all power reactor
licensees'and applicants and holders of cps on
inconsistency between requirements ~of 10 CFR 50.54(t)
and the Standard Technical Specifications for perform-
ing audits of emergency preparedness programs.

October 5,_1982 Letter to applicant summarizing June 24-25, 1982,
,

meetings with the applicant in Pottstown, PA, on the
applicant's response to NRC March 23, 1982 information
request concerning probabilistic risk assessment.

October 5, 1982
Letter to applicant summarizing September 22, 1982,
meeting on present and future corporate and plant
management structure, staffing, and training plans
and, safety-review.

October 6, 1982
Generic Letter 82-21 issued to all licensees and
applicants of nuclear power reactors on Technical

-

Specifications for fire protection audits. Forwards
guidance discussing general scope and describing
elements to be included in audit.

October. 12, 1982 Generic Letter 12-18 issued to all power reactor
applicants and iicensees on reactor operator and
senior reactor operator requalification exams.

'

October 12, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 5 to
"Probabilistic Risk Assessment" for facility,
consisting of responses to NRC August 10, 1982,-

request for' additional information and corrections to
typographical errors.

October 12, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding proprietary version
of Revision 1 to "Quantification of Limerick PRA Event
Tree Functions" to correct typographical errors in

~ existing document. Report withheld from public1-

disclosure per'10 CFR 2.790~

October 18, 1982 Letter to applicant advising that the applicant's
September 13, 1982, arguments for not submitting

-

physical ~ security plan drawings requested in the NRC's
July 8, 1982,' letter are unacceptable. The first page
of September 13, 1982,. letter transmitting safeguards
information should be marked per NUREG-0794.

October 19, 1982 Letter from applicant forvaraing application for
Amendment 40 to OL application, consisting of
Revision 11 to FSAR.

i

,

'
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Letter from applicant advising that the response toOctober 22, 1982
requests for additional information will be submitted
via an FSAR revision in December 1982.

October 26, 1982 Generic Letter 82-20 issued to all power reactor
licensees, permit holders, and applicants for cps
on implementing the 5RP rule, forwarding NUREG-0906,
which is to be used as an interim measure until
RG 1.70 is revised.

Letter from applicant responding to September 13,October 26, 1982
1982, letter on NRC comments on facility physical
security plan. Written response required for
28 items referred to on Page 12 of letter.

October 29, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 41 to
license application, consisting of Revision 12 to the
FSAR (filed in PDR, Category K) and Revision 7 to the
environmental report (filed in PDR, Category C).

Generic Letter 82-23 issued to all licensees andOctober 30, 1982
applicants on inconsistency between requirements of
10 CFR 73.40(g) and the Standard Technical Specifica-
tions for performing audits of safeguards contingency
plans (security plan).

Generic Letter 82-24 issued to BWR applicants withNovember 4, 1982 Mark II or III containment (except WPPSS .2) on
safety / relief valve quencher loads evaluation,
forwarding NUREG-0802.

Letter to applicant forwarding modified final sitingNovember 8, 1982
analysis requests for additional information on DES.
Schedule for responding to items requested within
7 days.

Letter from applicant forwarding six oversize drawingsNovember 12, 1982
and " Report on Soil Testing, Limerick Nuclear 5tation
Spray Pond," in response to the staff's October 15 and
November 1, 1982, requests.

November 15, 1982 Letter to applicant notifying of approval of
September 30, 1981, security personnel training and
qualification plan, as amended on April 1 and
August 31, 1982.

Letter to applicant forwarding request for additionalNovember 17, 1982
auxiliary system information on Revision 10 to the
FSAR. Response should be provided within 7 days.

November 18, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
as result of concerns raised during hearing session
on Point Pleasant Diversion project.
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| November 24,r1982-
.

-Litter from applicant discussing review of draft PRA.
-Review revealed.two significant areas in assessment ~

t

that were not treated appropriately.
November 24,~1982z Letter from applicant discussing scheduling of

_ trequests:for additional.information per August 25 and
_ September. 23, 1982,' letters.

'
(November 24, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding " Design Verification

~

~

.

Test Report, Internal Panel Controls Wiring Separation-Criteria."
November 24, 1982- Letter to applicant forwarding EG&G draft technical

s

: evaluation report, " Control of. Heavy Loads at Nuclear
.

i

Power Plants, Limerick Generating Station Units ~ 1 and
i2," for comment.

November 29,11982
Letter to applicant summarizing September 3, 1962,;

. meeting with the applicant, GE;-Fauske & Associates,
Inc.; BNL; NUS; Science Applications, Inc.; Common-o

wealth of Pennsylvania; Limerick Ecology Action; and
.the applicant's counsel in Bethesda on PRA.

November 29, 1982
Letter to applicant summarizing September 22, 1982,
meeting with the applicant,-NUTECH, and BNL in.
Bethesda, on present and future corporate and plant
. management structure, staffing, training plans, and
safety review groups.

November 30, 1982 ' Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 13 to the
FSAR, consisting of changes to Section 1.7.,

November 30, 1982 . Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 42'to-
application for OL, revising ~the FSAR in response to
an August 9, 1982,' letter from the staff.

December 1, 1982
Letter to applicant summarizing.0ctober 21, 1982,
meeting with BNL, Purdue, UCLA, and ASAI in Bethesday
and October 22, 1982, site visit on phenomenological .,

;
- aspects of the PRA review. i

I
~.

Dacember-3, 1982- Letter ~from applicant forwarding agreement with ARCO'

' pipeline company prohibiting shipment of propane
, . through ARCO pipeline, per staff concern as a result

of the August 1982 environmental site visit.
December 3,-1982 LetterLfrom applicant advising that the revised fire,

protection evaluation report due in November 1982 has
been delayed until January 1983 because of additional
effort required to upgrade the report per the staff's 3

July 28, 1982,. letter.
.-

|

'

t
,
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' December 3,|1982 Letter.from applicant' forwarding the draft. response to
a request for. additional . information on the _ applicant's - r

. organization.
::

December 6;1982 |LetterfromapplicantsubmittingresponsetoDecember3,
1982, telephone request forcinformation on .the emergency
operations facility (EOF). .The response to Generic

,

; Letter 81-10 was submitted' March 20, 1981. EOF construc-
tion will- be completed by Septemt r 1983.

;-

: December 7, 1982 : Letter from applicant advising that the' response to
question E310.10 will be provided via an environmental .

report revision .in February 1983.-

December 8, 1982 Letter to applicant forwarding a request for.informa->

tion on pumphouse noise. Corrected numbers for pre-
viously submitted E290 series questions resubmitted.
Response requested within 7 days of receipt of letter.

; December 13, 1982 Letter to applicant' requesting that a test case calcu-
lation for radiological risk be provided to facilitate
review of PRA. Case should be calculated with a version

l of the CRAC computer code used in the plant PRA.

December 16, 1982 Letter from applicant advising that actual scram valve
characteristics will be used in preparing the analysis7

i

.of control rod drive' system hydro ynam c loads. Thed i
analysis'and complete response will be provided by
March 15,.1983.

.

December- 17, 1982 Generic Letter 82-33 issued to all licensees of
operating reactors, _ applicants for OL, and holders
of cps on Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737.

4

December 17', 1982 ' Letter from applicant forwarding' Central Files version
-of draft Revisien'4 to emergency plan.- Draft includes!.
responses to NRC August 12,.1982 request for additional!

information. Final revision will be submitted on
December 29,_1982.

December 17, 1982- ~ Letter from applicant forwarding draft FSAR page
changes and responses to request for additional QA
information.

December 17, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 43 to
license application (filed in PDR, Category A), con-

| sisting of Revision 8 to environmental report (filed
['

in PDR, Category C), and Revision 14 to the FSAR
. (filed in PDR, ' Category K).

December 17, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding response to NRC
comments on physical security plan. Response withheld
from public disclosure per 10 CFR 2.790 and 10 CFR 73.21. ,
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December 22, 1982 Generic Letter 82-38 issued to all power reactor
licensees, applicants for OL, NSSS and reactor vendors,
and architect engineers on a meeting to discuss recent

~

developments for licensing exams to be held February 11,
1983 re operator licensing.

December 22, 1982
Generic Letter 82-39 issued to all reactor licensees,

' CP holders, and applicants for cps on problems with
submittals of 10 CFR 73.21 safeguards information for
licensing review.

December 22, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding summary of loss of
offsite power comments presented at December 15, 1982,
meeting, compilation of requests for additional infor-
nation for BNL on PRA review and summary cf comments
on remaining issues.

December 22, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding responses to
Questions 410.94 throgh 410.99 on spent fuel storage,
transmitted by November 22, 1982, letter. Responses
will be incorporated in an FSAR revision scheduled
for January 1983.

! December 23, 1982
Letter to applicant-confirming December 23, 1982,
telephone commitment to provide written status report
of all NRC requests for additional information that
have not been answered. The information should beprovided by January 1, 1983.

December 28, 1982
L. Generic Letter 82-30 issued to all licensees, appli-

cants for OLs, and holders of cps on filings concern-l

ing 10 CFR 50 production and utilization facilities.
December 28, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding " Pump and Valve

Inservice Testing Program Plan," which constitutes the
( second part of the preservice inspection plan. The,

third part of plan will be transmitted by J' une 30, 1983.
IDecember 30, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 9 to the

environmental report.

December 30, 1982
Letter from applicant confirming that computer outputs!

"Brookhaven Test Case C4," "Brookhaven Inputs, 1975,"
;

i

and "Brookhaven Test Cases, Individual Day Runs" were
provided at the December 15, 1982, meeting, per the
December 13, 1982, request.

December 30, 1982
Letter from applicant responding to an NRC December 23,
1982, request for a status report on questions for
which there was no substantive response in the FSAR or
the environmental report. Responses to remaining
questions will be sent 2 weeks before formal revisions.

:

|,

|
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-January 3,1983 Letter from applicant submitting information requested'

in an NRC July 30, 1982 request on audits by the NRC
Seismic _and Dynamic Qualification Review Team and the

-Pump and Valve Operability Review Team. Equipment
qualification and installation will be 90% complete by

.

i-
October 1983.

,

4

.Let er from applicant forwarding draft responses and. -

tJanuary 7,'1983
1 fire protection evaluation report page changes. ,

Responses and page changes will be incorporated into
Fire Protection Evaluation Report, Revision 2,
scheduled for submittal ~.in January 1983.'

.

. January 7,-1983- Letter from applicant revising the preservice inspec-
tion plan,: supplementing requirements of ASME Code,'

Section XI, Paragraph IWA-2300(b), by qualifying visual
'

examiners involved in' hanger inspection per ANSI 45.2.6.4

January 11, 1983 . Generic Letter 83-01 issued to power reactor licensees'

and OLs applicants on ' operator licensing exam site
-visit. Requests. schedule on exam requests expected

t for submittal before December 31, 1985,- for listed'

4 -
categories.

- January 14, 1983 Letter from applicant advising that the applicant will
respond to the staff's November 18,-1982, request for
additional information in February 1983 in an environ-

4

mental report revision.

January 17, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding " Report on Ambient'

Noise. Survey," in response to Question E290.34.

January 21, 1983 Letter from app'licant requesting information t'o com-
'

plete review of Revision 1 to Design Assessment Report.
Information should be' provided within 7 working days
from receipt of letter.

,

January 25, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding comments on BNL draft
PRA Report (NUREG/CR-3028, dated October 1982), per,

commitment made in December 22, 1982, letter. Ther

| Class II accident sequence frequency was overestimated.

January 27, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing November 17 and
December 16, 1982, meetings with ORNL and BNL in
Bethesda, on facility PRA assessment, phenomenological
accident progression, and containment loading areas.

!~

L January 28, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 45 to OL
application, consisting of' Revision 2 to fire protec-'

tion evaluation report (filed in PDR, Category F), and
;- Revision 16 to the FSAR (filed in PDR, Category K).
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January 31, 1983 Generic Letter 83-06. issued to all power reactor
licensees, applicants for OLs, NSSS vendors, reactor
vendors, and architect-engineers on certificates
and revised format for reactor operator and senior
reactor operator licenses.

January 31, 1983 Letter _fromapplicantfbrwardingadditionalinformation
on heavy loads analysis in response to a January G,
1983, telephone conference with the applicant, staff,'

and EG&G.

February 1, 1983 Generic Letter 83-04 issued to all licensees of operat-
ing reactors, applicants for OLs, and holders of cps on
regional workshops concerning Supplement 1, NUREG-0737.

February 7,1983 Letter to applicant forwarding draft mechanical engineer-
ing SER input discussing unresolved areas of review.

February 8, 1983 Generic Letter 83-09 issued to all operating reactor
licensees, applicants for OLs~, and holders of cps for ,

j
C-E PWRs~on the review of the C-E Owners Group emergency
procedures guideline program.

February 8, 1983 Generic Letter 83-05 issued to BWR licensees of operat-
ing reactors (except LACBWR), applicants for OLs, and
holders of cps on review of " Emergency Procedure Guide-
lines, Revision 2," NE00-24934, June 1982. The guide-lines are acceptable.

February 16, 1983 Generic Letter 83-07 issued to all power and nonpower
reactor _ licensees, applicants for OLs, and holders of
cps on~the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. Sec-
tion 302 requires owners and generators to contract
with DOE by June 30, 1983 for waste disposal.

February 18, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing December 15, 1982,
meeting in Bethesda on the applicant's comments on
BNL draft PRA, NUREG/CR report.

February 24, 1983 Generic Letter 83-12 issued to all power and nonpower
reactor licensees, applicants for OLs, holders of
cps, and NSSS vendors on issuance of NRC Form 398,
" Personal Qualifications Statement-Licensee."

February 24, 1983 Letter from applicant responding to Generic Letter
4

:

83-01 on operator licensing exam site visits through
1985. |

!February 25, 1983 Letter to applicant requesting response to enclosed
comments on September 13 and December 17, 1982, letters
concerning the physical security plan. Comments with-
held from public disclosure per 10 CFR 73.21.
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' February 25,11983. Letter from applicant' forwarding " Investigation of'

'Previously-Recorded Prehistoric Archeological Sites
" and " Survey'of Cultural Resources in Area of

; ... ,

.: Proposed. Point Pleasant.... " in response to
- Question E310.10iinLNRC Novembea 8, 1982, letter.

' February 25,'983 Letter from. applicant forwarding 12 oversize riser'1
. diagrams for radioactive and nonradioactive equipment
-and floor-drainage piping system, in response to>

Question 410.75 in NRC's August 7, 1982, letter.'

..

February 28, 1983 Letter from' applicant forwarding Amendment 46'to.0L
L -application,. consisting of Revision 10 to the environ-

mental report (filed in PDR,. Category C) and Revision 17
.to the FSAR (filed in PDR, Category K).

'

March 2, 1983 Generic Letter 83-13 issued to all applicants for OLs'

and holders.of cps for power. reactors on' clarification'

of surveillance requirements for HEPA filters and
,

charcoal adsorber' units in the Standard Technical
Specifications on ESF cleanup systems.

.

March 2, 1983 Letter to applicant-forwarding notice of receipt of
antitrust information.

1

March 4, 1983- Letterffrom cpplicant forwarding draft responses and
FSAR page changes on request for' additional instru-
mentation and control system.information. Material

:will be incorporated into the FSAR after the March 14,.
1983, meeting.

March 7, 1983 Genericiletter 83-14 issued to all licensees of operat-'

ing reactors, applicants for OLr... and holders of cps.
on definition of " Key Maintenance ~ Personnel" (clarifi-
cation of Generic Letter 82-12).'

,

March 8,'1983 Letter to applicant requesting' additional information
.

.on fracture. toughness of reactor vessel.and RCPB
?

' materials. ; Completion date for response requested
within 10 days.-

March 9, 1983 Letter from applicant advising that the response to
the NRC request for additional information fast scram
hydrodynamic loads on the control rod drive system will ,

be submitt'ed by April 29, 1983.

March-11, 1983 Letter to applicant forwarding draft SER sections
discussing unresolved areas of review.

March'14, 1983 Letter from applicant. forwarding draft responses and
related FSAR page' changes to open items contained in

,
the mechanical engineering draft SER. Changes will
be incorporated into the FSAR'after March 21, 1983 -

meeting.
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March 18, 1983 Letter to applicant notifying that dedicated effort.

is required on the part of the applicant and NRC to
-achieve timely resolution of the large number of open ,

jSER items. NRC will request that several meetings be_

!

held to reduce the number of open items.

. March 21, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding updated information
on the Seismic and Dynamic Qualification Team and

{
,

Pump and Valve Operability Review Team audits, including a 1

: listing of equipment, locations, dates, and a brief
description of dynamic qualification tests.

March 23,- 1983 Generic Letter 83-15 issued to all licensees of operat-
ing power reactors and applicants for OLs on implementa-
tion of RG 1.150, " Ultrasonic Testing of Reactor Vessel
Welds During Preservice and Inservice Exams", Revision 1.

. ,

March 24, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding changes to FSAR text
and draft responses to questions resulting from
March 9-10, 1983, meetings. The response to
Question 430.75 will be provided by the end of April
1983.

March 24, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing March 14-16, 1983,
meeting with the applicant Bechtel and GE in San
Francisco on the z.pplicant's schedule for response,
via an FSAR revision, the August 25, 1982, request
for additional information.

March 28, 1983 1etter from applicant forwarding draft responses
and environmental report page changes, per requests
E450.1, E450.2, E450.3, and E450.4. Responses will
be incorporated into environmental report by the end

-of April 1983.

March 29, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding revisions to draft
Figure 9.5-10, draft response to Question 430.99,
additional draft question response changes, and draft .j
text changes to the FSAR resulting from March 9-10, '

-1983, meeting. The information will be incorporated,

in an April 1983 FSAR amendment.
1

March 31, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 47 to the
application for OLs, consisting of Revision 2 to the
Design Assessment Report, Revision 5 to the emergency

, plan (filed in PDR Category F), Revision 18 to the'
iFSAR (Category K), and Revision 11 to the environ-

mental report (Category C).

March 31, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing March 14-16, 1983, l
meetings with the applicant Bechtel and GE in San -

Francisco on the applicant's response to request for
additional information. <

!
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April 4, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding a summary of March 22-24,
1983, meetings, including status of open items in the
mechanical engineering draft SER. Final responses to
concerns and related FSAR changes will be incorporated
into FSAR Revision 19.

April 4, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding additional correspon-
dence with Pennsylvania Historic Preservation Officer,
in response to Question 310.10, with two reports:
"Norristown Design Changes..." and " Investigation of *

Potential Visual Effects...t'-

~

April 6, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding eight oversize draw-
ings, in respense to request for additional instrumenta-
tion and control system information RAIs 421.2, 421.33,
and 421.37 in August 25, 1982, letter.

April 7, 1983 Letter from applicant advising that FS R Sect * Ion 3.11
will be revised to reference a separate report contain-
ing information required by,the staff's June 17, 1982,
letter, enclosing the report abstract describing pro-
grams for environmental qualification of-safety-related
electrical and mechanical equipment. /

April 7, 1983 Letter f rom applicant forwarding " Analysis of Detonation
Design Pressure for Hydrogen Limerick Charcoal Offgas
Treatment System, Units 1 and 2," per FSAR Refer-

,

ence 11.3-5, in response to a staff request. Report,

withheld from public disclosure per 10 CFR 2.790.
,

, April 8, 1983 Generic Lr,t'ter 83-17 issued to all power and non power
reactor licensees, applicants for OLs, and holders of
cps on integrity of requalification exams for renewala

of reactor operator and senior reactor operator
. licenses. >

April 11, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing October 19-22, 1982,
meetings with applicant and Bechtel in San Francisco
on audit of structural analysis and design calculations.

April 11, 1983 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
on FSAR Table 3.2-1, " Design Criteria Summary."e ,

Questions should be included in FSAR section " Response
to NRC Questions." Dates for submittal of responses
requested. ,

April 12, 1983 Letter from dpplicant forwarding test schedule for
purge and vent valves. Purge and vent valve orerability

V qualification information will be submitted by' July 1,-

#
1983.

April 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding " Ecological Su vey
of Delaware River in Vicinity of Point Pleasant,'
Pennsylvania, July 1972 - December 1973."

Limerick SER A-23
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April 15, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding 23 oversized drawings
in response to request at March 30, 1983, meeting.

. AprilE15, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding information requested |l

at March.4, 1983, meeting on dynamic equipment qualifi-
cation specifications.

;

?.pril 15, 1983 Letter from applicant responding to Generic Letter I

82-33, " Requirements for Emergency Response Capability",

(Supplement 1.to NUREG-0737). Technical. support
+

i

center, operational support center, and emergency
operations facility will be provided,

iApril 18, 1983 -Letter from applicant forwarding Annual Financial
. Report for 1982.

4

April 19: 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft question response !

changes and draft text changes to FSAR resulting-from
March 30, 1983, meeting. Changes will be incorporated

,

t

into the FSAR. '

- -t

! April 19, 1983 Letter to applicant forwarding draft fire protection
section of SER based on review of the applicant's j
January 20, 1983, submittal of fire protection program,

'

through Amendment 45. Thirty-four open items require
resolution.

.

; April 20, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding design specifica-~

~

tions and stress reports reviewed during March 23-24,-

1983,. audit.
.

April 21, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Vols I and II to
: " Severe Accident Risk Assessment, Limerick Generating
i Station," April 11, 1983,- staff request for Refer- '

ence 7.1-22 of environmental ~ report.

! April 22, 1983 Letter.to applicant requesting additional informa-
-tion for review of auxiliary systems issues.

..

April 27. 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses toi '

| Questions 440.3, 440.4, 440.5, and 440.32,-as well as
; responses addressing ~ item 1 of draft SER series 440, |
!. "0DYN Analysis of Pressurization Transients," and

item'3 of the staff's July 16, 1982, letter on SER
Section 4.4.

April 27, 1983- Letter from applicant-forwarding draft responses to
reacto'r systems draft SER on TMI Items II.K.3.13,
II.K.3.15, II.K.3.16,-II.K.3.~18, II.K.3.21, II.K.3.22,'

II.K.3.24, II.K.3.25, II.K.3.30, II.K.3.31, and-
II.K.3.45. The response.s will be incorporated into
FSAR revisions.

:

!
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- April 29, 1983 Letter from' applicant responding to April 5,-1983,
' request for. additional information on control rod

drive system hydrodynamic loads. Loads caused by,

,

,

operation of. scram valves will be incorporated into !

system support design.

April 29, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 48 to OLI

application, revising FSAR and design assessment report.-

April 29, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses to
NUREG-0737 Items I.C.1, I.C.6, I.D.1, I.D.2, I.G.1,
and III.A.1.2. Responses wi11 be incorporated into
the FSAR by June 1983.

May 4, 1983. Letter from applicant forwarding Revision'0 to " Study
Calculation for E-System Clamp on Elbows."

.May 5, 1983 Letter to' applicant summarizing March 22-24, 1983,
meetings with the applicant, Bechtel, and GE in San>

Jose on the applicant's responsefto NRC requests for
additional information on the mechanical engineering
review.

May 9, 1983 Generic Letter 83-20 to all operating reactor licensees
and holder of cps on integrated scheduling for imple-
mentation of plant modifications.

.

May 9,11983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses to
Questions 410.~00-410.14, discussing revision 14 to the
FSAR on detection of leakage through the sport fuel
pools liner and continuous occupational exposures
during normal operations.

May 10, 1983' Letter from applicant forwarding draft proposed changes
in response to April 7, 1983, discussions on Items 1,

~

3a, 3b, 4, 7, 8, 10-13, 15-16, and 18. Draft changes
will be incorporated into the FSAR revision scheduled
for June 1983 and into the' design assessment report. i

May 11, 1983 Generic Letter 83-21 issued to all licensees of operat-

ing reactors, applicants for Ols, and holders of. cps
on clarification of access'to control procedures for

law enforcement visits. :

May 11, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses to
reactor systems draft SER on TMI Action Items II.K.1.5
and II.K.1.10.~ Responses will be formally incorporated

'into the FSAR revision scheduled for June 1983.

May 12, 1983 ; Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses on
FSAR page changes on' instrumentation and control
systems requests 421.5, 421.6, 421.7, 421.16, 421.30, '

,

and 421.50 in the NRC letter of August 25, 1982.

1
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May.12, 1983 Letter from applicant-forwarding draft responses and
FSAR page changes in response to April 11, 1983,
mechanical engineering request for. additional informa-

)tion on nonstraight main steamline~and independent
design verification program.

*

Ma;y13,1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft FSAR page
changes on open items on draft SER on reactor coolant
and suppression pool and secondary containment.
atmosphere. Changes are to be incorporated into

3

Revision 20 to FSAR in May 1983. '

May 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft change to FSAR
Section 9.2.6.4.2.2 on spray pond natural evaporation,
according to April 20, 1983, telephone conversation.

i

The change will be formally incorporated into the FSAR ;
Revision scheduled for June 1983. |

May 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft revisions to {
responses to Questions 430.68, 430.72, 430.75, and 1
430.114 on the diesel generator auxiliary system. '

Changes will be formally incorporated into the FSAR
; revision scheduled for June 1983.

May 13, 1983 Letter from. applicant forwarding. draft responses.to
SER open items on draft fire protection section- ,

according to the staff's April 19,' 1983, letter. i

Final responses and related page changes will be
- submitted after May 18 and 19, 1983, meetings.

May 16, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Peach Bottom pro-
cedures supplementing the applicant's May 16, 1983,
response to item 5 of radiological assessment draft-
SER. :Similar or improved procedures will be developed
for Limerick.

I
,

lL May 16, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses to. H'

radiological assessment request for additional infor- 1

| mation and draft FSAR changes resulting from April 28, '

i _ 1983, telephone. conference, : including schedule for
formally incorporating changes into future FSAR

L revisions.

'May.18,'1983 Letter from applicant forwarding FSAR page changes-

and draft responses prepared-per procedures and test
review draft SER open items. Responses and FSAR page

-- changes will be formally incorporated into.the FSAR
revision' scheduled for June 1983.

<

May 19,.1983- Letter from applicant forwarding draft revisions to "

QA Questions 260.1 through 260.55 and related FSAR-

changes, per the March 29, 1983, meeting. The informa-
tion will be incorporated into the FSAR in June 1983.

.

:
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May 20, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 50 to OL
application, substituting revised version of physical
security plan (withheld from public disclosure per
10 CFR 2.790).

May 23, 1983 Letter to applicant forwarding evaluation of BWR
Owners Group generic response to NUREG-0737, Item
II.K.3.18. Response requested.

May 25, 1983 ' Letter from applicant forwarding revised draft
change to open item re FSAR Section 9.2.6.4.'2.2.
The change will be formally incorporated into
the FSAR revision in June 1983.

,

May 25, 1983 Letter from applicant fo marding draft responses to
personnel qualification SER items 1-3, management

'

technology items 1 and 2, and draft revicion to FSAR
Section 13.2.2.1.7 on performance review program.
Changes will be incorporated into the June 1983 FSAR
revision.

May 25, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses to
|

core performance draft SER items 1 through 4 and 6
' through 11. FSAR Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 15 will be

revised to incorporate latest approved revisions to
GESSAR II in June 1983.

May 26, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft changes to
FSAR, to design assessment report, and to responses
previously provided in answer to Issues Sb, Sc, 5d,
Se, and 20, discussed at April 7, 1983, meeting. The
report on functionality of purge and vent valves will
be sutimitted in June 1983.

May 31, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 51 to OL
application (filed in PDR, Category A) consisting of
environmental qualification report, Revision 20 to the
FSAR (Category K), and Revision 13 to the environ-
mental report (Category C).:

June 3, 1983 Letter from applicant fomarding revised draft response
t to Question 410.17 on CP application compliance with
' NUREG-0800 per March 30, 1983, meeting with the staff.

Changes will be incorporated into the FSAR revision-

scheduled for June 1983.

i June 3', 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding responses to listed
| procedures and test review SER open items. Draft
; response to TMI Item I.C.1 was incorporated into the
| May FSAR revision.

June 3, 1983 Letter to applicant forwarding request for additional
information on SER open items. Action plan and asso-
ciated dates for response required within 7 working
days of receipt of letter.
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June'6,<1983' Letter from. applicant forwarding revised draft response+

to Question 430.48 on level of. training for operators,
maintenance crew, and QA personnel. Response will be
incorporated-into FSAR revision scheduled for July'

1983.

June 7, 1983- Letter fEom applicant forwarding draft FSAR change on
. breed line depressurization branch.in response to

: staff request. This change will be incorporated into
the July 1983 FSAR' revision'.

;

LJune7,1983 Letter from app 1icant forwarding the final response
~

~

to reactor systems draft SER item 3 on high/ low
pressure interlocks on ECCS . injection valves, per
discussion at the May 17, 1983, meeting in Bethesda.

]

June 7, 1983 _ Letter from applicant forwarding-revised draft
response to FSAR management technology section on j
licensed operator courses and operating activities'.

,

Changes will be incorporated into-the FSAR revision
scheduled for July 1983. '

<

June 7, 1983
-

. Letter from applicant forwarding request for additional;

information FFAR Design Criteria Summary, Item 260.56,
reflecting ruuirements of NUREG-0737.

June.7, 1983 Letter.from applicant responding to May 27, 1983,,

. telephone requestion proposed organization change,

in Electric Production Department reflecting change
~

.in QC program for the' operational phase.

June 9, 1983 Letter from applicant responding to geotechnical
engineering draft SER open items. transmitted March 11

j 1983,. letter. Properties of foundation bedrock,
backfill, lateral-loading and response of in situ soil
and backfill materials to. dynamic loading discussed.

F June--10, 1983- Letter from applicant forwarding draft change to FSAR d
; on emergency AC lighting per June 7, 1983,.. telephone I

commitment. Change will be formally incorporated into j
, the FSAR. revision scheduled for July 1983.

'

f - j'

j _ June 10, 1983: Letter from applicant forwarding response to structural j'
;. engineering draft SER open items 1, 4, 8, and 9. All

open items closed.- Items 1, 4, and 8 represent formal
response; item 9 indicates FSAR page changes. ],

1
i June 10,L1983: . Letter from applicant forwarding draft. responses to-- 4

'

SER open items 2, 7, 9, 11, 12, 16, 18,- 19, 21, 27,
and 34 on: fire protection. The fire protection,

evaluation report will be submitted in August 1983.

!
,

l- !

l'
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June 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft FSAR page
changes, in response to reactor systems draft SER
item 1, "0DYN Analysis of Pressurization Transients."
Changes will be incorporated into the FSAR revision
scheduled for July 1983.

June 13, 1983 Letter from api scant forwarding final response to
NUREG-0612, " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power
Plants-Resolution of TAP A-36." This response
includes analyses for loads handled over reactor
vessel.

June 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses and
draft FSAR page changes in response to meteorology and
effluent treatment draft SER items 2, 4, and 5 and RAI
451.14.

June 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding revision to Page 1-2
of May 31, 1983, environmental qualification report to
be formally incorporated into October 1983 report
revision.

June 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding response to core
performance draft SER. Draft page changes will be
includsd in the FSAR revision scheduled for July 1983.

June 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding FSAR changes to be
incorporated into FSAR revision scheduled for July
1983.

June 14, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses to
Questions 252.1 through 252.7 and related draft FSAR
text changes. Draft changes will be incorporated into
the FSAR revision scheduled for July 1983.

June 14, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding marked-up draft FSAR
pages per May 27, 1983, QA request. Page changes will
be incorporated in the FSAR revision scheduled for
July 1983.

June 14, 1983 Letter from applicant responding to accident evalua-
tion draft SER, per May 25, 1983, meeting request.
Draft page changes will be included in the FSAR
revision scheduled for July 1983.

June 14, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft responses to
NRC draft SER Questions 250.1, 250.2, 250.3, 250.4,
and 250.5 on preservice inspection of reactor pressure
vessels, pumps, and valves. The responses will be
incorporated in the July 1983 FSAR revision.

June 15, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding response to June 3,
1983, request for information on the turbine missile
issue.
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June 15, 1983 . Letter from applicant forwarding draft changes-to
FSAR Section'9.5.3.2.2 and Question 430.61on outdoor
security and roadway lighting. Changes will be
incorporated into the FSAR revision scheduled for
July 1983.

June 20,I1983 Letter from applicant responding to-May 23, 1983,
request for proposed resolution.to TMI Item II.K.3.18.
Justification for. bypass timer setting will be pro-

| vided before implementation of the modification.

June 20, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing NRC Caseload Forecast
* Panel April 13-15,' 1983, meetings.with the applicant

on schedule for completing construction on other
; activities necessary to support issuance of OL. OL

is expected ~to be' issued by the second quarter of 1985.
'June 20, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing June 7, 1983, meeting

with Anderson-Greenwood Co. Test Group Owners Group in
'

Bethesda on'results of. analytical and experimental,

programs to evaluate adequacy of wetwell/drywell vacuum,

'

breakers.

; June 21, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing Caseload Forecast
Panel April 13, 1983, meetings with the applicant,
Bechtel, and Conner and Wetterhahn in Valley Forge,
PA, on the review of construction progress and to,

collect data for estimating NRC resource needs.for
licensing activities.

June 21, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding revised draft response
-to Question 480.7, including revised Section 6.2.6.5.1
and Table 14.2-4, in response to containment systems
draft SER issue 1 and revised draft Section 6.2.3.2.3
and Table 6.2-15.

~ June 21, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding revisions to FSAR
Sections 9.5.6.3, 7.2, 8.3, and 9.5-10. The informa-
tion will be incorporated into the revision of the
FSAR scheduled for July 1983.

June 21, 1983 ' Letter from applicant responding to structural
engineering review draff SER open items' discussed
and resolved at June 3,1983, meeting on response
spectra, reactor enclosure, and control structure.

June 21,-1983 Letter from applicant forwarding revised draft
| response to FSAR Question 410.70 on design temp-
I ature for essential service water and RHR service-
|- water system. Draft change will be incorporated
i .into the FSAR revision scheduled for July 1983.
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June 23, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding revised. Table 6.2-17,
adding power sources in containment penetration, in
response to containment system draft SER issue 15.
Information will be incorporated into the FSAR
revision scheduled.for July 1983.

,

. June 23, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft FSAR changes .,

_ repared in response to containment system openp
! item 18. Changes state isolation valves will be .

-

i sealed closed. The information will be incorporated
into the FSAR revision scheduled for July 1983.

June 23, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft revised responses
; to NRC Questions 410.05, 410.10, 410.37, 410.52, 410.85,

and 410.89. Responses will be incorporated in the
; FSAR revision scheduled for July 1983.

,

'

4

Ju'ne 24, 1983- Letter from applicant forwarding calculated post-LOCA-
bounding drywell temp profile, per May 10, 1983,
Revision 20 changes to FSAR Section 3.11, in response
to. containment. systems draft SER, item 4. .

June 24,-1983 Lett.er to applicant advising that the Limerick DES
has been issued.

June 27, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft revision to *

".
. response to Question 640.10 on low power and power
ascension testing,.providing information necessary to
close item 5 of draft SER, Section II, " Test Review."
Information will be included in the FSAR revision

,

scheduled for July 1983.

! June 27, 1983 Letter from' applicant responding to June 9, 1983,
.

request for additional information forwarding documents
: used by Structural Mechanics Associates in seismic

fragility development.

June'27, 1983 Letter from. applicant forwarding draft FSAR changes
on loose parts monitoring system for FSAR revision
scheduled for July 1983. Detailed system description
per RG 1.133 submitted, pending receipt of the SER.

|

| June.27, 1983: Letter to applicant ' summarizing June 8,1983, meeting
| with the applicant,-NUS, J. Benjamin & Assoc, BNL,

.and Structural Mechanics Assoc. in Bethesda on severe,

! accident risk assessment.

,
. June 27,-1983- Letter to applicant requesting additional information

! on NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1, on the review of NEDE-24988-P.
For specific safety / relief valves employed at the plant,

i- the' applicability of generic test results must be
justified.
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June 28, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft revised !
response to TMI Item I.G.1, " Training During' Low-Power 1Testing." Information in draft revised response will
be incorporated into the FSAR revision scheduled for' August 1983.

-

,
- June 28, 1983: ; Letter from. applicant fonvarding a list of auxiliiry

systems open SER issues per June 23, 1983, meeting
and marked-up draft FSAR pages.

,

l: June 28, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding response to request j
'

for additional information-on differences in pressuri-
zation transient results between Limerick and other :

; .BWR plants of similar. design.
j

. June 28, 1983 Letter to applicant summarizing June 23, 1983, meeting,

i

with'the applicant, 8echtel, GE, and Koch Process
Systems, Inc., on offgus system explosion resistance.;.

.

June 28, 1983 Letter to applicant providing statement of position!

L on inplant communication system. The_ communication .!
.

! system is.not seismically supported. Response. requested
within 7 days of receipt of. letter.;-

'

June 28, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding revised draft response
and FSAR page changes to NRC Question 460.5 on air
intake system and additional information on ESF filter* -

i

system instrumentation, in response to telephone i

|. conversations of Maf 24'and June 8, 1983.
|

| June'29, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft revision to
! Page 11.5-39.of FSAR on gas analysis and core damage
! per June 28, 1983, request.- The page will be incer-
| porated in the FSAR revisi.on scheduled for August 1983. ,

, June 29, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft revision to
! request for additional information 210.82 on balance '

of plant supports designed to ASME Code Subsection NF
| and related FSAR page changes.

June 30, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 52 to OL
|

L application, consisting of Revision 21 page changes
'

to FSAR, per NRC March 8 and June 3, 1983, letters j

and Revision 4 page changes;to design assessment
report.

July 1, 1983 Letter from-applicant forwarding draft revised FSAR
'

Sections-6.2.4 and 7.3 and Table 6.2-17, reflecting
position on draft SER item 15 on automatic isolation.

of containment isolation valves. The,information will;.

be included in the FSAR revision scheduled for July
1983.

l
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July 1,-1983 Letter from applicant forwarding Chapters 5,.6, and
8;! Appendix A to Chapter.5;.and revised table of
contents to " Severe Accident Risk Assessment."
Chapter 7 will;be'provided in the near-future.

July 5, 1983 . Generic Letter'83-26 issued to all applicants.for OLs
~

' and holders of cps for power reactors on clarifica-
tion of _ surveillance ' requirements for diesel fuel-'

< - impurity.

July 5, 1983 . Letter-from applicant forwarding draft FSAR pages<

containing additional information on isolation of
purge and vent valves on high radiation, per staff4

. request at June 15, 1983, meeting. The information
will be incorporated into the FSAR revision scheduled-

for August 1983. |,

L July 5,.1983 Letter from applicant advising that responses.to
June 7, 1983, requests for additional QA information
260.56 and 260.57 will be provided by ~ July 22, 1983.;

. July 5,J1983 Letter from applicant forwarding draft _ revision to
| RAI 210.33 on operability of feedwater isolation

~ check valves. The information will be incorporated.

into'.the next FSAR. revision, scheduled for August
,

1983. '

~

: July 6, 1983 . Letter from applicant forwarding draft revisions to
responses to Questions 410.10 and 410.12 on the

-

r

analysis for rotating components and tornado-missile
spectrum. The responses will be incorporated into-
the FSAR revision scheduled for August 1983.-

: . July'6,11983 Letter from applicant informing that the applicant
has elected to' address the chugging phenomenon by
capping downcomers on which wetwell/drywell vacuum
breakers are mounted. The pool swell phenomenon is
addressed by listed modifications'to vacuum breakers.

July 7,'.1983- Letter from applicant forwarding response to Question;

220.22(b) on damping value for electrical raceway
, , system. -The_ response will be incorporated into FSAR

Revision 23 scheduled for August 1983.
d

= July 7,,1983 Letter from applicant forwarding responses to
. requests for information on containment purge and
. vent valve operability, enclosing draft pages to be
incorporated in-August 1983 FSAR revision. The'

.

seismic' report will.be issued by August 1, 1983.

July.8; 1983 -Letter from applicant forwarding revised draft
responses to draft SER items 2, 3, 8, and 9 on fuel

1 . rod mechanical = fracturing and fuel assembly structural ,

-damage. Responses will be incorporated into the FSAR
' revision scheduled for release in August 1983.
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INDUSTRY CODES AND STANDARDS

Codes and standards of'the following-organizations were used in this review:~

Aluminum Association

American National Standards Institute

|-
American Nuclear Society

American Petroleum Institute
American Society of. Heating,' Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (Boiler and Pressure Vessel' Code)
American. Society of State Highway and Transportation Officials-
American Society for. Testing and Materials

American Waterworks Association
Crane Manufactures of America .

Diesel Engine Manufactures Association

Heat Exchanger Institute
e

Illuminating Engineering Society ;

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
National Transportation Safety Board

Underwriters Laboratories
Welding Research Courcil

,

i

i

|

|

|
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APPENDIX C
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES

C.l' Introduction
The NRC staff evaluates the safety requirements used in its' reviews against
new information as it becomes available. Information related to the safety of
nuclear _ power plants comes from a variety of sources including experience from
operating reactors; research results; NRC staff and Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS) safety reviews; and vendor, architect / engineer, and utility
design reviews. After the accident at THI, the NRC Office for Analysis and
Evaluation of Operational Data (AE00) was established to provide a systematic
and continuing review of operating experience. Each time a new concern or
safety issue is identified from one or more of these sources, the need for
immediate action to ensure safe operation is assessed. This assessment includes

. consideration of the generic implications of the issue.

In some cases, immediate action is taken to ensure safety, for example, the
derating of boiling water reactors as a result of the channel box wear problems
in 1975. .In other cases, interim' measures, such as modifications to operating
procedures, may be sufficient to allow:further study of the issue before licens-
ing decisions are made. In most-cases, however, the initial assessment indicates
that immediate licensing actions or changes in licensing criteria are not neces-

If the issue applies to several or a class of plants, the issue is evalu-sary.
ated further as a " generic safety issue." This evaluation considers the safety
significance of the issues, the cost to impleme'nt any changes in plant design
or operation, and other significant and relevant factors to establish a priority
ranking of the issue. Based on this ranking, resolution of the issue is sched-
uled for near-term resolution, deffered until resources become available, or
dropped from further consideration.

The issues with the highest priority ranking are reviewed to determine whether
they should be designated as " Unresolved Safety Issues" (NUREG-0410, "NRC
Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues-Related to Nuclear Power Plants,"
dated January 1, 1978). However, as discussed above, such issues are considered
on a generic basis only after the staff has made an initial determination that
the safety significance of the issue does not prohibit continued operation or
require licensing actions while the longer term generic review is under way.

t

C.2 ALAB-444 Requirements

These longer term generic studies were the subject of-a Decision by the Atomic
TheSafety and Licensing Appeal Board of the Nuclear Regulatory Commissioh.

Decision (ALAB-444) was issued on November 23, 1977, in connection with the
Appeal Board's consideration of the Gulf States Utility Company application for
the River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2. It stated

In short, the board (and the public as well) should be in a position
to ascertain from the SER itself--without the need to resort to
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extrinsic documents--the staff's perception of the nature and extent
of the relationship between each significant unresolved generic safety
question and the eventual operation of.the reactor under scrutiny.
Once again,.this assessment might well have a direct bearing upon the
ability of the licensing board to make the safety findings required
of it on the ~ construction permit level even though the generic answer
to.the question remains in the offing. Among other things, the fur-
nished information would likely shed light on such alternatively im-
portant considerations as whether: (1) the problem has already been
resolved.for the reactor under study; (2) there is a reasonable basis
for concluding that a satisfactory solution will be obtained before
the reactor is put in operation; or (3) the problem would have no
safety implications until after severa; years of reactor operation
and, should it not be resolved'by then, alternative means will be
available to insure that continued operation (if permitted at all)
would not pose an undue risk to the public.

This appendix is specifically included to respond to the Decision of the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board as enunciated in ALAB-444, and as applied to
an operating licensing proceeding, Virginia Electric and Power Company (North
Anna Nuclear Power Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2), ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 (1978).

C.3 Unresolved Safety Issues

In a related matter, as a result of Congressional action on the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission budget for Fiscal Year 1978, the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 was amended (PL 95-209) on December 13, 1977, to include, amongother things, a new Section 210 as follows:

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES PLAN

SEC. 210. The Commission shall develop a plan providing for
specification and analysis of unresolved safety issues relating to
nuclear reactors and shall take such ac ion as may be necessary to
implement correstive measures with respect to such issues. Such
plan shall be submitted to the Congress on or before January 1, 1978
and progress reports shall be included in the annual report of the
Commission thereafter.

The Joint Explanatory Statement of the House-Senate Conference Committee for
the Fiscal Year 1978 Appropriations Bill (Bill S. 1131) provided the following
additional information regarding the Committee's deliberations on this portion
of the bill:

SECTION3-UNRESOLVEDSAFETYISSUES
~

The House amendment requ' ired development of a plan to resolve generic
safety issues. The conferees agreed to a requirement that the plan be
submitted to the Congress on or before January 1,1978. The conferees
also expressed the intent that this plan should identify and describe
those safety issues, relating to nuclear power reactors, which are
unresolved on the date of enactment. It should set forth: (1)

'
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Commission actions taken directly or indirectly to develop and
implement corrective measures; (2) further actions planned concerning
such measures; and (3) timetables and cost estimates of such actions.
The Commission should indicate the priority it has assigned to each
issue, and the basis on which priorities have been assigned.

i

| In response to the reporting requirements of the new Section 210, the NRC staff
j submitted NUREG-0410 to Congress on January 1, 1978. This NUREG describes the
' NRC generic issues program. The NRC program was already in place when PL

95-209 was enacted and is of considerably broader scope than the Unresolved
Safety Issues (USI) plan required by Section 210. In the letter transmitting

NUREG-0410 to the Congress on December 30, 1977, the Commission indicated:
"the progress reports, which are required by Section 210 to be included in
future NRC annual reports, may be more useful to Congress if they focus en the
specific Section 210 safety items."

It is the NRC's view that the intent of Section 210 was to ensure that plans
were developed and implemented on issues with potentially significant public
safety implications. In 1978, the NRC undertook a review of aore than 130
issues addressed in the NRC program to determine which issues fit this descrip-
tion and qualify as Unresolved Safety Issues for reporting to the Congress.

,

! The NRC review included the development of proposals by the NRC staff and
review and final _ approval by the NRC Commissioners.

The review is described in a report, NUREG-0510, " Identification of Unresolved
Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants - A Report to_ Congress," dated
January 1979. The report provides the following definition of an Unresolved
Safety Issue: *

An Unresolved Safety Issue is a matter affecting a number of nuclear
power plants that poses important questions concerning the adequacy
of existing safety requirements for which a final resolution has not
yet been developed and that involves conditions not likely to be accept-
able over the lifetime of the plants it' affects.

Further, the report indicates that in applying this definition, matters that
pose "important questions concerning the adequacy of existing safety require-
ments"'were ' judged to be those for which resolution is necessary to (1)
compensate for a possible major reduction in the degree of protection of the
public health and safety, or (2) provide a potentially significant decrease in

,

the risk to the public health and safety. Quite simply, an Unresolved Safety
Issue is potentially significant from a public safety standpoint and its
resolution is likely to result in NRC action on the affected plants.

|

! All of the issues addressed in the NRC program were systematically evaluated
,

|- against this definition as described in NUREG-0510. _As a result, 17 Unresolved
Safety Issues addressed by 22 tasks.in the NRC program were identified.

An in-depth and systematic review of generic safety concerns identified between
January 1979 and March 1981 was performed by the staff to determine if any of
these issues should be designated as Unresolved Safety Issues. The candidate
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: issues , originated from concerns identified in NOREG-0660, "NRC Action P an as- a j
Result'of the.TMI-2 Accident"; ACRS recommendations; abnormal occurrence.

_

_

'

reports; and other operating experienco. I'he ? staff's proposed list was.- I

' reviewed and commented on by the ACRS*,-thn AE00, and the Office of Policy-
$ Evaluation. The;ACRS and AEOD also-propored that'several additional Unresolved

~

( ISafety Issues be considered by the Commis.fon. --The Commission considered the
.

"habove_informationandapprovedthe.fourUnresolvedSafetyIssuesA-45_through-,~'.

g(4listofthe-issuesconsidered,ispresentedinNUREG-0705,"Identificationof
A-48. A' descriptioniof the review process for candidate issues, together with

F 1
.{

'

iNew Unresolved-Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear; Power Plants,.Special Report H
to Congres's,": dated March 1981. An expanded discussion of-each of the~newng

'

' Unresolved Safety Issues is'also in NUREG-0705. In addition to the four(issuesi
: identified above,<the Commission approved another. issue, A-49,< Pressurized-
-Thermal Shock,'as:an Unresolved Safety Issue in December 1981.

."--
-

-

'The issues are listed below. The number (s) of the. generic task (s)~(for'
. . example, A-1) in the- NRC program ' addressing each ' issue is indicated in {

_

!parentheses following-the title.
.

i

Unresolved Safety' Issues (Applicable Task Nos.)
L (1) Waterhemmer (A-1)-

_

(2) Asymmetric Blowdown' Loads on the Reactor Coolant System (A-2)
(3) Pressurized Water Reactor 1 Steam Generator Tube Integrity (A-3, A-4, A-5)'

(4)' BWR Mark I and Mark II Pressure _ Suppression Containments (A-6, A-7,
~

*

A-8, A-39)
-(5) 1 Anticipated Transients _Without Scram (A-9)

:.. (6) BWR Nozzle Cracking (A-10) ~

.;A ~(7) Reactor Vessel Materials Toughnest (A-11)'
r ~ (8) Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant ~ Pump
: _

Supports (A-12)
(

_

x
t _ 9)-; Systems-Interactions'in. Nuclear Power Plants-(A-17)'

-(10)' Environmental-Qualification of Safety-Relate:t Electrical Equipment (A-2-4)
(11) Reactor Vessel Pressure TransientEProtectiori'(A-26)~ #

| (12) Residual _ Heat Removal Requirements!(A-31)
(13) Contro1~of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel'(A-36)_ ;

'" ,

,4 3(14) Seismic Design Criteria (A-40) -
"

.(15)' Pipe Cracks at Boiling. Water Reactors:(A .42)' '
~"

..
'

(16) Containment Emergency. Sump Reliability (A-43) it

t(17). Station Blackout (A-44)'

'(18) Shutdown Decay Heat ~ Removal _ Requirements (A-45)
(19) Seismic Qualification of-Equipment in Operating Plants (A-46)

n - ~(20)-Safety Implications of Control Systems-(A-47) .

!

.(21) Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety
Equipment (A-48)- f '

(22) Pressurized Thermal Shock (A-49)g
..

'

In the view of the staff, the 27 Unresolved Safety Issues listed above.are the
substantive safety _ issues referred to by the App;al Board in ALAB-444 when it

|: spoke;of_"...those, generic problems under continuing study which have... !.potentially.significant public safety implications." Six of the 27 tasks !
;

-identified 'with the Unresolved Safety Issues are not applicable to Limerick
{

,

f because.they apply-to pressurized water reactors (PWRs) only. These tasks are
S

*
..

1
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A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, A-12, and A-26. A-46 deals with seismic qualification of

equipment in operating plants and does not apply to Limerick. Limerick was
designed on the basis of current seismic design criteria, and commitments for-
seismic equipment Qualification are in accordance with the latest codes and
standards (See Sections 3.9.2. and 3.10 of this SER). Also, Tasks A-6 and A-7
apply to Mark I boiling water reactor (BWR) containments. With regard to the
remaining tasks that are applicable to this facility, the NRC staff has issued
NUREG reports providing its proposed resolution of nine of these issues. Each
of these issues has been addressed in this report. Table 1 lists those issues
and the section of this report in which they are discussed.

Table 1

Safety Evaluation
Task No. NUREG Report and Title Report Section

A-8 NUREG-0808, " Mark II Containment Program 6.2
Load Evaluation and Acceptance Criteria,"
August 1981 -

A-9 NUREG-0460, " Anticipated Transients 15.8
Without Scram for Light Water Reactors"

A-10 NUREG-0619, "BWR Feedwater Nozzle 3.9.5, 4.6

and Control Rod Drive Return Line 5.2.3.1

Nozzle Cracking"
,

A-11 NUREG-0744. " Resolution of the Task A-11 5.3.1
Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness Safety
Issue," Vols. I and II, Rev. 1, October
1982

A-24 NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position on 3.11
Environmental Qualification of Safety-
Related Electrical Equipment," Rev. 1

A-31 SRP 5.4.7 and BTP 5-1, " Residual Heat 5.4.7
Removal Systems," inc eporate requirements
of USI A-31

A-36 NUREG-0612, " Control of Heavy Loads at 9.1.5
Nuclear Power Plants"

A-39 NUREG-0802, " Safety / Relief Valve-Quencher 6.2
Loads Evaluation Report BWR Mark II and.
III Containments"

A-42 NUREG-0313, " Technical Report on Material 5.2.3

Selection and Processing Guidelines for BWR
Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping," Rev. 1
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The remaining issues applicable to Limerick are

A-1 Water Hammer
!A-17 Systems-Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants
!A-40 Seismic Design Criteria

A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Reliability
A-44 Station Blackout
A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements

-A-47 Safety Implications of Control Systems
A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effect of

!
Hydrogen Burns on Safety Equipment

A-49 Pressurized Thermal Shock

The Task Actions Plans for the generic tasks up to and including A-40 above are
included in NUREG-0649, " Task Action Plans for Unresolved Safety Issues Related
to Nuclear Power Plants." Task Action Plans for later tasks were issued' individually as indicated in the list below.

Task Action Plans for Selected USIs

Task Issue Date of
Number Task Action Plan

1A-43 01/81
A-44 07/80
A-45 -10/82

06/82 (Rev. 1)
A-46 06/82-
A-47 06/82
A-48 12/82

Each task action plan provides a description of the problem; the staff's,

! approach to its resolution; a general discussion of the bases upon which con--
! tinued plant licensing or operation _can proceed pending completion of the task;

the technical organizations involved in the task and estimates of the manpower
required;'a description of the interactions with other NRC offices, the ACRS,
and outside organizations; estimates of funding required for contractor-
supplied technical assistance; prospective dates for completing the task; and a
description of potential problems that could alter the planned approach or,

!- schedule.

In addition. to the task action plans, the staff issues the " Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation Unresolved Safety Issues Summary, Aqua Book" (NUREG-0606) on
a quarterly basis, which provides current schedule information for each of the

L Unresolved Safety Issues.
!

The staff has reviewed the Unresolved Safety Issues listed above as they relate
to Limerick. Discussion cf each of these issues, including references to
related discussions in the Safety Evaluation Report, is provided in Section
C.4. The staff has satisfactorily concluded its review for all issues but Task
A-43, " Containment Emergency Sump Reliability," and Task A-47, " Safety

-Implications of Control Systems." The staff will discuss resolution of these
issues in a supplement to this SER. Based on its review, the staff concludes,
for the reasons set forth in Section C.4, that there is reasonable assurance:
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that Limerick can be operated before the ultimate resolution of these generic
issues without endangering the health and safety of the public.

C.4 Discussion of USIs as the Relate to Limerick Units 1 and 2

This section provides the NRC staff's evaluation of Limerick for each of the
applicable Unresolved Safety Issues. This includes the staff's bases for
licensing before ultimate resolution of these issues. The NRC conclusions are
based in part on information described in Section 1.12, " Unresolved Generic
Issues," of the Limerick Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

Task A-1 Water Hammer

Water hammer events introduce large hydraulic loads, or pressure pulses, into
a fluid system, and are the result of rapid condensation of steam pockets,
steam-driven slugs of water, pump startup into voided lines, and improper (or
sudden) valve closures. Since 1969, about 150 water hammer events have been
reported in nuclear power plants. Where water hammer has occurred in water
lines, the principal damage has been to pipe hangers and snubbers.

Examination of reported events reveals that approximately one-half of the water
hammer events have occurred in pre-operational testing or during the first year
of operation. This suggests that a learning process during initial plant
operation is involved. About one-half of the underlying causes are operational, ,

or interfacing related. The remainder are system design and systems interfacing
related. Examination of reported events also shows that approximately one-third
of current operating plants have reported the occurrence of water hammer and
that these events have been about equally distributed between BWRs and PWRs.
The increasing frequency of water hammer events noted in the early 1970s (when
there were an increasing number of plants coming on line) is not supported by
current experience. Finally, in none of the water hammer incidents reported
has there been a release of' radioactive material or disabling of safety
systems.

The staff has completed its evaluation of water hammer safety concerns and
the staff's technical findings are set forth in NUREG-0927, For Comment,
" Evaluation of Water Hammer Occurrence in Nuclear Power Plants," May 1983.
These findings can be summarized as follows:

(1) Total elimination of water hammer is not feasible.
(2) Approximately half of the reported occurrences have been during pre-

operational testing and the first year of commercial operation, with about
half of the occurrences being the result of operator and maintenance
related causes.

(3) The reported damage has been principally to pipe hangers, snubbers, and
equipment support structures; none of the reported water hammers has
resultea in a radioactive. release.

(4) Corrective design changes (e.g., J-tubes have been installed in PWR steam
generators with top feedrings; BWRs have installed " keep-full" systems and
vacuum breakers) have evolved, have been incorporated into plants, and
appear to be working effectively.
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(5) .The reduced frequency of water hammer occurrence and low levels of reported
damage reveal a much reduced safety implication than that previously ').

assumed by the staff.

iFor BWRs, ' pump startup into voided lines and system (s) realignment actions '

(i.e. , warmup of high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and _ reactor core j

isolation cooling (RCIC).steamlines) have been mdjor underlying causes of water
hammer.

Therefore, actions are recommended such as: (1) increased operator awareness
-of possible water hammer occurrence through feedback of operating experience
and incorporation of such information into training modules, (2) design'and i
implementation of plant operation and maintenance procedures that incorporate
water hammer prevention, (3) utilization of void surveillance instrumentation
and'implemontation of venting procedures,'and (4) continued use of design
features that have demonstrated success in elimination of water hammer (e.g, ;
" keep-full". systems utilizing jockey pumps, vacuum breakers, proper vent
design, and maintenance and operational procedures designed to minimize mixing
steam with cold water). '

To protect the Limerick plant against the effects of water hammer, the emer-
gency core cooling systems (ECCS) are equipped with jockey pumps that
provide a continuous supply of water to the ECCS discharge piping. These .i,
jockey pumps keep'the ECCS line water filled so that the ECCS pumps will not
start pumping into voided lines and steam will not collect in the ECCS piping.
To ensure that the ECCS lines remain water filled, vents have been installed
and a Technical Specification requirement to periodically vent air from the
lines has been imposed. 'Further assurance for filled discharge piping ~is
provided by pressure instrumentationLat the piping high point. An alarm sounds
in the main control room if the pressure falls below a predetermined setpoint
indicating difficulty maintaining a' filled' discharge line. Should this occur,
of if an instrument becomes inoperable, the required action is identified in
the Technical Specifications.

L Although the probability of a large pipe break is very small and initiation
i of a water hammer occurrence from such a break is even less likely, adequate

~

I core cooling is ensured by the current ECCS design and redundancy. Protection
| against' effects of pipe breaks and water hammer loads'is incorporated in piping
j. design codes that require consideration of impact loads and dynamic loads in
| the piping system design.
. -

If future events identify new: design or operational considerations, followup
action would be developed at such time. Water hammer experience to date has
not identified plant design features.or operstional measures beyond those j

s
planned for Limerick. Therefore, the staff concludes that Limerick can be !j. operated before ultimate res'olution of this generic issue without undue risk to

| the health and safety of the public.

| Task A-17 Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants

The staff's systems interaction program was initiated in May 1978 with the !
definition of Unresolved Safety Issue A-17 (Systems Interactions in Nuclear
Power Plants) and was intensified by TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0660) Item II.C.3,

;
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" Systems Interaction." The concern arises because the design, analysis, and
installation of systems are frequently the responsibility of teams of engineers
with functional specialties such as civil, electrical, mechanical, or nuclear.
Experience at operating plants has led to questions of whether the work of
these functional specialists is sufficiently integrated to enable them to
minimize adverse interactions among systems. Some adverse events that occurred
in the past might have been prevented if the teams had ensured the necessary
independence of safety systems under all conditions of operation.

The applicant has not described a comprehensive program that separately
evaluates all structures, systems, and components important to safety for
the three categories of adverse systems interactions, which are (1) spatially
coupled, (2) functionally coupled, and (3) humanly coupled. However, there is
assurance that Limerick can be operated without endangering the health and
safety of the public. The plant has been evaluated against current licensing
requirements that are founded on the principle of defense-in-depth. Adherence
to this principle results in requirements such as physical separation and
independence of redundant safety systems as well as protection against hazards
such as high-energy line ruptures, missiles, high winds, flooding, seismic
events, fires, human errors, and sabotage. These design provisions are subject
to review against the Standard Review Plan (SRP) (NUREG-0800), which requires
interdisciplinary reviews of safety grade equipment and addresses different
types of potential systems interactions. Also, the quality assurance program
that is followed during the design, construction, and operational phases for
each plant contributes to the prevention of introducing adverse systems
interactions. Thus, the current licensing requirements and procedures provide
an adequate degree of plant safety.

The NRC staff's current procedures assign primary responsibility for review
of various technical creas to specific organizational units and secondary
responsibility to other units where there is a functional interface. Designers
follow somewhat similar procedures and provide the analysis of systems and
interface reviews. Task A-17 investigators have been developing methods that
could discover adverse systems interactions that were not considered by current
review procedures. The first phase of this study began in May 1978 and was
completed in February 1980 by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) under contract
to the NRC staff.

The Phase I investigation was structured to identify areas where interactions
are possible between systems and which have the potential of negating or
seriously degrading the performance of safety functions. The study concen-
trated on commonly caused failures among systems that would violate a safety
function. The investigation was to then identify those arehs in which NRC
review procedures may not,have properly accounted for these interactions.

SNL used fault-tree analysis on a selected light water reactor design to
identify component failure combinations (cut-sets) that could result in loss
of a safety function. The cut-sets were further reduced by incorporthing six
linking systems failures into the analysis. The results of the SNL effort
indicated a few potentially adverse systems interactions for safety signifi-
cance and generic implications. The staff concluded that no corrective
measures needed to be implemented immediately, except for the potential
interaction between the power-operated relief valve and its block valve. This

i
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1

C . interaction'had been separately identified by the_ evaluations of the TMI-2-
accident"while SNL was studying _the: selected 1ight water-reactor. Because-

( corrective measures were-already being implemented, no separate measures were. !

needed under Unresolved Safety Issue A-17.

;. .Since A'pril 1980, the-Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation-has intensified the
*

effort both by broadening the study of methods. to _ discover potential systems
. interactions. The process.will-provide for a resolution of Unresolved Safety.

i. Issue A-17, assimilate operating reactor-experience, and rank identifed systems-'

' interactions by their relative importance to safety.

It ;is expected that:the development of systematic ways to identify, rank, and4

evaluate systems interactions will go-further to reduce-the likelihood of
intersystem, failures resulting in the loss of plantssafety functions. A com-

j . prehensive progrim.is expected to-use analytical methods, visual inspections,
. experience. feedback, and experiments for hidden dependencies. The industry's
| current: experience with systems interaction reviews is fr'agmented. Experience
. like that gained by the Phase I study is an essential ingredient to the staff's'

considerations of a comprehensive systems' interaction program. After the
resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue A-17, the staff will determine whether4

_ the applicant _must perform further evaluations for adverse . systems interactions..

On the basis of these considerations, the NRC staff concluded that Limerick
can be operated before the ultimate resolution of the generic issue without
endangering the health and safety of the public.

_

| Task A-40 Seismic Design Criteria - Short-Term Program

NRC regulations require that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and
components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of natural-

~

phenomena such as earthquakes. Detailed requirements and guidance regarding
-the seismic design of nuclear plants are provided-in the'NRC. regulations and in
regulatory guides issued by the Commission. However,.there are a number of-
plants with construction permits and operating licenses issued before the NRC's
current regulations and regulatory guidance were in place. For this reason,
reviews:of the seismic-design of various plants =are being undertaken again to
ensure'that these plants do not present an undue risk to the public. 1 Task A-40*

?~
.

.is, in'effect, a compendium of short-term efforts.to_ support such reevaluation'

efforts of-the NRC staff, especially those related to older operating plants.
In addition, some revisions to sections' of-the SRP and regulatory guides to'

bring them more in line.with the' state of-the-art will result.

! The seismic design basis.and seismic design of Limerick have conformed to
existing' licensing criteria and requirements. The staff's review'of Limerick,

to these criteria is discussed in Sections 2.S.2 and 3.7 of this SER. The ;
I staff does not expected the results of Task A-40 to affect these conclusions-

because the~ techniques under consideration are essentially those used in the
]

,

: review of~tLis facility! Should the resolution'of_ Task A-40 indicate that a,
. <

; change is needed in these licensing requirements,~.all operating reactors, !
' including Lirperick will be. reevaluated on a case-by-case basis. Accordingly,

the staff has concluded that'this facility can-be operated before the ultimate
! resolution of this generic issue without-enda'ngering the health and safety of.

the public.
'

4
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Task A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Reliability

Fdllowi.ng a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), that is, a break in the
reactor cooling system piping, the water flowing from the break would be
collected in the suppression pool. This water would be recirculated through
the reactor system by the emergency core cooling pumps to maintain core
cooling. This water might also be circulated through the containment spray
system to remove heat and fission products from the drywell and wetwell
atmosphere. Loss of the ability to draw water from the suppression pool
could disable the emergency core cooling and containment spray systems.

The safety concerns embodied in USI A-43, when applied to BWRs, deal with
the potential for air ingestion into the residual heat removal (RHR) suction
intakes, and with LOCA generated insulation debris which could be transported
to the suppression pool and collect on the suction strainers.

Air ingestion potential has been extensively studied via full-scale experiments,
and BWR RHR suction / strainer' geometries have been tested (see NUREG/CR-2772).
Experimental results show that if the Froude (Fr) number is less than 0.8 at
the intake, air ingestion is zero. The Limerick minimum water level of 10 feet
,and RHR flow velocities result in a Froude number of approximately 0.2; thus
air ingestion does not pose a problem.

With respect to insulation debris generation and transport, these issues are
insulation type and quantity dependent, and also plant design dependent. In
Mark II containments the vent cover design for the drywell-to-wetwell down-
comers will limit the size of debris which could transport to the suppression
pool. Metallic insulation debris, event if transported, would sink and not
pose a proble'm (the RHR intakes are approximately 10 feet above the suppression
pool floor). Likewise, low density insulation, which was impervious to water
would float and pose no blockage problem.

Limer.ick plans to use metallic insulation panels, aluminum jacketed fiberglass,
and steel jacketed low conductivity insulation panels installed on piping in
the drywell. LOCA breaks and safety relief valve discharges have the capability
to locally destroy (or fragment) fibrous insulations. The FSAR does not
address the question of LOCA generated debris and transport at low velocities
(i.e., 0.2 - 0.4 ft/sec) and that fiberglass and mineral wool ingest water and
do not float. The FSAR alleges that it is improbable that insulation materials
would transport to, and plug pump suction strainers without providing a
quantified treatment regarding the minimal amount of insulation destruction and
transport thereof. Flow velocitie's in the v.icinity of the RHR suction
strainers are suffic,iently high to transport shredded fibrous insulation debris
to the suction strainer. Shredded debris will pass into and through the
downcomers.

The staff's technical findings regarding USI A-43 safety concerns are reported
in NUREG-0897, and the staff has recommended revising SRP 6.2.2 and Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.82. One of the major changes in RG 1.82 is removal of the 50%
blockage criteria and the requirement to evaluate debris generation, transport
and screen blockages in a systematic and quantitative manner. The staff's
concerns regarding fibrous insulation materials also lead to a recommendation
that a generic letter be issued to both l'icensees and applicants to evaluate
the potential for debris blockage using the gui elines provided in RG 1.82,
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Revision 1. These documents have been issued for public comment. The staff
anticipates:that this issue will- be technically resolved by early 1984. At

>

that- time ~, 'the staff plans to implement .the new guidelines on the Limerick
plant. The resolution of this issue will be reported in a supplement to this.

'
SER.

1 Task A-44 Station Blackout

. Electrical power for safety systems at nuclear power plants must be supplied
by at least two~ redundant and independent _ divisions. The_ systems used to
. remove. decay heat to cool the reactor core following a reactor shutdown are;.

included among the safety systems that must_ meet these requiements. Each
. electrical division for safety systems includes two offsite ac power
connections, a standby. emergency diesel generator ac power supply, and dc.

sources.

Task A-44 involves a study-of. whether or not nuclear power plants should be
designed to accommodate a complete loss of all ac' power, that is, a loss of,

i both the offsite and the emergency diesel generator ac power supplies. This
issue arose as a result of operating experience regarding the reliability of ac;

i _ power supplies.- A number of operating plants have experienced a total loss of
offsite electrical power, and more occurrences are expected.' During these
loss-of-offsite power events,- the onsite emergency ac power supplies were
available to_ supply the power needed by vitsi :sfaty equipment. However, in
some instances, one of the redundant power supplies has been unavailable, and

-

in a few casesithere has been_a complete' loss of ac power. During these
events,.c power'was restored in less than a few minutes without any seriousa
consequences. In_ addition, there have been numerous reports of emergency

j diesel generators failing to start and run in operating plants during periodic
; surveillance tests.
.

A loss of all ac power was not a design-basis event for the Limerick facility.
Nonetheless, a. combination of design, operating, and testing requirements has,

! been imposed to ensure that this unit will have substantial resistance to a
loss of all acLand that, even if a loss of all ac power should occur, there is

t_ -reasonable ~ assurance the core will be cooled. These design, operating,.and
testing requirements are discussed below. '

A loss of offsite ac power involves a loss of both the preferred and backup
sources of offsite power. -The staff's review and basis for acceptance of the
design.cinspection, and testing provisions for the offsite power system are

' described in Section 8.2'of this report.'

If offsite ac power is lost, four diesel generators per unit and their
associated ~ distribution systems will _ deliver emergency power to safety-related
equipment. The staff's review of the design, testing, surveillance, and main-
tenance~ provisions for the onsite emergency diesels is described in Sections
8.3 and 9.5 of this report. Staff requirements include preoperational' testing
to en"ure the reliability of the' installed diesel generators in accordance with

j the provisions of RG 1.108. In addition, the applicant has been required to
' _inglement a program for enhancing diesel generator reliability to ensure the
i .long-ters reliability of the diesel generators. This program resulted from

recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, " Enhancement of Onsite Emergency Generator
Reliability."

- Limerick SER C-12
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If both offsite and onsite ac power'are lost, BWRs may use a combination of-
safety / relief valves and- the reactor core isolation ccoling system to remove
core decay heat without reliance on ac power. These systems ensure.that
adequate cooling can be maintained for at least 2 hours, which allows time for
restoration of ac power from either offsite or onsite sources.'

In addition'to the above, the Commission'has determined that some interim
: measures should be taken at all plants to accommodate a station blackout

pending resolution of-this issue. Consequently, the NRC requested (Generic
Letter 81-04, dated February 25, 1981) a review of plant operation to determine

' the applicant's capability to mitigate a station blackout event and properly
j implement, as necessary, emergency procedures and training programs .for station
i -blackout events. -Appropriate review of the procedures and training programs-
i for station blackout events will be completed before fuel load.

B

Based on the above considerations, the staff concludes that there is reasonable,

assurance that Limerick can be operated before the ultimate resolution of this
generic issue without endangering the health and safety of the public.

Task A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements
.

Following-a reactor shutdown, the radioactive decay of fission products
continues to produce heat (decay heat) that must'be removed from the primary-
system. The principal means for removing this heat in a BWR at high pressure>

is through the steamlines to the turbine condenser. The condensate is normally
returned to'the reactor vessel by the feedwater system; however, the steam
turbine-driven RCIC system is provided to maintain primary system inventory if
ac power;is not-available. When the system -is at low pressure, the decay heat +

is removed by the-RHR systems. Work on this USI will evaluate the benefit of
providing' alternate means of decay heat removal that could substantially in-
crease the plant's capability to handle a broader spectrum of transients and
accidents. The study will consist of a generic system evaluation and will

. result in. recommendations -regarding the desirability of and possible design;

requirements for-improvements in existing systems or an alternative decay heati

removal method if the improvements or alternative can significa'ntly reduce the
overall risk to the public.

| The Limerick' reactor has various methods for the removal of decay heat. .As
discussed above, the decay heat is'normally rejected to'the turbine condenser,

and condensate is returned to the vessel by the feedwater system. The RCIC,

system |provides an alternate means of supplying makeup water to the vessel.
; This' turbine-driven ~ pump takes suction from the condensate storage tank and
pumps to the vessel. If the condenser is not available (for' example, loss of

* -offsite power), helt can be removed by'means of the safety / relief valves to the i

suppression pool. Also, HPCT is provided if the RCIC' system is not available.
The staff reviews of the RCIC and HPCI systems are described in Sections 5.4.7
and 6.3, respectively.

.

' If the RCIC and HPCI are unavailable, the reactor system pressure can be.

. reduced by the automatic depressurization system (ADS) so that cooling by the4

| RHR system'can be initiated. When the condenser is not used, the heat rejected

'. to the suppression pool is: subsequently removed by the RHR system. The staff'
review of the ADS is described in Section 6.3.

,

I
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~ The'RCIC and HPCI systems at Limerick have improvements not present in compar-
able systems at older BWRs. The RCIC system has been upgraded to safety grade
quality (now required for all BWRs), and the HPCI system is powered by its own
steam-driven turbine,-so it can operate with an assumed loss of all other sources i
of ac power. - Also, the RHR system contains three pumps and the flow capacity |

of any single pump is suffucient to easily remove the decay heat. The staff,

[ . review of the RHR system is described in Sections 5.4.7 and 6.3.

- Following the TMI accident, the industry performed and documented extensive.
analyses of feedwater transients and small-break LOCAs to support acceptability i

'

.of current designs. A report of these analyses was provided to the NRC in,

NEDO-24708A, Revision 1, dated December 1980. The staff's assessment of
. current designs related to loss-of-feedwater transients and small LOCAs is in*

i NUREG-0626, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and Small break Loss-
of-Coolant Accidents in GE-De:;igned Operating Plants and Near-Term Operating
. License Applications.";.

{ On the basis of these considerations, the staff concludes that Liinerick can be

; operated before the ultimate resolution of this generic issue without endangering
the health and safety of the public.

!

I Task A-47 Safety Implications of Control Systems

1

This issue concerns the potential for transients or accidents being made more
j severe as a result of control system failures or malfunctions. These failures

or malfunctions may occur independently or as a result of the accident or'

transient under consideration. One concern is the potential for a single
,

failure--such as a-loss of power supply, short circuit, open circuit, or sensor'

. failure--to cause simultaneous malfunction of several control features. Such
' an occurrence could conceivably result in a transient more severe than those

transients analyzed as anticipated operational occurrences. A second concern<

is for a postulated accident to cause control system failures that would make:

the accident more severe than analyzed. Accidents could conceivably cause
control system failures by creating a harsh environment in'the area of the
control equipment or by physically damaging the control equipment. Although it
is believed that such' control system failures would not lead to serious events
or result in conditions that safety systems could not safely handle, indepth
studies have not been' rigorously performed to verify this belief. The
potential for an accident that would affect a particular control system, and
effects of the control system failures, may differ from plant to plant.
Therefore, it is nut possible to develop generic answers to all these concerns;

~ it'is possible, however, to develop generic criteria that can be used for
future plant-specific reviews. The purpose of this USI' task is to verify the

,

| adequacy of existing criteria for control syst. ems or propose additional generic
| criteria (if necessary) that will be used for plant-specific review.

t The Limerick safety systems have been designed with the goal of ensuring that
i control systen failures'(either single or multiple) will not prevent automatic

or mEnual Mtiation and operation of any safety system equipment required to
.

trip-t'ne plant or to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition following '

! any anticipated operational occurrence or accident. This has been accomplished
by either providing independence between safety- and nonsafety grade systems or'

providing isolating devices between safety- and nonsafety grade systems. These
i

b
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devices preclude the propagation of nonsafety grade system equipment faults so
that. operation of the safety grade system equipment is not impaired.

A wide range of bounding transients and accidents is presently analyzed.to*

i ensure that the postulated events would be adequately mitigated by the safety
systems. In addition, systematic reviews of safety systems have been performed
with the goal-of ensuring that the control system failures (single or multiple)
will.not defeat safety system action.

; Also, the applicant has been' requested (NRC Information Notice 79-22,
" Qualification of Control Systems," September 17, 1979) to review the possibility'

of consequential control system failures that exacerbate the effects of high-
energy line breaks (HELBs) and adopt-new operator procedures, where needed, to

i ensure that the postulated events would be adequately mitigated. As part of
the. review, the staff is also evaluating the qualification program.to ensure

,

that equipment that may potentially be exposed to HELB environments has been '

- adequately qualified or an adequate basis has been provided for not qualifying
the equipment to the limiting hostile environment. The staff's evaluation of
the applicant's response to Information Notice 79-22 and the adequacy of the
qualification program are reported in Sections 7.7.2.1 and 3.10, respectively,

-of this SER.

-With the recent emphasis on the availability of post-accident instrumentation
RG 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess
Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident"), the staff evaluates the
designs to ensure that control system failures will not deprive the operator of
information required to achieve and maintain the plant in a safety shutdown
condition after any anticipated operational occurrence or accident. The
applicant was requested to evaluate the Limerick control systems and identify .4

'.
any control systems whose malfunction could impact plant safety. The applicant
was also asked to document the degree of interdependence of these identified
control systems and to identify the use (if any) of common power supplies and

-the use of common sensors or common sensor impulse lines whose failure could-
have potential safety significance. The status of these reviews is documented
in Section 7.7.2.2.

'In addition, IE Bulletin 79-27 (" Loss of Non-Class IE Instrumentation andj

| Control Power System Bus During Operation," November 30, 1979) was issued,
- asking the applicant to perform evaluations to ensure the adequacy of plant
procedures for accomplishing shutdown on loss of power to any electrical bus
supplying power for instruments and controls. The results of this review are
in SER Section 7.4.2.1.

The subtask of this issue concerning the reactor overfill tr nsient in boiling
water reactors is current 1'y under review by the BWR Owners Group, of which the
. applicant is a member. Pending ultimate resolution of this item, the applicant
has incorporated in the Limerick design a commercial grade high-level trip
(level 8) of the feedwater systems to prevent the occurrence of overfill
transients. .

On the basis of the above considerations, the staff concludes that, subject to
satisfactory resolution of the issue identified regarding Section 7.7.2.2,
there is reasonable assurance that Limerick can be operated before the ultimate

,
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resolution of this generic issue without endangering the health and safety of
the public.

Task A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety
Equipment

After a LOCA in a light water reactor plant, combustible gases, principally
hydrogen, may accumulate inside the primary reactor containment as a result of
(1) metal-water reaction involving the fuel element cladding; (2) the radiolytic
decomposition of the water in the reactor core and the containment sump; (3)
the corrosion of certain construction materials by the spray solution; and (4)
any synergistic chemical, thermal, and radiolytic effects of post-accident
environmental conditions on containment protective coating systems and electric
cable insulation.

Because of the potential for significant hydrogen generation as the result
of an accident, 10 CFR 50.44, " Standards for Combustible Gas Control System
in Light Water Cooled Power Reactors," and GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere
Cleanup," require that systems be provided to control hydroge.n concentrations
in the containment atmosphere following a postulated accident to ensure that
containment integrity is maintained.

10 CFR 50.44 requires that the combustible gas control system provided be
capable of handling the hydrogen generated as a result of degradation of the
ECCS so that the hydrogen release is five times the amount calculated in
demonstrating compliance-with 10 CFR 50.46 or the amount corresponding to
reaction of the cladding to a depth of 0.00023 inch, whichever is greater.

The accident at THI-2 on March 28, 1979 resulted in hydrogen generation well
in excess of-the amounts specified in 10 CFR 50.44. As a result, it became
apparent to NRC that specific design measures are needed for handling larger
hycrogen releases, particularly for small, low pressure containments. The
Commission deterr.ined that a rulemaking proceeding should be undertaken to
define the manner and extent to which hydrogen evolution and other effects of a
degraded core need to be taken into account in plant design. An advance notice,

'

of this rulemaking proceeding on degraded core issues was published in the
j Federal Register on October 2, 1980.

Recognizing that a number of years may be required to complete this rulemaking
proceeding, a set of short-term or interim actions relative to hydrogen control
requirements was developed and implemented. These interim measures were
described in a second October 2, 1980 Federal Register Notice.

As a followup tn the October 2, 1980, Notice of Proposed rulemaking the Commis-
| sion published a notice of final rulemaking on December 2, 1981 (46FR58484) on

hydrogen control requirements related to inerting of Mark I and Mark II BWRs.

Limerick is committed to inerting the primary containment with nitrogen gas
during power operation in order to preclude hydrogen burning, as discussed in

| Section 6.2.5. To ensure that the oxygen concentration in the primary contain-
l ment is maintained below the lower flammability limit, a containment hydrogen

| recombiner subsystem and a combustible gas analyzer subsystem are provided as
| part of the containment atmospheric control system.

1

|
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Based on the foregoing, the staff concludes that Limerick can be operated
before ultimate resolution of this generic issue without undue risk to the
public health and_ safety.

Task A-49 Pressurized Thermal Shock

The NRC has generically investigated-the issue of pressurized thermal shock
(PTS) for BWRs. The staff has concluded that the PTS issue does not represent
a significant safety concern for BWRs for the reasons discussed below, all of
which apply specifically to the Limerick BWR plant.

The basic conditions under which BWRs operate make it much less likely for
BWRs than for PWRs that the simultaneous rapid cooling and high pressure
necessary to create a significant PTS will occur. BWRs operate by design with
saturated or near-saturated water conditions. Any rapid cooling of the water
in the reactor pressure vessel will inherently result in a corresponding
pressure decrease. Other factors contributing to the lack of PTS concerns for
BWRs as compared to PWRs are the lower neutron fluence at the vessel inner wall
and the use of a thinner vessel wall with a lower stress intensity for a *

postulated crack.

Adequate natural circulation and mixing also minimize the effects of PTS for
BWR pressure vessels. Such circulation occurs within the vessels during normal
conditions of startup and shutdown even though the recirculation pumps are not
running. To attain this circulation pattern, the two phase mixture level in
the core exit region must be higher than the bottom elevation of the steam
separators. This provides liquid or two phase mixture communication between
the downcomer and the upper plenum. The density variation between the core and
the downcomer drives the flow from the downcomer through the jet pumps into the
core and the core-bypass regions and then into the upper plenum. Even for
decay heat levels, natural circulation flow is approximately 15% of rated flow.

GE performed some tests (in support of guidelines for anticipated transients
without scram) concerning percent recirculation flow and boron mixing
e f ficiency. The test results indicate that, even for dense fluids injected in
the lower plenum, substantial mixing occurs for natural circulation flow above
10% of rated flow. Fluids injected through the spray spargers should provide
much better mixing. For BWR/4 plants including Limerick, the location of fluid
systems injection does not result in direct impingement on the vessel wall, and
there is adequate natural circulation and mixing within the vessel.

Reactor pressure vessel materials become more brittle with time because of
exposure to high energy neutrons. BWRs have a-fundamental advantage over PWRs
with regard to irradiation damage because of lower power density and a large
water gap between the core periphery and the vessel wall (for jet pump plants
such as Limerick). The time integrated high-energy neutron irradiation for
BWR/4 plants is almost an order of magnitude less than for PWRs. In
NED0-10029, "An Analytical Study on Brittle Fracture of GE-BWR Vessels Subject
to the Design Basis Accident," GE has postulated a guillotine steamline break
to demonstrate structural integrity of the reactor pressure vessel under
brittle fracture failure modes. Conservative assumptions have been incorporated
in all phases of the analysis, particularly in the areas of heat transfer,
stress analyses, effects of radiation on material toughness, and crack-tip
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stress intensity. GE concludes that catastrophic failure of the vessel is of
low probability from the viewpoint of fracture mechanics. In the case studied,
even if an acute flaw forms on the vessel inner wall, it will not propagate as
a result of a PTS transient.

The staff has concluded that pressurized thermal shock is not a significant
problem for BWRs. This conclusion applies to the Limerick plant.

.

.
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APPENDIX D

ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

AASHTO American Society of State Highway and Transportation Officials
ABS absolute sum
ACI American Concrete Institute
ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
ADS automatic depressurization system
AEC Atomic Energy Commission
AERV auxiliary equipment room ventilation
AI Atomics International
AISC American Institute of Steel Construction
ALARA as low as reasonably achievable
ANO Arkansas Nuclear One
ANS American Nuclear Society
ANSI American National Standards Institute
A00 anticipated operational occurrence
API American Petroleum Institute
APRM average power range monitor
ARC 0 Atlantic Richfield Company
ARI alternate rod insertion
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning

Engineers
ASLB Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
ATWS anticipated transients without scram
AWWA American Waterwork Association

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory

B0P balance of plant
BTP Branch Technical Position
BWR boiling water reactor
BWROG Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group

~

CACS containment atmospheric control system
CAM continuous air monitors
CECW control enclosure chilldd water
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CGCS combustible gas and control system
CIGS-ADS containment instrument gas system - automatic depressurization

system control
CIV combined intermediata valve
C0 CORP Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling

CP construction permit
CPR critical power ratio

CPD control rod drive
.
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CRDR control room ~ design review
-CRDS = control rod drive system |
CREFA control room emergency fresh air !
CREFAS control room emergency fresh air supply

ICRT cathode-ray tube- I
,

CS core spray
CSCW control structure chilled water
CSV control structure ventilation.'
CVN Charpy V-notch . ,

,

CWS circulating water _ system

DAR Design Assessment Report- !
~

DBA . design-basis accident
|

DCRDR detailed control room design review !

DCW drywell chilled water
DEMA Diesel Engine Manufacturers Association.
DES Draft-Environmental Statement
DGB diesel generator building- j

i

'DNB departure from nucleate boiling
;

DNBR departure from nucleate boiling ratio '

q DOE Department of Energy
i DOT Department of Transportation

DRBC Delaware River Basin Commission
|

EAB- exclusion area boundary
EAS essential auxiliary support
ECCS' emergency core cooling system
EHC electrohydraulic control system,

'
EOC emergency operations center
EOF emergency operations facility
EPG Emergency Procedures Guide
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
EPZ emergency planning zone.
ESBRC emergency switchgear and battery room cooling
ESF engineered safety feature
ESS enginered safety system
ESW emergency service water

FAA Federal Aviation Administration
'

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency
FES^ Final Environmental Statement
FLC full load current-

FM Factory Mutual
FPCC fuel pool _ cooling and cleanup i

'

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report '-

GDC General Design Criterion (a)
GE' General Electric Company

,

GESSAR GE Standard Safety Analysis Report
GWMS gaseous waste management system

i- HAZ heat-affected zone
HCRI habitability =and control room isolation .

; HCU hydraulic control' unit I

.
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HED human engineering discrepancy
HELB high energy line break
HEPA high efficiency particulate air
HPCI high pressure coolant injection
HVAC heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

ICC inadequate core cooling
IE Office of Inspection and Enforcement
IEB Office of Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin
IEC Office of Inspection and Enforcement Circular
IEN Office of Inspection and Enforcement Notice
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

ILRT integrated leak rate test
INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

IRM intermediate range monitor
ISEG Independent Safety Engineering Group
ISI inservice inspection
IV instrumented volume

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory

LCS leakage control system
LC0 limiting condition of operation
LED light-emitting diode
LER licensee event report

LHGR linear heat generation rate
LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

LOCA loss-of-coolant accident
LPCI low pressure coolant injection
LPCS low pressure cooling system
LPMS loose parts monitoring system
LPRM local power range monitor
LPZ low population zone
LWMS liquid waste management system

MCES main condenser evacuation system
MCPR minimum critical power ratio
MM Modified Mercalli
MMI Modified Mercalli intensity

MPC maximum permissible concentration
MSIV main steam isolation valve
MSIVLCS main steam isolation valve leakage control system
ms1 mean sea level
MSLB main steamline break
MSLR main steamline radiation
MWt megawatts thermal
mybp million years before present

NDT nil ductility temperature

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act
NEUSSN Northeastern U.S. Seismic Network
NMS neutron monitoring system

NNS nonnuclear safety

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Limerick SER 0-3
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NPSH net positive suction head
NRC U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission

.NRR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
NSSS. nuclear steam supply system

OBE operating basis earthquake
OGSR offgas system radiation
OL

. operating license
OLMCPR operating limit minimum critical power ratio
OSRC Operating and Safety Review Committee -

PA -public address-
- PABX private automatic branch exchange
- PCI pellet cladding interaction
PCIG primary containment instrument gas
PCIOMAR preconditioning interim operating management recommendations
PCRVICS primary containment and reactor vessel isolation control system
PCT -peak cladding temperature

'

PCVR primary containment vacuum relief,

PECo Philadelphia Electric Company
PERMISS process-effluent monitoring instrumentation on a sampling system
PGCC. power generation control cabinet
P&ID piping and instrumentation diagram
PJM Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland
PMF probable maximum flood
PMP probable maximum precipitation
PNL Pacific Northwest. Laboratory
P0 plant operator
PORC Plant Operations Review Committee
PORV. power-operated relief valve
PRMS' process < radiation monitoring system
PRTGS pressure regulator and turbine generator system
PSAM pool swell. analytical model
PSI preservice inspection
PSTF pool swell test facility
PVORT Pump and Valve Operating Review Team

i PWR pressurized-water reactor

'

QA quality assurance
QC . quality control

RAIS refueling area isolation system
RBAR reactor building air recirculation
RBM rod block monitor
RSV reactor building ventilation
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary
RCS reactor coolant system
RDMS radiation data management system
RECW reactor enclosure cooling water
REIS reactor enclosure insulation system
RERS reactor enclosure recirculation system
RFCS recirculating flow control system
RG Regulatory Guide

Limerick SER D-4
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RHR . residual heat removal
RHRS residual heat removal system
RHRSW residual heat removal service water
RIA reactivity initiated accident
RMCS reactor manual control system

,

RMMS radiological and meteorological monitoring system
RO reactor operator ,

RPS reactor protection system
RPT- recirculation pump trip
RPV reactor. pressure vessel
RQD rock quality density
RSCS rod sequence control system
RSS remote shutdown system
RT refer-ence temperature
RTD resistance temperature detector-
RTS reactor trip system
RWCU . reactor water cleanup
RWM rod worth minimizer

SAFDL specified acceptable fuel design limit
SARA severe accident risk assessment
SCFH standard cubic feet per hour
SDV scram discharge valve
SER Safety Evaluation Report
SER-CP Safety Evaluation Report issued at Coristruction Permit stage
SEP Systematic Evaluation Program
SF service factor-
SFP spent fuel pool
SFPAV spent fuel pool area ventilation -

SGTS standby gas treatment system
SGTS- standby gas treatment system - filter room and access area unit

FRAAUC coolers
SJAE steam jet air ejector
SLCS standby liquid control system
SPDS safety parameter display system
SPERT special power excursion reactor tests
SPF standard project flood
SPFS safeguard piping fill system

SQRT . Seismic Qualification Review Team
SRM source range monitor
SRO- senior reactor operator

| SRP Standard Review Plan
SRSS square root of the sum of the squares;

| SRV safety relief valve
'

SRVPI safety relief valve position indication

| SSC structures, systems, and components

L SSE safe shutdown earthquake
| SSI soil structure interaction
! STA shift technical advisor
'

SWMS solid waste management system

4T temperature tall test tank
TC -thermocouple

L TECW turbine enclosure cooling water

Limerick SER D-5
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TER technical evaluation report
TIP travelling incore probe

F- TLD thermoluminescent dosimeter
TMI-2. Three Mile Island Unit 2
TRB Test Review Board
TRIP Transient Rosponse| Implementation Plan
TRIPP -Transient Response Implementation Plan Procedures

'TSC. technical support center

UBC. Uniform Building Code
UHS ultimate heat sink
UL . Underwriters Laboratory
USGS U.S. Geological Survey.-

USI unresolved safety-issue

.WRC Welding-Research Council

ZPA zero period acceleration

t

e

i

l
!

!
:

|

|

!
r

i

i

i
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APPENDIX E

INTERIM NRC STAFF POSITION ON CHARLESTON EARTHQUAKE FOR LICENSING PROCEEDING

The NRC staff position with respect to the Intensity X 1886 Charleston earth-
quake has been that, in.the context of the tectonic province approach used
for licensing nuclear power plants, this earthquake should be restricted to the
Charleston vicinity. This position was based, in part, on information provided
by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) in a letter dated December 30,
1980 from J. E. Devine to R. E. Jackson (see Summer Safety Evaluation Report).
The USGS has been reassessing its position and issued a clarification on Novem- ,

ber 18, 1982 in a letter from J. E. Devine to R. E. Jackson. As a result of

this letter, a preliminary evaluation and outline for NRC action was forwarded
to the Commission in a memorandum from W. J. Dircks on November 19, 1982.

The USGS letter states

Because the geologic and tectonic features of the Charleston region
are similar to those in other regions of the eastern seaboard, we
conclude that although there is no recent or historical evidence
that other regions have experienced strong earthquakes, the histor-
ical record is not, of itself, sufficient grounds for ruling out the
occurrence in these other regions of Strong seismic ground motions
similar to those experienced near Charleston in 1886. Although the

probability of strong ground motion due to an earthquake in any given
year at a particular location in the eastern seabroard may be very
low, deterministic and probabilistic evaluations of the seismic hazard
should be made for individual sites in the eastern seaboard to estab-
lish the seismic engineering parameters for critical facilities.

The USGS clarification represents not so much a new understanding but rather a
more explicit recognition of existing uncertainties with respect to the causa-
tive structure and mechanism of the 1886 Charleston earthquake. Many hypotheses
have been proposed as to the locale in the eastern seaboard of future Charleston-
size earthquakes. Some of these could be very restrictive in location, while
others would allow this earthquake to recur over very large areas. Presently

none of these hypotheses are definitive and all contain a strong element of
speculation.

The NRC staff is addressing this uncertainty in both longer term deterministic
and shorter term probabilistic programs. The deterministic studies, funded
primarily by the NRC Office of Regulatory Research, should reduce the uncertainty
by better identifying (1) the causal mechanism of the Charleston earthquake and
(2) the potential for the occurrence of large earthquakes throughout the eastern
seaboard. The probabilistic studies, primarily that being conducted for NRC by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), will take into account existing
uncertainties. They will have as their aim to determine differences, if any,
between the probabilities of seismic ground motion exceeding design levels in
the eastern seaboard (i.e., as affected by the USGS clarified position on the

Limerick SER E-1
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Charleston earthquake) and the probabilities of seismic ground motion exceeding
*

design levels elsewhere in the central and eastern U.S. Any plants located
where the probabilities of exceeding design level ground motions are signifi-
cantly higher than those calculated for other plants in the central and eastern
U.S. will be identified and evaluated for possible further engineering analysis.

Given the speculative nature of the hypotheses with respect to the recurrence
of large Charleston-type earthquakes as a result of current limited scientific
knowledge and the generalized low probability associated with such events, the
NRC staff does not see a_need for any action for specific sites at this time.
It is the NRC staff position, as it has been in the past, that facilities should
be designed to withstand the recurrence of an earthquake the size of the 1886
earthquake in the vicinity of Charleston. At the conclusion.of the shorter
term probabilistic program and during the longer term deterministic studies,
the NRC staff will be assessing the need for a modified position with respect
to specific sites.,

.

l i

1

!
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APPENDIX F

SITE-SPECIFIC SPECTRA FOR THE LIMERICK SITE

LETTER REPORT DOCUMENTING WORK PERFORMED UNDER
SUBTASK 3 0F TASK 10: LIMERICK SITE

LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY

.
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Lawrence Liverr:.cre National Lebcratcry
}!],

NUCLEAR SYSTEMS SAFETY PROGRAM.

.% A
June 21, 1983
EG-83-43/0978u

Dr. Robert E. Jackson, Chief
Geosciences Branch
Division of Engineering
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Letter Report Documenting Work Performed Under
Subtask 3 of Task 10: Limerick Site: FIN A0406
Geosciences Case Reviews III

Dear Dr. Jackson:

This letter is to document the work we have performed for
Subtask 3 of Task 10 for the Limerick Site. Subtask 3 deals
with the development of site specific saectra for the Limerick
Site based on actual earthquake records with magnitudes of
mbla 5.3 .+ 0.5 and distance ranges up to 20 km except where
noted. Table 1 orovides a list of earthquakes used as the base
case. As discussed in Chung and Bernreuter (1980), in this
range, mbla and Mt are aporoximately the same; thus, in
Table 1 I nave not distinguished between Mt and mbLa. To
study the sensitivity of the results to the addition / deletion
of records, four additional cases were considered. Table 2
provides a list of the changes to the base case to make up the
additional cases. Figures 1-10 are plots of the different
cases.

For each case two clots are given. The first plot is the 50th
and 84th percentiles of the 5% damped relative velocity spectra
along with the envelope of all records making up a carticular
case. The second plot for each case is a comparison of the
50th and 84th percentiles to the Newmark-Hall soectrum for 5%
' damping scaled to 0.15g used for design. .

It should be noted from Table I that I have included the main
shock and one of the aftershocks (11/28) of the 1935 Helena,
Montana, earthquakes based on Kanomori and Jennings (1978)
evaluation of the magnitudes of these two events. Two other
aftershock records exist (10/31 and 11/22) but they appear to
be from earthquakes too small to include. Also, the Golden

An Equal Cttyrttnty Enocyr * Mtyof Cancrrva * RO Box 808 Lurmore Cayorna 94550 * Tekonone(415}422-1100 * Twx 910-386-8339 UCLLL LVMR
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'- : Gate Park record from the 1957 San Francisco earthquake is-
generally' listed as'a rock station. However, Dr. Ibrahim, in !j his. letter of March _7, 1983, noted that-NRC considered the

. Golden Gate Dark Station to be-a soil-like site. To determinethe significance'of excluding-this record, I compared the 50th
and 84th 'oercentile 'soectra for- the base case -with and without
this record. As the comparison showed only negligible differ-'

ences, the Golden Gate Park record-was not included in the base
icase.

,

! Figures 1-2.orovide the results for the base case. Figures 3-4
give.the results for Case.2. As-indicated in Table 2, Case 2.
is made up of the records-in Table 1 and the record recorded at
Rocco from the main shock of the 6/14/72 earthquakes at Anonca,
Italy. Rocco is generally listed;as a rock station, e.g.,
Ambraseys (1975), Chiaruttini and" Siro (1981). Figures 5-6
give the results for CaseN3'. Case 3 is made uo of the records
from Case 2 plus the-records obta~1ned at Franklin Falls Dam
(FFD), N.H. We have not been able to establish conclusively

. what the-site conditions are at the FFD stations, however, it
is our understanding that the FFD stations are representative -1

.i

of. shallow soil conditions..I have included them in Case 3 as
a sensitivity study, even'though they may not be rock stations,
because they are soma of the few near source records from
eastern U.S. (EUS) earthquakes of the proper size.

It..can be seen from Figures.2, 4, and.6 that the inclusion of
,the'-Rocco and FFD abutment records has a significant impact.on
both the'50th and'84th percentile spectra at short periods-
(i.e., for ceriods smaller than 0.3 sec.).

'

For Case 4 I added the Cape Mendocino record from the Northern'
California earthquake of 1/12/75. This earthquake apoears to _
be too'small and too distant to be-included in the set. As can

| be seen.from Figure 8 as Compared to Figure 6, the inclusion
! ,has little impact on the 50th and 84th percentile spectra.-

1

.In recent years (e.g., Joyner and Boore (1981)) values of.Mt '

larger than the 5.5 originally' assigned to the Parkfield
. earthquake in earlier catalogs (Crouse et al.~(1980)) have been j' assigned to 'the Parkfield earthquake. Thus, it-is possible,

:that the-Temblar record is not an appropriate choice. Nuttli |

*
.

'

et al. (1979) examined'the seismograms of this earthquake and ;
calculated its mb.as 4.9. Correcting for the-difference

|between an earthquake which occurred.-in the CUS and one in the, '

WUS, Chung and Bernreuter (1980), would make it equivalent to a
mb of 5.2. ItLis our ooinion that the Temblor record should !

be included because the mb value of 5.2 'for the Parkfield '

earthquake was computed by the same group which has done much'

to establish the magnitudes of EUS earthquakes. Figures 9 and
~

'

].

,
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10 show'how the deletion of.the Temblor record effect the 58th
and 04th cercentiles and the enveloce soectra of Case 2. It
can be seen from' Fig.- 10 as -comoared .t'o Fig. A that the
deletion of Temblor record brings the' site soecific soectrum

; 'into somewhat bett,er agreement with the design spectrum.
: rigureillLorovides an overlay of the spectra from the abutment +
| and downstream stations at Franklin Falls Dam, Figure 12 shows
i the.soectra recorded at-Rocco and Figure-13.shows an overlay of

the spectra.from the earthquakes in Table 1. We see from
comoarison of these figures ~that both FFD records and Rocco.

contain more short" period and less;1ong period energy than most,

of the recordsy making up the base case., _

It it.difficul$ to.a sess the possible influence of the~

abutment of the dam on the frequencyEcontent and amolitude of
motion recorded at the station located on the_ abutment of FFD.
We are. continuing to assess-this record, as well as, the other:

record from FF0 to determine' if'they are appropriate to include
in the set of eathquakes used to develop soectra for the
Limerick Site. As noted', it-appears that they are shallow soil
sites and should only be used for structures located on shallow

~

soil-at the Limerick Site.4

1

As . can - be [seen from Fig. 4 as compared . to Fig. 2, the inclusion
of the data recorded at Rocco from the Anonca earthquake causes
the site soecific _ soectrum (Case 2) to exceed the design

. soectrum. This occurs even if the Temblor record is removed-

i (Fig. 10). As noted" earlier, it is not known for.certain what
'

the site conditions are.at Rocco. To help you assess the
accroariateness of the~Rocco record, I have included several
addition ~ comparisons.. Fig.,14 provides a comparison between--

the records from the 6/14/72 Anonca earthquake recorded at
Rocco.and Palombina (soil site). Figute 15 gives the 50th and
84th cercentile spectra of-three earthquakes recorded at_Rocco1

(magnitudes 4.7/, 4.2, and 4.0); Fig. 16 gives the 50th and 84th
~

oercentile soectra from the three rock records included in the!

base case and Fig. 17 gives the 50th and 8Ath percentile<

;

soectra recorded at the Johnson Ranch Station for the same.two
Oroville aftersh5cks. The Johnson Ranch Station is a shallow,G[asoil site. After comparicon'of.the Rocco spectra (Fig. 15) to,

* Fig. 16 (rock sites) and Fig. 17 (shallow soil site), I-

*

; icnnclude that Rocco looks more like a rock station.than a
shallow soll site',"but itlls not a clear-cut case. This wouldo

>: make. Case 2 thes mos-t acoroori' ate spectra to. use for the,
-

p Limerick site forLstructure's founded on rock. If possible, the,

true -site , conditions at Rocco should be verified. If there aret 4

7 if any structures founded 'on shallow soil then Case 3 would be the
f. most appropriate soectra'to use...,

,
-

.u ;.
g : .

_,

7-
.

_
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I hooe this provides you with sufficient sensitivity data for
you to make your assessment of the SSE for Limerick. Please do

'Inot hesitate to let me know if there are any other comparisons
that would assist you.

Sincerely,

f 'M \-

Don L. Bernreuter, Leader
Engineering Geosciences Group

DLB/sa

Enclosure

cc: w/ enc 1.
B. L. Grenier, NRC/TCSB
A. K. Ibrahim, NRC/DE
R. T. Langland, LLNL<

H. E. Lefevre, NRC/DE ,

L. Reiter, NRC/DE i

P. D. Smith, LLNL

4

1

l
1

*
1
I
'

.
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Table 1

l
'

Rock Records Used for Base Case )

Rec. ID. Earthquake Date/ Time Station Distance Magnitude
(1) (2)

S68/8 Droville 8/8/75/0700 Station 6 Less than 20 4.9

S89/27 Droville 9/27/75 Station 8 Less than 20 4.6(3)

S99/27 Oroville 9/27/75 Station 9 Less than 20 4.6(3)

IB037 Parkfield 6/27/66 Temblor 6 5.5

IW335 Lytle Creek 9/12/70 Allen Ranch 19 5.4

ROCl32 Friuli 9/11/76/1631 S. Roco 16 -5.5

C. Mendocino 6/7/75 Cape Mendocino 20 5.3
,

l

8025 Helena 10/3/35 Carroll College 7 5.7(4)

U297 Helena 11/28/35 Federal Bldg. 5 5.0(4)

Oroville 8/1/73 Seismograph Sta. 15 5.7

(1) Record ID used for records from NUREG/CR-1582.

(2) Time is given only if required to identify earthquake.

(3) Somewhat lower than range desired but used because so few
rock records are available.

(4) Kanamori and Jennings, BSSA (68),1978.

!

.
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Table 2

Changes to Base Case

Case No. Change Rec ID Earthquake Date Station Distance Magnitude

2 Add to Anonca 6/14/72 Rocco 6 4.7
. Base Case

3 Add to Gaza,N.H. 1/19/82 Franklin 7 4.7
Case 2 Falls Dam

Abutment, i
Crest, Down- .

stream

4 Add to C. Mendocino 1/12/75 C. Mendocino 27 4.5
Case 3

5 Delete 18037 Parkfield 6/27/66 Temblor 6 5.5
from
Case 2

.

,

4

.
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FIGURE 1: Envelope, 50th and 84th percentile spectra for base case.
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FIGURE 2: Comparison of 50th and 84th percentile spectra for base case
to the Newmark-Hall spectrum scaled to 0.159 used for design.
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FIGURE 3: Envelope, 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case 2.
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FIGURE 4: Comparison of 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case 2
to the Newmark-Hall spectrum scaled to 0.15 used for design.
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FIGURE 5: Envelope, 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case 3.
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FIGURE 6: Comparison of 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case 3 to
the Newmark-Hall spectrum scaled to 0.15g used for design.
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FIGURE 7: Envelope, 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case 4.
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FIGURE 8: Comparison of 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case 4 to
the Newmark-Hall spectrum scaled to 0.159 used for design.
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FIGURE 9: Envelope, 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case S.
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FIGURE 10: Comparison of 50th and 84th percentile spectra for Case 5 to
the Newmark-Hall spectrum scaled to 0.15g used for design.
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FIGURE 11: Overlay of spectra from Franklin Falls Dam Abutment and
Doanstream Stations.
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FIG'JRE 12: Overlay of spectra from Ancona (Rocco)_.
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FIGURE 13: Overlay of spectra from records in Table 1.
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FIGURE 14: . Comparison of spectra recorded at Rocco and Palombina (soil site)
from the 6/14/72 Anonco earthquake.
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FIG'JRE 15: 50th and 84th percentile spectra from three earthquakes
recorded at Rocco af Magnitudes 4.7, 4.2, and 4.2.
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FIGURE 16: 50th and 84th precentile spectra from the three rock records
from the two aftershocks of the Oroville earthquake listed
in Table 1.
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FIG'JRE 17: 50th and 84th percentile spectra at Johnson Ranch for some
Oroville aftershocks as Figure 16.
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APPENDIX G

REPORT ON CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS,
LIMERICK GENERATING STATION UNITS 1 AND 2
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ABSTRACT
;

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has requested that all nuclear

plants, either operating or under construction, submit a response of
compliancy with NUREG-0612 " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power
Plants." EG&G Idaho, Inc., has contracted with the NRC to evaluate the

responses of those plants presently under construction. This report
contains EG&G's evaluation and recomendations for Limerick Generating |

Station Units 1 and 2.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and 2 does not totally comply with
the guidelines of NUREG-0612. In general, compliance is insufficient in
the following areas:

,

e Special lifting devices.
.

The main report contains recommendations which will aid in bringing
the above items into compliance with the appropriate guidelines.

.
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CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

LIMERICK GENERATING STATION UNITS 1 AND 2

(PHASE.Il

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of Review

This technical evaluation report documents the EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
review of general load-handling policy and procedures at Limerick
Generating Station Units 1 and 2. This evaluation was performed with
the objective of assessing conformance to the general load-handling
guidelines of NUREG-0612. " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power
Plants" [1], Section 5.1.1.

1.2 Generic Background
/

Generic Technical Activity Task A-36 was established by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff to systematically examine
staff licensing criteria and the adequacy of measures in effect at
operating nuclear power plants to assure the safe handling of heavy
loads and to recommend necessary changes to these measures. This

activity was initiated by a letter issued by the NRC staff on May 17,
1978 [2], to all power reactor applicants, requesting information
concerning the control of heavy loads near spent fuel.

The results of Task A-36 were reported in NUREG-0612, " Control of
Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants." The staff's conclusion from

this evaluation was that existing measures to control the handling of
heavy loads at operating plants, although providing protection from

,

certain potential problems, do not adequately cover the major causes
.

of load-handling accidents and should be upgraded.

.
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ly In order to upgrade measures for the control of heavy loads, the staff
[~# developed a series of guidelines designed to achieve a two phase,

objective using an accepted' approach or protection philosophy. The
. first portion of the. objective, achieved through a set of general *

'

guidelines' identified in NUREG-0612, Article 5.1.1, is to ensure that
[ all load-handling-systems at nuclear power plants are designed and

operated such that their probability of failure is uniformly small and,.

i3 appropriate for the critical tasks in which they are employed. The
./ second portion of the staff's objective, achieved through guidelines

identified in NUREG-0612, Articles 5.1.2 through 5.1.5, is to ensure->
,

that, for load-handling systems in areas where their failure might
-

result in'significant consequences, either (a) features are provided,
in addition to those required for all load-handling systems, to ensure
that the potential for a load drop is extremely small (e.g., a
single-failure proof crane) or (b) conservative evaluations of
load-handling accidents indicate that the potential consequences of
any load drop are acceptably small. Acceptability of accident

s

consequences is' quantified in NUREG-0612 into four accident analysis
evaluation criteria.-

y
.

The approach used to develop the staff guidelines for minimizing the
-~ #~

. potential for a load drop was based on defense in depth and is
summarized as follows:

-

'

e Provide sufficient operator. training, handling system
design, load-handling instructions, and equipment inspection

'

to: assure reliable operation of the handling system'

.

,

Define safe load travel paths through procedures ande
'

operator training so that, to the extent practical, heavy
' ~ '

icads are not carried over or near irradiated fuel or safe,

f shutdown equipment

'

Provide mechanical stops or electrical interlocks to prevente

r movement of heavy loads over irradiated fuel or in proximity
#

to equipment associated with redundant shutdown paths.
,

[ -

;
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Staff guidelines resulting from the foregoing are tabulated in
Section 5 of NUREG-0612,

1.3 Plant-Specific Background

On December 22, 1980, the NRC issued a letter [3] to Philadelphia
Electric Company, the applicant for Limerick Generating Station,
Units'I and 2 requesting that the applicant review provisions for
handling and control of heavy loads at Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2, evaluate these provisions with respect to the
guidelines of NUREG-0612, and provide certain additional information
to be used for an independent determination of conformance to these
guidelines. On June 18, 1981, Philadelphia Electric Company provided
the initial response [4] to this request. Based on this information,
a preliminary draft of this report was prepared and discussed with the
applicant. Additional information was provided by the applicant in
Reference [5]. The current draft of this report was prepared from
information contained in all the submittals.

|

!
|
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2. EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATlek
,

2.1 Overview
|

The following sections summarize Philadelphia Electric Company's
review of heavy load bandling at Limerick Generating Station, Units 1
and 2 accompanied by EG&G's evaluation, conclusions, and,

recommendations to the applicant for bringing the facilities more:

completely into compliance with the intent of NUREG-0612.
Philadelphia E'ectric Company's review of the facilities does not

i

differentiate beticon the two units so it is assumed that both units i

are of identical design. The applicant has indicated the weight of a
heavy load for this facility (as defined in NUREG-0612 Article 1.2)
as 700 pounds.

2.2 Heavy Load Overhead Handling Systems

This section reviews the applicant's list of overhe.d handling systems
which are subject to the criteria of NUREG-0612 and a review of the
justification for excluding overhead handling systems from the

above-mentioned list.

2.2.1 Scope

" Report the results of your review of plant arrangements to
identify all overhead handling systems from which a load drop may ,

Iresult in damage to any system required for plant shutdown or
decay heat removal (taking no credit for any interlocks, -

' technical specifications, operating procedures, or detailed
structural analysis) and justify the exclusion of any overhead
handling system from your list by verifying that there is
sufficient physical separation from any load-impact point and any
safety-related component to permit a determination by inspection
that no heavy load drop can result in damage to any system or
component requirid for plant shutdown or decay heat removal."

:
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A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The applicant's review of overhead handling systems
identified the cranes and hoists shown in Table 2.1 as those

j which handle heavy loads in the vicinity of irradiated fuel
or safe shutdown equipment.

The applicant has also identified numerous other cranes that
have been excluded from satisfying the criteria of the
general guidelines of NUREG-0612. These are shown in
Table 2.2.

The Reactor Enclosure Crane was the only overhead handling
device identified by the applicant which could carry heavy
loads over reactor fuel. Pertinent data for the crane is
listed in Table 1 of Reference [4]. In this table, the

applicant also identified cranes and hoists where.
safety-related equipment' has been identified on the next
elevation below the elevation of the load path. It was
assumed that a load dropped from these overhead handling
systems will not penetrate the floor, but may cause spalling

,

of the concrete below, which could affect the safety-related
equipment. There are 24 cranes / hoists listed that fall into

this category.

Table 2.2 shows the cranes / hoists excluded by the applicant
based on the following criterion:

Criterion A: The crane or hoist is located in a structure
which does not contain systems or equipment required for

( safe shutdown or decay heat removal. Structures included
are the Turbine Enclosure, the Radwaste Enclosure, the
Administration Building, the Auxiliary Boiler Building, the
Circulating Water Pump House, and the Schuylkill River Pump
House. .This designation is based on the Limerick Fire

|

|
,
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TABLE 2.1. MONDEMPT HEAVY LOAD HANDLING SYSTEMS

C
5 Crane or Holst
-5 Equipment Safety-Related item Safety-Related Item e,
,

n Ites Number Name/ Service Drawing Capac ity in toad Path Next Lower Elevation
7e

m I 00-H201 Reactor butidiry overhead crane M122 125/15 Yes Yes

g Ton

2 1A-H501 Elesel generator butiding M145 15 Ton Yes N/A
15-H501 cranes-
IC.H501
ID-H505=

.3 00-H511 Spray pond pump house hoists M388 3 Ton ea Yes Yes

00-H513

4 ..a Spray pond RHR and ESW pumps M388 ..a yes yes

yard crane

5 OD-H133 Control room HVAC lef t beam Mill 3 Ton Yes Yes
M126

6 1A-H203 Rectrtulation pump motor hoists M119 24 Ton Yes Yes

Q 18-H203
cn

i 10-H216 Core spray pumps ht,tst M118 5 Ton Yes Yes

8 10-P217 Core spray pug holst M118 5 Ton Yes Yes

9 10-H220 Containment equipment door M119 5 Ton Yes Yes

hoist

10 10-H229 CRD platform hoist M119 1 Ton .es N/A
'

1A-H233 MSRV service hofsts M234 1 Ton Yes Yes

1A-H234
1A-H235

11 IB-H233 MSRV removal holsts M234 2 Ton Yes Yes

18-H234
IB-H235
10-H230
10-H232

12 10-H237 Containment hydrogen recombiner M120 1 Ton Yes Yes

cover holds

13 00-H126 Control room HVAC equipment M115 2 Ton Yes Yes

hoist M130 3 Ton

a. Holst/ crane to be borrowed from other locations when '.'eded.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-______- .
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|

TAKE 2.2. EXEMPT HEAVT E040 HANDLING SYSTE"

4
y Crane or Holst
pc Equipment

Safety-Related Iten Exclusion Safety-Related Ites onIten Number Name/ Service Drawing Capac ity in Load Path Criteria Next Lower Elevation
m

I 10-H101 Reactor feed pump area bridge Mill 10 Ton No A Nocrane

2 04-H102 Turbine building cran * i4113 110/15 No A No06-H102 Ton

3 10-H105 Condensate pump bridge crane M111 20 Ton No A No

4 10-H107 Condensate filter desineralizer M112 16 Ton No A Noholst

5 00-H108 Recon 61ner service hoist M110 15 Ton No C No
N125

6 00-Hil2 Preheater removal hoist M116 1 1/2 lon No C N/A
O F 10-Hi13 Reactor feed pump turbine tube M110 1/2 Ton No A N/Ay oli pump hoist

8 10-H116 Turbine enclosure auxt'lary M111 5 Ton No A No
.

equipment hatch hoist

9 00-H117 Condensate filter demineralizer Mlli 1 Ton No A No
-

holding pumps hoist

10 00-H118 Main tube oli hoist M112 4 Ton No A No

11 OA'-H11g Recirculation pump M-G set M113 24 Ton ea No A No08-H119 hoist

12 00-H120 Drywell chiller hatch holst M115 6 Ton No A No

13 10-H122 Drywell chiller hoch hoist M115 6 Ton No A No

14 00-H124 RWCU filter demineralizer hoist M121 5 Ton No C Tes

15 00-H126 HVAC equipment hatch kist M124 2 Ton No C Tes

16 04-H127 Hot machine shop monorail A-7001 2 Ton ho A No
08-H127 holsts Sht I

'OC-H127

.
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C TA8LE 2.2. (continued)
5
-s

7 Crane or Holst
:e Equipment safety-Related Iten Exclusion Safety-Related Item on

item leuuber Name/ Service Drawing Capacity in Load Path Criteria IIent Lower Elevationm
rn
M 17 00-H129 Control room ch!!1er holsts M110 5 Ton leo C leo

|. 00-H130 M125 4 ion

18 10-H131 Reactor enclosure equipment MI21 6 Ton llo C Yes

equipment hatch hoist

19 04-H208 Fuel-pool jlb cranes M122 1/2 Ton N/A 8 N/A
,

j 08-H208

20 00-H213 CRD pump holst M110 5 Ton les A N/A

21 1A-H221 Personnel lock holst M119 20 Ton es Ito C Yes

18-H221

22 00-H223 RHCH heat exchanger I.Jist M119 8 Ton leo C Yes

23 10-H224 Fuel-channel jib crane M122 500 11- N/A 8 N/A

24 10-H236 Otsposal cask cart removal M119 1 lon No C Yes

holst

25 10-H238 Equipment hatch bridge crane M120 25 Ton leo C Yes

26 10-H239 CRD maintenance area crane M119 1 Ton leo C Yes

27 00-H302 Radwaste-handling crane M143 20 Ton No A 10 0

28 00-H306 Product cylinder /pipeway hoist M141 4 Ton llo A 10 0

29 00-H307 Radweste building HVAC hoist M143 2 Ton leo A Mo

30 00-H308 Radwaste equipment hatch holst M143 2 Ton llo A 10 0

31 00-H310 Radwaste demineralizer and M142 4 Ton No 'A 11 0

equipment holst-

32 00-H502 Machine shop bridge crane A-7001 15 Ton Nn A N/A

Sht 1

33 00-H503 Circulating water building M-5101 30 Ton les A 11 o

bridge crane M-5102
M-5103

__ __ .
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l

TA8LE 2.2. (continued)
m
-s
y Crane or Holst
x Equipment

. Safety-Related item Exclusion Safety-Related Item onItem Number Name/ Service Drawing Capac ity in load Path Criteria Next Lower Elevation
M 34 00-H508 Machine shop decon area bridge A-7001 5 Ton No A N/Acrane Sht 1

35 00-H510 Auxiliary boiler building M-1290 2 Ton No A N/Aholst

36 00-H514 Control room chiller portable M-110 3 Ton No C nogantry hoist M-125

37 00->321 HEPA filter hoist M141 15 Ton No A he

38 00-H530 Schuyiki11 R1ver bulkhead hoist M-4302 5 Ton No A no

39 ..a steam tunnel monorail holsts M234 ..a No C Yes

40 8031-M- Refueling platform grapple and M122 1200 lb N/A 8 N/AO 1-F19 holsts 1000 lbE E003

41 ..a Feedwater heater tube bundit M122 ..a No A Noholst

42 ..a Turbine enc 1 M-G set area M115 1 Ton No A Noswply air cooling casks hnist

43 ..a leetrail monorail hoist M118 2 Ton No C No

44 ..a Control structure fans Ilfting M124 2 Ton No C Yes
beam hoist

45 10-H215 HPC1/RCIC equipimmt hoist M118 10-1/2 Yes Yes--

Ton

46 1A-H218 Reactor enc 1 cooling water Hx M118 12 1/2 Yes Yes--

18.H218 and core spray pump hoist Ton

47 10-H219 Ritt puip holsts M118 10 Ton Yes Yes--

a. Holst/ crane to be borrowed from other locations when needed,

i



,
- . .--

Protection Evaluation Report which identifies safety-related
equipment in each fire area and evaluates the effect of the

~1oss'of this equipment on plant safe shutdown capability
(including decay heat removal).

Criterion B: The load carried by this crane or hoist is

not greater than 700 pounds. Therefore, it is not a heavy
-load.

Criterion C: For these cranes and hoists, there is no
equipment required for safe shutdown or decay heat removal
located in the load path. Absence of safe shutdown
equipment was determined by review of the Fire Protection
Evaluation Report and the results of the Separation
Program. Load paths were defined on the drawings submitted ;

by the applicant. Except where limited by walls or other

barriers, load paths are at least twice as wide as the

widest load or hatch opening. Thus, the load will still

| . land in the load path if swinging occurs before it is

! dropped. For a load whose height is'more than twice its
width, it is assumed that the load can tip over in any
direction from an impact point below the centerline-of the
normal of the crane hoist. In these cases, the load will

;
~

| also land within the 1oad path. Therefore, dropped loads
caanot damage safe shutdown or decay heat removal systems or

components.

B. E_EG Evaluation

The applicant's response indicates that the overhead

| handling devices at the Limerick Generating Station, Units 1

|
and 2 are listed on Table 1, "Inoex of Overhead Handling
Systems--Unit I and Common" of Reference 4. The drawings

! attachedtoReference[4]identifyequipment1ccationsof

|
all applicable overhead handling systems in the plant and
their proximity to safety-related components. These

i. |
!

'
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drawings identify each crane or hoist by equipment item

number used in Table 1 of Reference [4]. EG&G concludes
that the applicant's list of crar.es and hoists is complete
and satisfies the requirements of NUREG-0612.

!
The applicant reviewed the Limerick Generating Station's
arrangement and indicated that exclusions were based on
physical separation, i.e., no load drops could result in
damage to any system or component required for safe shutdown
or decay heat removal. Other exclusions were made based or.

;

the absence of safe shutdown or decay heat removal equipment
in the area or loads would be less than the 700 pounds

.

defined in Section 2.1 overview.

EG&G agrees with the applicant's evaluation of these devices
and concludes that the applicant has met the req :1 ements of
NUREG-0612 concerning exclusion of overhead handling systems
and justification for their exclusion.

C. _EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations
i

Since there is no information to the contrary, EG&G
concludes that the applicant has included all applicable
hoists and cranes in their list of handling systems which
must comply with the requirements of the general guidelines
of NUREG-0612.

2.3 General Guidelines

This section addreises the extent to which the applicable handling
systems comply with the general guidelines of NUREG-0612,
Article 5~.1.1. EG&G's conclusions and recommendations are provided in
summaries for each guideline.

Limerick SER G-ll
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The NRC has established seven' general guidelines which must be met in.

order to provide the defense-in-depth approach for the handling of
heavy loads. These guidelines consist of the following criteria from
Section 5.1.1 of NUREG-0612:

e Guideline 1--Safe Load Paths

e Guideline 2--Load-Handling Procedures

e- Guideline 3--Crane Operator Training

o Guideline 4--Special Lifting Devices

Guideline 5--Lifting Devices (not specially designed)e

Guideline 6--Cranes (Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance)e

e Guideline 7--Crane Design.

These seven guidelines should be satisfied for ali overhead handling
systems and programs in order to handle heavy loads in the vicinity of
the reactor vessel, near spent fuel in the spent-fuel pool, or in*

other areas where a load drop may damage safe shutdown systems. The,

' succeeding paragraphs address the guidelines individually.

|2.3.1 Safe Load Paths [ Guideline 1, NUREG-0612, Article 5.1.1(1)] j

" Safe lo.ad paths should be defined for the movement of 5eavy'

loads to minimize the potential for heavy loads, if dropped, to
: impact irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel and in the

spent-fuel pool, or to. impact safe shutdown equipmer.t. The path
should follow, to the extent practical, structural floor members,

i beams, etc., such that if the load is dropped, the structure is
more likely to withstand the impact. These load paths should be
defined in procedures, shown on equipment layout drawings, and
clearly marked on the floor in the area where the load is to be

,

handled. Deviations from defined load paths should require
written alternative proceduies approved by the plant safety
review committee."

i
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A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The applicant provided equipment location drawings,
Reference {4], which identified recommended safe load paths
and locations of fuel and safety related equipment. These
drawings identified each crane or hoist by the equipment

number used in Table 1 of Reference [4]. W. ith regard to

lead-handling procedures, the applicant has supplied
additional information regarding incorporation of safe load
paths into procedures, Reference [5].

Administrative procedures will be developed which will;

govern heavy-1c:td-handling systems. The procedures will '

include either a safe load path drawing or specifically
refer to a safe load path drawing.

!

The applicant has taken exception to marking of safe load,

paths on floors and has provided substantiation that
alternatives proposed to marking of safe load paths on
floors are equivalent. These alternatives, which will
assure that load paths are followed during a heavy load
handling operation, are:

(1). Marking of crane or control areas of appropriate cranes
| to indicate crane involvement in heavy-load-handling

operations governed by procedures.

(2) Inclusion in these procedures by description or
reference, the recommended load path.

(3) A requirement that the procedure be reviewed by a plant
safety review committee for acceptable load path prior
to load-handling operations.

.

e
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(4) The utilization in applicable load-handling operations
of two trained personnel familiar with the handling
operation. 1

(5) Inclusion of instructions regarding heavy-load-handling )
operations in the crane operator training.

B. EG&G Evaluation

EG&G has reviewed the applicant's response to the criteria
of Guideline 1 Safe Load Paths and considers the marking of
lead paths on drawings as complete. The applicant has
indicated that load paths will be included in the

heavy-load-handling procedures, either directly by a drawing
i or by reference to a safe load path drawing. Control areas

Iof cranes involved in heavy-load-handling operations will be
marked. Procedures will require reviews of load paths prior
to load-handling operations. Crane operator training will
include-instruction regarding heavy-load-handling
operations. Approval for deviation from defined load paths
will require alternate procedures appcoved by Plant'

Operations Review Committee. EG&G considers t' a above to
meet the guidelines of Section 5.1.1 of NUREG-0612.

IC. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations;

~(1) Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 fully
complies with the criteria of Guideline 1 of
Section 5.1.1 of NUREG-0612.

2.3.2 Load-Handling Procedures [ Guideline 2, NUREG-0612,

Article 5.1.1(2)]

" Procedures should be developed to cover load-handling operations
for heavy loa / that are or could be handled over or in proximity
to irradiated ruel or safe shutdown equipment. 'At a minimum,

Limerick SER G-14
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|
|

procedures should cover handling of those loads listed in
Table 3-1 of NUREG-0612. These procedures should include:
identification of required equipment; inspections and acceptance
criteria required before movement of load; the steps and proper
sequence to be followed in handling the load; defining the safe
path; and other special precautions." '

'A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The applicant responded to this guideline by indicating that
written procedures, in accordance with Guideline 2, will be
available prior to fuel load.

B. EG&G Evaluation

EG&G has reviewed the applicant's response and considers

that the criteria of Guideline 2 has been met.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) The applicant has comp;1ed with the criteria of
Guideline 2.

2.3.3 Crane Operator Training [ Guideline 3, NUREG-0612

Article 5.1.1(3)] '

" Crane operators should be trained, qualified, and conduct
themselves in accordance with Chapter 2-3 of ANSI B30.2-1976,
' Overhead and Gantry Cranes' [6]."

A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The applicant has addressed this in Reference 5. Crane

operators will be trained, qualifted, and conduct themselves
in accordance with ANSI-830.2-1976.

1
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B. EG&G Evaluation-

The applicant has met the criteria of this guideline for
' training, qualification, and conduct as specified by
Chapter 2-3 of ANSI B30.2-1976.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

|

The Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 fully I

complies with the criteria of Guideline 3.

2.3.4 Special Lifting Devices [ Guideline 4, NUREG-0612

Article 5.1.1(4)]

'

"Special lifting devices should satisfy the guidelines of ANSI
N14.6-1978, ' Standard for Special Lifting Devices for Shipping
Containers Weighing 10,000 Pounds (4500 kg) or More for Nuclear
Materials' [7]. This standard should apply to all special,

lifting devices which carry heavy loads in areas as defined
above. For operating plants, certain inspections and load tests
may be accepted in lieu of certain material requirements in the
standard. In addition, the stress design factor stated in
Section 3.2.1.1 of ANSI N14.6 should be based on the combined
maximum static and dynamic loads that could be imparted on the
handling device based on characteristics of the crane which will
be used. This is in lieu of the guideline in Section 3.2.1.1 of
ANSI N14.6 which bases the stress design factor on only the
weight (static load) or the load and of the intervening
components of the special handling device."

A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The applicant identified special lifting devices to be used
at the Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 in Table 3
of Reference 4. These devices are not certified to ANSI
N14.6-1978. The applicant has advised that shipping cask
yokes are designed to be single failure proof which is,

superior to meeting the ANSI specification directly.

,
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,

1

The applicant is investigating the requirements that special
'

lifting devices meet ANSI N14.6-1978. Based upon this
investigation, the applicant may take exception to this
requirement.

B. EG&G Evaluation

The applicant has not adequately completed their review of
the special lifting devices for the Limerick Generating
Station, Units 1 and 2. EG&G cannot perform a review until
further information is received from the applicant.

EG&G recommends that the applicar.: perform a point-by point
review of their lifting devices to ANSI N14.6-1978 with
special attention to Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.4, 3.2.1,
3.2.4 through 3.2.6, 3.3.1, 3.3.4 through 3.3.6, 4.1.3
through 4.1.7, 4.1.9, 5.1.4 through 5.1.8, 5.2.1, 5.2.2,
5.3.2, 5.3.4, 5.3.6, and 5.3.7.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) The applicant has not provided adequate information on
compliance with Guideline 4.

(2) See Section 2.3.4 8 for recommendations.

2.3.5 Lifting Devices (Not Specially Designed) [ Guideline 5
NUREG-0612, Article 5.1.1(5)]

" Lifting devices that are not specially designed should be
installed and used in accordance with the guidelines of
ANSI B30.9-1971, ' Slings' [8], However, in selecting the proper
sling, the load'used should be the sum of the static and maximum
dynamic load. The rating identified on the sling should be in
terms of the ' static load' which produces the maximum static and
dynamic load. Where this restricts slings to use on only certain
crcnes, the slings should be clearly marked as to the cranes with
which they may be used."
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A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The appitcant originally stated that current requirements
for slings, utilized by Construction and Maintenance
Division for listed equipment will meet ASNI N45.2-1972.
T'he applicant also investigated the requirement that the-
slings meet ANSI B30.9-1971 and indicated that, based on the
investigation, exception might be taken to the criteria of
Guideline 5. The applicant provided later information,
whereby it was stated that the heavy-load slings that will
be used will meet ANSI B30.9-1971. Also, that a dynamic
load factor of 25% will be applied when selecting the j

slings. By using this factor, which is conservative for the
fastest hook speed (27 ft/ min) for the reactor feed pump
area bridge crane, it is not necessary to provide a specific
sling designation with a particular crane.

:

B. EG&G Evaluation.

EG&G has reviewed the applicant's submittals [4] [5] and;

considers that the applicant meets the criteria of

Guideline 5.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) The Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 complies
with criteria of Guideline 5.

2.3.6 Cranes (Inspection Testing, and Maintenance) [ Guideline 6

NUREG-0612, Article 5.1.1(6)]
-

,

|

"The crane should be inspected, tested, and maintained in
accordance with Chapter 2-2 of ANSI B30.2-1976, ' Overhead and
Gantry Cranes,' with the exception that tests and inspections
should be performed prior to use where it is not practical to
meet the frequencies of ANSI B30.2 for periodic inspection and
test, or where frequency of crane use is less than the specified .

inspection and test frequency (e.g., the polar crane inside a PWR

|
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|

containment may only be used every 12 to 18 months during
refueling operations, and is generally not accessible during
power operation. ANSI B30.2, however, calls for certain
inspections to be performed daily or monthly. For such cranes
having limited. usage, the inspections, test, and maintenance
should be performed prior to their use)."

A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The applicant has stated that the inspection, testing, and
maintenance programs will meet ANSI B30.2-1976 requirements.

B. EG&G Evaluation

The Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 fully comply
with the criteria of Guideline 6.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the applicant's statement of commitment that the
,

crane inspection, testing, and maintenance program will meet
ANSI B30.2-1976, EG&G considers Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2 to be in compliance with Guideline 6.

2.3.7 Crane Design [ Guideline 7, NUREG-0612, Article 5.1.1(7)]

"The crane should be designed to meet the applicable criteria and
guidelines of Chapter 2-1 of ANSI B30.2-1976, ' Overhead and
Gantry Cranes,' and of CMAA=70, ' Specifications for Electric
Overhead Traveling Cranes' [9]. An alternative to a
specification in ANSI B30.2 or CMAA-70 may be accepted in lieu of
specific compliance if the intent of the specification is
satisfied."

A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

The applicant's response indicated that procurement
specifications for cranes identified in Section 2.2.1.1

require compliance with all specifications and standards

Limerick SER G-19
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issued by the Crane Manufacturers Association of America

(CMAA) and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
which were in effect prior to the date of the purchase

irder. The reactor enclosure crane was purchased in 1973
and, therefore, was designed to CMAA-70 and an earlier
version (1967) of ANSI B30.2. The diesel generator cranes
were purchased in 1972 and designed to the same standards as

the reactor enclosure crane.
|

The applicant states that the cranes were designed according
to Chapter 2-1 of ANSI B30.2-1967. However, NUREG-0612 3

requires verification of compliance with Chapter 2-1 of ANSI I

B30.2-1976. The applicant compared the two editions and j

concluded that the aforementioned cranes generally comply

with the applicable requirements of Chapter 2-1 of ANSI
B30.2-1976, with the following exceptions:

,

,

(1) Welded construction (2-1.4.1)--the cranes welding
procedures conform to AWS D2.0-66 rather than AWS D1.1.

(2) Design of guard rails and toe boards (2-1.5.2 and
2-1.7.3) complies with OSAS A12-1932 rather than ANSI

A12.1.

(3) Trolley bumpers (2-1.8.3.a.1) designed with
energy-absorbing capacity for 40% of rated trolley
speed rather than 50%.

(4) Wiring and equipment (2-1.10.1) complies with USAS
C1-1965 rather than Article 610 of National Electrical
Code, ANSI C-1 (NFPA 70). |

The applicant does not consider the above differences to be
significant with respect to safe operation of the cranes.;

Crane design should be considered to be in compliance with
the guidelines of ANSI B30.2-1976. -
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B. EG&G Evaluation

EG&G has reviewed the applicant's response on the

specifications under which their cranes were purchased and
concurs with the applicant's determination. The applicant

.

has demonstrated equivalency of actual design requirements
where specific compliance with Guideline 7 standards were
not provided. EG&G agrees with the applicant's conclusion
on the differences between the two specifications, ANSI
B30.2-1967 and 1976.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) The Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2 is in
full compliance with the criteria of Guideline 7.

,

2.4 Interim Protection Measures

The NRC staff has established (NUREG-0612, Article 5.3) that six
measures should be' initiated to provide reasonable assurance that
handling of heavy loads will be performed in a safe manner until final
implementation of the general guidelines of NUREG-0612, Article 5.1,
is complete. Four of these six interim measures consist of general
Guideline 1, Safe Load Paths; Guideline 2, Load-Handling Procedures;
Guideline 3, Crane Operator Training; and Guideline 6, Cranes
(Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance). The two remaining interim
measures cover the following criteria:

o Heavy load technical specifications

e Special review for haavy loads handled over the core.

Applicant implementation and evaluation of these interim protection
measures is contained in the succeeding paragraphs of this section.
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2,4.1 Interim Protection Measure 1--Technical Specifications

" Licenses for all operating reactors not having a single-
failure proof overhead crane in the fuel storage pool area should
be revised to include a specification comparable to Standard
Technical Specification 3.9.7, ' Crane Travel - Spent Fuel Storage
Pool Building,' for PWRs and Standard Technical
Specification 3.9.6.2, ' Crane Travel,' for BWRs, to prohibit *

handling of heavy loads over fuel _in the storage pool until
implementation of measures which satisfy the guidelines._of
Section 5.1."

A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

Not applicable. Plants are not operational.:

2.4.2 Interim Protection Measures 2, 3, 4, and 5 - Administrative
Controls

[ " Procedural or administrative measures [ including safe load
paths, load-handling procedures, crane operator training, and
crane inspection]... can be accomplished in a short time period
and need not be delayed for complation of evaluations and
modifications to satisfy the guidelines of Section 5.1 of

-[NUREG-0612]."-

A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

Not applicable. Plants are not operational.

|

|
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t

2.4.3 Interim Protection Measure 6--Special Review for Heavy Loads

Over the Core

,"Special attention should be given to procedures, equipment, and
personnel for the handling of heavy loads over the core, such as
vessel internals or vessel inspection tools. This special review
should include the following for these loads: (a) review of
procedures for installation of rigging or lifting devices and
movement of the load to assure that sufficient detail is provided
and that instructions are clear and concise; (b) visual
inspections of load-bearing components of cranes, slings, and
special lifting devices to identify flaws or deficiencies that
could lead to failure of the component; (c) appropriate repair
and replacement of defective components; and (d) verify that the
crane operators have been properly trained and are familiar with
specific procedures used in handling these loads, e.g., hand
signals, conduct of operations, and content of procedures."

A. Summary of Applicant's Statements

Not applicable. Plants are not operational.
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3. CONCLUDING SUMMARY

3.1 Applicable load-Handling Systems
.

The list of cranes and hoi:ts supplied by the applicant as being
subject to the provisions of NUREG-0612 is apparently complete (see
section 2.2.1).

;

3.2 Guideline Recommendations

Compliance with the saven NRC guidelines for heavy load handling
(Section 2.3) are not satisfied at Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2. This conclusion is represented in tabular form as
Table 3.1. Specific recommendations to aid in compliance with the
intent of these guidelines are provided as follows:

Guideline Recommendation
.

1. Section 2.3.1 a. In compliance

2. Section 2.3.2 a. In compliance

3. Section 2.3.3 a. In compliance

4. Section 2.3.4 a. Not in compliance,
i see Section 2.3.4 C
i

|
; 5. Section 2.3.5 a. In compliance
!

6. Section 2.3.6 a. In compliance ,

.
'

i
7. Section 2.3.7 a. In compliance
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3

f 3.3 Interim Protection

EG&G's evaluation of information provided by the applicant indicates
that the fc11owing actions are necessary to ensure that the six NRC

staff me.asures for interim protection at Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2 are met:

Interim Measure Recommendation

The applicant should commit to compliance with all
seven guidelines of NUREG-0612 before refueling.

3.4 Summary

The applicant has complied with all guidelines except Guideline 4
"Special Lifting Devices."
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: TASLE 3.1. LIMERICK PLANT CopFLIAEC H4TRIK

3.
O Height Guteetine 3 Guldeline 4 Guideline 6# or Guideline 1' Crane Spectal Craae-Test
m Heavy Capacity Safe Load Guideline 2 Operator Ltfting Guideline 5 and Guideline 7
E Eeulement Destmation Lna.is (tonsL Paths Procedures Trainian Devices Slines Inspection Crane Design

,

Reactor Enclosure Crane C IZb/15 C C C NC C C *
C

'

Dies 21 Generator C -15 C -C C lic C C C
Building Isridge Cranes

5 pray Pond Pump House C 3 C C .C NC L' . C C
Holsts

Spray Pond Rr. and E5H C ..a C C C HC C C C
Pump Yard Crve

Control Room HVAC Lift C 3 C C C NC C C C
Beans

: Recircul.llon Pump C 24 C C C llc C C C

9 Hotor Holsts4

$ Core Spray Pump Holst C 5 C C C bc C C C,

(10-H215) .
-

' Core Spray Puey C 5 C C C NC C C C
Holst (10-H216)-

Containment Equipment C 6 ,C .C C NC C C C
Door Heist

i CAD Removal Platform C 1 C C C HC C C C
Holst

,

MSRV Service and C 1/2 C C LC NC C C C
llemoval Holst

Containment Hydrogen C 1 C C C IIC .C C C
Recombiner Cover Ibist

Control Room HVAC C 2/3 C C C NC C C C
Egulpment Holst

a = Holst/ Crane to be borrowed from other locations when needed.
-C = #pitcant action complies with flullEE-U612 Guidelines. ,

NC = Applicant action does not comply with IIUREG-0612 Guidelines. ,
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APPENDIX H

NRC STAFF CONTRIBUTORS AND CONSULTANTS

This Safety Evaluation Report is a product of the NRC staff and its consultants.
The NRC staff members listed below were principal contributors to this report.
A list of consultants follows the list of staff members.
NRC STAFF

Name Titla Branch

L. Bell Nuclear Engineer. Accident Evaluation
K. Dempsey Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation
J. Ridgely Mechanical Engineer Auxiliary Systems
R. Eberly Fire Protection Engineer Chemical Engineering
F. Witt Chemical Engineer Chemical Engineering
F. Eltawila Senior Containment Systems Containment Systems

Engineer
W. Brooks Reactor Physicist Core Performance
S.~ Sun Nuclear Engineer Core Performance
S. Wu Reactor Fuels Engineer Core Performance
J. Sears Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness

Specialist
R. Wescott Hydraulic Engineer Environmental and

Hydrologic Engineering
J. Jackson Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualifications
A. Lee Senior Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualifications
A. Masciantonio Equipment Qualification Equipment Qualifications

Engineer
R. Wright Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualifications
T. Su Task Manager (USI) Generic Iss&es
A. Ibrahim Geophysicist Geosciences
R. McMullen Geologist Geosciences
L. Beltracchi Senior Human Factors Human Factors Engineering

Engineer / Scientist
M. Virgilio Senior Reactor Engineer (Instr.) Instrumentation and

Control Systems
R. Benedict Senior Nuclear Engineer Licensee Qualifications

~

(Management Systems)
D. Shum Systems Engineer Licensee Qualifications'S. Bhatt . Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
B. Elliot Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
J. Halapatz Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
M. Hum Materials Engineer Materials Engineering

jJ. Schiffgens Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
'D. Smith- Materials Engineer Materials Engineering

1 -R. Kirkwood Principal Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering
R. Li Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering
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Name Title Branch

E. Markee Senior Meteorologist Meteorology and
Effluent Treatment

C. Nichols Senior Nuclear Engineer Meteorology and
Effluent Treatment

R. Skelton Plant Protection Analyst Power Reactor Safeguards
Licensing

S. Rhow Electrical Engineer Power Systems
(Reactor Systems)

E. Tomlinson Mechanical Engineer Power Systems
(Reactor Systems)

W. Kennedy Senior Operational Safety Procedures and Systems
. Engineer (Nuclear) Review

W. Long Senior Operational Safety Procedures and Systems
Engineer Review

J. Gilray Senior Quality Assurance Quality Assurance
Engineer

J. Spraul Quality Assurance Engineer Quality Assurance
M. Lamastra_ Health Physicist. Radiological Assessment
C. Ferrell Site Analyst Site Analysis
N. Fields Electrical Engineer Site Analysis
B. Richter Cost Benefit Economist Site Analysis

| J. Pearring Geotechnical Engineer Structural and
Geotechnical Engineering

N. Pomney Structural Engineer Structural and
Geotechnical Engineering

C. Tan Structural Engineer ' Structural and
i Geotechnical Engineering

CONSULTANTS
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Name Organization

J. Elsbergus Argonne National Laboratory
i

C. Scheibelhut Argonne Nationai Laboratory-
B. Miller Brockhaven National Laboratory
T. Restive Brookhaven National Laboratory
L. Kripps Energy Incorporated via Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
B. Dixon Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
C. Kido Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
J. Singh Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
T. Stickley Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
D. Bernrewter Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory'

W. Apley Pacific Northwest Laboratories
R. Gruel Pacific Northwest Laboratories -

T. Urbank Texas A&M University
W. Miller US Army Corps of Engineers
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